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May 11, 2020
SEPA Draft EIS for the Chehalis Flood Damage Reduction Project
c/o Anchor QEA
1201 3rd Ave., Suite 2600
Seattle, WA 98101
RE:

Quinault Indian Nation comments, Draft Environmental Impact Statement,
Proposed Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project under State
Environmental Policy Act

On behalf of the Quinault Indian Nation (“Quinault” or “Nation”), Earthjustice provides
these comments regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (“DEIS”) for the Proposed
Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project (“Project” or “dam/levee Project”).
For the reasons provided below, based on its review of the DEIS, the Nation opposes the
proposed Project to build an expandable flood control dam and levee. In summary, the DEIS
does not meet fundamental requirements of State Environmental Policy Act (“SEPA”) because
it:
1. includes a proposed Project, the construction of an expandable dam, for which there is no
corresponding discussion of purpose or need or evaluation of the impacts from an
expanded dam;
2. proposes a Project that does not adequately analyze the least environmentally-harmful
method to accomplish the objective of reducing flood damage in the Centralia-Chehalis
area;
3. admits, yet grossly understates and/or inadequately characterizes, significant and
unavoidable adverse environmental impacts;
4. lacks any mitigation identified for those significant unavoidable adverse environmental
impacts; and
5. fails to acknowledge, quantify, or analyze and discuss that the environmental damage
from this Project will have a disproportionate effect on the Nation’s legally protected
treaty rights and interests.
Because of these overwhelming shortcomings, the Nation does not believe it prudent to
spend additional scarce state resources on developing or promoting the dam/levee Project to
address only one of the two statutory goals of the Chehalis Basin Strategy. The narrow focus on
the dam/levee Project largely ignores the legislative mandate to facilitate Basin-wide flood
damage reduction, and does so at the expense of the other mandate—aquatic species habitat
restoration. The one thing this DEIS makes clear is that there is no legally defensible path to
permitting the proposed dam/levee Project.
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It is the Quinault Nation’s conclusion that the Department of Ecology (“Ecology”) should
use its substantive authority under SEPA to deny the proposed preferred alternative for the
Project and focus efforts to address flood damage in the Chehalis Basin on further developing
and implementing a non-dam alternative that is compatible with aquatic species habitat
restoration. Denial of the proposed Project is warranted given the DEIS’s unmistakable
conclusions that the proposal would result in significant adverse environmental impacts and that
no mitigation measures are included to mitigate those impacts.
We provide the following comments in support of these conclusions. The Nation’s
comments are supported by Comment Matrices related to specific environmental disciplines
covered in the DEIS, and Technical Review Memos including:
1. Cascade of FRE Facility Ecosystems Effects Technical Memo
2. Hydrology Technical Memo 1: Observed and Predicted Flows Relative to FRE Facility
Operation (Hydrology Technical Memo 1 - Observed and Predicted Flows)
3. Hydrology Technical Memo 2: Hydrology and Climate Change Technical Analyses
Review (Hydrology Technical Memo 2 - Hydrology and Climate Change)
4. Earth Discipline Report - Geology Technical Analyses Review
5. Technical Report: Salmon Population Modeling for the SEPA DEIS Evaluation of Flood
Protection in the Chehalis Basin (Technical Report - Salmon Population Modeling)
6. Technical Report: Review of Impacts on Fish and Fisheries as Presented in the SEPA
DEIS Evaluation of Flood Protection in the Chehalis Basin (Technical Report – Impacts
on Fish and Fisheries)
7. Economics & Socioeconomic Analysis Review
8. Local Actions Alternative Technical Analyses Review
9. Forest Practices Technical Analyses Review
All such Comment Matrices, Reports, and their supporting documents are incorporated by
reference.

I.

DESCRIPTION OF DAM AND LEVEE PROJECT PROPOSAL

The Chehalis River Basin is the second largest river basin in the State of Washington,
extending into eight counties and draining approximately 2,700 square miles to Grays Harbor
and the Pacific Ocean. The Chehalis Basin has experienced significant historic changes in land
cover that have negatively affected physical natural processes. Historic development in flood
prone areas has increased flood risks. Five of the largest floods in the history of the Chehalis
River Basin occurred in the last 30 years. In 2007 and 2009, two extreme floods occurred only
13 months apart, causing significant loss and damage in the Basin—costing hundreds of millions
of dollars in economic damages and lost revenue, and overwhelming fish and wildlife habitat.
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The Chehalis Basin Strategy (“Strategy”), a collaborative process, was launched shortly
thereafter in order to address the dual challenges of damage from extreme flooding and degraded
aquatic species habitat throughout the Basin. The Chehalis Basin Strategy Final Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement (“PEIS”) (June 2, 2017) evaluated a suite of actions to address
these two challenges. Among those actions were two types of dams: 1) A dam with a temporary
pool designed to temporarily hold back water during major floods, referred to as a Flood
Retention Only facility (“FRO”), and 2) a larger dam with a permanent reservoir designed to
retain water all year (instead of only during major floods), referred to as a Flood Retention Flow
Augmentation facility (“FRFA”).
The DEIS provides a description of the proposed Project, building a Flood Retention
Expandable facility (“FRE”), which is an expandable flood retention dam (equivalent size and
function to the FRO) 1,550 feet long and 270 feet high at its top, located on Weyerhaeuser and
Panesko Tree Farm land, at River Mile 108 on the Chehalis River, about 1 mile upstream of Pe
Ell. It would create what is described in the DEIS as a ‘temporary’ reservoir with a capacity at
maximum design including an inundation extent of 6.5 miles (856 inundated acres), reservoir
elevation of 628 feet, reservoir depth of 203 feet, and water capacity of 66,360 acre-feet. DEIS,
p. 12.
The expandable dam (FRE) is proposed to be built so it could support, according to the
DEIS, “the future construction of a larger structure” that “could hold up to 130,000 acre-feet of
water in the reservoir. This expansion may or may not occur, and, if pursued in the future, it
would be subject to a separate environmental review and permitting process.” If the dam were
expanded at an unidentified later date, the reservoir would become a permanent storage pool of
up to 130,000 acre-feet, dam height of 313 ft, and reservoir elevation of 687 feet. DEIS,
Appendix 1, Attachment A, Part 2, p. 41.
The proposed dam design includes five 310-foot-long openings (outlets) along the base of
the structure that the DEIS describes as allowing the Chehalis River to “flow through the FRE
facility outside of major (or greater) flood events.” DEIS, p. 8. One of the outlets would be 12
feet wide by 20 feet high and four would be 10 feet wide by 16 feet high. Under non-flood
control conditions, the river would pass through the outlets to a 230-foot-long stilling basin. The
DEIS indicates the outlets would also provide upstream and downstream passage for fish and
other aquatic species under non-flood control conditions. The concrete stilling basin is designed
to slow the water and minimize downstream channel erosion. Water would re-enter the natural
river channel downstream of the FRE facility. Id.
The proposed dam includes a fish trap-and-transport facility that would provide fish access
upstream during major or larger floods when the FRE facility outlet gates are closed.
Downstream fish passage would not be provided during major or larger floods when the outlets
are closed, a period the DEIS describes as “up to 35 days.” DEIS, p. 20.
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The Project also includes adding 4 to 7 feet to the height of the existing 9,511-foot-long
levee around the Centralia-Chehalis airport with earthen materials or floodwalls and raising 810
feet of NW Louisiana Avenue along the southern extent of the airport, as well as other more
minor improvements. DEIS, p. 22.
The stated purpose and objective for the FRE dam/levee Project are:
The Applicant’s purpose for the Proposed Project is to reduce flood damage in the
Chehalis-Centralia area by constructing a flood retention facility and temporary
reservoir near Pe Ell and making changes to the Chehalis-Centralia Airport levee.
The Applicant’s objective for the Proposed Project is to reduce flooding coming
from the Willapa Hills and improve the levee protection level at the ChehalisCentralia Airport.
DEIS, p. 6 (emphasis added). The DEIS identifies these specific metrics to measure flood
damage reduction:
1.
2.
3.

Protect approximately 635 structures of value from flooding risk during a catastrophic
flood.
Reduce disruption of access via main transportation routes, specifically ensuring access
along SR 6 and Interstate 5 (I-5) is open within 24 hours of a catastrophic flood.
Minimize flood-related impacts (e.g., closure) at the Chehalis-Centralia Airport.

DEIS, p. 8. There is no stated purpose or need for the expanded version of the dam, referred to as
the FRE-FC in DEIS appendices, despite the fact that the proposed Project will be built to
accommodate such an expansion.
The Applicant for this Project is the Chehalis River Basin Flood Control Zone District, a
quasi-governmental agency that has never designed, built, or operated a flood control dam. The
Applicant’s proposed Project development is funded with state tax dollars through appropriations
made by the Washington State Legislature, as is the Draft EIS development occurring
simultaneously under both SEPA and the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”).
The Washington Legislature delegated to the Office of the Chehalis Basin and its oversight
Board the responsibility “to aggressively pursue implementation of an integrated strategy and
administer funding for long-term flood damage reduction and aquatic species restoration in the
Chehalis river basin.” RCW 43.21A.730(1). The proposed Project wholly fails to meet this
statutory objective. The proposal addresses only a small component of one of the goals of that
overall Strategy, leaving most of the Chehalis River Basin and its residents unprotected. This
Project does not address other important components of the overall Chehalis Basin Strategy that
have been under consideration for more than two decades, such as flood damage reduction
throughout the entire Chehalis River Basin. Moreover, this Project is antithetical to the Chehalis
Basin Strategy’s goal of aquatic species habitat restoration throughout the Basin.
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As defined in the DEIS, the Local Actions Alternative includes non-structural approaches to
reduce flood damage in the Chehalis-Centralia area that local governments “could choose to do
in the future.” DEIS, p. 24. This narrowed focus, again, contradicts the overall goal of the
Strategy—flood damage reduction throughout the entire Chehalis Basin. Among these
approaches, as briefly discussed in the DEIS are: land use management actions, additional
floodproofing, buying out or relocating at-risk properties or structures, improving floodplain
storage and minimizing channel migration hazards through restoration actions, and improving
flood emergency response actions like the early flood warning system. DEIS, pp. 24-25.
The DEIS also considers a No-Action Alternative as required under SEPA, WAC 197-11440(5)(b)(ii).

II.

QUINAULT INDIAN NATION HAS SUBSTANTIAL INTERESTS IN THE
CHEHALIS BASIN

The Quinault Indian Nation is a federally-recognized Indian tribe and sovereign tribal
government. The Quinault people have lived near and depended on Grays Harbor, the Chehalis
River Basin, and the Washington Coast since time immemorial. They have been called the Canoe
people because of the importance of the ocean, bays, estuaries, and rivers to every aspect of
tribal life. See generally, Jacqueline M. Strom, Land of the Quinault (1990). The Quinault
Nation is also part of the Grays Harbor community, and is a leading contributor to the economic
and social lifeblood of this region.
A. Federally-Protected Treaty Rights Must Be Considered.
The Nation is signatory to the Treaty of Olympia (1856) by which it reserved, among other
things, the right of “taking fish, at all usual and accustomed fishing grounds and stations” and the
privilege of hunting and gathering on open and unclaimed lands, among other rights, in exchange
for ceding lands it historically roamed freely.
In a landmark court case known as the “Boldt decision,” a federal court confirmed Quinault’s
treaty fishing rights and established the Nation and other plaintiff tribes as co-managers of offReservation fisheries resources entitled to half of the harvestable number of fish returning to
Washington waters. United States v. Washington, 384 F. Supp. 312 (W.D. Wn. 1974), aff’d 520
F.2d 676 (9th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 1086 (1976). Based on the evidence provided,
the court determined the usual and accustomed areas of the Quinault Nation include “the waters
adjacent to their territory” and “Grays Harbor and those streams which empty into Grays
Harbor.” Id. at 374-75; see also United States v. Washington, 459 F.Supp. 1020, 1097 (W.D.
Wn. 1978), aff'd 645 F.2d 749 (9th Cir.1981). In a later compilation of key court findings, the
court concluded: “The Quinault Tribe has usual and accustomed fishing places in Grays Harbor
and its watershed, including the Humptulips River.” United States v. Washington, 459 F.Supp.
1020, 1038 (W.D. Wn. 1978) aff'd, 645 F.2d 749 (9th Cir. 1981). Throughout these terrestrial,
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riverine and marine usual and accustomed fishing areas—including the entire Chehalis River
Basin—Quinault is either a full manager or co-manager of treaty resources and the habitats that
support them.
Treaty rights have substantial legal weight. The treaties signed with Washington tribes in the
1850s do not grant rights to Indians, but rather serve as a “grant of right from them—a
reservation of those not granted.” United States v. Winans, 198 U.S. 371, 381 (1905). Thus, the
Quinault Nation’s treaty rights are rights reserved by, and not granted to, it. Treaties are the
supreme law of the land. Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 515, 531 (1832). These rights cannot be
abrogated or diminished except by “plain and unambiguous” explicit congressional
authorization. United States v. Santa Fe Pac. R.R. Co., 314 U.S. 339, 346, 354 (1941).
Treaties take precedence over state laws by reason of the Supremacy Clause of the U.S.
Constitution, Art. VI, Sect. 2, which binds the State of Washington and its agencies to honor the
treaties signed between Washington Indian tribes and the United States Government in the 1850s
and to ensure agency actions do not harm them. This was affirmed by the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals holding that, “The State of Washington is bound by the treaty. If the State acts for the
primary purpose or object of affecting or regulating the fish supply or catch in noncompliance
with the treaty as interpreted by past decisions, it will be subject to immediate correction and
remedial action by the courts.” United States v. State of Washington, 759 F.2d 1353, 1357 (9th
Cir. 1985) (en banc). That holding was directly applied by the federal court in the “culverts case”
brought initially by Washington tribes in 2001 to compel the State of Washington to repair or
replace culverts that impeded salmon migration to or from their spawning grounds. The court
recognized that the treaties impose a duty on the state to refrain from building or operating
culverts under state-maintained roads that hinder fish passage and thereby diminish the number
of fish that would otherwise be available for tribal harvest. United. States v. Washington, 853
F.3d 946 (9th Cir. 2017). The Ninth Circuit, affirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court, reasoned quite
simply that, “the Tribes’ right of access to their usual and accustomed fishing places would be
worthless without harvestable fish.” Id. at 965. That general principle applies to the proposed
Project—the state cannot lawfully permit a project that diminishes and potentially eliminates fish
runs and that destroys the habitat-forming processes that are integral to the availability of the fish
that Quinault relies on for the exercise of its treaty fishing rights.
State administrative law further confirms tribal treaty rights must not be violated by state or
local permitting actions. In 1988, the Pollution Control Hearings Board (“PCHB”) considered a
claim by the Tulalip Tribes of Washington challenging a state water quality certification and
coastal zone consistency determination because these decisions threatened federal tribal treaty
rights. Tulalip Tribes of Washington v. State of Washington, 1988 WL 159039 (Wn. Pol. Control
Bd. 87-64). Though the PCHB granted the state’s motion to dismiss that claim, it did so with the
caveat that such dismissal does not “imply that the rights of the Tulalip Tribes secured by federal
treaty need not be respected by the State nor that the State may permit activities to go forward in
violation of those rights.” Id. at *3. The PCHB emphasized, “The treaty of the United States with
the Tulalip Tribes, like other treaties, is the law of the land. The Supremacy Clause of the United
States Constitution makes it paramount over conflicting state laws.”
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Similarly, in 1988, in an Order Granting Motion for Dismissal on Issues Concerning Tribal
Treaty Rights, the Shoreline Hearings Board elaborated on the appropriateness of consideration
of the Tribal treaty rights:
This ruling should not be interpreted to mean that local and state government need
not consider Indian fishing rights in determining whether to grant, condition or deny
a substantial development or conditional use permit. Where competing use
determinations involving Indian fishing must be made or where environmental
impacts on Indian fishing and the fisheries resource must be evaluated under SEPA,
there must necessarily be consideration on Indian fishing rights. We do not hold
that Indian fishing rights are not appropriately considered in the permitting process;
we hold that the extent of such rights is not properly adjudicated in this forum.
In addition, we reiterate the statement made in Tulalip Tribes, et al. v. BCE
Development, et al., SHB 87-5 & 6 (July 23, 1987), where we said that, where
appropriate, the parties ‘may seek to introduce evidence, for example, on the Tribes'
usual and accustomed fishing grounds, their areas of navigation, and so forth . . .’
to assist the Board in determining conformance with the Shoreline Management
Act, SEPA or the local master program.
Tulalip Tribes v. City of Everett, SHB No. 87-33, at 7 (holding that the Board lacked jurisdiction
over the subject matter of the consistency of SEPA with the conditional use permit); see also,
Nooksack Indian Tribe v. State of Washington, 1995 WL 879095 1995, *4 (reiterating the
statement made in SHB 87-5 & 6 and adding, “These statements apply equally to the protections
for the fishery and beneficial uses under the anti-degradation policy of the Clean Water Act.”)
B. Quinault Treaty Harvest Is Significant Socially, Economically and Culturally.
The Nation’s federally-protected treaty fishing right guarantees enrolled Quinault tribal
members—now and in perpetuity—the right to harvest any and all fish and shellfish species
anywhere within the Quinault Nation’s usual and accustomed fishing areas in perpetuity. The
Chehalis River, its tributary rivers, streams, and wetlands, and the Grays Harbor estuary, provide
the freshwater and marine habitat that supports Chinook, chum, and coho salmon and steelhead
of critical importance to the Quinault Nation’s treaty-protected terminal river fisheries within
Grays Harbor. Grays Harbor, and the Chehalis River flowing into it, nourishes other species of
importance to the Nation, such as white sturgeon and Dungeness crab, an economically vital
fishery on the Washington coast.
Similarly, the Nation’s enrolled members have a federally-protected right to hunt wildlife
and gather plants within, at least, the Chehalis Basin on all open and unclaimed lands in
perpetuity under Quinault laws and regulations.
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Fish and shellfish are a source of social, economic and cultural values. Salmon have
particular historic significance as a vital cultural and economic resource of the Quinault people.
Many tribal fishers derive their entire economic livelihood from fishing and shellfishing,
including from the Chehalis River system. Salmon represent a means for employment in fishing,
guiding and processing jobs. Fish are often used in trade between tribal members for other foods
or goods. Salmon and razor clams are communally served at social and community events such
as celebrations, weddings and funerals.
Salmon is a critical food source for the Quinault people. Salmon provide protein, vitamins,
and oils that are vital to their dietary health and community well-being. The nutrition from
salmon improves susceptibility to debilitating diseases like diabetes, and provides food for
sharing in ceremonial and cultural events. It also protects the community by providing food
security during times of scarcity or crisis. Often, salmon and other fish and shellfish are shared
with family members, elders and others in the community who do not, or can no longer, fish.
Fishing is also a way to educate younger generations in life lessons, both as a means to pass
on traditional knowledge and to perpetuate ceremonial values. Parents bond with and teach these
life lessons to their children while catching, gathering, preserving, and preparing foods. There
are also spiritual values inherent in fishing, such as thanksgiving for the ability to utilize the
resources.
Spring Chinook are highly prized by the Quinault people as it is often the first salmon
species to return to the rivers in the springtime. In the Chehalis River, the first salmon ceremony
has been traditionally observed for the first of these Chinook salmon. Historically, the fisherman
obtaining the first salmon immediately sent messengers to notify all of the villagers of the event.
People gathered at the house of the fisherman. It was prepared in such a manner as to ensure
future fishing successes. In today’s society, a first salmon ceremony is an individual experience;
the fisherman will prepare the salmon and disburse it to elders and prominent members of the
community. Elders are often unable to fish themselves so they rely on the generosity of the
fisherman. The first salmon ceremony has been and continues to be of deep religious
significance. See Technical Report – Impacts on Fish and Fisheries, describing the cultural
importance of salmon to the Quinault people.
Chinook salmon from the Chehalis River system is a delicacy second only to the Blueback
sockeye runs in the Quinault River. Traditionally, no edible part of the fish was wasted,
including the head, eyes and eggs. Due to its high fat content, Chinook salmon is considered the
most flavorful of the salmon species. The head is used for soup; other portions eaten include the
eyeballs and cheeks. The belly meat is considered the most succulent and often considered the
best part of the fish. Chinook salmon produce many eggs, which Quinault people use to prepare
fish egg soup. Baked eggs are considered a delicacy. Nutritionally, the fish, the heads, and eggs
are excellent sources of protein and B vitamins.
The Nation’s treaty-reserved hunting and gathering rights on open and unclaimed lands
extend throughout the Chehalis River Basin. Currently, Quinault regulates its members’ treaty
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hunting through annual regulations pertaining to Game Management Units within the Basin,
including 501 Lincoln, 506 Willapa Hills, 530 Ryderwood, 642 Copalis, 648 Wynoochee, 651
Satsop, 658 North River, 660 Minot Peak, 672 Fall River, 673 Williams Creek, 681 Bear River,
684 Long Beach, and 699 Long Island. Furthermore, Quinault people have strong cultural and
spiritual ties and interests throughout the Basin.
C. The Quinault Nation Is Heavily Invested in the Chehalis Basin Strategy.
The Nation submitted extensive comments on the Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (Letter dated November 14, 2016, “RE: Quinault Indian Nation Comments on
Chehalis Basin Strategy Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement” including
Attachments 1-7 and Exhibits A-O). Earthjustice, representing the Nation, submitted extensive
SEPA DEIS scoping comments by Letter dated October 29, 2018, “Re: Quinault Indian Nation’s
Combined Comments on Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project—Dam and
Airport Levee SEPA and NEPA Scope of Review,” including 33 Exhibits. These letters include
comprehensive technical and legal review of these documents and the impacts to the
environment and Quinault interests from the proposed projects considered. Each letter and all
attachments are incorporated by reference herein. Additionally, a compilation of correspondence
dating from 2010 between the Nation and State of Washington regarding the Chehalis Basin
Strategy and related matters is attached as Exhibit A.
The Nation has also participated through its voting representative, Vice President Tyson
Johnston, on the Chehalis Basin Board. The state legislature has delegated this Board the
significant responsibility “for oversight of a long-term strategy resulting from the department's
programmatic environmental impact statement for the Chehalis river basin to reduce flood
damage and restore aquatic species habitat[,]” and “for overseeing the implementation of the
strategy and developing biennial and supplemental budget recommendations to the governor.”
RCW 43.21A.731(5) and (6), respectively. This proposed Project purports to be but one
component addressing one goal of that Strategy—to reduce flood damage in a small portion of
the Chehalis Basin confined to the Chehalis-Centralia area.

III.

STATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT REQUIREMENTS

In adopting the State Environmental Policy Act (“SEPA”), the Washington legislature
declared the protection of the environment to be a core state priority. RCW 43.21C.010. Through
SEPA, “[t]he legislature recognizes that each person has a fundamental and inalienable right to a
healthful environment and that each person has a responsibility to contribute to the preservation
and enhancement of the environment.” RCW 43.21C.020(3). This policy statement “indicates in
the strongest possible terms the basic importance of environmental concerns to the people of the
state.” Leschi v. Highway Comm’n, 84 Wn.2d 271, 279-80 (1974).
Like its federal counterpart, NEPA, SEPA broadly serves two purposes: first, to ensure that
government decision makers are fully apprised of the environmental consequences of their
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actions and, second, to encourage public participation in the consideration of environmental
impacts. Norway Hill Preservation and Prot. Ass’n v. King Co, 87 Wn.2d 267, 279 (1976);
Victoria Tower P’ship v. City of Seattle, 59 Wn. App. 592, 601, 800 P.2d 380 (1990). SEPA
requires full disclosure and “detailed” consideration of all affected environmental values. RCW
43.21C.031(1). See also Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 350 (1989) (the “hard
look” required by NEPA includes all foreseeable direct and indirect effects and full discussion of
the negative effects, not just passing mention). At its heart, SEPA is an “environmental full
disclosure law.” Norway Hill, at 272. The Norway Hill court also highlighted the legislature’s
intent that “environmental values be given full consideration in government decision making,”
and its decision to implement this policy through the procedural provisions of SEPA which
“specify the nature and extent of the information that must be provided, and which require its
consideration, before a decision is made.” Id. at 277-78.
Importantly SEPA is more than a purely “procedural” statute that encourages informed and
politically accountable decision-making. SEPA empowers agencies to say no to a proposed
project. An agency’s authority to deny a project was settled in Polygon Corp. v. City of Seattle,
90 Wn. 2d 59, 64-65, 578 P.2d 1309 (1978) (en banc). In that case, Polygon Corporation
challenged Seattle's authority to deny a building permit because of adverse impacts identified
under SEPA. The Court upheld the permit denial based on identified adverse impacts to
aesthetics as independent grounds under SEPA, regardless of the project’s compliance with
applicable zoning laws, and the availability of alternatives with less adverse environmental
impacts. Id. at 70. Courts have confirmed agencies’ authority to deny projects under SEPA
substantive authority in several cases since Polygon. See, e.g., Dep't of Nat. Res. v. Thurston
Cty., 92 Wn. 2d 656, 668, 601 P.2d 494, 500 (1979) (denying proposed plat due to significant
impacts to resident eagles based on SEPA substantive authority regardless of fact that platting
statute did not provide explicit authority to deny plat on environmental grounds); W. Main
Assocs. v. City of Bellevue, 49 Wn. App. 513, 742 P.2d 1266 (1987) (affirming in part denial of
permit based on adoption of comprehensive plan as SEPA policy and evidence supporting
adverse environmental impacts which could not be mitigated); Cook v. Clallam Cty., 27 Wn.
App. 410, 414, 618 P.2d 1030, 1033 (1980) (project's potential for creating pressure to alter
surrounding land use and the cumulative impact from other similar projects were significant
adverse impacts supporting permit denial). See also W. Main Assocs. v. City of Bellevue, 106
Wn. 2d 47, 53, 720 P.2d 782, 786 (1986) (en banc) (affirming declaration of illegality of city’s
restrictive ordinance, but holding in dicta that “under [SEPA] a municipality has the discretion to
deny an application for a building permit because of adverse environmental impacts even if the
application meets all other requirements and conditions for issuance”), abrogated by Yim v. City
of Seattle, 451 P.3d 694 (Wash. 2019). In enacting SEPA, the state legislature gave decision
makers the affirmative authority to condition or even deny projects where environmental impacts
are serious, cannot be mitigated, or collide with local rules or policies. WAC 197-11-660.
SEPA requires an environmental impact statement (“EIS”) for any action that has a
“probable significant, adverse environmental impact.” RCW 43.21C.031(1); WAC 197-11440(6)(e). SEPA regulations define impact as “the effects or consequences of actions.” WAC
197-11-752. SEPA requires that agencies “carefully consider the range of probable impacts,
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including short-term and long-term effects and shall include those that are likely to arise or exist
over the lifetime of a proposal or, depending on the particular proposal, longer.” WAC 197-11060(4)(c). “’Probable’ means likely or reasonably likely to occur, as in ‘a reasonable probability
of more than a moderate effect on the quality of the environment.’” WAC 197-11-782.
“’Significance’ means a reasonable likelihood of more than a moderate adverse impact on
environmental quality.” WAC 197-11-794. This determination is guided by criteria in WAC 19711-330, and “involves context and intensity. . . . The context may vary with the physical setting.
Intensity depends on the magnitude and duration of an impact. The severity of an impact should
be weighed along with the likelihood of its occurrence. An impact may be significant if its
chance of occurrence is not great, but the resulting environmental impact would be severe if it
occurred.” Id.
A.

Reasonable Alternatives Required.

The overarching purpose of an EIS is to “provide impartial discussion of significant
environmental impacts and [to] inform decision makers and the public of reasonable alternatives,
including mitigation measures, that would avoid or minimize adverse impacts or enhance
environmental quality.” WAC 197-11-400(2). Accordingly, SEPA requires that an EIS contain a
detailed discussion of alternatives to the proposed action. RCW 43.21C.030(c)(iii). SEPA
supplementary policy regulations require agencies to “[i]dentify, evaluate, and require or
implement, where required by the act and these rules, reasonable alternatives that would
mitigate adverse effects of proposed actions on the environment.” WAC 197-11-030(g)
(emphasis added). “Reasonable alternatives” shall include actions “that could feasibly attain or
approximate a proposal's objectives, but at a lower environmental cost or decreased level of
environmental degradation.” WAC 197-11-440(5)(b) (emphasis added).
As potential alternatives are identified, they should be measured against certain criteria:
• Do they feasibly attain or approximate the proposal’s objectives?
• Do they provide a lower environmental cost or decreased level of environmental
degradation than the proposal?
(SEPA Handbook, p. 35).
Washington courts look to federal case law interpreting and applying NEPA for guidance in
interpreting and applying SEPA. Int'l Longshore & Warehouse Union, Local 19 v. City of
Seattle, 176 Wn. App. 512, 525, 309 P.3d 654 (2013); and, see, e.g., ASARCO v. Air Quality
Coal., 92 Wn.2d 685, 709 (1979); Kucera v. State Dep’t of Transp., 140 Wn.2d 200, 215-16
(2000). Under NEPA, an EIS must “briefly specify the underlying purpose and need to which the
agency is responding in proposing the alternatives including the proposed action.” 40 C.F.R. §
1502.13. See also Westlands Water District v. United States Department of the Interior, 376
F.3d 853, 865 (9th Cir. 2004), pointing out that “[a]n agency preparing an EIS must specify the
underlying purpose and need for the proposed action.”
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The purpose and need statement is significant because the project alternatives arise from that
statement. See City of Carmel-by-the-Sea v. United States Department of Transportation, 123
F.3d 1142, 1155 (9th Cir, 1997) (“[p]roject alternatives derive from an Environmental Impact
Statement’s ‘Purpose and Need’ section.’) Indeed, the “stated goal of a project necessarily
dictates the range of ‘reasonable’ alternatives.” City of Carmel, 123 F. 3d at 1155. See also,
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe v. U.S. Forest Service, 177 F.3d 800, 812 (9th Cir. 1999) (same). The
consideration of alternatives, in turn, “is the heart of the environmental impact statement.” City
of Carmel at 1155.
A agency must “’[r]igorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives’”
for the proposed action in response to a “’specif[ied] underlying purpose and need.’”
Biodiversity Conservation Alliance v. Jiron, 762 F.3d 1036, 1083 (10th Cir. 2014). Courts
generally look at the objectives identified by the agency in the purpose and need statement of an
EIS to determine whether the agency has considered the reasonable alternatives. Citizens’
Committee to Save Our Canyons v. United States Forest Service, 297 F.3d 1012, 1030 (10th Cir.
2002). Alternatives that do not accomplish the purpose of the proposed action are not reasonable
and need not be studied. Id. at 1031. See also Westlands Water District, 376 F.3d at 868 (the
“‘range of alternatives that must be considered in the EIS need not extend beyond those
reasonably related to the purposes of the project.’”) To be sure, “alternatives that do not
accomplish that purpose or objective . . . are not ‘reasonable.’” Citizens’ Committee to Save Our
Canyons, at 1031.
The legal principle that alternatives that do not accomplish the purposes or objectives set
forth in the statement of purpose and need are not reasonable is generally applied by the courts in
the context of a project opponent arguing that other alternatives were not identified or not
subjected to adequate study. The requirement that reasonable alternatives must be based on the
discussion of purpose and need also means that the preferred action selected by the agency must
also correspond to an identified purpose or need and it must also be analyzed as an alternative.
A viable but unexamined alternative renders an environmental impact statement inadequate.
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, 177 F.3d at 814. Consideration of viable alternatives is a prerequisite
to ensuring agencies take a “hard look” at the environmental consequences of their actions and
so decision makers can appropriately make informed decisions. Id.
An EIS must also “[p]resent a comparison of the environmental impacts of the reasonable
alternatives, and include the no action alternative.” WAC 197-11-440(5)(b)(ii). The discussion of
alternatives in an EIS need not be exhaustive, but the EIS must present sufficient information for
a reasoned choice among alternatives. Gebbers v. Okanogan County Public Utility Dist. No. 1,
144 Wn. App. 371, 387-88, 183 P.3d 324 (2008), review denied 165 Wn.2d 1004, 198 P.3d 511;
Toandos Peninsula Ass’n v. Jefferson Cy., 32 Wn. App. 473, 483 (1982). SEPA also requires a
“no action” alternative be evaluated and compared to other alternatives. WAC 197-11440(5)(b)(ii).
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B.

Scope of Review.

It is implicit in SEPA that an “agency cannot close its eyes to the ultimate probable
environmental consequences of its current action.” Cheney v. City of Mountlake Terrace, 87
Wn.2d 338, 344 (1976). Accordingly, under SEPA, environmental review must include
consideration of “direct and indirect impacts caused by a proposal.” WAC 197-11-060(4)(d).
The requirement for disclosure of indirect and cumulative impacts is necessary to comply with
the mandate that decisions must be based on “complete disclosure of environmental
consequences.” King County v. Washington State Boundary Review Bd. for King County, 122
Wn.2d 648, 663, 860 P.2d 1024 (1994). “The range of impacts to be analyzed in an EIS (direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts, WAC 197-11-792) may be wider than the impacts for which
mitigation measures are required of applicants.” WAC 197-11-060(4)(e).
While SEPA itself does not define direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts, NEPA does, and
these definitions have been borrowed for use in interpreting SEPA. See Quinault Indian Nation
v. City of Hoquiam, 2013 WL 6637401 (Shorelines Hearings Board, Dec. 9, 2013) (borrowing
NEPA definition of cumulative effects for SEPA analysis of crude-by-rail terminal). Indirect
impacts are “caused by the action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still
reasonably foreseeable.” 40 C.F.R. § 1508.8(b). Cumulative impacts include “the impact on the
environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or nonFederal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from
individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.” 40
C.F.R. § 1508.7; and see, White v. Kitsap Cnty, SHB No. 09-019 at 17 (2009) (cumulative
impacts of a proposed action together with the impacts of pending and future actions should be
considered when making a threshold determination). “Proposals are similar if, when viewed
with other reasonably foreseeable actions, they have common aspects that provide a basis for
evaluating their environmental consequences together, such as common timing, types of impacts,
alternatives, or geography.” WAC 197-11-060(3)(c)(i). Id.
NEPA requires a “useful analysis of the cumulative impacts of past, present and future
projects,” which requires “discussion of how [future] projects together with the proposed ...
project will affect [the environment].” Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, 177 F.3d at 810 (citing City of
Carmel, 123 F.3d at 1160). The court in Muckleshoot Indian Tribe rejected a cumulative impacts
analysis in an EIS that contained no evaluation of the impact of timber harvest on lands proposed
to be transferred to Weyerhaeuser as part of a land exchange, finding the EIS failed to adequately
analyze impacts of another “reasonably foreseeable” land exchange. Id. at 811-812. The court
ultimately held that the cumulative impacts statements in the EIS, relying on “broad and general
statements devoid of specific, reasoned conclusions,” were “far too general and one-sided to
meet NEPA requirements.” Id. at 811. The court stated further that the analysis fell far short of a
“useful analysis” as required by Carmel, 123 F.3d at 1160, and Blue Mountains Biodiversity
Project v. Blackwood, 161 F.3d 1208, 1214–15 (9th Cir. 1998). Id.
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It is important to note the distinction between indirect and cumulative impacts. Indirect
impacts are those impacts attributable to the project that are not immediate, perhaps induced by
the project or an extension of the project. Cumulative impacts include indirect impacts but also
impacts to the same or similar resources from other projects, not just the project under
consideration.
SEPA rules allow for EISs to be conducted in phases in some situations. WAC 197–11–
060(5). Such phasing allows an agency and the public to avoid being forced to decide issues that
are not ripe for review. WAC 197–11–060(5)(b). However, SEPA requires an agency to identify
when it is using phased review. WAC 197-11-060(5)(e); East Cnty Reclamation Co. v. Bjornsen,
125 Wn. App. 432, 441 (2005) (holding the project’s FEIS was offered as a final document and
phased review was not proper so it remanded for unphased review). Phased review is not
appropriate when it is merely used to divide a larger system into exempted or seemingly-less
significant fragments, or to avoid discussion of the full range of impacts, particularly cumulative
impacts. WAC 197–11–060(5)(d)(ii); Indian Trail Property Owner’s Ass’n v. City of Spokane,
76 Wn. App. 430, 443 (1994) (finding initial evaluation of underground fuel storage tanks
separate from other phases of proposed shopping facility expansion was erroneous; such phased
review was inappropriate because it would serve only to avoid discussion of cumulative
impacts).
Relatedly, when a non-project or programmatic EIS precedes a project EIS, “the EIS on
such a project shall focus on the impacts and alternatives including mitigation measures specific
to the subsequent project and not analyzed in the non-project EIS. The scope shall be limited
accordingly.” WAC 197-11-443(2).
SEPA requires a consideration of impacts throughout a wide geographic range. “In assessing
the significance of an impact, a lead agency shall not limit its consideration of a proposal's
impacts only to those aspects within its jurisdiction, including local or state boundaries (see
WAC 197-11-330(3) also).” WAC 197-11-060(4)(b). For example, in announcing the scope of
the EIS for the Gateway Pacific Terminal (coal export) near Bellingham, Ecology confirmed that
the EIS would look at—in addition to the obvious onsite impacts like wetlands fill, habitat loss,
and pollution—impacts of increased rail and marine vessel traffic throughout the state and even
beyond.
Environmental reviews under SEPA must use sufficient information and disclose areas
where information is speculative or unknown. WAC 197-11-080(1), (2). Where there is scientific
uncertainty, Washington courts have required agencies to disclose responsible opposing views
and resolve differences. These requirements feed into the ultimate standard of review for EISs,
that adequacy is based on a rule of reason, Cheney, 87 Wn.2d at 344, and courts require
reasonably thorough information disclosure and discussion, good data and analysis to support
conclusions, and sufficient information to make a reasoned decision. Klickitat County Citizens
Against Imported Waste v. Klickitat County, 122 Wn.2d 619, 633 (1993). Sufficiency of the data
is also assessed under the “rule of reason,” which requires a “‘reasonably thorough discussion of
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the significant aspects of the probable environmental consequences’ of the agency's decision.”
Weyerhaeuser v. Pierce Cnty., 124 Wn.2d 26, 38 (1994) (citations omitted).
In making the similar assessment under NEPA, which again, Washington State courts look
to for guidance in interpreting the SEPA, federal courts require agencies to take a
“hard look” at environmental impacts. More specifically, for review of NEPA claims, the
Court must “ensure that an agency has taken the requisite hard look at the environmental
consequences of its proposed action, carefully reviewing the record to ascertain whether the
agency decision is founded on a reasoned evaluation of the relevant factors.” Te-Moak Tribe v.
Interior, 608 F.3d 592, 599 (9th Cir. 2010) (quoting Greenpeace Action v. Franklin, 14 F.3d
1324, 1332 (9th Cir. 1992) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted)). This review must
be “searching and careful.” Ocean Advocates v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 402 F.3d 846,
858 (9th Cir. 2005). It also is guided by a “rule of reason” that asks “whether an EIS contains a
reasonably thorough discussion of the significant aspects of the probable environmental
consequences.” Churchill County v. Norton, 276 F.3d 1060, 1071 (9th Cir. 2001), amended by,
282 F.3d 1055 (9th Cir. 2002). Under NEPA, courts have held that an agency cannot rely on
“stale” scientific evidence or “ignore reputable scientific criticism” in EISs. Seattle Audubon
Soc. v. Espy, 998 F.2d 699 (9th Cir.1993); Carmel, 123 F.3d at 1151.
Washington Courts have employed the “hard look” doctrine directly, characterized as the
requirement for full disclosure and consideration of environmental values. See Pub. Util. Dist.
No. 1 of Clark Cnty. v. Pollution Control Hearings Bd., 137 Wn. App. 150, 158, 151 P.3d
1067, 1070 (2007); Toward Responsible Dev. v. City of Black Diamond, 179 Wn. App. 1012
review denied, 180 Wn. 2d 1017, 327 P.3d 54 (2014) (unpublished opinion) (“Courts review
an EIS as a whole and examine all of the various components of [the] agency’s environmental
analysis ... to determine, on the whole, whether the agency has conducted the required ‘hard
look.’”); see also Coalition for a Sustainable 520 v. U.S. Department of Transportation, 881 F.
Supp. 2d 1243, 1259 (W.D. Wn. 2012) (holding implicitly that “hard look” under NEPA is
sufficient for SEPA review). See also, Toward Responsible Dev. v. City of Black Diamond, 179
Wn. App. (2014); PT Air Watchers v. State, Dep’t of Ecology, 179 Wn. 2d 919, 927, 319 P.3d
23, 27 (2014) (citing Norway Hill, 87 Wn.2d at 275) (requiring “full disclosure and consideration
of environmental values”). When information is either misrepresented or not materially
disclosed, a supplemental EIS is required.
C.

SEPA Requires Mitigation Measures Be Included.

Mitigation measures to address significant environmental impacts must be identified and
analyzed in sufficient detail for the public and agencies to make judgments about the quality and
quantity of mitigation, whether it will be sufficient for the harm it is intended to address, and
whether it will address the harm within the relevant timeframe. Knowing these details is critical
for the decision maker, because if an EIS cannot adequately identify and describe mitigation
measures in sufficient detail to demonstrate that significant environmental impacts of a proposed
project can be adequately mitigated, the decision maker should, under SEPA, deny permits for
the project.
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Mitigation measures, in order to be considered as valid mitigation of adverse environmental
impacts, “shall be reasonable and capable of being accomplished.” Anderson v. Pierce Cty., 86
Wn. App. 290, 301 (1997) (citing Kiewit Const. Group, Inc. v. Clark Cty., 83 Wn. App. 133, 143
(1996)). See also, Neighbors of Cuddy Mountain v. U.S. Forest Serv., 137 F.3d 1372, 1380-81
(9th Cir. 1998). A simple list of mitigation measures is not adequate, nor is a perfunctory
discussion of what might happen with mitigation. Id. An essential component of any discussion
and analysis of mitigation measures is a full assessment of whether, when, and to what extent, a
measure will be effective. South Fork Band Council of Western Shoshone of Nevada v. U.S.
Dep’t of Interior, 588 F.3d 718, 727 (9th Cir. 2009). Cf. Okanogan Highlands Alliance v.
Williams, 236 F.3d 468, 474-75 (9th Cir. 2000) where the court found mitigation discussion
adequate where mitigation measures were set forth in detail, each measure received an
“effectiveness rating” for how it would address the impact, listed steps for assessing and
applying each mitigation measure and discussed how the mitigation measure would address each
of the specific impacts. As the court noted, this is necessitated by the “hard look” requirements
of NEPA.
Further, it must be clear that mitigation is separate and distinct from alternatives. Under
SEPA, an EIS must “[c]learly indicate those mitigation measures (not described in the previous
section as part of the proposal or alternatives), if any, that could be implemented or might be
required…” WAC 197-11-440(6)(c)(iii) (emphasis added). Alternatives and mitigation are
further defined in the regulations as separate and distinct concepts. See WAC 197-11-768 and
786. The section of an EIS that includes analysis of mitigation measures is “not intended to
duplicate the [alternatives] analysis in subsection (5) and shall avoid doing so to the fullest extent
possible.” WAC 197-11-440(6)(b)(iii) (emphasis added). See also, Citizens for Safe and Legal
Trails v. King County, 118 Wn. App. 1048 (2003).
D.

Cost Considerations Are Necessary to Inform Decision Makers.

Though a full cost-benefit analysis is not required under SEPA (WAC 197-11-450), SEPA
contemplates “that the general welfare, social, economic, and other requirements and essential
considerations of state policy will be taken into account in weighing and balancing alternatives
and in making final decisions.” WAC 197-11-448(1). This is because an EIS is a tool “upon
which the responsible agency and officials can make the balancing judgment.” Id. This
regulatory language has been interpreted to mean that factors other than environmental factors,
such as economic considerations, may drive the ultimate decision on a project proposal. See
Solid Waste Alternative Proponents v. Okanogan Cty., 66 Wn. App. 439, 443, 832 P.2d 503, 506
(1992) (“The environment is an important and necessary consideration in the process of situating
a landfill, but it is not the only consideration.”). The EIS must provide enough information so
that there is a reasonable “basis upon which the responsible agency and officials can make the
balancing judgment mandated by SEPA.” Id. Further, SEPA requires that “environmental
amenities and values will be given appropriate consideration in decision making along with
economic and technical considerations.” RCW 43.21C.030(2)(b). Additionally, SEPA requires
that discussion of significant impacts include the cost of and effects on public services, such as
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utilities, roads, fire, and police protection, that may result from a proposal. WAC 197-11440(6)(e).
E.

Cultural and Historic Resources Must Be Considered.

When it adopted SEPA, the Legislature recognized the importance of preserving “important
historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our national heritage.” RCW 43.21C.020(2)(d).
Accordingly, SEPA requires EISs to analyze impacts to historic and cultural resources. WAC
197-11-440(6)(d)(iv); Klickitat County Citizens Against Imported Waste v. Klickitat County, 122
Wn.2d 619, 642 (1993).

IV.

OTHER LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
A.

Federal Laws Applicable to Animal Species Apply.

The Endangered Species Act (“ESA”) (16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq.) prohibits the unauthorized
“take” of listed species. 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B). The ESA broadly defines “take” to include
“harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect.” 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19).
“Harm” may include significant habitat modification or degradation where it actually kills or
injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding,
feeding or sheltering. 50 C.F.R. § 17.3.
The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act prohibits the take, possession, sale, purchase,
barter, offer to sell, purchase or barter, transport, export or import, of bald or golden eagles,
including any part, nest, or egg, unless permitted under the authority of USFWS (16 U.S.C. §§
668-668c).
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918, as amended (16 U.S.C. §§ 703-713) prohibits the
take of all migratory birds, their eggs, parts, or nests unless authorized by a permit under the
regulatory authority of USFWS.
B.

Public Trust Doctrine Should Be Considered.

The Public Trust Doctrine dictates protection of public resources including navigation, fish
and wildlife and their habitat, recreation, and environmental uses. The Public Trust Doctrine has
existed in Washington since statehood in 1889. In 1987, the Washington Supreme Court
explicitly recognized that the Public Trust Doctrine applies to Washington’s navigable waters,
and has so been applied since statehood. Caminiti v. Boyle, 107 Wn.2d 662 (1987). The Project
proposal has potential to adversely affect these protected resources and uses.
C.

Environmental Justice Considerations Must Be Addressed.

As discussed in the Nation’s scoping comments, environmental justice analysis must be a
component of the DEIS for the dam/levee Project.
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As stated above, Washington looks to NEPA for guidance in implementing and applying
SEPA. In federal NEPA processes, agencies are required to consider environmental justice in
their NEPA analysis in order to evaluate the potential that a proposed action would have
disproportionate impacts affecting minority or low-income groups (Executive Order 12898, 59
Fed. Reg. 7,629 (1994)). Executive Order 12898 directed each federal agency to, among other
things:
•

make achieving environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and
addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or
environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations
and low-income populations;

•

identify differential patterns of consumption of natural resources among minority
populations and low-income populations;

•

evaluate differential consumption patterns by identifying populations with
differential patterns of subsistence consumption of fish and wildlife; and

•

collect, maintain, and analyze information on the consumption patterns of
populations who principally rely on fish and/or wildlife for subsistence.

(emphasis added).
In considering how to evaluate progress in reaching these aspirational goals, the CEQ has
defined effects or impacts to include “ecological...aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic, social or
health impacts, whether direct, indirect or cumulative.” 1 The Guidance directs that:

1

•

Agencies should consider the composition of the affected area, to determine
whether minority populations, low-income populations, or Indian tribes are
present in the area affected by the proposed action, and if so whether there may
be disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects
on minority populations, low-income populations, or Indian tribes.

•

Agencies should consider the potential for multiple or cumulative exposure to
human health or environmental hazards in the affected population and historical
patterns of exposure to environmental hazards.

•

Agencies should consider these multiple, or cumulative effects, even if certain
effects are not within the control or subject to the discretion of the agency
proposing the action.

CEQ, Environmental Justice: Guidance Under the National Environmental Policy Act, December 10, 1997,
available at http://ceq.hss.doe.gov/nepa/regs/ej/justice.pdf.
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•

Agencies should recognize the interrelated cultural, social, occupational,
historical, or economic factors that may amplify the natural and physical
environmental effects of the proposed agency action.

•

These factors should include the physical sensitivity of the community or
population to particular impacts; the effect of any disruption on the community
structure associated with the proposed action; and the nature and degree of
impact on the physical and social structure of the community.

•

Agencies should be aware of the diverse constituencies within any particular
community.

•

Agencies should seek tribal representation in the process in a manner that is
consistent with the government-to-government relationship between the United
States and tribal governments, the federal government’s trust responsibility to
federally-recognized tribes, and any treaty rights.

See also, EPA Policy on Environmental Justice for Working With Federally-Recognized Tribes,
(July 24, 2014). 2 These principles have been enforced as to NEPA review, most recently by the
decision in Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 255 F.Supp.3d 101
(D.D.C. 2017) (citing Allen v. Nat’l Institutes of Health, 974 F. Supp. 2d 18, 47 (D. Mass. 2013)
“The purpose of an environmental justice analysis is to determine whether a project will have a
disproportionately adverse effect on minority and low income populations” (quoting Mid-States
Coal. for Progress v. Surface Transp. Bd., 345 F.3d 520, 541 (8th Cir. 2003)).
While Washington has not developed its Environmental Justice guidance to the same extent
as the Federal Government, Washington and Governor Inslee have made clear that it is the policy
of the state to apply and consider environmental justice principles and factors in all decisionmaking. This is evidenced most recently by the legislature’s consideration (and the Governor’s
support) for the Health Equity & Access under the Law (“HEAL”) Act, SB 5489, and the task
force that is currently in place as a result of work on that proposed legislation. The Department
of Ecology, in its most recent partnership agreement with EPA, commits to environmental justice
principles in its decision-making, stating, “Ecology is committed to the principles of
environmental justice and shares the EPA’s goal ‘to provide an environment where all people
enjoy the same degree of protection from environmental and health hazards and equal access to
the decision-making process to maintain a healthy environment in which to live, learn, and
work.’” Environmental Performance Partnership Agreement between EPA and Ecology for
Fiscal Year 2020/21. 3 The Washington Department of Health maintains an environmental justice
page with links and references to federal guidance and information, explaining environmental
2
3

www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/documents/1901004.pdf
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justice and the intent and need to incorporate environmental justice assessment and
considerations into state decision-making. 4 Given that the state plainly places a high priority on
considering and assessing the environmental justice impacts of state decisions, environmental
justice discussion and analysis must be part of the DEIS.

V.

LEGAL SHORTCOMINGS OF DEIS
A.

Reasonable Alternatives Were Not Adequately Considered.
1.

Stated Purpose and Objectives Are Unreasonably Narrow.

Given the substantial investment by the State of Washington toward implementation of the
Chehalis Basin Strategy, including a legislative appropriation of $73 million for implementation
of the Strategy during the 2019-2021 biennium, the only viable purpose and objectives against
which to determine appropriate alternatives for flood damage reduction is, as stated in the
Strategy: “a long-term, integrated approach to substantially reduce damage from a major flood
and restore degraded aquatic species habitat in the Chehalis Basin.” 5 The purpose and objectives
statement and criteria for evaluation in the DEIS, however, are so narrow as to preclude
consideration of any alternatives that meet these twin objectives of the Chehalis Basin Strategy.
Rather, the DEIS ignores the legislative mandate to “aggressively pursue implementation” (RCW
43.21A.730) of the integrated approach of the Strategy. The narrow focus of the DEIS on the
dam/levee Project addresses only a small component of one of the goals of the overall Strategy –
and only for a specifically limited and small portion of the Basin, the Chehalis-Centralia area.
In fact, the state legislature intended the PEIS to guide this integrated approach. RCW
43.21A.731(5). The PEIS analyzed several suites of actions including two types of dams: one
with a temporary pool referred to as a Flood Retention Only (“FRO”) dam, and one with a
permanent reservoir referred to as a Flood Retention Flow Augmentation (“FRFA”) facility.
Neither of these dams were considered in the DEIS, but rather the proposed Project is an
expandable dam—the FRE—not considered in the PEIS. The analysis of the FRE in this DEIS
is contrary to legislative direction, and arguably arbitrary and capricious. It also contradicts
the requirement in WAC 197-11-443(2) that a project EIS following a non-project EIS be limited
to addressing “the impacts and alternatives including mitigation measures specific to the
subsequent project and not analyzed in the non-project EIS.” Moreover, the DEIS does not
identify the use of a phased review, from PEIS to project-level EIS with potential for a second
phase of the project—expanding the dam and creating a permanent reservoir—to be later
analyzed under SEPA, as required by WAC 197-11-060(5)(e). For these reasons, the purpose and
objectives in the DEIS is woefully inadequate.

4

https://www.doh.wa.gov/DataandStatisticalReports/WashingtonTrackingNetworkWTN/Resources/EnvironmentalJ
usticeIssues
5
See Sierra Club v. United States Forest Service, 897 F.3d 582, 598-99 (4th Cir. 2018) (noting that “the goals that
Congress has set for the agency” are important in assessing purpose and need.)
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2.

DEIS Does Not Justify the Dam/Levee Project Alternative.

Regardless of the Applicant’s unreasonably narrow purpose and objectives for the Project,
the DEIS wholly fails to comply with SEPA requirements to consider reasonable alternatives,
particularly those “that could feasibly attain or approximate a proposal's objectives, but at a
lower environmental cost or decreased level of environmental degradation” as required by WAC
197-11-440(5)(b) (emphasis added). It is both logical and a legal requirement that the stated
purpose and objectives result in a reasonable alternative that meets them.
The DEIS states the purpose and objective for the dam/levee Project are:
The Applicant’s purpose for the Proposed Project is to reduce flood damage in the
Chehalis-Centralia area by constructing a flood retention facility and temporary
reservoir near Pe Ell and making changes to the Chehalis-Centralia Airport levee.
The Applicant’s objective for the Proposed Project is to reduce flooding coming
from the Willapa Hills and improve the levee protection level at the ChehalisCentralia Airport.
DEIS, p. 6 (emphasis added). The DEIS further states the intent for the FRE facility “is to reduce
the severity and duration of major floods or larger caused by rain falling in the Willapa Hills and
reduce flood damage in Centralia and Chehalis.” DEIS, p. 7. Similarly, the Fact Sheet notes,
“The proposed FRE facility is considered expandable because it would be built with a foundation
and hydraulic structure extents capable of supporting the future construction of a larger facility
that could expand the water storage from 65,000 acre-feet to up to 130,000 acre-feet. This
expansion may or may not occur and, if pursued in the future, it would be subject to a separate
environmental review and permitting process.” DEIS Fact Sheet, p. v (emphasis added).
The DEIS’s purpose and objectives are written in broad, general terms to address storm
impacts from the Willapa Hills and flooding in the Chehalis-Centralia area, but say nothing
about the need for an expandable dam. As explained below, the Applicant says a bigger dam
with permanent pool is not justified but fails to disclose facts that suggest if an expandable dam
is built, that an expanded dam will eventually be built to address higher peak flows predicted
under climate change. We can only assume this is to avoid analysis now of the increased
environmental impacts and costs of a larger expanded dam that would be built in the
future.
The DEIS statements about purpose and objectives on their face do not suggest, let alone
support, that a “future construction” expanded dam (“FRE-FC”) with a permanent reservoir is
actually needed. Clarifications found in appendices to the DEIS provide additional insight about
why the FRE was designed to include a “future construction” addition and permanent reservoir,
but still fail to demonstrate why an expanded dam is needed and fail to justify an expandable
dam as an alternative that meets the purpose and objectives stated in the DEIS:
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An additional dam and fish passage configuration (FRE) has been developed and
presented in this report. This alternative would construct a large foundation and a
low dam, with the potential for future expansion if additional flood storage or flow
augmentation water storage was desired. The benefits of this configuration include:
1. Potential for adaptation of project objectives to address uncertainties associated
with climate change on flood storage and routing requirements.
2. Potential for further optimization of flow augmentation requirements and
deliveries in response to better understanding of environmental changes and needs
that are occurring in the basin below the dam.
Appendix 1, Attachment A-2, p. 42.
We note that “flexibility for future generations” was not an objective included in the DEIS.
However, in a letter from the Applicant to the Corps of Engineers dated March 7, 2019
discussing the need for an expanded dam and configuration selection history, the Applicant
states:
The Need for Flexibility as a Project Objective
The third objective presented in the Purpose and Need stated that the proposed
project should provide future leaders in the Chehalis Basin the flexibility to address
potential future increases in peak flood levels and decreases in stream flow during
summer months through an adaptable design approach. It is not the position of the
District to take any stances on the subject of climate change or assert any expertise
in the area of climate science. Regardless of future climate predictions, we do feel
that is immensely important to plan ahead for an uncertain future. We would also
like to point to the objective reality of the streamflow pattern that has shown
increasing flood peaks over the last 30 years. The streamflow has been measured at
the Ground Mound gage about 90 years and has shown that the five largest flood
peaks have occurred since 1985. This is illustrated in a figure from Section 3.1.2.2
Flooding and Floodplains from the Chehalis Basin Strategy Programmatic EIS
(PEIS), reproduced below. The observed flow pattern may or may not continue into
the future, and it is for future leaders to decide whether additional flood retention
or possible flow augmentation will be beneficial. This uncertainty is exactly why
we have chosen not to include the final construction version in this permitting
process; it may never be needed or built.
It is estimated that adding a larger base to the flood retention facility will cost an
additional $100 million above the FRO version to construct. If this adaptability is
not built into the project, the current facility would need to be removed and another
constructed, the costs of which would likely be prohibitively large. Adding this
adaptability to be built into the project construction will allow a future generation
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the choice to address future problems that are unforeseeable today at a potentially
much more attainable cost than full reconstruction.
DEIS, Appendix 1, Attachment A, Part 8, pp. 1-2.
The letter further states, “The FRO was ruled out because it did not meet our third project
objective of allowing flexibly for future generations to have the options of expanding the facility.
The FRFA was ruled out because it was generally agreed within the advisory committee and
other stakeholders within the basin that the FRFA would present unnecessary environmental
impacts. The benefit of summertime flow augmentation or additional wintertime flood retention
could not be shown to undeniably outweigh the impacts.” Id. at p. 3.
By its own admission, the Applicant demonstrates an expanded FRE-FC is not
warranted because it rejected the FRFA as “not necessary to meet the purpose and need”
and because of its “unnecessary environmental impacts.” The FRE-FC is “very similar to the
FRFA” and has the same dam structural height (313 ft.), same water storage elevation (687 ft.),
and same reservoir storage volume (130,000 acre feet) as the FRFA. 6 Given these facts, there is
no justification to spend an additional one hundred million dollars to enable future construction
of the FRFA that is not warranted.
A prior letter from the Applicant to Chrissy Bailey (Ecology Chehalis Basin Strategy
Program Manager) dated May 10, 2018, not included in the DEIS, patently contradicts the need
for the FRE-FC because it rejects the equivalent FRFA:
This alternative, originally contemplated in the Chehalis River Basin Strategy
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, is the Flood Retention / Flow
Augmentation water retention facility, also known as the FR/FA. This alternative
was discussed in detail with the District Board of Supervisors at the April 25, 2018
regular District Board meeting.
At that meeting it was determined by the Board that the FR/FA alternative is not
necessary to meet the purpose and need statement developed by the District. It
was also determined that this type of facility, including a permanent reservoir, does
not meet the intent of the project that the District is proposing. In addition,
evaluation of the FR/FA would likely show that: it would raise more significant
6

DEIS, Appendix 1, Attachment A-2, “Chehalis River Basin Flood Control Combined Dam and Fish Passage
Supplemental Design Report, FRE Dam Alternative,” (September 2018) Table 11-1 at pp. 27, 41-42. It further
states, “The FRE-FC Dam Alternative is. . . very similar to the FRFA Dam Alternative evaluated previously, with
the exception that there are two additional low level flood regulation sluices, and all of the sluices are set lower in
elevation than the FRFA Dam Alternative. As with the FRFA Dam Alternative, a permanent reservoir would be
formed behind the FRE-FC Dam. . . . The previously conducted hydraulic evaluation of the FRFA dam was used to
inform design of the FRE-FC alternative. Additional detailed evaluation has not been performed for development of
the FRE-FC alternative due to similarities with the FRFA configuration. . . . Please refer to the main report (HDR,
2017a) for specific details on the general hydraulic characteristics and performance of the FRFA, and by similarity
the FRE-FC Dam Alternative.” p. 27 (emphasis added).
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environmental issues; take additional review time; and create unnecessary
additional costs for the overall project.
...
For these reasons the District is requesting to both the ACOE and the DOE that the
FR/FA be officially removed from consideration as an alternative in both the
current SEPA and NEPA project environmental review processes.
(emphasis added). Letter from Applicant Chehalis River Basin Flood Control Zone District to
Chrissy Bailey dated May 10, 2018, Attached as Exhibit B. Minutes from the District’s meeting
of April 25, 2018, do not indicate the details of that discussion. Attached as Exhibit C.
Furthermore, because the DEIS only considered an expandable dam rather than a nonexpandable larger dam with a permanent reservoir such as the FRFA (the equivalent of the future
expanded FRE), it neither explains nor justifies the increased costs of that expandability. There is
a generalized comparison of costs of the FRO, FRFA, FRE and FRE-C in Table 11-1. DEIS,
App. 1, Att. A-2, pp. 41-42. This indicates a construction cost estimate for the FRO of
$341,000,000 and for the FRE of $401,000,000—a difference of $60,000,000 apparently due to
the expandable nature of the FRE not included in the FRO design. The explanation of FRE
Additional Costs on p. 39 of this Report does not provide clarity regarding the increased costs for
expandability except to say, “The same level of foundation grouting as the FRFA has been
included for the FRE which is more robust than the grouting included and priced for the FRO.”
However, the conclusion of this Report is that, “This alternative would construct a large
foundation and a low dam, with the potential for future expansion if additional flood storage or
flow augmentation water storage was desired.” Id. at p. 42. In an Appendix to that Report, there
is another table showing comparative “Concept-Level Opinion of Probable Costs: Summary of
Key Information.” Table 13-1, Appendix J, pg. J-2. Many cost scenarios are compared for the
FRO, FRFA, FRE and FRE-C, but the Low End without an Escalation for the projected 7-year
time period of construction is provided for the FRO at $245,000,000 and for the FRE at
$307,000,000—a $62,000,000 difference. For the High End including Escalation for the 7-year
construction period, the FRO is projected at $447,000,000 and the FRE at $533,000,000—a
difference of $86,000,000. It is unclear why the figures in this table are not included in the
Report or why they are not consistent. Based on the Nation’s analysis and numerous admissions
in the DEIS of major maintenance and mitigation plans yet to be developed, the cost estimates
grossly under-estimate the final costs of the Project. See Economics & Socioeconomic Analysis
Review, major finding 8.
It is confounding how the Applicant and Ecology can justify the additional cost of building
an expandable dam, between $60 million and $100 million by the Applicant’s own estimate,
without first establishing that an expanded dam is needed. This is particularly egregious in light
of the Applicant’s admission that the FRFA dam with a permanent reservoir did not meet the
purpose or intent of the Project and “it would raise more significant environmental issues; take
additional review time; and create unnecessary additional costs for the overall project.”
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Under the logic in the DEIS that a dam is an appropriate solution to reduce flood damage, in
fact, according to the Nation’s analysis, the data presented in the DEIS supports an assertion that
a larger dam with a permanent reservoir would meet the stated purpose and objective in 20602080 because of increased peak flows resulting from the warming climate. We can only assume
the DEIS does not include this analysis for disingenuous reasons—intending to build a larger,
more environmentally-harmful dam without disclosing the true impacts and costs now and
risking public and political rejection or substantive denial by Ecology under SEPA. When one
considers the Probable Maximum Flood (“PMF”) and dam design in light of the PMF, the
likelihood of constructing a future expanded dam becomes obvious.
Dams must have emergency spillways that can safely pass the PMF per requirements in the
Washington State Dam Safety Guidelines (WSE, 2016). DEIS, App. 1, Att. A-2, pp. 9-12. The
PMF is defined as “the flood that may be expected from the most severe combination of critical
meteorologic and hydrologic conditions that are reasonably possible in the drainage basin under
study.” This Report states that the PMF is 69,800 cfs, and that both the FRE and FRE-FC
spillways are designed for this discharge. Id. at 9. Being able to safely route and pass the PMF
over the spillway is a required dam design criteria by the Washington State Dam Safety
Guidelines and FEMA. 7 The DEIS does not include any analysis of the future conditions of the
PMF. However, if the climate change scenario that is assumed in the DEIS for late century
(+26%) was applied to the discharge for which the FRE is designed (69,800 cfs), the PMF would
equal 87,950 cfs. As the minimum freeboard is already being met during the present-day
PMF at 69,800 cfs, there is no further capacity for the FRE to accommodate additional
flow and there is the potential for the FRE to be overwhelmed by the late century PMF.
The hydraulic modeling has not shown that the dam design, for either the FRE or FRE-FC, can
safely pass the future conditions PMF.
Under SEPA, either a purpose and need must be presented that justifies the expandable FRE
as an alternative, which means that expansion is foreseeable and not speculative and its impacts
should have been evaluated in the DEIS, or the DEIS is deficient because it has not evaluated the
least environmentally harmful alternative that meets the stated purpose and objective for the
Project (i.e., the FRO non-expandable dam with a reservoir that is periodically filled).
In summary, the DEIS is invalid because it chooses a course of action—the construction of
the expandable FRE, for which there is no corresponding discussion of purpose or need or
evaluation of the foreseeable impacts of an expanded dam. The DEIS does not address how the
“uncertainty” of future climate realities justifies spending nearly one hundred million taxpayer
dollars building an expandable dam. The purpose and need section of the DEIS does not identify
the need for an expanded FRE-FC, and thus, the need for an expandable FRE is not justified by
the DEIS. The building of an FRFA (the equivalent of the larger FRE-FC with a permanent
7

“Selecting and Accommodating Inflow Design Floods for Dams” FEMA P-94, August 2013 available at
https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/138610812870602191a433d6a703f8dbdd68cde574a0a/Selecting_and_Accommodating_Inflow_Design_Floods_for_Dams.PDF
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reservoir) was not evaluated as an alternative. Given the acknowledgement of severe
environmental impacts of the FRFA (equivalent to the expanded FRE-FC dam with a permanent
reservoir), it is disingenuous, at best, and patently unreasonable that the DEIS analyzed an
alternative including only an expandable dam rather than the larger FRFA with a permanent
reservoir.
3.
DEIS Fails to Provide Comprehensive Flood Risk Evaluation for Target
Area, Compounding the Lack of Justification for Choosing the FRE As the
Proposed Project.
The proposed Project purpose is “to reduce flood damage in the Chehalis-Centralia area by
constructing a flood retention facility and temporary reservoir near Pe Ell and making changes to
the Chehalis-Centralia Airport levee.” The DEIS also states, “The Applicant intends for the flood
retention facility to reduce the severity and duration of major floods or larger from storms from
the Willapa Hills.” DEIS, p. S-3. The DEIS fails to explain the difference between flood damage
and floods. Major floods do not equate to flood damage. Flood damage only occur in areas where
development is exposed to flooding and not designed to accommodate flood waters. Floodresilient communities accommodate major flooding with little or no damage. Throughout the
DEIS, it is falsely implied that the only means of reducing flood damage is to reduce flooding.
The DEIS fails to provide a comprehensive assessment of how effective the FRE will be at
reducing flood peaks in the Chehalis-Centralia area because it ignores the regular flood damage
the area experiences from several local creeks and only vaguely acknowledges that “storms
centered over the Black Hills and Cascade Range foothills can cause flooding in the
Skookumchuck, Newaukum, and Chehalis Rivers in the Centralia/Chehalis area.” (DEIS App. N,
p. N-15)
The Chehalis-Centralia area experiences regular flood damage from several local creeks that
flow through the two cities, most notably China Creek, Salzer Creek, Coal Creek and
Dillenbaugh Creek, but nothing in the DEIS acknowledges the flood risks posed by local creeks.
See Local Actions Alternative Technical Analyses Review. The DEIS has inappropriately
focused on flooding from a single source within the Chehalis Basin – the upper Basin above the
Town of Pe Ell – when it is well known that damaging floods originate from numerous sources
within the Chehalis Basin, including the South Fork Chehalis, Newaukum, Skookumchuck,
Satsop and other watersheds. Id.
The flood risks posed to the target area in and around the cities of Centralia and Chehalis
should have been evaluated comprehensively to understand the geographic sources of flooding
by a range of storm events that include the following:
•

Storm event centered over the Cascade Range where the bulk of flood water originates
from the Skookumchuck and Newaukum Rivers. This storm event should include
variations where Skookumchuck Reservoir has storage capacity to dampen the flood
event, and where it does not have flood storage capacity. Storm events centering over this
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area have the added risk of being rain-on-snow events that significantly contributes to the
magnitude of flooding.
•

Storm event centered in the Willapa Hills, but with the majority of flow coming from the
Stillman Creek and South Fork Chehalis River versus the Upper Chehalis River.

•

Storm event centered in the Willapa Hills similar to the 2007 flood event. We understand
that for the late-century catastrophic flood scenario for the DEIS, rainfall and runoff
projections were modeled statistically throughout the Basin, with peak flows distributed in
all areas in the basin, and not focused on a particular area as occurred in the 2007 flood
when rainfall was concentrated in the Willapa Hills.

•

Cloudburst rain event with intense rainfall centered over Centralia and Chehalis subbasins, including China, Salzer, Coal and Dillenbaugh Creeks.

Id.
The failure to adequately evaluate different geographic sources of flooding and a range
of storm events compounds the DEIS’s failure to actually meet its stated purpose and
objectives.
Failure to assess the scenarios outlined above is particularly acute for the residential and
business district of Centralia. This area is shown in the DEIS flood inundation maps as “no
longer flooded” during the catastrophic flood with the proposed Project. Because the DEIS does
not comprehensively evaluate potential sources of flooding for this area and pathways of
flooding, however, it cannot definitively conclude that these areas would actually be removed
from flood risk with the proposed Project, rather than just removed from flood risk for only the
specific Chehalis River storm event evaluated in the DEIS. This approach contradicts sound
standards of flood risk management practices to comprehensively assess flood risks to an area,
and then develop solution options to address those risks. Id.
Flood damage reduction and flood risk mitigation standards of practice dictate that flood
risks to a target area be comprehensively evaluated in order to provide reasonable assurance that
the best techniques are applied to the right areas. As stated in FEMA Guidance for Flood Risk
Analysis (2019):
[D]ata and information obtained during the Discovery process should demonstrate
a holistic picture of flooding issues, flood risk, and flood mitigation needs and
capabilities within a watershed. The data and information gathered should also
provide an understanding of the geography, demographics, and willingness to
address risks, infrastructure presence, underlying building codes, and other critical
elements that will provide a full understanding of the watershed.
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Unlike the proposed Project, a viable Local Actions Alternative offers a means of reducing
local flood damage originating from streams and rivers other than the Upper Chehalis, providing
more comprehensive relief throughout the Basin. A much more detailed Local Actions
Alternative is best suited to provide the comprehensive plan needed to address the range of
flood problems, inundation pathways and geographic flooding scenarios not considered in
the DEIS and more in keeping with the original legislative direction for the Basin. Id.
4.

Proposed Project Does Not Meet DEIS Metrics.

The DEIS identifies these specific metrics to measure flood damage reduction:
1.
2.

3.

Protect approximately 635 structures of value from flooding risk during a
catastrophic flood.
Reduce disruption of access via main transportation routes, specifically ensuring
access along SR 6 and Interstate 5 (I-5) is open within 24 hours of a catastrophic
flood.
Minimize flood-related impacts (e.g., closure) at the Chehalis-Centralia Airport.

DEIS, p. 8.
The DEIS confirms that none of the locations identified along I-5 and SR6 as "no longer
being flooded" under the Proposed Project would be flooded for more than 24 hours under the
No Action Alternative under either the major or catastrophic flood scenario and at both midcentury and late-century conditions. Thus, the Applicant's stated metric specifically “ensuring
access along SR 6 and Interstate 5 (I-5) is open within 24 hours of a catastrophic flood” is not
met as a result of the Proposed Project. DEIS, Appendix K, Table K-9 at p. K-32. This flaw also
supports substantive denial of this proposed Project, particularly when coupled with the DEIS’s
failure to meaningfully analyze the least environmentally-harmful Local Actions Alternative, as
discussed in Section B.7 below, and the overall significant adverse environmental effects of the
proposed Project.
5.

Local Actions Alternative Is Viable Yet Not Adequately Considered.

The DEIS fails to include an adequate description of the components of the Local Actions
Alternative that will reduce flood damage. In order to be consistent with international best
practices for addressing basin-wide flooding, local actions should be collaboratively developed
between local governments/communities with overarching guidance from the Office of the
Chehalis Basin for the precise reason the Office was created—to implement a Basin-wide
integrated plan that addresses the dual mandates of reducing flood damage and restoring aquatic
species habitat. It is not only unacceptable that the DEIS simply passes responsibility of
developing and implementing the Local Actions Alternative to local governments, but it
underscores that the DEIS made no attempt to present a reasonable alternative to the proposed
Project as required by SEPA:
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The Local Action Alternative does not identify specific projects because those
decisions would be made by local governments. Therefore, the EIS does not
analyze the feasibility or economic practicability of these potential actions.
DEIS, p. S-6.
The DEIS’s failure to define or meaningfully evaluate the Local Actions Alternative deprives
the state of a valid comparison to meet the project purpose and the dual goals of the Chehalis
Basin Strategy to reduce flood damage and improve aquatic species over the long-term. The
DEIS fails to mention that a Local Actions Alternative can best address local issues and would
provide a more effective means of distributing state funding to the direct benefit of local and
regional economies. The DEIS fails to mention that only the Local Actions Alternative includes
a permanent means of eliminating flood damage, which is relocating development to areas not
subjected to flooding, an action that would also stimulate local construction and economies. This
approach is internationally recognized as the best possible long-term flood protection with
respect to public safety, benefit-cost ratio, and environmental protection. The lack of specificity
of the Local Actions Alternative also deprives local decision makers and the public the
opportunity to evaluate the benefits and impacts of an FRE alternative compared to an alternative
with lesser environmental impacts and greater economic benefits.
The DEIS concludes, with no evidence or support, that, “In the long term, the Local Actions
Alternative would not greatly reduce flooding in the basin but would reduce flood damage.
Surface and groundwater throughout the study area would continue to experience substantial
flood risk during both major and catastrophic floods.” DEIS, p. 54. This is contradicted by
statements that the Local Actions Alternative meets the stated purpose and objectives and could
be effective:
The Local Actions Alternative considers a variety of local-scale options that local
governments and agencies could choose to do in the future. These actions could
achieve the Applicant’s objective to reduce flooding from storms in the Willapa
Hills through improving floodplain function, land use management actions, buying
out or relocating at-risk properties or structures, improving flood emergency
response actions, and increasing water storage from Pe Ell to Centralia.
DEIS, pp. S-6 - S-7, p.24.
None of these action elements, however, are developed to a level of specificity for the DEIS
to evaluate the flood damage reduction benefits that could be achieved. Some examples (See
Local Actions Alternative Technical Analyses Review for additional detail) include:
•

Buy-out or Relocation of At-Risk properties: No assessment of how many flood prone
properties are currently available and voluntarily for sale is provided. The Technical
Analyses Review referred to above indicates from Pe Ell to just downstream of
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Chehalis/Centralia at least 59 properties for sale. No description is provided of any of the
numerous successful programs in the U.S. that provide support for buyouts and
relocations.
•

Land Use Management: Specific mechanisms for minimizing floodplain development are
not defined. No description of how buyouts and relocations could reduce flood damage is
provided. No analysis of how local flood protection measures (levees, floodwalls,
floodgates, pump stations) could reduce flood damage is included.

•

Floodplain Storage Improvement: No information is provided about how to identify
effective floodplain storage areas or at what scale they are needed to be effective.

•

Floodproofing: No description or analysis of effectiveness of floodproofing versus other
elements of Local Actions Alternative are provided.

•

Early Flood Warning Systems: No analysis is provided about the extent and effectiveness
of the current flood warning system or where improvements might be needed.

Channel migration protection was also referred to as part of the Local Actions Alternative.
Erosion accounts for a significant percentage of flood damage in the Chehalis Basin yet the
DEIS fails to address erosion risks in any way. No comprehensive mapping of erosion hazards or
channel migration zones has been completed, other than for the Newaukum Restorative Flood
Protection Assessment (Abbe et al., 2020). Mapping of erosion hazards and channel migration
zones is both essential to flood damage reduction and is a valuable element for local
communities in planning to reduce flooding risks. This work is also an essential component of
land acquisition and relocation programs. See Local Actions Alternative Technical Analyses
Review.
Without specificity of the potential impacts and benefits, it is impossible to judge the merits
of the Local Actions Alternative. These shortcomings in the DEIS analysis result in an
underestimation of the potential viability of the Local Actions Alternative and related actions to
accomplish flood damage reduction at a lower environmental, social and economic cost to the
Chehalis Basin and State of Washington. A viable Local Actions Alternative would:
•

Offer sustainable long-term holistic solutions using local structural flood defenses,
relocation/upland development, property acquisition and flood proofing that deliver net
environmental benefits without introducing long-term liabilities such as catastrophic
flooding caused by a dam failure.

•

Forever remove the risk of flood damage through buyouts and relocations as permanent
solutions requiring no ongoing operation, maintenance, or replacement costs that come
with an FRE dam. For every dollar spent on acquisition of flood-prone properties there is
a $2 to $7 return (Figure 1; Hawley et al. 2012). Acquisitions and relocations also
provide valuable environmental benefits.
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•

Create jobs and directly contribute to local economies.

•

Support economic development in upland areas that do not conflict with environmental
goals and treaty rights, including programs and legislative actions to ensure development
in the Cities and Ports of Chehalis and Centralia are not adversely impacted.

•

Build resiliency into the community by protecting designated critical land uses in the
floodplain against all flooding (not just major flooding) and encourage other growth to
shift to upland areas.

•

Be completely compatible with the Aquatic Species Restoration Plan, opening up large
areas of floodplain for restoration and sustaining the natural processes such as flooding
and channel migration that support ecosystems services and resilient fish and wildlife
populations.

Id. See also, Land Use Comment Matrix.
The Office of Chehalis Basin has already initiated development of the Local Actions
Alternative through its Community Flood Assistance and Resilience (“CFAR”) Program, which
the DEIS fails to acknowledge. If pursued in earnest, the CFAR program would deliver effective
flood damage relief through flexible means, tailored to individual preferences and site-specific
conditions for all levels of flooding, not just extreme floods. Id.
To date, more than $50 million of state money has been spent developing the Proposed
Project, while only approximately $4 million has been invested in developing a Local Actions
Alternative through the CFAR program. With a similar investment commitment, a viable Local
Actions Alternative could provide a realistic means for the Chehalis Basin Strategy to achieve
both flood damage reduction and habitat restoration and resiliency goals, simultaneously
increasing the vitality and resiliency of this basin for all its communities, ecosystems, and
species. Id.
SEPA requires that an EIS contain a detailed discussion of alternatives to the proposed
action. RCW 43.21C.030(c)(iii). In particular, SEPA requires evaluation of reasonable
alternatives that would mitigate adverse effects of proposed actions on the environment. A viable
but unexamined alternative renders an EIS inadequate. Therefore, DEIS’s failure to adequately
consider the Local Actions Alternative renders it inadequate.
6.

DEIS Should Have Considered Additional Reasonable Alternatives.

With regard to the stated purpose of protecting the Centralia-Chehalis airport against flood
damage, it would have been reasonable to include the Levee improvements around the CentraliaChehalis airport in the Local Actions Alternative, particularly given its lesser environmental
impacts and likely mitigability of those impacts. Another reasonable alternative to protect the
airport would be moving it, consistent with numerous levee setbacks throughout Washington that
have been funded by the State. The Port of Centralia-Chehalis, which operates the airport, has
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authorities pursuant to Ch. 53.04 RCW and Ch. 53.08 RCW that could be employed to this end.
The DEIS provides no supporting justification for not including other reasonable alternatives.
See Economics & Socioeconomic Analysis Review, major finding 16.
Because there has been no cost/benefit analysis completed as part of the DEIS, there is no
information or justification that allows the public and decision makers to weigh the economic
benefits of the airport for the region versus the costs of protecting it from flood damage. This is
an important consideration for decision makers given the potential cost of construction of the
Levee improvements is between $4.1 million and $5.1 million (in 2016 $), with annual
maintenance estimated at $8,000 (in 2016 $), and the fact that the Olympia Airport is a mere 20
miles to the north. Levee costs are included in the PEIS (Appendix C, p. 20), but not in the DEIS.
See Local Actions Alternative Technical Analyses Review for elaboration of this potential
alternative.
7.

DEIS Provides No Requisite Comparison of Alternatives.

Because the DEIS fails to meaningfully analyze the Local Actions Alternative (see Section
V.B.7 below), it cannot and does not include a comparison of impacts of the two Alternatives as
required by WAC 197-11-440(5)(c)(vi). Nor does the DEIS adequately compare these two
Alternatives to the No-Action Alternative. See also Economics & Socioeconomic Analysis
Review, major finding 9. As a result, the DEIS fails to “provide impartial discussion of
significant environmental impacts and [to] inform decision makers and the public of reasonable
alternatives, including mitigation measures, that would avoid or minimize adverse impacts or
enhance environmental quality.” WAC 197-11-400(2).
Such a comparison could have highlighted the cost-effectiveness of other alternatives. For
example, for a late-century major flood scenario, if the FRE is built, only 148 valuable structures
would no longer be flooded. DEIS, p. 117. At a rough placeholder cost of $500,000 each, these
valuable structures could be purchased for $74 million. Similarly, under a late-century
catastrophic flood scenario, 1,280 structures would no longer be flooded. Id. At $500,000 each,
they could be purchased for $640 million, still less than the cost of the proposed Project overall,
especially in light of the many unaccounted-for costs. See Economics & Socioeconomic Analysis
Review, major finding 8.
The chosen proposed Project Alternative—an unwarranted expandable FRE dam—
does not meet the SEPA requirement to analyze an alternative that meets the stated Project
objectives at a lower environmental cost. Conversely, the Local Actions Alternative meets
the Project objectives as the least-environmentally harmful alternative, but it was not
meaningfully analyzed in the DEIS (see Section VI below). This is a fundamental failure
rendering the DEIS wholly inadequate under state law, unable to withstand legal challenge,
and thus, requires denial under Ecology’s substantive authority.
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B.

Data/Analysis of Impacts Are Inadequate Under SEPA.

Construction and operation of the proposed Project would significantly adversely affect
environmental conditions in the Chehalis Basin. The DEIS admits significant unavoidable
impacts, or significant impacts, 8 for every element of the environment considered, as
summarized in Exhibits S-5 and S-6. DEIS, pp. S-11, S-13-S-16. Those conditions and the
effects thereon will significantly and adversely affect the ability of the Basin and estuary to
sustain fundamental physical and ecological processes that create and sustain the habitats that
affect the abundance and productivity of fish, wildlife, and plants. These ecological processes
and the fish, wildlife and plants they support, are essential to the ability of the Nation to exercise
its treaty-protected rights. Additionally, habitats of the species present in those areas would be
adversely affected by the anticipated increased demand for development of the floodplain
following reduction of flood risk. Despite the obvious stated significant impacts, however, the
DEIS consistently, and for every environmental element, under-reports, under-analyzes,
and/or under-represents the magnitude and intensity—both in space and time—of those
significant impacts. Best available science was not employed in most of the analyses supporting
the conclusions in the DEIS. The Nation elaborates in detail below and in various Technical
Memos and Comment Matrices referenced in this letter and provided as Attachments.
1.

Fundamental Errors in Analysis Create a Cascade of Impacts
Insufficiently Analyzed.

Consistent with best available science, the Nation’s technical review of the DEIS findings
focuses on ecological linkages between the physical and biologic processes and the biological
feedback and amplification responses that will occur as a result of impacts from the proposed
Project, considering well-established interactions between geomorphic, hydrologic, and
ecological processes that form and maintain high quality aquatic, riparian and floodplain habitat.
Construction and operation of dams, and their associated upstream reservoirs, result in both
direct and indirect impacts to aquatic, wetland, and riparian ecosystems. Flood control dam
operations designed to capture and hold back high flows have been reported to result in a
“cascade of effects,” or impacts, both within dam reservoirs and on downstream river, wetland,
and riparian ecosystems, impacts that are amplified over the lifetime of a project. See Cascade of
FRE Facility Ecosystems Effects Technical Memo.
A flood control dam alters the natural flow, sediment, and wood regimes, creating what is
referred to as a first-order impact that sets in motion a cascade of effects to the fundamental
physical processes that form and sustain river ecosystems. Alteration of the natural flow,
sediment and wood regimes directly affects both downstream sediment transport and channel
hydraulics, resulting in channel incision, alteration of channel and floodplain morphology over
time, referred to as a second-order impact. These impacts affect instream flows and groundwater
8

The DEIS subjectively describes impacts throughout as “minor,” or “moderate” or “significant” without describing
any process, criteria, or threshold for such designations. In many instances, “minor” or “moderate” determinations,
particularly related to downstream impacts, are scientifically unsupported. The use of these designations and their
application appears to be arbitrary and inconsistent with SEPA.
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levels that directly and indirectly set up a third-order impact to existing plant, fish and wildlife
habitat and how this habitat changes over time. This, in-turn, adversely affects the plant and
animal populations and their habitats. Changes in plant communities, such as vegetation
encroachment into a side channel that now has a reduced flow regime, may subsequently cause
changes in channel hydraulics, causing channel incision and decoupling channel and floodplain
lateral connectivity, causing feedback that further alters plant communities, habitats, and fish and
wildlife populations. This leads to higher order -impacts. Id.
The DEIS and underlying discipline technical analyses include critical assumptions,
omissions, and errors that result in a gross underestimation of the potential for and magnitude
of ecosystem-scale impacts and the amplification of ecosystem impacts over time if the proposed
Project is approved for construction and operation. Id.
The DEIS fails to account for the ways in which climate change projections for increased
frequency and magnitude of peak flows of all sizes will also affect sediment transport. This, in
turn, will exacerbate downstream channel incision and related impacts to habitat-forming
processes and habitat quality. However, none of these impacts are considered in the DEIS.
Four major first-order impacts related to upstream reservoir ecosystem hydrology and
sediment supply are individually underestimated in the DEIS:
•
•
•
•
Id.

The frequency and duration of reservoir impoundment are underestimated for both
current and future climate conditions.
The frequency and duration of backwatering events and their associated impacts are
not considered or analyzed.
Increases in the frequency and magnitude of landslides and hillslope erosion, and
therefore sediment delivery, are drastically underestimated.
Flow releases during reservoir pool drawdown will increase the duration of flows
potentially capable of bank erosion, which was not analyzed.

There are three main shortcomings in the DEIS analyses that indicate that the FRE will be

operated more frequently and for a longer duration than presented in the DEIS, particularly under
future climate conditions. See Hydrology Technical Memo 2 - Hydrology and Climate Change. In

summary, the DEIS: 1) fails to consider observed flows; rather, it states the operators will rely on
predicted flows as the basis for closure of the FRE and impoundment in the reservoir; 2) fails to
consider multiple sequential rain events that would affect reservoir drawdown; and 3)
inadequately addresses future climate predictions by assuming a 26% increase in annual peak
flows based on averaging across sites and across recurrence intervals instead of using a wellestablished ensemble approach to develop a range of possible future hydrological conditions.
Accordingly, the FRE facility would likely be operated once every 1.8 and 1.4 years, on average,
under mid- and late-century climate scenarios, as opposed to the DEIS estimates of 5 years and 4
years, respectively. The methods and analysis used to develop these conclusions are presented in
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Hydrology Technical Memo 1 - Observed and Predicted Flows, and Hydrology Technical Memo
2 - Hydrology and Climate Change.
The DEIS also fails to quantify the frequency and magnitude of impacts due to backwatering
when the FRE is not intentionally impounding water. Backwatering occurs when streamflow is
obstructed by a natural flow constriction, channel-spanning blockage, or infrastructure that lacks
the conveyance capacity to pass the full volume of discharge downstream. See Hydrology
Technical Memo 2 - Hydrology and Climate Change. The conveyance capacity of the Low-Level
Outlets (“LLOs”) of the FRE facility is limited, and backwatering will initiate at discharges of
8,500 cfs or greater: “For flows over 8,500 cfs, the water would start to pond at the outlet
entrances and rise into the reservoir area.” DEIS, p 14. The DEIS acknowledges that ponding
affects river processes such as sediment transport (DEIS, p F-69) and transport of large woody
material (DEIS, p F-78), fish passage (DEIS, Appendix 1-Attachment A, p G-108), and wildlife
habitat and use (DEIS, p F-73). However, under the mid-century climate scenario, the frequency
of backwatering is 11 times in 31 years and under the late-century climate scenario it is 9 times
in 31 years (note that the decrease in frequency of these events is due to an increase in the
frequency of the FRE operation threshold being met). Thus, backwatering would occur and
first-order river processes such as bedload transport and downstream flow levels would be
adversely affected more frequently than the DEIS states would occur with the proposed
Project. Id.
Significant errors and flaws in the analysis of geologic hazards are propagated in the
landslide analyses, sediment transport impact analyses, and habitat impact analyses. See Earth
Discipline Report - Geology Technical Analyses Review. The Nation’s analysis demonstrates: 1)
widespread slope instability within the watershed; 2) a much greater potential for slope
instability resulting from vegetation removal and fluctuating reservoir levels than was disclosed
in the DEIS; 3) significantly more landslides and landslide potential than is revealed in the DEIS;
4) a resulting underestimation of sediment inputs into the Chehalis River from landslides; and 5)
landslide impulse waves due to reservoir operations pose significant risk to the environment and
the Project, yet are not described or analyzed despite extensive published science. Because the
frequency of reservoir filling and draining overtime is underestimated in the DEIS, resulting in
higher reservoir pool conditions for longer inundation periods, the frequency of resulting
landslides is also substantially underestimated. Further, the DEIS fails to identify and evaluate all
impacts from reservoir area hillslope deforestation. Id., and see Earth Comment Matrix.
The increased landslide occurrences will dramatically increase the sedimentation rate
in the reservoir area. Because landslides and landslide potential are extremely underrepresented
in the DEIS, the estimated 840,500 cubic yards of sediment delivered by landslides will be much
higher -- potentially 16 million cubic yards or higher over the life of the Project. A significant
portion of landslide sediment inputs will be fine grained material that will adversely affect
salmonid egg survival. The rapid input of fine sediments to the reservoir following slope failure
will affect flows and water exiting the reservoir, likely evacuating a large portion of the
suspended sediments from the reservoir. These fine-grained sediments will be transported and
deposited downstream where it will have ecological impacts. These impacts resulting from the
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proposed Project will be so great that fish populations in the Chehalis River will be
irreparably damaged, if not potentially lost all together. Id.
As a result of underestimating several first-order impacts to individual processes, upstream
impacts to second- and third-order functions such as channel morphology, sediment transport,
vegetation community composition, and aquatic habitat are also underestimated. The operation
of the FRE facility and filling of the reservoir will contribute to increased frequency of landslides
and will impair establishment of mature riparian vegetation. The impacts to vegetation will
subsequently contribute to landslide frequency, reduced water quality, and loss of large wood
recruitment. Id.
The same first-order impacts that drive the cascade of ecosystem impacts in the upstream
reservoir are also applicable to downstream ecosystems, including underestimation of the
frequency and duration of reservoir impoundment, the frequency and magnitude of landslides
and therefore sediment supply, and reductions in large wood recruitment. See Cascade of FRE
Facility Ecosystems Effects Technical Memo for further explanation.
In addition to those impacts, the following first-order impacts downstream of the FRE
facility are individually underestimated in the DEIS:
•

Reductions to groundwater recharge are underestimated based on underestimated
frequency of peak flow events that would trigger FRE operation and underestimated
recharge rates.

•

The hydrologic connection between groundwater and surface water are inadequately
analyzed, resulting in underestimated impacts to floodplain water bodies, wetlands, and
baseflow.

•

Reductions to downstream sediment transport and coarse sediment supply are
underestimated.

•

The potential of increased bank erosion due to prolonged reservoir drawdown flows from
the Project is not analyzed.

•

Impacts to downstream sediment transport processes are underestimated due to flawed
modeling assumptions, including but not limited to the Project increasing channel
incision in a system already impacted from historic incision.

•

The increase in fine sediment supply from increased frequency and magnitude of
landslides and hillslope erosion, and thus, downstream impacts of fine sediment to
aquatic habitat are underestimated. This is particularly important with regard to
increasing salmonid egg mortality.
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•

The determination of minor impacts on downstream floodplain water bodies and
wetlands is inconsistent with the DEIS supporting documents, and does not account for
well-established linkages between large flood events and the formation and maintenance
of floodplain water bodies and wetlands.

Id.
Linkages between some first-, second-, and third-order downstream impacts are made in
the impacts analysis presented in the individual Earth, Water, and Wildlife Discipline Reports
provided in DEIS appendices, but the analysis, and particularly the conclusions drawn by the
DEIS, are inadequate and poorly-supported. For example, despite acknowledging interrelated
impacts to peak flows and habitat forming processes, the DEIS analysis of downstream impacts
to floodplain water bodies and wetlands incongruously concludes the impacts will be ‘minor’
(Table 1. Comparison of inconsistent DEIS impact assessments for floodplain off-channel water
bodies and associated wetlands; p. 17 Floodplain Wetland report, and DEIS p. 100). Floodplain
water bodies and wetlands are created and maintained through dynamic fluvial processes such as
avulsions, abandonment of side channels, and oxbow cut offs. The DEIS analysis (DEIS Exhibit
3-2) quantifies between 3,514 and 4,679 acres as no longer flooding under FRE operations
(DEIS Appendix N, Table N-13). This means that the fluvial disturbance and habitat generation
processes inherent to flooding would also no longer be occurring across these acres of
floodplain. Consequently, the floodplain water bodies and wetland areas no longer flooded under
FRE operations would over time lose much of their aquatic and riparian fish and wildlife habitat
functions. This indirect impact to wetlands, water bodies, and their habitats and species is grossly
under-represented in the DEIS. Id.
Similarly, flaws in the sediment transport model result in the DEIS under-estimating the
impacts to fundamental sediment transport and geomorphic processes associated with operation
of the proposed Project. Downstream of the FRE facility, there would be a greater increase in
fine sediment and a greater decrease in coarse sediment. These underestimations of impacts to
sediment supply and transport cascade throughout the river ecosystem and drive consequent
impacts to second- and third-order processes, also under-estimated in the DEIS. Further, the
geomorphic impact assessment presented in the DEIS Earth Discipline Report incorrectly limits
impacts to the large woody material recruitment, channel formation, sediment transport, and
channel migration to areas upstream of the South Fork Chehalis (identifying significant and
moderate impacts only in areas of the main-stem Chehalis River upstream of the South Fork
Chehalis confluence at river mile (RM) 85). The data and rationale presented in the DEIS do not
support this limitation, as explained in the Cascade of FRE Facility Ecosystems Effects
Technical Memo. Because there are demonstrated flaws in the hydraulic and geomorphic
modeling approaches, all the DEIS conclusions reached using these hydraulic and geomorphic
impact assessments are inadequate. Id.
Finally, the synchronous alteration expected by the proposed Project to multiple, connected
natural processes that sustain aquatic habitat sets up a positive feedback loop in which the overall
impact to ecosystems is amplified relative to the alteration of any one process. This amplification
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and the consequent indirect impacts are not adequately or appropriately analyzed in the DEIS
and its associated discipline reports. Thus, the DEIS significantly misrepresents the scale,
intensity, and complexity of all ecosystem impacts, and thus under-represents the
significant and pervasive consequences for fish, fisheries, and impacts to treaty-protected
resources.
2.

Flawed Fish Modeling Results in Under-Representation of Impacts to
Salmonids.

The DEIS relies upon two computer models to provide quantitative and qualitative
projections of effects of the proposed Project on populations of spring Chinook, fall Chinook,
coho and steelhead as follows: (1) the Ecosystem Diagnosis and Treatment (EDT) Model and (2)
the Integrated EDT-LCM Model (hereafter referred as the Hybrid Model). See Technical Report
- Salmon Population Modeling.
On behalf of the Nation, two scientists with extensive fish modeling experience 9 reviewed
the projections produced by these two models to quantify and characterize effects of the
proposed Project and the “no action alternative.” The third, the Local Actions Alternative, was
not evaluated by the models. Because the DEIS does not provide sufficient, specific information
and data to permit thorough scientific evaluation of modeling procedures, the scientists requested
additional data and information from the developers of the EDT and Hybrid Models.
Based on their review of the DEIS and additional information, Messers. Lestelle and
Morishima conclude that there are substantial uncertainties regarding the models, methods, and
parameters employed in DEIS salmon modeling. Further, the modeling procedures were flawed,
owing to numerous errors and an apparent mismatch of linking results from a steady-state model
to a multi-generational modeling component intended to model year-specific changes in
streamflow characteristics. Omissions of other factors, such as consideration of variability in
freshwater, estuarine, and marine environments, inter- and intra-species interactions, and lack of
consideration for effects on harvest opportunities result in substantial information gaps.
Evaluation of climate change is overly simplistic and the methods employed do not reflect
current science. The DEIS does not present a separate evaluation of climate change. Rather,
assumptions regarding future conditions are incorporated into analyses of the alternatives
considered. DEIS, p. S-3. See Technical Report – Impacts on Fish and Fisheries, for discussion
about how the consideration of climate change in the DEIS is inadequate and flawed and how the
resulting significance of impacts is under-reported.

9

Larry Lestelle and Gary Morishima have extensive experience developing and reviewing fisheries, environmental,
and ecological computer models and are familiar with how EDT and the Hybrid models have been applied in the
EIS. Mr. Lestelle is one of the architects of the EDT Model. Both reviewed and refined a third model, a Life Cycle
Model, being developed under contract by NOAA, used in the Hybrid Model. See Technical Report - Salmon
Population Modeling for summary vitaes for each.
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Numerous errors were identified in the model inputs used in the life stage projections
produced by EDT and questions remain regarding how the stochasticity in streamflow years was
actually modeled.
While they agree with the DEIS findings of significant impacts to salmonids under the
assumptions prescribed by the DEIS and agree that the exclusion of consideration of benefits
from implementation of the Chehalis Basin Aquatic Species Restoration Plan (ASRP) was
appropriate, Messers. Lestelle and Morishima conclude impacts of the proposed Project on the
affected salmon populations are likely under-reported. Their analysis and findings are thoroughly
documented in the Technical Report - Salmon Population Modeling. Due to the likely severity
and types of impacts on salmon population viability and structure, Messers. Lestelle and
Morishima conclude that the impacts of the Project cannot be mitigated. The errors,
omissions, and inconsistencies identified in the models and their parameterizations are so
substantial that Ecology cannot reasonably rely upon them as the basis for projections of impacts
to fish, treaty-protected fisheries, and cultural resources. Therefore, Ecology lacks an adequate
and accurate basis on which to evaluate either the scale and intensity of impacts of the proposed
Project. In short, the uncertainties surrounding the accuracy of model projections are large and
the risks to salmonid species are too great.
3.

Analysis of Other Fisheries Impacts is Inadequate.

In presenting findings regarding impacts on salmonids, the DEIS does not adequately
evaluate all of the vital characteristics used to assess viability of populations. The DEIS is largely
focused on spawner abundance of the populations that would result in the absence of harvest.
NOAA Fisheries relies upon the concept of a viable salmonid population (“VSP”) to guide
assessment and recovery under the ESA, as well as in assessing the relative strength of a
salmonid population to maintain its viability under different environmental conditions
(McElhany et al. 2000). The VSP framework consists of four characteristics: abundance,
intrinsic productivity, population spatial structure, and diversity. Each is vitally important,
describing different characteristics needed for a population to maintain viability given
environmental variability and the uncertainty posed by various factors that influence salmonid
mortality. The VSP framework is a foundational part of the ASRP (ASRP Steering Committee
2019). See Technical Report – Impacts on Fish and Fisheries.
The DEIS gives only brief, superficial evaluation to the other aspects of VSP characteristics
besides abundance. While the DEIS acknowledges that genetic diversity of the populations
produced in the upper Chehalis Basin would be significantly impacted by the proposed Project, it
suggests that such losses may not be that important to the aggregate populations of the entire
Chehalis Basin:
The salmon and steelhead in the two subbasins of the Chehalis River evaluated in
this report represent only a fraction of the entire Chehalis Basin population
(approximately 1.2% of spring-run Chinook salmon, 3.4% of fall-run Chinook
salmon, 2.7% of coho salmon and 15.8% of steelhead; Ronne 2019).
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DEIS, Appendix E, p. E-141.
Such a characterization implies that abundance should be the major consideration when
determining importance, ignoring other characteristics that are seminal to the concept of a
VSP. With the exception of steelhead, this statement implies that the losses that would occur
as a result of the proposed Project would be very small compared to the overall population
sizes (in aggregate) across the Chehalis Basin. However, the significance of component
populations within the Chehalis Basin should not be viewed from the standpoint of the
proportion of basin-wide abundance, but rather from the perspective of the need to provide
the suite of characteristics necessary to support viability and sustainability (see guidelines in
McElhaney 2000, p. 126). In large part, this suite of characteristics revolves around the
seminal concept of resiliency, the ability to withstand and adapt to stresses. Component
populations are extremely important because they represent genetic adaptions to different
local environmental conditions, the foundation necessary for resiliency. Their loss would
reduce diversity and diminish the ability of these species to sustain themselves in a variable
and changing environment. The productivities and diversity of Chehalis salmon populations
have already been severely reduced from levels that formerly supported the populations,
indicating that resiliency of the populations in aggregate (by species) is weakened, making
them more vulnerable to further loss of resiliency from the proposed Project (Mobrand
Biometrics 2003; EDT modeling outputs from Chip McConnaha received September 2018).
When considering cumulative effects of other mortality factors not included in the
DEIS (such as harvest), it becomes apparent the populations in the upper Basin would
be at high risk of extinction with the proposed Project. See Technical Report – Impacts
on Fish and Fisheries for more detail.
Additionally, important points were missed in the DEIS, including the following:
•

Several Chehalis Basin salmonid populations have been in a state of decline over at least
the past two decades, as illustrated in the patterns seen for spring Chinook and winter
steelhead. When viewed over the past century, the losses are even more significant
(Mobrand Biometrics 2003; EDT modeling outputs from Chip McConnaha received
September 2018). The proposed Project would further accelerate the declines.

•

Each of the populations produced upstream of Rainbow Falls, with the possible exception
of steelhead, currently perform at low levels (reflected in low abundances, productivities,
and diversity) due to intensive land use practices in that area over the past century
resulting in poor habitat conditions. Habitat restoration projects suited to that area
(upstream of Pe Ell) are identified as a high priority within the ASRP. A dam would
foreclose the opportunity for recovery and restoration.

•

The spatial range of spring Chinook in the Chehalis Basin was once greater than it is
now—and it appears to be contracting due to the decline in the population (see Technical
Report – Impacts on Fish and Fisheries). The proposed Project would accelerate
contraction. Loss of spatial structure to the population would further erode population
viability.
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•

The upper Chehalis subbasin (upstream of the proposed dam site) has been a stronghold
for steelhead production relative to other parts of the Chehalis Basin, based on findings
from intensive spawner surveys over the past six years (Ronne et al. 2018; Ronne et al.
2020). The decline that is occurring in the spawning escapements in the Chehalis River
system upstream of Aberdeen suggests that the upper Chehalis subbasin is particularly
important to protect for the aggregate population in the Chehalis River system. Effects of
the proposed Project as presented in the DEIS to this population segment are substantial,
causing significant loss in abundance, productivity, and diversity (pp. E-117, 141, 143 144, 146). These losses would be further magnified as losses to the overall aggregate
population.

•

A viability analysis that considers productivity, abundance (or capacity), diversity, and
interannual variability should have be performed to assess the potential impacts of the
proposed Project on the viability of the populations produced in the upper basin. The
models relied upon to evaluate impacts on salmonids in the DEIS are not suitable for
such analyses; special types of models are used to perform viability analyses.

Id.
The DEIS also did not adequately address a large number of identified uncertainties t (see
pp. E2-33 through 35). An example of one of those uncertainties that needed much greater
attention is fish passage that would be required at the FRE facility. The DEIS acknowledges
uncertainty with both upstream and downstream fish passage design, but then relies on a number
of unsubstantiated assumptions. Id., and see Fish Species and Habitats Comment Matrix,
comments 9-15).
A key supporting document for the fish passage analysis (CBS 2018) states with regard to
the construction period: “Due to the extended period of diversion and the impact to salmon
populations, for the following fish passage alternatives during construction, it is assumed that
the full fish passage criteria required by NMFS and WDFW must be met for the entire
period of construction.” (emphasis added). DEIS Appendix E states: “The Applicant’s fish
passage design for the FRE facility must meet state and federal regulations and optimize fish
passage during construction and during operation, including non-flood conditions and during
flood retention events. NOAA Fisheries requires fish passage to be provided between the 95%
and 5% exceedance flow values, or in other words the middle 90% of the streamflow of record
when migrating fish are normally present at a site (NMFS 2011). The Revised Code of
Washington (RCW) 77.57.030 requires provision for passage of all fish and fish life stages
believed to be present in the system.” (emphasis added). DEIS, App. E, p. E-76
The fish passage assumptions applied in the DEIS analysis are based on the preliminary
designs applied in the PEIS, which were intended for the FRO structure as it was then
envisioned. Although the FRE design differs from the FRO, the actual design of the fish
passage has not been revised for the FRE. The DEIS assumes that fish passage effectiveness
for the FRE facility remains the same as was assumed for the FRO. Id.; see also, Fish
Species and Habitats Comment Matrix, comments 10-14, 26, 27. The configuration of the FRE
and fish passage facilities will likely result in fish mortality that has not been considered or
analyzed. Id. at comments 8-14; Water Comment Matrix, comments 15, 22, 31-33.
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A major difference between the fish passage analysis for the PEIS and the FRE is that a
construction period, requiring temporary fish passage facilities, was not evaluated under the
PEIS. This introduces a major uncertainty into the DEIS that was not adequately addressed. It is
critical to recognize that fish passage criteria for temporary facilities (i.e., during construction)
are intended to be the same as during implementation following construction. NMFS (2011)
states in its document entitled “Anadromous Salmonid Passage Facility Design” the following:
Criteria listed previously in this document also apply to the interim passage plan.
Where this is not possible, project owners must seek NMFS approval of alternate
interim fish passage design criteria, and a final interim passage plan.
The DEIS states with regard to fish passage during the construction period: “The temporary
bypass tunnel and temporary trap-and-transport process would be required to meet National
Marine Fisheries Service and WDFW criteria for fish passage. The fish passage information
provided by the Applicant is preliminary and has not been approved; more details would be
required during permitting.”
The annual duration of the in-water construction window period is uncertain and also of
concern. The DEIS states that:
Work in the river channel would take place over three separate in-water work
windows, which are the time periods approved by regulatory agencies that avoid
fish migration periods. The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW)
approved in-water work window for the upper Chehalis River includes the month
of August and the Corps window is from July to August. To meet the 5-year
schedule, the Applicant stated they would request extensions to these work
windows to September 30.
DEIS, p. 13.
If the requested extension of the annual construction period is granted, in-water construction
would occur when spring Chinook are holding prior to spawning, adult fall Chinook and coho
are actively migrating, and juvenile coho and steelhead are rearing and moving to suitable
habitats. High temperatures and low flows that occur during this construction period would
heighten physiological stress and susceptibility to disease, increasing mortality and reducing
fitness of these cold-water species. If the requested extension is not approved, construction
activity would take longer to complete, impacting more years of salmon passage and production.
See Technical Report – Impacts on Fish and Fisheries.
While passage requirements during the construction period should be just as rigorous as in
post-construction, we are concerned that the criteria would be relaxed during the 5-year
construction period when a river by-pass tunnel and trap and haul activities would be employed.
The DEIS concluded that the proposed Project would be unlikely to achieve the same criteria
during construction (Appendix E3 p.E-10-11). The DEIS assumed that fish passage
effectiveness would be substantially lower during construction than during post-construction
for all species but particularly for coho and steelhead (see Tables E3-4 and E3-5 p. E3-12 and p.
E3-14 below). Cumulative upstream passage effectiveness during construction ranges between
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0.09 and 0.65, depending on species. Passage values this low have very significant adverse
effects on salmonid populations. Id.

Based on the documentation provided in Appendix E3 (pp. E-10-11) of the process used to
develop the fish passage assumptions that were applied in the DEIS analysis, the estimates for
effectiveness of fish passage provisions appear to be simply educated guesses unsupported by
rigorous analysis. The upstream passage facility would consist of a picket weir in conjunction
with a temporary trap and haul facility. Picket weirs for collecting upstream adult salmon and
steelhead are extremely difficult to maintain and operate during elevated flows in Western
Washington rivers—they frequently fail. It is evident that high uncertainty exists in fish passage
analysis, which was not included in the DEIS’s analysis of impacts. Id.
It is very likely that post-construction passage effectiveness will be highly uncertain and
vary by year as the dam operator and support teams learn to operate the facilities to meet the
passage requirements. The DEIS ignores the challenges of evaluation, monitoring, and accurately
reporting the effectiveness of fish passage to meet these requirements. Id.
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Additionally, the DEIS analysis of impacts to other fish species, like lamprey and resident
trout, is inadequate and largely broad brushed. Id. at comments 25, 29, 38, 61-63. The DEIS
acknowledges, but fails to adequately address, water quality impacts (e.g., elevated temperatures
and suspended sediment) that will negatively affect fish. See Water Comment Matrix, comments
15, 20, 37, 39-45, 47-49; Environmental Health & Safety Comment Matrix, comment 3.
In summary, the errors and omissions of the DEIS relating to impacts on fish include: the
failure to acknowledge and/or analyze the full suite of impacts on salmonid populations; the
failure to acknowledge or analyze the risks associated with uncertainties of environmental and
biological effects during FRE construction activities (including mortalities of fish passage and
trap and haul operations) and subsequent operation of the FRE facility; and the failure to
consider the cascade of ecosystem impacts on environmental processes of the whole River
system. Ecology cannot ignore these deficiencies and blindly sanction significant adverse
impacts to treaty fish resources that were not sufficiently disclosed to public scrutiny. The
potential to mitigate for these adverse effects cannot be left to future permitting and consultation
processes. The biological damage to salmon populations, and particularly for spring
Chinook, cannot be fully mitigated.
Based on the above, the Quinault Nation urges that the State of Washington, as a comanager and public steward of the environment and its natural resources, to use its substantive
SEPA authority to deny the Project and pursue less risky alternatives to accomplish the twin
goals of the Chehalis Basin Strategy of reducing flood damage and restoring aquatic species
habitat throughout the Basin.
4.

Quarry Development Impacts Are Not Included or Analyzed.

Three quarries are proposed to provide the rock necessary for use in the concrete mixture for
construction of the FRE facility. DEIS, p. 13. The DEIS indicates this would necessitate
upgrading roads to the quarries, identifying material storage and processing sites, and
constructing areas for offices and equipment storage. Id. Aerial photo review did not reveal any
existing quarry activity in two of the three proposed quarry sites (North and South Quarries), and
there are no registered quarries at these locations within the WDNR surface mine database. See
Earth Discipline Report - Geology Technical Analyses Review, Earth Comment Matrix,
comment 15. Development of these quarries will have known, foreseeable, direct impacts. The
DEIS acknowledges that “up to 41 acres of habitat associated with the quarry roads could be
disturbed or eliminated.” DEIS, p. 89. However, neither proposed plans nor detailed descriptions
for development of the three proposed quarries—or the associated impacts—are presented or
analyzed in the DEIS or supporting documents. Similarly, the DEIS fails to analyze impacts from
the concrete production facility that would also be located near the FRE facility and would
include both roller-compacted and conventional concrete production. The site would include a
roller-compacted concrete batch plant, conventional concrete batch plant, rock crushing and
screening, rock storage, fly ash storage, and cement storage. DEIS, p. 13. Impacts from these
activities are given short shrift in the DEIS, if they are addressed at all; mere mentions of minor
impacts are found at pp. 115, 142, 180.
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In particular, though the proposed quarry locations occur in areas of known or suspected
slope instability and slope stability analysis, these impacts are not discussed in the DEIS. Nor is
the fact that quarry locations are located adjacent to Type-S Waters and may be within the State
of Washington Shoreline Jurisdiction (200 feet from designated waters), requiring best available
science to consider impacts and mitigation. Impacts to wildlife from quarry development are
discussed below in Section 6. Id., Earth Comment Matrix, comments 23 and 52. These are
significant failures under SEPA.
5.

Hazards and Dam Safety Risks Are Mischaracterized.

The importance of a rigorous evaluation of landslide potential cannot be understated, as this
geologic process affects the performance, longevity, and public safety related to the FRE, in
addition to having significant environmental impacts. The FRE itself will directly affect the
frequency, extent, and potentially the magnitude, of landslides, thereby increasing the risk to the
public and ecological systems. The Earth Discipline Report - Geology Technical Analyses
Review, reveals several shortcomings in the DEIS that result in a significant underrepresentation of risk and safety hazards:
•

The DEIS omits many significant landslides and other mass wasting processes that could
affect the FRE dam design, FRE operations, ecological impacts, and impacts to public
safety, thereby such impacts were under-estimated.

•

Conclusions from the slope stability analysis are used throughout the project design and
DEIS impact analyses; errors and uncertainties from this analysis would have relevant
impacts that greatly under-estimate significance of impacts in the DEIS and the errors
would be propagated in the public safety impact analyses.

•

The proposed drawdown rate of 10 feet per day greatly exceeds the hydraulic
conductivity reported for the soils and slope instability and widespread landslides would
be expected during reservoir draw down. In addition, the modeling utilized overly
conservative parameters or incorrect parameters to evaluate slope stability, even when
these values contradicted actual field observations. There is well established science
relating reservoir water level operations to land sliding, none of which is referenced. The
proposed operation conflicts with international guidelines to limit drawdown rates not to
exceed hillslope hydraulic conductivity.

•

The potential for multiple-event reservoir inundations and longer impounded periods was
not considered, nor were uncertainties and risks identified.

•

There is evidence that a landslide may have dammed the Upper Chehalis River within the
proposed reservoir site during the 2007 flood – causing a flood wave containing a viscous
mixture of water and landslide debris (sediment, boulders, trees) to propagate
downstream (see Figure 6, Earth Discipline Report - Geology Technical Analyses
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Review). However, the potential risk of this occurring again and the subsequent impacts
to the proposed dam structure have not been evaluated by any of the baseline studies
supporting the DEIS. No analysis was conducted to describe the likelihood of a potential
landslide dam occurring and its associated impacts to the river or the proposed FRE
facility. Furthermore, there is no mention of how the proposed dam will address these
potential impacts to its infrastructure and operations in the Combined Dam and Fish
passage Supplemental Design report dated September 2018 (Anchor QEA 2018).
•

Landslides can deliver debris and mass into a filled reservoir that is capable of generating
large displacement or impulse waves. Displacement wave analysis is required under
federal design guidance manuals. Displacement waves can overtop the dam and create
life-threatening conditions downstream of the dam, as well as potentially damaging dam
infrastructure and affecting foundation stability such that a catastrophic dam failure is
possible. Displacement waves were not identified nor discussed in the DEIS.

•

Evidence shows that dams fail most often from overtopping, and that the consequences
and costs of this are immense. Yet this potential impact is not analyzed in the DEIS.

•

Washington State and federal dam design and planning standards set a high bar because
the potential risk from dams is very high. However, these standards do not appear to have
been followed for the design, planning or assessment of the FRE facility.

See also, Environmental Health & Safety Comment Matrix, comments 2, 6-9; Public Services &
Utilities Comment Matrix, comments 1-5.
6.

Wildlife Impacts Are Not Fully Analyzed.

The DEIS fails to adequately analyze impacts to wildlife, particularly those protected under
the federal ESA, Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, and Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Marbled
Murrelets are a federally- and state-listed threatened species. The proposed action is not
consistent with the federal Marbled Murrelet Recovery Plan, which states that suitable habitat
should be preserved in large, contiguous blocks to minimize nest predation. See Wildlife Species
and Habitat Comment Matrix, comment 1. The construction of the FRE will have impacts to
nesting marbled murrelets that were not analyzed because the DEIS underestimates the nesting
season. Id. at comments 29-31, 36. The DEIS fails to address or analyze impacts from the
development of the quarries that will include blasting and road development. The noise and
direct injury will negatively affect many bird species in violation of state and federal law. Id. at
comments 5, 9, 26, 29, 33-35, 37; Noise & Vibration Comment Matrix, comment 2. The DEIS
provides both inaccurate and inconsistent information pertaining to the bald eagle nesting season,
and as a result, underestimates impacts to bald eagles. See Wildlife Species and Habitat
Comment Matrix, comment 28; and comments 24-25. Furthermore, impacts to potential golden
eagle habitat are not considered. Id. at comment 17. The DEIS fails to recognize the significance
of and risk to the local Columbia Torrent Salamander population, a species found within the
reservoir footprint and on the Federal Register's list of substantial findings for which an ESA
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status review is being initiated. The DEIS fails to acknowledge the number of individual
Columbia Torrent Salamanders that would be killed as a direct result of the inundation. Id. at
comments 2-5, 10. See also, Noise and Vibration Comment Matrix.
7.

DEIS Fails to Meaningfully Analyze Impacts/Benefits of Local Actions
Alternative.

Importantly and disappointingly, besides not fully considering reasonable alternatives, the
DEIS also utterly fails to reasonably analyze the flood damage reduction benefits of the Local
Actions Alternative, stating:
The Local Actions Alternative represents a local and non-structural approach to
reduce flood damage in the study area. It considers a variety of local-scale options
that local governments and agencies could choose to do in the future. These actions
could potentially achieve the Applicant’s objective through improving floodplain
function, land use management actions, buying out or relocating at-risk properties
or structures, improving flood emergency response, and increasing water storage
from Pe Ell to Centralia. The Local Action Alternative does not identify specific
projects because those decisions would be made by local governments. Therefore,
the EIS does not analyze the feasibility or economic practicability of these potential
actions.
The DEIS concludes, without basis, that, “In the long term, the Local Actions Alternative
would not greatly reduce flooding in the basin but would reduce flood damage. Surface and
groundwater throughout the study area would continue to experience substantial flood risk
during both major and catastrophic floods.” DEIS, p. 54. This is contradicted by statements that
the Local Actions Alternative could be effective:
The Local Actions Alternative represents a local and non-structural approach to
reduce flood damage in the Chehalis-Centralia area (the Proposed Project’s
purpose). The Local Actions Alternative considers a variety of local-scale options
that local governments and agencies could choose to do in the future. These actions
could achieve the Applicant’s objective to reduce flooding from storms in the
Willapa Hills through improving floodplain function, land use management
actions, buying out or relocating at-risk properties or structures, improving flood
emergency response actions, and increasing water storage from Pe Ell to Centralia.
DEIS, p. 24. This is in addition to similarly contradicting statements in Appendix G pertaining to
Land Use. The DEIS admits that, “A floodproofing plan could be developed to protect structures,
such as the same structures that would no longer be inundated under the Proposed Action. . . .”
DEIS, Appendix G, p. G-57. It also concludes, without basis, that, “Residences and buildings
would continue to experience substantial flood risk under the Local Actions Alternative.” Id. at
G-58
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The DEIS makes no substantive attempt to determine scale and intensity of impacts or
benefits of the Local Actions Alternative. Nor does the DEIS quantify the area or structures that
could be protected from flooding by local actions such as raising the freeboard height
requirements. DEIS, pp. 120-121. This is in stark contrast to the use of modeling to identify
impacts on 4,374 buildings under the No Action Alternative. Id.
The DEIS includes analysis of only hardened approaches to floodplain storage and channel
migration. If, as stated, 75% of the residential structures and 25% of the commercial, industrial,
and other non-residential structures in the Chehalis River floodplain could be protected through
elevation, other floodproofing measures, and buy-outs, this would seem a significant benefit that
would meet the stated project purpose and objectives. Id. However, the DEIS fails to provide any
substantive explanation of why it determined floodproofing, buy-outs, and relocations would
have 'significant to minor' impacts. DEIS, p. 121.
As discussed in the section above, the DEIS neither takes the requisite “hard look” nor
provides a reasonably thorough discussion of environmental impacts throughout its many pages.
The DEIS does not properly afford decision makers adequate opportunity to make a politically
accountable decision based on detailed consideration of all affected environmental values. The
DEIS fails to comply with the basic requirements of SEPA to provide full disclosure and detailed
consideration of all affected environmental values. This is a fundamental failure rendering the
DEIS inadequate under state law and unable to withstand judicial review.
C.

Geographic Scope Is Unreasonably Limited.

SEPA requires consideration of impacts throughout a reasonable affected geographic range.
The study area of the DEIS is limited to the mainstem of the Chehalis River to river mile 9, the
area of maximum inundation for the FRE, the area associated with the Airport Levee Changes,
and 1,500 feet upstream into three tributaries of the Chehalis River including the Skookumchuck
River, the South Fork Newaukum River, and the South Fork Chehalis River. DEIS, pp. 33-34.
There is no rationale provided for this extremely narrow focus, which has the effect of limiting
and minimizing the full range of impacts that should be considered in the DEIS. Consistent with
the Strategy, which should be guiding the DEIS, the geographic area should be consistent with
the entire Basin.
The geographic study area unreasonably excludes all surface waters downstream of river
mile 9 at Montesano that support habitat for aquatic species that will be affected by the Project.
This geographic scope is too limited to account for the extent, range and intensity (spatial and
temporal) of impacts reasonably anticipated from the Project, including the direct, indirect and
cumulative impacts that extend beyond the boundaries of the study area but influence
environmental conditions in the study area. Limiting the considerations in this manner fails to
account for watershed processes that will be negatively affected by the Project. See Cascade of
FRE Facility Ecosystems Effects Technical Memo and Technical Report – Impacts on Fish and
Fisheries.
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The DEIS also fails to relate and analyze these impacts to downstream ESA-listed species,
such as Southern Resident Killer Whales (“SRKW”), anticipated to be adversely affected by
lower salmon runs resulting from the Project. See Fish Species and Habitats Comment Matrix,
comments 44, 45, 101. Though the DEIS acknowledges the importance of Chinook in the
recovery of SRKW, it neglects to analyze the role that the dam will be playing in undermining
recovery efforts through elimination of Chehalis basin spring Chinook, a key food source for the
SRKW. Id.
The Nation submitted comments in its PEIS comment letter indicating the dire state of
abundance and stability of the spring Chinook population in the Chehalis Basin as contrary to the
characterizations being made about the status of the population. Further, the Nation highlighted
the likelihood of a petition to list spring Chinook as threatened or endangered under the ESA,
given the species’ precarious position. See Quinault Nation PEIS Comment Letter, pp. 15-16 and
Attachment 2. Similarly, the Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife is on record with
its position that a “major dam on the Chehalis River would exacerbate negative effects for fish,
wildlife, and habitat in the basin.” See Letter from Director Kelly Susewind to Chehalis Basin
Board dated June 6, 2019, attached as Exhibit D. Director Susewind further noted that spring
Chinook in the Chehalis Basin are likely to be listed under the ESA. See additional elaboration
on the likelihood of an ESA petition being filed for spring Chinook in the Technical Report –
Impacts on Fish and Fisheries, and see Fish Species and Habitat Comment Matrix, comment
128.
As indicated in the Nation’s scoping comments, analysis should have more thoroughly
addressed impacts to the SRKW, listed as Endangered under the ESA, particularly given the
likelihood that the dam will eliminate spring Chinook in the Chehalis Basin causing harm to the
SRKW by further reducing food for these already starving whales in violation of the ESA.
Additionally, salmon (Chinook and coho) originating in the Chehalis Basin are harvested by
commercial, recreational, and subsistence fisheries throughout the Chehalis Basin and the Grays
Harbor estuary. These species are also harvested over an extensive marine geographic area
beyond the Basin’s boundaries. For example, Chehalis Basin fall Chinook are primarily northmigrating and are harvested at various stages of maturity over an area that ranges from the
Washington Coast to Southeast Alaska. Similarly, the geographic harvest region for Chehalis
Basin coho extends from Southern Oregon through mid-British Columbia. SEPA requirements
are not met as a result of this limitation. See Fish Species and Habitat Comment Matrix,
comment 47, Technical Report – Impacts on Fish and Fisheries, and Economics &
Socioeconomic Analysis Review, major finding 11.
D.

Cumulative and Indirect Impacts Were Not Fully Considered As Required by SEPA.

SEPA requires that an EIS must fully evaluate all of the direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts of projects. WAC 197-11-792(c). Implicit in SEPA is the requirement that the decision
makers consider more than what might be the narrow, limited environmental impact of the
immediate, pending action. “The agency cannot close its eyes to the ultimate probable
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environmental consequences of its current action.” Cheney v. City of Mountlake Terrace, 87
Wash. 2d 338, 344, 552 P.2d 184, 188 (1976). The DEIS fails in this regard.
1.

DEIS Ignores Key Cumulative and Indirect Impacts.

Many cumulative impacts and indirect impacts were not included or analyzed in the DEIS.
Most conspicuous is the absence of any analysis of the reasonably foreseeable expansion of the
FRE to the FRE-FC. The proposed Project would add $60 million to $100 million to the price tag
of the dam in order to build “a foundation and hydraulic structures capable of supporting future
construction of a larger dam with up to 130,000 acre feet of storage”—the FRE-FC. App. 1, Att.
A-2, pp. ES-1, 6. The dam designer, HDR, went to the extent of providing design configurations,
construction details and cost opinions for the FRE-FC, evident throughout the Report at App.1,
Att. A-2. Because a larger foundation would be built for a potential future expansion, it seems
logical that a future expansion would also be likely. This likelihood is evidenced by the DEIS’s
statements about “uncertainty” driving the need for flexibility for the expanded dam being tied to
climate predictions: “The FRE-FC is configured to provide additional storage that can be used in
some combination of increased flood protection that reflects hydrologic changes (e.g., effects of
global warming), or as a permanent storage pool for augmentation of downstream river flows for
fish and aquatic habitat enhancement.” Id. at 5; and see Id. at 42. In fact, the data used to develop
the FRE and FRE-FC designs indicate that by 2060-2080 the FRE will likely be overwhelmed by
the late century flows. See analysis in Section V.A.2. above. The building of an expanded dam is
a likely indirect consequence of the building of an expandable dam, and therefore, reasonably
foreseeable. Accordingly, the impacts of the FRE-FC expanded dam should have been analyzed
as an indirect and cumulative impact.
Additionally, we note many other indirect and cumulative impacts that should have been
analyzed in the DEIS as follows.
The likely ESA petition for listing spring Chinook, which, if accepted, would fundamentally
alter the Project analysis, was not meaningfully considered. See Section V.C. above.
Although the DEIS acknowledges that potential cumulative impacts might occur from
“future expansion of agriculture, rural, residential, and commercial development in the
floodplain,” little or no attention is given to assessing what these impacts might be. DEIS,
Appendix 2, p. 2-26. Particularly given climate change projections, any such expansion would
put more people and assets at risk, increasing the risk of future flood damage. To be consistent
with Project goals, new development should not occur in flood-prone areas (including the area
that would be impacted by a catastrophic dam failure with a full reservoir pool). Similarly, the
DEIS recognizes that some benefits might accrue due to restoration actions in the Basin, but how
these might combine with expected impacts of the proposed Project is left unanswered and open
to considerable conjecture. See Technical Report – Impacts on Fish and Fisheries.
Five major sources of cumulative impacts to salmonids are completely ignored or are only
superficially incorporated into the DEIS. Each of these sources would likely compound adverse
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effects so that overall population performance would be severely reduced in conjunction with the
proposed Project. These sources are:
1. Variability in freshwater survival unrelated to effects of the proposed Project
2. Variability in estuarine and marine survival and effects of climate change on marine
survival
3. Harvest impacts
4. Effects of increased abundances of exotic fishes within the mainstem Chehalis River
corridor
5. Hatchery fish impacts
See Technical Report – Impacts on Fish and Fisheries, for discussion of the importance of these
cumulative effects as they relate to salmonids.
There is no analysis provided regarding impacts to resident trout species such as rainbow
and cutthroat trout. See Fish Species and Habitats Comment Matrix, comment 25.
The DEIS proposes an in-water work window that exceeds current regulations and that will
harm spawning spring Chinook salmon, and could harm incubating steelhead eggs. Id. at
comments 83, 86. It assumes conditions for a Hydraulic Project Approval that are likely
unrealistic. Id. at comment 68.
The DEIS admits indirect land use impacts associated with the Project:
Indirect land use impacts could include the potential for increased development in
areas predicted to experience no flooding or less severe flooding as a result of the
Proposed Action. DEIS Appendix G, p. G-49.
In the future, there is a possibility that the full extent of the buildable area could be
utilized if it were removed from the threat of a catastrophic flood. Id.
The FRE facility is likely to alter the FEMA 100-year floodplain. If the floodplain
is altered, a Letter of Map Revision, Conditional Letter of Map Revision, or
Physical Map Revision may be required by Lewis County and FEMA. Id. at p. G35
Where land use regulations relating to floodplain management have been relaxed
due to removal from the SFHA, there could be a perception that areas that were
formerly in the SFHA are entirely safe from flooding. Floods larger than the
modeled late-century catastrophic flood, like the 2007 flood, may still inundate
portions of these areas. Id. at p. G-50.
However, the DEIS fails to adequately analyze these indirect effects of induced future
development in the floodplain and their associated human risks and impacts to fisheries and
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aquatic species habitats. See Land Use Comment Matrix, comments 6, 7, 17-20; Water Comment
Matrix, comment 14.
The DEIS fails to analyze impacts to future salmonid harvest—either pursuant to the
Nation’s treaty-reserved rights or non-Indian commercial and recreational harvest —including
harvest impacts throughout the Pacific Rim. See Economics & Socioeconomic Analysis Review,
major findings 11 & 14; Technical Report – Impacts on Fish and Fisheries.
The DEIS fails to analyze indirect impacts from logging the reservoir area and associated
repeated loss of regenerating riparian areas that will affect aquatic habitat such as channel
complexity and channel forming processes. Similarly, the DEIS fails to assess impacts to
industrial forest lands and infrastructure upslope of the reservoir area due to the fluctuation of the
water levels in the reservoir, which increases landslide potential upslope of the maximum pool
elevation of the reservoir. This will directly affect value of the land for future timber harvest, as
well as threatening forest roads. See Forest Practices Technical Analyses Review, Land Use
Comment Matrix, comments 2, 13, 25, 26, Earth Comment Matrix, comment 43.
Overall, the DEIS fails to consider or analyze the physical and ecologic process linkages
inherent in riverine ecosystems, and thus, fails to consider the consequent indirect impacts of the
cascade of ecosystem effects and the amplification of those effects over time that will result from
the proposed project. See Section V.A.1. above, and Cascade of FRE Facility Ecosystems Effects
Technical Memo. The proposed Project will result in a cascade of impacts to both existing
floodplain/off-channel water bodies and wetlands, as well as a loss of the physical processes that
create and sustain the future formation of floodplain wetlands and floodplain/off-channel water
bodies, resulting in a significant, unmitigable amplification of impacts over time. Id.
Additionally, because mitigation for the many significant impacts has not been developed,
neither the reasonableness nor resulting effects of that mitigation have been analyzed.
SEPA requires consideration and analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts. WAC
197-11-792. This necessarily includes discussion of how future projects, together with the
proposed Project, will affect the environment in order to provide complete disclosure of
environmental consequences to allow informed decision making. There are many such impacts,
all of which are reasonably foreseeable, and accordingly, should have been discussed in the
DEIS.
2.

DEIS Assumes Project Permit/Approval Issuance Without Consideration
of Applicable Legal Requirements.

As acknowledged in the DEIS, many permits and approvals would be required for this
proposed Project. DEIS, pp. 35-38. The DEIS gives no consideration to the complexities of the
legal requirements and limitations for obtaining such permits and approvals. In some cases,
current legal requirements would not likely support issuance. For example, there are myriad
requirements to log the reservoir area that have not been considered or analyzed. See Forest
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Practices Technical Analyses Review; Land Use Comment Matrix, comment 21. Because the
DEIS fails to acknowledge the Quinault Nation as a co-manager with the State of Washington in
regulating off-Reservation fisheries within its usual and accustomed areas including the entirety
of the Chehalis Basin, the DEIS fails to consider the need for Quinault Nation consent for forest
practices decisions as a participant in the Timber Fish and Wildlife process. Id. There are zoning
and other land use requirements and limitations not considered in the DEIS relating to shorelines
(like the requirement to mitigate for net losses to shoreline ecological functions), road building,
and the need for a conversion from forest practices to a dam. See Land Use Comment Matrix,
comments 8, 10-13, 21, 28; Forest Practices Technical Analyses Review. Because quarry
development was not considered or analyzed, permit requirements, including the potential for
shoreline-related requirements, were not addressed. See Earth Comment Matrix, comments 15
and 23. The DEIS fails to address how a water right might be issued in light of the Basin being
over-appropriated. See Water Comment Matrix, comment 18.
Similarly, the Project is proposed to occur on land owned by two private entities. The DEIS
assumes both entities will voluntarily sell their lands so provides no discussion of the timing and
costs of potential eminent domain actions if that assumption is false. Such a bare assumption is
unwarranted without more discussion.
The DEIS’s failure to disclose and consider all legally-required permits and permitting
requirements for actions and impacts caused by or related to the FRE violates SEPA.
E.

Mitigation is Not Described or Analyzed as Required by SEPA.

As set forth above, SEPA requires that mitigation for environmental effects identified in the
DEIS also be identified and discussed in enough detail that a decision maker can understand and
assess whether and to what extent significant impacts can be avoided or mitigated. If impacts
cannot be avoided or mitigated, SEPA provides that a decision maker may deny, and probably
should deny, permits for the project. Further NEPA case law is instructive. While detailed and
definite mitigation plans need not be completed for environmental review, the descriptions and
discussion of mitigation must not be a mere list, must not be perfunctory, and must be definite
enough that the reasonableness and success of the mitigation measure can be judged and with
some assurance that the intended mitigation will occur if the measure is implemented. There is
no actual mitigation measure discussion or analysis in this DEIS. Where mitigation is briefly
mentioned, it meets none of the requirements of statute, regulation, or case law.
While mitigation is mentioned for many of the significant adverse impacts identified in the
DEIS, the DEIS approaches the mitigation for all impacts in the same nonspecific and inadequate
manner. That consistent approach is first described in the summary of the DEIS:
There is uncertainty if the proposed mitigation is technically feasible or
economically practicable…[t]he applicant may provide mitigation plans. If the
agencies determine the plans meet regulatory requirements and the implementation
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is feasible, then the [significant adverse] impacts would be addressed as part of the
permitting process.
DEIS, p. S-17 (emphasis added). This is not mitigation. It is not a mitigation plan. It is not a
mitigation proposal. It is not a discussion of any actual mitigation linked to the mechanisms of
impacts from the proposed Project, or the likelihood of their success. Rather, this is merely the
possibility of a mitigation discussion and maybe plans at some indefinite point post-DEIS that
may address some impacts.
This same non-discussion of mitigation occurs throughout Chapter 5, the mitigation chapter,
with the same language used for every identified significant adverse impact with the possible
exception of ground-shaking hazards. For example, as to water quality adverse impacts, the
DEIS states:
[M]itigation proposed…to develop and implement a Surface Water Quality
Mitigation Plan to address these impacts; however there is uncertainty if the
mitigation plan is technically feasible and economically practicable. The
Proposed Project would have significant and unavoidable adverse environmental
impacts on surface water quality, unless the Applicant develops a Surface Water
Quality Mitigation Plan that meets regulatory requirements for which
implementation is feasible.
DEIS at pp. 43 and 47 (emphasis added). This paragraph says nothing and is circular in nature.
It says that mitigation may be proposed at some later date that such mitigation may or may not
adequately address water quality impacts, and that it may or may not be allowed or may or may
not be feasible. This does not just fall short of the legal requirements for mitigation, it is a
complete failure to discuss and analyze mitigation as required by SEPA. It is simply a
paragraph that has the word mitigation in it. And this paragraph, either verbatim or with very
similar language, occurs throughout Chapter 5 of the DEIS, whether it concerns significant
adverse impacts to water quality, or fish and habitat, or fish passage and movement, or
movement of woody debris and riverbed materials, and regardless of whether it is discussing
impacts from construction or from operation. See also e.g., DEIS at pp. 53, 73, or 76-77.
Mitigation measures must be reasonable and capable of being accomplished. The mere fact that
the DEIS concedes that the completely speculative mitigation may neither be technically
feasible or economically practicable provides ample support for Ecology to deny the
permits for the proposed Project using its substantive SEPA authority.
In order to provide information sufficient for a governmental decision regarding whether to
allow a project that will have significant adverse environmental impacts, mitigation must be
identified and discussed. The DEIS wholly fails to identify or discuss mitigation at all much less
mitigation that is “reasonable and capable of being accomplished.” RCW 43.21C.060. The
DEIS does not disclose or discuss mitigation measures. WAC 197-11-440(4). The DEIS does
not discuss reasonable mitigation measures that would mitigate significant adverse impacts that
are identified. WAC 197-11-440(6)(a). The DEIS does not clearly indicate those mitigation
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measures, if any, that could be implemented or might be required, as well as those, if any, that
agencies or applicants are committed to implement. WAC 197-11-440(6)(c)(iii). The DEIS does
not indicate what the intended environmental benefits of mitigation measures are for significant
adverse impacts, does not discuss their technical feasibility and economic practicability, and
makes no mention of whether there is concern about whether a mitigation measure is capable of
being accomplished, because of course, there are no actual mitigation measures identified to
assess whether they can be accomplished. The DEIS discloses only the possibility of some
mitigation proposal, someday, post-EIS.
The DEIS’s statements on mitigation are even less thorough than the mitigation disclosure
and discussion that has been rejected by federal courts under NEPA in the cases cited above.
Those courts have stated that mitigation cannot be a “mere list” or perfunctory discussion. In
this case, the DEIS does not even contain a list of mitigation measures—just mitigation “topics”
(e.g. there may be a mitigation plan for dissolved oxygen, or for habitat restoration, or for woody
debris). There is not even a perfunctory discussion of mitigation. Rather, there is no discussion.
Many other EISs prepared in the relatively recent past, for projects as significant as the dam,
have included analysis of mitigation options. A survey of EISs for five significant Washington
projects in the last five years (Tesoro Savage in Vancouver, Millennium Bulk Terminal in
Longview, Tesoro Refinery in Anacortes, Westway Crude by Rail in Grays Harbor, Port of
Kalama Methanol, and Tacoma LNG Plant) demonstrates EISs for all five projects included
mitigation for environmental impacts. Attached as Exhibit E.
The DEIS wholly fails to meet the most basic, minimal requirements of SEPA for including
disclosure and discussion of meaningful mitigation measures that are capable of implementation
for the many significant adverse environmental effects from the dam, from both construction and
operation. This is a substantial failure, and as a result, decision makers are not properly informed
as to the true severity and consequence of impacts in the absence of clarity around what
mitigation is feasible and what is not.
F.

The DEIS Improperly Fails to Analyze Treaty Right and Cultural Impacts.

The intent of SEPA is to identify potential environmental harm, including potential harm to
salmon, steelhead, shellfish, and other treaty-protected resources. Yet, despite the
implementation of SEPA for nearly 50 years, the populations of salmon, steelhead and other
species upon which the Nation depends have declined. Development and other activities over
the last century continue to negatively affect fisheries habitats and cause ever-decreasing
populations of the various species that Quinault members harvest. As the DEIS highlights,
salmon populations are seriously reduced within the Chehalis Basin, and this decline did not
result from any single action, but the accumulation of many actions over a long time period. The
DEIS admits “significant and unavoidable impacts” for all aquatic habitat, all salmonids, all nonsalmon native fish, including lamprey, freshwater mussels, and macroinvertebrates. DEIS, p. S15. However, the technical review of the DEIS provided in this letter and all attachments
demonstrates the consequences to the Nation’s treaty fishing rights have been grossly
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underestimated and, as set forth above. The magnitude of economic damages from fisheries
disruptions could be substantial. See Economics & Socioeconomic Analysis Review, major
finding 14.
Ecology had more than adequate opportunity between the time it received the Nation’s
scoping comments (November 14, 2016) and its publication of the DEIS for public comment
(February 27, 2020) to engage in government-to-government consultation in order to ascertain
and address impacts to the Nation’s rights. Ecology previously consulted with the Nation for the
Westway Crude by Rail EIS in 2015. According to the Nation’s survey of EISs (Ex. E), a similar
process was likely employed with tribes affected by the Millennium Project, and both Tesoro
projects in Vancouver and Anacortes for which Ecology was the lead or co-lead. The Nation has
repeatedly communicated concerns about impacts to its treaty rights to Ecology since 2006.
Further, Nation staff and consultants interacted with Ecology’s Project Manager for this DEIS
repeatedly throughout the last two years. See Ex. A for a compilation of such correspondence.
Nonetheless, Ecology has wholly failed to engage on the issues that matter to the Nation and
consult with the Nation on the proposed Project, a Project that will significantly adversely affect
the Nation and resources upon which the Nation depends. The DEIS’s decision to defer treaty
rights to the anticipated separate but parallel NEPA decision document is inappropriate. Failure
to address treaty right impacts violates state law and fails to prove sufficient information for
Ecology to make a fully-informed decision about the Project.
Failure to address cultural interests and instead relying on a separate but parallel Section 106
consultation process similarly violates state law. By relying on the Section 106 study that is
limited by the Area of Proposed Effect (“APE”), the DEIS fails to accurately assess the cultural
impacts downstream of the proposed FRE. The Corps-defined APE is confined to a few discreet
areas including the dam and reservoir footprint and Rainbow Falls, and not consistent with the
area studied in the DEIS. See Tribal Resources Comment Matrix, comments 5, 7; Cultural
Resources Comment Matrix, comments 1, 7, 10.
G.

Environmental Justice Impacts to the Nation Not Considered.

Overall, the Environmental Justice process requires that no minority or low-income
population group should bear a disproportionate share of potential adverse environmental and
socioeconomic impacts resulting from major projects such as the dam/levee Project proposed for
the Chehalis Basin. In addition, special efforts should be made to reach out to such communities
to ensure that they understand the proposed project, its potential impacts on them, and to ensure
that those communities’ concerns and the effects upon them are heard and understood by the
decision makers so that decisions can be altered to avoid burdens being disproportionately-borne.
The DEIS fails to properly analyze or consider the impacts of the proposed Project from an
environmental justice perspective, particularly the impacts on the Nation’s cultural, economic,
and historic interests as well as the impacts to the Nation’s treaty rights. The DEIS’s outrageous
conclusion that there are no disproportionate impacts on low-income or minority communities
(but for possibly some additional burdens to low-income communities from ground-shaking) is
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wholly unsupported and incorrect. The DEIS states that land use impacts will occur where
people do not live, therefore disproportionate impacts on environmental justice populations are
not expected. This determination ignores the economic outcomes that will likely drive up land
values in floodplain areas that are currently marginal because of flooding. These tend to be the
same areas were minority and low-income populations are able to afford to live. See,
Environmental Justice Comment Matrix, comments 10-14.
Overall, as set forth throughout this letter, the assessment of impacts from the proposed
Project in the DEIS is incomplete, inaccurate, and/or improperly deferred to other processes at
later dates. These failures alone hamper and undermine a thorough and accurate assessment and
discussion of environmental justice implications and impacts of the dam that will fall
disproportionately on the Nation and its members. See also Economics & Socioeconomic
Analysis Review, major finding 12.
Further, the DEIS fails to actually and accurately assess and discuss environmental justice
impacts from the significant and unavoidable environmental impacts to fish and habitat and
water quality that the DEIS does identify. That failure occurs in multiple ways.
1.

Environmental Justice Communities Are Too Narrowly Defined.

First, and most egregiously, the DEIS fails to include the Quinault Indian Nation in its
environmental justice assessment. See, Appendix D to DEIS, in particular part 2.1 and Table D4, which shows exclusion of the Nation from consideration. This failing is inexplicable, as
elsewhere in supporting documents, for example in the Tribal Resources Discipline Report in
Appendix L, the DEIS acknowledges the Nation’s deep cultural, subsistence, historic, and
economic ties to the Chehalis Basin, including subsistence, economic and cultural reliance on the
fish in the Basin. The DEIS and supporting documents acknowledge that the Nation has treaty
rights to hunt, gather and fish in the Basin. Further, the Nation has been deeply and completely
engaged at every step in this process from very early in the Basin flood control meetings and
process, to the submission of detailed scoping comments for the DEIS.
Nonetheless, when choosing the area assessed for the purposes of determining whether any
group is disproportionately affected by the significant, unavoidable and adverse impacts from the
dam to fish, habitat, and water quality, the DEIS includes only “census units” that are residences
immediately adjacent to the Chehalis River. This, of course, ultimately excludes the Nation and
Quinault people from any kind of environmental justice assessment. The Nation may well be the
most-affected community from the impacts to fish and habitat, yet the DEIS does not even deign
to mention the Nation in the environmental justice assessment. DEIS at p. 146-147; Appendix D
Figs. D-1 and -2, Tables D-5 and-6. Only on page 18 of Appendix D, are the Quinault people
mentioned as one of several tribal groups, and the Appendix says only that any potential impact
to their interests will be addressed in some later, non-SEPA process. The message in the DEIS is
that because the Quinault have a unique and specific interest as a tribe, and because the Quinault
people were historically forced to be confined to a reservation that is not immediately on the
River, they are now disqualified from environmental justice considerations under SEPA analysis.
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This is preposterous, the antithesis of environmental justice, and it runs directly contrary to
policies and commitments expressed by the State of Washington and the express direction by the
CEQ guidance and the ruling of the court applying that guidance in Standing Rock Sioux Tribe,
255 F. Supp 3d 101, 137-38. In that case, the court highlighted the obligation to ensure that
environmental justice analysis should not be constrained in such a way as to exclude or dilute
effects to communities such as tribes. Yet, that is precisely what the DEIS does.
Similar to what the DEIS does here, the court in Standing Rock found the EIS inadequate
because the Army Corps of Engineers examined only a handful of census tracts that were in
immediate physical proximity to the pipeline, even though the effects of an oil spill from that
pipeline would significantly affect Standing Rock tribal members to a degree that was
disproportionate to other communities in the region. Id. Here, by narrowly-constraining the
environmental justice assessment to those census tracks that are physically along the Chehalis
River itself, the DEIS excludes any consideration of the significant negative impacts on the
Quinault people from further destruction of fish and habitat that the Quinault have relied on since
time immemorial (it also has the effect of arbitrarily excluding from analysis other stakeholders
in the Basin). As Appendix L shows, the Nation’s interests in the Chehalis Basin are substantial.
Fishing, in particular, is integral to the Nation’s economic, subsistence, and cultural wellbeing in
a way that is not likely true for any community other than other tribes in the area. See Technical
Report – Impacts on Fish and Fisheries. The Nation’s subsistence and cultural reliance on the
Chehalis Basin is unique, and the unavoidable and significant impacts identified in the DEIS will
affect food and lifeways for the Nation well out of proportion to effects felt by other
communities.
2.

Impacts Disproportionate to the Nation Are Ignored.

Second, the exclusion of the Nation in the consideration of environmental justice means that
many significant environmental justice implications of the dam are ignored or missed in the
DEIS. Executive Order 12898 directs that considerations such as differences in subsistence or
food consumption are an integral component of proper environmental justice analysis. The CEQ
guidance directs that adequate assessment and analysis of environmental justice considerations
require research and analysis of cultural, social, occupational, historic, and economic factors
particular to the community that may suffer disproportionate impacts. None of that analysis has
occurred in the DEIS with respect to the Quinault people. Appendix L pays lip service to the fact
that the Nation has deep and long cultural, social, occupational, historic and economic ties to the
Chehalis River Basin, particularly the fish. Further, the Quinault people have historically relied
heavily on fish for food, and still do, to an extent greater than non-native populations in the area.
Yet there was no effort to quantify or qualify that consumption or to analyze what further
depletion of fish stocks that are already in precarious positions might mean for a community
whose very sustenance relies on those fish.
It is only in Appendix D that there is any acknowledgement that there will likely be
additional closures to fishing because of the depletions of fish stocks caused by construction and
operation of the dam. Appendix D, p. D-27. In the Appendix, it is noted that this will not have a
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disproportionate impact on any environmental justice communities because fish stocks have been
in decline and there have been closures in the past. Id. In other words, the authors seem to
suggest that, because the Nation and its members have already been harmed continuously over
time by various actions and inactions within the Basin, further harms could not
disproportionately affect the Nation. This is particularly absurd given that the dam results in
additional significant negative unavoidable impacts to fish and habitat, including the likely
extirpation of spring Chinook. The DEIS apparently takes the position that environmental
injustice is the baseline and therefore, continuing environmental injustice cannot have a
disproportionate effect. This is, of course, preposterous, wholly unsupportable, and inadequate
given the intent and requirements for including environmental justice considerations and analysis
in environmental review. In particular, it is directly contrary to the direction from the Executive
Order and CEQ guidance, as well as SEPA itself, to examine and disclose cumulative impacts,
including those that disproportionately affect Indian tribes.
3.

Environmental Justice Review Cannot Be Deferred to Later Processes
Outside SEPA.

Third, the attempt to postpone environmental justice analysis particular to the Nation to
other, later processes outside the DEIS is improper and makes for an incomplete and inadequate
DEIS. Appendix D and the DEIS repeatedly defer the obligation to engage in analysis of
environmental justice in the DEIS by claiming that to the extent there may be a disproportionate
effect on any tribe, including the Nation, those effects will be analyzed elsewhere, pointing to
government-to-government consultation. Appendix D, p D-18. Again, this runs counter to
applicable guidance. The CEQ guidance requires that, in the environmental review process (not
some later process), tribal input must be sought at a level “consistent with government to
government consultation.” It does not say wait until consultation (assuming consultation
properly happens at all) to seek tribal input. Rather, the input is supposed to be part of the
environmental review itself in order to inform government decision making, inform the public,
and allow a comprehensive environmental justice analysis within the context of the information
gathering and analysis that is part of an EIS. Consultation with tribes and environmental review
under SEPA are two separate and distinct obligations. While they may overlap or have
similarities, they are not substitutes for each other.
Here, the DEIS, while acknowledging significant tribal interests, including treaty rights and
significant unavoidable impacts to fish, habitat and water quality, simply defers any
environmental justice analysis to the consultation process. (Although, again, the DEIS claims
there will not be any disproportionate impacts on any environmental justice community.)
Appendix D even goes so far as to claim that no determinations regarding significance of
impacts to either cultural resources or tribal resources are made in the DEIS, describing those
determinations as “separate” from environmental review. This is directly counter to SEPA, to
NEPA, and to guidance and policies concerning environmental justice requirements as part of
environmental review. Appendix D, p. D-25. See also, portions of Appendix L at e.g., p. L-24
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suggesting that cultural impacts will be deferred to consultation, if any, under section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act. 10
In sum, the DEIS fails to conform to environmental justice requirements to assess and
discuss disproportionate impacts to the Nation from the proposed Project. It does so by cutting
the Nation out of consideration with an artificially narrow definition of environmental justice
communities; it does so by failing to connect the significant unavoidable impacts to fish and
habitat and water to the special interests of the Nation in those resources for food, culture, history
and economics; and it does so by deferring the obligation to examine environmental justice
impacts to other later processes disconnected from environmental review and uncertain in their
timing and outcomes. The DEIS is inadequate in its failure to address environmental justice
impacts on the Nation.
H.

Economics and Socioeconomic Impacts/Benefits Were Not Addressed.

For a proposed Project that has already received substantial state investment, and that has
such a significant magnitude and cost—environmentally and financially—it is an abuse of
discretion and arbitrary and capricious not to have provided the public and decision makers with
a full cost-benefit analysis. Overall, there is an absence of necessary economic and social
analysis presented in the DEIS. Where there are passing references suggestive of proposed
Project costs, economic implications or related social impacts, the fundamental supporting data,
information and analysis is absent. Assessment of the net benefits of the proposed Project is
dependent on a variety of factors, the most basic of which relies upon identifying all associated
costs and benefits, monetizing those that can reliably be monetized. However, the economic
benefit of the proposed Project is unclear as costs and benefits are not developed or analyzed and
uncertainty is not considered in the DEIS. Nor does the DEIS explore the effects of risk, which
would be applied to the benefit estimates if they existed. Likewise, the DEIS fails to assess the
considerable economic consequences of impacts to natural resources, including the ecosystem
services they provide. Notably, the recent ecosystem service valuation conducted for the
Chehalis Basin reveals the magnitude of the region’s ecosystem services. Study results indicate
that the Basin’s natural capital provides an estimated minimum of $1.1 billion to upwards of
$15.7 billion in ecosystem service benefits annually. See Table 1, Economics & Socioeconomic
Analysis Review.

10

This failure also puts the entire environmental justice review—to the extent it occurs in some consultation—
outside the public process, yet another violation of SEPA.
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Table 1. Summary Asset Value of the Chehalis Basin
ASSET VALUE

Low
2%

7%

High
2%

7%

$49,148,681,066 $16,272,428,654
$53,023,502,383
$17,555,326,832
$622,911,396,122 $206,237,095,910 $675,692,683,790 $223,712,228,898
100
100
100
100
$1,140,384,242 $14,453,253,371
$1,230,290,727 $15,677,924,052
Source: Resource Dimensions, 2020. Monetary values reflect 2019 dollars using Consumer Price
Index conversion factors. A Net Present Value formula is used to compare benefits that are
produced at different points in time, which employs both a 2% and 7% discount rate.

Minimum
Maximum
Periods (years)
Annual Value

See Economics & Socioeconomic Analysis Review for detailed critiques of each of these
failures.
Additionally, the DEIS severely misrepresents the true costs of the proposed Project. First,
the costs attributed to the Chehalis-Centralia Airport levee improvements are not found in the
DEIS. According to the PEIS, levee improvements are estimated at between $4.1 and $5.1
million (in 2016 $), with annual maintenance estimated at $8,000 (in 2016 $). Appendix C, p. 20.
The costs of mitigation, adaptive management, and contingency plan development are
ignored, as are the costs of obtaining permits and purchasing the Project land from private
parties. See Section V.D.2 above. Teardown and rebuilding costs for the FRE are not included.
The projected lifespan of the FRE is 100 years. At the end of the 100 years, it will have to be
torn down or significantly rehabilitated. Excluding these costs is misleading and will leave future
generations with a significant bill. Quarry development and access roads (e.g., land acquisition,
quarry development and road construction, including stream crossings) were entirely ignored in
the DEIS. See Economics & Socioeconomic Analysis Review, major finding 8 for further detail.
Related to these cost errors and omissions, the DEIS does not provide inflation-adjusted cost
estimates for the FRE using the time period in which construction is projected to occur (e.g.,
2025 to 2030), resulting in an under-estimation of nearly $100 million. Table 2 provides a
comparison of cost estimates in 2017 and 2025 dollars, assuming an average annual rate of
inflation of 2.4%:
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Table 2. Estimated Direct Project Costs for FRE Option (2025$)

Feature
FRE RCC Dam
Upstream Fish Passage: CHTR Facility
Total

Lower Bound
($million)
2017$
2025$
$307
$371
$32
$38.7
$339
$409.8

Weighted/Middle
($million)
2017$
2025$
$432.8
$358
$43
$51.9
$401
$484.8

Upper Bound
($million)
2017$
2025$
$419
$506.5
$65
$78.6
$484
$585.1

Id.
The overarching failure of the DEIS to reasonably address mitigation for various resources
(e.g., wetlands, streams, aquatic, terrestrial and riparian habitat, fish and wildlife species and
habitat, surface water quality, recreation), similarly ignores future costs associated with
mitigation strategies presented, as well as costs for ongoing monitoring and adaptive
management, and long-term management of compensatory mitigation sites in perpetuity to
ensure mitigation effectiveness. Id. at major findings 3, 6, 8.
Due to these significant shortcomings, the DEIS fails to fulfill SEPA requirements to
provide adequate information about economic considerations affecting state policy decisions.

VI.

QUINAULT INDIAN NATION SUPPORTS A NON-DAM ALTERNATIVE TO
FLOOD DAMAGE REDUCTION IN THE CHEHALIS BASIN.

A Local Actions Alternative could be developed into a viable Local Actions Program with
enough specificity to enable comparison of benefits and impacts to the proposed Project, and
with enough specificity to enable evaluation of implementation feasibility and community
support. The Local Actions Alternative Technical Analyses Review provides a comprehensive
list and analysis of recommended elements of a Local Actions Program, which include, but are
not limited to:
•

Flood damage avoidance: The best possible flood protection is to avoid building in
areas prone to flood or erosion damage. Focusing development in areas not subject to
natural hazards eliminates the high costs of flood damage and protective measures.

•

Floodplain Storage and Flood Attenuation Opportunities: The Restorative Flood
Protection Alternative (RFPA) assessed in the PEIS (Abbe et al. 2016, Abbe et al.
2020, as cited in the Local Actions Alternative Technical Analyses Review) described
how floodplain restoration can increase floodplain storage and reduce the celerity
(speed) of flood waves. These studies showed the potential to more than triple water
storage and reduce downstream flood peaks by as much as 21%.
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•

Local Flood Protection Actions: Application of local levees, flood walls and pump
stations to protect developed areas that cannot be relocated.

•

Channel Migration Risk Assessment: The DEIS fails to address erosion risks in any
way even though they account for a significant percentage of flood damage. A Local
Actions Program would identify erosion risks and provide resources for relocation or
buyouts in rural areas, and environmentally sensitive bank protection in developed
areas (including for farmland on terraces).

•

Floodplain Buy-out Evaluation and Resources: Helping people move out of harm’s
way not only protects them, but can save taxpayers millions of dollars in flood relief
costs as well as with regard to the costs of building and maintaining flood defenses. 11
Acquisitions and relocations permanently remove flood damage liabilities while
providing valuable environmental benefits. This is in stark contrast to structural
solutions such as dams that ultimately will need major repairs or replacement, at costs
far exceeding their initial cost. For every dollar spent on acquisition of flood prone
properties there is a $2 to $7 return. Relocations have the added benefit of triggering
new economic development and jobs related to developing new industrial, residential
and agricultural areas. A Local Actions Program would provide benefits throughout
the Chehalis Basin and can be targeted to provide the greatest benefits for the cost,
focusing on structural solutions (e.g., levees, floodwalls) in densely populated areas,
and non-structural solutions (e.g., floodproofing, buyouts, relocation) in rural areas.
Such a program offers sustainable long-term solutions with no risk of catastrophic
flooding caused by a dam failure. These are the only solutions permanently removing
the risk of flood damage and requiring no ongoing operation, maintenance, or
replacement costs.

•

Floodproofing and Agroforestry: Flood proofing involves local structural actions
such as raising structures above flood elevations or equipping the structure to
withstand flooding (wet floodproofing). In situations where a structure cannot be
moved or an owner is unwilling to relocate, this can provide the best means of
reducing the costs of flood damage. “Agroforestry” is a term often used to describe
robust, vertical, and diverse farms. These systems tend to:
o incorporate perennial crops (i.e. tree fruits and nuts, berries),

11

Moving people out of harm’s way is the international platinum standard to address flood damage. In its scoping
comment letter, the Nation presented substantial “Flood Protection by Nature Examples” (pp. 31-33). See also,
Local Actions Alternative Technical Analyses Review for additional examples and resources available. The federal
government is increasingly pushing for communities to commit to buy-out programs in chronic flood-prone areas
(Mach et. al 2019). In a recent federal policy change, funding partially administered by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers for flood protection and climate adaptation can be contingent on local governments agreeing to use
eminent domain to purchase properties whose owners are unwilling to voluntarily sell:
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/11/climate/government-land-evictionfloods.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage.
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o emphasize a vertical structural component absent from most annual cropping
systems,
o incorporate more than one crop type and sometimes numerous crops, growing
in conjunction
•

Land Use Management and Local Community Resiliency: The core of a Local
Actions Program would be effective regional land use management planning
consistent with the goals of the Chehalis Basin Strategy to reduce flood damage and
improve aquatic habitat. Land use management must consider a variety of factors, not
just flood hazards and aquatic habitat, but also economic and community effects. A
Local Actions Program would build resiliency into the community by protecting
designated necessary or critical land uses in the floodplain against all flooding (not
just major flooding) and encouraging other growth to shift to upland areas. New
development in upland areas would create safer communities, resilient against the
chronic flood damage that has plagued the area all of its developed history.
Improvements to infrastructure would also create jobs and increase security.

The Local Actions Alternative Technical Analyses Review demonstrates the viability of a Local
Actions Program on a reach-by-reach basis in comparison to the limited flood damage reduction
benefits of the proposed dam/levee Project. For several reaches of the Chehalis River, we have
determined the number and type of valuable structures that are projected to experience reduced
depths of flooding with the proposed Project, and then describes how a viable Local Actions
Program could accomplish flood damage reduction for these same areas. We provide one
example herein (Figure 4), see the Local Actions Alternative Technical Analyses Review for
details and more examples.
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Figure 4. DEIS hydraulic model results showing depth of flooding for late-century DEIS-defined ‘catastrophic flood’ of 75,100 cfs, from
confluence of Chehalis River with Newaukum River, downstream to City of Chehalis, including the Airport Levee. The model simulates flooding
in all shaded areas. Yellow shading indicates areas which would experience reduced flood water depths as a result of the Proposed Project.
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According to the hydraulic modeling done for the DEIS, the City of Chehalis receives very
little benefit from the proposed Project (see Figure 4). A narrow band near the Lewis County
offices is projected to experience reducing flood depths, however the Lewis County Jail appears
to still flood with water depths of approximately 2+ feet. Overall, the proposed Project would
result in reduced flooding for approximately 72 rural homes in the immediate area. By
comparison, an entire commercial area north of the city could be protected from all levels of
flooding with alternate structural measures such as raising existing levees, and/or constructing
new floodwalls and pump stations. Id.
In the Airport Levee area, several retail businesses are projected to experience reduced
flooding with the proposed Project, including Walmart, Grocery Outlet, Home Depot, I-5
Toyota, and Les Schwab. The DEIS dismisses the Airport Levee as being a viable component of
the Local Actions Alternative because it would increase flood levels in surrounding areas unless
coupled with the proposed FRE facility. The DEIS fails to explain the extent of that flood level
increase (where and how much), and also does not explain that there is a standard FEMA process
for authorizing flood level increases from such structures. If the Airport Levee were constructed
in the absence of the FRE, it is likely that most of the flood rise would affect rural land. Under a
Local Actions Program, the local government could pursue a process whereby any consequent
flood level increase in these rural lands would be negotiated with land owners and ultimately
authorized. A Local Actions Program would also consider strategic buyouts and relocations,
particularly with respect to considering options for new development in safe areas of the I-5
corridor south of Chehalis to facilitate relocations. Id.
VII.

CONCLUSION

Despite wholly inadequate analysis and under-representation of many significant impacts
having disproportionate negative effect on the Nation, the DEIS admits that significant impacts
that are probably incapable of being mitigated will result from the proposed Project. The DEIS
provides no information or discussion regarding whether or how those significant adverse
impacts can or will be mitigated. Therefore, the only reasonable and legally justifiable next step
for the state is to deny the proposed Project under the substantive authority of SEPA.
The better approach is one that benefits the entire Chehalis Basin, in keeping with the
Strategy, by committing to pursue a robust Local Action Program based on an assessment of the
flood and erosion risk areas. This would include implementation of a suite of local measures that
will have the greatest positive impact in reducing flood risks and flood damage across the Basin
and cause the least environmental harm.
Alternatively, if Ecology declines to deny the proposed Project under its substantive
authority, the only viable next step is a supplemental DEIS that explicitly and fully addresses
each of the many technical errors, omissions, under-representations, and failures to provide
adequate analyses discussed in this letter and all incorporated materials.
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Should you have any questions concerning these comments, do not hesitate to contact the
undersigned. The Nation looks forward to continuing to work on a more comprehensive and
less-damaging strategy for controlling flooding in the Chehalis Basin.
Sincerely,

Janette K. Brimmer
Earthjustice
Attorney for the Quinault Indian Nation

Karen Allston
Senior Assistant Attorney General, Quinault Indian
Nation

QUINAULT INDIAN NATION SURVEY OF RECENT WASHINGTON SEPA EISs
1. Tesoro Savage FEIS, Vancouver
https://apps.ecology.wa.gov/separ/Main/SEPA/Record.aspx?SEPANumber=201706152
A.
Tribal/Treaty Rights: Analyzed in Ch. 3.17. Impacts are extensively analyzed and
acknowledged for treaty fishing and hunting.
B.
Mitigation: see below.
C.
Mitigation for Environmental Impacts: Mitigation for environmental impacts was
split up into separate sections: earth resources, air quality, water resources, terrestrial
vegetation, terrestrial wildlife, aquatic species, energy and natural resources,
environmental health, noise, land and shoreline use, visual resources, recreation,
cultural resources, transportation, public services and utilities, socioeconomics, and
tribal treaty rights. Here is a summary of each:
Earth resources: To address impacts to earth resources, mitigation would include
installing back up power to insure safety elements will be available in an emergency;
analyze and finalize design of dock and pipeline near shore, and confirm dock meets
earthquake safety standards. Install monitoring wells to monitor water quality during
construction. Check potential deformation of ground surface along the river
embankment during installation of ground improvements (section 3.1.4, page 3-47).
Air quality: Eliminate, mitigate or offset various % of GHG emissions from Scope 1,
2, & 3 (section 3.2.5, pages 3-85 & 3-86).
Water resources: Sample sediments for contaminants. Hire third-party contractor to
monitor Construction SWPPP and Operations SWPPP implementation and
compliance. Install water monitoring wells to monitor water quality during
installation. Decommission any wells not meeting standard of WAC 173-160-381.
Install permanent measures to cap and/or seal areas with subsurface ground
improvement columns during decommissioning (section 3.3.4, page 3-151).
Terrestrial vegetation: Monitor landscape plantings for 5 years and replace all trees
that do not survive (section 3.4.4, page 3-173).
Terrestrial wildlife: Monitor landscaping to insure growth. Prior to removing any
vegetation, survey for nests and postpone vegetation removal until nests are vacant.
Implement Wildlife Monitoring Plan to reduce impacts to wildlife by developing final
noise threshold levels. Prohibit nighttime construction activities. Incorporate design
features to prevent attracting birds to proposed facility. Develop and implement a
program to assess potential impacts to wildlife associated with rail transportation.
Monitor and identify wildlife-train collisions, and if amount becomes significant,
implement appropriate measures (section 3.5.4, page 3-212).
Aquatic species: Install erosion control barriers. Install monitoring wells to monitor
water quality. Notify WDFW Region 5 Habitat Program Manager if fish are in
distress, a fish kill occurs, or water quality declines. Revise MMMP to include 2
observers to assist in marine mammal monitoring within the 6 mile zone of piling
driving. Design steel grate walkways and trusses to allow sunlight into shallow water
habitat. Use spot lighting only during loading. Prohibit nighttime construction
1

activities involving tools that exceed noise levels. Prior to construction, develop a fish
stranding study, then develop measures to avoid and reduce potential fish stranding.
(Section 3.6.4, pages 3-284 to 3-285)
Energy & natural resources: Coordinate with NW Natural to perform an evaluation
prior to construction (Section 3.7.4, page 3-298).
Environmental health: A diagnostic review to determine if crossings are protected at
an appropriate level to prevent pedestrian and vehicular accidents (Section 3.8.4, page
3.322).
Noise: Monitor daytime construction noise so as it doesn’t exceed 90 dBA. Develop
plan to inform public of construction activities. Operate compressors, generators,
earth-moving and site equipment as far away from vibration and noise sensitive sites
as possible. Use specially quieted equipment. Construct noise barriers. Schedule
noisy operations for same time period. Avoid impact pile driver use in noise sensitive
areas. Phase construction clearing, earthmoving and ground impacting operations so
as not to occur in same time period within same vicinity. Develop detailed analysis
and monitoring plan for vibration impacts. Prohibit nighttime construction activities
involving internal combustion engines, impact equipment or equipment emitting
noise levels over 70 dBA (Section 3.9.5, pages 3-350 to 3-351).
Land & shoreline use: Prohibit nighttime construction involving equipment emitting
noise levels in excess of 70dBA (Section 3.10.4, page 3-371)
Visual resources: no mitigation identified (Section 3.11.4, pages 3-391).
Recreation: Formalize commitments to develop boater safety and to distribute
schedule of construction activities to affected recreational sites. Schedule breaks in
impact driving to correspond to hunting seasons. Provide financial support for
existing local boater education (Section 3.12.4, page 3-421 to 3.422).
Cultural resources: Prior to construction, develop and implement a plan in
consultation with DAHP and tribes for sub-surface archeological survey for dune
ridge area, and finalize Inadvertent Discovery Plan. Implement wake stranding
mitigation measures (Section 3.13.5, page 3-448).
Transportation: Inspect specified segments of the track within 24 hours immediately
preceding the operation of a fully loaded crude oil train. Conduct geometry car
inspections of specified parts of track 6 times per year to confirm stability of track.
Provide inspection reports to EFSEC (Section 3.14.4, page 3-488 to 3.489).
Public Services & utilities: Implement measures that reduce gate downtime and
improve emergency response (Section 3.15.4, page 3-507).
Socioeconomics: Prohibit nighttime construction activities involving combustion
engines, impact equipment, or tool emitting noise levels exceeding 70 dBA. (Section
3.16.4, page 3-530)
Tribal treaty rights: no mitigation identified (Section 3.17.5, page 3-553).
Washington State Department of Ecology, Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council.
(2017). Final environmental impact statement: Tesoro Savage Petroleum Terminal LLC
also known as Vancouver Energy. Vancouver, WA.
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______________________________________________________________________________
2. Millennium Bulk Terminal DEIS, Longview
https://www.millenniumbulkeiswa.gov/sepa-draft-eis-documentation.html
A. Tribal/Treaty Rights
How applicant dealt with tribal rights: The applicant addressed the impact to tribal rights
by first identifying the impacted tribes and their respective treaties. Also identified were
the many laws and regulations that prevailed in this type of endeavor. It was determined
that the project would directly affect multiple tribes and their access to their tribal fishing
areas; it would directly affect fish habitat, thus the amount of fish available for harvest by
tribes; and the project would generate and disperse coal dust into the environment.
(Section 3.5.5, pages 3.5-14 to 3.5-15)
B. Mitigation
Summarize whether applicant included actual mitigation and how they considered it: The
applicant determined that there were measures that could reduce impacts to the tribal
fishers. In addition to SEPA review process, the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
would conduct their own review under NEPA guidelines, and consult with the US Fish
and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries to further reduce impacts on
tribal fishing. Implemented to further reduce impacts to tribal fishers, the applicant would
initiate a process with local officials to identify mitigation measures before facility
operations began. Also to be addressed would be to identify crossings and unmaintained
river access points used by tribal fishermen for possible improvements, which may
reduce wait time for fishers as trains occupied the area (Section 3.5.7, pages 3.5-16 to
3.5-17).
To reduce impacts related to fish, the applicant proposed the following mitigation:
1. Implement Best Available Noise Attenuation Method for Pile-Driving.
2. Implement a “Soft-Start” Method during Pile-Driving.
3. Monitor Pile-Driving and Dredging Activities for Distress to Fish and Wildlife.
4. Conduct Eulachon Surveys.
5. Develop and Implement a Coal Spill Containment and Cleanup Plan.
6. Monitor and Reduce Coal Dust Emissions in the Project Area.
7. Reduce Coal Dust Emissions from Rail Cars.
(Section 4.7.71, pages 4.7-35 to 4.7-37)
How the applicant dealt with cultural resources: The applicant did research of
regulations, statutes, and guidelines which produced relevant guidelines that applied:
National Register of Historic Places (16 USC 470a)
Indian Graves and Records (RCW 27.44)
Archeological Sites and Resources (RCW 27.53)
Abandoned and Historic Cemeteries and Historic Graves (RCW 68.60)
Longview Historic Preservation Ordinance (LMC 16.12)
3

Summarize whether applicant included actual mitigation and how they considered it:
“To protect archaeological resources that may occur in subsurface deposits, the Applicant
will have a qualified professional archaeologist monitor the ground-disturbing activities
that would result in the excavation and exposure (i.e., not pile driving) of subsurface
deposits at depths of more than 10 feet below the current ground surface in the project
area. If archaeological monitoring reveals fill deposits at greater depths than listed above,
these results will be used to establish a 100-foot buffer around the location of the
discovery in which no additional archaeological monitoring will be needed to the
maximum depth at which fill deposits have been documented” (Section 3.4.7.1, Page 3.418).
C. Mitigation for Environmental Impacts
For reduce impacts to the wetlands, groundwater, water quality, vegetation, fish, and
wildlife, the applicant will take the following mitigation measures:
For wetlands: implement project design measures, best management practices, and
compliance with environmental permits, plans and authorizations. Wetlands mitigation
falls under jurisdiction of the Corps, Ecology, the county and will be coordinated through
NEPA and permitting processes (Section 4.3.7, pg. 4.2-18).
For groundwater: locate spill kits near mail construction and operations; personnel
training in storage, inventory and deployment of items in spill kits; spill kits will be
checked a minimum of four times per year to ensure proper functioning condition
(section 4.4.7, pg. 4.4-23).
For water quality: locate spill response kits near main construction and operations areas;
develop and implement a coal spill containment and cleanup plan; monitor and reduce
coal dust emissions in project area; reduce coal dust emissions from rail cars (section
4.57.1, pg. 4.5-31).
For vegetation: conduct rare plant surveys prior to construction; conduct aquatic
vegetation surveys prior to construction; replant areas temporarily disturbed during
construction; develop and implement a revegetation plan; control noxious weeds; monitor
and reduce coal dust emissions in the project area; reduce coal emissions from rail cars;
develop and implement a coal spill containment and cleanup plan (section 4.6.7, pg. 4.625 – 4.6-27).
For fish: implement best available noise attenuation method for pile driving; implement a
soft-start method during pile driving; monitor pile driving and dredging activities for
distress for fish and wildlife; develop and implement a coal spill containment and cleanup
plan; conduct eulachon surveys; monitor and reduce coal dust emissions in the project
area; reduce coal dust emissions from rail cars (section 4.7.7, pg. 4.7-35 – 4.7-37).
For wildlife: implement a soft start method during pile driving; monitor pile driving and
dredging activities for distress to fish and wildlife; monitor and reduce coal dust
emissions in the project area; reduce coal dust emissions from rail cars (section 4.8.7, pg.
4.8-30).
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Cowlitz County and WA State Department of Ecology. (2016). Draft environmental
impact statement: Millennium Bulk Terminals – Longview. Longview, WA.
______________________________________________________________________________
3.

Tesoro Refinery FEIS, Anacortes

https://tesoroanacorteseis.blob.core.windows.net/media/Default/Library/2017_07_10_Tesoro_An
acortes_CPUP_Final_EIS.pdf
A.

B.

C.

Tribal/Treaty Rights:
How applicant dealt with tribal rights: The applicant addressed tribal concerns
regarding air quality on tribal lands, cultural resources, and vessel traffic in tribal
fisher’s usual and accustomed fishing areas. The EIS determined that air quality
impacts to tribal lands would be less than significant (Section 3.8.1, page 3-33).
An archaeological study of the project area revealed that 7 feet of fill may cover
over native soils with potential archaeological finds. Another concern of the tribes
was the direct impacts of vessel use, spills, and access to fishers usual and
accustomed areas (section 3.8.1.5, page 3-36). The EIS found that improvements
to tanker design and navigation safety protocols would minimize marine accidents
and marine casualty events. Even with the increased vessel traffic in the area, the
proposed project was unlikely to significantly reduce access to traditional tribal
fishing grounds (section 3.8.1.5, page 3-36). The EIS also acknowledged that the
county lacks sufficient data to support finding significant adverse impacts to tribal
fishing rights. The applicant recognizes that a formal consultation between
USACE and the tribes may produce additional information on impacted tribal
resources.
Mitigation:
Summarize whether applicant included actual mitigation and how they considered
it:
Mitigation for possible archaeological finds included excavating trenches up to 8
feet deep to identify any archaeological finds in the project area, and to implement
Tesoro’s Archaeological Plan during construction. The Plan includes
archaeologists monitoring the fill removed from the site. The tribes were also
given the option to have a tribal archaeologist monitor during ground disturbing
activities (Section 3.8.1.2, page 3-34). Tribal comments on the project spurred a
commitment from Tesoro to offer three fully equipped spill response trailers
along with training on deployment strategies. Another commitment from Tesoro
was to provide training to tribes on monitoring vessel traffic between the refinery
and the ocean entry point (Neah Bay) (section 3.8.1.5, page 3-37).
Mitigation for Environmental Impacts:
Planned prevention and minimization measures include:
For geologic resources: implement appropriate erosion control best management
practices. Stabilized steep slopes.
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For air quality and climate change: implement GHG voluntary commitment
negotiated among NWCAA, Ecology, and county.
For freshwater resources: storm water during construction would be managed in
accordance with NPDES permit.
For terrestrial vegetation and wildlife: implement a weed management plan, and
dust reduction measures; plan will include approved work window for in-water
work to reduce impacts to wildlife.
For marine and nearshore resources: construction to take place in approved fish
window to minimize disruption to spawning fish. During operations- in
accordance with NPDES permit requirement.
For energy and natural resources: high efficiency equipment would utilize energy
conservation.
Tesoro Refining and Marketing Company. (2017). Final environmental impact
statement: Tesoro Anacortes Clean Products Upgrade Project. Anacortes, WA.
______________________________________________________________________________
4.
Westway Crude by Rail FEIS, Grays Harbor
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/documents/1706012.pdf
A.

Tribal/Treaty Rights: see mitigation

B.

Mitigation:

Potential impacts identified and applicant’s mitigation measures to reduce impacts:
Tribal resources: applicant will coordinate with local tribe and WDFW annually to
support review and possible adjustments of docking schedules to minimize conflict with
fishing schedules negotiated preseason by the state and tribe; establish procedures to
announce project related vessel traffic arrivals and departures over a designated marine
radio channel as least 1 hr. before arriving or departing; applicant will initiate a process
between stakeholders and tribal officials to discuss and identify additional mitigation
measures (Section 3.12, pg. S-45).
C.

Mitigation for Environmental Impacts:

Potential impacts identified and applicant’s mitigation measures to reduce impacts:
Air: all equipment and vehicles are subject to regular inspection and maintenance to
minimize emissions, greenhouse gases & fuel consumption; develop and implement an
anti-idling policy for both construction and operation. Minimize idling from trains and
vessels by coordination with Port and PS&P to manage wait times for arrivals and
departures.
Plants/animals: prepare an invasive species monitoring plan prior to start of operation.
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Energy: applicant will employ the most energy efficient systems for all pumps, motors
and electrical equipment.
Noise & vibration: applicant to maintain construction and maintenance equipment in
good working order with properly functioning mufflers to control noise; applicant will
establish quiet zones.
Recreation: applicant will halt crude oil vessel loading operations for a period of 2 weeks
each year overlapping local shorebird festival; establish procedures to announce project
related vessel traffic arrivals and departures over a designated marine radio channel at
least 1 hr. before arriving and departing.
Cultural resources: prepare an unanticipated discovery plan to address previously
unidentified archaeological resources should any be discovered during construction of
proposed action; have qualified professional archaeologist monitor ground disturbing
activities.
(Section 3 pg. S-41 – S-44)

City of Hoquiam, WA, State Department of Ecology. (2016). Final environmental impact
statement: Westway Expansion Project. Hoquiam, WA.
______________________________________________________________________________
5.

Port of Kalama Methanol FEIS, Kalama
https://kalamamfgfacilitysepa.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/FEIS-Chapters.pdf
A.

Tribal/Treaty Rights: none identified.

B.

Mitigation: no significant adverse impacts identified (Section 11.6, pg. 11-10).

C.

Mitigation for Environmental Impacts

Potential impacts identified and applicant’s mitigation measures to reduce impacts:
Earth: SWPPP to include BMPs to reduce erosion and sediment delivery to surface
waters; BMPs to minimize sediment loss and turbidity during dredging; BMPs to control
storm water runoff and erosion; compliance with WA State Surface Water Quality
Standards; foundation design improvements; construct gravel parking lots; structural
design in accordance with seismic codes; densify soil to improve strength (section 3.5,
pg. 3-18).
Air quality & greenhouse gas emissions: air quality impacts are not anticipated.
Water resources: in-water work conducted only during work window approved for this
project; deleterious materials not allowed to enter surface water; no discharge of oil,
fuels, or chemicals to surface water or onto land where is has potential to re-enter surface
water; fuel hoses, oil drums, valves, fitting, etc., would be checked regularly for leaks;
SPCCP to be prepared by contractor and used during all construction operations;
7

applicable spill response equipment and material to be maintained on job site (Section
5.6, pg. 5-27).
Plants and animals: in-water work conducted only during work window approved for this
project; structures to be kept to minimum capable of supporting their needed function;
walkways to be grated to minimize shading; storm water to be collected and infiltrated
upland infiltration; facility designed to avoid and minimize impacts to plant and animal
resources; storm water from impervious surfaces to be infiltrated through i=on-site storm
water ponds (Section 6.7, pg. 6-53).
Energy and natural resources: no significant adverse impacts identified (Section 7.5, pg.
7-8).
Environmental health & safety: develop SPCCP to protect environment from accidental
spills and release of toxic substances (Section 8.7, pg. 8-31).
Land use and shoreline use: no significant adverse impacts identified (Section 9.5, pg. 922).

Port of Kalama, Cowlitz County, Building and Planning. (2016). Final environmental
impact statement: Kalama Manufacturing and Marine Export Facility (KMMEF).
Kalama, WA.
______________________________________________________________________________
6.

Tacoma LNG Plant, Tacoma

https://cms.cityoftacoma.org/planning/pse/PSE%20LNG%20FEIS%20revised%20(11-92015).pdf
A.

Tribal/Treaty Rights: see cultural resources below.

B.

Mitigation: see cultural resources below.

C.

Mitigation for Environmental Impacts:

Earth: migration of subsurface contamination during construction and operation would be
avoided with stringent compliance to Construction Stormwater General Permit, SWPPP,
Materials Handling Permit Plan, and Industrial Stormwater General Permit (Section 3.1,
pg. 3.1-16).
Air quality: no significant or unavoidable adverse air quality impacts are anticipated
(Section 3.2, pg. 3.2-12).
Water: turbidity minimization; containment booms used during demolition; use of silt
curtain; hydraulic water jets would not be used; replace creosote- treated bulkhead with
steel sheet pile bulkhead (Section 3.3, pg. 3.4-31).

8

Plants and wildlife: no significant, permanent, unavoidable adverse impacts to plants and
animals are anticipated to result from the project because the majority of the proposed
action footprint would be contained within existing developed area (Section 3.4.7, pg.
3.4-32).
Cultural Resources: no significant unavoidable adverse impacts would be expected; no
archaeological resources are known or are likely to be present within APE of the
proposed action (Section 3.9, pg. 3.9-4).
City of Tacoma Planning and Development Services Department. (2015). Final
environmental impact statement: Tacoma LNG. Tacoma, WA.
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Appendix 1_Proposed
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Section
1.4

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
1-7

Comment
The values used to represent increases in peak flow magnitude due to climate change (i.e., 12% by
mid-century and 24% by late-century) are averaged from hydrological modeling results across the
Chehalis Basin. However, precipitation intensity is correlated with elevation, with more
precipitation at higher elevations due to orographic uplift of air (e.g., Dettinger, Redmond, and
Cayan 2004). Therefore, the spatial averaging approach that was used is likely to under-estimate
future peak flows in the portions of the Chehalis basin that are at higher elevations and have more
relief. Conversely, spatial averaging is likely to over-estimate future peak flows in the portions of
the Chehalis basin that are at lower elevations and have less relief.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
The results of the most recent climate change precipitation modeling provides forecasted
streamflow rates showing mid-century (2016 to 2060) peak flows would increase 12%, and
late-century (2055 to 2099) peak flows would increase 26% (Anchor QEA and WSE 2019)

Apps 1-4_2

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.1

1-9

If the FRE is built with the intent to be expandable, those impacts should be evaluated in the DEIS.
Expansion is not speculative if resources are spent designing and constructing the base; inclusion
of the expandable base belies an intent to construct an expandable facility.

The proposed FRE facility is considered expandable because it would be built with a
foundation and hydraulic structure extents capable of supporting the future construction
of a larger facility that could expand the water storage from approximately 65,000 acrefeet to up to 130,000 acre-feet.

Apps 1-4_3

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.1.4

1-27

Prolonged lengths of unlight channels present a possible fish passage barrier during low flows
which is not substantially evaluated in the DEIS.

The LLOs are designed to simulate the natural river channel condition through the
structure reach to the extent possible. Water is expected to be near the top (crown) of the
tunnel’s opening with all LLOs operating at full open gate condition.

Apps 1-4_4

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

5

1-52

The future expansion of the FRE is described as the FRE-FC and would require up to 1.5 years of
additional construction (Chehalis River Basin Flood Control Combined supplemental Design Report
FRE Dam Alternative, Anchor 2018). The FRE-FC has similar reservoir inundation extents as the
FRFA alternative (email communication with Betsy Dillin, Chehalis River Basin Flood Control Zone
District Senior Surface Water Engineer). Both facilities are flood reduction and flow augmentation
structures and include a permanent reservoir. The FRFA facility was found to have a higher level of
environmental impact then the proposed FRE action in the PEIS. The DEIS fails to analyze the
impacts from the future expansion of the FRE and to acknowledge that the expansion of the FREFC would have a higher level of environmental impacts. The piecemeal and fragmentation
approach to expanding the dam in the future would cause a myriad of additional environmental
impacts not analyzed by the DEIS including an overall longer construction period.

Flood Retention Flow Augmentation (FRFA) Facility with a Permanent Reservoir: This
alternative was evaluated in the 2017 Programmatic EIS and found to have a higher level
of environmental impact than the Proposed Action.

Apps 1-4_5

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.3

1-32

In describing how riparian vegetation growth around the reservoir would be maintained, the DEIS
states that every 7-10 years trees larger than 6 inches in diameter will be cut down left to decay or
be salvaged to reduce woody material accumulating at the FRE outlets as a result of the large-scale
die-off in response to extended submergence during impoundment of flood flows. The long-term
and pervasive impact of permanently halting the large wood recruitment cycle on downstream
river geomorphology and ecology is a significant environmental impact that is inappropriately
minimized when the reservoir is characterized as a 'temporary impact'.

Routine reservoir limit clearing activities are expected to be confined to the removal of
trees larger than approximately 6 inches diameter at breast height and below the
catastrophic flood level (i.e., 100-year flood stage, per the Applicant), should they regrow.
A periodic clearing activity would occur about every 7 to 10 years, in which trees larger
than that diameter would be felled and either left to decay or salvaged for biomass.

Apps 1-4_6

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.1.3

1-18

The DEIS fails to acknowledge and quantify impacts from development of the proposed quarries.
Development of the quarries is not considered, while some impacts from the acres of additional
ROW clearing are provided for the road improvements needed to move material from the quarries
to the dam site (e.g. 3.65 acres at North Quarry; 5.0 acres at South Quarry; 12.5 acres Huckleberry
Ridge Quarry). However, even that impact is inadequate as impacts to wetlands, waters,
vegetation, and wildlife are not included in the DEIS as direct impacts.

FRE facility construction would require developing a quarry to provide aggregate for the
FRE facility. This would also include upgrading roads to the quarry, identifying material
storage and processing sites, and constructing areas for offices and storing equipment.
Concrete aggregate could be mined within the FRE facility site or nearby, depending on
aggregate availability. The proposed quarry sites are the North Quarry, South Quarry, and
Huckleberry Ridge (Figure 1-7). The North Quarry option would require widening 1.9 miles
of FR 1000. FR 1000G would also require widening, surfacing, and moderate improvements
to the subgrade. The South Quarry option would require the same as the North Quarry
option with additional upgrades and widening of FR 1000 and FR 1020. The Huckleberry
Ridge Quarry option would include 3.01 miles of simple improvements, 2.93 miles of
moderate improvements and excavation, and 0.81 mile of complex improvements,
including heavy excavation, drilling, and blasting.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
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Appendix
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Analysis

Section
2.5

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
2-2 through
2-13

Comment
The expandability proposed for the FRE facility should have been considered a cumulative impact;
expansion is not speculative if resources are spent designing and constructing the base it belies an
intent to construct an expandable facility.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
Guidelines used to evaluate the cumulative impacts of construction and operation of the
proposed action: 'consider those actions in relation to the geographic scope of the
Proposed Action (i.e. those actions that would have effects in the same area as the
Proposed Action).

Apps 1-4_8

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.3

1-28

The DEIS analysis of impacts to vegetation within the FRE reservoir is cursory, inaccurate and not
based on recent and relevant scientific literature about flood control reservoirs. The section
regarding the Pre-construction Vegetation Management Plan is not only poorly documented
relative to the current scientific literature regarding dam reservoirs, it is also factually incorrect on
some basic assumptions such as the statement about flood tolerance of trees. Floodplain
inundation and soil saturation are not the same as submergence under water. The notion that
scrub-shrub vegetation (willows, dogwood, elderberry, salmonberry) has a high tolerance for
'inundation' cannot be expanded to conclude that these species are 'tolerant' of being submerged
under a 100+ feet of water for an average of 25 or more days.

Table 1-4 and Figure 1-10

Apps 1-4_9

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

1.4

1-8

The applicant fails to demonstrate that construction activities are not likely to be affected by
drought. Drought declarations were recently declared for the Upper Chehalis in 2015 and 2019
and low summer flows will increase with climate change. Construction will require a substantial
amount of water and there is no analysis provided that assess how potential drought conditions
will affect proposed construction activities and subsequently aquatic species and habitat.

The construction and operations of the Proposed Action are not likely to be affected
significantly by sea level rise, increased temperatures, or drought

Apps 1-4_10

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.1.1

1-18

The value in Table 1-3 for current conditions inundated area of 188 acres appears to be an error
compared to the other values in the columns.

Table 1-3

Apps 1-4_11

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.1.2

1-18

Their assumption that the FR 1000 and other forest roads inundated by the reservoir would
continue to be useful is incorrect. These roads are not designed to be flooded and their surfacing
would remain soft for a long period. In addition none of the crossing structures are designed to be
submerged and the footers on each end of a bridge would likely be degraded.

Up to 6 miles of the existing FR 1000 would be inundated and unavailable during major
peak flood retention, at which time a detour would be used…

Apps 1-4_12

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.1.3

1-18

It is unlikely construction activities can be completed in the amount of time stated in the DEIS; the
construction window appears to be too short.

Apps 1-4_13

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.1.3

1-19

The concrete batch plant appears to be a permanent structure. Potential impacts related to the
continuing existence of this structure and it's associated infrastructure have not been explored or
presented in the impacts analysis of the DEIS.

A concrete production facility would also be located near the FRE facility and would
include both RCC and conventional concrete production…

Apps 1-4_14

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.1.3

1-22

It is unclear how the Proponent would obtain a Water Right for construction of the project.
Currently Water Rights are not being granted in this basin.

Water for construction use is likely to be drawn or predominantly drawn upstream of the
cofferdam from the bypass tunnel forebay area. Water use is likely to be between 75 and
150 million gallons, with as much as 80% of the draw occurring in a 10- to 20-month
window.

Apps 1-4_15

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.2.3.1

1-23

Further details on project elements are necessary to conduct complete impact analyses for the
Proposed Project. The current DEIS analysis fails to consider project elements in their entirety.

The temporary trap-and-transport facility is not currently designed to collect juvenile
salmonids, native non-salmonid fish, or lamprey.
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and Alternatives

Section
2.3.2.3.1

Doc Page
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1-23

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives
Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.1.4

Comment
Discussion related to fish passage activities during FRE Facility operation need to be evaluated with
a larger stakeholder group. It is essential that appropriate Tribal entities be included in these
discussions, as their Tribal Rights have the potential to be greatly impacted by project actions.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
The Applicant also states that upstream and downstream passage of juvenile salmonids,
resident fish, and lamprey during operation of the temporary passage facility would be
discussed with WDFW as the project progresses.

1-24

The DEIS does not evaluate or present details on the amount of fish stranding expected. This is
necessary for a full evaluation of project impacts.

…minimize the potential for fish stranding downstream of the temporary reservoir.

2.3.1.4

1-25

The DEIS does not evaluate or present details on the how racks are cleaned or maintained.
Cleaning and maintenance activities can harm fish and other aquatic species. This is necessary for a
full evaluation of project impacts.

…steel bar racks would protect the river opening entrances from LWM that could not pass
through the LLOs downstream.
Downstream fish passage would not be provided during major floods when the LLOs are
closed, a period of up to 32 days.

Apps 1-4_17

Proposed
Action

Apps 1-4_18

Proposed
Action

Apps 1-4_19

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.2.2

1-28

This could impair smolt migration should a flood occur in March. The DEIS does not present
analyses or impact findings related to salmon or steelhead.

Apps 1-4_20

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.3

1-28

The vegetation management plan is inadequately thought out and evaluated. It describes a
"harvest plan" that would remove trees as they exceed 6" diameter breast height, but does not
address the effect of frequent harvest entries. Each entry will likely require access and groundbased equipment on steep slopes which can increase sediment input to nearby streams and the
Chehalis River and increase landslide risk. The slash associated with these harvest activities will
create additional work to prevent it from impacting the dam following floods, and it could result in
plugged trash racks harming fish. These, and associated impacts have not been identified or
evaluated in the DEIS.

Apps 1-4_21

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.3

1-31

The use of the term "selectively harvested…" is deceiving. The land is a commercial Douglas-fir
plantation - it is nearly all flood-intolerant species. 61% of the landscape will be effectively
clearcut by the time the dam is finished. Also, Table 1-4's footnote text presents a difference
between what was modeled and what is proposed; this is cause for concern and grounds for
reevaluation.

Table 1.4 zone 1: Selectively harvested to remove non-flood-tolerant species” This text
also has a footnote (4) that states: "Information shown here varies slightly from Applicant’s
description to reflect what was used in EIS analysis.

Apps 1-4_22

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.3

1-32

This harvest is not well described nor evaluated. The selected harvest of individual trees >6" DBH
will most likely require ground based equipment, operating on steep unstable slopes and this will
increase sediment input to the river and streams, and also is likely to increase the risk of landslides.

Routine reservoir limit clearing activities are expected to be confined to the removal of
trees larger than approximately 6 inches diameter at breast height and below the
catastrophic flood level (i.e., 100-year flood stage, per the Applicant…

Apps 1-4_23

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

2.3.1.1.1

1-33

It is not clear if this widening would involve more fill in the floodplain, or if it would lessen the
distance from the active river channel to the levee. Any fill in the floodplain, and any loss of
existing floodplain in this areas needs to be identified.

Widen portions of the existing levee base in locations where there are retaining walls and
remove the retaining walls

Apps 1-4_24

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

3.1.1

1.36

The Local Actions Alternative was inadequately developed and analyzed. The alternative was
limited to a small number of projects either in design, or approved under current funding.
Development of additional actions would have been much easier than what was done with the FRE
proposal. For example, a proposal to remove or relocate structures from the 10, or 20 year
floodplain would be fairly simple to develop and evaluate.

…WAC 197-11-440 state the EIS should identify “reasonable alternatives” to include
“actions that could feasibly attain or approximate a proposal’s objectives, but at a lower
environmental cost or decreased level of environmental degradation.

Apps 1-4_25

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

4.1

1-39

The Local Action as Alternative has not been well-developed. The LAA should rely on a
comprehensive plan developed and implemented by the Flood Control Zone District, rather than
the hopeful implementation of projects by other entities and stakeholders.
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Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

Section
4.1

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
1-39

Comment
The Applicant is overstepping their jurisdictional bounds by proposing actions which would incur
severe ramifications throughout the Chehalis River Basin and beyond. The FCZD has not fully
explored their ability to implement change through the Local Actions Alternative in conjunction
with other local jurisdictions. Applicant has general powers through the provisions of flood control
zone districts under RCW 86.15.080, including the authority to cooperate or join with government
agencies or private entities within Lewis County to exercise these powers.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)

Apps 1-4_27

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

4.1.1

1-41

By having the flood control zone district sponsor the dam, they severely limited the scope and
ability of the alternative. With the narrow focus and limited regulatory (and other) authority of the
FCZD many options that would be on the table for Lewis County (for example) are simply
suggestions for the FCZD.

Apps 1-4_28

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

4.1.1.2

1-41

Limiting or discouraging new floodplain development should be considered as part of the Local
Actions Alternative. Retaining the ability to develop the floodplain and flood-prone areas
contradicts the intent of reducing flood damage.

This element of land use management proposes the use of additional regulatory flood data
in floodplain regulations beyond what is provided on a community’s Flood Insurance Rate
Map (FIRM). This would provide additional protection from flood damage for new
buildings within the floodplain.

Apps 1-4_29

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

4.1.4

1-44

The results of this analysis, proving that re-engaging the natural flood cycles in upland areas
achieve the highest reduction in costs associated with flood damage are not presented in the DIES.

The Chehalis Basin Strategy Restorative Flood Protection Advanced Feasibility Evaluation
for the North and South Forks of the Newaukum River, Washington evaluated an approach
to decrease peak flood flows in downstream areas by re-engaging the natural flood cycles
in upland areas.

Apps 1-4_30

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

4.1.7.1

1-45

The DEIS does not consider increasing infiltration within existing and new developments, thereby
reducing surface water runoff by utilizing techniques such as permeable asphalt, and stormwater
retention.

Apps 1-4_31

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

4.2.1

1-46

The DEIS should include potential new projects and actions and not limit their analyses to a list of
currently approved ideas.

The Chehalis River Basin Flood Authority maintains a list of projects proposed for
implementation that could continue under the No Action Alternative—depending on the
level of funding available—including projects to protect wastewater treatment plants,
roads, and infrastructure, and to restore floodplains and certify existing levees through
dike and levee improvements.

Apps 1-4_32

Proposed
Action

5

1-49

This statement is erroneous as the QIN were not included in this discussion.

In 2012, local community leaders and representatives of tribal governments met to discuss
potential flood hazard mitigation projects (Ruckelshaus Center 2012).

Apps 1-4_33

Proposed
Action

Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives
Appendix 1_Proposed
Project Description
and Alternatives

5

1-52

This discussion has changed the evaluation criteria from reducing flood damage to reducing flood
height at a specific point. This change contradicts the stated goal of the Chehalis Strategy.

This approach would not meet the project objective to reduce flood damage in the
Centralia and Chehalis area.
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Comment
ID
Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_1

Resource
Topic
Other
Alternatives
Analyzed

Document
Reviewed
Summary

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_2

Proposed
Project

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

2.3.1

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_3

Proposed
Project

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_4

Proposed
Project

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_5

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_6

Section
Local
Actions
Alternative

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
S-7

Comment
The DEIS lacks a substantive analysis of the Local Action Alternative. If an in-depth
analysis was performed, it may find that these are in fact an economically viable option to
pursue for the community. Johnson et al. (2020) found that, particularly for large areas
(approximately 54,000 km2 or larger), the cumulative avoided future flood damages
exceed the cost of land acquisition by a factor of 5 to 1. This significant cost savings may
be possible if money and effort is put toward local actions, such as acquiring properties in
the floodplain and returning it to more natural processes like flooding.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
The Local Action Alternative does not identify specific projects because
those decisions would be made by local governments. Therefore, the EIS
does not analyze the feasibility or economic
practicability of these potential actions

7

The DEIS inappropriately characterizes the FRE facility reservoir as temporary because it
will be released after retention. This characterization belies the long-term and recurrent
impacts to the environment downstream and within the reservoir area of the anticipated
35 days of draw-down and of the unanalyzed potential for the reservoir to retain water
for days or weeks longer as a result of recurrent flood events during drawdown and/or
delays from clogging of the LLOs during debris management.

Outside of these events, the river would flow through the FRE facility. Fish
would move through the openings in the structure most of the time, and
when the reservoir holds water, they would move using a fish ladder and
be moved upstream using a trap-and-transport process. The Applicant
intends the flood retention structure to hold up to 65,000 acre-feet of
water in the temporary reservoir.

2.3.1

7

If the intent to build the current dam with a hydraulic structure capable of supporting
future construction of a larger dam that could hold up to 130,000 acre-feet of water in
the reservoir, the impacts of the larger facility should be considered in the DEIS
evaluation. Since the expanded function of the dam cannot occur without the expandable
foundation having been constructed, the potential for expanded function could not exist
but for the construction of the expandable base. Thus evaluating only the effects of the
expandable foundation's footprint does not meet the test for independent utility. The
effects of the expanded dam’s footprint AND function should have been fully evaluated in
the DEIS.

The Applicant calls the proposed facility expandable because it would be
built so it could support the future construction of a larger structure. The
larger structure could hold up to 130,000 acre-feet of water in the
reservoir. This expansion may or may not occur, and, if pursued in the
future, it would be subject to a separate environmental review and
permitting process.

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

2.1

6

Impacts of the expandable base for the FRE alternative will occur in the footprint of the
structure and will impact a larger area of waters of the US, wetlands, and related upland
habitats than the original FRO alternative. Nothing in the project's stated purpose and
objective indicates a potential future expandable facility is necessary. The proposed FRE is
not in any sense the least environmentally damaging alternative that would meet the
project's purpose.

The Applicant’s purpose for the Proposed Project is to reduce flood
damage in the Chehalis-Centralia area by constructing a flood retention
facility and temporary reservoir near Pe Ell and making changes to the
Chehalis-Centralia Airport levee. The Applicant’s objective for the
Proposed Project is to reduce flooding coming from the Willapa Hills and
improve the levee protection level at the Chehalis-Centralia Airport.

Proposed
Project

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

2.3.1

7

The DEIS fails to analyze and disclose the variation between Chehalis river flows at the
Doty gage (those impounded by the dam) and those at Grand Mound (the operational
threshold). Several other major tributaries (e.g. South Fork Chehalis, Newaukum River)
enter the system between the dam and the Grand Mound gage. Flows from these other
sources will influence predictions at the Grand Mound gage, but will not be influenced by
the FRE facility. Thus, predictions of a high flow event could trigger dam operations and
creation of the reservoir even if the Upper Chehalis (i.e. the water actually impounded by
the dam) has a relatively smaller influence on flooding during a particular storm because
flows in these other tributaries are a large contributor to the threshold flow.

For this EIS, a major flood is when the Chehalis River flow is equal to or
greater than 38,800 cfs but less than 75,100 cfs of water at the Grand
Mound stream gage and a catastrophic flood is when the river flow is
equal to or greater than 75,100 cfs. This gage also measures water coming
from the Newaukum River and Skookumchuck River. When river forecasts
show the river flow could be 38,800 cfs at the Grand Mound gage, the
gates on the FRE outlets would be activated. Water would then be stored
in the temporary reservoir behind the FRE structure.

Proposed
Project

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

2.3.2.1

13

The DEIS completely fails to consider the permanent impacts from excavation of material
to build the FRE facility from the quarries which are 'to be developed'. The DEIS does not
even indicate how many or which quarry sites would be utilized and is obfuscates the
degree to which any of these quarries already exists. The topography, hydrology, and
ecology of the quarry site or sites will be permanently changed as a result of the
proposed project. Quarry impacts to the natural environment are direct impacts that
should be evaluated and quantified in the DEIS, both from construction and operation of
the quarry site or sites.

One or more quarries would be developed to provide rock for
construction of the FRE facility. This would also include upgrading roads to
the quarries, identifying material storage and processing sites, and
constructing areas for offices and equipment storage. The proposed
quarry sites include the North Quarry, South Quarry, and Huckleberry
Ridge (Exhibit 2-5).
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Section
2.3.2

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
10

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

2.3.3

Proposed
Project

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_10

Proposed
Project

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_11

Proposed
Project

Comment
ID
Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_7

Resource
Topic
Proposed
Project

Document
Reviewed
Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_8

Proposed
Project

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_9

Comment
The DEIS fails to analyze and quantify the impacts from construction of a new powerline
to the FRE facility. Construction of a new powerline, with associated construction clearing
and possible excavation for buried lines, as well as permanent impacts on vegetation
communities from limitations on vegetation type and stature, are permanent direct
impacts of the proposed project. The alignment, height or depth, width, and maintenance
requirements of the powerline and associated impacts to vegetation, wetlands, streams,
and fish and wildlife habitats from the powerline should be evaluated and quantified in
the DEIS. Similarly, construction of other associated utilities to the FRE facility and fish
passage facility such as water and sewer, internet etc. was not analyzed in the DEIS.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
A new power line would be constructed for the FRE facility’s pumps,
gates, instruments, and other controls. The new power lines for the fish
passage facility and gate operations would connect to existing local
transmission lines. The new power lines could be above or below ground
and would be located along existing roads and areas cleared for FRE
facility construction.

17

The DEIS fails to determine and disclose the locations where fish would be released
upstream of the facility when the outlet is closed/river is impounded. Whether or not all
species would be released in same location and location of that release is pertinent to
determination of impacts and potential for the fish to survive the trap and haul process
and go on to reproduce within the upper basin and should be characterized and disclosed
in the EIS.

Upstream fish passage would be provided during construction by a
temporary trap-and-transport facility, which would include a fish passage
barrier (weir) downstream of the tunnel outlet to direct the fish passing
upstream into the fish trap. Once in the trap, fish would be transferred to
tanks. The tanks would be driven upstream to pre-determined release
sites selected by fisheries biologists. The fish would then be released back
into the river to continue their upstream migration.

2.3.2.2

14

The DEIS fails to indicate how the diameter of the low-level outlet works (LLO) conduits
was determined and how that diameter aligns with the D50 and D100 of anticipated
large-woody material. Such an assessment is necessary to ensure the conduits are sized
appropriately to maintain passage of geomorphically functional large-woody material;
insufficient provision for LWM passage will have significant geomorphic and ecological
impacts from interruption of large-woody material cycle.

During normal, non-flood conditions or for floods smaller than a major
flood, the Chehalis River would flow through the FRE facility outlets.
Water would flow freely through the outlets up to a rate of 8,500 cfs. For
flows over 8,5 00 cfs, the water would start to pond at the outlet
entrances and rise into the reservoir area, but water would continue to
flow through the outlets. The FRE outlet design would allow debris up to 3
feet in diameter and 15 feet in length to pass though. Steel bar racks
would protect the river opening entrances from material that is too large
to pass through the outlets. An anchored log boom upstream of the FRE
facility would also help contain large woody material.

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

2.3.2.2

14

The DEIS fails to provide a basis for the conclusion that debris estimated to be sizes up to
3 feet in diameter and 15 feet in length can pass through the outlets of the facility.
Similarly, these sizes are not related to any reference condition diameter or length
necessary to maintain geomorphic and ecological function.

The FRE outlet design would allow debris up to 3 feet in diameter and 15
feet in length to pass though. Steel bar racks would protect the river
opening entrances from material that is too large to pass through the
outlets. An anchored log boom upstream of the FRE facility would also
help contain large woody material.

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

2.3.2.1

13

The DEIS fails to consider the potential risk and environmental impacts of a ‘major or
catastrophic flood’ occurring during the estimated 5-year period of dam construction.
The estimated period of construction is likely to be longer if WDFW and fisheries comanagers (e.g. the Quinault Indian Nation) do not grant extensions to the in-water work
window, increasing the chances of a flood event occurring during the period of
construction.

If permitted, the Applicant expects construction of the FRE facility would
occur between 2025 and 2030 and would last about 5 years. Work in the
river channel would take place over three separate in-water work
windows, which are the time periods approved by regulatory agencies
that avoid fish migration periods. The Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife (WDFW) approved in-water work window for the upper Chehalis
River includes the month of August and the Corps window is from July to
August. To meet the 5-year schedule, the Applicant stated they would
request extensions to these work windows to September 30.
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Section
3.4

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
32

Chp 4
Permits and
Approvals

4.1

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_15

Summary and
Overview

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_16

Comment
ID
Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_12

Resource
Topic
Other
Alternatives
Analyzed

Document
Reviewed
Chp 3
Terminology
and
Approach

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_13

Permits and
Approvals

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_14

Comment
The DEIS fails to provide an 'apples to apples' comparison of alternatives. No specific
projects are analyzed under the local action alternative and thus the DEIS cannot
determine reductions in salmon and steelhead with the proposed FRE facility to compare
to reductions due to the No Action Alternative. Page 32 in DEIS states that modeling for
the NAA was in many cases applied to the Local Actions alternative as well. The DEIS
makes no conclusion regarding efficacy of the actions under the Local Actions Alternative
in meeting the stated objectives.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Because the Local Actions Alternative consists of mainly non-structural
local actions, the modeling for the No Action Alternative was in many
cases applied to the Local Actions Alternative.

35

The DEIS acknowledges that FEMA map revisions 'may lead to formal change in the Flood
Insurance Rate Map' for reservoir to Montensano area (DEIS page 35), which could
facilitate development with in the floodplain and have consequent indirect impacts. This
acknowledged potential to facilitate additional floodplain development is not considered
in the impacts discussion in Chapter 5.7.

Purpose &
Objective

S-3

The FRE provides little value to achieving purpose "To reduce flood damage in the
Chehalis-Centralia area ..." The FRE will leave many areas vulnerable to flooding and
requires raising Airport Levee and other local actions. The primary beneficiary with
respect to reduced flooding is upstream of Chehalis in the Adna area. The DEIS fails to
analyze and present the landowners that benefit, consideration of the benefits/versus
costs, or to consider the indirect effects of new development in areas that won't
experience flooding if FRE is constructed and functions as intended.

To comply with 44 Code of Federal Regulations 65.3, National Flood
Insurance Program participating communities must provide FEMA with
technical information related to changes to the Special Flood Hazard Area.
This would apply from the area inundated in the FRE reservoir
downstream to near Montesano. Conditional approvals by FEMA are
needed prior to construction of the project. This may lead to a formal
change of the Flood Insurance Rate Map.

Summary

Proposed
Project

S-3

In last sentence on p. S-3, storage period of "up to 35 days" is unsubstantiated.
Hydrologic analysis shows it will likely be longer than 35 days, because drawdown rates
should be reduced to reduce landsliding in reservoir, because sequential storms will
prolong time reservoir is holding water, and because the limited capacity of the conduits
at base of FRE will increase time water is impounded behind the FRE. See Comment #5
and Hydrologic Analysis white paper

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Proposed
Project

S-6

Description of raising Airport Levee 4-7 ft should include the increase in the levee's
footprint which will be up to 4 times the increase in height.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_17

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Local
Actions
Alternative

S-6

This statement is misleading, omits critical facts and is untrue. Previous assessments
since the 1930s primarily focused on flood retention facilities, finding they had
unacceptable costs and impacts. Yet the proponent is again proposing another flood
retention facility. The Restorative Flood Protection alternative presented in the PEIS
(2016) and more recent work (Abbe 2020) clearly show it is possible to address flood
damages through relocation actions. With regards to I-5, it is been demonstrated it can
be protected with a floodwall and doesn't not need to be relocated or raised.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_18

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Local
Actions
Alternative

S-6

Local Actions Alternative could be a legitimate alternative but is poorly thought out and
completely inadequate as formulated in the DEIS. All EIS alternatives must be presented
seriously. The local Action alternative is poorly described, fails to include crucial elements
such as: realistic options for relocating structures so they don't incur flood damages, how
it could address options for new development outside flood damage areas, and provide
more accurate information to local communities regarding flood and erosion hazards.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
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Over the past decades, many flood hazard projects and concepts have
been studied. Ideas such as re-routing or raising I-5, other levees,
floodwalls, flood retention facilities, and restoration actions have all been
assessed for effectiveness in controlling floods. These alternatives were
considered but not further analyzed in this EIS because they had higher
environmental costs, were not economically feasible, or did not meet the
Proposed Project objectives.
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ID
Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_19

Resource
Topic
Summary and
Overview

Document
Reviewed
Summary

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_20

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Proposed
Project

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_21

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_22

Summary and
Overview

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_23

Terminology,
Time Periods
and Models
Used

Section
Local
Actions
Alternative

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
S-6

Comment
Document admits that Local Actions can achieve purpose: (1) "These actions could
potentially achieve the Applicant's objective through improving floodplain function, land
use management actions, buying out or relocating at-risk properties or structures, …."
But yet, document goes on to blatantly ignore what is needed by passing on responsibility
to local governments and thus failing to fulfil the role of the Chehalis Basin Strategy (CBS)
and Department of Ecology (Ecology) to help local governments. (2) "The local action
alternative does not identify specific projects because those decisions would be made by
local governments. Therefore, the DEIS does not analyze the feasibility or economic
practicability of these potential actions." Stating that it is up to local governments
conflicts with the proposed project's purpose to benefit Chehalis and Centralia with little
to no benefit to the rest of the basin. The fact that state money is being used, further
points to the contradiction that the DEIS didn't "identify specific projects because those
decisions would be made by local governments." This statement is an admission that
Ecology and the CBS did not give serious consideration to the Local Actions Alternative
and have failed to compile with their mandates to serve a larger community.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
(1) "These actions could potentially achieve the Applicant's objective
through improving floodplain function, land use management actions,
buying out or relocating at-risk properties or structures, …." (2) "The local
action alternative does not identify specific projects because those
decisions would be made by local governments. Therefore, the EIS does
not analyze the feasibility or economic practicability of these potential
actions."

S-9

Admission that proposed project has most impact on reducing flooding in a rural
undeveloped area that doesn't experience significant flood damages. This conflicts with
goal to reduce flood damages in Chehalis and Centralia which in the document states "...
the Chehalis area would still experience flooding, and some areas would still have more
than 10 ft of inundation during catastrophic flood events in late century."

...from Pe Ell to just upstream of the confluence with the South Fork
Chehalis River would no longer inundated, with flood depths being
reduced by 1 inch to more than 8 feet lower than without the proposed
project. This area mainly consists of rural and agricultural lands.

Proposed
Project

S-9

late century 2,955 structures could be inundated in catastrophic flood.
The proposed project would eliminate flooding for 1,280 of these. I-5 will
still flood.

Summary

Significant
Impacts
Map

S-11

The DEIS fails to equally address the local actions alternative in estimates of inundated
structures in late century. The statement clearly points to how flooding will still be major
issue, but fails to point out how property acquisitions and relocations could accomplish
same goal. For example, assuming an average cost of $400,000/structure, the cost of
acquiring 1,280 structures would be $512 million, a cost less than the proposed project
and its mitigation is likely to be. It could be possible to cover the cost of all 2,955
structures for the cost of the proposed FRE, its mitigation and operations. Using the same
assumption above ($400K/structure), cost would be $1.18 billion.
The DEIS repeatedly uses term "Temporary Reservoir" or "Temporary Reservoir Area".
This is untrue and misleading. The reservoir and reservoir area are permanent features
throughout the lifespan of the FRE facility that will have pervasive and long-term effects
on the river's geomorphology, hydrology, and ecosystems. See Cascade of Ecosystems
White Paper.

Chp 3
Terminology
and
Approach

3.3

31

The DEIS fails to account for climate change projections for lower summer streamflow
and the ways in which the impacts that were analyzed (e.g., reduced groundwater
recharge) will further amplify the projections for lower summer streamflow and higher
summer stream temperatures. See Hydrology Technical Memo 2: Hydrology and Climate
Change Technical Analyses.

In the Chehalis Basin, the watershed is expected to experience more
frequent and intense precipitation events with possible shifts in the timing
of the most intense rainfall. Overall, the Pacific Northwest has warmed
about 1.3°F during the past century and annual air and water
temperatures are expected to continue to increase, with the largest
increases projected to occur during summer. To evaluate the probable
significant environmental impacts from the Applicant’s Proposed Project
and the alternatives this EIS incorporates climate change projections for
precipitation, temperature, flood peak flows, and streamflows throughout
the analyses as part of the future conditions for all scenarios. There is no
separate climate change chapter because projected climate changes have
been included in the impact analyses for all resource areas. Data and
models for predicted climate change conditions used in this EIS are from
the University of Washington Climate Impacts Group, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and Portland State University.
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Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
S-11, Exhibit
S-5

Comment
ID
Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_24

Resource
Topic
Summary and
Overview

Document
Reviewed
Summary

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_25

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Significant
Impacts
Summary

S-13, Exhibit
S-6

Cultural: DEIS fails to disclose that the proposed FRE structure is located on origin place
for the Chehalis Tribes

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_26

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Significant
Impacts
Summary

S-13, Exhibit
S-6

Earth: The DEIS states that there will be "permanent alteration of 0.32 acre of river
channel." This statement is untrue, the river channel throughout the entire reservoir area
will be permanently altered, in addition to 0.32 acre of river channel.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_27

Other
Alternatives
Analyzed

2.4

25

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_28

Summary and
Overview

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives
Summary

Significant
Impacts
Summary

S-13, Exhibit
S-6

Earth: Proposed mitigation measures in the DEIS include actions that would be normal
elements of any dam operation, such as a breach flood warning system, training to local
emergency response officials, vegetation management plan. None of these elements
minimize or reduce impact mechanisms and thus are not actual mitigation for impacts.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_29

Map Book

10

212

The DEIS does not provide an 'apples to apples' comparison of alternatives. The DEIS
makes no substantive attempt to determine scale and intensity of impacts or benefits of
the local actions alternative, as evidenced by the detailed information on predicted flood
extents and depths being presented only for the proposed project and the No Action
Alternative.

Section
Significant
Impacts
Map

Chp 10 Map
Book

Comment
Exhibit erroneously indicates there will be no significant impacts downstream of the
South Fork Chehalis confluence - even though the DEIS presents flood reductions
downstream of this point, illustrating there will be hydrologic impacts and thus significant
ecosystem impacts. See Cascade of Ecosystem Effect technical memo.

The DEIS does not fairly compare possible funding mechanisms for the Local Actions
Alternative, such as flood control district or state funding, as is assumed for the FRE
Facility.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name

Assisting local governments to identify funding for buy-outs or
relocations.

Maps on the following 10 pages provide detailed information on predicted
flood extents and depths throughout modeled flood area under the
following flood scenarios for the Proposed Project:
• Major Mid-Century
• Catastrophic Late-Century
• No Action Alternative
Modeled flood results are shown side-by-side to provide a comparison of
predicted flood conditions. The maps also show an “Area No Longer
Inundated,” which illustrates the area that is predicted to flood under the
No Action Alternative but would not be flooded under the Proposed
Project.
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Doc Page
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31

Chp 3
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and
Approach

3.5

33

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Significant
Impacts
Summary

S-13, Exhibit
S-6

Environmental Health and Safety: any chance of a catastrophic dam failure will result in
unacceptable loss of life and environmental damage, particularly since nothing
comparable would happen under the no action or local actions alternatives.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_33

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Significant
Impacts
Summary

S-13, Exhibit
S-6

Environmental Justice: The DEIS focused mainly on dam breach/failure. What about
ecosystem services? Poor water quality? Pe Ell water supply? Impact to Tribes? Lack of
flood protection for most of human population, potential for new development in hazard
areas.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_34

Other
Alternatives
Analyzed

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

2.5

25

The DEIS fails to consider erosion hazard and flood mapping as essential elements of a
local action alternative which would be necessary to determine risks of channel migration
and thus determine where migration hazards would be most beneficial and least
environmentally damaging.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_35

Alternatives
Considered
But Eliminated

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

2.4 and 2.7

24 and 26

WAC requires that alternatives considered in an EIS should "attain or reasonably
approximate the proposal's objectives". The DEIS evaluated only past studies to
determine reasonable alternatives and specifically cited economic feasibility, rather than
'reduced environmental cost or decreased level of environmental degradation' as criteria
for eliminating alternatives. The DEIS failed to consider the airport levee in combination
with anything other than FRE facility and failed to quantify possible benefits of building
flood wall or levees around key infrastructure, rather 'flood proofing' was considered only
generally and without any specific assessment of benefits to key infrastructure.

Comment
ID
Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_30
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and Models
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Document
Reviewed
Chp 3
Terminology
and
Approach

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_31

Study Area
Extent

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_32
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Comment
The approach to integrating climate change projections into the DEIS fails to represent a
true “high-end” scenario for projected peak flows. Therefore, the maximum impacts of
the Proposed Project by end-of-century are underestimated. See Hydrology Technical
Memo 2: Hydrology and Climate Change Technical Analyses.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
To evaluate the probable significant environmental impacts from the
Applicant’s Proposed Project and the alternatives, this EIS incorporates
climate change projections for precipitation, temperature, flood peak
flows, and streamflows throughout the analyses as part of the future
conditions for all scenarios. There is no separate climate change chapter
because projected climate changes have been included in the impact
analyses for all resource areas. Data and models for predicted climate
change conditions used in this EIS are from the University of Washington
Climate Impacts Group, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, and Portland State University.

Water modeling showed flood-water changes downstream to RM 9, just past Montesano,
yet DEIS states that hydrologic and geomorphic impacts would no longer be evident past
the confluence of the Newaukum River (RM 75). See Cascade of Ecosystems Effects
technical memo for details regarding this fundamental flaw in all analyses which rely on
the geomorphic model results.

The water modeling described in the previous section showed the flood
water changes continue to RM 9 (just past Montesano) where the tidal
influence becomes larger than the influence from flood waters. The flood
waters also extend about 1,500 feet upstream into three tributaries of the
Chehalis River including the Skookumchuck River, the South Fork
Newaukum River, and the South Fork Chehalis River.

Administrative Record File Name

SEPA regulations require that EISs analyze reasonable alternatives.
Reasonable alternatives are defined as “actions that could feasibly attain
or approximate a proposal’s objectives, but at a lower environmental cost
or decreased level of environmental degradation” (WAC 197-11-440). The
Applicant’s objective of the Proposed Project is to reduce flood damage in
Centralia and Chehalis, including goals for reducing closure of I-5 and at
the Chehalis-Centralia Airport. Multiple reports dating from 1998 to the
present on flooding and flood damage reduction efforts in the Chehalis
Basin (identified in Appendix 2) were reviewed using the criteria. These
included studies by the Corps, WSDOT, American Rivers, Ruckelshaus
Center, and Chehalis Basin Strategy groups.
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Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
S-13, Exhibit
S-6

Comment
ID
Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_36

Resource
Topic
Summary and
Overview

Document
Reviewed
Summary

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_37

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Significant
Impacts
Summary

S-13, Exhibit
S-6

Tribal Resources: there is no possible way to mitigate physical, biological and cultural
impacts that would result. Putting a monetary cost on such impacts would certainly
exceed the cost of the proposed FRE.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_38

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Throughout

S1-2

The DEIS reflects total lack of any substantive economic analysis that could be used to
inform the Chehalis Basin Board in any meaningful way on the economic or
socioeconomic impacts associated with the proposed project.

The Chehalis Basin Board is expected to use the information in the SEPA
EIS, along with other information, to inform their recommendations for
the long-term Chehalis Basin Strategy to address the social,
environmental, economic, and other public health and safety
considerations related to both flood damage reduction and aquatic
species habitat restoration objectives.....

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_39

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Throughout

S6-7

In every respect, the DEIS lacks essential analyses of the Local Action Alternative; without
such, the text offered is meaningless. Over the course of work on the Chehalis Basin
Strategy, ample work has been done to excerpt case studies and assess key likely local
actions. Part of this assessment should include a cost-benefit analysis and economic
impact analysis (Hawley 2012), to enable evaluation of the economic practicability of
local actions and comparability against the Proposed Action.

The Local Action Alternative does not identify specific projects because
those decisions would be made by local governments. Therefore, the EIS
does not analyze the feasibility or economic practicability of these
potential actions.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_40

Summary and
Overview

Summary

Throughout

The scattering of information referencing "costs" throughout the DEIS neither provides
adequate defensible calculations of costs and/or analysis of costs, or any comparative
format in which to evaluate costs, changes to local and regional economy, socioeconomic
impacts, or impacts that may affect the future possibility for members of the Quinault
Nation to exercise their treaty rights (economic, socioeconomic and cultural). The
absence of such information provides no sound platform for the Chehalis Basin Board's
decision-making with regard to the social, environmental, economic, and other public
health and safety considerations related to the Proposed Action, or the Local Action
Alternative.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_41

Proposed
Project

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

Throughout

The absence of cost-benefit, economic impact, or other Standard metrics, across prior
CBA and analysis of costs for the proposed project, have not been used for
communicating financial returns. Returns to investments for flood risk reduction
strategies may be reported in a variety of ways. Thus, the comparison of results across
alternatives relies on the use of a consistent approach. Standard practice includes the
reporting of financial returns in the evaluation of the costs and benefits of each strategy.
Example includes NPV, cost-benefit ratios, IRR, and avoided costs.

Section
Significant
Impacts
Summary

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
Public Services: It is clear that the current Pe Ell water supply system will be impacted by
the FRE, so why do another study and not simply design new water supply system? This
was a major cost for the Elwha Dam removal project and is not acknowledged in the
assessment of Public Services. The EIS also fails to address the fact that during reservoir
drawdown, there will be prolonged periods during which flow releases will be capable of
downstream lateral bank erosion and channel incision, potentially causing an increase in
bank erosion risk, threatening roads, pipes, water intakes and private property.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name

HawleyEtal_2012_UnderstandingEconomicsFloodRiskReduction
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Doc Page
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Comment
ID
Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_42

Resource
Topic
Proposed
Project

Document
Reviewed
Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_43

Proposed
Project

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

Throughout

Setting aside the fact that the true costs associated with proposed project are
significantly underestimated or at least misrepresented, the presentation of alternatives,
or lack thereof, and lack of a cost-benefit analysis or economic impact analysis suggest
that there is a lack of concern as to whether or not people who live in and rely upon the
Basins natural resources are better off as a result of the proposed project – or how local
and regional economies are likely to be impacted by the proposed project.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_44

Proposed
Project

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

Throughout

Minimally, analysis within the DEIS should have included updated Cost Benefit Analysis to
determine whether alternatives have a net economic benefit and then how large or
significant that benefit is between alternatives. In addition, major projects as that
proposed ensure an economic impact analysis is carried out. an economic impact analysis
conducted for the Proposed Project, Local Action Alternatives, No Action, etc. would have
assisted greatly in determining impacts to the region’s economy between alternatives.
RCW 43.21C. 030(2)(a) and (2)(b) provides ".... that environmental amenities and values
will be given appropriate consideration in decision making along with economic and
technical considerations.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_45

Proposed
Project

Chp 2 Prj
Description
and
Alternatives

Throughout

Failure to address economic and socioeconomic impacts associated with project
alternatives provides an enormous gap in information required for sound decision
making. Given the magnitude of the proposed project, the state abused its discretion in
electing not to conduct any meaningful analysis surrounding the economic and
socioeconomic impacts attributable.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_46

Terminology,
Time Periods
and Models
Used

Chp 3
Terminology
and
Approach

3.3

Section
Throughout

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

31

Comment
The DEIS has totally ignored the vast economic and socioeconomic implications of the
proposed project and has even further ignored addressing the potential range of related
benefits associated with the Local Actions alternative, as well as the restorative approach.
Thus, significantly, the DEIS has not considered the human dimension – a fatal error of
the DEIS analysis overall. While there are many dimensions to evaluating infrastructure
projects as that proposed for the Chehalis Basin, the human dimensions is a critically
important consideration. The construction and operation of the proposed project will
have substantial near and long-term direct, indirect and cumulative economic,
socioeconomic, cultural and related impacts on the Chehalis Basin region. The costbenefit analysis conducted for the programmatic EIS was critically flawed, rendering the
information it contained useless within a decision making context.

The DEIS ignores the timing of adverse impacts when comparing the Proposed Project to
the No Action alternative; by neglecting the near-term timeline of impacts from the
Proposed Project and by emphasizing the climate change impacts that will be realized by
end of century under the No Action alternative, the DEIS erroneously implies that there is
no material difference in outcomes regardless of whether or not the Proposed Project is
undertaken. See Hydrology Technical Memo 2: HYDROLOGY and CLIMATE CHANGE
TECHNICAL ANALYSES

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name

For purposes of an analysis in this EIS, climate change predictions are
already included in the baseline conditions for the Proposed Project, No
Action Alternative, and Local Actions Alternative, and are consistent
between these. Therefore, there are no separate impact findings for
climate change or comparison between the Proposed Project and the
alternatives related to climate change. The climate change information is
used both quantitatively and qualitatively for the analysis.
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Comment
ID
Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_47

Resource
Topic
Summary and
Overview

Document
Reviewed
Chp 1
Introduction

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_48

Permits and
Approvals

Chp 4
Permits and
Approvals

Section
1.1

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
1

4.1

35

Comment
The DEIS, and supporting documents, do not provide documentation as to how individual
impacts were assessed or ranked (e.g., minor, moderate or significant). This lack of
transparency in the DEIS methods does not allow for independent evaluation of the
impact metric system used and is therefore a significant error of omission.

Chapter 4 of the DEIS (Required Permits and Approvals) fails to note compliance with the
2004 Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) would be a required component of the
proposed project's regulatory authorization requirements. The DEIS fails to recognize and
evaluate the degree to which the proposed FRE facility and its direct and indirect effects
will result in ‘Level B” harassment of local marine mammal populations through
disruption in feeding as a result of detrimental impacts on fisheries stocks, nor is any
viable mitigation proposed to ameliorate the detrimental effects of this harassment.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Ecology has prepared this Draft EIS to meet the State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) requirements in the Washington Administrative Code
(WAC). The EIS does not approve or deny a proposed project. It provides
information about the probable, significant, environmental, adverse
impacts of a proposal. Local and state agencies will use the information in
this EIS, along with other information, for making decisions on permits.
The Chehalis Basin Board is expected to use this EIS to inform its
recommendations for the long-term Chehalis Basin Strategy.

Administrative Record File Name

USFWS_2004_MarineMammalProtectionAct

The projected large-scale impacts to the Chehalis Rivers anadromous fish stocks, upon
which many piscivorous marine mammal species depend, represents a form of level B
harassment under the Marine Mammal Protection Act. Subchapter 1, section 1362 of the
Marine Mammal Protection Act defines the term harassment as an "act of pursuit,
torment, or annoyance which has the potential to injure a marine mammal or marine
mammal stock in the wild (level A harassment) or has the potential to disturb a marine
mammal or marine mammal stock in the wild by causing disruption of behavioral
patterns, including, but not limited to, migration, breathing, nursing, breeding, feeding, or
sheltering (level B harassment) (Marine Mammal Protection Act 2004).

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_49

Permits and
Approvals

Chp 4
Permits and
Approvals

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

4.1

35

Chapter 4 of the DEIS (Required Permits and Approvals) fails to note compliance with the
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (Eagle Act; 16 U.S.C. 668-668c) would be a required
component of the proposed project's regulatory authorization requirements.
Bald eagles are protected under federal law by the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act
and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). The Eagle Act (16 U.S.C. 668-668c) prohibits
anyone from “taking” bald eagles—including their parts, nests, or eggs—without a permit
issued by the Secretary of the Interior. “Take” is defined by the Eagle Act as “pursue,
shoot, shoot at, poison, wound, kill, capture, trap, collect, molest or disturb”, and
“disturb means to agitate or bother a bald or golden eagle to a degree that causes, or is
likely to cause, based on the best scientific information available, 1) injury to an eagle, 2)
a decrease in its productivity, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, feeding,
or sheltering behavior, or 3) nest abandonment, by substantially interfering with normal
breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior.” (50 C.F.R. § 22.3). “In addition to immediate
impacts, this definition also covers impacts that result from human-caused alterations
initiated around a previously used nest site during a time when eagles are not present, if,
upon the eagle's return, such alterations agitate or bother an eagle to a degree that
injures an eagle or substantially interferes with normal breeding, feeding, or sheltering
habits and causes, or is likely to cause, a loss of productivity or nest abandonment.” (72
Fed. Reg. 31131).
The DEIS state that “blasting for the FRE foundation and temporary river bypass tunnel
construction would occur as often as one to four times per week over a period of about
12 months….” (Appendix E, p. E-99-100). A 12-month blasting period is inconsistent with
the required and proposed timing restrictions during the nesting season of protected
species. A 12-month blasting period would result in “take” under the Bald and Golden
Eagle Protection Act if blasting occurs during the nesting season within 0.5 mile of
occupied bald eagles nests.
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Comment
ID
Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_50

Resource
Topic
Permits and
Approvals

Document
Reviewed
Chp 4
Permits and
Approvals

Section
4.1

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
35

Comment
Chapter 4 of the DEIS (Required Permits and Approvals) fails to note compliance with the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA; 16 U.S.C. 703-712) would be a required component of
the proposed project's regulatory authorization requirements.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name

The MBTA protects all migratory birds against “take”, by prohibiting the taking of any
migratory bird or any part, nest, or egg, except as permitted by regulation. The DEIS and
its associated Wildlife Discipline Report both acknowledge, in multiple sections, that
construction activities associated with the proposed project may disturb nesting bald
eagles and/or destroy existing nests (DEIS pp.90, 93-94; Appendix P pp.P-67-68, P-70, P92, P-95). The DEIS fails to note the possible presence of golden eagles and or other
migratory birds which would be nesting in the forests to be harvested around the
reservoir or in the other areas subject to construction impacts. While the Discipline
Report (pp. P67-68, P-70) recommends a mitigation measure of seasonal restrictions for
certain construction activities within 660-ft of active bald eagle nests, construction of the
FRE facility and the temporary reservoir may still require the complete removal of existing
nests. In addition, a 660-ft buffer is not sufficient for minimizing disturbance effects to
nesting bald eagles (see comment Wildlife S&H_26). Therefore, implementation of the
proposed project may be in violation of federal law (the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection
Act and the MBTA); the DEIS and associated discipline reports fail to identify the
necessary permits for conducting such activities.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_51

Terminology,
Time Periods
and Models
Used

Chp 3
Terminology
and
Approach

3.3

31

The DEIS does not provide impact findings for climate change or comparison between the
Proposed Project and the alternatives related to climate change.

Sum/Chpt
1-4 & 710_52

Terminology,
Time Periods
and Models
Used

Chp 3
Terminology
and
Approach

3.3

31

The SEPA EIS analyses of climate change impacts do not reflect current best available
climate science and likely underestimate future impacts. The UW CIG and PSU analyses
utilized a very limited set of models, performed analyses that were designed and
undertaken for different purposes, and relied upon tenuous assumptions under
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) 4.5 and 8.5 which were used for the 4th
National Climate Assessment. The next generation of global climate models (Hausfather
2019) and Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (Hausfather 2018) are well under
development. Results from the next generation of climate models (Coupled Model
Intercomparison Projects- CMIP6 – approximately 100 global climate models being
developed by some 49 groups of researchers) reflect substantially larger increases in
temperature and changes in peak/low flows than previous versions. For the DEIS, these
more current studies indicate that a higher frequency of dam closures should be
expected, and therefore analyzed in this effort.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

To evaluate the probable significant environmental impacts from the
Applicant’s Proposed Project and the alternatives, this EIS incorporates
climate change projections for precipitation, temperature, flood peak
flows, and streamflows throughout the analyses as part of the future
conditions for all scenarios. There is no separate climate change chapter
because projected climate changes have been included in the impact
analyses for all resource areas.

Hausfather_2018_SocioeconomicPathwaysFutureCC
Hausfather_2019_NextGenClimateModels
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Sum/Chpt
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1-4 & 710_54
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Chp 3
Terminology
and
Approach

Section
3.3

Throughout

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
31

Comment
The DEIS Climate Change analyses:
- Likely underestimate the frequency of flows greater than the FRE reservoir outflow
rate.
- Likely underestimate the magnitude of late century annual peak flows.
- Likely under estimate future temperature increases.
- Do not consider low flow impacts.
- Do not consider groundwater recharge and discharge rates, and hence baseflows .
Groundwater recharge rates appear to be underestimated by a factor >4. A multi-year
groundwater/surface water model is needed to characterize effects of baseflows and
their importance for determining extreme low flows.
- Do not provide adequate treatment of effects of reservoir drawdown rates water
saturation and groundwater flows on slope stability within the FRE reservoir area and
hence consequential impacts on sediment and debris accumulation.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name

The DEIS lacks detail and discussion on four fundamental elements, essential for a robust
analysis of the proposed project and its impacts:
a) Integrated analysis of the proposed project with more current information on global
change, specifics of restoration actions, fully developed local action alternative to reduce
damage from flooding, budgetary limitations, and time frames for implementation.
b) Population viability analyses that include effects of harvest, variability in Delta-bay and
marine survival rates, hatchery-wild and interspecies interactions, effects of restoration
actions, and explicit consideration of uncertainties.
c) Cost-benefit analyses of alternatives.
d) What actions could be undertaken to mitigate for unavoidable significant adverse
impacts?
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54

Appendix
N_Water

Table N-1

Mitigation
Measures

Appendix
N_Water

Water_4

Mitigation
Measures

Water_5

Comment
ID
Water_1

Resource
Topic
Other

Document
Reviewed
Chapter
5.1_Water

Water_2

Groundwater

Water_3

Comment
The DEIS fails to sufficiently consider the local actions alternative as
evidenced by these types of blanket statements without any analysis or
substantiation.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Surface and groundwater throughout the study area would continue to experience substantial
flood risk during both major and catastrophic floods.

N-iii

Given that the area behind the levee is not currently inundated and would
continue to not be inundated in a major flood, and that the only change
from a groundwater recharge perspective is that the area within the levee
is no longer inundated during a catastrophic flood (Figure N-14), the
finding of moderate to minor is appropriate. There is minimal analysis to
support the finding. E.g., section 2.2.2.2 does not address the reduction in
groundwater recharge, but rather only mentions changes from the
introduction of fill.

Changes to groundwater quantity from Airport Levee Changes, impact finding: moderate to
minor

Table N-1

N-iii

The DEIS fails to appropriately consider impacts and impact
reduction/mitigation measures. The degree to which mitigation may
reduce impacts to resource areas cannot be adequately evaluated without
specific, actionable mitigation plans that link the specific mechanisms of
impact to the mitigation measures. The mitigation information provided is
completely inadequate.

FISH-1: Develop and implement a Fish and Aquatic Species and Habitat Plan. WATER-1: Develop
and implement a Surface Water Quality Mitigation Plan. WET-2: Develop and implement a
Stream and Stream Buffer Mitigation Plan. WILDLIFE-1: Develop and implement a Vegetation
Management Plan. WILDLIFE-3: Develop and implement a Riparian Habitat Mitigation Plan.

Appendix
N_Water

3.2.1.1.1.2

N-46

The statement of "there is uncertainty if the implementation of a plan is
technically feasible and economically practicable" is acknowledgment of
clear take and impacts to QIN treaty rights. Additionally, the economic
costs of mitigation suggest the original cost/benefit of the proposed action
is flawed and in question.

Mitigation is proposed for the Applicant to develop and implement a Surface Water Quality
Mitigation Plan to address these impacts; however, there is uncertainty if the implementation of
a plan is technically feasible and economically practicable.

Surface
Water

Appendix
N_Water

3.2.2.1

N-50

The DEIS fails to consider a high-end scenario for late century climate
change, and fails to use best available science to characterize a reasonable
range of climate change impacts to both peak flows and low flows.
Hydrologic modeling using an ensemble approach with multiple Global
Climate Models that span and range of projections for temperature and
precipitation is needed to sufficiently consider the future frequency of FRE
operation and the magnitude of local and downstream impacts to aquatic
habitat; see attached Climate Change and Hydrology Technical Memo

Floods are predicted to occur more frequently in the future, and peak flows are predicted to
increase by 12% by mid-century and by 26% by late-century (WSE 2019a).

Water_6

Other

Appendix
N_Water

3.2.2.1.1.1

N-61

Note that the modeled results for the Proposed Action account for the completion of the Airport
Levee Changes in addition to FRE facility operation.

Water_7

Other

Appendix
N_Water

3.2.2.2.1.1.1

N-63

By considering the airport levee only in conjunction with the FRE facility,
the DEIS inflates the benefits of the FRE facility and fails to determine the
efficacy of the airport levee. Why are the airport levee effects not
considered along with the local action alternative? Understanding impacts
from the FRE and airport levee option would be beneficial to
understanding each action's unique effects and whether the airport levee
options could provide important flood damage reduction benefits as part
of the local actions alternative.
If the FRE is design to be expanded in the future those impacts should be
evaluated as part of this SEPA document. Effects for expanding the
reservoir should be compared to current conditions NOT FRE conditions as
that represents a shifting baseline and clear impact on QIN treaty rights.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Administrative Record File Name

Any expansion of the FRE facility would require separate and new environmental reviews.
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Section
3.2.2.2.1.1.1

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
N-66

Chapter
5.1_Water

5.1

Cumulative
Impacts

Appendix
2_Cumulative
Impacts Analysis

Water_11

Cumulative
Impacts

Water_12

Comment
ID
Water_8

Resource
Topic
Cumulative
Impacts

Document
Reviewed
Appendix
N_Water

Water_9

Water Uses
and Rights

Water_10

Comment
Sediment supply and sediment transport is a fundamental geomorphic
process that is integral to productive salmon habitat. Modifications in
sediment supply and downstream transport of gravels and fines will have
significant indirect impacts that will amplify over time. The DEIS fails to
quantify or account for the intensity and scale of these impacts. See
related comments regarding Cascade of Ecosystem Impacts and effects on
Spring Chinook and Steelhead.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Overall, the HEC-RAS modeling predicts significant adverse impacts to sediment transport and
substrate characteristics within the temporary reservoir fluctuation zone.

44-45

DEIS relies on compliance with Ecology permits to substantiate
determination of a moderate to minor impact on water uses and water
rights, with no analysis presented regarding the complexity of that process
or implications under climate change and anticipated changes in low flow
conditions.

Construction will require up to 150 million gallons of water, 80% of which needed over a 10-20
month period. This would be 400,000 gallons/day or 0.6 cfs of flow.... State law requires a min.
flow in the Chehalis of 31 cfs from Aug 15 to Sept. 15. With considerations for in-stream flow
requirements and the required Ecology permit, the adverse impact of FRE facility construction
on water uses and rights would be moderate to minor.

3.1.2

2-15

This statement acknowledges actions that are counterproductive to the
goal of reducing flood damages. Dams have a finite lifespan and allowing
future development within flood prone areas even development that is in
compliance with local, state, and federal permits will only increase flood
damages and risks.

In the airport levee area, future development associated with implementation of the ChehalisCentralia Airport Property Master Plan is anticipated to result in wetland impacts and increased
impervious surface area, which could contribute to water quality, quantity, or water use impacts.
However, these impacts would be minimized through compliance with applicable local, state,
and federal permit requirements.

Appendix
2_Cumulative
Impacts Analysis

3.1.2

2-16

Channel formation is a fundamental geomorphic process that is integral to
productive salmon habitat. Decreased channel formation will have a
significant indirect impacts that will amplify over time. The DEIS fails to
quantify or account for the intensity and scale of these impacts. See
related comments regarding Cascade of Ecosystem Impacts.

Decreased channel formation downstream of the FRE facility to the South Fork confluence from
reduced flow, large woody material, and sediment.

Cumulative
Impacts

Appendix
2_Cumulative
Impacts Analysis

3.2.2

2-17

The DEIS admits but then completely fails to specifically analyze the
indirect impacts of an 'expected increase' in floodplain development as a
direct result of the FRE facility.

The potential for impacts on people, structures, and infrastructure from a FRE facility breach at
the same time the reservoir is holding water would be expected to increase as new development
occurs within Pe Ell, Centralia, and Chehalis and in areas downstream of the FRE facility along
the Chehalis River mainstem. Development is expected to increase in urban, agricultural, and
rural areas. Indirect impacts from the Proposed Action could include the potential for increased
development in areas predicted to experience no flooding or less severe flooding as a result of
the Proposed Action (see Section 3.7). This increase in development would result in increased
impacts on environmental health and safety, life, and property in the unlikely event of a breach
when water is impounded

Water_13

Cumulative
Impacts

Appendix
2_Cumulative
Impacts Analysis

3.2.2

2-19

The DEIS acknowledges the elimination of spring run Chinook salmon,
Coho salmon, and steelhead, which is an admitted direct and unmitigable
impact on Treaty-protected resources in clear violation of the State's
responsibilities as co-managers of fisheries stocks.

The Proposed Action would decrease the spatial structure of populations in the basin by
eliminating spring-run Chinook salmon, Coho salmon, and steelhead populations in the Rainbow
Falls to Crim Creek Subbasin by late-century; significantly impacting spring-run Chinook salmon
in the Above Crim Creek Subbasin in both the periods; and impacting fall-run Chinook salmon in
the Above Crim Creek and Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek subbasins in both the mid-century and
late-century periods

Water_14

Cumulative
Impacts

Appendix
2_Cumulative
Impacts Analysis

3.1

2-19

The DEIS analysis of impacts resulting from a FRE catastrophic failure
scenario ignores previous acknowledgement in the DEIS that future
development will continue near airport levee and other areas of the
floodplain. This future development will increase risk to life and property
beyond current conditions from what is described within this section.

Although the likelihood is extremely low that a catastrophic FRE facility failure resulting from an
earthquake would occur while the reservoir is storing water, there are no mitigation measures
that could completely eliminate the possibility of an incident or the resulting impacts

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Administrative Record File Name
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Comment
ID
Water_15

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
N-ii

Resource
Topic
Surface
Water

Document
Reviewed
Appendix
N_Water

Section
Summary

Water_16

Groundwater

Appendix
N_Water

2.4 Technical
Approach

N-40

Water_17

Surface
Water

Appendix
N_Water

3.2.1.1.1.2
Surface Water
Quality

N-45

Water_18

Surface
Water

Appendix
N_Water

3.2.2.1.1.1
Surface Water
Quantity

Water_19

Surface
Water

Appendix
N_Water

3.2.2.1.1.2
Surface Water
Quality

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
The DEIS did not consider long-term water quality impacts downstream of
the temporary reservoir in the Chehalis River as a result of the FRE facility
operation, such as releases of fine sediment each time the reservoir is used
and then sluices are opened again. This action, which will occur multiple
times per decade, will release fine sediment that is detrimental to fish
health, and thus should be included in the long term water quality impacts
table in the Water Discipline report.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
The following water issues were analyzed:

There is literature to suggest that the WEPP model should not be used for
areas that contain substantial groundwater flows. It is not clear in the
methods that the WEPP model used was adjusted for this watershed that
has substantial groundwater baseflows. More information is needed to
assess whether the results of sediment resuspension are accurate. If
adjustments were not made, then the results could be under-representing
the amount of sediment resuspension that would occur when sluices are
opened to drain the reservoir. Thus there may be additional negative
impacts to aquatic life such as destroying salmon redds that were not
taken into account.
A Sediment Management Plan is needed for regular operations. An Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan for construction only is not sufficient. There will
be sediment buildup in the temporary reservoir and this needs to be
evaluated and effectively managed. An effective reservoir sediment
management plan consists of data collection, data analysis, development
of long-term strategies, engineering analysis, project selection,
implementation, and monitoring.

The possibility of erosion and transport of sand-sized particles from the valley walls into streams
within the temporary reservoir footprint triggered by rainfall events after the temporary
reservoir drained was estimated using WEPP.

N-51

Considering this area has already over-allocated water rights, it is unclear
that additional withdrawals would even be possible. It has not been
determined in the DEIS documentation that acquiring a water right for
large amounts of water withdrawals is even feasible. WAC 173-522-020
establishes base flows to be measured at specific gages. The Chehalis Basin
Watershed Management Plan (2004) states that at certain times of the
year there is not enough water to meet the needs of current water rights,
let alone support new water rights.

A water right from Ecology would be needed to retain flood flows in the temporary reservoir.
The water right would define conditions of allowable water storage, including amounts and
timing.

N-67

The Mitigation Plan is merely suggestive and not specific in any way.
Therefore it cannot be determined whether this project would have
significant and unavoidable adverse environmental impacts on surface
water quality.

The increased water temperatures, decreased DO and exceedances of turbidity would exceed
water quality standards and be significant impacts to surface water quality and designated uses
of the Chehalis River for salmonid habitat. Mitigation is proposed for the Applicant to develop
and implement a Surface Water Quality Mitigation Plan to address these impacts; however,
there is uncertainty if the implementation of a plan is technically feasible and economically
practicable. Therefore, the Proposed Action would have significant and unavoidable adverse
environmental impacts on surface water quality, unless the Applicant develops a Surface Water
Quality Mitigation Plan which meets regulatory requirements and for which implementation is
feasible.

Administrative Record File Name

• Short-term impacts on surface water and groundwater resulting from construction activities
and elements, including heavy equipment operation, stream diversions, temporary construction
access routes, equipment and material staging areas, and quarries developed for FRE facility
construction
• Long-term water quality impacts within the temporary reservoir and downstream in the
Chehalis River and its floodplain as a result of FRE facility operation
• Impacts to surface water quantity from surface water inundation changes in the Chehalis River
as a result of the operation of the FRE facility and completion of Airport Levee Changes
• Impacts from changes in groundwater levels and flows from FRE facility operation and Airport
Levee Changes
• Impacts on water uses and rights upstream of the FRE facility, within or near the temporary
reservoir footprint, and near the airport levee
Srivastava_2015_ImprovementstoWEPPModel

Permit-required measures related to water quality during construction including the following:
• Implementation of Erosion and Sediment Control Plans to limit sediment inputs to receiving
waters during and after construction, which would include revegetating temporary disturbance
areas after construction to stabilize soils

ChehalisBasinPartnership_2004_ChehalisBasinWatershedPlan
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None
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3.2.2.1.2

N-70

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Section
3.2.1.1.1.2

Comment
Impacts analysis did not include the impacts of chemical leaching, such as
alkali from concrete into the Chehalis River downstream of the FRE facility
to aquatic species. Setunge et al. 2009 discusses the problems with alkali
leaching in freshly-placed concrete. Concrete structures will have negative
impacts to water chemistry downstream of the FRE facility, which will
impact fish and their habitat, and these were not examined in the SEPA
DEIS. Douglas et al. 1996 concludes that “the leaching of lime from the
cement matrix can impair water quality by increasing pH, calcium, and
alkalinity”.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name
Setunge_2009_LeachingofAlkalifromConcreteinContactwithWaterways
Douglas_1996_WaterQualityDegradationCementMortorLinings

The DEIS fails to robustly analyze the frequency of peak flows that would
trigger FRE facility operation appropriately for current and future
conditions, thus underestimating the frequency of FRE operation and
associated local and downstream impacts. The quantification of frequency
in the DEIS relies on annual flood frequency analyses rather than a peaksover-threshold analysis which would account for years in which more than
one peak flow would trigger FRE facility operation. Figure N-7 notes three
examples of this occurring in the observational record under current
conditions (see Note 1), but these events are not included in frequency
analysis. See attached Hydrology Technical Memos.
The DEIS fails to assess the frequency of backwatering events caused by
the Low Level Outlets of the FRE facility, which are stated to occur at 8500
cfs (DEIS, Appendix 1, p 1-27). While the DEIS acknowledges that the
ponding would impact river processes such as sediment transport (DEIS, p
F-69) and transport of large woody material (DEIS, p F-78), fish passage
(DEIS, Appendix 1-Attachment A, p G-108), and wildlife habitat and use
(DEIS, p F-73), the frequency and magnitude of these impacts are not
quantified nor included in the estimates of FRE operation frequency. See
attached Hydrology Technical Memos.

1. A single peak flow is shown for each year, although some years experienced additional floods
that would exceed the major flood or catastrophic flood levels: - Water Year 1933 had three
major flood events, Water Year 1990 had two major flood events, Water Year 1991 had two
major flood events (DEIS, Figure N-7)

The potential effects on groundwater, and therefore wetlands and
baseflow, from the loss of over-bank groundwater recharge are
underestimated and the statement that the “FRE facility operation would
result in no adverse impacts on surface water quantity downstream” (DEIS,
p N-62) is unsupported by the assessment. The DEIS analysis (1) neglects
the role of groundwater to contribute to wetlands and floodplain
waterbodies outside the area of direct infiltration and contributions to
baseflow (i.e., low dry season flows), (2) underestimates groundwater
recharge rates during floods, and (3) fails to account for multi-year
groundwater-surface water interactions. See attached Hydrology
Technical Memos.
The "surface water / groundwater" analyses are completely inadequate to
assess the current conditions on the Chehalis River. The site selections to
not adequately represent the vast majority of conditions in the river
segments below the dam site. Comments throughout the document such
that there are limited if any impacts to adjacent alluvial aquifers are simply
unsubstantiated by the cursory analyses presented. The comments that
floodplain water bodies and associated wetlands will not be impacted
because their source of water is not flood inundation is a profound
misrepresentation of how floodplain wetlands function, and critically how
floodplain water bodies and associated wetlands are generated and
maintained by hydrogeomorphic processes. Once again there is not
process-base to the statements regarding the impact analyses presented.

Reduction in overbank flooding inundation occurrence and duration during major floods would
not substantially affect groundwater recharge because recharge from overbank flooding is a
minor contributor (a few percent) to groundwater recharge, and the reduction in recharge
would occur only in areas where flood inundation no longer occurs or is reduced in duration.
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Impacts of the PMF flows through/over the flip bucket have not been
analyzed for their erosion and sediment transport capacities at the
location where the flows will land. The impact location is designed to
accommodate unit discharges of 30 to 50 cfs per foot. Estimates of the
unit discharge during the maximum spillway flow is 349 cfs per foot for the
flip bucket design.

Section 5.5, Second paragraph.

Water_28

Surface
Water
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N_Water

Operations
Plan for Flood
Retention
Facilities

12

Based on the operation modeling of the December 2007 Flood, during a
late century, if a double peak storm of similar magnitude were to occur,
the estimates of the reservoir inundation would increase from 35 days to
40.5 days. This is based on the same draw down assumptions from the
December 2007 storm. Projections of climate change will increase the
frequency and peaks of storms, increasing the duration of the water held
in the reservoir. Impacts of an increasing inundation time are not
adequately analyzed.

Section 2.3.1.2 2007 Flood/Figure 2.7
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3.2.1.1.1.1
Surface Water
Quality

N-41

The report states that "Adverse impacts to surface water quality resulting
from the operation of the diversion would be minor." The construction
impacts and use of the diversion would be present for 10 months. These
impacts are not minor and could potentially impact upstream migration,
sediment transport, and the flow regime throughout the full duration of
those 10 months.

Section 3.2.1.1.1.1, pages N-41 and N-42

Water_30
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3.3.3 Flood
Conditions
and Impacts

N-82

Flood impacts were analyzed for the No Action and Local Actions
Alternatives. Neither of these alternatives included the Airport Way Levee
in their analysis. The benefits of the Airport Way Levee could be applied to
the Local Actions Alternative without the construction of the FRE facility.

Section 3.3.3, "Water quality and use throughout the study area would experience continuing
substantial flood risk during both major and catastrophic floods under the Local Actions
Alternative."
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Report

12, 20

The stilling basin is designed to accommodate 15,000 cfs maximum (FREDam Alternative Supplemental Report, pg. 20, Section 5.6 Outlet Works).
The maximum combined capacity of the culverts according to Appendix N,
Section 3.2.2 Impacts from Operation states that during late-century
operations when the FRE gates are open, the maximum discharge will be
18,520 cfs (page N-50). The stilling basin is inadequately designed.

FRE-Alt, pg. 22: "The stilling basin is sized to dissipate a total sluice outlet works discharge of
15,000cfs..." App N, pg N-50: "When FRE gates are open, [estimates of the maximum flow
through the FRE outlets based on the estimate of the late-century catastrophic flood scenario]:
Up to 18,520 cfs.
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Water

Water_27

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
The DEIS fails to consider impacts on groundwater recharge, wetlands, and
floodplain water bodies in the context of projections for lower extreme
low flows by late century. Reductions in groundwater recharge will
amplify reductions in low flows and increases in temperature by reducing
groundwater contributions to wetlands and streamflow. See attached
Hydrology Technical Memos.
The openings are sized at 10-ft width by 16-ft height and 12-ft width by 20ft height. Logs that could be routed down to the dam during a flood, or
other conditions, could be 40 feet to 60 feet in length. Rootwads can range
up to 15 feet in diameter. All large LWD would not be able to be passed
through the culvert openings under the dam and would require
maintenance for removal and subsequent placement downstream of the
dam (if wood loading is to be kept as it is now). Downstream changes in
wood loading have not been analyzed. Impact forces of LWM on the
concrete openings/at the intake have not been analyzed. Impacts of LWD
passage over the spillway has not been analyzed.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name

Hybrid Dam Intake Tower Sections 4, 5, 6, and Details, HDR Plans, J-36. Also referenced: "All
sediment and most small debris would pass through the dam unimpeded." - FRE Dam Alt, pg 1516.
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22

Comment
During maximum discharge of 15,000 cfs through the culverts, the flow
velocity entering the stilling basin will be 140 feet per second. Impacts to
fish in the area directly downstream of the dam, during these high velocity
flows has not been analyzed. Additionally, impacts to fish that are forced
through the culverts during this time have not been analyzed. Fish kills
would be expected.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
FRE Alt, pg 22: "The flow velocity entering the basin would be approximately 140 feet per
second, with a froude number of about 12.6".

1

Flow becomes pressurized/impedes fish passage at 2,000 cfs. During
drawdown, the periods of time with flow greater than 2,000 cfs will be at
least 35 days. The drawdown discharge ranges from 4,320 cfs to 10,600
cfs. This is a negative impact on fish and prohibits fish passage for long
durations of time.

Pg N-50.

3.2.2 Impacts
from
Operation

N-50

Appendix
N_Water

3.2.2 Impacts
from
Operation

N-50

At the typical drawdown discharges of 4,320 cfs to 10,600 cfs, and up to
15,000 cfs or 18,520 cfs, the water velocities through the culverts will be
quite high (in excess of 140 feet per second). Velocities this high will
mobilize large cobbles and boulders through the culvert. The abrasive and
erosive effect this will have on the concrete will require frequent
maintenance and could potentially put the structural stability of the
culverts and surrounding rebar at risk for water intrusion, corrosion,
cracking, and failure. Even though "repairs to the sluice floor will be
required every few years" (pg 20 of the FRE Dam Alt Report), damage
could be worse and more extensive than described. Replacement of the
concrete floor does not address structural damage that could occur to
structural steel surrounding the culvert.
During reservoir drawdown, there is the potential for cobble and boulder
deposition downstream of the culverts (the sediment that was mobilized
through the culverts). Maintenance or clearing of this material has not
been addressed.

Surface
Water

Appendix
N_Water

FRE
Alternative
Supplement
Report,
Section 5.6
Outlet Works

20

The trash rack design for the culverts is not presented. The openings
between the metal bars of the trash rack has the potential to prohibit the
passage of larger streambed aggregate and could become loaded and
obstructed by large cobbles and boulders. This could damage the trash
rack and impinge flows, increasing velocities and reducing the discharge
capacity. The trash rack design will directly impact sediment transport
limits through the dam and has not been analyzed.

Water_37

Surface
Water

Appendix
N_Water

Summary

N-iv

Table N-1 states that "Changes to surface water quantity and upstream
and downstream flooding resulting from bypass tunnel and from
stormwater runoff during construction of the FRE facility." are identified as
"Minor" impacts. Construction will have a duration greater than 2 years.
This should not be considered a minor impact.

Water_38
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3.2.2.1.1.1
Surface Water
Quantity

N-54-55

Figures N-14 and N-15 present the predicted changes in inundation depths
from the hydraulic model. These depths are an inaccurate presentation of
future conditions because the hydrology included in the model is outdated
and based on synthetic hydrographs developed in 2014. Furthermore, this
set of hydrology inflows inaccurately focuses the majority of precipitation
on the Upper Chehalis Basin, where the dam is proposed, and does not
analyze other scenarios where a different subbasin receives a larger
percentage of the precipitation during a single storm event.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Administrative Record File Name

Section 5.6 Outlet Works, pg 20: "A large, full height trash rack extending from the riverbed to
the dam crest will exclude most large trees from the sluice conduits ... A larger sluice outlet with
a lower invert elevation in the center will be used to pass the majority of bedload sediment... "
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Comment
The DEIS fails to provide sufficient evidence for its conclusion that “water
quality impacts from mercury…would not occur from operation of the FRE
facility” (DEIS, p. 47). The DEIS argues that the infrequent inundation of the
temporary reservoir means it is unlikely to promote significant mercury
methylation (Appendix N, p. N-68; Reservoir Water Quality Report, p. 7).
With this argument, the DEIS ignores the role decomposing vegetation
plays in enhancing mercury methylation. Infrequent inundation of the
temporary reservoir would result in greater vegetative growth in the
reservoir footprint during free-flowing periods. Indeed, the DEIS identifies
proposed mitigation of planting native species in the reservoir footprint
within 90 days of completing drawdown (DEIS, p. 93). Almost all this
vegetation is expected to die during each inundation event (DEIS, p. 88).
Research demonstrates that such increases in organic material after
flooding newly created reservoirs promote higher MeHg production
(Bodily et al. 1997, Kelly et al. 1997, Hall et al. 2005, Mailman et al. 2006,
Graham et al. 2012, Eckley et al. 2017). The methylmercury production in
newly flooded areas is consistent with the following changes in microbial
habitat conditions that are known to enhance methylation rates: 1. The
sudden death of vegetation releases large amounts of organic carbon (OC)
for decomposition, and increased decomposition rates promote higher
methylation rates (Furutani & Rudd 1980, Kelly et al. 1997, Graham et al.
2012); and 2. The high decomposition activity leads to increased
dominance of anaerobic habitat, and anoxic conditions promote
methylation (Kelly et al. 1997, Hsu-Kim et al. 2013). Reservoirs in upland
forests may even promote greater mercury methylation rates than
reservoirs in peat wetlands. Hall and colleagues (2005) observed
methylmercury production rates that suggest reservoirs created over
upland forests with relatively low OC stores may actually result in higher
methylmercury contamination than reservoirs created over peat wetlands
containing with very large OC stores. The OC stored in upland forests is
newer and more easily altered than older, less labile OC stored in peat
wetlands, thus promoting higher rates of methylmercury production.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
DEIS, p. 47: "Water quality impacts from mercury, harmful algal blooms, or fecal coliform
bacteria would not occur from operation of the FRE facility so there are no adverse impacts from
these."

Administrative Record File Name
BodalyEtal_1997_BioaccofMercuryAquaticfoodChain

Appendix N, p. N-68: "The evaluation of these parameters is documented in the Reservoir Water
Quality Report (Anchor QEA

HallEtal_2005_ReservoirCreationBiogeochemicalMethylMercuryBoreal

2019a), which found the FRE facility would have several characteristics that would make it
unlikely to generate or promote significant methylmercury or cyanobacteria problems, including
the following:
• Infrequent Inundation: The temporary reservoir would not hold floodwater most of the time,
and when it is not retaining water, the river would flow naturally through the FRE facility."
DEIS, p. 93: "Plant native species within 90 days of completing drawdown following each
inundation event"

KellyEtal_1997_IncreasesFluxesGreenhouseGasesMethyl

MailmanEtal_2006_StrategiesLowerMethylmercuryHydroReservoirs_Review
GrahamEtal_2012_DissolvedOrganicMatterEnhances
MicrobialMercMethylation
EckleyEtAl_2017_WaterLevelFluctuationsSediment
Furutani_Rudd_1980_HgMethylationLakeWater&Sediment
Hsu-KimEtal_2013_MechanismHgBioavailability

DEIS, p. 88: "Plant communities would likely be in a permanently young stage because plants
would die during each inundation. …most of the upland, wetland, and riparian vegetation would
not survive every time the reservoir is filled, and the current forestland would change to
primarily grass, herbaceous, and young woody shrub and tree vegetation that regrows after
every flood event."

Consequently, an infrequent inundation of the proposed temporary
reservoir would result in large amount of OC deposition into the reservoir
from decomposing vegetation, thus promoting higher mercury
methylation rates. The DEIS failed to consider enhanced methylation rates
from decomposing organic matter in its evaluation of water quality
impacts. Infrequency of inundation does not negate the potential for
significant levels of methylmercury production in the proposed temporary
reservoir.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020
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SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
N-68; DEIS p. 47

N-68; DEIS p. 47

Comment
The DEIS fails to accurately represent the relationship between reservoir
inundation frequency and mercury methylation. The DEIS bases its
conclusion that “water quality impacts from mercury…would not occur
from operation of the FRE facility” (DEIS, p. 47) on the Reservoir Water
Quality Report’s) argument that infrequent and transient inundation is
unlikely generate methylmercury contamination issues because “even
during the 1 month of impoundment, the reservoir will not be full the
entire month, resulting in the uplands being inundated for less than 1
month” (p. 7, Anchor QEA 2019a; also see Appendix N, p. N-68). This claim
ignores how water-level and soil exposure fluctuations can affect
methylmercury production. Soils are the primary source of mercury in
freshwater systems and a large proportion of mercury in the water phase
is attached to suspended sediment particles (Ullrich et al. 2001). Soil
flooding also releases nutrients and organic carbon, supplying food to
bacterial communities that methylate inorganic mercury (Therriault &
Schneider 1998). Eckley and colleagues (2017) observed more than triple
the concentration of sediment and porewater methylmercury in areas
undergoing water-level fluctuations when compared to permanently
inundated sediments. Therefore, the DEIS must consider that fluctuating
inundation—such as the proposed temporary reservoir flooding and
subsequent drawdown—may contribute to higher methylmercury
concentrations.
The DEIS fails to provide sufficient evidence for its conclusion that “water
quality impacts from mercury…would not occur from operation of the FRE
facility” (DEIS, p. 47) due to the short duration of the inundation period
(Appendix N, p. N-68; Reservoir Water Quality Report, p. 7). The DEIS
argues that a short period of inundation would provide limited opportunity
for the production and accumulation of methylmercury because “there is a
delay between reservoir inundation and significant activity of methylating
bacteria (and resulting methylmercury)” (Reservoir Water Quality Report,
pp. 6-7). While a delay in methylmercury production does indeed occur
after initial flooding, the DEIS overestimates the potential lag period and
thus underestimates the opportunity for significant methylmercury
accumulation during reservoir inundation. The water quality report
references the potential for methylmercury increases three to five weeks
post flooding (Reservoir Water Quality Report, p. 6-7). Other studies,
however, have demonstrated that high amounts methylmercury
accumulation can occur even sooner post flooding. In an experimental
reservoir in northwestern Ontario, the lag period for increased
methylmercury concentrations was only two weeks (Kelly et al. 1997).
Moreover, Brigham and colleagues (2002) observed elevated
methylmercury levels in temporary-pool impoundments. These temporarypool impoundments consisted of a dam constructed across a stream
valley, where streamflow was unimpeded during normal flow regimes
(similar to the proposed FRE facility) and drawdown occurred over a period
of several days to two weeks. Pronounced increases in methylmercury
were observed in these temporary pools after only 10-15 days of
inundation. In comparison, the DEIS anticipates the proposed temporary
reservoir will be inundated for up to 35 days after a catastrophic flood
event (Appendix N, p. N-49). The DEIS must acknowledge the potential for
rapid increases in methylmercury concentrations in the proposed
temporary reservoir during an inundation event.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
DEIS, p. 47: "Water quality impacts from mercury, harmful algal blooms, or fecal coliform
bacteria would not occur from operation of the FRE facility so there are no adverse impacts from
these."

Administrative Record File Name
Therriault_Schneider_1998_ChangeFishMercuryReservoirImpoundment

Appendix N, p. N-68: "The evaluation of these parameters is documented in the Reservoir Water
Quality Report (Anchor QEA
2019a), which found the FRE facility would have several characteristics that would make it
unlikely to generate or promote significant methylmercury or cyanobacteria problems, including
the following:
• Infrequent Inundation: The temporary reservoir would not hold floodwater most of the time,
and when it is not retaining water, the river would flow naturally through the FRE facility."

EckleyEtAl_2017_WaterLevelFluctuationsSediment

UllrichEtal_2001_MercuryAquaticEnvReviewMethylation

Reservoir Water Quality Report (Anchor QEA 2019a), p. 7:
"• Infrequent and transient inundation
‒ Impoundment is expected to occur, on average, approximately 1 month out of every 7 years.
Therefore, more than 98% of the time the reservoir will not retain flood water, and the active
river channel would flow normally. During these periods when the river is free flowing,
methylation will occur within the reservoir footprint at low rates, consistent with the
surrounding terrestrial landscape. Even during the 1 month of impoundment, the reservoir will
not be full the entire month, resulting in the uplands being inundated for less than 1 month."
DEIS, p. 47: "Water quality impacts from mercury, harmful algal blooms, or fecal coliform
bacteria would not occur from operation of the FRE facility so there are no adverse impacts from
these."

KellyEtal_1997_IncreasesFluxesGreenhouseGasesMethyl
BrighamEtal_2002_MethylmercuryFloodControlNWMinnesota

Appendix N, p. N-68: "The evaluation of these parameters is documented in the Reservoir Water
Quality Report (Anchor QEA
2019a), which found the FRE facility would have several characteristics that would make it
unlikely to generate or promote significant methylmercury or cyanobacteria problems, including
the following:
• Short Inundation Periods: The temporary reservoir would store water for limited periods of up
to about 1 month.
Reservoir Water Quality Report (Anchor QEA 2019a), p. 7:
"• Infrequent and transient inundation
‒ The short period of inundation limits the activity of methylating bacteria and accumulation of
methylmercury.
Reservoir Water Quality Report (Anchor QEA 2019a), pp. 6-7:
"• Methylating bacteria grow predominantly in the absence of oxygen (Paranjape and Hall 2017;
Hsu-Kim et al. 2018). Accordingly, there is a delay between reservoir inundation and significant
activity of methylating bacteria (and resulting methylmercury). For example, in studies of
experimental reservoirs in a boreal upland forest, summertime inundation led to an increase in
methylmercury “approximately 3 weeks after flooding” (St. Louis et al. 2004) and “within five
weeks of flooding” (Hall et al. 2005)."
Appendix N, p. N-49: "After the flood peaks, the temporary reservoir would empty at a
maximum drawdown rate of 10 feet per day over the course of up to 35 days for a catastrophic
flood."
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Comment
The DEIS underestimates the potential for methylmercury accumulation in
the proposed temporary reservoir. It states that “water quality impacts
from mercury…would not occur from operation of the FRE facility” (DEIS,
p. 47) due to the infrequency and short duration of reservoir inundation
(Appendix N, p. N-68; Reservoir Water Quality Report, p. 7). This claim is
based on the assumption that inundation would occur about once every 45 years and last for up to 35 days (Appendix N., p. N-49). Additional
analysis, however, indicates that the proposed FRE facility will be operated
more frequently and for longer duration than acknowledged in the DEIS
(See attached Hydrology 2 Memo). More frequent and longer inundations
periods would provide greater opportunity for methylmercury production
and accumulation in the temporary reservoir, and subsequent
bioaccumulation through trophic levels (see other comments for details on
mercury methylation processes and potential impacts).

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
DEIS, p. 47: "Water quality impacts from mercury, harmful algal blooms, or fecal coliform
bacteria would not occur from operation of the FRE facility so there are no adverse impacts from
these."

Administrative Record File Name

Appendix N, p. N-68: "The evaluation of these parameters is documented in the Reservoir Water
Quality Report (Anchor QEA 2019a), which found the FRE facility would have several
characteristics that would make it unlikely to generate or promote significant methylmercury or
cyanobacteria problems, including the following:
• Infrequent Inundation: The temporary reservoir would not hold floodwater most of the time,
and when it is not retaining water, the river would flow naturally through the FRE facility."
• Short Inundation Periods: The temporary reservoir would store water for limited periods of up
to about 1 month.
Appendix N, p. N-49: "Modeling showed that in the future, on average, such flows would occur
about once every 5 years (i.e., about a 20% chance of occurring in any given year) in the mid
century, and once every 4 years in the late-century (25% chance of occurring in any given year),
most commonly between October and March."
Appendix N, p. N-49: "After the flood peaks, the temporary reservoir would empty at a
maximum drawdown rate of 10 feet per day over the course of up to 35 days for a catastrophic
flood."

Water_43

Surface
Water

Appendix
N_Water

App. N:
3.2.2.1.1.2;
DEIS: 5.1.2.2

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

N-68; DEIS p. 47

The DEIS fails to provide sufficient evidence for its conclusion that “water
quality impacts from mercury…would not occur from operation of the FRE
facility” (DEIS, p. 47) because inundation would occur during sub-optimal
temperatures for mercury methylation activities (Appendix N, p. N-68;
Reservoir Water Quality Report, p. 7). While the mercury methylation
process is stimulated by increased temperature (Ramlal and Kelly 1993;
Kelly et al 1997), lower water temperatures during the proposed fall to
spring inundation season does not negate the potential for high rates of
methyl mercury accumulation. Indeed, impoundments in Minnesota
experienced high concentrations of methylmercury during late winter,
whereas nearby reference lakes had comparatively low concentrations
(Brigham et al. 2002). In addition, researchers observed the highest levels
of mercury methylation in an experimental reservoir in northwest Ontario
during late-February. A review of potential mercury impacts conducted for
the Chehalis Basin Strategy even notes that the effect of temperature on
methylation in lakes/reservoirs is “negligible compared to other factors
such as anoxia”, as demonstrated by the fact that methylation occurs most
commonly in the hypolimnion, which is the coldest part of the lake in
summer (Maupin & Pickett 2017). Therefore, even though the methylation
processes can be enhanced by higher temperatures, the DEIS cannot
ignore the possibility for high methyl mercury concentrations during
inundation in the fall, winter, or spring.

DEIS, p. 47: "Water quality impacts from mercury, harmful algal blooms, or fecal coliform
bacteria would not occur from operation of the FRE facility so there are no adverse impacts from
these."
Appendix N, p. N-68: "The evaluation of these parameters is documented in the Reservoir Water
Quality Report (Anchor QEA 2019a), which found the FRE facility would have several
characteristics that would make it unlikely to generate or promote significant methylmercury or
cyanobacteria problems, including the following:
• Relatively Low Temperatures: Flood flows high enough to trigger temporary reservoir storage
would typically occur between October and March, when air and river temperatures are typically
relatively low.

Ramlal_Kelly_1993_MethylMercuryProductionLakes
KellyEtal_1997_IncreasesFluxesGreenhouseGasesMethyl
BrighamEtal_2002_MethylmercuryFloodControlNWMinnesota
Maupin_Pickett_2017_MercuryReviewChehalisBasinStrategy

Reservoir Water Quality Report, p 7: ""• Fall to spring inundation – High-flow events that trigger
impoundment in the FRE facility typically occur between fall and spring when the temperature is
low.4 These low temperatures suppress bacterial activity and mercury methylation."
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Comment
ID
Water_44

Water_45

Water_46

Resource
Topic
Surface
Water

Surface
Water

Groundwater

Document
Reviewed
Appendix
N_Water

Appendix
N_Water

Appendix
N_Water

Section
3.2.2.1.1.2

App. N:
3.2.2.1; DEIS:
5.1.2.2

3.2.2.1.1.1
and 3.2.2.1.2

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
N-68; DEIS p. 47

N-49, N-68;
DEIS p. 47

N-51 and N-69

Comment
The DEIS falsely concludes that “water quality impacts from
mercury…would not occur from operation of the FRE facility” (DEIS, p. 47)
because flooded waters in the reservoir would be highly turbulent
(Appendix N, p. N-68). While initial flows into the reservoir would be
turbulent, the reservoir would be inundated for up to 35 days (Appendix N,
p. N-49) or longer (White Paper, Hydrology #2). The water within the
reservoir would not be turbulent during much of this period and the
decomposition of inundated vegetation would lead to anoxic conditions
that promote mercury methylation (Kelly et al. 1997, Hsu-Kim et al. 2013;
see comment Water_42).

The DEIS erroneously bases its conclusion that “water quality impacts from
mercury…would not occur from operation of the FRE facility” (DEIS, p. 47)
on a report that uses the incorrect expected inundation frequency for the
proposed temporary reservoir (Appendix N, p. N-68; Reservoir Water
Quality Report, p. 7). In its argument that the proposed FRE facility is
unlikely to promote methylmercury issues, Appendix N directs the reader
to the Reservoir Water Quality Report (Anchor QEA 2019a) for evaluation
of the claim. The latter bases its evaluation on an expected inundation
frequency of once every 7 years (p. 7). The DEIS and Appendix N, however,
anticipates that inundation will occur once every 4-5 years (Appendix N, p.
N-49). Therefore, the DEIS underestimates the potential for increases in
methylmercury concentrations post-flooding of the reservoir and the
subsequent bioaccumulation up the food chain.

Within the area of the temporary reservoir associated with the FRE facility,
the DEIS neglects to analyze the effects on groundwater, and therefore
baseflow and water temperature, of the conversion from existing riparian
vegetation to a scrub-shrub community that includes phreatophytes (e.g.,
willows) that root deep enough to access groundwater through the
growing season (see Table 1-4 in DEIS, Appendix 1, p 1-31). The shift in
plant communities could result in increased groundwater use by plants
and less groundwater contributions to local streamflow (e.g., Lubczynski,
2009).

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
DEIS, p. 47: "Water quality impacts from mercury, harmful algal blooms, or fecal coliform
bacteria would not occur from operation of the FRE facility so there are no adverse impacts from
these."
Appendix N, p. N-68: "The evaluation of these parameters is documented in the Reservoir Water
Quality Report (Anchor QEA 2019a), which found the FRE facility would have several
characteristics that would make it unlikely to generate or promote significant methylmercury or
cyanobacteria problems, including the following:

Administrative Record File Name
KellyEtal_1997_IncreasesFluxesGreenhouseGasesMethyl
Hsu-KimEtal_2013_MechanismHgBioavailability

• Hydraulic Properties: Flood flows into and through the temporary reservoir would tend to be
highly turbulent."
DEIS, p. 47: "Water quality impacts from mercury, harmful algal blooms, or fecal coliform
bacteria would not occur from operation of the FRE facility so there are no adverse impacts from
these."
Appendix N, p. N-68: "The evaluation of these parameters is documented in the Reservoir Water
Quality Report (Anchor QEA
2019a), which found the FRE facility would have several characteristics that would make it
unlikely to generate or promote significant methylmercury or cyanobacteria problems...."
Reservoir Water Quality Report, p. 7: "Impoundment is expected to occur, on average,
approximately 1 month out of every 7 years. Therefore, more than 98% of the time the reservoir
will not retain flood water...."
Appendix N, p. N-49: "Modeling showed that in the future, on average, such flows would occur
about once every 5 years (i.e., about a 20% chance of occurring in any given year) in the mid
century, and once every 4 years in the late-century (25% chance of occurring in any given year),
most commonly between October and March."
Lubczynski_2009_HydrogeologicalRoleTreesWaterLtdEnviro
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ID
Water_47

Resource
Topic
Surface
Water

Document
Reviewed
Appendix
N_Water

Section
App. N:
3.2.2.1.1.2;
DEIS: 5.1.2.2

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
N-49, N-68;
DEIS p. 47

Comment
The DEIS fails to provide sufficient evidence for its conclusion that “water
quality impacts from mercury…would not occur from operation of the FRE
facility” (DEIS, p. 47) because the frequency and duration of inundation
would not provide opportunity for methylmercury to “appreciably
bioaccumulate in fish and other aquatic organisms” (Reservoir Water
Quality Report, p. 7). The DEIS bases its conclusion on the evaluation
documented in the Reservoir Quality Report (Anchor QEA 2019a; Appendix
N, p. N-68). The Reservoir Water Quality Report (hereafter referred to as
WQ report) references three peer-reviewed articles to support its claim
that “mercury methylation will be limited and too intermittent to result in
meaningful bioaccumulation” (p. 8). The WQ report references these
articles in the following statement on page 7: “Mercury bioaccumulates in
fish over the course of years and peak mercury concentrations in fish
typically occur years after the impoundment of a permanent pool (Bodaly
et al. 2007; Paranjape and Hall 2017; Hsu-Kim et al. 2018)”. The use of
these sources as support for the argument that methylmercury would not
appreciably bioaccumulate in aquatic organisms is inappropriate. First,
Paranjape and Hall (2017) only mention post-impoundment fish mercury
levels in relation to the long-term persistence of elevated mercury
concentrations, rather than a delay in elevated levels as the WQ report
implies. Secondly, the other two articles do discuss the accumulation of
mercury over time, but only as it pertains to peak methylmercury levels in
fish. Hsu-Kim and colleague (2018) conducted a literature review where
they note peak methylmercury levels in fish occurring 3 or more years
after flooding in various reservoirs, but make no mention of accumulation
rates or levels prior in the years leading up to the peaks. Boday and
colleagues (2007) evaluated post-impoundment mercury levels in fish over
35 years post-impoundment across multiple reservoirs. However, they only
present data on when they observed peak levels; all fish collected in one
year were treated as a single sample and they do not present any
methylmercury accumulation data prior to the peak years. The WQ Report
cites these articles to argue that appreciable bioaccumulation would not
occur because peak levels occur years after impoundment in permanent
reservoirs. Yet, the fact that peak levels occur years after flooding does not
mean that significant uptake of methylmercury by fish or other aquatic
organisms will not occur immediately once methylmercury concentrations
start increasing during reservoir inundation.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
DEIS, p. 47: "Water quality impacts from mercury, harmful algal blooms, or fecal coliform
bacteria would not occur from operation of the FRE facility so there are no adverse impacts from
these."

Administrative Record File Name
BodalyEtal_2007_TimeCourseIncreasedHgFish

Appendix N, p. N-68: "The evaluation of these parameters is documented in the Reservoir Water
Quality Report (Anchor QEA 2019a), which found the FRE facility would have several
characteristics that would make it unlikely to generate or promote significant methylmercury or
cyanobacteria problems...."

Hsu-KimEtal_2018_AquaticMercuryPollutionReview

Paranjape_Hall_2017_MercuryMethylationAquaticSystems

HallEtal_1997_FoodDominantPathwayMethylmercuryFis

Reservoir Water Quality Report, p. 8: "...mercury methylation will be limited and too
intermittent to result in meaningful bioaccumulation."
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Document
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N_Water
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N_Water

Section
App. N:
3.2.2.1.1.2;
DEIS: 5.1.2.2

App. N:
3.2.2.1.1.2;
DEIS: 5.1.2.2

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
N-49, N-68;
DEIS p. 47

N-49, N-68;
DEIS p. 47

Comment
There is evidence that methylmercury uptake and concentration elevation
happens rapidly in aquatic organisms and could occur within the expected
inundation period for the proposed reservoir—up to 35 days according to
the DEIS (Appendix N, p. N-49), although further evaluation suggests the
temporary reservoir could be inundated for much longer periods (see
Hydrology Memo 2). While a delay in methylmercury production does
occur after initial flooding, research suggests that no such lag period exists
for the uptake of methylmercury by zooplankton. In an experimental
reservoir in northwestern Ontario, methylmercury concentrations in
zooplankton were highly correlated with methylmercury in unfiltered
water and on suspended particles. The researchers observed no indication
of a delay in zooplankton methylmercury concentrations to changes in
methylmercury in water, suggesting that the transfer of methylmercury to
zooplankton occurs rapidly (Paterson 1989). Zooplankton are consumed by
many adult and juvenile fish and is thus a major means by which
methylmercury is directly transferred to fish downstream from reservoirs
(Schetagne et al. 2000). The transfer of methylmercury concentrations
from zooplankton to fish also occurs swiftly, as demonstrated by a study
that observed fish fed zooplankton with high concentrations of
methylmercury had significantly higher mercury concentrations in their
muscle tissue after only 32 days when compared to fish fed zooplankton
with low levels of methylmercury over the same period (Hall et al. 1997).
The rapid uptake of methylmercury by fish is also shown by a study that
detected higher concentrations in fish exposed to mercury through water
and food than control fish over a 27-day trial (Hrenchuk et al. 2012).
Therefore, the potential exists for methylmercury accumulation in fish due
to the proposed FRE facility, despite the temporary nature of the reservoir.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Reservoir Water Quality Report, p. 7: "Mercury bioaccumulates in fish over the course of years
and peak mercury concentrations in fish typically occur years after the impoundment of a
permanent pool (Bodaly et al. 2007; Paranjape and Hall 2017; Hsu-Kim et al. 2018).

Even if infrequent events of elevated methylmercury levels from the
proposed FRE facility have the potential to result in significant
bioaccumulation effects in fish. The WQ report itself acknowledges that
existing fish mercury levels may already be elevated: “…across nine
waterbodies (five natural lakes and four reservoirs) in Western
Washington, ‘mean mercury concentrations in fish from all waterbodies in
all surveys exceed the WQS [water quality standard] of 30 ppb [parts per
billion], except for one survey in one lake (salmonid results from Lake
Nahwatzel in 2008)’ (Maupin and Pickett 2017).” (p. 6). Little data
currently exists on mercury levels in fish in the Chehalis River, and no data
exists for the upper Chehalis River (Maupin and Pickett 2017). Therefore, it
cannot be ascertained whether the proposed FRE facility may lead to fish
mercury levels that trigger fish consumption advisories. The DEIS has an
obligation to adequately evaluate and assess this potential, and it has
failed to provide sufficient evidence that it has done so. The DEIS has also
failed to propose conducting baseline fish tissue mercury monitoring for
fish in the upper Chehalis River, both upstream and downstream of the
proposed facility location. The collection of baseline fish mercury levels
would allow for proper assessment of risk and potential effects if
methylmercury concentrations increase during reservoir inundation. It
would also provide the baseline data needed to measure any potential
methylmercury bioaccumulation after the facility is in operation.

Reservoir Water Quality Report, p. 6: "As shown in Maupin and Pickett (2017), natural lakes and
reservoirs in Washington with permanent pools can exhibit elevated concentrations of mercury
in fish, of which the majority is methylmercury. Indeed, across nine waterbodies (five natural
lakes and four reservoirs) in Western Washington, “mean mercury concentrations in fish from all
waterbodies in all surveys exceed the WQS [water quality standard] of 30 ppb [parts per billion],
except for one survey in one lake (salmonid results from Lake Nahwatzel in 2008)” (Maupin and
Pickett 2017)."

Administrative Record File Name
PatersonEtal_1989_MethylmercuryZooplanktonPeatlandReservoir
SchetagneEtal_2000_ExpoertMercuryDownstreamReservoirs
HallEtal_1997_FoodDominantPathwayMethylmercuryFis
Hrenchuk_2012_YellowPerchMercuryAcc

Maupin_Pickett_2017_MercuryReviewChehalisBasinStrategy
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Section
2.1.3.1

Doc Page
Number
(not PDF
pg #)
F-8

Appendix
F_Earth

6.2.2.1.3

F-76

Changes to
the Chehalis
River During
Operation

Chapter
5.2_Earth

5.2

Throughout

The Local Actions Alternative anticipates hardened approaches to bank erosion and channel migration
only; there is no justification for the claim that 'geological and geomorphic processes would continue
to experience substantial flood risk'. Flooding would not be significantly reduced. Geological and
geomorphological processes would continue to experience substantial flood risk.

Earth_4

Landslide
Activity

Appendix
F_Earth

5.1.1.2.2 and
5.3.1.4

F-40, F-51,
F-52

Increased frequency, extent and magnitude of landsliding and surface erosion within proposed
reservoir area will increase fine sediment to river, impacting water quality and salmon redds. For
example, landslides are major source of fine sediment: Anderson et al. 2017 point out that the vast
majority of sediment delivered to the North Fork Stillaguamish River was fine grained: "The sediment
delivery from the deposit was predominantly fine grained: 77 percent (by mass) of the eroded
material was silt or clay (less than 0.063 millimeter [mm]), 19 percent sand (0.063–2 mm), and 4
percent pebbles and cobbles (greater than 2 mm)."

Earth_5

Landslide
Activity

Appendix
F_Earth

5.2

Throughout

Increased frequency, extent and magnitude of landsliding and surface erosion within proposed
reservoir area will increase sediment to river. Lin et al. 2011 report "... that each time water turbidity
in the reservoir area rapidly increased up to ten-fold from the river catchment drainage, and the
weight of landslide debris exceeded total sediment discharge five-fold." The fact that huge amounts
of landslide debris still remained on upstream slopes and water turbidity suddenly increased in the
reservoir area but not in upstream channel implied that the increasing water turbidity in Shihmen
Reservoir was indirectly related to large landslides occurring in the upstream catchment.

LinEtal_2011_RainstormTriggeredLandlisdesHighTurbidity

Earth_6

Landslide
Activity

Appendix
F_Earth

5.2

Throughout

Relationship between reservoirs and landslides is well established. Hu et al. 2015 begin their article
on the Zhujiadian landslide in the Three Gorges Reservoir, China with "Water impoundment of the
Three Gorges Reservoir has induced more than 5,000 landslides or potential landslides. These are
huge threats to the safety of the dam and the people living in the reservoir area." The DEIS fails to
adequately identify and characterize the potential for landslides triggered by the FRE facility and
operations, and the catastrophic downstream impacts of dam failure.

HuEtal_2015_DeformationFailureZhujiadianLandslide3Gorges

Earth_7

Landslide
Activity

Appendix
F_Earth

5.2

Throughout

Reservoir operations, particularly reservoir draw-down, trigger landslides: Dai et al 2019 “when
reservoir level drops, the underground water level of slope decreases with a lower speed, forming
large hydraulic gradient oriented towards the outside of slope and increasing the sliding force, which
decrease the stability”. Further, Yang and Wang (2014) state: "Water level variation is one of the main
triggering factors of landslides in reservoirs." The DEIS fails to adequately identify and characterize the
potential for landslides triggered by the FRE facility and operations, and the catastrophic downstream
impacts of dam failure.

DaiEtal_2019_DeformationMechanismChinaReservoir_Earth

Earth_8

Changes to
the Chehalis
River During
Operation

Appendix
F_Earth

5.1.1.2.1

F-38

Figure F-8 Fails to identify bedrock reaches which is a fatal flaw in DEIS analyses. Further, bank erosion
impacts are not considered, nor is the effect of landslides on steepening upper slopes above the
reservoir which would facilitate more slope and sediment instability.
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Appendix
F_Earth

Earth_2

Changes to
the Chehalis
River During
Operation

Earth_3

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
Figure F-3 under-represents landslide risks and fails to depict 2007 deep seated slide mapped by DNR;
North and South Quarries are in locations that could worsen mass wasting but there is no analysis of
their impact; the DEIS makes no effort to predict future slide locations or consider their effect on the
construction or operation of the FRE facility.
Sediment supply and sediment transport and related downstream impacts to geomorphic processes
are a fundamental to productive salmon habitat. Modifications in sediment supply and downstream
transport of gravels and fines will have significant indirect impacts that will amplify over time. The
DEIS fails to quantify or account for the intensity and scale of these impacts. See related comments
regarding Cascade of Ecosystem Impacts and effects on Spring Chinook and Steelhead.

Figure F-3

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name

Overall, the HEC-RAS modeling predicts significant adverse impacts to sediment
transport and substrate characteristics within the temporary reservoir
fluctuation zone. These significant impacts could be detrimental to fish and
aquatic habitat by increasing fine sediment deposition in the riverbed
(substrate). The model predicts moderate impacts to geomorphology between
the FRE facility and approximately RM 85. This would have significant adverse
effects on fish and aquatic habitat as described in the Fish Species and Habitats
Discipline Report.

An estimated 5.7 to 8.7 million tons of sediment from landslides were supplied
to the Chehalis headwaters (upstream of the proposed FRE facility) during the
2007 flood (Watershed GeoDynamics and Anchor QEA 2017). Because of the
deeply weathered soils in the Chehalis Basin and the relatively shallow depth of
most of the landslides, much of this sediment was fine-grained clay, silt, and
sand, which was transported as suspended load through the river system or
deposited as overbank deposits on downstream floodplain areas.

AndersonEtal_2017_GeomorphicResponseOsoLandslide

Figure F-8
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Earth_12

Landslide
Activity

Appendix
F_Earth

Executive
Summary

Earth_13

Other

Appendix
F_Earth

Earth_14

Landslide
Activity

Other

Earth_10

Earth_11

Earth_15

Comment
LS-18, LS-19, LS-26 were not analyzed for slope stability, but need to be to inform impacts and risk
analyses, including seismic and saturated conditions from FRE operations. The findings from Shannon
and Wilson 2019 were used in the DEIS analysis which did not follow federal and state guidelines for
dam analysis. The report utilized information for operations that has since changed and therefore
may not be valid.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Technical Analysis to Support DEIS: Shannon & Wilson, Inc., 2019. Chehalis
Basin Strategy: Phase 3 Landslide Evaluation. Report prepared by Shannon &
Wilson, Inc., Seattle, Wash., 21-1-21897-021, for Chehalis Basin Workgroup,
May 10, 2019.

Administrative Record File Name
WAEcology_1993_DamSafetyGuidelinesPartIV

The 100-year FRE water surface is the maximum inundation depth analyzed for landslide stability in
DEIS; Shannon and Wilson Analysis utilized a water surface elevation of 604.4 feet in their analysis
whereas the DEIS references a water surface of 627 feet. The maximum routed Probable Maximum
Flood (PMF) reservoir elevation is stated as 650 feet. The maximum elevation should be used in
analysis.

Technical Analysis to Support DEIS: Shannon & Wilson, Inc., 2019. Chehalis
Basin Strategy: Phase 3 Landslide Evaluation. Report prepared by Shannon &
Wilson, Inc., Seattle, Wash., 21-1-21897-021, for Chehalis Basin Workgroup,
May 10, 2019.

WAEcology_1993_DamSafetyGuidelinesPartIV

LS-3 and LS-4; modeling performed to demonstrate stability did not utilize proposed FRE operations,
including potential maximum water surface elevations and saturated groundwater conditions;
therefore the statement of risk is potentially not accurate. In addition, the referenced event of 150year return period does not follow design guidelines.

Technical Analysis to Support DEIS: Shannon & Wilson, Inc., 2019. Chehalis
Basin Strategy: Phase 3 Landslide Evaluation. Report prepared by Shannon &
Wilson, Inc., Seattle, Wash., 21-1-21897-021, for Chehalis Basin Workgroup,
May 10, 2019.

WAEcology_1993_DamSafetyGuidelinesPartIV

ES-2

The DIES and supporting analyses did not follow analysis protocols specified in state and federal
guidelines.

Seismic analyses were not performed for other landforms...

WAEcology_1993_DamSafetyGuidelinesPartIV

Introduction

F-1

Federal regulations and guidelines for evaluating landslides, seismic conditions, and geotechnical
needs for dam construction were not referenced, including but not limited to: FEMA, Army Corps of
Engineering, Bureau of Reclamation.

Appendix
F_Earth

2.1.3.1
Landslides/Mass
Wasting

F-7

The referenced 27 landslides are not comprehensive and many landslide landforms were missed in
that mapping effort. Analyses done to determine stability utilized information that has changed, such
as proposed maximum water surface elevation, proposed drawdown rate, and seismic thresholds.
Potential risk and impacts from slope stability are underrepresented as the basis for this statement
comes from a document that did not fully analyze all landslides nor did it utilize current proposed FRE
operational conditions. Combined, all of these elements results in an assumed conservative prediction
of slope stability and potentially underrepresents risk and impacts to the FRE facility, operations and
ecological systems: See comments Earth-9 through Earth-13.

Of the 27 landslides shown in Figure F-3, four show signs of activity. The others
are dormant or relict. Of all the landslides studied in the temporary reservoir
area, six could have a potential effect on the FRE facility (Figure F-4).

WAEcology_1993_DamSafetyGuidelinesPartIV

Appendix
F_Earth

2.3.2 Rock
Aggregate
Quarry Sites

F-16

None of the quarries identified are registered as permitted sites with the WA DNR database, nor are
they used for commercial purposes outside of forestry practice use. Based on air photos and LiDAR,
only one of the three proposed quarries appears to have had any activity (Huckleberry Ridge).
Quarries used for forestry management do not constitute a "commercial quarry" suitable for a land
use or development activity outside of forestry. A conditional use permit would be needed for
quarries greater than 3 acres and must be consistent with Comprehensive Plan zoning which would
require that they be within a Mineral Resource Land (MRL) zoning;. None of the proposed quarry sites
in within designated MRLs; therefore a Comp-Plan Amendment would be needed.

"Visits to two commercial quarries".

LewisCounty_2020_CountyCodeArticleVIMineralResourceLands

USBR_ACOE_2019_DamRiskManual

USBR_ACOE_2019_DamRiskManual

USBR_ACOE_2019_DamRiskManual

USBR_ACOE_2019_DamRiskManual
USBR_ACOE_2019_DamRiskManual

USBR_ACOE_2019_DamRiskManual

The Lewis County Comprehensive Plan and zoning ordinance designates Mineral Resource Lands in
Lewis County such that “only those existing permitted surface mining operations are designated as
Mineral Resource Lands…however, other mineral resource lands may be designated subject to a
redesignation application process”. LCC 17.30.720, the mineral resource lands in Lewis County are
classified based on existing permitted surface mining operations (17.30.720(1)). Process also include
Special Use requirements (LCC 17.142-draft), State Regulations also apply, potentially including but
not limited to: Shoreline Management Act (Chapter 90.58 RCW), and Growth Management Act
(Chapter 36.70A RCW)

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020
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3.2.2.1

F-22

Statement "Locations where probable deep-seated landslides could occur were evaluated in three
landslide reports (Shannon & Wilson 2014a, 2015, 2017)..." is incorrect. Shannon and Wilson mapped
locations where deep-seated landslides "have occurred". There was no predictive mapping or
evaluation of where deep-seated landslides "could occur" other than to look at past landslides. New
landslides resulting from reservoir fluctuations are possible.

Earth_18
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3.2.2.1

F-23

The designation of the following impact as potentially "minor" is false: "While operations of the FRE
facility control the release of water from the reservoir to reduce the potential for landslides, the
potential for landslides to occur would remain and these would have a significant to minor adverse
impact on water quality due to increased turbidity." Impacts would be SIGNIFICANT because the
potential for landslide activity resulting from reservoir fluctuations is underrepresented, therefore
there will likely be far more landslides than indicated in the supporting technical analyses, and thus,
more impacts from turbidity and sedimentation. See Landslide Potential Memo.
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3.2.2.1

F-23

Proposed mitigation as a "surface water quality plan" is merely speculative. At a minimum, to reduce
impacts, such a plan should include reduced drawdown rates, consideration of loss of vegetation,
improved groundwater data and friction angles, and re-modeling using appropriate modeling
techniques for this application and updated parameters in order to evaluate what operations changes
would be needed to address reservoir-induced landslide initiation. It should be recognized that this
will likely affect all other impact analyses that consider drawdown rate, sedimentation, water quality,
and habitat. See Landslide Potential Memo.

Earth_20
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3.2.2.1

F-24

Breach of the FRE facility would result in significant loss of life, damage to properties and
infrastructure, and loss of aquatic habitat. State and federal design standards establish methods for
evaluating and presenting this risk. The 2019 Shannon and Wilson assessment failed to follow these
guidelines to make their recommendations and draw their conclusions.

"if a breach of the FRE structure occurred while the reservoir was holding
water, the adverse impacts could not be mitigated and would be significant and
unavoidable."
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3.2.4

F-26

EARTH-1 mitigation is for water quality impacts but only considers slope instability at the FRE related
to construction; devegetation, topsoil loss, erosion, and slope instability within the reservoir pool
footprint are not considered, even though erosion and landsliding is anticipated and could deliver
significant quantities of sediment. See Landslide Potential Memo.

EARTH-1 : To reduce potential impacts on water quality from slope instability at
the FRE facility during construction, mitigation is proposed for the Applicant to
identify unstable ground in the proximity of the FRE facility and to either
excavate and haul this material to a waste disposal site or stabilize the ground
by methods such as soil nails, tieback shoring, rock bolts, shotcrete, bracing,
and scaling.
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3.2.4

F-26

EARTH-2 mitigation does not consider mitigating impacts from all landslides and mass wasting
resulting from reservoir impoundment and drawdown. These impacts that would need to be
mitigated including mitigation for displacement waves, potential overtopping of the dam, impacts to
FRE operations and facility/structure, impacts to aquatic habitat. See Landslide Potential Memo.

EARTH-2 : To reduce impacts to the FRE facility from unstable deep-seated
landslides, mitigation is proposed for the Applicant to develop a plan to
stabilize landslides using, but not limited to, the following methods: 1)
excavate unstable soil where adjacent to the FRE facility; 2) add buttressing
and drainage to increase slope stability where adjacent to the FRE facility; and
3) monitor landslide activity where distant from the FRE facility. Ecology would
approve the Landslide Stabilization Plan and it would be required to be
implemented prior to or during construction.

Earth_23
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3.2.4

F-26

EARTH-3 acknowledgement of Quarry impacts and proposed mitigation is lacking. Mitigation
associated with the development of three quarries that may have slope stability issues proximate to
salmon bearing (Type S) waters of the state designated Shoreline Jurisdictions and Critical Areas
would be expected. The DEIS fails to acknowledge or analyze impacts from development of the
quarries or to proposed mitigation to reduce the scale and intensity of impacts. See Landslide
Potential Memo.

Section
2.3.3.3

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
Modeling by Shannon and Wilson 2019 did not utilize appropriate parameters, including: 1) water
surface elevation, 2) drawdown rate, 3) groundwater elevations. The use of friction angles is also in
question. It is anticipated that slope instability given fluctuations of the reservoir is greater than
stated. In addition, seismic analysis would also be needed to meet federal and state design standards.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name
WAEcology_1993_DamSafetyGuidelinesPartIV
USBR_ACOE_2019_DamRiskManual

Locations where probable deep-seated landslides could occur were evaluated
in three landslide reports (Shannon & Wilson 2014a, 2015, 2017)...

WAEcology_1993_DamSafetyGuidelinesPartIV
USBR_ACOE_2019_DamRiskManual
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6.2.2.1.1

F-64

Inundation frequencies appear to assume only one potential inundation period per year is possible.
Multiple events typical with atmospheric river weather conditions typical to the Pacific Northwest
often have back-to-back storms separated by a few weeks in which case multiple reservoir-filling
events per year are possible. There are many examples of this in the historic hydrograph records.
Therefore, the reservoir will likely be filled more than is stated in the DEIS. If the drawdown rate
needs to be adjusted to decrease the potential for landslide activation, then the duration of reservoir
inundation would also potentially be greater. Therefore, the estimates of impoundment duration are
underrepresented in the DEIS. See Landslide Potential Memo.

Landslide
Activity

Appendix
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6.2.2.1.1

F-65

The effectiveness of shrub vegetation on stabilizing slopes is less than mature conifers. An assumed
failure plane of 6 feet was referenced. Few shrub roots extend deeper than that and would not
effectively reduce slab and shallow failures. See Landslide Potential Memo.
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2.3.2.1

F-16

The DEIS assumption of a 45 degree friction angle is a VERY conservative number and doesn't
correspond in anyway to the geotechnical data or slope modeling done by Shannon and Wilson 2019.
The field conditions do not support this. Use of this value will underrepresent the potential
instability. The DEIS fails to present any rationale for why this conservative value was used. See
Landslide Potential Memo.

Based on an assumed 45-degree friction angle, the response spectra analyses
indicated the potential for sliding in both upstream and downstream directions
during earthquakes.

Earth_28
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3.2.2.1

F-22

The analyses presented in the DEIS underrepresents the potential for landslides perpetuated by the
land clearing and operations of the reservoir. This underrepresentation is propagated into the impact
analyses, including geomorphology and ecological studies, that draw on these conclusions. See
related comments in the Cascade of Ecosystem Impacts memo.

The fluctuating water level in the temporary reservoir could result in deepseated landslide instability, and damage to the FRE facility from a landslideinduced seiche (oscillation of a water body). The changes in water level could
also result in shallow landslides around the perimeter of the reservoir
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5.3.2

F-53

The sediment transport model only extends to the Newaukum River confluence (RM 75) and thus
impacts to sediment transport downstream of that location are not properly evaluated in the DEIS. No
justification for ending the model at the Newaukum confluence was provided in the DEIS. The
modeled results of changes in bed elevation as a result of the proposed project (Figure F-27; pg. F-77)
do not support ending the model at RM 75 given that the largest aggradation segment of the river is
shortly upstream of the Newaukum River confluence and thus sediment transport was not in
equilibrium at the downstream model extent. Because of this, it is unjustified to end the model at
this location.

Sediment transport within the mainstem Chehalis River between approximately
RM 118 (upstream f the temporary reservoir area) and the confluence with the
Newaukum River (approximately RM 75) was evaluated using a onedimensional (1D) HEC-RAS version 5.07 model...
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Earth_25

Landslide
Activity

Earth_26

Comment
A volume of approximately 15 million cubic yards of sediment potentially contributed to the FRE
reservoir area by landslides influenced by FRE operations was calculated by NSD (see Landslide
Potential Memo). The DEIS analysis assumes that 10% of the steep slopes below the reservoir pool
crest (627 feet) would be the only potential source of sediment potentially contributed to the
reservoir area resulting from operations and the volume of sediment would be less than 840,500
cubic yards. This assumes that no retrogressive and/or sympathetic slope failures would occur above
the reservoir pool associated with these slides, nor does it consider reactivation of deep-seated
landslide susceptibility, predictive modeling of potential new landslides, or sediment contributions
from the shallow landslides along the FRE reservoir margin. The DEIS estimate underrepresents the
potential sediment volumes contributed to the Chehalis River resulting from landslides affected by
FRE operations, thus the analyses that rely on this estimate for impact assessments are inherently
flawed.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name

The geometry file was modified to remove portions of the river downstream of
the confluence with the Newaukum River (approximately RM 75)

Because the available data was insufficient to evaluate impacts to sediment transport and substrate
downstream of the Newaukum River confluence, all impact assessments that depend on the
conclusions of the geomorphic analysis are also not supported by data presented in the DEIS. This
includes impacts to wetlands, wildlife, and fish/aquatic resources. In order to adequately evaluate
impacts to sediment transport downstream of the Newaukum Confluence, the sediment transport
model needs to be extended further downstream. See Cascade of Ecosystems Effects Technical
Memo.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020
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Comment
Specifics about how sediment transport through the FRE facility is modeled are not provided in the
DEIS other than stating that a representative gate and spillway were added. In particular, it is
unknown whether the model accounts for ponding upstream of the outlets at flows greater than
8,500 cfs, nor whether the influence of the trash rack was modeled. Both factors would decrease
coarse sediment transport through the FRE facility and thus decrease the amount of bedload in
downstream reaches. Therefore, all impacts that rely on the conclusions of the sediment transport
model such as impacts to geomorphic processes, habitat-formation, wetlands, and wildlife are underestimated in the DEIS.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
The geometry file for FRE facility conditions was also modified to add a crosssection representing the FRE facility with a representative gate and spillway.

Administrative Record File Name

More details about how the FRE facility will influence sediment transport are needed as is an
explanation of how the outlets will impact downstream sediment transport.
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5.3.2.1.2

F-54

The methods used to scale the flow record to account for climate change projects does not accurately
characterize the magnitude of changes that could result from future climate change (See hydrology
and climate change white paper). Because changes to flow due to climate change are underestimated, so too are the impacts to downstream sediment transport as evaluated using the sediment
transport model.

A 30-year flow record was derived from existing historical flows in the Chehalis
Basin (October 1, 1988 through September 30, 2018) and used to develop midand late-century conditions that include projections for precipitation from
climate change (Hill and Karpack 2019).

Therefore, all impacts that rely on the conclusions of the sediment transport model such as impacts to
geomorphic processes, habitat-formation, wetlands, and wildlife are under-estimated in the DEIS. The
model should be re-run using more accurate climate change scaling methodologies to better evaluate
downstream impacts due to the propose FRE facility.
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5.3.2.1.3

F-56

The assumption that bedload contributes 10% of the total load is contrary to the sensitivity analysis
conducted during model development and presented in the 2017 and 2019 baseline reports which
assume 6% and 5% respectively (Watershed GeoDynamics and Anchor QEA 2017; Watershed
GeoDynamics 2019). The doubling of bedload proportion would act to dampen the effects of the FRE
facility on channel bed elevations by increasing the amount of bed-forming coarse sediment delivered
to the mainstem river through tributary inputs in the model. This would act to artificially raise
modeled channel bed elevations and under-predict the amount of channel incision that could be
expected to occur under the proposed FRE operation scenario.

Bedload was assumed to be 10% of the total load, based on studies in other
gravel-bedded rivers and sensitivity analysis performed for the 2017 report.

WatershedGeo_Anchor_2017_GeomorphSedTransLWDReport
WatershedGeo_2019_GeomorphologySedimentTransport

If the bedload percentage was kept to the previously published values, greater degrees of channel
incision would be expected to occur. This would cause greater impacts to aquatic and floodplain
habitats than what are described in the DEIS. Therefore, impacts related to sediment transport and
geomorphic processes are under-estimated. The model should be re-run using the previously
published parameters and a discussion should be included as to how the change in bedload
percentage influences impacts to downstream sediment transport and habitat.
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5.3.2.1.4

F-56

The 2017 sediment transport report states that the sediment transport function (Ackers-White
formula) used in the sediment transport model does not estimate as much sediment transport as
scour monitor observations used to calibrate the model. Because of this, more sediment transport is
expected than the model predicts. This would result in greater decreases in channel bed elevation
(incision) and less sediment storage within the mainstem river than is predicted by the model. The
DEIS does not comment on how the sediment transport formula would influence results.
Therefore, all impacts that rely on the conclusions of the sediment transport model such as impacts to
geomorphic processes, habitat-formation, wetlands, and wildlife are under-estimated in the DEIS. A
discussion about how the results of the sediment transport model are influenced by the sediment
transport formula is needed in the DEIS. In addition, a discussion about how uncertainty in the
sediment transport model due to this factor would influence impact designations is also needed

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

The 1D quasi-unsteady flow sediment transport model in HEC-RAS Version 5.07
was run using the Ackers-White total load function, Thomas sorting method,
and Report 12 fall velocity method.
From the 2017 report:
“The Ackers-White formula produced results that were more similar to the
scour monitor data [Than Meyer Peter-Muller or Wilcock-Crowe], but still not
as much movement as measured at the scour monitor locations. To test if a
lower critical shear stress value could produce results more similar to the scour
monitor and observational data, several different runs were made with
adjustments to the transport formulae variable that represents the critical
shear stress. Adjust the critical shear stress variable within a physically
reasonable range did not appreciably improve model results. Because there
was such limited data for calibration, the Ackers-White method with no
adjustments was chosen for further modeling runs.”
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5.3.2.1.3

F-56

Comment
Bedload measurements were not used to calibrate the sediment transport model and thus the
accuracy of the model is not known. There is no discussion in the DEIS about the uncertainty of the
model nor how its accuracy influences the assessment of related impacts. Because of this, all impacts
related to the sediment transport model are suspect in their accuracy and final conclusions.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
There were limited sediment transport data available to calibrate the sediment
transport results of the HEC-RAS model. Scour monitor data from 2014 and
2018 were used to compare predicted and modeled initiation of movement
(Watershed GeoDynamics and Anchor QEA 2014; Watershed GeoDynamics
2019b). One set of bedload transport measurements was made in 2014, which
included 1 day of a high flow event. Due to the inability to capture sand-sized
sediment, the bedload transport measurements were not used to calibrate the
sediment transport model.

The model approach significantly under-estimates the sediment load due to landslides, both under
baseline and proposed conditions. Because much of the coarse sediment delivered to the river
upstream of the FRE facility is predicted to be impounded behind the proposed structure (see Figures
F-21, F-22, F-23), the under-estimation of the load would result in a greater decrease in coarse
sediment and greater increase in fine sediment downstream of the FRE facility under proposed
conditions than what is modeled in the DEIS. This has implications on impacts to downstream
sediment transport, the aquatic ecosystem, and treaty resources (See Landslide Potential memo and
Cascade of Ecosystem Effects memo).

Incoming sediment loads were estimated using published suspended sediment
load measurements (Glancy 1971) and extended to higher flows based on
estimated input from landslides during storms (Watershed GeoDynamics and
Anchor QEA 2017). Because the HEC-RAS model uses a rating-curve approach
to predict sediment input, the higher peak flows under mid- and late-century
scenarios will predict proportionately higher sediment inputs that represent
the likely higher incidence of landslides under climate change conditions.
Potential landslide input as a result of reservoir inundation was not explicitly
included in these input values because most of the coarse sediment (sand and
larger) would be deposited in the reservoir and likely not make it into the
mainstem Chehalis River. However, the analysis of past landslide input used to
estimate incoming loads does include storm-induced landslides within the
temporary reservoir.

The under-estimates are due to: 1) The modeled sediment load due to 2007 landslides is ~10 times
less than what was estimated in previous reports (Watershed GeoDynamics and Anchor QEA 2017)
(450,000 tons in the sediment transport model vs 4,500,000 tons estimated). The difference between
the modeled and estimated sediment load is greater than the total estimated sediment load from
non-landslide sources between 1988-2015 (3,880,000 tons) (Watershed GeoDynamics and Anchor
QEA, 2017). The under-estimation of the sediment load from the 2007 event in the sediment
transport model is stated in the DEIS in the methods section (5.3.2.1.3), however this statement was
not used to qualify the model conclusions on downstream impacts on sediment transport and habitat.
The DEIS also notes how the persistence of the sediment delivered by the 2007 events will influence
the river morphology for decades [F-42]. By omitting this important input from the sediment
transport model, the DEIS cannot adequately evaluate impacts to sediment transport.
2) The increase in frequency and magnitude of landslides due to reservoir operations was not
included in the sediment load values (See Landslide memo). However, the increase in sediment load
due to the increase in landslides would change the proportion of bedload to total load passing
through the reservoir which would have an influence on downstream sediment transport by
influencing the initiation of bedload transport (e.g. Wilcock and Crowe 2001) and by causing
additional deposition of fine sediments within the channel bed and floodplain
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SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

F-56

More analysis is needed to quantify how these discrepancies in the sediment transport model would
impact downstream sediment transport and habitat. Furthermore, a discussion is needed to qualify
the results of the sediment transport model due to these discrepancies.
The sediment transport model omits changes to large wood loading within the Chehalis river as a
result of the proposed FRE facility. The DEIS states that there would be a significant impact to large
wood loading downstream of the FRE facility (Earth Appendix, F-v), however this change in river
conditions was not incorporated into the sediment transport model. Reducing large wood loads
would cause decreases in channel roughness values over baseline conditions (Arcement and
Schneider 1989) . This would cause further decreases in downstream sediment storage as the shear
stress partitioning and sediment storage function of large wood would be reduced (Magna and
Kirchner 2000). Because of this, the impacts to downstream sediment transport are under-estimated
in the DEIS. Therefore, all impacts that rely on the conclusions of the sediment transport model such
as impacts to geomorphic processes, habitat-formation, wetlands, and wildlife are under-estimated in
the DEIS. Further analysis is needed to evaluate how changes in large wood loading downstream of
the FRE facility would impact sediment transport processes.

Administrative Record File Name

WatershedGeo_Anchor_2017_GeomorphSedTransLWDReport
WatershedGeo_2019_GeomorphologySedimentTransport
Wilcock_Crowe_2003_SurfaceBasedTransportModelMixedSediment

Because actual sediment load during any particular flood or storm is highly
variable, the sediment loads computed by HEC-RAS model likely overestimate
input for some storms or floods and underestimate it for others. Sediment load
in the model is underestimated for a storm similar to the 2007 flood, which had
extremely high sediment concentrations that are beyond the capabilities of the
HEC-RAS model.

Arcement_Schneider_1989_GuideForSelectingManning'sRoughnessCoefficien
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Comment
The DEIS improperly evaluates impacts to channel bed substrate by relying on modeling results of the
median grain size of the subsurface sediment layer instead of the cover layer despite the cover layer
being the primary indication for salmon spawning gravel quality (Kondolf and Wolman 1993; Kondolf
2000). The exclusion of the cover layer results is based on the rationale that "the cover layer grain size
in HEC-RAS varies dramatically ..." and "the subsurface grain size does not vary as dramatically." This
is an inappropriate rationale as the model should reflect equilibrium conditions following the
conclusion of the model runs and thus the cover layer grain size should reflect what is predicted to
result on the channel bed and not what is routed through the model. The DEIS further explains the
improper results by stating that the subsurface is "likely a better representation of average grain size
conditions that might be expected on the riverbed." This is entirely inaccurate as by definition, the
cover layer is what defines the riverbed, not the subsurface layer.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Changes in river-bottom grain size (substrate) often occur within and
downstream of storage reservoirs. The HEC-RAS model output provides the
median (D50) grain size of the cover and subsurface layer used for calculations
of sediment transport at each time step. The cover layer grain size in HEC-RAS
varies dramatically from time step to time step as sediment moves through the
model; the subsurface grain size does not vary as dramatically and is likely a
better representation of average grain size conditions that might be expected
on the riverbed.

Administrative Record File Name
Kondolf_2000_AssessingSalmonidSpawningGravelQuality
Kondolf_1993_TheSizesofSalmonidSpawningGravels

By improperly presenting only the results of the subsurface layer, impacts to the channel substrate
downstream of the proposed FRE facility could not be accurately evaluated. This is especially
important for understanding impacts to salmonid redds which are evaluated by assessing the grain
size distribution of the cover layer (Kondolf and Wolman 1993; Kondolf 2000). Results of the cover
layer should be presented in order to understand how changes to the sediment and flow regime will
impact the channel substrate.
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F-v

The DEIS under-estimates impacts to sediment transport and substrate within the temporary
reservoir because of flaws in the sediment transport model and landslide analysis (See comments
Earth_31 thru Earth_37 and Landslide Potential memo). Upstream of the FRE facility it is expected
that there will be a greater amount of fine and coarse sediment due to landslide inputs which will
cause a greater amount of channel bed and habitat disturbance than what is stated in the DEIS.
Therefore, impacts to aquatic habitat upstream of the FRE facility should be greater than what is
stated in the DEIS.

Changes to sediment transport and substrate in the river channel within the
temporary reservoir - Significant Impact

Further work to improve the accuracy of the landslide and sediment transport model is needed to
better determine the extent of impacts upstream of the FRE facility. See Landslide Potential memo.
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F-v

The DEIS under-estimates impacts to large woody material levels in terms of both magnitude and
spatial extent.
The magnitude of the impact is under-estimated because the DEIS does not adequately evaluate how
decreases in channel migration downstream of the FRE facility would impact the recruitment of large
wood to the system. Because greater decreases in channel migration associated with greater
decreases in coarse sediment (See comments Earth_31 thru Earth_38) and flow (see hydrology white
paper) are expected over what is presented in the DEIS, there would be an associated decrease in
large wood loading. In terms of spatial extent of the impact, no data is presented in the DEIS to limit
the extent of the impact to the large wood cycle to areas upstream of the South Fork Chehalis River
confluence (RM 85). Operation of the proposed FRE facility is expected to reduce large wood loading
by eliminating all large wood sourced to the river from above the FRE facility, through reductions in
channel migration rates (and subsequent local sources of wood), and changes to the structure of
floodplain vegetation. There is no data presented in the DEIS to indicate that changes to these
processes will not occur downstream of the South Fork Chehalis confluence, and thus there is no basis
for limiting the impact to areas upstream of this location.

Decreased large woody material levels within and downstream of the FRE
facility to the South Fork confluence - Significant

Abbe_Montgomery_2003_PatternsProcessesOfWoodDebrisAcc
CollinsEtal_2012_FloodplainLargeWoodCycle

Under-estimates to the magnitude and spatial extent of this impact influence the impacts to
geomorphic processes and aquatic habitat because of wood's importance on riverine ecosystems (e.g.
Abbe and Montgomery 2003; Collins et al. 2012). Therefore, all impacts related to these aspects of
the project area are also under-estimated. See Landslide Potential memo.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020
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Comment
No data is presented in the DEIS to limit the extent of the impacts to channel formation to areas
upstream of the South Fork Chehalis River confluence (RM 85). The DEIS bases limiting the spatial
extent of this impact on the statement: "The greatest adverse impact would occur in Reaches 2 and 3
of the upper Chehalis River mainstem from the FRE facility to the confluence with the South Fork
Chehalis River and would diminish as major tributary flows enter the mainstem in Reaches 4, 5, and 6
moving downstream." [F-81].

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Decreased channel formation downstream of the FRE facility to the South Fork
confluence from reduced flow, large woody material, and sediment. Significant

Administrative Record File Name

However, no data is presented to support this claim for a limitation of extent of impacts to channel
forming processes, such as changes to sediment transport, stream power, or large wood loading.
Furthermore, because impacts to flow, large woody material, and sediment (the underlying basis for
assessment of this impact) have all been under-estimated in the DEIS, the degree and extent of
impacts on channel formation are also under-estimated.
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F-v

The DEIS under-estimates impacts to sediment transport and substrate downstream of the FRE facility
both in terms of magnitude and spatial extent because of flaws in the sediment transport model and
landslide analysis (See comments Earth_31 thru Earth_38 and Landslide memo). In terms of impact
magnitude, there is expected to be a greater decrease in coarse sediment and greater increase in fine
sediment downstream of the FRE facility than what is presented in the DEIS. This would cascade to
impacting the entire river ecosystem by impacting geomorphic processes such as channel migration
and floodplain formation as well as aquatic habitat such as salmon redds (through increased scour
and sedimentation) and floodplain wetlands (See Cascade of Ecosystems Effects memo).

Changes to sediment transport and substrate between the FRE facility and RM
85 - Moderate

In terms of spatial extent, the DEIS does not present data capable of supporting the limitation of this
impact to areas upstream of the South Fork Chehalis confluence. The sediment transport model used
to support this impact assessment was truncated at the Newaukum River confluence (RM 75) and
thus there is no data to support the assessment of impacts to sediment transport below this location
or the conclusion of ‘minor’ downstream impacts. No justification for ending the model at the
Newaukum confluence was provided in the DEIS. The model results of changes in bed elevation as a
result of the proposed project (Figure F-27; pg. F-77) do not support ending the model at RM 75 given
that the largest aggradation segment of the river is shortly upstream of the Newaukum River
confluence and thus sediment transport was not in equilibrium at the downstream model extent.
Because the DEIS under-estimates the magnitude and spatial extent of impacts to sediment transport
downstream of the FRE facility, all impacts that use the sediment transport analysis as a basis (e.g.
wetlands, wildlife, other geomorphic processes) are under-estimated.
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Comment
The DEIS under-estimates impacts to channel migration for all areas downstream of the FRE facility
and therefore all impacts related to channel migration (e.g. channel formation, floodplain habitats)
are also under-estimated.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Decreased channel migration in Reaches 2B and 3 - Moderate

Administrative Record File Name

Changes to channel migration in Reaches 2A, 2C, 4, 5, and 6. - Minor

The DEIS acknowledges that "channel migration occurs in areas with erodible banks as a result of one
or more of these factors:
-Peak flows that impinge upon erodible banks at meander bends
-LWM pieces or jams that direct high flows at erodible banks
-Accumulation of coarse sediment that directs high flows at erodible banks
Because there are greater impacts to these processes than stated in the DEIS, there will also be
greater impacts to channel migration. The DEIS analysis conducted is insufficient to conclude that
impacts to channel migration will be moderate to minor because:
1) The data presented in Table F-8 and F-13 are insufficient to conclude that "channel migration
occurs even during small peak flows with a recurrence interval of 1-2 years" [F-43/44] because more
frequent flows of these magnitudes were not included in the analysis as only the maximum flow level
during the period of inference is included in the graph. Furthermore, no correlation analysis (i.e.
regression) was conducted to support their conclusion.
2) Time periods of their analysis in which the FRE facility would have been operational account for
~50% of channel migration length for the period of record of their analysis.
3) No hydraulic/stream energy analysis was conducted to evaluate how changes in flow (discharge,
velocity, water-surface elevation) would influence channel migration. The maps included within
Appendix D (Water) demonstrate that reductions in depth and water-surface elevation are to be
expected as far downstream as Montesano. Because stream energy (i.e. Stream power or shear
stress) is dependent on discharge and stage, it is to be expected that the reductions in depth/WSE
would also cause reductions in stream energy. Therefore, impacts to channel migration should be
expected where-ever changes to depth and WSE occur. The magnitude of these impacts is unknown
because an analysis is not conducted in the DEIS

Earth_43

Cumulative
Impacts

Appendix
F_Earth

2.1.3.1

Earth_44

Other

Appendix
F_Earth

Throughout

Earth_45

Landslide
Activity

Appendix
F_Earth

2.1.3.1

F-10

The DEIS fails to consider the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts from past, present, and future
forest practices. The DEIS fails to consider the amplification and interconnection of impacts to the
natural environment and thus inaccurately considers the nature, scope, scale, and intensity of
impacts. QIN’s comments still stand from the 2016 comment letter to Chrissy Baily in response to the
“Forest Practices in the Chehalis Basin: Effects on Landslides and Erosion” report. There are serious
concerns that sediment delivery likely to occur as a result of forest practices will be exacerbated by
FRE facility operation and construction. QIN requests that the DEIS analyze the risk of increased
landslide potential resulting from climate change, past, present forest practices, and facility
construction and operation with a holistic and fact-based approach to ensure the protection of treaty
protected resources.

However, in recent years, changes in forest practices to avoid harvesting and
road building on unstable ground have improved the management of areas and
reduced the potential of landslides

Sharp_2016_QINCommentsOnChehalisPEIS

Earth appendix fails to provide an accurate and sufficient analysis of the impacts associated with
facility construction, timber conversion and harvest in the reservoir area, and the effect of erosion
and sediment delivery to the river and tributaries from the proposed FRE facility. Furthermore the
DEIS fails to provide accurate and site specific information to meet WDNR Class IV-Special
requirements for forest practice activities on or near unstable slopes that have the potential to deliver
sediment or debris to public resources. See further details in Forest Practice Memo.
F-10

The statement that forest practices have reduced landslide frequency is not founded in the
referenced study (Dube 2016) which did not do a study on whether forest practices have reduced
landsliding. This statement is also not relevant to the proposed FRE reservoir area because it will not
comply with forest practices as the proposed actions to clear-cut much of the reservoir area will
violate forest practice rules that specifically state that no logging will occur in areas with a high
probability of mass wasting.

However, in recent years, changes in forest practices to avoid harvesting and
road building on unstable ground have improved the management of areas and
reduced the potential of landslides (Dube 2016).

Relying on this unfounded conclusion is misleading and misrepresents the impacts of the FRE facility
on landsliding within the proposed reservoir area. Further analysis about how FRE facility
construction and operation will impact mass wasting processes is needed.
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The statement that "older alluvium is found in terraces as high as 15 feet above the modern stream
channel," is not founded with any scientific or observational studies nor is the data presented. This
statement also references the "Quaternary" period which goes back over 2 million years, which is a
broad range for defining "older alluvium."

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Modern Quaternary alluvium is present in the active channels, and older
alluvium is found in terraces as high as 15 feet above the modern stream
channel.

Administrative Record File Name

This statement is misleading and does not acknowledge the recent geomorphic history of channel
incision that occurred within the past 150 years and which formed the 15 foot high terraces. An
analysis of channel incision and future channel evolution should be included in the DEIS to adequately
evaluate how the FRE facility will impact river processes.
Earth_47

Landslide
Activity

Appendix
F_Earth

2.1.3.4-2.1.3.6

F-12

The description of geologic units have no meaning without a geologic map to reference their location
and relevance to the dam or landsliding. Because of this the reader cannot interpret the geologic
analyses. A geologic map and more thorough geologic analysis should be included in the DEIS.

Earth_48

Earthquake
Risk

Appendix
F_Earth

2.1.4.1

F-13

The potential for a Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake to trigger widespread landsliding is not
mentioned in the DEIS. A Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake would cause significant mass-wasting
events which would be amplified by the increase in landslide frequency and magnitude caused by the
proposed FRE facility (See Landslide Potential memo). By omitting this analysis, the DEIS underestimates impacts to the riverine system and public safety caused by earthquake induced landsliding.

Earth_49

Earthquake
Risk

Appendix
F_Earth

2.3.1.5

F-16

The DEIS notes that the post-earthquake factor of safety for the extreme uplift scenario would be 1.1
which it deems an "acceptable factor of safety for project earthquake stability criteria." A factor of
safety of 1.1 is below dam design and engineering standards. This creates a major public safety risk.
Further design and analysis is needed to increase the factor of safety and reduce the risk to public
safety.

Earth_50

Earthquake
Risk

Appendix
F_Earth

2.3.1.5

F-16

The earthquake analysis presented in the DEIS directly contradicts itself within the document without
explanation. The DEIS states that for the non-linear time history analysis (using EAGD-SLIDE) that "this
analysis shows sliding of about 0.43 foot for the 2,500-year return period, 1.07 feet for the 5,000-year
return period, and 4.91 feet for the 10,000-year return period." In the next sentence, the DEIS states
"This analysis shows sliding of less than 0.05 foot for the 2,500-year return period, 0.08 foot for the
5,000-year return period, and 0.53 foot for the 10,000-year return period."

For the extreme uplift scenario and a friction angle of 30 degrees, the post
earthquake FOS is 1.1.

These statements directly conflict with one another without any explanation. Even a small amount of
sliding could have major impacts to the conduits and radial gates within the dam. If the radial gates
could not be operated it would incapacitate the facility from performing its intended function and
compromise the facilities integrity. The predicted sliding values need to be corrected and an analysis
needs to be conducted to evaluate how sliding would impact the FRE facility.
Earth_51

Landslide
Activity

Appendix
F_Earth

2.3.3.1

F-17

The DEIS does not note which 8 landslides the seismic refraction tomography analysis was performed
on nor is a reference to a table or other study given. Identification of the landslides is necessary for
the reader to evaluate the conclusions of the study. Because of this, the landslide analysis presented
in the DEIS is inadequate to evaluate the impacts to mass-wasting processes caused by the proposed
FRE facility.

Seismic refraction tomography was performed at eight of the landslides in 2017
to determine the depth to bedrock and the potential slip plane of the landslide
or landslide deposit.

Earth_52

Other

Appendix
F_Earth

Table F-4

F-18

Many of the columns in Table F-4 are blank and therefore the criteria for quarry rock suitable for
roller compacted concrete are unable to be evaluated in the DEIS. Further evaluation about quarry
rock suitability is needed.

Table F-4

Earth_53

Changes to
the Chehalis
River During
Operation

Appendix
F_Earth

2.3.3.3

F-19

No explanation of modeling methods, inputs, and assumptions are provided for the SEEP/W and
SLOPE/W models used to evaluate the impact of proposed FRE operations on deep-seated landslides.
Because of this, the accuracy of the conclusions developed using the model results cannot be
evaluated and therefore, the landslide impact assessment is unfounded. More detailed descriptions of
the SEEP/W and SLOPE/W modeling methods is needed to evaluate the landslide impact assessment
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5.1.1.1

Comment
The specific landslides evaluated using the SEEP/W and SLOPE/W models are not presented in the
DEIS nor is a definition for "proximity." Because of this, it is unknown whether the analysis included
all landslides that could be potentially influenced by FRE operations and drawdown procedures and
therefore the impact assessment is incomplete. Further clarification on the specific landslides
evaluated using these modeling procedures is needed to evaluate the accuracy and completeness of
the landslide impact assessment.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Ten landslides were selected for evaluation based on their proximity to the
proposed FRE facility...

F-19

The results of the landslide stability analysis related to the proposed FRE drawdown procedures is
inadequate to evaluate the impacts of the proposed facility on landslides and the subsequent risks to
public safety and FRE infrastructure. The location of the two landslides that would become unstable
due to reservoir drawdown conditions is not identified in the DEIS and therefore cannot be evaluated.
Furthermore, the factors of safety of 1.3-1.5 used to evaluate the slope stabilization methods is not
suitable for a large dam with catastrophic consequences if it were to fail. The reference to
"geotechnical industry standards" should be specific to large dams yet the reference provided
(Cornforth 2005) is a general practice in assessing and stabilizing landslides and is not dam related.
Further analysis and clarification of the DEIS analysis is needed to determine the risk that unstable
landslides will have on the FRE facility, public safety, and habitat.

For most of the landslides, the landslide mass/deposit was stable under the
drawdown conditions; however, in two cases, modeling indicated that reservoir
drawdown would create instability. In both cases, applying standard slope
stabilization methods (earth and rock buttressing and drainage) in the model
proved to be successful increasing the safety factor to a suitable factor of safety
of 1.3 to 1.5 based on geotechnical industry standards (Cornforth 2005).

F-40; F-42

The DEIS acknowledges that some sediment delivered to the Chehalis River during the 2007 flood
event is still present in the channel and influencing morphology and habitat conditions. However, the
DEIS does not evaluate how the proposed FRE facility would influence transport of this sediment
because the sediment transport model does not include the majority of these inputs in its
calculations. Because of this, the DEIS under-estimates the impact that the proposed FRE facility will
have on the downstream migration of this sediment pulse and thus the impacts to downstream
sediment transport, habitat forming processes and salmonid redds.

Some of this coarser material (>2mm) was transported downstream, but the
huge volume of material exceeded the sediment transport capacity of the
channel and is still in storage in the stream valley and bed, primarily upstream
of RM 104 (including within the proposed FRE inundation zone between RM
108.4 and 115) [F-40]

F-43;F-44

Based on an estimate of the amount of stored sediment and average bedload
rates, it will likely take several decades for the channel to return to pre-2007
coarser substrate and channel conditions [F-42]

These statements acknowledge that the proposed FRE facility will not provide flood damage reduction
due to bank erosion in downstream reaches. Furthermore, the proposed FRE facility may increase the
duration of erosive flows due to prolonged release during reservoir drawdown. Table F-8 shows that
when the FRE facility would not be closed that average erosion rates would be 6.9 ft/yr. During times
that the FRE facility would be closed average rates would be 12.2 ft/yr - but if the 2007 flood is
excluded the rate would be 5.4 ft/yr which is lower than non-closure times. This further underscores
that the FRE facility will not reduce damages from erosion. The influence of the proposed FRE facility
on downstream flood damages due to erosion was not adequately evaluated in the DEIS. Further
analysis is needed to determine the influence of the facility on downstream bank erosion, an impact
that was not disclosed in the DEIS.

...average channel migration rates during the other time periods did not
correlate directly with peak flow between photographic periods, suggesting
channel migration occurs even during small peak flows with peak recurrence
interval of 1 to 2 years [F-43/F-44]
Channel migration in most of the areas occurred as progressive, slow bank
erosion on the outside of meander bends. [F-44]
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5.1.1.1

F-45

This statement in the DEIS acknowledges that impacts to large wood will directly impact habitat
forming processes such as channel avulsions. However, analysis is not conducted to evaluate how
decreases in the large wood supply would impact habitat formation in areas downstream of the South
Fork Chehalis river confluence without supporting data needed to limit impacts to areas upstream of
that location. The proposed FRE facility will remove all large wood transported from upstream of the
facility to downstream reaches. No wood loading data from tributaries is included the DEIS, and
therefore changes to large wood loading cannot be evaluated. Further analysis is needed to
determine the impacts that reduced wood loading will have on habitat and habitat forming processes
in areas downstream of the South Fork Chehalis confluence.

During the 2007 flood, at least one channel-spanning log jam was reported to
have formed in this reach, resulting in the formation of a new meander pattern
and causing the extremely high bank erosion rate and deposition as the river
cut a new channel around the jam. This response to wood loading suggests that
while slow channel migration takes place in response to peak-flow-induced
bank erosion, major channel avulsions are the result of LWM jams, high energy,
and sediment transport, similar to observations from other river systems.

Earth_59
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5.1.1.1

F-45

This statement in the DEIS underscores how bank protection limits channel migration rates in the
Chehalis River. However, the DEIS did not account for how the presence of bank protection influences
channel migration rates in their analysis and thus measured erosion rates may be under-estimated in
the absence of such protection. The design life of bank protection elements does not last indefinitely
and therefore failures and removals of bank protection elements is expected into the future. The DEIS
should consider how bank protection influences channel migration rates, and thus impacts to
downstream processes, in their analysis.

"Lewis County recently installed riprap and buried groins at this location to
protect the bridge abutments and road alignment"
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Earth_62

Comment
This statement directly supports the argument that the FRE will contribute to greater degrees of
channel incision in downstream reaches than is acknowledged in the DEIS. Because the FRE facility will
reduce the load of coarse sediment downstream but will not effect the mentioned low magnitude
peak-flows, there will be an excess of sediment transport capacity that will be directed into the
channel bed which will cause channel incision. This process is under-estimated in the sediment
transport model used to support the geomorphic impact assessments of the DEIS and therefore,
impacts to downstream geomorphic and ecological processes are also under-estimated. Further
analysis is needed to improve the accuracy of the sediment transport model to adequately evaluate
impacts on sediment transport in downstream reaches

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Based on the analysis of migration rates between 1945 and 2013, it appears
that channel migration takes place during even small peak floods in unconfined
areas in response to flow against banks on the outside of meanders. This is
consistent with research into other gravel-bedded river systems that suggests
flows of approximately 1.5-yr to 5-yr peak flow recurrent intervals do most of
the "work" over the long term at controlling and maintain channel form.

F-47

This statement is an admission of a significant and un-avoidable impact since the FRE would preclude
large wood from getting to mainstem Chehalis downstream. It also underscores fact that by clearing
over 400 acres within the reservoir area, wood will be removed that would otherwise be delivered to
the river by mass wasting. There is no possible mitigation for these impacts since a natural flow
regime simulation that includes the flood flows the FRE is intended to curtail would need to be
developed. Even if all deposited wood is collected in the reservoir and put it back into the river, woodplacing flows which would have delivered the wood could not be replicated. Any plan to re-introduce
the wood downstream of the FRE will be costly and likely be constrained by liabilities of introducing
unstable wood back to the river (legislation would need to be passed that protected the responsible
party for any damages associated with putting wood back into the river).

In the upper watershed, large wood is delivered by landslides and debris
torrents. Landslides and debris torrents are critical mechanisms for nourishing
the mainstem Chehalis and floodplain with the scale and volume of large wood
necessary for meaningful aquatic habitat complexity.

5.3.1.4

F-51;F-52

The assumption that silt and clay on the proposed reservoir walls are not subject to erosion during
subsequent non impounding rainfall events is invalid. No evidence or data is presented to
demonstrate that all silt and clay particles would be either removed during drawdown or trapped in
vegetation or on the hillslope. Rainfall could certainly erode and suspend silt and clay and thus have a
significant downstream impact during times the reservoir is drained and unstable slopes are exposed.
This would increase fine sediment concentrations downstream over baseline conditions, especially
during rain events that would have normally not mobilized sediment because it would have been
stabilized by vegetation and ground cover. Under proposed conditions, the reservoir would constitute
a major source of fine sediment during these rain events which could degrade downstream in-channel
habitats such as salmonid redds. Because this is excluded from the analysis in the DEIS, impacts to
downstream habitats and sediment transport processes due to fine sediment are under-estimated.
Additional work is needed to include rainfall induced erosion of fine sediment into the impact
assessment.

Silt and clay were assumed to be eroded due to wave action as the reservoir
recedes (Section 5.3.1.3) or be trapped by vegetation or microtopography, and
therefore they are not considered in this section, which is specific to erosion
during subsequent (non-impounding) rainfall. [F-51/F-52]

Appendix
F_Earth

5.3.1.4

F-52

The vegetation management plan does not provide evidence that 'flood tolerant' species will establish
on the denuded hillslopes of the reservoir between inundation periods. The plan does not consider
the effects of the depth of inundation (~200 ft) will have on establishing vegetation and furthermore,
does not consider basic elements of large scale revegetation design. Because of this, it is an
unrealistic assumption that reservoir hillslopes will be vegetated in the surface erosion model.
Including the vegetation is unrealistically decreasing surface erosion of fine sediment and is
contributing to the underestimation of impacts from the eroded fine sediment to downstream
habitats. A sensitivity analysis including varying stages of vegetation development should be
conducted to account for the range of possibilities and influences on erosional processes.

The vegetation conditions (shrub/perennial and skid trail) were based on
assumptions of vegetation cover following treatments described in the
vegetation management plan.
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5.3.1.4

F-52

The assumption that sediment that deposited more than 200 ft away from the mainstem river would
never enter a river or stream is invalid. The referenced studies pertain to forested watersheds and
are not relevant to reservoir areas. The forest of the reservoir area will be harvested and removed by
FRE construction and operations and will no longer be considered "forested." Because of this, the
references are invalid.

It was assumed that sediment deposited on the reservoir bottom and side
slopes more than 200 feet away from the mainstem river or a tributary (e.g.
uphill of the stream channel) would be redeposited on the hillslope and would
not enter a stream or river. This assumption is based on studies of sediment
transport distances in forested watersheds (Megahan and Ketcheson 1996;
Brake et al. 1997)

This invalid assumption reduces the amount of sediment that can impact the Chehalis River in the
erosion models and thus underestimates impacts from sediment transport on aquatic habitat and
river processes. Sediment deposited more than 200 ft from a river will be able to be transported to
the river system through rainfall runoff and landslide disturbance processes - causing impacts to
aquatic habitats such as salmon redds. The erosion and sediment transport modeling should be
conducted without these invalid assumptions to better quantify impacts from the proposed FRE
facility.
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It appears that the mentioned run of the WEPP model was used to estimate sediment input to the
river, however the results were not discussed in the DEIS other than the assumption that the
sediment will not reach the river, which is unfounded as discussed in Earth_67. Further explanation as
to the development and results of the WEPP model is needed to demonstrate that impacts from fine
sediment were adequately considered.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Two recurrence intervals were selected for evaluation: average annual
rainstorm (Q1.01) and 10-yr storm. The resulting rainfall-induced erosion rates
were applied to inundated area.

Administrative Record File Name

Furthermore, the DEIS does not note that rainfall surface runoff can lead to the formation of gullies
on hillslopes. These gullies cause a greater amount of surface erosion than overland sheet flow and
had they been considered, inputs of fine sediment would be greater. Because of this, estimates of fine
sediment input due to construction and operation of the FRE facility are underestimated in the DEIS.
This will increase impacts to downstream aquatic habitats such as salmon redds.
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The assumption that bedrock grade control between RM 62 and RM 65 would mute impacts to
downstream reaches is unfounded and disproven by numerous studies that have documented
significant channel incision into bedrock over time (e.g. Stock et al. 2005; Schanz et al. 2019). The
exposed bedrock would be abraided by transported sediment which would cause the channel to
incise in those locations. This would permit continued incision upstream of the bedrock, a process
that is not evaluated in the DEIS. The inclusion of bedrock incision rates into the sediment transport
analysis is necessary to adequately evaluate how the proposed FRE facility will impact downstream
channel processes.

...from a geomorphology standpoint there would be minimal changes in peak
flow magnitude, sediment input, and sediment transport downstream of the
Newaukum River under FRE facility operations because the effects of the FRE
facility operations on water and sediment inputs and transport would be muted
by tributary inputs and the bedrock grade controls at RM 62 to RM 65.

F-63

Figure F-16 is impossible to interpret given there are no tick marks on the x-axis. The hypothetical 30
yr period of reservoir closure implies that there will be at least one year that the reservoir will be
closed twice in back to back events. This however, is not discussed in the DEIS. Furthermore, there is
no discussion of how the frequency of closure shown in this figure relates to the frequency of closure
listed in the rest of the DEIS (once every 4 or 5 years). Further clarification on the closure frequency
and results presented in the figure is needed to adequately evaluate impacts to the Chehalis River.

Figure F-16

5.2.2.1

58-59

There is no description in the DEIS about how the FRE will be built to withstand a magnitude 8.9
earthquake, especially in an area with such a high density of landsliding. This represents a major risk
to habitat and public safety.

The Dam Construction Permit from Ecology requires considering seismic events
in the design of the structure and would require the FRE facility to be built to
withstand this amount of shaking.
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5.2.2.1

62

This statement contains a major typographic error. The text should be corrected to say that an
estimate 5.7 to 8.7 million tons of sediment entered the river.

"Extreme rainfall caused more than 1,000 landslides in the Chehalis basin and
an estimated 5.7 to 8.7 tons of sediment entered the river upstream of the
proposed FRE facility"

Chapter
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5.2.2.1

65

The stated process would lead to further channel incision since it will remove a source of sediment
from the river via bank erosion as well as the effect of reducing unit stream power that occurs as a
result of bank erosion. Flows would be further confined within the main channel and directed
towards the channel bed, causing greater degrees of channel incision. This represents a significant
impact to the Chehalis River that has not been evaluated by the DEIS. The sediment transport model
used to evaluate effects on sediment transport and channel incision did not account for
encroachment of riparian vegetation and how that would influence channel hydraulics. Because of
this, the model under estimates impacts to sediment transport and habitat. More amounts of
channel incision would be expected than what is presented in the DEIS. Refinement of the sediment
transport model and the geomorphic impact assessment is needed to understand this positive
feedback loop.

Over time, a reduction of large floods would lead to growth of riparian
vegetation in the Chehalis River between the FRE and SF Chehalis, which may
stabilize some banks and further reduce channel migration.
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3.2.3.1.2

E-124

Comment
The discussion of habitat degradation lacks detail on impacts to coarse sediment dynamics. The
overall discussion of sediment changes with the reservoir is severely deficient. This failure of the
DEIS is compounded by the failure to sufficiently analyze sediment supply and the consequent
impacts on channel forming processes which sustain aquatic species downstream of the
proposed facility. The consequence is a DEIS which underrepresents the significance of impacts
and fails to present impacts and measures to mitigate impacts in any meaningful way.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

The discussion of habitat degradation lacks discussion of how changes in food web dynamics
would be impacted. The overall discussion of food web shifts within the reservoir is severely
deficient. No treatment of primary production is presented. Large reservoirs have a significant
impact on invertebrate productivity and diversity within the river downstream by altering the
flow and cycling of both coarse and fine particulate organic matter (CPOM/FPOM) upon which
aquatic macroinvertebrates feed. Reservoirs can be a major sink for CPOM and FPOM
originating from headwaters of a river basin, with most course organic matter and fine organic
matter settling to the bottom of the reservoir (Petts 1980). A large reservoir can also serve as an
“ecological reset mechanism” (Ward and Stanford 1983) to a major river system downstream of
a dam.

Petts_1980_LongtermConsequencesUpstreamImpound
ment
WardEtal_1983_SerialDiscontinuityConceptLoticEcosyst
ems
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3.2.3.1.4

E-128

The DEIS speaks to the elimination of geomorphic events below the FRE facility, however it
makes no effort to quantify the range or magnitude of this impact. The consequence is a DEIS
which underrepresents the significance of impacts and fails to present impacts and measures to
mitigate impacts in any meaningful way.

There is considerable uncertainty around the range and magnitude of impacts associated with a
reduction in habitat shaping flows on fish habitat in the floodplain.
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3.2.3.1.4

E-128

The predicted change to the extent and duration of floodplain inundation are quantified in the
wetlands report, but the analysis of the indirect and long-term impacts to aquatic species as a
result of these changes is insufficient, as is the analysis of impacts to groundwater and related
upwelling and hyporheic flows which support aquatic species. The implications of the
acknowledged hydraulic disconnection to sustaining wetland formation and functions is also not
addressed.

Changes to inundation extents and durations could impact access to wetlands or floodplain
habitats, predator distributions and pressures, and food production for rearing fish.
Flushing of some off-channel and floodplain areas that currently occurs during major (or larger)
floods would no longer occur.
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3.2.3.1.5

E-130

The DEIS acknowledges a lack of assessment of the connectedness of wetlands impacted by the
proposed action and thus the DEIS's inability to quantify effects on fish or fisheries resources.
This failure of the DEIS is compounded by the failure to sufficiently analyze sediment supply and
sediment transport. The consequence is a DEIS which underrepresents the significance of
impacts and fails to present impacts and measures to mitigate impacts in any meaningful way.

"No extensive assessment of the connectedness of affected wetlands has been carried out for
accurately quantifying fish use"

FS&H_6
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3.2.3.2.2.4

E-139

The DEIS's stated assumption that flood events will not occur during steelhead spawning and
therefore will not impact to redds and egg survival ignores predicted shifts in precipitation
patterns from climate change and thus underrepresents the magnitude and significance of
potential impacts and thus fails to consider measures to mitigate such impacts in any meaningful
way.

...Steelhead spawning occurred during the non-flood season. Thus, there are no impacts due to
eggs in redds suffocating.

FS&H_7
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Attachment
E-2- FRE
Dam
Parameters

Table E2-6
& Table E-7

Review of EDT Attributes reveals numerous hypothesis being applied from a single source (Dube
2019). As a model EDT relies on expert opinion where data is not readily available. Level one
model inputs are strongest when pulled from a variety of expert resources. This being
foundational to the EDT methodology (Blair et al. 2009). Limiting model inputs to one unreferenced source greatly weakened the EDT approach and could undermine the models
application. My review indicates there are hypotheses being applied that are likely indefensible
(For example-"Dube advises there would be little net change in habitat types above the FRE
facility.." Table E2-6, or "Dube advises that while some fine sediment would settle out above the
FRE facility and be mobilized during high winter flow, it would continue to move downstream
and result in no net increase in fine sediment or embeddedness below the FRE facility").
Moreover some attributes being listed are unsourced (Floodplain call is "unchanged" with no
source listed Table E-6).

Dube advises there would be little net change in habitat types above the FRE facility...; Dube
advises that while some fine sediment would settle out above the FRE facility and be mobilized
during high winter flow, it would continue to move downstream and result in no net increase in
fine sediment or embeddedness below the FRE facility.
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E3-4

Comment
The DEIS fails to consider stranding mortality during operations of all types of aquatic dependent
species during post flood drawdown. This would be pertinent both upstream and downstream
and will become more pronounced as sediment accumulates behind the dam forming terraces
and fragmented habitats. It would also be pertinent to engagement of the gates on the FRE and
drop in flows from possibly flows as high as 38,000 to 300 cfs in a short amount of time
depending on storm predictions, and periodicity between storms. Stranding mortality is often a
core concern with dam relicensing efforts throughout the Pacific Northwest (Conner and Pflug
2004). While this project does not propose a permanent pool, the length of pool holding period
exacerbates the effects that have been identified with run-of-river hydropower operations
which can have similar problems with downscaling events that mirror ramping activities in a
hydropower facility (Gibeau, et. al 2017). However, this facility is operating stranding is a well
recognized problem with anthropogenic alterations to lotic systems (Nagrodski et. al 2012).

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

The DEIS acknowledges uncertainty with downstream fish passage design, but then relies on
predictions of limited impacts to downstream survival of aquatic species. Statements regarding
the design estimates appear to be based heavily on the opinion offered by a single senior NMFS
fish passage engineer (J. Ferguson) in a personal communication with Ed Meyer April 2, 2019.

While downstream fish passage through the diversion tunnel appears feasible, modifications to
the tunnel design may be required to ensure flow velocities meet fish passage guidance and flow
conveyance targets during construction (CBS 2018a).

Administrative Record File Name
GibeauEtal_2017_RunOfRiverImpacts
Connor_Pflug_2004_FlowManagementImpactsSkagitRiv
er
NagrodskiEtal_2012_FishStrandingFreshwaterSystems

CBS_2017a_b_ConceptualFishDamFishPassageDesign_I
nclAppG
CBS_2017c_OperationsPlanFloodRetentionFacilities
CBS_2018_AltSuppReportFRE
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E3-4

The proposed FRE conduit outlets are 310 feet long (70 feet longer than the 240-feet of the FRO
on which the passage efficiency estimates are based). The DEIS fails to provide an updated
analysis of fish passage effects resulting from the longer outlets and thus fails to adequately
disclose the potential for impacts to aquatic species.

Any effects on potential fish passage efficiencies associated with the longer FRE outlet conduits
were not incorporated into the fish passage efficiency estimates for the FRE facility.

FS&H_11
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Attachment
E-3

E3-6

The DEIS fails to consider the potentially lethal effects of the parabolic drop of 31 feet over 310
feet into the stilling basin on downstream migrant salmonids and other aquatic species. The
DEIS fails to consider physical shear stress that can occur when velocities exceed 52 fps per
second (their citation Ruggles and Murry 1983). The text conveys the impression that no analysis
was conducted and rates were assumed to never exceed the 50+ fps threshold. This could be a
major omission when considering flows above the 5% exceedance (2,200 cfs at the facility).
Analysis of hydraulics in sluiceways would be needed for flows between 2,200 cfs and 18,520 cfs
(period before gates closing) and during drawdown (which is stated as ranging from 4,320 and
10,600 cfs) in order to calculate survival rates for aquatic species.

Downstream of the divider wall, the outflows from both gates combine into a 22-foot-wide by
16-foot-high single conduit. A parabolic drop of about 31 feet in the floor elevation of the sluice
conduit transitions the discharge into the downstream stilling basin floor at an elevation of 377
feet (Figure E3-2).

FS&H_12
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Attachment
E-3

E3-8

Downstream passage was determined to be at a level of 0.85 effectiveness. The DEIS fails to
cohesively discuss as to how this estimate was determined. Disjointed and cryptic references are
made to meeting documents, thereby failing to accurately and concisely present the logic by
which the estimate is being made. The estimate being presented in the DEIS is likely flawed in
that it does not adequately address downstream survival. The DEIS is inadequate in its
treatment of how operations impact juvenile survival while reservoir is being drawndown. These
impacts should be assumed to occur from physical velocities through the sluice during
drawdown or high flow events. Stranding is also a significant issue that would affect survival but
is not discussed.

Operation plans have not been developed for the FRE facility and are assumed to be identical to
FRO operations....

FS&H_13
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3.2.3.1.1

E-132

The DEIS is dismissive of tunnel effects on fish movement. No citations or references given
supporting the statement that a behavioral response to the length and darkness of the tunnel is
not expected to occur.

Fish moving downstream would enter the tunnel entrance under ambient lighting and pass
downstream trough the tunnels by swimming with the flow. Fish movement could be interrupted
by a behavioral response to the darkened portion of the outlet tunnels although this response is
not expected to occur.

FS&H_14
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3.2.3.1.1

E-133

The DEIS references surcharging occurring at >12,500 cfs yet fails to discuss how surcharging
would impact migrating fish or influence mortality of aquatic dependent species. This omission
likely influences assumptions about fish survival during drawdown events. Potentially
underestimating lethal conditions through sluice.

Hydrologic modeling performed for the FRE facility (Anchor QEA 2019) indicates the low level
outlets (LLOs) can discharge up to approximately 12,500 cfs with surcharging.
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FS&H_16

Salmonids

FS&H_17

Comment
The DEIS analysis of effects on upstream and downstream passage for fish during storm events
is wholly deficient. Under natural conditions these events would restrict fish passage, however
the concentration of these flows would exacerbate the passage conditions to the point of being
lethal to aquatic species. These effects are not being taken seriously or even analyzed. Surcharge
events would be an appropriate analog to evaluate this impact. While insight to the surcharge
event is offered here impacts to fish have been summarily dismissed without discussion or
evidence.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Under these conditions, downstream migrating fish would hold in the backwater area or pass
through the outlet tunnels. For upstream migrating fish, water velocity through the outlet
tunnels under a storm event would temporarily exceed fish passage standards and fish would
most likely reside below the FRE facility until flows subside and fish passage conditions improve.

E-134

The DEIS bases the analysis of impacts on juvenile salmonids of the low flow entrance on an
untested prototype and thus cannot accurately predict impacts; the consequences of the actual
design of the CHTR does not exist.

.... the actual performance of the low flow entrance for juvenile salmonid, resident fish and
lamprey is unknown because the design is an untested protype.

3.2.2.2.2

E-106

The potential loss of spatial diversity should be discussed as entire cohorts (Spring Chinook,
Steelhead in particular) are at risk of being lost from the basin above the FRE facility. Impacts are
linked both to the duration of construction, which is estimated at 5 years, and to the possible
elimination of an entire brood from the upper basin in any given year were repeated storm
events and lethal effects of drawdown could combine to effectively reduce outmigration survival
to thresholds below sustainability. Construction impacts could be compounded with extension
of fish window to September 30 (rather than closing on August 31).

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.3

E-78

The omission of variation in modeling efforts is significant. EDT as a planning tool works to
address variability through it's framework (Blair et al. 2009). However, not accounting for
statistical variability has consequences.

No variation in fish passage survival rates was incorporated into the models.

Salmonids

Chapter 5.3_Fish
Species & Habitats

5.3.2.1

78

Lost opportunities for spring Chinook etc. habitat restoration upstream of dam and within the
reservoir footprint are indirect impacts. ‘But for this action’, habitat conditions could potentially
improve and thus the FRE facility forgoes/prevents habitat improvement potential and equates
to a loss of ability to recover spring Chinook and winter steelhead.

The proposed project could affect future restoration options in the subbasin above and below
Crim Creek and within the larger basin for the fish species and habitats they rely on.

FS&H_20
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5.3.1

71

The DEIS focuses only on modelling data and appears to omit study area specific data on
salmonid use collected by Weyerhaeuser from the baseline condition presented in the DEIS.
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3.2.2

E-99

The proponent falsely assumes the construction time for the FRE Facility would be limited to 5
years based on an approved in-water work window and incorrectly bases the impact analysis on
this. WAC 220-660-110 (2) states “Work in or near watercourses can harm fish life including
incubating eggs and fry, juveniles, spawning adults, and other sensitive life history stages.
Therefore, work must occur at times of the year when the risk to fish life is reduced or can be
avoided.” September is a critical time for Spring Chinook spawning in the construction area and
juvenile Coho, Steelhead, Fall Chinook, Rainbow Trout, and Cutthroat Trout utilize the
construction area for up and downstream movement. Extending the work window will
negatively affect critical spawning habitat and migration corridors for juvenile and adult
salmonids. WDFW has the authority to modify timing windows if the proponent can
demonstrate there is a low risk to fish life, but to date the proponent has failed to present any
meaningful measures to mitigate unavoidable impacts to fish life and habitat. It is unlikely that
WDFW will authorize an extension of the work window for this magnitude of in-water work. As
co-managers with the state, QIN will not support the extension of the work window. The
proponent must account for this shortfall and incorporate an accurate construction time into
their project description and impacts assessment for all aspects of the affected environment.

Construction of the FRE facility is expected to require three separate in-water work periods
lasting from July 1 through September 30 each year. Regulatory agencies establish timing for the
in-water work and windows are timed for the lowest flows of the year to minimize impacts to the
river and for the period when spawning salmon are least likely to be in the area. WDFW has
established an in-water work window for the upper Chehalis from August 1 to August 31. The
Corps in-water work window is from July 1 to August 31. The Applicant would be required to
request extensions from WDFW and the Corps to allow in-water work outside of these periods to
meet their planned 5-year construction time.

FS&H_22
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3.2.2

E-100

The DEIS fails to quantify the likelihood of a greater than 3-year flood event to occur during
construction, and thus fails to sufficiently consider the magnitude of the impacts on aquatic life
and habitat of flood flows, including the potential for a facility closing event during construction.

In the case of a flood event that could result in the cofferdam being overtopped during
construction, the Applicant will prepare a pre-flood preparation plan. Cofferdams would be built
to protect against 3-year return flood events.
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2.3

E-59

The DEIS did not utilize all available information to identify and evaluate potential fish and fish
habitat impacts. Qualitative and quantitate analysis does not incorporate fish distribution and
species biology from Weyerhaeuser, and data available from the Water Type Modifications
available on the DNR Hydro- layer (WDNR 2020).
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3.2.3.2.3

E-148

The DEIS failed to analyze impacts to resident trout species such as rainbow and cutthroat trout.
It is not clear why the WUA analysis for non- salmon fish was not applied to resident trout
species. Weyerhaeuser has resident trout distribution and fish biology information the
proponent failed to utilize. Furthermore, The WUA analysis was applied to non-salmonid
species such as mountain white fish and Lamprey that do not have population data available

It should be noted that the analysis of WUA for non-salmon fish did not include resident trout
species such as rainbow and cutthroat trout. These species share many of the same habitat
preferences as the salmon and steelhead modeled using EDT, and it is assumed that, in general,
the populations that occurs in the upper Chehalis Basin would respond similarly to the impacts to
productivity described for Information on resident trout population sizes and distribution limits
the ability to quantify their potential responses

FS&H_26

Other
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2.4.2.3

E-82

The impact assessment for fish passage during operation bases its assessment on a significant
amount of assumptions and the analysis is consequently inadequate. The proposal subject to
environmental review is poorly defined, such as how the CHTR would operate during flood
retention, inaccurate flood retention reoccurrence periods inaccurate flood retention duration
and frequency (see Hydrology 2 memo), and unrealistic flow release rates (see Landslide
Potential memo) after flood retention during reservoir draw down.

The exact details of how fish passage would transition from open outlet conduits to closed
conduits and operation of the CHTR facility have not been identified by the Applicant.

FS&H_27
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3.2.2.2.2.3

E-109

The proponent admits that upstream fish passage for juvenile salmonids and other fish species
would be non-existing or by chance during adult trap and haul during construction. As pointed
out by the proponent WDFW hydraulic codes require fish passage for all life stages at all times of
the year (Barnard et al. 2013). The 1680 ft long, structure will not meet requirements for fish
passage due to exceedance in length-to-span ratio requirements. The proponent fails to offer
any solid mitigation and it is unlikely that any proposed mitigation will result in no- net loss and
be acceptable to WDFW and QIN.

Fish passage during construction would be required to meet requirements as part of the HPA
process along with a fish passage plan to reduce impacts to aquatic species.

FS&H_28
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3.2.2.2.6

E-118

The applicant does not adequately assess the impacts on non-migratory fish during construction
to support that impacts would be moderate. The analysis is qualitative, does not take into
consideration the lack of fish passage, impacts from noise, vibration, and likely exposure to
construction contaminates. Its likely non-migratory fish will experience delayed spawning and
migration limitations, and adverse behavioral effects such as reduced feeding.

Construction of the Proposed Action would have a moderate impact on non-migratory fish (e.g.,
minnows and sculpins) because they can continue to use habitat upstream or downstream of the
construction site; however, all fish species would be affected by impacts to the aquatic habitat
(e.g., decreased water quality from increased turbidity, loss of riparian habitat and function.

FS&H_29
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3.2.2.2.7

E-118

The proponent falsely assumes impacts during construction would be significant to moderate.
The analysis is broad brushed and lacks quantitative analysis. Increased loads of fine sediment
can have detrimental effects on macroinvertebrate such as physical damage from abrasion,
impacts to respiration and changes in habitat availability (Jones et. al 2012).

The spatial scale of the habitat loss and alteration would be a significant to moderate adverse
impact on aquatic macroinvertebrates

FS&H_30
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3.2.3.2

E-131

The geographic scope of the analysis is too limited to account for the nature, scope, scale, and
intensity of impacts. The proponent does not take into consideration the watershed processes
(see Cascade of Ecosystems Effects Memo) that will be negatively impacted by the proposal and
fails to relate these impacts to downstream listed species.

Operation of the Proposed Action is not likely to have significant impacts on chum salmon, bull
trout, eulachon, green sturgeon, and white sturgeon

FS&H_31

Other
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3.2.3.2.1.2

E-133

Impacts analysis on aquatic species is based on a reservoir inundation for 35 days during major
floods. Reservoir inundation frequency and duration was underestimated (see Hydrology
Technical Memo 2). Using this incorrect metric in the EDT and PHSIM underestimate the impacts
to aquatic species and habitats caused by reservoir inundation.

For major floods or larger, the FRE outlets would be closed and water would be temporarily
stored in the reservoir area for up to 35 days.
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SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
The DEIS underrepresents the scale and significance of impacts and fails to present any
measures to mitigate impacts in any meaningful way. The DEIS uses false assumptions on the
temporal scale of impacts to fish during in-water work and dewatering activities. DEIS fails to
take into consideration the implications of in- water work relative to the fragile populations of
Chinook found in the proposed in water work area.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
In-water work and dewatering during construction would have significant to moderate impacts to
fish species
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Comment ID
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Comment
There is no analysis pertaining to flow release and displacement of resident fish populations and
their ability to recolonize.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
When the FRE outlet gates are opened after a flood retention event, flow releases would vary
according to the operations plan developed for the FRO facility (CBS 2017c), and it is assumed
that fish in the temporary reservoir would exit through the outlet conduits.

E-76

The analysis for impacts to non – salmonid species relies heavily on the PHSIM model, but the
model does not evaluate the effects of high- flow events on non-salmonid species, this a major
shortfall.

The PHABSIM model was not developed to evaluate the effects of high-flow events

2.4.2.2

E-76

It is unclear why substrate was not included as a factor in the WAU analysis. On page E-90 it
clams a 3% in increased fine sediment due to the FRE facility and provides no documentation on
how that was determined and how including substrate would change the findings for species
other than small mouth bass.

However, substrate was not included as a factor in this analysis because the increase in fine
sediment due to the FRE facility would be less than 3%, which is below the sensitivity threshold
for PHABSIM. Given these limitations, the changes to WUA may underestimate impacts for
smallmouth bass.
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3.2.3.2.4

E-158

The DIES does not speak to the full range of impacts to macroinvertebrates during draw down of
the temporary reservoir thus underestimating the impacts to macroinvertebrates during
operation. The analysis fails to consider the ecological impacts such as negative impacts to fish
diet. Dam drawdown can have implications for food web structure for fish diet, and ecosystem
function such as nutrient cycling (Trottier et. al 2019).

Over the long term, the FRE facility would create a significant to moderate adverse impact to
aquatic macroinvertebrates due to direct loss of habitat, loss of organic matter inputs, and
changes in hydraulics
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3.2.3.2

E-131

Impact determination of significant to moderate impacts to aquatic macroinvertebrates during
operation does not support findings presented in the DEIS. The impacts would be significant
since benthic macroinvertebrate communities would be eliminated during inundation.

Benthic macroinvertebrate community that provides food for fish would be eliminated during
inundation..
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3.2.3.2.3

E-155

There is no meaning full analysis on the ability for species to survive inundation and drawdowns,
find refuge during floods, recolonize after being swept downstream, or the ability to inhabit the
temporary reservoir area in the long term. The DEIS fails to consider the impacts to nonsalmonid fish populations from operations such as altered food supply (elimination of
macroinvertebrate populations during inundation) and decimation of spawning habitat. If a
flood occurs during or immediately after the reproductive period, it may compromise young of
the year populations (Baumgartner et.al 2020). Furthermore, the DEIS does not attempt to
assess impacts to native fish species assemblages and variations of abundance from FRE faculty
operation. Baumgartner et al. 2020 found run of the river dam operation affects stability and
species interaction of fish assemblages.

Additional changes to habitat will occur that are not captured by the PHABSIM model, including
changes to fine-sediment deposition in the inundation area upstream of the FRE facility, and bed
scour downstream of the FRE facility that may be adverse or may benefit different species
depending on their preferences. The ability for species to inhabit the temporary reservoir area in
the long term depends upon their abilities to survive inundation or find refuge during floods, and
to recolonize from tributaries or areas downstream, and the efficiency of the FRE fish passage
facility.

BaumgartnerEtal_2020_StorageReservoirsDamOperatio
nFishAssemblage
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3.2.3.2

E-131

The analysis of impacts to lamprey is inadequate and largely broad brushed, it fails to provide a
sufficient analysis on lamprey survival during operations and how lamprey populations will be
negatively affected. Skalicky et. al 2020 found larval lamprey naturally reside and burrow in
fluvial sediments making them especially vulnerable to stranding and mortality during dam
operations that dewater their nursery habitats. The proponent needs to conduct further
analysis to accurately identify the true impacts to lamprey during operations and construction.

Deposition of sediment will smother incubating salmon embryos and sessile organisms like
shellfish and lamprey ammocoetes

2019_Skalicky_EvaluationOfChangesInAbundanceAndM
ethods
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3.2.3.1

E-123

The applicant does not provide a strong argument to support a moderate impacts determination
for adverse impacts to aquatic habitat upstream of the temporary reservoir area from
operations. There is no meaningful analysis of predicted channel response above the inundation
area due to altered hydrologic and geomorphic process from operations. Page F-76 of the earth
appendix mentions, “If incision and channel lowering are extensive, nearby tributary stream
junctions can be affected and head cutting or incision of tributary stream channels can occur."
Incision and head cutting in tributaries can create morphological features (stream channels
scoured to impassable bedrock chutes, formation of steep cascades, and exposure of underling
bedrock that create impassable falls) that impeded fish passage and preclude access to
important upstream rearing and spawning habitat for resident and anadromous fish.
Furthermore, the analysis was based on a sediment transport model with unknown accuracy
(earth comment #40) and predictions of bed elevation drops that control upstream geomorphic
processes were underestimated ( Earth comment #35) thus, underestimating the impacts to
upstream tributary aquatic habitat.

Therefore, there would be moderate adverse impacts to aquatic habitat in the headwaters
upstream of the temporary reservoir area from operations

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Administrative Record File Name

Trottier_2019_MacroInvertAbundanceTempReservoirs
WinterDrawdown
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E-123

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.3

E-164

The DEIS fails to acknowledge positive impacts on aquatic species and their habitat from the
Local Actions Alternative. Improvements to land use management, buy-out of at-risk properties
or structures, floodplain storage improvement (riparian restoration, afforestation, floodplain
reconnection) will likely enhance aquatic species and their habitat in the long term. The DEIS
fails to robustly develop and compare the Local Actions Alternative to the FRE facility and thus
fails to present a meaningful analysis of benefits to aquatic species and habitat. The DIES must
provide sufficient site-specific descriptions of proposed structural and habitat enhancement
activities associated with the Local Actions Alternative so the benefits can be quantified in EDT
and accurately compared with the FRE facility proposal.

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

Summary

E-v

The DEIS fails to use good data and BAS to reach its conclusions of impacts to fish and aquatic
habitat during construction and operation of the airport levee. The DIES failed to identify a fishbearing stream running through the airport levee (see wetlands comment # 9). The stream is
associated with wetland habitat and likely provides juvenile salmonid over wintering habitat.
Overall, the analysis conducted on the airport levee is broad brushed, lacks detail, and
insufficient. The proponent must provide a valid inventory of aquatic species and habitat found
within the affected area, accurately describe the impacts and propose feasible mitigation.

No impacts from airport levee construction on fish and aquatic habitat because no work would
occur below the ordinary high water mark.

FS&H_43

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.1

E-123

Fish appendix fails to provide an accurate and sufficient analysis of the impacts associated with
facility construction, timber conversion and harvest in the reservoir area, and the subsequent
permanent loss of riparian function. See Forest Practice memo.

Riparian area function would be severely degraded due to the removal of large trees that provide
structure to the riparian forest, shade to the stream channel, and nutrient and wood inputs to
the stream

FS&H_44

Other
Aquatic
Species

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.2.5

E-159

The report's claim that the potential impacts to Southern Resident Killer Whales would only be
moderate, despite their recognition of the uncertainty surrounding the Whale's degree of
reliance on Chinook (and other Salmonid species) stocks of Chehalis origin and how declines in
those stocks would reverberate throughout the ecosystem, is contradictory and
unsubstantiated. A paper referenced in the report (Hanson et al. 2010) makes the explicit
qualification that "the present study was limited to inland marine waters during the summer
months, and the results may not be representative of the whales’ diet in other areas or times of
the year. During the fall, winter and spring months, the whales spend most of their time in outer
coastal waters, ranging from central California to northern BC where they would have access to
numerous other stocks of Chinook salmon as well as other potential prey sources. Even during
the summer months, the whales sometimes make multiday sojourns to the outer coastal waters,
so the estimated prey composition we reported in the present study does not necessarily reflect
their overall summer diet. It will therefore be important to conduct similar studies in outer
coastal areas in order to gain a more complete understanding of the whales’ diet composition".
Reference material on Southern Resident Killer Whales along the outer coast and in the area
surrounding Grays Harbor is extremely limited, the vast majority of the literature available
concerns Whales in the Puget Sound and Strait of Georgia/Juan de Fuca. The report needs to be
more realistic when evaluating the degree to which Southern Resident Killer Whales stand to be
impacted by the construction and operation of the FRE facility.

The degree to which a decline in the specific subpopulations of salmon originating from the
upper Chehalis River would affect the Southern Resident killer whales is unknown, and the
magnitude of these impacts related to operation of the FRE facility on killer whales is highly
uncertain. The number of fish that would likely be impacted by the Proposed Action represents a
small proportion of the overall diet of the Southern Resident killer whales. However, the loss of
salmon and steelhead, in particular spring-run Chinook salmon, from the Chehalis River would
present a moderate adverse impact to Southern Resident killer whales.

Resource
Topic
Aquatic
Habitats

Document
Reviewed
Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

FS&H_41

Aquatic
Habitats

FS&H_42

Comment ID
FS&H_40

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
The proponent does not take into consideration the potential for increased landslide activity
during reservoir fluctuations (see earth comment #18) and fails to relate it to impacts to fish
habitat above the reservoir. The Earth Appendix mentions that slides could move up the
hillslope above the reservoir (DEIS Earth Appendix F-76) but fails to provide any meaningful
analysis to assess how mass wasting events will alter and change fish habitat above the
reservoir. More analysis is required to assess aquatic habitat impacts in the headwaters
upstream of the temporary reservoir during operations.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Therefore, there would be moderate adverse impacts to aquatic habitat in the headwaters
upstream of the temporary reservoir area from operations.

Administrative Record File Name

HansonEtAl_2010_SouthernResKillerWhaleDiet
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Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

Section
3.2.3.2.5

Doc Page
Number
(not PDF
pg #)
E-159

Comment
Goal 1 of Governor Jay Inslee's Southern Resident Orca Task force is to increase Chinook
abundance; goal 2 is to decrease disturbance of and risk to Southern Resident orcas from vessels
and noise and increase their access to prey. By their own admission, the proponents of the dam
will undoubtedly diminish (or even possibly eliminate entirely) some of the Chehalis River
watersheds Chinook salmon stocks. This runs directly counter to the first 2 stated goals of
Governor Inslee's Orca recovery plan. While the report does make brief mention of the Southern
Resident Orca Task Force, it neglects to acknowledge the role that the dam will be playing in
undermining the committee's recovery efforts.

FS&H_46

Cumulative
Impacts

Chapter 5.3_Fish
Species & Habitats

5.17

183

The DEIS correctly finds that construction and operation of the Proposed Project would have
significant impacts on fish, wildlife, aquatic and terrestrial habitat, recreation, earth, water, air,
wetlands, people, local economies, etc. These impacts, considered unavoidable, unless
mitigation is technically feasible and economically practicable. Yet, in nearly every instance the
DEIS goes on to say, at this time the nature of mitigation is unknown and concludes it is not
certain mitigation will be feasible. Overall, the DEIS does not provide decision makers with an
accurate understanding of the potential impacts of each alternative on local economies. WAC
197-11-440(6)(a) states that the affected environment, significant impacts, and mitigation
sections of an EIS shall “analyze significant impacts of alternatives including the proposed
action.”

FS&H_47

Other
Aquatic
Species

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.2.2.5

E141

By excluding analysis of the economic and socioeconomic impacts associated with the proposed
project, the DEIS fails to address the extent and range (spatial and temporal) of direct, indirect
and cumulative impacts that extend beyond the Basin’s boundaries.

FS&H_48

Mitigation
Measures

Chapter 5.3_Fish
Species & Habitats

All

Throughout

Future costs associated with projected environmental mitigation are not adequately detailed for
the proposed action and are wholly unaddressed (nonexistent) for the Local Action. The DEIS
totally shunts addressing costs associated with mitigation downstream for virtually everything.
(e.g. costs and economic impacts associated with mitigation measures to address surface water
quality are not addressed, ….).

FS&H_49

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

Summary

E-vii

The DEIS claims that flooding in the no action would decrease habitat, but does not address that
increased flooding could also create habitat - off channel. This improved habitat would depend
on having wood in the channel.

FS&H_50

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.1

E-16

The late July starting point for temperature monitoring is suspect as it may have missed the
warmest portion of that year. The full month of July at the end of the sample period is still useful
for the EIS.

FS&H_51

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.1

E-17

Table E5 describing the temperatures at Dryad are a concern and offered without commentary.
We could be seeing temperature created mortalities at this temperature. At a minimum we will
see avoidance of areas of this temperature, potentially reducing usable habitat and interfering
with life history stages.

FS&H_52

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.1.1

E-18

The text identifies the confluence as RM 108, and it should be RM 118 (the dam is proposed at
RM 109).

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
In March 2018, Governor Inslee issued an executive order directing state agencies to take
immediate actions to help the struggling killer whale population and establishing the Southern
Resident Orca Task Force to develop a long-term plan for recovering killer whales (Office of the
Governor 2018). The task force’s recommendations support overarching goals to benefit killer
whales, including increasing the abundance of Chinook salmon, decreasing disturbance and other
risks posed by vessel traffic and noise, reducing exposure to toxic pollutants for killer whales and
their prey, and ensuring adequate funding, information and accountability measures are in place
to support effective recovery efforts moving forward.

Administrative Record File Name
OfficeOfTheGovernor_2018_ExecutiveOrder1802
Cascadia_2019_SouthernResOrcaTaskForceReport

Quante_Coljin_2016_NorthSeaRegionClimateChangeAs
s

Integrated model results also show increased variability in estimated salmonid abundance among
model run iterations associated with the flow scenarios modeled, primarily for spring-run and
fall-run Chinook salmon. Over the mid- and late-century time frames, spring-run Chinook salmon
abundance was estimated to be zero and fall-run Chinook salmon abundance ranged as low as 2
fish in the Above Crim Creek Subbasin. This highlights the increased year-to-year variability and
subsequent vulnerability of these species to stressors under the Proposed Action. Such variability
also impacts access to fishing (economic and cultural consequences) and the ecology of the basin
for numerous other species including Southern Resident killer whales that depend on the
presence of Chehalis Basin salmon and steelhead.
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E-19

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.1.2

E-20

The text on water rights referencing the 2019 fishing closure should state "due to low returns."

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.2.1

E-27

Figure E-4 does not include "Eggs incubating in gravel" or a similar life history. The eggs can be
quite sensitive to disturbance such as vibration while incubating.

FS&H_56

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.2.1

E-30

The first paragraph describes fish movements but the text does not provide any assessment on
the effects of warmer waters in this area. The DEIS does not address potential changes in fish
behavior in the warmer waters of the reservoir footprint.

FS&H_57

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.2.1.1

E-30

Near the end of the page it describes the spawning timing of spring chinook, and it should state
clearly that there is an overlap in time and space between spring and fall chinook.

FS&H_58

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.2.1.1

E-34

In the paragraph starting "Chehalis River..." near the top it has a statement referring to hatchery
supplementation in the area and this statement is a completely different thought and point of
the rest of the sentence; the point if valid, but has nothing to do with harvest differentiation.

FS&H_59

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.2.1.2

E-34

From the text: "Hatchery production contributes to annual returns to the Grays Harbor and
lower Chehalis River tributaries (Humptulips, Wishkah, Satsop, and Wynoochee rivers; WDFW
2019c)." This sentence is too general; the DEIS should have included a statement clearly
outlining the hatchery influence in the upper river.

FS&H_60

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.2.1.3

E-37

There is a statement about Coho in the upper Chehalis being a distinct genetic subpopulation. A
dam would remove this portion (or much of this portion) of this distinct stock from the
watershed - reducing resiliency and genetic diversity. The effects on the specific genetic
population and the potential effects of losing this distinct population was not evaluated.

FS&H_61

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.2.2

E-43

The second paragraph on lamprey indicates adult lamprey do not return to natal streams, but to
areas where ammocoetes exist. Thus the lack of ammocoetes above the dam would likely result
in few to no returning adult lamprey for spawning. Thus the Pacific lamprey population above
the proposed dam could be extirpated during the construction window with the poor fish
passage.

FS&H_62

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.2.2

E-43

The paragraph on brook lamprey does not include any indication of whether brook lamprey
have been found in the upper river, or if there has been any sampling for them. It needs to be
clear if they have not looked for this species - the limitation in Wydoski and Whitney may reflect
lack of sampling rather than lack of presence.

FS&H_63

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.2.2

E-44

The paragraph on western river lamprey is not clear whether any sampling has been done for
this species. It should be clearly stated is sampling has or has not been done.

FS&H_64

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.2.4

E-53

The paragraph starting with "Under extreme flood conditions…" indicates major effects on
stream invertebrates. Debris flows are much more common than every 2000 years , thus the
example may be misleading. The headwaters are unstable and have lots of disturbances that
accelerate debris flows and the DEIS describes increases in landslides and debris flows within the
reservoir footprint. It is not clear this was evaluated.

FS&H_65

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.2.2.5

E-55

The paragraph starting with [t]he population of Chinook salmon…" includes a sentence "[t]he
Southern Resident Killer whales depend on spring-run Chinook salmon as a food source." This
conflicts with a more general statement in a previous paragraph.

Resource
Topic
Aquatic
Habitats

Document
Reviewed
Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

FS&H_54

Aquatic
Habitats

FS&H_55

Comment ID
FS&H_53

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
The first paragraph provides an assessment on riparian function. The statement is more of an
assumption, than a quantified fact. It should be stated either assumption or a less concrete
fact.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name
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E-58

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4

E-61

Table E-7 does not appear to evaluate effects from flows that exceed the LLO capacity but are
not part of a flood that would close the gates. There will be ponding in years where the gates do
not close and the effect of this ponding should be analyzed.

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.1

E-63

Prior to section 2.4.2 there is a statement that makes an assumption of the HPA permit
conditions. These are not "a given" and the assumption could be incorrect. No analysis of
effects if these assumptions are not met is included in the DEIS.

FS&H_69

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.1

E-64

The second paragraph on this page describes the flow levels used for the analysis. While the
actual flows and/or return interval the LLOs can pass are not provided, they are inadequate to
pass natural flows at some point >3 year event. The DEIS does not adequately evaluate the
effects of flows exceeding the LLO capacity that will create ponding upstream of the dam.

FS&H_70

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.1

E-64

In the second paragraph it states; "The models uses a simulation period (2001 to 2100) for
analysis of the Proposed Action". This time period will underestimate flows since annual peak
flows are increasing over time.

FS&H_71

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.1.4

E-73

Paragraph starting with "The following impacts…" in the second bullet starting with "How a lack
of flooding…" seems to miss an important point. It should also be looking at effects on course
sediment as well.

FS&H_72

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.2

E-75

There is evidence of reduced streamflow due to riparian vegetation, including a loss of summer
streamflow (Harr 1989, Selemi et al. 2012). There is concern that replacing a mature riparian
forest with high-water-use plants such as willow and cottonwood may reduce summer
streamflows. This should be evaluated.

FS&H_73

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.3

E-76

The last paragraph describing how passage rates were derived should provide references to
their data/publications.

FS&H_74

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.3

E-78

The paragraph describing how passage rates were developed for coastal cutthroat, lamprey and
others used the term "discussions with experts." This is vague and they should identify who
they worked with and cite it.

FS&H_75

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.3

E-79

Table E-9 should cite references for the data it provides.

Table E-9

FS&H_76

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.3

E-80

The first paragraph after the bullets describes how the values for Table E-9 were developed; it
needs references.

The estimated total survival values for temporary trap-and-transport operations (Table E-9)…

FS&H_77

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.3

E-81

It appears data related to upstream passage during construction is based on assumptions on
what the HPA will require. The analysis may not be appropriate if the conditions on the HPA
differ from the stated assumption.

FS&H_78

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.3

E-81

The document does not evaluate the effects of the ponding for flows greater than 8,500 cfs.

2-year flow event (typical seasonal flow) would pass through the low-level outlets without
surcharging. Surcharging is a condition where the water level at the upstream entrance of a
conduit is above the top (crown) of the conduit. Flows up to 8,500 cfs would pass through the
low-level outlets without surcharging. Above this river flow, surcharging could occur, and water
could back up at the (upstream) entrance to the tunnel.

FS&H_79

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.3

E-82

There is no connection of flow at Grand Mound and the FRE site - what flows will occur at the
FRE when flow is hitting 38,800 at Grand Mound?

The FRE facility would impound water when the river is forecasted to rise above 38,800 cfs within
48 hours at the downstream river monitoring gage at Grand Mound, Washington

Resource
Topic
Aquatic
Habitats

Document
Reviewed
Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

FS&H_67

Aquatic
Habitats

FS&H_68

Comment ID
FS&H_66

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
Last paragraph addressing increased temperature: DEIS fails to mention that changes in
temperature affects food production and availability, and species.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name

Table E-7

The monthly averages of average daily flows from water years 2013 and 2014 were used to
represent the baseline condition. For evaluating the effect of the FRE facility, it was assumed that
typical flow conditions would be unaffected and water temperatures would increase due to the
removal of vegetation in the temporary reservoir inundation area.

Harr_1989_CumulativeEffectsTimberHarvest
SalemiEtal_2012_RiparianVegWaterYield
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E-82

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

2.4.2.3

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

FS&H_83

Aquatic
Habitats

FS&H_84

Resource
Topic
Aquatic
Habitats

Document
Reviewed
Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

FS&H_81

Aquatic
Habitats

FS&H_82

Comment ID
FS&H_80

Comment
How the flows are ramped is important, but not included in the document.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
...details of how fish passage would transition from open outlet conduits to closed conduits and
operation of the CHTR facility have not been identified by the Applicant

E-82

The effects surcharging during flows >8,500 cfs to 12,000 cfs are not addressed. We could see a
flood in March when downstream migrants are present.

During drawdown fish would exit the temporary reservoir through the FRE outlets.

3.2

E-84

The DEIS proposes an evaluation period of 2030-2080. The DEIS fails to explain if the
expectation is a lifespan of only 50 years for dam, or the rationale for the short evaluation
period.

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.1

E-85

The construction timeframe appears to be too short. Documents submitted to the Flood Control
District estimate 7-11 years of construction (Chehalis River Basin Flood Control 2018)

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2

E-99

The analysis shows major reductions in fish as a result of the dam, mostly from construction, and
this estimate using an artificially low estimate of 5 years of construction - they should have
looked at 10 or more years of construction.

FS&H_85

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2

E-99

This statement contradicts the construction timeframe included in Chehalis River Basin Flood
Control Combined Dam and Fish Passage Supplemental design report, FRE Dam Alternative,
September 2018.

FS&H_86

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2

E-99

The DEIS proposes an in-water work window that exceeds current regulations that will harm
spawning spring chinook salmon, and could harm incubating steelhead eggs. The DEIS identifies
spring chinook spawning as beginning in September.

FS&H_87

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2

E-100

The DEIS plans for a 3-year flood event for a 5 year project. This could result in construction
delays and construction lasting longer than 5 years with increased harm.

Cofferdams would be built to protect against 3-year return flood events.

FS&H_88

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2

E-101

The construction planning is expecting "special" outcomes. They are designing for a 3 year
event for a 5 year construction window so are expecting flows to be lower than statistically
estimated. They are planning for no flooding that would slow production, again against
statistical predictions. This increases the likelihood that they will not meet their construction
schedule. Given the amount of harm during construction, thus underestimate of time needed
results in underestimation of harm to salmon and steelhead.

Estimated construction impacts of the FRE facility are based on typical seasonal flows and do not
account for the potential of a major or larger flood occurring during construction and backwater
effects that could temporarily inundate area upstream of the diversion dam.

FS&H_89

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2.1.1

E-102

The first bullet near the end of the page describes riparian function but leaves out food
production. Terrestrial insects are a significant food source for young salmon and trout.

FS&H_90

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2.1.1

E-103

Discussion on loss of food should mention loss of terrestrial insects.

FS&H_91

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2.1.1

E-104

Expectation of exemption from state regulatory standards for water quality and in-water work
window for HPA is unsupported and no discussion is presented around work expectations and
impacts if these assumptions are not met.

Additionally, modeling for Crim Creek in the temporary reservoir showed that loss of riparian
cover and stream shading associated with the FRE facility is predicted to result in temperature
increases of between 2°C and 5°C, exceeding water quality criteria (Anchor QEA 2017).

FS&H_92

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2.2.1

E-106

Since they used "may" in reference to fish removal, did they model effects assuming fish were
removed or left instream?

Exclusion and removal of fish from in-water work areas may be required.

FS&H_93

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2.2.2.1

E-107

The fish passage design/knowledge is not complete. The DEIS fails to acknowledge the
involvement of tribe in the design of fish passage facilities.

Martin (2019b) also states that upstream and downstream passage of juvenile salmonids,
resident fish, and lamprey during operation of the temporary passage facility will continue to be
discussed with WDFW as the project progresses.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Administrative Record File Name

The time frame for constructing the FRE facility is 5 years.

CBS_2018_AltSuppReportFRE

If permitted, the Applicant expects FRE facility construction would occur between 2025 and 2030
and would last approximately 5 years (Martin 2019b).

CBS_2018_AltSuppReportFRE
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Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2.2.2.2

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

FS&H_97

Aquatic
Habitats

FS&H_98

Resource
Topic
Aquatic
Habitats

Document
Reviewed
Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

FS&H_95

Aquatic
Habitats

FS&H_96

Comment ID
FS&H_94

Comment
The temporary fish passage facility appears to be inadequate and not fully designed. It appears
to be a stop-gap measure that is not fully developed

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Therefore, there will be challenges in developing an effective picket weir design.

E-109

By ignoring effects of debris during March, the DEIS underestimates harm to juvenile fish. There
can be significant debris during March, and even some major flood events.

Similarly, injury or mortality to downstream juvenile migrants passing through debris collected on
the diversion tunnel trash racks at the inlet to the tunnel could occur, but this impact was not
incorporated into the analytical approach.

3.2.2.2.3

E-110

Water temperature would increase as soon as the existing forest is cleared. Clearing would be
likely be completed before the end of the construction in order to be ready for flooding. These
increases would be persistent, not temporary.

Water temperature would increase over time as trees and non-flood-tolerant species are
removed from the temporary inundation area (Water Discipline Report).

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2.2.3

E-110

The DEIS does not mention that some sites could exceed lethal temperatures.

This would result in areas that exceed optimal temperatures in summer for cold-water-adapted
fish like salmon, trout, and lamprey that currently occur in large numbers near the FRE facility
site.

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2.2.3

E-110

Some sites in the upper Chehalis already can exceed 20°C; these additional changes can cause
further occurrence and exceedance of lethal temperatures for salmon and steelhead.

The effects of temperature exceedances on fish can range from bioenergetic conditions requiring
them to increase their foraging efforts and reducing their growth potential (e.g., temperatures
that exceed state criteria for salmon and trout of 17.5°C), to potentially lethal conditions when
temperatures exceed approximately 20°C.

FS&H_99

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2.2.5.1

E-114

The level of reduction is likely to extirpate spring chinook.

EDT model results indicated that construction of the FRE facility would reduce estimated springrun Chinook salmon abundance from 65 to 11 fish (84% decrease).

FS&H_100

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2.2.6

E-118

The DEIS does not acknowledge the involvement of the tribes as fisheries co-managers.

…passage of juvenile salmonids, resident fish, and lamprey during operation of the temporary
passage facility will continue to be discussed with WDFW as the project progresses.

FS&H_101

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.2.2.8

E-120

The "moderate" rating needs to be considered in the context that the current population is a
threatened species - thus the intensity and consequence on SRKW food populations is
significant.

…would present a moderate adverse impact on Southern Resident killer whales.

FS&H_102

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.1.1

E-122

This statement is not completely true. Ponding is described as occurring at flow levels below the
7 year trigger point for closing the dam. This will accumulate sediment just upstream of the dam
altering the habitat in this area.

Between floods and during flood retention events, fish habitat upstream of the maximum extent
of the temporary reservoir inundation would not be directly affected.

FS&H_103

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.1.2

E-125

The vegetation plan removes riparian trees that are >50 years old and replaces them with willow
and cottonwood that will not be allowed to exceed 6" diameter breast height. To claim an
impact reduction, there would need to be documentation of the effectiveness of the proposed
vegetation management.

Some impacts that result from the active removal of large trees and large wood would be
reduced by implementing the proposed Vegetation Management Plan…

FS&H_104

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.1.3

E-126

This statement is misleading at best: the complete loss of wood from the upper river cannot be
moderated by the currently existing input of wood from these tributaries. These tributaries are
current sources of wood, not additional sources that can moderate the major change caused by
removing the biggest source of wood and sediment in this reach of river.

These downstream effects of the FRE facility would be moderated by inputs of water, sediment,
and wood from major tributaries such as Elk Creek, the South Fork Chehalis River, and
Newaukum River (though the supply of large wood is limited throughout the basin).

FS&H_105

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.1.3

E-126

The DEIS identifies that fine sediment will increase - this is harmful to salmon and other aquatic
species. it also documents that the bedload will coarsen over time, losing component of smaller
sediment and retaining the largest (due to loss of major floods, and the retention of much if not
all sediment in the reservoir..

Changes in substrate grain size that are important to aquatic habitat would be minor
downstream of the FRE facility.

FS&H_106

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.1.3

E-126

This statement is misleading - these are current conditions and not changed due to the proposal.
That they make things "better" is incorrect.

Effects would be moderated by inputs of major tributaries downstream of Elk Creek.

FS&H_107

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.1.5

E-128

This statement is misleading; there will still be "peak" flows, they will be very different than
current, and much lower.

...eliminate peak flows in downstream reaches

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
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Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.2

Aquatic
Habitats
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Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats
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Species & Habitats

FS&H_112

Aquatic
Habitats

FS&H_113
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Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

FS&H_109

Aquatic
Habitats

FS&H_110

Comment ID
FS&H_108

Comment
This statement is misleading. The valley had been farmed for about 100 years in 1945. This does
not reflect "natural" avulsion rates. There were channel spanning log jams in the river
historically, thus we can assume avulsions occurred at a rate exceeding the post 1945 rate in the
past.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
The only avulsion since 1945 (rapid change to a new channel) noted occurred in the RM 104 to
RM 105 area during the 2007 flood due to a channel-spanning log jam.

E-132

In addition to the effects mentioned, it would also reduce groundwater infiltration - reduced
aquifer recharge. This could lead to a potential reduction in summer low flows.

In addition, limiting high-water events that infiltrate the floodplain would also limit the input of
terrestrial nutrients to the stream, which would have negative impacts on juvenile salmon and
steelhead growth.

3.2.3.2.1

E-132

The DEIS fails to provide a reference for the cited fish passage standards.

…the outlet tunnels would be designed to meet state and federal passage standards.

3.2.3.2.1.3

E-134

It is not clear what fish passage standards are being applied - need a reference or need to add
the standards to the document.

For both temporary (construction) and permanent (operation) periods, develop fish passage
contingency plans that can be implemented if passage standards are not met.

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.2.2

E-135

With a median of 3 fish, they are essentially extinct.

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.2.2.5

E-142

The discussion of the reduction in Coho does not address the stock's unique genetic profile. The
analysis should look at the probably loss of a unique genetic stock.

In the mid-century period the decline would stabilize at a median value of 3 fish (range 0-15)
compared to a median of 60 fish (56-61) prior to construction and 29 fish (28-29) during
construction…
Additionally, as described above, studies have shown geographic and genetic differences in Coho
salmon and steelhead spawning in the upper Chehalis River (South Fork Chehalis River and
upstream of Crim Creek) compared to downstream portions of the basin…

FS&H_114

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.3.2.2.5

E-145

The analysis of the reductions in fish numbers should be carried out in the context of their
known genetic uniqueness.

FS&H_115

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.5

E-160

The proposed mitigation are suggestions without any substance.

FS&H_116

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.2.5

E-161

What is the life of the project? Is it the 2080 period in the analysis? The dam will still be in place
and likely still harming habitat.

FS&H_117

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.3

E-164

Limiting the alternative top a few projects that are currently proposed or funded is
inappropriate. They should have developed a project with a longer timeframe that the current
biennium.

FS&H_118

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

3.4

E-167

The assumptions for the No Action alternative were incomplete. It should have included the
Lead Entity process, and made some assumptions on its effectiveness in restoring salmon and
steelhead habitat.

FS&H_119

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats
Attachment E3

Attachment
E-3

E3-4

This is an increase of 29% in length and could have a detrimental effect. There needs to be
some justification or analysis on the assumption of no difference.

…FRE outlet conduits are 310 feet long compared the FRO outlets, which are 240 feet long. ”Any
effects on potential fish passage efficiencies associated with the longer FRE outlet conduits were
not incorporated into the fish passage efficiency estimates for the FRE facility.

FS&H_120

Aquatic
Habitats

Attachment
E-3

E3-5

Are they planning on a fish passage facility that does not meet NMFS criteria?

If higher velocities are approved by NMFS…

FS&H_121

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats
Attachment E3
Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats
Attachment E3

Attachment
E-3

E3-10

No tribal representation at all. Left out half of the co-managers.

On March 21 and 29, 2019, representatives from Ecology, WDFW, and Anchor QEA met by phone
to discuss and develop estimates for adult passage through the FRE facility during construction
(CBS 2019b).

FS&H_122

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats
Attachment E3

Attachment
E-3

E3-13

They are proposing 310 feet - a significant increase in length increase of 55% over the 200 ft
reference distance and 29% over the original design of 240 ft. I am not convinced that an
assumption that the longer conduits will behave the same is accurate.

FRO conduits were based on Barnard et al. (2013), which suggests that a minimum hydraulic
design target of 0.8 foot of water depth and a maximum flow velocity of 2 fps should be used for
water crossing structures with lengths of approximately 200 feet.

FS&H_123

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats
Attachment E3

Attachment
E-3

E3-13

This determination was for a 240 ft conduit, not a 310 ft conduit. No consultation with the
subcommittee is cited to support this statement.

…Subcommittee determined that the natural flow characteristics in this river reach were more
restrictive to passage than WDFW’s guidelines, and concluded the proposed flow velocity and
depth through the outlet conduits should mimic the flow velocity and depth occurring naturally…

FS&H_111

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020
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As described above, Coho salmon and steelhead found at and upstream of the proposed FRE
facility are genetically distinct from Coho salmon and steelhead in lower river areas.

Monitoring will be conducted over the life of the Proposed Action.
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FS&H_125

Aquatic
Habitats

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats
Attachment E3

Attachment
E-3

FS&H_126

Aquatic
Habitats

Chapter 5.3_Fish
Species & Habitats

FS&H_127

Aquatic
Habitats

FS&H_128

Comment ID
FS&H_124

Comment
The movement of wood and sediment will be different. This statement contains the qualifier of
"…up through river discharges of 4,000 cfs" but does not evaluate passage between 4,000 cfs
and 12,500 cfs where surcharging begins.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Similar to the approach taken in designing the FRO conduits (Section 11.4.1.2; CBS 2017a), the
FRE facility sluice outlets are expected to replicate the natural streamflow and velocities
exhibited by the natural channel through which fish will pass at the FRE facility location, whether
the dam is in place or not, up through river discharges of 4,000 cfs.

E3-16

The DEIS fails to look at the extra length of the LLOs - 240 to 310 is 29% increase and could be
significant. In addition, the original text indicates these values are for conduits of approximately
200 feet long, and 310 is not approximately 200.

…additional hydraulic model analysis may be required during permitting to understand the effect
of the increased length of the FRE facility…

5.3

83-84 ;
Exhibit 5.35

The effects of Climate Change are explicitly and prominently highlighted in the evaluation of the
No Action Alternative, however the DEIS ignores impacts of when adverse impacts may occur
under the Proposed Project. Because EDT provides steady state projections, the EIS provides
mid and late century information on salmon population impacts. It does not provide EDT
modeling information on timing of when adverse effects would be expected to occur or their
duration. Under the Proposed Project, adverse impacts will occur during initial 2025-2030
period of construction and subsequent operation of the FRE facility. Some of these are
discussed in EIS Appendix E pE-79 et.seq. Accelerated adverse impacts and reduction of time
available for potential mitigation or restoration actions to take effect are not considered.

Quantitative modeling was completed to determine impacts on salmon and steelhead under the
No Action Alternative. Increases in water temperature and reductions in summer flows including
the Impact Analysis, Findings, and Potential Mitigation Fish Species and Habitats SEPA Draft
Environmental Impact Statement Publication No. 20-06-002 February 2020 For the Proposed
Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project, effects of climate change over the long
term are expected to have a large impact on all three salmonid species (and two life-history
strategies for Chinook salmon) modeled. Exhibit 5.3-5 shows the modeled decrease in abundance
compared to the median abundance under current conditions for each species and subbasin.

Chapter 5.3_Fish
Species & Habitats

5.3

83-84

This characterization strongly implies that: (a) adverse effects of the Proposed Project are
inevitable, de minimis, and negligible, i.e., there is no material difference in outcomes regardless
of whether or not the proposed project is undertaken; (b) That substantial efforts to restore
aquatic species are contingent on approving construction of the Proposed Project.

In addition to loss of abundance of salmon species, the No Action Alternative is also expected to
reduce the species’ productivity, diversity, and spatial structure due to the projected loss of
spring-run Chinook salmon, Coho salmon, and steelhead populations from the Rainbow Falls to
Crim Creek Subbasin. This is expected to increase the vulnerability of these species to
environmental variability. Habitat degradation associated with the No Action Alternative is also
expected to reduce genetic diversity within and among populations due to reductions in
abundance and the loss of populations in the Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek Subbasin” “The No
Action Alternative represents the most likely future, including the effects of climate change, if the
Proposed Project is not constructed.

Cumulative
Impacts

Chapter 5.3_Fish
Species & Habitats

5.3

83-84

This characterization ignores: (a) potential ESA listings that could spur action to prevent
jeopardy and substantially affect future land use and development within the Chehalis Basin;
and (b) the framing of the EIS and the purpose and objectives established for the environmental
assessment precludes the possibility that other alternatives could be developed to meet the
twin objectives of the Chehalis Basin Strategy – reducing damage from flooding throughout the
Chehalis Basin and restoring aquatic species.

In addition to loss of abundance of salmon species, the No Action Alternative is also expected to
reduce the species’ productivity, diversity, and spatial structure due to the projected loss of
spring-run Chinook salmon, Coho salmon, and steelhead populations from the Rainbow Falls to
Crim Creek Subbasin. This is expected to increase the vulnerability of these species to
environmental variability. Habitat degradation associated with the No Action Alternative is also
expected to reduce genetic diversity within and among populations due to reductions in
abundance and the loss of populations in the Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek Subbasin” “The No
Action Alternative represents the most likely future, including the effects of climate change, if the
Proposed Project is not constructed.

FS&H_129

Cumulative
Impacts

Chapter 5.3_Fish
Species & Habitats

5.3

83-84

The SEPA DEIS analyses do not include consideration of major impacts of climate change except
for limited impacts within the study area and the changes noted on p40. Changes in phenology,
such as alteration of spawning and emergence timing of salmon, insects, pollination, etc. are not
considered.

Sea level rise was also included in the analysis. For this EIS, an increase in peak flood flows of 12%
in mid-century and 26% in late-century is used for the analysis. Modeling also showed that water
temperatures would increase at the same rate as increasing air temperatures, by 3.6o F to 5.4o F
for most areas by late-century.

FS&H_130

Cumulative
Impacts

Chapter 5.3_Fish
Species & Habitats

5.3

81

The EIS analysis is dominated by physical effects of peak flows and ignores impacts of the
proposed project on ecological function within and outside the dam footprint. This is illustrated
by the superficial treatment of alteration of geologic processes and biological processes that
affect food webs (e.g., insects, mollusks, predation, algal blooms, etc.) on aquatic species.

Over the long term, the FRE facility would create a significant adverse impact on shellfish due to
loss of habitat, impacts on mussel beds, changes in host fish abundance and distribution, and
their inability to re-establish colonies between flood events. Macroinvertebrates are likely to
recolonize disturbed areas and take advantage of newly deposited substrates but would likely
have lower species diversity and different community composition. Over the long term, the FRE
facility would create a significant to moderate adverse impact on aquatic macroinvertebrates due
to loss of habitat, loss of food sources, and changes to water temperature, flow, and substrates.
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FS&H_132

Cumulative
Impacts

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

Throughout

There are concerns regarding the immediacy of damage during construction (due to the fiver
year proposed and underestimation of impacts during operation of the dam. No information is
presented as to timing (i.e., differences in when impacts of climate change would be projected
with dam/levee and without) of impacts on fish and wildlife. Construction is proposed to occur
over five years and the applicant has requested that annual construction period be permitted to
run from July through September, a time period encompassing active migration of salmon
species. The EIS does not provide information on magnitude or duration of likely adverse
impacts on salmon (particularly Chinook and Coho) which may occur during construction.

FS&H_133

Cumulative
Impacts

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

Throughout

Model results do not consider harvest, increasing uncertainties regarding effects of global
climate change, or efforts taken under the Aquatic Species restoration Plan. The future of the
salmon resources essential to QIN’s ability to exercise its reserved treaty rights is grim,
regardless of whether or not the proposed project proceeds.

FS&H_134

Cumulative
Impacts

Appendix E_Fish
Species & Habitats

Throughout

The modeling of three ASRP scenarios is unrealistic, assuming immediate implementation and
full effectiveness.

Comment ID
FS&H_131

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Section
Throughout

Comment
Because of the steady state nature of EDT model results, the way the DEIS is written and results
presented, it is not possible to separate impacts of the dam and levee separately or untangle
impacts of climate change from other assumed conditions or restoration actions. The difference
between no action and proposed dam/levee is presented as being due to dam/levee effects, but
there is no discussion of interactions or any information presented regarding separation of
effects of construction activities or operation.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
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P-13

P-66-P-72

Comment
Human development favors species that are adaptable to human disturbance and negatively effects
sensitive species such as the Marbled Murrelets (Brachyramphus marmoratus). These changes favor
birds adapted to life with people (Johnston, 2001), such as non-native species and many native corvid
species, while negatively impacting interior forest obligates, ground nesters, and rare species with
range requirements (Marzluff, 2005). The proposed project will increase human development and
edge habitats, which are shown to increase corvids, known nest predators of Marbled Murrelets
(Marzluff and Neatherlin, 2006). A study conducted on the Olympic Peninsula (Marzluff and
Neatherlin, 2006) found that corvids accounted for 32% of Marbled Murrelet nest predation. While
the DEIS does address the loss of Marbled Murrelet habitat and impacts from noise, the DEIS fails to
consider this mechanism of impact from an increase in nest predation from corvids on Marbled
Murrelets which would further exacerbate significant impacts to this species. Marbled Murrelets are
a Federally- and State-listed Threatened species. The proposed action is not consistent with the
USFWS Marbled Murrelet Recovery Plan (USFWS Recovery Plan for the Marbled Murrelet
Washington, Oregon, California 1997) which states that suitable habitat should be preserved in large,
contiguous blocks to minimize nest predation. Appendix P of the DEIS concludes that approximately
426 acres of forested and wetland habitat that could be suitable marbled murrelet habitat in Zones 1
and 2 of the reservoir area would be eliminated.
The Wildlife Discipline report fails to recognize the Columbia Torrent Salamander (Rhyacotriton
kezeri) as being on the Federal Register's list of substantial findings for which an Endangered Species
Act status review is being initiated (2019_WSDOT_ESAListingUpdates_WildlifeS&H,
2015_USDOI_90DayFindings_WildlifeS&H). This species has been found within the reservoir
footprint. On September 17, 2015, the USFWS responded to a petition filed by the Center for
Biological Diversity to list 53 amphibian and reptile species across the United States. The Columbia
Torrent Salamander was one of the species petitioned for listing. Having conducted the initial 90-day
determination, the USFWS found that the petition presents substantial scientific or commercial
information indicating that the petitioned action may be warranted for the Columbia Torrent
Salamander. As of December 2019, the 12-month determination has yet to be conducted and the
petition is still under review (Giese, Greenwald, and Curry 2012, Easter 2015, Pamplin 2015, Frazer
2015, Curtiss 2015). The DEIS fails to recognize the significance of and risk to the local Columbia
Torrent Salamander population, and fails to acknowledge the potential for impact to the viability of
this imperiled species as a direct result of the proposed alternative.
According to the 1993 Forest Ecosystem Management: An Ecological, Economic, and Social
Assessment, it is estimated that only 6% of the range of the Columbia Torrent Salamander occurs on
federal land. This makes land management practices on state and (especially) private lands of
particular concern for this species. The report lists the Columbia Torrent Salamander as a species of
relatively high risk of extirpation. Furthermore, the report notes that no mitigation measures exist
that could ensure an 80% or better likelihood of achieving a stable, well-distributed population over
the next 100 years; at best, they predict a viable population may be possible but with significant gaps
in distribution (Thomas and Martin 1993). In 2014, Columbia Torrent Salamanders were observed at 6
sites within the reservoir footprint, with 34 individuals having been observed. In 2015, they were
observed at 5 sites within the footprint, with 19 individuals having been observed. In 2016, they were
observed at 6 sites within the footprint, with 30 individuals having been observed. (Hayes et al 2017).
In addition, in the 2018 Chehalis ASRP In-Stream Amphibian Survey Report, it is noted that in 2014
Columbia Torrent Salamander represented the most frequently observed incidental amphibian
species. 28 individuals were found at 3 geographically separate sites, 2 of which were found within
the footprint of the reservoir. One of those 2 sites, which was within a meter of Crim Creek, had 26
individuals (Hayes et al 2018). The DEIS fails to recognize the significance of and risk to the local
Columbia Torrent Salamander population, and fails to acknowledge the number of individuals that
stand to be lost as a direct result of the inundation that would occur in areas where Columbia Torrent
Salamanders have been definitively identified.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
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Appendix
P_Wildlife

Attachment
P-1

P1-14-P118

In both table P1-8 and section 2.4.3.1.2, the DEIS fails to recognize the Sandhill Crane as a State
Endangered species. The Sandhill Crane was listed as an Endangered species in Washington in 1981; it
is protected from ‘take’ as an endangered species in state law (RCW 77.12.020, RCW 77.15.130).
Their habitat receives protection through county or municipal critical area ordinances. Under the
state’s Growth Management Act, counties are required to identify critical areas and can also select
species of local significance. There have been numerous documented occurrences of Sandhill Cranes
at a number of sites within the Chehalis River floodplain (Stinson 2017). The DEIS fails to recognize
their presence within the study area and fails to consider the direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts
that the proposed action may have on their population or critical habitat.

Wildlife
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of Wildlife
Downstream
of FRE

Appendix
P_Wildlife

3.2.2.1.2

P-88-P-89

Wildlife
S&H_7

Loss of
Habitat from
Construction
of FRE

Appendix
P_Wildlife

3.2.1.1.1

Most migratory stop-over and staging areas utilized by Sandhill Cranes in Washington are managed
water bodies, wetlands, or agricultural lands. These areas are important to cranes because they
provide a large proportion of the nutritional resources used for the energetic demands of migration.
Industrial agriculture has increased the density and predictability of food in the form of high-energy
waste grains and staging/stop-over areas now occur primarily near croplands and pasture where
waste grains are available near wetlands. Wetlands are important during migration for roosting,
loafing, and drinking. Cranes roost at night standing in open water areas of wetlands or flooded
agricultural fields (Ivey 2015, Stinson 2017). The DEIS notes that in the area downstream of the FRE
facility, 522 acres of wetlands, 2,097.4 acres of hay/pasture, and 131.4 acres of cultivated crops will
no longer be inundated under the modified river flow regimes for a late-century major flood.
Likewise, 506 acres of wetlands, 1,793.8 acres of hay/pasture, and 59.2 acres of cultivated crops will
no longer be inundated under the modified river flow regime for a late-century catastrophic flood.
The DEIS fails to recognize the importance of these land cover types as critical habitat for Sandhill
Cranes nor does it acknowledge the impacts that will result from the loss of this habitat on the state's
(and Pacific Flyway's) Sandhill Crane population.
The DEIS focuses on the consequences of tree removal in the riparian zone and from wetlands within
the reservoir area, but fails to consider the pervasive impacts of the significant soil compaction,
ground disturbance and loss of native understory within riparian zone. The effects of these actions
increase the intensity and significance of the impacts to wildlife and wildlife habitats beyond that
disclosed in the DEIS.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

P-63

Comment
The sedentary nature of torrent salamanders may limit their ability to recolonize areas where
resident populations were extirpated. The tendency of torrent salamanders to be patchily distributed
along streams increases the risk of inadvertently eliminating source populations of these species. In
Washington, populations of Dunn’s and Van Dyke’s salamanders are small or fragmented. The Van
Dyke’s salamander is a Washington state endemic species. The Washington distribution of Dunn’s
salamander represents the northernmost tip of their range. Amphibian populations are most
vulnerable at the margins of their ranges. Fragmentation, narrow habitat tolerances, endemism, and
range extremes make these species more prone to extinction, especially when they are faced with
rapid habitat change or loss (Larsen 1997). The DEIS relies heavily on the notion that compensatory
mitigation measures will be implemented to ameliorate the detrimental effects of the FRE facility to
local wildlife populations. However, the DEIS fails to consider the long lasting, profound effects that
may be permanent and completely irreversible, such as the loss of genetic diversity and/or the
permanent fragmenting of populations of vulnerable species.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Table P1-8

Administrative Record File Name
Larsen_1997_MgmtRecsforWAPrioritySpecies

Stinson_2017_SandhillCraneStatusReview

Ivey_2015_SandhillCraneWinteringEcology
Stinson_2017_SandhillCraneStatusReview

Removal of trees within riparian areas along the Chehalis River channel and tributary streams in
the temporary reservoir inundation area would alter or eliminate many of the important
riparian functions (Knutson and Naef 1997) provided by these areas, including habitat corridors
for wildlife, water and sediment filtration, shading and thermoregulation of instream water
temperatures, and reduction in ecosystem complexity. Activities required for selective tree
removal could also affect wetlands and streams that are reported to support amphibians (Hayes
et al. 2016b, 2017). These impacts could subsequently affect wildlife species and change the
types of habitat available in this area over both the short and long term.
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P-59

The wildlife technical report fails to acknowledge development of the quarries as a direct
construction impact on wildlife and wildlife habitat, rather it presents only vegetation clearing as the
mechanism of impact to wildlife habitat. The DEIS quantifies only the acres of quarry roadway
widening, ignoring the loss of habitat from development of quarry site, which are noted to include
blasting to remove the underlying rock (and all associated 'overburden' of vegetation, soil, and
habitat for all species of wildlife).

Mitigation
Measures

Chapter
5.4_Wildlif
e Species &
Habitats

5.4.2.4

95-96

It is stated on multiple occasions and in multiple documents that there is uncertainty if mitigation is
technically and economically practicable. In the 2018 Chehalis ASRP Instream Amphibian Survey
Report, the authors note that to date, habitat restoration for instream breeding Western toads has
yet to be attempted, and available data make it unclear whether restoration is even possible.
Whether mitigation for Western toads within the potential reservoir is even possible is uncertain
(Hayes 2018). Similarly, the 1993 Forest Ecosystem Management: An Ecological, Economic, and Social
Assessment found that, although some mitigation may be possible for the Columbia Torrent
Salamander, none could be specified that could achieve an 80% or better likelihood of achieving a
stable, well-distributed population over the next 100 years (Thomas 1993). The DEIS fails to
acknowledge the likelihood that mitigation for significant impacts to certain species and/or critical
habitats is not possible nor do they present any alternative solutions should the State find after FRE
construction that proposed mitigation measures are in fact not technically and economically feasible.
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SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

P-33-P-37

Comment
The DEIS provides an extraordinarily cursory consideration of the Local Actions Alternative, focusing
only on the generalized effects of flooding and flows and effects on wildlife and habitats. The DEIS
fails to evaluate benefits to wildlife and habitats of buyouts, relocations, flood proofing and related
aspects of the Local Action Alternative which would substantially improve conditions for wildlife and
habitats by moving human infrastructure out of the floodplain, expanding habitat restoration
opportunities, and most significantly NOT building a FRE facility and thus not initiating the cascade of
amplifying geomorphic and habitat impacts which would irrevocably alter the river and its floodplain.

The DEIS fails to recognize, and consider the adverse impacts to, the 5 WDFW Wildlife Area Units
present within the study area; Ferbrache, Chehalis, Hoxit, Davis Creek, and Black River. These 5
Wildlife Area Units are part of the Olympic-Willapa Hills Wildlife Area, a collection of WDFW-owned
properties acquired and managed for the purpose of preserving habitat and species diversity for both
fish and wildlife resources, maintaining healthy populations of game and non-game species,
protecting and restoring native plant communities, and providing diverse opportunities for the public
to encounter, utilize, and appreciate wildlife and wild areas (Gerchak 2006). Given the biological,
economic, and recreational significance of the approximately 1,764 acres of fish and wildlife habitat
collectively represented by these 5 Wildlife Areas, their susceptibility to potential adverse impacts
from the proposed FRE facility should have been considered in the analysis of potential for significant
impacts (Ferbrache 2020, Chehalis 2020, Hoxit 2020, Davis Creek 2020, Black River 2020).

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
The Local Actions Alternative does not include any identified operational activities that would
affect wildlife. However, increased frequency and severity of droughts and storm events could
cause more frequent floods and lower flows. While flooding is a natural phenomenon that
forms and sustains aquatic, riparian, and floodplain habitats, an increased frequency and
intensity of flooding would cause more frequent disturbances to wildlife habitat that could
promote the proliferation of non-native invasive species (both plants and animals) and cause
more frequent mortality of wildlife individuals during flood events. Similarly, more frequent and
severe droughts could cause mortality of native plants and animals and expand the suitability of
habitat for non-native species.
The Local Actions Alternative is anticipated to result in substantial continuing flood risks to
wildlife habitats. The Local Actions Alternative is anticipated to result in substantial continuing
flood risks to wildlife species.
The FRE structure site and associated areas include three proposed quarry areas (North Quarry,
South Quarry, and Huckleberry Ridge Quarry). Accessing these quarry areas would include
widening, improving, and upgrading the existing roads. Impact areas for quarry access roads
have not been specified by the Applicant, so an estimate of potential disturbance along a 25foot-wide road widening area along the entire length of the access roads has been assumed.
There is uncertainty if mitigation is technically feasible or economically practicable. The
Applicant may provide mitigation plans as described above. If agencies determine the plans
meet the regulatory requirements and the implementation is feasible, then the impacts would
be addressed as part of the permitting processes.

Administrative Record File Name

Thomas_1993_ForestEcosystemManagement
Hayes et al_2018_InStreamAmphSurvey

Gerchak_2006_OlympicWillapaHillsMgntPlan
WDFW_2020_FerbracheWildlifeArea
WDFW_2020_ChehalisWildlifeArea
WDFW_2020_HoxitWildlifeArea
WDFW_2020_DavisCreekWildlifeArea
WDFW_2020_BlackRiverWildlifeArea
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SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
Decreases in flood frequency and associated factors will affect the distribution and health of plant
species and communities. Grasses, sedges, rushes, herbs, and forbs occur at the ecotone (region of
transition between two biological communities) between frequently wet and frequently dry
environments and are regarded as amphibious species. Upper areas of the ecotone will be flooded
less frequently and may no longer be regarded as part of the ecotone, resulting in shrinkage in the
size of this zone. While these ecotone habitats are likely to be maintained, their contraction in size
will increase competition between plants for space and resources within the ecotone. Dispersaldependent species may be severely restricted in their ability to adapt to the smaller ecotone. Flood
frequency is essential for the maintenance of these populations as they are reliant on flooding for
regeneration. A reduction in flood frequency, depth, and duration and an associated increase in interflood drying will have marked influences on habitats utilized by waterbirds (as well as on their food
resources). Many waterbird species require inundation near or around their nesting habitat in order
to commence breeding. Reduced flood frequencies are likely to reduce the occurrence of suitable
conditions for breeding and thus limited breeding opportunities for some species (Floodplain
Wetland Biota in the Murray-Darling Basin: Water and Habitat Requirements; Rogers 2010). The DEIS
fails to consider in the assessment of impacts, the implications of reduced flooding/modified river
flow regimes to nesting waterbirds and how changes to the biological communities they depend on
for reproduction and brood rearing will influence fecundity.
Floods are a necessary element in the natural cycle. Periodic flooding has been shown to stimulate
increased aquatic production in macroinvertebrates and results in strong reproductive year classes
for fish species that use floodplain habitat for forage or spawning. Nektonic invertebrates are free
swimming or surface dwelling insects. The greatest concentrations of these organisms are typically
found at the aquatic terrestrial interface. Macroinvertebrates fulfill a key role in the primary steps of
the food chain. By consuming aquatic plants and detritus (plant debris), macroinvertebrates provide a
link between primary production and secondary production and a forage base for invertebrate and
vertebrate predators, including birds, fishes, amphibians, reptiles, and mammals. Many of these
invertebrates are the larval stage of common flying insects, thereby linking aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems. Populations of macroinvertebrates in large low-gradient rivers generally experience an
increase in population during flooding events. The expanding water surface initiates an influx of food
while increasing the amount of habitat available to these creatures, heightening invertebrate
production cycles through the food chain, and results in increased numbers of higher predators,
including fish, amphibians, and waterbirds. The influx of terrestrial nutrients and food sources at the
advancing shoreline supports rapidly growing populations of zooplankton and macroinvertebrates.
Higher predators feast on these creatures, spreading the increased production throughout the food
chain. The increase in production is so evident that Bayley (1991) coined the term “flood pulse
advantage” to describe the increase in fish yield per unit mean water area during natural flood
pulses. More often than not, flooding has a positive effect on fisheries in large low-gradient rivers.
Through geomorphic change, extreme events reset the successional state of plant communities.
Flooding in wetlands generally spurs an increase in biological production throughout the food chain
(Hickey and Salas 1995). Flood pulses produce and maintain a highly diverse and dynamic habitat
structure, thereby allowing a high species diversity despite stresses associated with floodplain habitat
(Junk et al 1989). The DEIS understates the importance of flood events for producing and maintaining
biological diversity within the many aquatic and riparian habitats that occupy the Chehalis River
floodplain. It also fails to appropriately reflect the significance of the interdependent relationship
between the various biotic and abiotic components of these complex ecosystems and how impacts to
any one of these components can cause a cascade of effects throughout the system. See Cascade of
Ecosystems white paper.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name
Rogers_Ralph_2010_FloodplainWetlandBiota

Bayley_1991_FloodPulseAdvantage
Hickey_Salas_1995_EnvEffectsOfExtremeFloods
JunkEtal_1989_FloodPulseConcept
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P-71-P-72

Comment
The DEIS recognizes that the potential measurable changes to late-century catastrophic flooding from
the proposed FRE facility will extend all the way down to RM 8 near Century Park. For the reasons
stated in comments 13 and 15, all wildlife species and habitat mitigation measures developed for the
project should be implemented for the entire study area, as opposed to only from the headwaters to
the confluence of the Chehalis and Newaukum Rivers as is proposed in the mitigation section. Also
see related comments in Cascade of Ecosystems Effects technical memo regarding errors in the
longitudinal extent of the geomorphic model and consequent unsupported conclusions regarding
extent of impacts to wildlife habitats.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Mitigation will be required to be implemented within the upper Chehalis River Basin from the
headwaters of the Chehalis River to the confluence of the Chehalis and Newaukum rivers.

Administrative Record File Name

The frequency, timing, and duration of water in the landscape determines the presence of a wetland
and the functions that it provides. How water enters a wetland, how long it is present, and the depths
to which it is impounded all influence the functions that a wetland can provide or perform. The
composition and richness (number of species) of the plant community are influenced by the water in
the root zones of wetland plants. Drainage and other disturbances in the amounts of water in
wetlands have been well documented as contributing to the decline of many wetland bird species.
Widespread drawdown of water tables reduces the number and variety of wetlands and their
vegetation communities. This in turn diminishes the richness, density, and breeding success of birds
in many individual wetlands and wetland complexes. In general, the amplitude and rate of water level
fluctuations have been found to influence the species composition, biomass, and germination of
plants. Furthermore, the timing of inundation and duration throughout the seasons also influences
plant species richness and survival (Sheldon et al 2005). Additionally, seasonal flooding serves as a
crucial mechanism for the dispersal of plant and animal propagules among floodplain wetlands
(Gurnell et al 2008). If these hydrologic factors change as a result of human activities, one can then
hypothesize changes in plant and animal communities (Sheldon et al 2005). The DEIS focuses mainly
on how the FRE facility will alter the timing and extent of floodplain inundation, but it fails to consider
the many biological processes that will be influenced and amplified by these changes and how those
changes will impact the many wildlife species that are dependent on floodplain wetland habitats. See
Cascade of Ecosystem Impacts technical memo for detailed analysis of this major flaw in the DEIS.
The assertion that the disturbed grasslands in and around the Airport Levee study area are unsuitable
for breeding, foraging, resting, and overwintering for amphibians, birds, reptiles, and small mammals
is categorically false. Seasonally inundated pastures and grasslands provide important over-wintering
habitat for many species of waterbirds, particularly dabbling ducks, geese, herons, and some species
of insectivorous shorebirds such as Killdeer. This is true even for areas that receive regular
anthropogenic disturbance. In fact, the regular mowing of grasslands has been shown to have some
beneficial effects such as increasing prey availability and providing a better platform for the detection
of predators. Some studies investigating the use of mowed vs unmowed habitat in and around
airports have found that calculated species diversity was greater for mowed plots. Similarly,
occurrence of small mammals has been shown to remain constant within mowed areas over the
course of the study period. These habitats also provide important hunting grounds for many species
of raptors, as short grass tends to provide better hunting opportunities than tall grass (Seamans et al
1999, Nolet et al 2016, Colwell and Dodd 1995, Barras et al 2000). The DEIS thus misrepresents and
understates the impacts that the Airport Levee construction will have on wildlife and this topic should
be reevaluated.

The FRE facility would typically allow water from all flow events up to about 8,500 cfs to pass
through the facility with the outlet gates fully open and without surcharge. The FRE facility
would begin to retain water at a major flood level flow (when flows are predicted to reach
38,800 cfs at the Grand Mound gage). Therefore, its operation would have no effect on the
inundation area of overbank flooding from flows below major flood levels.

SheldonEtAl_2005_WetlandsInWashington

Impervious surfaces and disturbed grassland are also the dominant wetland buffer habitats, and
they are unsuitable for breeding, foraging, resting, and overwintering for amphibians, birds,
reptiles, and small mammals that may occur in the adjacent wetland habitat.

SeamansEtAl_1999_DoesTallGrassReduceBirdNumbers

GurnellEtAl_2008_PropaguleDepositionAlongRiverMargins

NoletEtAl_2016_ScaringWaterfowlAsAMgntTool
Colwell_Dodd_1995_WaterfowlInCoastalPasturesCalif
BarrasEtAl_2000_BirdandMammalUseOfAirportHabitat
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Comment
The DEIS fails to consider the loss of potential nesting habitat for Golden Eagles as a result of the
construction of the FRE facility and the clearing of forest in the upstream inundation area. Golden
Eagles are protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. Eagles, their feathers and parts,
nests, nest trees, and winter/nighttime roosts are all protected by federal laws (USFWS 2020,
OFR/GPO 2020). Three historic Golden Eagle nests have been identified by WDFW within the vicinity
of the upstream inundation area. All 3 nests, which are part of the Roger Creek territory, lie within
Township 11N and 12N, Range 5 West and are within 0.3 miles, 0.7 miles, and 1.3 miles of the
Chehalis River respectively (Watson and Davies 2006, Blatz 2020). Although not currently active nests,
these data show that Golden Eagles have historically utilized the area as nesting habitat and could
potentially use it again in the future. Given their status as a protected species, any potential impacts
to golden eagles should have been considered in the DEIS.
The DEIS focuses only on database information regarding occurrence and distribution of wildlife
species and appears to omit study area specific data (e.g. wildlife use data collected by
Weyerhaeuser; hunting and foraging data collected by the State) from the baseline condition
presented in the DEIS.
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3.2.2.1.1

P-78 and
P-79

The DEIS acknowledges a lack of assessment of the connectedness of wetlands impacted by the
proposed action in Appendix O. The consequence of this lack of assessment is an inability to
thoroughly consider and accurately quantify impacts from changes in overbank flooding caused by
the FRE facility and the consequent effects on wildlife and wildlife habitat which utilize or are
dependent on the 506 acres of wetland that would no longer be inundated. This failure of the DEIS is
compounded by the failure to sufficiently analyze sediment supply and sediment transport and
habitat forming processes, particularly those that are effected by the modification of flows above
8,500 cfs. The consequence is a DEIS which underrepresents the extent and significance of impacts
and fails to present impacts and measures to mitigate impacts to wildlife species and habitats in any
meaningful way.
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3.2.2.1.1

P-76

The DEIS inconsistently claims both that replanting the temporary reservoir after inundation events
would 'minimize' the potential colonization by invasive plant species, but then also notes that 847
acres would over time lose all tree cover over 6 inches in diameter, which will open the reservoir
slopes to colonization by early successional, full sun-tolerant invasive species such as Himalayan and
evergreen blackberry (Rubus armeniacus; R. laciniatus) as frequently occurs on clear cut lands, even
when replanting is successful.
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Appendix
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2.4.1.2

P-24

The DEIS fails to determine the area of vegetation community cover types at the proposed quarries
and fails to analyze impacts to wildlife and wildlife habitat from development of the quarries
themselves. The DEIS considers only impacts associated with the development of roads from the
quarries to the FRE facility site.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name
Watson_Davies_2006_GoldenEagleRangeWashington
USFWS_2020_BaldAndGoldenEagleLaws
ECFR_2020_CodeOfFederalRegulations
Blatz_2020_GoldenEagleEmail

The technical approach for the analysis of probable impacts on wildlife species and habitats in
this report included reviewing the multiple recent technical studies by WDFW and others that
document the distribution and abundance of specific wildlife species; reviewing publicly
available geographic information system (GIS) mapping layers on land cover, wetlands, and
species presence; and obtaining information from resource agencies, peer-reviewed literature,
and aerial photographs (Section 2.2).
The FRE facility would typically allow water from all flow events up to about 8,500 cfs to pass
through the facility with the outlet gates fully open and without surcharge. The FRE facility
would begin to retain water at a major flood level flow (when flows are predicted to reach
38,800 cfs at the Grand Mound gage). Therefore, its operation would have no effect on the
inundation area of overbank flooding from flows below major flood levels.

“The Applicant has proposed to replant the temporary reservoir after inundation events, which
would minimize the potential colonization of non-native invasive species.”The temporary
reservoir is predicted to have plant communities (Table P-16) that would be in a permanent
young stage (generally less than 10 years old), because most plants would die each time
inundation occurs. In addition, while trees would not be removed in the upper zone of the
temporary reservoir during construction, they would be removed as they die to reduce the
potential for large debris jams floating and damaging the FRE facility. Over time, there would
not be any trees larger than 6 inches in diameter anywhere within the maximum temporary
reservoir inundation area. These actions would prevent some habitat such as riparian areas and
unstable slopes that are currently protected through the Forest Practices Rules from developing
into suitable habitat for marbled murrelets in the future. The scale of permanent change from
forested to herbaceous and shrub-sapling (847 acres) would be much larger than normal
commercial forest practices, which include guidelines for the size and timing of timber harvest
and reforestation.
The proposed FRE facility and associated construction and operations areas include three
proposed quarries: North Quarry, South Quarry, and Huckleberry Ridge Quarry (Figures P-1, P-2,
P-13, P-14, and P-15). Accessing these quarry areas would include widening, improving, and
upgrading existing roads to each of the quarries. The North Quarry would require widening 1.9
miles of the existing road, in addition to widening, surfacing, and making moderate
improvements to the road subgrade. The South Quarry would require the same as the North
Quarry with additional upgrades and widening of existing roads. The Huckleberry Ridge Quarry
would include 3.01 miles of simple improvements, 2.93 miles of moderate improvements and
excavation, and 0.81 mile of complex improvements, including heavy excavation,drilling, and
blasting.
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Comment
The DEIS is internally inconsistent with Table 1-4 in Appendix 1 regarding the zones, acres, and
consequently misrepresents the effects of harvesting trees within the reservoir prior to construction.
Appendix P states that "Construction activities would include the removal of all non-flood tolerant
trees (primarily Douglas fir) and all trees greater than 6 inches dbh within Zones 1 and 2 of the
temporary reservoir (approximately 426 acres of upland and riparian habitat within the 600-acre area
of Zones 1 and 2) during the 5-year construction period", while Appendix 1, Table 1-4 states that
trees would be harvested only from Zone 1 and there would be no harvest within the 86 acres of
Zone 2.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Figure P-17 and Table P-14

Subchapter 1, section 1362 of the Marine Mammal Protection Act defines the term harassment as an
"act of pursuit, torment, or annoyance which has the potential to injure a marine mammal or marine
mammal stock in the wild (level A harassment) or has the potential to disturb a marine mammal or
marine mammal stock in the wild by causing disruption of behavioral patterns, including, but not
limited to, migration, breathing, nursing, breeding, feeding, or sheltering (level B harassment)
(Marine Mammal Protection Act 2004). The projected large scale impacts to the Chehalis Rivers
anadromous fish stocks, upon which many piscivorous marine mammal species depend, represents a
form of level B harassment under the Marine Mammal Protection Act. The DEIS fails to recognize and
evaluate the degree to which their actions will result in the harassment of local marine mammal
populations nor do they provide any viable mitigation proposals to ameliorate the detrimental effects
of this harassment. The Marine Mammal Protection Act is not mentioned Chapter 4, Required
Permits and Approvals.
3.2.2.1.1 and
3.2.2.2

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

P-83 and
P-89

The DEIS fails to consider the potential for indirect effects on bald eagle populations downstream of
the proposed FRE facility. The DEIS needs to evaluate the potential impacts of both cottonwood
forest reduction and salmon declines on bald eagle habitat and prey requirements. Along rivers in
Western Washington, bald eagles prefer black cottonwood for perch and roost trees (habitat
components required by wintering eagle populations; Stalmaster and Newman 1979, Stalmaster &
Kaiser 1998). The flow alteration under the proposed FRE facility would, over time, reduce the extent
of cottonwood forests in the Chehalis River floodplain by hundreds of acres and possibly eliminate
the habitat elements essential for feeding and sheltering eagles (USFWS 2007). Furthermore, the DEIS
neglects to address the potential for reduced prey availability for eagles under the proposed project.
Declines in salmon runs, particularly during late winter, could force eagles to switch to more marginal
prey sources (e.g., waterfowl) and thus reduce both adult survival and productivity (Elliott et al.
2011). Therefore, the DEIS fails to sufficiently evaluate possible effects of the proposed project on
bald eagle habitat and prey and further evaluation is needed in order to fully assess potential impacts
to bald eagle populations. Further Chapter 4 of the DEIS (Required Permits and Approvals) fails to
note compliance with the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (Eagle Act; 16 U.S.C. 668-668c) would
be a required component of the proposed project's regulatory authorization requirements.

Administrative Record File Name

USFWS_2004_MarineMammalProtectionAct

From P-83: Approximately 236 acres (5%) and 47 acres (1%) would not be inundated during a
major flood at mid-century and late-century, respectively. Approximately 112 acres (2%) and 14
acres (0.2%) would not be inundated during a catastrophic flood at mid-century and latecentury, respectively. This similarly r represents a small proportional area of effect, but is an
effect on a very important habitat type.

Stalmaster&Newman_1979_PerchSiteWinteringBaldEaglesNort
hwestWA
Stalmaster&Kaiser_1997_WinterEcologyBaldEaglesNisquallyRiv
erWA
USFWS_2007_NationalBaldEagleMgmtGuidelines
ElliottEtal_2011_DensDependentSurvivalReprodBaldEaglesLinkT
oSalmon
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Comment
The DEIS fails to include permits necessary for the implementation of the approved project. The DEIS
(section 4.1, p. 35) and the Wildlife Discipline Report (Appendix P, section 3.2.3, pp. 89-90) both
exclude a federal incidental take permit for bald eagles. Bald eagles are protected under federal law
by the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (hereafter referred to as the Eagle Act) and the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). The Eagle Act (16 U.S.C. 668-668c) prohibits anyone from “taking”
bald eagles—including their parts, nests, or eggs—without a permit issued by the Secretary of the
Interior. “Take” is defined by the Eagle Act as “pursue, shoot, shoot at, poison, wound, kill, capture,
trap, collect, molest or disturb”, and “disturb means to agitate or bother a bald or golden eagle to a
degree that causes, or is likely to cause, based on the best scientific information available, 1) injury to
an eagle, 2) a decrease in its productivity, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, feeding,
or sheltering behavior, or 3) nest abandonment, by substantially interfering with normal breeding,
feeding, or sheltering behavior.” (50 C.F.R. § 22.3). “In addition to immediate impacts, this definition
also covers impacts that result from human-caused alterations initiated around a previously used
nest site during a time when eagles are not present, if, upon the eagle's return, such alterations
agitate or bother an eagle to a degree that injures an eagle or substantially interferes with normal
breeding, feeding, or sheltering habits and causes, or is likely to cause, a loss of productivity or nest
abandonment.” (72 Fed. Reg. 31131). The MBTA (16 U.S.C. 703-712) also protects bald eagles against
“take”, by prohibiting the taking of any migratory bird or any part, nest, or egg, except as permitted
by regulation. The DEIS and its associated Wildlife Discipline Report both acknowledge, in multiple
sections, that construction activities associated with the proposed project may disturb nesting bald
eagles and/or destroy existing nests (DEIS pp.90, 93-94; Appendix P pp.P-67-68, P-70, P-92, P-95).
While the Discipline Report (pp. P67-68, P-70) recommends a mitigation measure of seasonal
restrictions for certain construction activities within 660-ft of active eagle nests, construction of the
FRE facility and the temporary reservoir may still require the complete removal of existing nests. In
addition, a 660-ft buffer is not sufficient for minimizing disturbance effects to nesting bald eagles (as
discussed later – see comment Wildlife S&H_26). Therefore, implementation of the proposed project
may be in violation of federal law (the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act and the MBTA); the DEIS
and associated discipline reports fail to identify the necessary planning and permits for conducting
such activities.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
PERMITS sections in DEIS (Section 4.1) and Appendix P (Section3.2.3): no text to include because
these section fail to include take permits under the Eagle Act and the MBTA.DEIS, p.90:
"Marbled murrelets, bald eagles, and other sensitive species may be disturbed by blasting
during construction. These species would be able to relocate to similar habitats in the
surrounding area, depending on the timing, but would likely not re-nest if disturbed during the
nesting season. Therefore, if disturbance occurs during the nesting season, it could cause
mortality of eggs or young chicks. Construction activities occurring outside of the nesting season
would result in the temporary loss of perching habitat used by eagles for foraging in the area of
the FRE facility."DEIS, p. 93-94: "To reduce impacts on nesting bird species from construction of
the FRE facility, the Applicant will conduct spring season (pre-nesting) pre-construction surveys
in the FRE facility area and airport levee area to identify any preliminary raptor presence and
nesting activity, particularly bald eagles, within 660 feet of the construction footprint. If any
nests are observed to be starting, the nests could be removed (prior to any eggs being laid) to
encourage the birds to move elsewhere. If nests are removed, the Applicant will build a nesting
platform in another location outside of the inundation zone. If any active bald eagle nests are
observed, then construction activities should be timed to minimize noise effects to the bald
eagle nest until the nesting season is over (approximately August 1)."Appendix P, p. P-67-68:
"USFWS bald eagle nest disturbance management guidelines (USFWS 2019a) suggest 660-footwidezones around bald eagle nests where eagles have a line-of-sight view of construction,
logging, and blasting (among other uses). Temporary restrictions on disruptive activities within
this zone arerecommended within the nesting season from August through January. Should
blasting be used during construction, bald eagles and other sensitive species outside the
immediate vicinity of the FRE facility study area may be disturbed. Timing and distance
restrictions to minimize the noisiest activities in proximity to nests during the nesting season
would minimize this impact. Disturbance during the nesting season could cause mortality of
eggs or young chicks if adults abandoned the nests or were absent forlong periods of time (due
to predation, starvation, or lack of incubation). Disturbances caused by construction activities
outside of the nesting season would result in the temporary loss of perching habitat used by
eagles for foraging in the area of the FRE facility. Bald eagles and other sensitive bird species
would be able to relocate to similar habitats in the surrounding area, depending on the timing,
but would likely not re-nest if disturbed during the nesting season and would thus lose one or
more broods during the construction period." Appendix P, p. P-70: "Within the temporary
reservoir area, cutting and bucking of trees would generate noise and disturbance, and the two
quarries are located within the temporary reservoir inundation area. Temporary restrictions on
disruptive activities within this zone are recommended within the nesting season from August
through January. Blasting would occur at the quarries during construction, and bald eagles and
other sensitive species may be disturbed. Timing and distance restrictions to minimize
thenoisiest activities in proximity to nests during the nesting season would minimize this
impact. Disturbance during the nesting season could cause mortality of eggs or young chicks if
adults abandonedthe nests or were absent for long periods of time (due to predation,
starvation, or lack of incubation). Disturbances caused by construction activities outside of the
nesting season would result in the temporary loss of perching habitat used by eagles for
foraging in the temporary reservoir. Bald eagles and other sensitive bird species would be able
to relocate to similar habitats in the surrounding area, depending on the timing, but would likely
not re-nest if disturbed during the nesting season and would thus lose one or more broods
during the construction period."Appendix P, p. P-92: "To reduce impacts to nesting bird species
from construction of the FRE facility, the Applicant will conduct spring season (pre-nesting) preconstruction surveys in the FRE facility area and airport levee area to identify any preliminary
raptor presence and nesting activity, particularly bald eagles, within 660 feet of the construction
footprint. If any nests are observed to be starting, the nests could be removed (prior to any eggs
being laid) to encourage the birds to move elsewhere. If nests are removed, the Applicant will
build a replacement nesting platform in another location outside of the inundation zone. If any
active bald eagle nests are observed, then construction activities should be timed tominimize
noise effects to the bald eagle nest until the nesting season is over (approximately August
1)."Appendix P, p. P-95: ""The noise, including blasting, that would also occur would likely cause
some nesting birds (including bald eagles and marbled murrelets) to abandon nests."

Administrative Record File Name
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Comment
The DEIS wildlife habitat analysis extent for the FRE facility and associated construction activities is
insufficient for evaluating potential disturbance to breeding bald eagles. The DEIS extends its analysis
of vegetative cover and potential wildlife habitat 660 feet beyond the FRE facility construction
footprint, the temporary reservoir’s maximum inundation extent, and the three quarry sites. A 660-ft
buffer is appropriate for evaluating impacts of most activities associated with timber operations and
forestry practices (Category C in the National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines), such as road
construction and chainsaw and yarding operations (USFWS 2007). The 660-ft buffer, however, is not
sufficient for analyzing effects of blasting and other loud, intermittent noises on bald eagles (Category
H; USFWS 2007). In order to avoid “take” under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (Eagle Act;
16 U.S.C. 668-668c), the proposed project would need to “avoid blasting and other activities that
produce extremely loud noises within ½ mile of active nests” (USFWS 2007). The DEIS’s wildlife
habitat analysis needs an extent of 0.5 miles around all rock blasting locations in order to assess
potential effects to nesting bald eagles. The DEIS states that during construction of the FRE facility,
“blasting of rock would occur at the bypass tunnels and at the rock quarries and may be necessary for
upgrading the quarry roads” (Appendix P, p. P-66). The DEIS only evaluated vegetative cover and
associated wildlife habitats within 660-ft of the FRE construction footprint and quarry sites, and
within 25-ft of the proposed quarry roads. The DEIS’s wildlife habitat analysis extent is also
insufficient for assessing bald eagle impacts from road construction activities besides blasting. The
DEIS only evaluated vegetative cover within 25-ft of the proposed access roads for potential habitat
disturbance, even though the roads would require widening (e.g., tree-felling), excavation, and other
activities associated with road construction (Appendix P, p. P-24, P-59; Appendix K, p. K-22). In order
to avoid “take” under the Eagle Act, overstory tree removal and road construction must be avoided
within 660 feet of active eagle nest during the breeding season (USFWS 2007). The DEIS wildlife
habitat analysis must extend at least 660 feet from all proposed road construction in order to fully
assess whether such activities may disrupt nesting eagles. Without evaluating whether an active
eagle nest occurs within 660 feet of the proposed access roads, an adequate assessment of the
proposed project’s impact to bald eagles cannot be done.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Appendix P, p. P-ii: ""The analysis for the maximum inundation extent for the temporary
reservoir includes an additional 660-foot extent area. The additional extent area is included to
identify existing habitat and potential impacts, such as noise impacts, in the vicinity of the
temporary reservoir maximum inundation extent. The 660-foot additional extent area was
identified based on U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) bald eagle nest disturbance
management guidelines (USFWS 2019a) and coordination with the Washington Department of
Fish and Wildlife (WDFW; Hayes 2019)."
Appendix P, p. P-24: Table P-4Appendix P, p. P-24: "The Huckleberry Ridge Quarry would include
3.01 miles of simple improvements, 2.93 miles of moderate improvements and excavation, and
0.81 mile of complex improvements, including heavy excavation, drilling, and blasting."
Appendix P, p. P-28: ""Vegetation community cover types within 25 feet of the North Quarry,
South Quarry, and Huckleberry Ridge Quarry access roads are presented in Table P-4 and shown
in Figures P-13 through P-15. Table P-4 identifies the total vegetation cover within 25 feet of the
quarry access roads to identify existing vegetation that could be disturbed within potential
areas of access road construction. The 25-foot width for potential disturbance along the entire
length of the access roads is a conservative (high) estimate based on existing potential impact
information. The existing vegetation community cover types within a 660-foot extent area
around the quarry sites are also presented in Table P-4 and shown in Figures P-13 through P15." Appendix P, p. P-59: "Accessing these quarry areas would include widening, improving, and
upgrading the existing roads. Impact areas for quarry access roads have not been specified by
the Applicant, so an estimate of potential disturbance along a 25-foot wide road widening area
along the entire length of the access roads has been assumed."Appendix P, p. P-66: "Blasting of
rock would occur at the bypass tunnels and at the rock quarries and may be necessary for
upgrading the quarry roads. A detailed description of potential noise levels is provided in the
Noise and Vibration Discipline Report (ESA 2020c). Blasting and pile driving would have the
highest noise levels, ranging from 90 to 104 dB, as well as causing vibration."Appendix P, p. P67-68: "USFWS bald eagle nest disturbance management guidelines (USFWS 2019a) suggest
660-foot-widezones around bald eagle nests where eagles have a line-of-sight view of
construction, logging, and blasting (among other uses). Temporary restrictions on disruptive
activities within this zone arerecommended within the nesting season from August through
January. Should blasting be used during construction, bald eagles and other sensitive species
outside the immediate vicinity of the FRE facility study area may be disturbed. Timing and
distance restrictions to minimize the noisiest activities in proximity to nests during the nesting
season would minimize this impact. Disturbance during the nesting season could cause
mortality of eggs or young chicks if adults abandoned the nests or were absent forlong periods
of time (due to predation, starvation, or lack of incubation). Disturbances caused by
construction activities outside of the nesting season would result in the temporary loss of
perching habitat used by eagles for foraging in the area of the FRE facility. Bald eagles and other
sensitive bird species would be able to relocate to similar habitats in the surrounding area,
depending on the timing, but would likely not re-nest if disturbed during the nesting season and
would thus lose one or more broods during the construction period." Appendix K, p. K-22: "In
addition, several miles of upgrades and widening of existing forest roads, and potentially some
new temporary road segments, would be constructed to access the FRE facility and quarry sites.
As proposed, the FRE facility construction would require developing a quarry to provide
aggregate for the FRE facility structure. This would also include constructing or upgrading roads
to the quarry, identifying materialstorage and processing sites, and constructing areas for
offices and storing equipment. Concreteaggregate could be mined within the FRE facility site or
nearby, depending on aggregate availability. The proposed quarry sites are the North Quarry,
South Quarry, and Huckleberry Ridge (Figure K-2). The North Quarry option would require
widening 1.9 miles of FR 1000. The 1000G Road would also require widening, surfacing, and
moderate improvements to the subgrade. The South Quarry option would require the same as
the North Quarry option with additional upgrades and widening of FR 1000 and FR 1020. The
Huckleberry Ridge Quarry option would include 3.01 miles of simple improvements, 2.93 miles
of moderate improvements and excavation, and 0.81 mile of complex improvements, including
heavy excavation, drilling, and blasting"
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P-66, P92; E-99100

Comment
The DEIS inappropriately references a USFWS web page (DEIS in text citation: USFWS 2019a) for bald
eagle nest disturbance management guidelines. This web page describes construction and
development guidelines for the USFWS Northeast Region, and explicitly states “These
recommendations are valid only for the states of Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont,
Virginia and West Virginia.” The DEIS should be referencing communication and coordination with the
USFWS Pacific Region and needs to evaluate eagle nest disturbance impacts based on the National
Bald Eagle Management Guidelines (USFWS 2007). The use of a USFWS Northeast Region web page
(DEIS in text citation: USFWS 2019a) and personal communication with WDFW personnel (DEIS in text
citation: Hayes 2019) as the basis for the DEIS’s entire assessment of impacts to bald eagles is
nonapplicable and unacceptable.

The DEIS provides both inaccurate and inconsistent information pertaining to the bald eagle nesting
season in Washington State. When discussing potential seasonal restrictions on constructive activities
to minimize disturbance to nesting bald eagles, the Wildlife Discipline Report states “Temporary
restrictions on disruptive activities within this zone are recommended within the nesting season from
August through January” (Appendix P, p. P-67). Under the mitigation section, the Wildlife Discipline
Report then references August 1 as the approximate date the bald eagle nesting season ends
(Appendix P, p. P-92). These two sections provide contradictory bald eagle nesting seasons.
Furthermore, the described nesting seasons are not correct for bald eagles in Washington State. The
WDFW recognizes January 1st through August 15th as the bald eagle nesting season in Washington
State (Stinson et al. 2007). However, the USFWS--the regulatory agency overseeing protections for
bald eagles--uses January 1st through August 31st as the date range that would encompass the
nesting season for the vast majority of pairs in this region (M. Stuber, pers. comm., 2020).
Furthermore, if the DEIS uses August 1st as the date to end timing restrictions for nesting eagles, then
constructions activities associated with the proposed project may disturb eagles during a very
sensitive time period. The last phase of the nesting period—when nestlings are 8 weeks old through
fledgling—is considered very sensitive to human activities because nestlings are gaining flight
capability and disruption may cause them to flush from the nest prematurely and die (USFWS 2007).
In order to use August 1 as the end of the bald eagle nesting season, the DEIS must provide local
monitoring data for the specific eagle pairs that may be impacted by the project that demonstrates
no nesting activity beyond August 1st.
The DEIS provides conflicting information regarding the frequency and duration of blasting associated
with construction activities for the proposed FRE facility. The Wildlife Discipline Report identifies a
required seasonal restriction for disruptive construction activities within 0.25 mile of occupied
marbled murrelet habitat from April through August (Appendix P, p. P-66). The discipline report also
recommends a seasonal restriction during the bald eagle nesting season (Appendix P, p. P-92), which
is January 1st through August 15th in this region. However, the DEIS state that “blasting for the FRE
foundation and temporary river bypass tunnel construction would occur as often as one to four times
per week over a period of about 12 months….” (Appendix E, p. E-99-100). A 12-month blasting period
is inconsistent with the required and proposed timing restrictions during the nesting season of
protected species. A 12-month blasting period would result in “take” under the Endangered Species
Act and the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act if blasting occurs during the nesting season within
0.25 mile and 0.5 mile of occupied murrelet habitat and active bald eagles nests, respectively.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Appendix P, p. P-ii: ""The analysis for the maximum inundation extent for the temporary
reservoir includes an additional 660-foot extent area. The additional extent area is included to
identify existing habitat and potential impacts, such as noise impacts, in the vicinity of the
temporary reservoir maximum inundation extent. The 660-foot additional extent area was
identified based on U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) bald eagle nest disturbance
management guidelines (USFWS 2019a) and coordination with the Washington Department of
Fish and Wildlife (WDFW; Hayes 2019)."Appendix P, p. P-5: "The 660-foot extent area was
identified based on U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) bald eagle nest disturbance
management guidelines (USFWS 2019a) and coordination with WDFW (Hayes 2019)."Appendix
P, p. P-67-68: "USFWS bald eagle nest disturbance management guidelines (USFWS 2019a)
suggest 660-foot-widezones around bald eagle nests where eagles have a line-of-sight view of
construction, logging, and blasting (among other uses). Temporary restrictions on disruptive
activities within this zone arerecommended within the nesting season from August through
January."
Appendix P, p. P-67: "USFWS bald eagle nest disturbance management guidelines (USFWS
2019a) suggest 660-foot-wide zones around bald eagle nests where eagles have a line-of-sight
view of construction, logging, and blasting (among other uses). Temporary restrictions on
disruptive activities within this zone are recommended within the nesting season from August
through January."Appendix P, p. P-70: "Within the temporary reservoir area, cutting and
bucking of trees would generate noise and disturbance, and the two quarries are located within
the temporary reservoir inundation area. Temporary restrictions on disruptive activities within
this zone are recommended within the nesting season from August through January."Appendix
P, p. P-92: "To reduce impacts to nesting bird species from construction of the FRE facility, the
Applicant will conduct spring season (pre-nesting) pre-construction surveys in the FRE facility
area and airport levee area to identify any preliminary raptor presence and nesting activity,
particularly bald eagles, within 660 feet of the construction footprint. If any nests are observed
to be starting, the nests could be removed (prior to any eggs being laid) to encourage the birds
to move elsewhere. If nests are removed, the Applicant will build a replacement nesting
platform in another location outside of the inundation zone. If any active bald eagle nests are
observed, then construction activities should be timed to minimize noise effects to the bald
eagle nest until the nesting season is over (approximately August 1)."

Administrative Record File Name
USFWS_2007_NationalBaldEagleMgmtGuidelines

StinsonEtal_2007_BaldEagleStatusReport
Stuber_2020_EmailCorrespondence
USFWS_2007_NationalBaldEagleMgmtGuidelines

Appendix P, p. P-66: "Guidelines for analyzing potential harassment of nesting marbled
murrelets (USFWS 2006) indicate that sounds that are significantly higher than ambient (20 to
25 decibels [dB] higher than ambient) or sounds above 90 dB are most likely to cause a severe
response such as flushing from a nest. To protect federally threatened and state endangered
marbled murrelet, DNR Forest Practices Rules require a 0.25-mile disturbance avoidance zone
around occupied sites. Temporary restrictions on disruptive activities, including tree felling and
bucking, within this zone are required within the critical nesting season from April through
August. Disturbance during the nesting season could cause mortality of eggs or young chicks if
adults abandoned the nests or were absent for long periods of time (due to predation,
starvation, or lack of incubation). This applies to the FRE facility, associated haul routes, and the
temporary reservoir."Appendix P, p. P-92: "Appendix P, p. P-92: ""To reduce impacts to nesting
bird species from construction of the FRE facility, the Applicant will conduct spring season (prenesting) pre-construction surveys in the FRE facility area and airport levee area to identify any
preliminary raptor presence and nesting activity, particularly bald eagles, within 660 feet of the
construction footprint. If any nests are observed to be starting, the nests could be removed
(prior to any eggs being laid) to encourage the birds to move elsewhere. If nests are removed,
the Applicant will build a replacement nesting platform in another location outside of the
inundation zone. If any active bald eagle nests are observed, then construction activities should
be timed to minimize noise effects to the bald eagle nest until the nesting season is over
(approximately August 1)."Appendix E, p. P-99-100: ""Work schedules for most elements of the
FRE facility would be 10 hours per day, 5 to 7 days per week. Roller-compacted concrete
operations for the FRE construction would require work for 20 hours per day, 7 days per week.
Blasting for the FRE foundation and temporary river bypass tunnel construction would occur as
often as one to four times per week over a period of about 12 months, then blasting in the
interior of the tunnel would continue once or twice per day over a period of approximately 9
months."
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The DEIS provides conflicting time schedules for construction of the proposed FRE facility. The result
is that the DEIS either severely underestimates the number of years needed for construction or
underestimates the construction’s impact to multiple wildlife species. The DEIS states that
construction of the proposed FRE facility would require 3 separate periods of in-water work lasting
from July 1 through September 30 in order to meet the planned 5-year construction timeline
(Appendix E, p. E-99). Yet, the DEIS also states that seasonal restrictions will occur from April through
August if occupied marbled murrelet habitat is present within .25 miles of construction activities
(Appendix P, p. P-66). The DEIS also recommends seasonal restrictions during the bald eagle nesting
season—January 1st through August 15th in this region (Stinson et al. 2007)—in order to minimize
disturbance to eagles (Appendix P, p. P-92). The murrelet and eagle timing restrictions are in direct
conflict with the proposed in-water work windows. The DEIS needs to acknowledge this conflict and
address how it will be resolved. The DEIS must reevaluate the proposed construction timeline and
disturbance effects associated with construction activities, including blasting and clearing necessary
for the development of the quarries.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Appendix P, p. P-66: "Guidelines for analyzing potential harassment of nesting marbled
murrelets (USFWS 2006) indicate that sounds that are significantly higher than ambient (20 to
25 decibels [dB] higher than ambient) or sounds above 90 dB are most likely to cause a severe
response such as flushing from a nest. To protect federally threatened and state endangered
marbled murrelet, DNR Forest Practices Rules require a 0.25-mile disturbance avoidance zone
around occupied sites. Temporary restrictions on disruptive activities, including tree felling and
bucking, within this zone are required within the critical nesting season from April through
August. Disturbance during the nesting season could cause mortality of eggs or young chicks if
adults abandoned the nests or were absent for long periods of time (due to predation,
starvation, or lack of incubation). This applies to the FRE facility, associated haul routes, and the
temporary reservoir."Appendix P, p. P-92: "Appendix P, p. P-92: ""To reduce impacts to nesting
bird species from construction of the FRE facility, the Applicant will conduct spring season (prenesting) pre-construction surveys in the FRE facility area and airport levee area to identify any
preliminary raptor presence and nesting activity, particularly bald eagles, within 660 feet of the
construction footprint. If any nests are observed to be starting, the nests could be removed
(prior to any eggs being laid) to encourage the birds to move elsewhere. If nests are removed,
the Applicant will build a replacement nesting platform in another location outside of the
inundation zone. If any active bald eagle nests are observed, then construction activities should
be timed to minimize noise effects to the bald eagle nest until the nesting season is over
(approximately August 1)."Appendix E, p. P-99: "Construction of the FRE facility is expected to
require three separate in-water work periods lasting from July 1 through September 30 each
year. Regulatory agencies establish timing for the in-water work and windows are timed for the
lowest flows of the year to minimize impacts to the river and for the period when spawning
salmon are least likely to be in the area. WDFW has established an in-water work window for
the upper Chehalis from August 1 to August 31. The Corps in-water work window is from July 1
to August 31. The Applicant would be required to request extensions from WDFW and the Corps
to allow in-water work outside of these periods to meet their planned 5 year construction time.
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The DEIS underestimates the duration of the construction period for the proposed FRE facility. The
DEIS estimates 5 years for completion of the facility, but fails to take into account the possibility of
non-continuous construction activity due to season wildlife restrictions. These seasonal restrictions
are proposed by the DEIS as mitigation measures to minimize disturbance impacts to wildlife (e.g.,
amphibians, bald eagles, and marbled murrelets) but are not considered when estimating the
duration of construction. The DEIS’s wildlife impacts analysis need to be re-evaluated and consider
the potential for additional disturbance due to construction activities spanning a greater number of
years.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Appendix P, p. P-66: "Guidelines for analyzing potential harassment of nesting marbled
murrelets (USFWS 2006) indicate that sounds that are significantly higher than ambient (20 to
25 decibels [dB] higher than ambient) or sounds above 90 dB are most likely to cause a severe
response such as flushing from a nest. To protect federally threatened and state endangered
marbled murrelet, DNR Forest Practices Rules require a 0.25-mile disturbance avoidance zone
around occupied sites. Temporary restrictions on disruptive activities, including tree felling and
bucking, within this zone are required within the critical nesting season from April through
August. Disturbance during the nesting season could cause mortality of eggs or young chicks if
adults abandoned the nests or were absent for long periods of time (due to predation,
starvation, or lack of incubation). This applies to the FRE facility, associated haul routes, and the
temporary reservoir."Appendix P, p. P-67: ""A mitigation measure is proposed in Section 3.2.4
to limit construction activities of the FRE facility to avoid breeding and rearing periods for
amphibian species."Appendix P, p. P-92: "Appendix P, p. P-92: "To reduce impacts to nesting
bird species from construction of the FRE facility, the Applicant will conduct spring season (prenesting) pre-construction surveys in the FRE facility area and airport levee area to identify any
preliminary raptor presence and nesting activity, particularly bald eagles, within 660 feet of the
construction footprint. If any nests are observed to be starting, the nests could be removed
(prior to any eggs being laid) to encourage the birds to move elsewhere. If nests are removed,
the Applicant will build a replacement nesting platform in another location outside of the
inundation zone. If any active bald eagle nests are observed, then construction activities should
be timed to minimize noise effects to the bald eagle nest until the nesting season is over
(approximately August 1)."Appendix P, p. P-92: "To reduce impacts to amphibians from
construction of the FRE facility, the Applicant will consult WDFW to determine the preferred
construction periods to avoid amphibian breeding or rearing time frames."Appendix E, p. P-99:
"If permitted, the Applicant expects FRE facility construction would occur between 2025 and
2030 and would last approximately 5 years (Martin 2019b). The primary FRE construction
activities would include constructing the diversion tunnel, FRE foundation, and FRE structure in
Year 2 to Year 5 of theconstruction period. These activities would involve the blasting of rock,
foundation drilling, vibratory roller-compacted concrete placement, and construction truck
activity. Construction of the FRE facility is expected to require three separate in-water work
periods lasting from July 1 through September 30 each year. Regulatory agencies establish
timing for the in-water work and windows are timed for the lowest flows of the year to
minimize impacts to the river and for the period when spawning salmon are least likely to be in
the area. WDFW has established an in-water work window for the upper Chehalis from August 1
to August 31. The Corps in-water work window is from July 1 to August 31. The Applicant would
be required to request extensions from WDFW and the Corps to allow in-water work outside of
these periods to meet their planned 5-year construction time."Appendix E, p. P-99-100: "Work
schedules for most elements of the FRE facility would be 10 hours per day, 5 to 7 days per
week.Roller-compacted concrete operations for the FRE construction would require work for 20
hours per day, 7 days per week. Blasting for the FRE foundation and temporary river bypass
tunnel construction would occur as often as one to four times per week over a period of about
12 months, then blasting in the interior of the tunnel would continue once or twice per day over
a period of approximately 9 months."
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The report fails to consider potential impacts to privately owned lands enrolled in the states Private
Lands Program. The Private Lands Program encompasses two main areas of emphasis; recreational
access and habitat conservation through Farm Bill programs. In addition to providing public access for
hunting, many of the private landowners who are part of the private lands access program also get
assistance and funding (from various state and federal sources) from WDFW to help improve fish and
wildlife habitat on their lands (WDFW 2020). U.S. Department of Agriculture conservation programs
authorized through the Conservation Title of the 1985 Food Security Act (the Farm Bill) and
subsequent farm bills have provided unequalled potential for waterfowl habitat conservation on
private land (Congressional Research Service 2019, Glaser 1986). The North American Waterfowl
Management Plan recognizes the importance privately owned lands play in providing critical
migratory stop-over, over-wintering and breeding habitat for many waterfowl species (NAWMP
2012). Additionally, revenue generated through the purchase of ducks stamps and hunting permits
provides funding for waterfowl research and habitat conservation/restoration projects. Loss of
privately owned habitat not only has the potential to negatively affect waterfowl populations directly,
it also risks losing an important source of funding for future conservation and enhancement efforts.
In the Chehalis floodplain, and that of its tributaries, there are at least 8 properties enrolled in the
states Private Lands Hunting Access Program; Brady Loop #1, Brady Loop #2, Brady Loop #3, Hiram
Hall Road, Elma Gate Road #2, New Cottonwood, South Bank, and Willis Road. Collectively, these 8
properties represent a total of 724 acres of waterfowl habitat (WDFW 2020). Given the significance of
privately owned lands enrolled in the states Private Lands Program and other Farm Bill programs
(Conservation Stewardship Program, Environmental Quality Incentives Program, Conservation
Reserve Program, Agricultural Conservation Easement Program, Regional Conservation Partnership
Program, and Wetland and Watershed Program) as crucial waterfowl habitat, potential impacts from
the construction and operation of the FRE facility warrant consideration (Congressional Research
Service 2019).
The DEIS wildlife analysis of potential impacts to marbled murrelets from proposed construction
activities is insufficient because it fails to use the appropriate extent area around proposed blasting
sites. The wildlife analysis evaluated vegetative cover and associated wildlife habitats in an additional
660-ft extent area around the proposed FRE facility site, the three quarry sites, and the maximum
inundation area of the temporary reservoir (Appendix P: p. P-5 and Table P-4, p. P-24). Along the
quarry access roads, the wildlife analysis only evaluated vegetative cover within 25 feet of the
proposed road (Appendix P, p. P-59). The 660-ft and 25-ft extents are insufficient for evaluating
whether suitable marbled murrelet nesting habitat occurs within the threshold disruption distance
for rock blasting events at the FRE facility, quarries, and access road. The potential disruption zone
(flush response) for marbled murrelets is considered to be a .25 mile radius around blasting sites
(USFWS 2013). While the DEIS acknowledges a seasonally required .25-mile disturbance avoidance
zone around occupied murrelet sites (Appendix P, p. P-66 and P-92), its vegetative and habitat
analysis only extends a maximum of 660 feet and thus would not detect potential suitable murrelet
habitat beyond 660 feet but within .25 miles. Therefore, any blasting that would occur has the
potential to disturb nesting murrelets. Impulsive sounds from rock blasting could cause adult
murrelets to alter their behavior, such as avoiding or delaying nest establishment, flushing from a
nest or nearby perch, and/or delaying or aborting incubation or one or more feedings. These
behavioral events are considered significant because they can lead to reduced hatching success,
fitness, or survival of juveniles and adults (USFWS 2013). Proposed blasting along the quarry access
roads has the potential to result in direct injury to murrelets, since no area beyond 25 feet from the
roads was evaluated for suitable murrelet habitat. Noise levels generated by blasting can cause
hearing damage (injury) to murrelets within 330 feet of the event (USFWS 2013). The DEIS needs to
evaluate whether suitable and potentially occupied murrelet habitat occurs within .25 miles around
proposed blasting sites; without doing so, the proposed construction activities may violate the
required disturbance avoidance restrictions.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
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CongressionalResearchService_2019_FarmBillTitle2
Glaser_1986_FoodSecurityAct1985
NAWMP_2012_NorthAmWaterfowlMgntPlan

Appendix P, p. P-5: "The study area for the FRE facility and the maximum inundation extent for
the temporary reservoir includes an additional 660-foot extent area. The additional extent area
is included to identify existing habitat and potential impacts, such as noise impacts, in the
vicinity of the temporary reservoir maximuminundation extent. The 660-foot extent area was
identified based on U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) bald eagle nest disturbance
management guidelines (USFWS 2019a) and coordination with WDFW (Hayes 2019)."Appendix
P, p. P-24: TABLE P-4, "QUARRY SITES 660-FOOT EXTENT AREA"Appendix P, p. P-59: "Accessing
these quarry areas would include widening, improving, and upgrading the existing roads. Impact
areas for quarry access roads have not been specified by the Applicant, so an estimate of
potential disturbance along a 25-foot wide road widening area along the entire length of the
access roads has been assumed."Appendix P, p. P-66: "Guidelines for analyzing potential
harassment of nesting marbled murrelets (USFWS 2006) indicate that sounds that are
significantly higher than ambient (20 to 25 decibels [dB] higher than ambient) or sounds above
90 dB are most likely to cause a severe response such as flushing from a nest. To protect
federally threatened and state endangered marbled murrelet, DNR Forest Practices Rules
require a 0.25-mile disturbance avoidance zone around occupied sites. Temporary restrictions
on disruptive activities, including tree felling and bucking, within this zone are required within
the critical nesting season from April through August. Disturbance during the nesting season
could cause mortality of eggs or young chicks if adults abandoned the nests or were absent for
long periods of time (due to predation, starvation, or lack of incubation). This applies to the FRE
facility, associated haul routes, and the temporary reservoir."Appendix P, p. P-92: "When a nest
is occupied, DNR Forest Practices Rules require a minimum avoidance zone around the nest to
minimize disturbance to marbled murrelets. Temporary restrictions on disruptive activities,
including felling and bucking, within this zone are required within the critical nesting season
from April through August."

USFWS_2013_BiologicalOpinionProgrammaticONF
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The DEIS wildlife analysis of potential impacts to marbled murrelets from proposed construction
activities is insufficient because it fails to use an appropriate extent area around proposed quarry
access roads. The DEIS wildlife analysis assessed a 25-foot road widening area along all proposed
access roads for potential habitat disturbance (Appendix P, p. P-59). This extent is not sufficient for
assessing possible disturbance effects from the proposed road construction activities, which include
tree-felling (road widening and new road construction), excavation (both moderate and heavy),
drilling, surfacing, and other road construction activities (Appendix P, p. P-24; Appendix K, p. K-22).
Research demonstrates that ground-based human activities, such as the aforementioned activities
associated with road construction, may cause adult marbled murrelets to divert their flight paths
(USFWS 2013), delay or abort feedings to nestlings (Long and Ralph 1998; USFWS 2013), and/or delay
entry to nesting habitat (USFWS 2013). These behavioral responses are likely to occur within 110
yards (330 feet) of the ground-based activity (USFWS 2013); therefore, the DEIS needs to assess a
330-ft radius buffer around all proposed access roads for potential murrelet nesting habitat in order
to avoid potential disturbance during the nesting season (April 1st through September 22nd).
Without doing so, the proposed access road construction activities have the potential to harass
nesting murrelets.

The DEIS wildlife habitat analysis of potential impacts to marbled murrelet habitat from proposed
construction activities is insufficient because it fails to use an appropriate extent area around
proposed quarry access roads. The DEIS wildlife analysis assessed a 25-foot road widening area along
all proposed access roads for potential habitat disturbance (Appendix P, p. P-59). This extent is not
sufficient for assessing potential habitat degradation effects from the proposed road reconstruction,
road widening, and new road construction (Appendix K, p. K-22). The DEIS anticipates that the
proposed access road construction would eliminate or disturb 40.9 acres of suitable murrelet nesting
habitat “within the 25-foot width along the Huckleberry Ridge Quarry access roads” (Appendix P, p. P59), but fails to provide any assessment of potential degradation to murrelet habitat outside the 25foot width. The overstory removal for the road construction would result in fragmentation and edge
effects to any adjacent murrelet habitat. Hard, exposed forest edges can alter temperature, light, and
moisture gradients for up to 787 feet within adjacent old-forest stands (Chen et al. 1993). The largest
degradation effects occur within 300 feet of the clearing edge, in the form of tree loss to windthrow,
reduced canopy cover, loss of moss for nesting substrate, altered forest composition, and increased
risk of nest predation (Chen et al. 1992, Malt and Lank 2009, van Rooyen et al. 2011). The latter
effect—increased predation at nest sites along edges—likely facilitates the eventual decline of
murrelet populations in fragmented habitats (Meyer et al. 2002, McShane et al. 2004, Raphael et al.
2002). Through its failure to assess vegetative cover and habitat types beyond 25 feet from proposed
access roads, the DEIS completely ignores potential edge effects and degradation of suitable murrelet
nesting habitat. The DEIS must extend their analysis to a 300-foot radius buffer along all proposed
access roads where tree-felling may occur (i.e., road widening, road reconstruction, and new road
construction). Failure to do so has resulted in the DEIS's underestimation of potential effects of the
proposed action on marbled murrelets.
The proposed timing restrictions for construction activities near occupied marbled murrelet habitat
are insufficient because they do not span the entire murrelet nesting season. The DEIS lists April
through August as the murrelet nesting season (Appendix P, pp. P-66, P-92). This contrasts with the
nesting season recognized by the USFWS, which begins April 1st and ends September 23rd (USFWS
2013). By only having timing restrictions through the end of August, the proposed construction risks
disrupting murrelets prior to fledging. The DEIS underestimates potential impacts to nesting marbled
murrelets by failing to set construction timing restrictions in the disturbance avoidance zone around
occupied murrelet habitat for the entirety of the murrelet nesting season.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Appendix P, p. P-24: "The Huckleberry Ridge Quarry would include 3.01 miles of simple
improvements, 2.93 miles of moderate improvements and excavation, and 0.81 mile of complex
improvements, including heavy excavation, drilling, and blasting."Appendix P, p. P-59:
"Accessing these quarry areas would include widening, improving, and upgrading the existing
roads. Impact areas for quarry access roads have not been specified by the Applicant, so an
estimate of potential disturbance along a 25-foot wide road widening area along the entire
length of the access roads has been assumed."Appendix K, p. P-22: "In addition, several miles of
upgrades and widening of existing forest roads, and potentially some new temporary road
segments, would be constructed to access the FRE facility and quarry sites. As proposed, the
FRE facility construction would require developing a quarry to provide aggregate for the FRE
facility structure. This would also include constructing or upgrading roads to the quarry,
identifying material storage and processing sites, and constructing areas for offices and storing
equipment. Concrete aggregate could be mined within the FRE facility site or nearby, depending
on aggregate availability. The proposed quarry sites are the North Quarry, South Quarry, and
Huckleberry Ridge (Figure K-2). The North Quarry option would require widening 1.9 miles of FR
1000. The 1000G Road would also require widening, surfacing, and moderate improvements to
the subgrade. The South Quarry option would require the same as the North Quarry option with
additional upgrades and widening of FR 1000 and FR 1020. The Huckleberry Ridge Quarry option
would include 3.01 miles of simple improvements, 2.93 miles of moderate improvements and
excavation, and 0.81 mile of complex improvements, including heavy excavation, drilling, and
blasting."
Appendix P, p. P-59: "Accessing these quarry areas would include widening, improving, and
upgrading the existing roads. Impact areas for quarry access roads have not been specified by
the Applicant, so an estimate of potential disturbance along a 25-foot wide road widening area
along the entire length of the access roads has been assumed."Appendix K, p. P-22: "In addition,
several miles of upgrades and widening of existing forest roads, and potentially some new
temporary road segments, would be constructed to access the FRE facility and quarry sites. As
proposed, the FRE facility construction would require developing a quarry to provide aggregate
for the FRE facility structure. This would also include constructing or upgrading roads to the
quarry, identifying material storage and processing sites, and constructing areas for offices and
storing equipment. Concrete aggregate could be mined within the FRE facility site or nearby,
depending on aggregate availability. The proposed quarry sites are the North Quarry, South
Quarry, and Huckleberry Ridge (Figure K-2). The North Quarry option would require widening
1.9 miles of FR 1000. The 1000G Road would also require widening, surfacing, and moderate
improvements to the subgrade. The South Quarry option would require the same as the North
Quarry option with additional upgrades and widening of FR 1000 and FR 1020. The Huckleberry
Ridge Quarry option would include 3.01 miles of simple improvements, 2.93 miles of moderate
improvements and excavation, and 0.81 mile of complex improvements, including heavy
excavation, drilling, and blasting."Appendix P, p. P-59: "An acreage of 40.9 acres within the 25foot width along the Huckleberry Ridge Quarry access roads could be disturbed and/or
eliminated as well, and the majority of the 40.9 acres could provide present and/or future
marbled murrelet habitat."

Administrative Record File Name
USFWS_2013_BiologicalOpinionProgrammaticONF

Appendix P, p. P-66: "Guidelines for analyzing potential harassment of nesting marbled
murrelets (USFWS 2006) indicate that sounds that are significantly higher than ambient (20 to
25 decibels [dB] higher than ambient) or sounds above 90 dB are most likely to cause a severe
response such as flushing from a nest. To protect federally threatened and state endangered
marbled murrelet, DNR Forest Practices Rules require a 0.25-mile disturbance avoidance zone
around occupied sites. Temporary restrictions on disruptive activities, including tree felling and
bucking, within this zone are required within the critical nesting season from April through
August. Disturbance during the nesting season could cause mortality of eggs or young chicks if
adults abandoned the nests or were absent for long periods of time (due to predation,
starvation, or lack of incubation). This applies to the FRE facility, associated haul routes, and the
temporary reservoir."

USFWS_2013_BiologicalOpinionProgrammaticONF
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Appendix P, p. P-92: "When a nest is occupied, DNR Forest Practices Rules require a minimum
avoidance zone around the nest to minimize disturbance to marbled murrelets. Temporary
restrictions on disruptive activities, including felling and bucking, within this zone are required
within the critical nesting season from April through August."

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020
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The DEIS provides conflicting statement regarding potential disturbance effects to marbled murrelets.
The DEIS and the wildlife discipline report state that construction associated with the proposed FRE
facility as the potential disturb and potentially injure or kill nesting murrelets (DEIS, p. 90; Appendix P,
p. P-65). The DEIS and wildlife discipline report then proceed to state that restrictions on disruptive
activities associated with the FRE facility construction will be required during the murrelet nesting
season (DEIS, p. 94; Appendix P, pp. P-66, P-92). Seasonal restrictions are used to minimize
disturbance effects: if the restrictions are actually required and implemented, then the proposed
action would not be likely to disturb nesting murrelets. It is not possible to adequately assess the
proposed action’s impacts to marbled murrelets with the DEIS and supporting documentation contain
contradictory statements.

The Downstream Floodplain Wetland Analysis report references a WDFW off-channel aquatic habitat
site at the Airport Levee designated as Site 51. This site consists of an 18.2 acre natural oxbow pond
(Anchor 1029). The Wildlife Species and Habitat Discipline report neglects to mention this site as
wildlife habitat within the Airport Levee study area (part of the wetland complex that this oxbow is
connected to is within the footprint of the proposed expanded Levee) or evaluate potential impacts
to it from the construction and operation of the FRE facility/expanded Airport Levee as it relates to
wildlife. The DEIS inaccurately states that there will be no operational impacts on wildlife species
associated with the airport levee (and that impacts to wildlife habitat would only be minor, despite
neglecting to evaluate any potential impacts to this site). However, according to the Downstream
Floodplain Wetland Analysis report, this site is anticipated to lose 7% of its inundation area, 64% of its
inundation depth, 67% of its inundation water volume, and 67% of its inundation duration under the
modified 100 year flood regime (Anchor 2019). At least 106 bird species have been documented in
this area, 41 of which are water-associated species (waterfowl, shorebirds, herons, grebes, gulls, etc.)
that are known to utilize the series of wetland complexes that occupy the Airport Levee area (eBird
2020). Additionally, the oxbow is connected to a fish-bearing tributary of Salzer Creek (Schotman and
Young 2019). Considering the extent of the area that is projected to be impacted and the number of
waterbird species that stand to be affected, the potential impacts to wildlife species and habitats at
the Airport Levee is utterly inadequate and needs to be re-evaluated with the inclusion of Site 51.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
DEIS, p. 90: "Marbled murrelets, bald eagles, and other sensitive species may be disturbed by
blasting during construction. These species would be able to relocate to similar habitats in the
surrounding area, depending on the timing, but would likely not re-nest if disturbed during the
nesting season. Therefore, if disturbance occurs during the nesting season, it could cause
mortality of eggs or young chicks. Construction activities occurring outside of the nesting season
would result in the temporary loss of perching habitat used by eagles for foraging in the area of
the FRE facility."Appendix P, p. P-65: "Vegetation removal activities in construction areas would
degrade or eliminate habitat and could directly injure or kill wildlife that are unable to relocate
to avoid the disturbance (e.g., amphibians, reptiles, small mammals, and nesting bird species
such as marbled murrelets)."DEIS, p. 94: "A ground assessment for marbled murrelet potential
nesting habitat will be conducted to verify presence/absence of nesting platforms. If habitat is
verified, 2-year protocol surveys will be completed to determine occupancy. When a nest is
occupied, DNR Forest Practices Rules require a minimum avoidance zone around the nest to
minimize disturbance to marbled murrelets. Temporary restrictions on disruptive activities,
includingfelling and bucking, within this zone are required within the critical nesting season
from April through August."Appendix P, p. P-66: ""Guidelines for analyzing potential harassment
of nesting marbled murrelets (USFWS 2006) indicate that sounds that are significantly higher
than ambient (20 to 25 decibels [dB] higher than ambient) or sounds above 90 dB are most
likely to cause a severe response such as flushing from a nest. To protect federally threatened
and state endangered marbled murrelet, DNR Forest Practices Rules require a 0.25-mile
disturbance avoidance zone around occupied sites. Temporary restrictions on disruptive
activities, including tree felling and bucking, within this zone are required within the critical
nesting season from April through August. Disturbance during the nesting season could cause
mortality of eggs or young chicks if adults abandoned the nests or were absent for long periods
of time (due to predation, starvation, or lack of incubation). This applies to the FRE facility,
associated haul routes, and the temporary reservoir."Appendix P, p. P-92: ""When a nest is
occupied, DNR Forest Practices Rules require a minimum avoidance zone around the nest to
minimize disturbance to marbled murrelets. Temporary restrictions on disruptive activities,
including felling and bucking, within this zone are required within the critical nesting season
from April through August."
There would be minor adverse impacts on wildlife habitat associated with operation of the
airport levee.No operation impacts on wildlife species associated with the airport levee are
identified.The probable responses of wildlife to construction impacts are similar to those
described previously. However, impacts would be limited because fewer wildlife species and
individuals are present in this area. The airport levee is heavily disturbed and developed with
road and airport infrastructure. Upland herbaceous grassland habitat is regularly mowed during
airport maintenance or agricultural activities and does not provide habitat for species
associated with grassland habitat such as the federal and state listed streaked horned lark.
Impervious surfaces and disturbed grassland are also the dominant wetland buffer habitats, and
they are unsuitable for breeding, foraging, resting, and overwintering for amphibians, birds,
reptiles, and small mammals that may occur in the adjacent wetland habitat. In addition to the
lack of existing habitat features to support songbird, shorebird, waterfowl, and raptor species,
bird species are discouraged from using airport properties because of airplane safety concerns,
further limiting the potential for birds to use the airport levee study area.
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There are numerous taxonomic errors in the Bird portion of the Wildlife Species section. Gadwall are
listed as being in the genus Anas, they are actually in the genus Mareca. American Wigeon is spelled
wrong (they spell it Widgeon). Mallard are listed as Cistothorus palustris, their scientific name is
actually Anas platyrhynchos. The species name for Spotted Towhee is listed as erythrophthalmus, its
actually maculatus. Black-capped and Chestnut-backed Chickadees are both listed as being in the
genus Parus, they are actually in the genus Poecile. Black-throated Gray Warbler are listed as being in
the genus Dendroica, they are actually in the genus Setophaga (Chesser et al 2019). The report refers
to a species called the Solitary Vireo (Vireo solitarius). This bird is no longer recognized as a species. It
is now referred to as the Blue-headed Vireo and its does not occur in this region (it only occurs in the
eastern half of the country). Perhaps the authors meant to reference is the Cassin's Vireo (Vireo
cassinii) (Audubon 2020). Yellow and Yellow-rumped Warblers are listed as being in the genus
Dendroica, they are actually in the genus Setophaga. The species name for Northern Harrier is listed
as cyaneus, it is actually hudsonius. Downy Woodpecker are listed as being in the genus Picoides,
they are actually in the genus Dryobates (Chesser et al 2019). These errors call into question the
qualifications of the authors and attention to accuracy and detail in the DEIS.

The cottonwood study results point to a larger additive and indirect impact of flow regulation. The
study looks simply at the area inundated under various regulated and unregulated flows. The results
point to a larger impact to the fluvial geomorphic processes associated with various flood events. This
study does not address geomorphic changes and the cascade of effects that will necessarily result
from operation of the FRE facility. Potential impacts will occur on the planform of adjacent floodplain
water bodies and side channels. The channel planform, hydraulic connectivity and floodplain
formation is driven by pulse flows that will be captured by the FRE. The cottonwood study shows
there will be a change of area of existing and future cottonwood habitat, demonstrating the effect of
the proposed FRE facility on downstream habitats.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Forested habitats provide foraging and nesting habitat for a wide variety of songbird species
such as song sparrow (Melospiza melodia), bushtit (Psaltriparus minimus), Bewick’s wren
(Thryomanes bewickii), Steller’s jay (Cyanocitta stelleri), spotted towhee (Pipilo
erythrophthalmus), Swainson’s thrush (Catharus ustulatus), winter wren (Troglodytes hiemalis),
varied thrush (Ixoreus naevius), black-capped chickadee (Parus atricapillus), dark-eyed junco
(Junco hyemalis), chestnut-backed chickadee (Parus rufescens), golden-crowned kinglet
(Regulus satrapa), and red-breasted nuthatch (Sitta canadensis). Disturbance-sensitive
migratory bird species such as black-throated gray warbler (Dendroica nigrescens), solitary vireo
(Vireo solitarius), yellow-rumped warbler (Dendroica coronata), and yellow warbler (Dendroica
petechia) likely use forested habitats for foraging during spring and fall migrations. In addition,
medium- to large-diameter trees provide nesting habitat for marbled murrelet (Brachyramphus
marmoratus).Upland herbaceous, grassland, and agricultural habitats are used by species like
barn (Hirundo rustica), and tree (Tachycineta bicolor) swallows and white-crowned sparrows
(Zonotrichia leucophrys). Predatory birds, like red-tailed hawks (Buteo jamaicensis), commonly
hunt in these habitat types. Other raptors such as northern harrier (Circus cyaneus) and bald
eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) occur in forested areas near waterbodies. Snags and downed
trees in logged habitat, and along the forest edges, also provide perch sites for these species.
Snags in forested habitats also provide potential nest sites for cavity-nesting birds such as great
horned owl (Bubo virginianus), and species of woodpeckers including downy woodpecker
(Picoides pubescens), northern flicker (Colaptes auratus), and pileated woodpecker (Dryocopus
pileatus).Off-channel aquatic habitats, wetland habitats, and agricultural fields provide a variety
of habitat for terrestrial birds, waterbirds, and waterfowl. Open water sections of wetlands and
ponds can be expected to provide habitat for belted kingfisher (Megaceryle alcyon) and
wintering and migratory waterfowl, including gadwall (Anas strepera), American widgeon
(Mareca americana), mallard (Cistothorus palustris), ring-necked duck (Aythya collaris), greater
scaup (Aythya marila), American coot (Fulica americana), green-winged teal (Anas crecca), and
cinnamon teal (Spatula cyanoptera). Wetland areas with grass and herbaceous vegetation
provide habitat for red-winged blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus), song sparrow, and marsh wren
(Cistothorus palustris), among other species including waterfowl such as mallard, green-winged
teal, and American widgeon. Forested and scrub-shrub wetlands are commonly used by similar
species as well as wood duck (Aix sponsa) and ring-necked duck. Waterbird species such as
great blue heron (Ardea herodias), pied-billed grebe (Podilymbus podiceps), and double crested
cormorant (Phalacrocorax auritus) also use many of these habitats.
The analysis in Cottonwood Habitat Study(Meadow Run Environmental and Anchor QEA 2019)
focused on the Chehalis River 100-year floodplain between RM 108 and 33, near Porter. The
analysis estimates the FRE facility would reduce inundation of existing cottonwood riparian
habitat (6,587 acres) between RM 108 and RM 33 by approximately 200 acres (3.5%) and 450
acres (7%) for major and catastrophic floods, respectively, and reduce inundation of island, bar,
and active terrace landforms by 3 acres (2.6%) and 2 acres (2%), respectively.

Administrative Record File Name
ChesserEtAl_2019_AOUChecklist
Audubon_2020_BlueHeadedVireo
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P-38 and
P-39

Comment
The DEIS fails to consider indirect effects to wildlife from methylmercury production and the
subsequent uptake by aquatic organisms during inundation periods of the proposed temporary
reservoir. The DEIS argues that the reservoir inundation will be infrequent and transient and thus not
likely to generate any appreciable methylmercury problems (Appendix N, p. N-68). However, the
construction of reservoirs, even temporary ones, foster conditions conducive to mercury methylation
and the subsequent contamination of fish and other aquatic organisms (see comments Water_42
through 47 for more detail). Even limited reservoir inundation periods have the potential to stimulate
methylation processes, increase methylmercury concentrations, and transfer to aquatic organisms.
Multiple studies have observed large increases in methylmercury concentrations only two weeks post
flooding (Kelly et al. 1997, Brigham et al. 2002). While a delay in methylmercury production does
occur after initial flooding, research suggests that no such lag period exists for the uptake of
methylmercury by zooplankton. In an experimental reservoir in northwestern Ontario,
methylmercury concentrations in zooplankton were highly correlated with methylmercury in
unfiltered water and on suspended particles. The researchers observed no indication of a delay in
zooplankton methylmercury concentrations to changes in methylmercury in water, suggesting that
the transfer of methylmercury to zooplankton occurs rapidly (Paterson 1989). Zooplankton are
consumed by many adult and juvenile fish, and is thus a major means by which methylmercury is
directly transferred to fish downstream from reservoirs (Schetagne et al. 2000). Therefore, the
potential exists for methylmercury accumulation in fish due to the proposed FRE facility, despite the
temporary nature of the reservoir. Both mammal and avian predators in the ecosystems around and
downstream from the proposed FRE facility (e.g., minks, river otters, bald eagles, osprey) would be
vulnerable to elevated dietary MeHg exposure, accumulation, and toxicity (Scheuhammer et al.
2007). Current MeHg levels among piscivorous mammals may already be high enough to have subtle
neurotoxic and other effects (Scheuhammer et al. 2007); thus, an increase from the current levels
could lead to greater toxic effects and possible demographic consequences for these species. Large,
long-lived organisms at the top of long food chains, such as many raptor species, would experience
the greatest degree of contamination (Green et al. 2016). Effects of methylmercury contamination on
raptor species, such as the protected bald eagle, include impaired growth, development, behavior,
and survivorship (Bennett et al. 2007, Scheuhammer et al. 2007). The DEIS fails to consider these
potential effects from possible increased methymercury levels in the proposed reservoir and
subsequent bioaccumulation and toxicity in wildlife. The DEIS should include monitoring of
methylmercury levels and potential contamination downstream as part of its mitigation proposal. For
example, the collection of avian feathers would be a simple, effective non-invasive method for
monitoring MeHg exposure in birds (Kaler et al. 2014).
The DEIS fails to consider the occurrence of rare plant species at any more explicit spatial scale than
the County level. The DEIS fails to utilize the Washington Department of Natural Resources Rare
Plants and High Quality Ecosystems GIS data set and Rare Plant Field Guide (WDNR 2020a) to
determine documented occurrences of rare plants within the proposed FRE reservoir inundation
area, the associated slopes and riparian zones, or the thousands of acres of downstream habitat
within the geographic study area. The DEIS similarly failed to conduct any field survey for rare plants
within the areas of direct or indirect impacts at the FRE facility site, or the Airport Levee site, despite
WDNR providing specific guidance for such surveys and a field guide with specific habitats, elevations,
and occurrence within individual counties (WDNR 2020b).

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name
KellyEtal_1997_Increases_in_Fluxes_of_Greenhouse_Gases_an
d_Methyl
BrighamEtal_2002_MethylmercuryFloodControlNWMinnesota
PatersonEtal_1989_MethylmercuryZooplanktonPeatlandReserv
oir
SchetagneEtal_2000_ExpoertMercuryDownstreamReservoirs
ScheuhammerEtal_2007_EffectsMeHgBirdsMammalsFish
GreenEtal_2016_PatternsMercuryReservoir&DownstreamFisher
y
BennettEtal_2007_ToxicityMethylmercuryAmericanKestrels

More than 30 state rare plant species that could occur within the study area have been
identified, based on information from DNR’s Natural Heritage Program (DNR 2019a). In
addition, the Natural Heritage Program identifies specific counties in Washington where rare
plant species have been documented. Information from the Natural Heritage Program was used
to identify rare plant species documented within the study area counties ( Grays Harbor, Lewis,
Pacific, and Thurston). A list of all rare plant species with state status within study area counties
is presented in Attachment P-1, Table P1-5.

The DEIS provides no support for the statement that no terrestrial insects with sensitive status are
likely to occur in the FRE facility area. No surveys for such species were conducted and the DEIS
acknowledges in Section 2.4.2.4 the potential for four butterfly species to potentially be present in
suitable prairie habitat downstream of the facility and for the Leschi's millipede, blue gray taildropper
slug and potentially three species of native bumble bees to be present in habitats found in the habitat
that is currently present with the FRE facility area.

No terrestrial insects with sensitive status are likely to occur in the FRE facility area. Other more
common native bees and wasps are likely to be present in the FRE facility area and would likely
be killed or displaced by excavation and tree and other vegetation removal activities.

The DEIS inaccurately portrays the extent of clear cutting of 'non-flood tolerant' trees within the
reservoir area during the construction period. Appendix P notes tree removal throughout Zones 1
AND 2 (426 acres total), whereas Appendix 1, Table 1-4 indicates tree harvest would occur only in
Zone 1 and not within the 86 acres of Zone 2.

Construction activities would include the removal of all non-flood tolerant trees (primarily
Douglas fir) and all trees greater than 6 inches dbh within Zones 1 and 2 of the temporary
reservoir (approximately 426 acres of upland and riparian habitat within the 600-acre area of
Zones 1 and 2) during the 5-year construction period.

WDNR_2020a_RarePlantsHQGIS
WDNR_2020b_RarePlantSurveysGuidelines
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The analysis presented estimates the area of wetland impact from the development of one or
more quarries and the improvement of 13.5 miles of roads to be 0.1 acre in total; this estimate is
based on an estimate formed based on the Modeled Wetlands Inventory dataset from the
Washington State Department of Ecology. Because a limited field survey was performed to
verify this data, and no survey was performed at the Huckleberry Ridge quarry site, and there is
no footprint of the land needed to 'develop' the quarry sites, the estimate of direct wetland
impacts cannot be verified and may be grossly underestimated. The Modeled Wetlands
Inventory explicitly states that the data limitations include conditions which apply to the terrain
and habitats of the proposed quarry areas: "Most wetlands one acre or less in size are not
mapped. The data are less accurate detecting forested and slope wetlands. The inventory
identifies areas that have a high potential to be wetlands. Locations of mapped wetlands are
approximate due to the medium resolution scale. The absence or presence of a wetland on the
map does not mean that the wetland is actually absent or present." The limitation on minimum
size of detection is acknowledged on page O-9, but is nonetheless still relied on as the basis for
determining both existing conditions and for making conclusion as to the scale and significance
of impacts on wetlands at the quarry sites and along the road improvement alignments. This
method for determining wetland impacts from quarry road widening is not sufficient to meet
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, which regulates the discharge of dredged or fill material in
waters of the United States, including wetlands, nor Ecology’s regulatory oversight of waters of
the state and wetlands under the State Water Pollution Control Act.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Wetlands downstream of the FRE facility or outside where delineations were performed are
estimated based on the Modeled Wetlands Inventory dataset (Ecology 2011) - page O-9; Based on the
delineated wetlands identified within 25 feet of the North and South Quarry access roads, it is
expected that potential wetlands within 25 feet of the Huckleberry Ridge Quarry access road are likely
associated with streams or seeps and are generally expected to occur in similar quantities along
similar distances as identified for the North and South Quarry access roads. The North and South
Quarry access roads include about 2 miles of road, while the Huckleberry Ridge Quarry access road
includes about 6.7 miles of road. The existing wetland mapping dataset of the Modeled Wetlands
Inventory (Ecology 2011) does not identify any wetland features within 25 feet of the Huckleberry
Ridge Quarry access road outside the wetland delineation area. The wetlands delineated within 25
feet of the North and South Quarry access roads were not generally detected in the Modeled
Wetlands Inventory. Most were smaller than the minimum mapping unit of the Modeled Wetlands
Inventory (Ecology 2011).

100-101

The DEIS improperly characterizes the lack of inundation under a late-century major flood of 522
acres of wetland and the lack of inudation of 506 acres of wetland under a late-century
catastrophic flood as a 'minor' impact based on the wetlands 'not losing their primary water
source.' This conclusion is based on an inappropriate application of the hydraulic model and a
cursory and generalized conclusion that all the wetlands downstream of the facility are
sustained by overbank flows and 'other sources.' The DEIS fails to consider the long-term
geomorphic effects of the FRE facility on the processes that sustain existing wetlands and create
new wetlands over time, including the modifications to groundwater and base flows as
described in detail in the Cascade of Ecosystems Effects technical memo.

Because smaller floods would continue to occur, wetlands that usually get water from overbank flows
would not be impacted. Wetlands that have less frequent overbank flooding are likely to get water
from other sources. Wetlands that are permanently, seasonally, and intermittently flooded or
saturated would not likely be impacted because they would receive water from other sources. The
peak flow levels and river heights for 98% of the downstream aquatic areas would not be negatively
affected by the FRE facility. High river flows would continue to occur in fall and winter and provide
water. The FRE would reduce the highest peak flows for major floods or larger, but reduction in flows
would occur for only a few days before flows would increase as water in the reservoir is released. The
release of water from the reservoir may slightly increase bank recharge for up to 35 days. Impacts on
water sources for wetlands and bank recharge are likely to be minor.

5.5.2.1

99

The DEIS improperly characterizes the wetland impacts for culvert replacements on quarry roads
as minor and temporary without any data on actual wetland size, characteristics, or degree of
impact necessary for culvert replacement. This further underrepresents the extent and nature
of direct, indirect, and cumulative wetland impacts.

Widening or improving quarry access roads where existing culverts are located would require the
replacement or improvement of these culverts, which would require construction within and near
these streams, stream buffers, wetlands, and wetland buffers. These impacts are considered minor
because they would be temporary and because the new culverts would be designed to meet
regulatory requirements.

Appendix
O_Wetlands

2.4.2.2

O-37

The DEIS estimates the quantity of streams located within the temporary reservoir to be 16.83
miles; this conflicts with the National Hydrography Dataset, which reports roughly twice the
stream miles (roughly 30 miles) of stream within the FRE inundation zone.

Table O-11

Chapter
5.5_Wetlands

5.5.2.1

100

The DESIS Wetland chapter's conclusion of 'minor' impacts to waterbodies and wetlands
downstream of the FRE facility due to changes in hydrologic regime is inconsistent with the more
substantive analysis presented in Chapter 5.4 on wildlife habitats which states that 'reduction in
magnitude of peak floods would reduce natural processes such as channel migration and
formation of side channels, bars, and wetlands'. The Wetlands chapter in the DEIS and in
Appendix O fails to apply appropriate process-based analysis to the characterization of wetlands
impacts and thus inaccurately represents the scale and intensity of direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts on wetlands (see Cascade of Ecosystem Effects technical memo).

Under the Proposed Project, some wetlands and waterbodies downstream of the FRE facility would
no longer be inundated during major or catastrophic floods because floodwaters would be held back
by the FRE facility. About 522 acres of wetlands would no longer be inundated under the late-century
major flood, a 9.7% reduction. For a late-century catastrophic flood, about 506 acres of wetlands
would no longer be inundated, a 9.7% reduction. These probable adverse impacts are considered
minor because the wetlands would not lose their primary water source. For regulated waterbodies, a
total of 13 acres would no longer be submerged under the late-century major flood and 16 acres
would no longer be inundated under the late-century catastrophic flood. The impacts are moderate
for the mainstem Chehalis River between Pe Ell and the South Fork Chehalis River because vegetation
growth and channel narrowing would likely reduce the size of the river.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020
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O-43-O-44

Comment
Both the downstream wetland, floodplain wetland, and riparian analyses use the static hydraulic
model output to indicate areas that will or will not be inundated under FRE operations. From this
analyses, the DEIS indicates that while about 522 acres of wetlands would no longer be
inundated, this impact is characterized as 'minor'. The DEIS fails to recognize that the Chehalis
River channel, side channels, wetlands, and floodplains are formed by "flood-pulses" generated
often by >7-yr events. The DEIS indicates that "vegetation encroachment" will occur causing
channel narrowing, but the DEIS fails to appropriately recognize the geomorphic processes that
both support current wetlands and form new wetlands through time. This will ultimately result
in a terrestrialization of the floodplain and floodplain sloughs and the loss of wetlands. This is a
clear indirect wetland impact that is not accurately represented in the DEIS and will result in an
incremental cumulative loss of waters/wetlands area and function over time. These analyses
need to be process-based and consider the impacts in both time and space to form a substative
and accurate impact of direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts assessment under SEPA, Clean
Water Act Section 404, and to ultimately to be used for "change metric" development for
compensatory mitigation should the proposed FRE facility be approved for construction.
The DEIS provides an extraordinarily cursory consideration of the Local Actions Alternative (as
well as the No Action Alternative), focusing only on the generalized effects of flooding and flows
and effects on wetlands, which are characterized only as "potential, unidentified disturbances to
wetlands and regulatory waterbodies from floods" and as "substantial ongoing flood risks". The
DEIS fails to evaluate benefits to wetlands from buyouts, relocations, flood proofing, and related
aspects of the Local Action Alternative which would reduce impacts to wetlands and their
buffers, as well as to wetland and riparian associated fish and wildlife. The DEIS fails to consider
benefits which would accrue by moving human infrastructure out of the floodplain, expanding
habitat restoration opportunities, and most significantly by not building a FRE facility and thus
not initiating the cascade of amplifying geomorphic and habitat impacts which would irrevocably
alter the river, wetlands and side channel, and its riparian zone and floodplain.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Under the Proposed Project, some wetlands and waterbodies downstream of the FRE facility would
no longer be inundated during major or catastrophic floods because floodwaters would be held back
by the FRE facility. About 522 acres of wetlands would no longer be inundated under the late-century
major flood, a 9.7% reduction. For a late-century catastrophic flood, about 506 acres of wetlands
would no longer be inundated, a 9.7% reduction. These probable adverse impacts are considered
minor because the wetlands would not lose their primary water source. For regulated waterbodies, a
total of 13 acres would no longer be submerged under the late-century major flood and 16 acres
would no longer be inundated under the late-century catastrophic flood. The impacts are moderate
for the mainstem Chehalis River between Pe Ell and the South Fork Chehalis River because vegetation
growth and channel narrowing would likely reduce the size of the river.

The DEIS fails to apply best available science and sufficient data sources to characterize existing
conditions and impacts to wetlands. The DEIS relies only on the Ecology Modeled Wetlands
Inventory data, with its limitations on resolution of wetlands less than 1 acre in size, rather than
utilizing a diversity of datasets to create an comprehensive representation of possible wetlands.
The DEIS also fails to incorporate additional standard data sources used to determine if any
wetlands within a study area are of high conservation value and/or support rare flora or fauna,
such as the Washington Department of Natural Resources Wetlands of High Conservation Value
mapviewer GIS data.

The following studies, reports, and models were used to identify and evaluate potential wetland and
waterbody impacts:

Both the Wetlands Discipline report and the Chehalis-Centralia Airport Levee Wetland
Delineation Report fail to recognize the existence of a fish-bearing stream running through
Airport Levee Wetland D (as designated in the Chehalis-Centralia Airport Levee Wetland
Delineation Report). According to two WFDW fish passage inventory reports that assessed the
two culverts associated with this stream, the channel connects Salzer Creek (a tributary of the
Chehalis River) with Airport Lake (Schotman and Young 2019, Arams and Schotman 2019). The
reports fail to consider the direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts to fish and wildlife and/or
habitat functions that will result from the filling of Wetland D and the loss of connectivity to this
fish-bearing stream. The presence of this fish-bearing stream should be appropriately reflected
in the scoring of the Ecology wetland rating forms completed for Wetland D and the other
wetlands in proximity.

The affected wetlandsdo not include Category I wetlands and are already highly disturbed. Four of the
wetlands have moderate habitat function scores and four have low habitat function scores. Three of
the eight wetlands also have high water quality function scores. These types of wetlands are also
common within the Chehalis Basin in general.

Administrative Record File Name

Floodproofing of existing structures, floodplain storage improvements, and channel migration
protection could involve local construction projects that could affect wetlands or waterbodies.
Impacts could include permanent loss of wetlands, changes to wetland hydrology, and disconnection
of wetlands from the floodplain, as well as changes to the characteristics and form of a waterbody or
its ordinary high water mark. Overall, due to the limited scope of these actions and the likely location
around developed areas, such projects would likely result in minor adverse impacts on wetlands or
waterbodies. Any potential impacts on wetlands, wetland buffers, or waterbodies would require
mitigation per federal, state, and local regulations. Flooding is expected to continue to affect many
locations in the study area and there would an ongoing risk of flood damages to wetlands and
regulatory waterbodies, although floods would also continue to form wetland and waterbody
habitats.
WDNR_2020_WAWetlandsHighConservationValue

•Chehalis Basin Strategy Programmatic EIS (Ecology 2017a)
•FRE Dam Alternative Supplemental Design Report (Chehalis Basin Strategy 2018)
•Fish Species and Habitats Discipline Report (Anchor QEA 2020a)
•Wildlife Species and Habitats Discipline Report (Anchor QEA 2020b)
•Wetland, Water, and Ordinary High Water Mark Delineation Report (Anchor QEA 2018)
•Chehalis-Centralia Airport Levee Wetland Delineation Report (Anchor QEA 2019a)
•Downstream Floodplain Wetland Analysis (Anchor QEA 2019b)
•Potential Groundwater Level Effects Analysis memorandum (Wilson et al. 2019)
•National Wetlands Inventory (NWI; USFWS 2018a, 2018b)
•Modeled Wetlands Inventory (Ecology 2011)
•National Hydrography Dataset (NHD; USGS 2019)
Arams_Schotman_2019_Site921343Assessment
Schotman_Young_2019_Site921316Assessment
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The DEIS identifies the need for 36 new stream crossings associated with the proposed action.
Quarry access road construction, together with the required stream crossing structures, will
contribute significant costs to the project. Estimates developed from current studies indicate
significant cost variation, depending on the variables (e.g. stream indicated as fish habitat, slope,
bridge required, etc.) and associated requirements. At a very minimum, related costs will be
near $2M. Costs for new road construction and road crossings required for quarry access should
be included in project costs.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Twenty-one streams that would be crossed by the proposed North and South Quarry access roads,
and one stream crossed by the Huckleberry Ridge Quarry access road, were identified based on the
delineation results within the temporary reservoir. Eight streams that would be crossed by the
proposed North and South Quarry access roads, and six crossed by the proposed Huckleberry Ridge
Quarry access road, were identified based on existing NHD mapping outside of the temporary
reservoir (USGS 2019). More streams may be found when the proposed areas for the access road are
delineated in the field. Widening or improving quarry access roads where existing culverts are located
would require the replacement or improvement of these culverts, which would require construction
within and near these 36 known streams.

O-21 and
O-22

No explanation is provided in the DEIS as to why delineations were not performed along the
proposed Huckleberry Ridge Quarry access roads to determine the presence or absence of
wetlands; rather the DEIS relies on data at an insufficient resolution to detect small wetlands on
steep terraine.

Wetlands present within 25 feet of the proposed North Quarry and South Quarry access roads located
within the temporary reservoir were identified based on the delineation results. The proposed
Huckleberry Ridge Quarry access road includes some areas within the wetland delineation area of the
temporary reservoir, but most of this access road is located where wetland delineations were not
performed. No delineated wetlands are located within 25 feet of the Huckleberry Ridge Quarry access
road within the area of the temporary reservoir......The existing wetland mapping dataset of the
Modeled Wetlands Inventory (Ecology 2011) does not identify any wetland features within 25 feet of
the Huckleberry Ridge Quarry access road outside the wetland delineation area. The wetlands
delineated within 25 feet of the North and South Quarry access roads were not generally detected in
the Modeled Wetlands Inventory. Most were smaller than the minimum mapping unit of the Modeled
Wetlands Inventory (Ecology 2011).

2.4.1.2

O-27

The WA Wetlands of High Conservation Value database indicates one such wetland, with an
occurence of a sensitive plant species, potentially within the upper reservoir just downstream of
the Alder Creek confluence.

The 89 wetlands total approximately 10.18 acres. As shown in Table O-5, most of these wetlands were
found in the upper Chehalis River (53) and Crim Creek drainage basins (27), followed by the Hull Creek
(5), Lester Creek (3), and Big Creek (1) basins. No wetlands were found in the Alder Creek, Browns
Creek, Roger Creek, or Smith Creek drainage basins.

WDNR_2020_WAWetlandsHighConservationValue

2.4.1.2
and
3.2.2.1.1

O-28 and
O-48

The DEIS notes that the most common type of wetland within the reservoir area is slope
wetlands. Slope wetlands provide unique functions and can be challenging to mitigate for given
their unique landscape position and complex hydrologic regimes (National Research Council
2001; Gwin et al 1999). The DEIS fails to disclose wetland impact by hydrogeomorphic class and
thus fails to indicate the area of these difficult to mitigate for wetlands which would be impacted
by the proposed reservoir.

O-28: The most common HGM class present is slope wetlands (69), followed by depressional wetlands
(19) and riverine wetlands (1). Most of the slope wetlands (40) and depressional wetlands (13) occur
in the upper Chehalis River drainage basin. The Crim Creek drainage basin also contains several (22)
slope wetlands and a few (5) depressional wetlands. The single riverine wetland is found in the Hull
Creek drainage basins. In terms of acreage, slope wetlands make up the largest class (6.68 acres),
followed by depressional wetlands (3.48 acres), and riverine wetland (0.02 acre).Wetlands classified
as slope wetlands under the HGM classification were the most numerous (69) in thetemporary
reservoir. These wetlands are primarily associated with drainages, and form in areas where the slope
flattens out such that surface or groundwater moving downslope slows and inundates or saturates
the soils. They are typically small and similar in vegetative composition, soils, and hydrology. Slope
wetlands included all combinations of Cowardin wetland types encountered in the study area.

NRC_2001_WetlandLossesCWA

5.5.2.3

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

103

The DEIS fails to acknowledge the hundreds of acres of indirect impacts to wetlands and waters
and fails to include those impacts in the cursory description of mitigatin development.
Compensatory wetland mitigation for the minimum estimate of only direct wetland impacts
WILL be required, with at least 10 years of long-term performance monitoring, likely at multiple
mitigation sites, as well as associated monitoring, maintenance, and adaptive management. Site
protection and long-term managment will also be requried to ensure site protection in
perpetuity. No detail is provided regarding the costs and logistics around this substantial effort.

Administrative Record File Name

GwinEtal_1999_EffectsWetlandREgHydrogeomorphicProfiles

Page O-48: Temporary ReservoirWetland categories and operational impact areas within the
temporary reservoir are shown in Table O-14. Wetlands within the temporary reservoir are shown in
Figures O-11 through O-13. A total of 85 wetlands located within the proposed temporary reservoir
would be inundated and submerged under the full temporary reservoir capacity. Under the Proposed
Action, inundation could last up to 35 days . These wetlands include 13 Category II wetlands (2.81
acres) and 72 Category III wetlands(6.95 acres). As described in the construction impacts section,
wetlands and wetland buffers within Zones 1 and 2 would be disturbed during construction from tree
removal. Of the 85 wetlands that would be inundated and submerged under the full temporary
reservoir capacity, 62 wetlands, including 11 Category II wetlands (2.76 acres) and 51 Category III
wetlands (3.74 acres), would be disturbed during tree removal construction activities. Wetlands and
wetland buffers located within Zones 1 and 2 and Zones 3 and 4 are identified in Table O-14.
"…...mitigation is proposed for the applican to develop and implement a Wetland and Wetland Buffer
Mitigation Plan in coordination with Ecology and the Corps".
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Chapter
5.6_Tribal

5.6.2

107-110

Due to the limited scale and duration of construction of local actions, their likely location around developed
areas, and the fact that many activities would occur outside aquatic habitat, project actions would likely result
in minor impacts to fish, wildlife habitat, and wildlife species in the study area over the long term. Operations
of the Local Actions Alternative could also incur impacts to fish, shellfish, and associated habitats, especially if
projects occur in a river channel or in nearby floodplains.

Fish Species &
Habitat

Appendix L_Tribal

3.2.2

L-25

The DEIS does not attempt to estimate the timeframe and duration of impacts from operation that would
affect treaty resources. Impacts from the project would create permanent impacts to treaty resources such as
diminishing the number of fish, wildlife, and plants available for tribal harvest and gathering. The project will
exacerbate the decimation of culturally significant salmonids such as Spring Chinook, which perpetuate into in
the future with irreversible conciseness.

Tribal_4

Other

Appendix L_Tribal

3.2.1.1.3

L-22

Impacts to tribal resources associated with water uses and rights resulting from FRE facility construction would
be significant. The DIES fails to consider that Treaty Tribes hold Senior water rights.

With the considerations for instream flow requirements and
withdrawal amounts and timing, and in compliance with an
Ecology permit, the adverse impact of FRE facility
construction on water uses and rights would be moderate to
minor.

Tribal_5

Other

Appendix L_Tribal

2.4

L-14

The DEIS fails to adequately assess how the Proposed Action will affect tribes, tribal resources, and access to
tribal resources in the study area. Rather, it summarizes impact findings from the DEIS and does not relate the
impacts to treaty resources in any meaningful way.

This report assesses how the Proposed Action and
alternatives could affect tribes, tribal resources, and access
to tribal resources in the study area, including access to
places where fishing, hunting, gathering, and other
community practices occur.

Tribal_6

Other

Chapter
5.6_Tribal

5.6.3

111-112

The DEIS analysis focuses its findings on construction of the Local Action Alternative. The analysis fails to
assess benefits during operation of the Local Actions Alternative; access for Tribal Members to exercise treaty
rights would likely benefit when buy out land is converted to public use. Local Actions that include habitat
enhancement elements would likely benefit treaty protected resources such as salmonids which is completely
overlooked in the DEIS.

Local actions could impact tribal resources during
construction in the following ways: Restricting or reducing
access of tribal members to tribal resources... Reducing the
number of fish that would otherwise be available for tribal
harvest (due to impacts to habitat or water quality), as well
as wildlife and plants that are identified as a tribal resource

Tribal_7

Traditional
Cultural
Properties

Chapter
5.6_Tribal

5.6.2.1

111

By relying on the Section 106 study that is limited by the Area of Proposed Effect (APE), as administered by the
Seattle District Army Corps of Engineers for traditional cultural properties (TCPs), the DEIS fails to accurately
assess the impacts downstream of the proposed FRE facility. The Corps-defined APE is not consistent with the
area studied in the DEIS.

There are no known cemeteries at the airport levee.
Traditional Cultural Properties are being studied as part of
the Section 106 process and could be affected.

Comment ID
Tribal_1

Resource Topic
Cultural
Resources

Tribal_2

Other

Tribal_3

Document
Reviewed
Chapter
5.6_Tribal

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
Impacts from quarry sites or the concrete production facility are not discussed related to Tribal Resources. The
DEIS does not present discussion of impacts to ungulates, and very little treatment of food web dynamics is
presented in Fish & Aquatic Habitats. These resources, among others are central examples of Tribal Resources
occurring within the project area.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
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G-58

Comment
Section dealing with the Local Action Alternative fails to provide a comparative analysis of net
benefit between the Proposed Action and the less costly Local Action Alternative. No 'apples to
apples' comparison of alternatives is presented.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
As discussed in Section 3.2.2.1.3 and section 3.4, and presented in Tables G-9a, G-9b, G-10a
and G-10b, residences and buildings would continue to experience significant adverse
impacts.

Land Use_2

Changes in Land
Use Consistency
with Land Use
Regulations

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.3.2.1.3

G-58

The DEIS fails to include the first step in channel migration protection - delineation of the channel
migration zone (CMZ). CMZ delineation would have no impacts and would improve the
effectiveness of other actions such as floodproofing, buy outs, and channel migration structures.

Channel migration protection structures would reduce bank erosion and channel migration
potential, reducing the potential and intensity of flood damage for properties in channel
migration areas. As discussed in the Earth Discipline Report, decreases in channel migration
from these activities are anticipated to be minor and local. Land use impacts from channel
migration protection are anticipated to be significant to minor, depending on the location
and extent of shorelines that would be protected or affected.

Land Use_3

Other

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.2

G-50

The DEIS states the impact from increased development in the floodplain as a result of the
Proposed Action has a moderate adverse impact. It appears this determination is being made from
assumptions that are largely unsupported and arbitrary. The projections for floodplain growth
appear to be founded on the buildout analysis conducted by Ecology and presented in PEIS
Appendix L and founded on a 1:3 ratio of floodplain growth from 2015-2020. This same growth
rate then was projected out beyond 2040 by applying that same ratio to a 5 year growth rate. The
DEIS fails to provide any substantiation for the use of the same 2015-2020 ratio to future years to
predict what growth rate might occur in floodplains with implementation of the Proposed Action.

The potential land use changes from increased development in the floodplain as result of the
Proposed Action would need to be consistent with current zoning designations and would be
a moderate adverse impact, particularly in areas predicted to be no longer inundated during
floods (ESA 2020b, Attachment 1, Figures N.7 through 10-[b through e]).

Land Use_4

Other

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.1.3

G-39-G-48

The DEIS provides no analysis of economic change related to the conversion of land use and the
effect on existing land use, businesses, economies, communities, and environment. A more
detailed analysis of land value and net economic gains or losses should be provided. The universe
of affected properties is finite and should be presented in a quantitative fashion. Without such an
analysis it is difficult to evaluate benefits as they relate to costs.

Land Use_5

Other

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.2

G-49

The DEIS delivers inconsistent messages with values presented to arrive at a conclusion of
"moderate impact." This is likely an outcome of having undefined metrics (See comment LU-3).
Page G-49 places 2080 estimates for Lewis County at 25,900 new inhabitants. Of which, between
16% and 35% would be expected to build in the floodplain. The DEIS states this would result in an
estimated 761 to 1,720 people by 2120 would build within the floodplain. However, when 16% is
applied to 25,900 people we would expect 4,144 people, or 9,065 people using the upper range of
35%. The arithmetic beaks down further as a later paragraph on page G-49 estimates "4 to 9
structures being built in the floodplain over the next 100 years (Anchor QEA 2016, 2017b)." Yet,
earlier stated assumptions claim to use an estimate of 2.5 people per residence. Applying 2.5
people per residence to the revised building expectations, we would expect between 1,658 and
3,626 new structures in the floodplain.

Administrative Record File Name

The DEIS presents faulty calculations for expected growth in Lewis County, related to both
population and development, therefore the determination of "moderate impact" is inaccurate and
should be revised.
Land Use_6

Other

Appendix G_Land
Use

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

2.2.2.3

G-18

Notes 2 & 3 associated with table G-5 provide some context for current FIRM mapping. The DEIS
lacks discussion or analysis of why an alternate 100 year flood flow was selected. If this analysis is
provided in other sections of the DEIS the language in this section should clearly link the modeling
to potential change in floodplain FIRM mapping and the subsequent change in floodplain buildout
expected as a result.

Note 2 states: " A Preliminary Flood Insurance Study dated November 11, 2010 (updated in
2014), and the associated preliminary FIRMs, were prepared for Lewis County and the cities
of Chehalis and Centralia. However, this study was pulled back by FEMA without it being
accepted by the County and the cities (French & Associates 2014a). Until preliminary FIRMs
are accepted by the communities, the existing FIRMs will continue to be the effective FIRMs."
Note 3 States: "FEMA is conducting a Flood Insurance Study update for the Chehalis River
within Thurston and Grays Harbor counties that will likely result in updated FIRMs. If this
information is available, it will be included in the Final EIS."
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G-25

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.1.1

G-34

Treatment of the direct impacts from operations fails to address metrics of change in land use,
conversion, and restrictions on current uses systematically. The discussion offers no quantitative
or even qualitative reference to measuring the impacts (with the exception of temporary reservoir
and FRE facility). The consequence of this failure precludes meaningful discussion of mitigation
measures to reduce these impacts.

Other

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.1.1

G-35

The DEIS determines the FRE facility is consistent with the current Lewis County Shoreline Master
Program (SMP) even though publicly funded, structural flood hazard mitigation measures are
required to dedicate and improve public access to shorelines, if feasible. The DEIS states these
regulations would not apply due to safety concerns with FRE operations. Therefore, the DEIS has
determined that development is consistent with the SMP. This argument is unsupported and is
likely to draw ire from sporting groups and certainly could lead to diminished access for tribal
fishers.

The FRE facility would be consistent with an in-water use which is allowed as a conditional
use in the Rural Conservancy shoreline environment designation. The Lewis County SMP
requires new publicly funded structural flood hazard management measures dedicate and
improve public access, if feasible. Due to safety concerns related to FRE operations, this
would not be feasible, therefore, the FRE facility would be consistent with the requirement
(Lewis County SMP 6.05.02 (L); see Table G-8).

Land
Use_10

Mitigation
Measures

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.1.1

G-35

The DEIS fails to present linkages to specific metrics tied to measuring 1) Change, 2) Conversion or,
3) Restriction to land use practices and thus presents an insufficient analysis of consistency with
the SMP.

Approvals associated with shoreline, floodplain, and critical areas (see Section 3.2.3) would
incorporate development, mitigation, and monitoring requirements to meet the
requirements of the SMP, flood hazard ordinance, and critical areas ordinance. The likelihood
of impacts on land uses would be reduced with implementation of best management
practices, avoidance and minimization measures, and permit requirements. Best
management practices will be implemented as required by permits for operations.

Land
Use_11

Mitigation
Measures

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.1.1

G-37

The DEIS fails to present consistency with local plans and policies. No meaningful analysis of
indirect impacts has been presented in the Appendix G document. As stated in Table G-8, the
description of Policy NE 4D.2 is to "Prioritize land uses such as forestry, agriculture, public
recreation, and water dependent uses in areas subject to flooding." The FRE facility is arguably not
consistent with Policy NE 4D.2. This is contrary to the DEIS call of consistency in Table G-8. The
discrepancy being attributed to the call being localized rather than over the entire affected area.

The FRE facility would be designed for flood retention, and its location is necessary within the
floodplain. The FRE facility would not preclude the prioritized land uses in the vicinity and
would be consistent with this policy.

Land
Use_12

Mitigation
Measures

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.1.1.

G-37

The DEIS fails to analyze consistency with local plans and policies. This facility is arguably not
consistent with Policy NE 4D.4 which states: "Prohibit development within floodways, unless a
hydraulics and hydrology study shows the property is not within a floodway or will not affect the
pre- project base flood elevations, floodway elevations, or floodway data widths." Per the DEIS and
related studies, the proposed project will do all of the above, thereby dramatically altering the
ability of development to occur in floodways as an indirect result of the project. Indirect impacts
related to expanded floodplain development are not addressed in this section and Table G-8.

Indirect land use impacts could include the potential for increased development in areas
predicted to experience no flooding or less severe flooding as a result of the Proposed
Action.

Land
Use_13

Mitigation
Measures

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.1.1
and 3.2.2.2

G-38 and G-49

The DEIS lacks of a specific plan for mitigation addressing the net loss of shoreline ecological
functions. Without a specific plan available for review, the facility would currently be considered
inconsistent with Section 4.05.01 of the SMP which the DEIS states must: "Assure flood hazard
protection measures do not result in a net loss of shoreline ecological functions."

G-49 The FRE facility would have a significant adverse impact on shoreline ecological
functions in the FRE area and within the temporary reservoir. The FRE facility would be
inconsistent with the requirement if mitigation is not feasible.

Land
Use_14

Changes in Land
Use Consistency
with Land Use
Regulations

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.1.3

G-41

Net gain under major flood event (Mid Century) for both known and unknown finished elevations
over 1 foot is 67 total. 42 structures are between 0 and 1/2 foot inundation in model scenarios. 17
more are 1/2 foot to 1 foot. The DEIS failed to provide a substantive analysis of the spatial location
and value of these structures to adequately understand the economic costs and social benefits
attributed to the facility and the benefits to Public Services.

Table G-10 a & b

Comment
ID
Land Use_7

Resource Topic
Other

Land Use_8

Other

Land Use_9

Document
Reviewed
Appendix G_Land
Use

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
The DEIS indicates that three metrics are being used to evaluate land use 1) Change of land use, 2)
Conversion and 3) Restrictions to current uses. However, the DEIS methodology in this section
provides no discussion on how these metrics are being measured for analysis. Later sections
treating the impacts from operation fail to apply consistent metrics for analyses.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
The analysis for impacts on land uses considered the following:
• Change of an existing land use and consistency with local zoning, planning, and policy
documents
• Conversions of land uses and the effect on existing land use, businesses, economies,
communities, and environment
• Restrictions or changes to land use as a result of implementation of the alternatives

Administrative Record File Name
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G-42

Land
Use_16

Changes in Land
Use Consistency
with Land Use
Regulations

Chapter 5.7_Land
Use

5.7.3

120 -121

Land
Use_17

Changes in Land
Use Consistency
with Land Use
Regulations

Appendix G_Land
Use

2.4 and
3.2.2.1.1

G-25 and G-35

Comment
Reductions in structures inundated mid century that are over 1 foot depth are 519 with known
finished floor elevations, 291 additional structures are added without known elevations for a total
of 810 structures. The DEIS fails to provide a substantive analysis of spatial location and value of
these structures to fully understand how Public Services and land Use would be impacted and how
costs and benefits would accrue. The DEIS also fails to describe in which specific jurisdictions these
structures are located.

See Table G-11

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)

The DEIS includes analysis of only hardened approaches to floodplain storage and channel
migration; if as stated, 75% of the residential structures and 25% of the commercial, industrial, and
other non-residential structures in the Chehalis River floodplain could be protected through
elevation, other floodproofing measures, and buy-outs, this would seem a significant benefit that
would meet the stated project purpose and objectives. The DEIS fails to provide any substantive
explanation of why floodproofing, buy-outs, and relocations would have 'significant to minor'
impacts.

Implementation of higher development and construction standards like higher freeboard
requirements would reduce flood risk and damage to structures. Changes to freeboard
height requirements to be 3 feet above base flood elevation or flood of record could
significantly reduce flood damage to future development. Page 121- Buy-outs and relocations
could lead to changes in the existing use and these impacts would be significant to minor.

The DEIS acknowledges that the facility would alter the extent of the FEMA 100-year floodplain.
The effect of such a revision and the consequent indirect effect of facilitating new development
within the floodplain if the FRE is constructed is not discussed or analyzed in the DEIS in any
meaningful way. The DEIS states in fact, that this analysis was explicitly not performed.

G-25: This analysis does not evaluate the following:

Administrative Record File Name

• Changes to FIRMs: Where the project will change the floodplain boundaries or flood
depths, local governments are expected to provide FEMA with information needed to make
changes to FIRMs, which may be different from the modeled results in this EIS. In addition,
the EIS future conditions include climate change while FEMA maps currently do not. FEMA
does not currently incorporate climate change hydrology into new flood studies or map
revisions.
• Floodway Analyses: The location of the regulatory floodway will likely change as a result of
the FIRM revision. Local flood damage prevention ordinances strictly regulate development
in floodways per RCW 86.16.041. This includes measures such as prohibiting new, expanded,
or substantially improved residential structures and requiring that no new nonresidential
structures or other encroachments increase the 100-year flood elevation
G-35 "The FRE facility is likely to alter the FEMA 100-year floodplain. If the floodplain is
altered, a Letter of Map Revision, Conditional Letter of Map Revision, or Physical Map
Revision may be required by Lewis County and FEMA.

Land
Use_18

Changes in Land
Use Consistency
with Land Use
Regulations

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.2

G-49

The DEIS acknowledges that new floodplain development is possible if FRE proceeds, which would
put further pressure on floodplain habitat and performance of the FRE but fails to substantively
analyze these indirect impacts in any meaningful way.

"Indirect land use impacts could include the potential for increased development in areas
predicted to experience no flooding or less severe flooding as a result of the Proposed
Action."

Land
Use_19

Changes in Land
Use Consistency
with Land Use
Regulations

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.2

G-49

The DEIS acknowledges that new floodplain development is possible if FRE proceeds, but fails to
substantively analyze these indirect impacts in any meaningful way. Table G-11 discloses that
3,514 to 3,795 acres (late century major flood and late-century catastrophic flood scenarios) would
not longer be inundated, potentially available for additional development as a result of the
proposed project.

"In the future, there is a possibility that the full extent of the buildable area could be utilized
if it were removed from the threat of a catastrophic flood."

Land
Use_20

Changes in Land
Use Consistency
with Land Use
Regulations

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.2

G-50

The DEIS acknowledges that new development within special flood hazard areas is possible if FRE
proceeds, which would be inconsistent with local plans and policies, but fails to substantively
analyze these indirect impacts in any meaningful way.

"Where land use regulations relating to floodplain management have been relaxed due to
removal from the SFHA, there could be a perception that areas that were formerly in the
SFHA (special flood hazard area per the National Flood Insurance Program) are entirely safe
from flooding."

Land
Use_21

Changes in Land
Use Consistency
with Land Use
Regulations

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2.1.1

G-34

The DEIS makes the statement that the FRE facility would be consistent with Lewis County SMP inwater use rules for Rural Conservancy shoreline conditional uses, even though the project does not
propose to improve public access due to safety concerns from operations. However, no discussion
is provided regarding the specific safety concerns that would make improved access infeasible. The
lack of access or improvement thereof could have ramifications for Tribal Resource access.

"The Lewis County SMP requires new publicly funded structural flood hazard management
measures dedicate and improve public access, if feasible. Due to safety concerns related to
FRE operations, this would not be feasible, therefore, the FRE facility would be consistent
with the requirement (Lewis County SMP 6.05.02 (L); see Table G-8)."

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020
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Use
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5.7.3 and
5.7.4

Doc Page
Number (not
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120 and 121

Comment
The DEIS does not provide an 'apples to apples' comparison of alternatives. The DEIS makes no
substantive attempt to determine scale and intensity of impacts or benefits of the local actions
alternative, as evidenced by impact determinations stated as 'significant to minor', which is by
definition the range of possible impacts, as well as the lack of any quantification of area or
structures which could be protected from flooding by local actions measures such as raising the
freeboard height requirements. This is in stark contrast to the use of modeling to identify impacts
on 4,374 buildings under the No Action Alternative.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
Page 120 Implementation of higher development and construction standards like higher
freeboard requirements would reduce flood risk and damage to structures. Changes to
freeboard height requirements to be 3 feet above base flood elevation or flood of record
could significantly reduce flood damage to future development. Most of the structures that
would be inundated in a major flood and almost half of the structures in a catastrophic flood
would experience 3 feet or less of inundation under the No Action Alternative. Changing the
freeboard height to 3 feet above base flood elevation would reduce much of the predicted
flood damage. From page 121 Modeling was done to identify impacts on 4,374 buildings
under the No Action Alternative. For major floods, 366 buildings would likely be inundated to
some level in mid-century and 517 buildings would likely be inundated in late-century. For
catastrophic floods, 2,245 buildings would likely be inundated to some level in mid-century
and 2,955 buildings in late-century. The EIS Mapbook in Chapter 10 contains maps with more
detail on inundation under the No Action Alternative, included in the “Area No Longer
Inundated” for the Proposed Project.

Land
Use_23

Changes in Land
Use Consistency
with Land Use
Regulations

Appendix G_Land
Use

3.2.2

G-34

The DEIS properly recognizes that the proposed action will require the conversions of land uses,
thus affecting existing land use, businesses, economies, communities, and the environment. The
DEIS however does not properly include all associated costs, which should include required land
acquisitions as well as payments to Weyerhaeuser and Weyco stockholders for loss of
production/timber value, which could potentially include the value from the loss of timber
production over the life of the proposed project.

Construction and operation would result in a change of land use for the temporary reservoir
(847 acres) and the FRE facility (34.9 acres). The loss of this commercial forestland would
affect Weyerhaeuser and the Panesko Tree Farm businesses. The Applicant does not intend
to manage the area as commercial forestland, so this would be a permanent change in land
use.

Land
Use_24

Other

Appendix G_Land
Use

2.5

G-25

The DEIS specifically says that implementation of the Proposed Action may result in land use
impacts that affect jurisdictions and communities within the basin. Further, the DEIS expands to
state that the analysis for impacts on land use consider... "Conversions of land uses and the effect
on existing land use, businesses, economies, communities, and environment...". However, the DEIS
does not include the essential economic and social analysis required to understand the
implications of the Proposed Action on local and regional economies, businesses, or communities.

Implementation of actions within the EIS alternatives may result in land use impacts that
affect local jurisdictions and their communities. The analysis for impacts on land uses
considered the following:
Change of an existing land use and consistency with local zoning, planning, and policy
documents
Conversions of land uses and the effect on existing land use, businesses, economies,
communities, and environment
Restrictions or changes to land use as a result of implementation of the alternatives.

Land
Use_25

Other

Appendix G_Land
Use

Summary

G-iii; Table G-1

The DEIS identifies proposed construction activities and vegetation management associated with
the Proposed Action as inconsistent with land use plans, policies, and regulations due to the
significant impact on shoreline ecological function at the FRE facility site and within the temporary
reservoir area. Yet, nowhere within the DEIS is an economic analysis conducted to explicitly
identify the range of direct, indirect and cumulative economic and socioeconomic impacts, and/or
the realm of costs/benefits. Additionally, any impacts that degrade the shoreline ecological
function will have a series of economic consequences which have also not been addressed within
the DEIS.

Proposed construction activities and vegetation management associated with the FRE
structure and temporary reservoir extents would be inconsistent with land use plans,
policies, and regulations due the impacts on shoreline ecological functions at the FRE site and
within the temporary reservoir area.

Land
Use_26

Other

Appendix G_Land
Use

Summary

G_iv; Table G-1

The DEIS determines that FRE facility operations would significantly affect shoreline ecological
functions, riparian habitat, and critical areas as a result of the ongoing vegetation removal,
management activities, and temporary inundation within the reservoir extent. Impacts would be
inconsistent with land use policies and regulations to maintain no net loss of ecological function.
As with numerous areas throughout the DEIS, the economic costs associated with such impacts to
the jurisdictions, communities and the whole of the region have not been quantified in any way.
Without an integrated analytical approach to evaluating the economic and socioeconomic impacts
linked to damages to ecological function, riparian habitat, critical areas, and the corresponding
impacts on businesses, jobs/people, communities, cultures, customs, treaty rights, etc., the DEIS
has failed to provide vital information upon which decision makers must rely.

FRE facility operations would impact shoreline ecological functions, riparian habitat, and
critical areas as a result of ongoing vegetation removal, management activities, and
temporary inundation within the reservoir extent. Impacts would be inconsistent with land
use policies and regulations to maintain no net loss of ecological function.

Land
Use_27

Other

Appendix G_Land
Use

Summary

G_iv; Table G-2

Throughout the DEIS, no CBA, economic or socioeconomic analysis, no quantification of ecosystem
services, no analysis of associated direct, indirect and no relevant cumulative impact analysis for
Proposed Action, Local Actions is presented.

FRE facility operations would impact shoreline ecological functions, riparian habitat, and
critical areas as a result of ongoing vegetation removal, management activities, and
temporary inundation within the reservoir extent. Impacts would be inconsistent with land
use policies and regulations to maintain no net loss of ecological function.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020
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Section
Summary

Doc Page
Number (not
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G-iii; Table G-1

Comment
The DEIS states that land use changes from commercial forestry to the FRE facility and temporary
reservoir would be significant and inconsistent with the current Forest Resource land use and
zoning designation. Further, the DEIS indicates that a conditional use permit or a rezone would be
required to bring the FRE into compliance with land use and zoning regulations, though no
indication is given within the analysis provided that the costs (e.g., legal, consultation, required
studies, permits, etc.) associated with the compliance process have been included within the
project costs.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
The operation of the FRE facility would result in a change of land use from commercial forest
to the FRE facility and temporary reservoir. The FRE facility would be an allowed accessory
use within the Forest Resource Lands; however, since the FRE facility is not proposed as an
accessory use to a primary allowed use, the change in land use would be inconsistent with
the current Forest Resource Lands land use designation and zoning district. A conditional use
permit or rezone would be required in order to be consistent with land use plans, policies,
and regulations. Mitigation is proposed for the Applicant to coordinate with Lewis County for
a rezone of the current Forest Resources Land at the proposed FRE facility and temporary
reservoir location or request a conditional use permit to address the inconsistency of the
proposed land use within the Forest Resource Lands land use designation and zoning district.
For associated forest practices activities, the Applicant will participate in pre-application
consultation as provided for under the Forest Practices Rules. Activities proposed under Class
IV-General conversion would need to address no net loss of ecological function.

Administrative Record File Name
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Permanent Los of
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Around the FRE
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J_Recreation

Recreation_4

Permanent Los of
Recreational Use
Around the FRE

Recreation_5

Impacts on Recreational
Fishing

Comment ID
Recreation_1

Resource Topic
Other

Recreation_2

Other

Recreation_3

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Document
Reviewed
Chapter
5.8_Recreation

Comment
The EIS presents no analysis of benefits of buy-outs and relocations and consequent potential
recreational uses of properties in floodplains or of floodplain restoration actions and benefits to
fishing, hunting, hiking etc.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
Recreational facilities would continue to experience substantial flood risk.
Floods would continue to affect structures and facilities within recreation areas
where local actions are not applied.

J-2

The DEIS fails to incorporate economic and social analyses related to the proposed action.
Economic and social analysis is particularly important for the DEIS because the Proposed Action
would have significant impacts on the economy and social structure within the study area
because the hydrological effects of the Proposed Action are predicted to occur across more than
100 miles of the Chehalis River and its floodplain.

The hydrologic effects of the Proposed Action are predicted to occur across
more than 100 miles of the Chehalis River and its floodplain, extending from
approximately 6 miles upstream of the proposed FRE facility, to the modeled
limits of potential late-century catastrophic flooding, about river mile (RM) 9
near Montesano, Washington. This includes the lower portions of major
Chehalis River tributaries such as the South Fork Chehalis, Newaukum, and
Skookumchuck rivers.

3.2.1.1

J-14; J-17

The DEIS indicates that the Proposed Action would result in significant and unavoidable adverse
impacts stemming from a permanent loss of use of 13.8 miles of the Chehalis River for kayaking.
The American Whitewater Association states that the Class III whitewater run in the Chehalis
Basin is one the longer stretches of continuous whitewater in the state (Page J-6). This could
have serious implications for resident and visitor recreational use of the river, resulting in
significant adverse economic impacts.

Recreation would not be allowed within the FRE facility and temporary reservoir
during construction or operation. This would eliminate fishing, camping, and
hunting in these areas. The 13.8 miles of Class III and IV whitewater of the West
Fork to Pe Ell section, including access points for put-in and pull-out, would be
closed to kayaking and whitewater rafting. Within the temporary reservoir area,
6.4 miles of river would be closed to fishing, including 12.8 miles of bank access
along the Chehalis River and tributaries.

Appendix
J_Recreation

3.2.2

J-ii; J-14; J-17

The DIES identifies the permanent loss of use of 6.4 miles of the Chehalis River (12.8 miles of
riverbank) for recreational fishing, resulting in significant and unavoidable adverse impacts. This
could have serious implications for resident and visitor recreational fishing, as well as
subsistence tribal fishing.

Within the temporary reservoir area, 6.4 miles of river would be closed to
fishing, including 12.8 miles of bank access along the Chehalis River and
tributaries. The FRE facility covers 34.9 acres and the temporary reservoir area
covers 847 acres in Weyerhaeuser’s Pe Ell South Permit Area (Figure J-4). This
permanent loss of access for kayaking, whitewater rafting, fishing, camping, and
hunting would be a significant adverse impact.

Appendix
J_Recreation

Summary;
Table J-1

J-iii

The DEIS states that significant impacts on fish from the Chehalis River headwaters to Rainbow
Falls would impact recreational fishing by reducing the number of fish available to be caught. The
reduction in the number of fish could also have serious implications for subsistence tribal fishing
and commercial fishing well beyond the geographic region of the study area.

As described in the Wildlife Species and Habitats and Fish Species and Habitats
Discipline Reports, the Proposed Action would have significant impacts on fish,
which in turn would impact recreational fishing by reducing the number of fish
available to be caught.

Administrative Record File Name
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Chapter
5.9_Cultural

5.9.1

129

Other

Appendix
B_Cultural

1.1

B-1

Cultural_4

Other

Appendix
B_Cultural

1.1

B-1

The DEIS appears to be written with a foundational misunderstanding about how federal
and state cultural resources laws and regulations work. There is no inherent protection
of precontact sites. All precontact sites are 'considered' under state law with no eligibility
criteria ranking.

In the State of Washington, historic archaeological resources must be
determined eligible for listing in the NRHP before they are considered
“protected,” while all precontact cultural resources are protected
regardless of eligibility determinations.

Cultural_5

Other

Appendix
B_Cultural

1.1

B-1

The DEIS presents an inaccurate statement on historic and cultural resources eligibility
for historic significance. An accurate two sentences would read, "Under Washington
State and Federal guidance, properties are typically evaluated in terms of historic
significance, integrity, and the general stipulation is that the property be 50 years old or
older. If under 50 years old, the resource should have documented significance and
maintain a high to medium level of integrity of important character defining features."

Historic and cultural resources that are not listed or lack eligibility
recommendations and determinations can qualify for consideration of
their potential historic significance due to their age.

Cultural_6

Other

Appendix
B_Cultural

1.1

B-1

The DEIS fails to consider that after 50 years, and possibly before, State and Federal
regulatory guidance would require the proposed FRE facility to be evaluated as a
potential historic property, and managed as 'unevaluated but potentially eligible' until it
is formally evaluated. The DEIS uses a 50-year cut-off for considering the effects of the
proposed FRE. The FRE, if built, will become an industrial architectural structure/
probably a district, that will require consideration for both the national and state
register. Because the structure will be unique in its design in the landscape, and the
historical record of politics and legislation surrounding the construction, it would very
likely be eligible for inclusion on the NRHP under criteria A- Events, and C- architecture,
work of a master. This means that it will warrant consideration and may mean a more
expensive and time consuming mitigation for any potential future removal.

Historic and cultural resources that are not listed or lack eligibility
recommendations and determinations can qualify for consideration of
their potential historic significance due to their age.

Cultural_7

Other

Appendix
B_Cultural

1.2

B-3; Figure B-1

The DEIS fails to adequately analyze the research area because the studies that they are
relying on are limited to the Area of Proposed Effect as it is defined by the Army Corps of
Engineers Seattle District regulatory archaeologist, which differs from the DEIS study
area.

The Governor’s Executive Order 05-05 (EO 05-05) process is modeled on
the Section 106 process. The Department of Archaeology and Historic
Preservation (DAHP) will review what is being done under Section 106 for
the Proposed Action. If DAHP verifies that Section 106 appropriately
addresses cultural and historic resources, then no separate review would
be needed under EO 05-05.

Cultural_8

Traditional
Cultural Properties

Appendix
B_Cultural

2.2.1

B-4

The DEIS incorrectly states the status of this study. A separate TCP inventory was not
completed. Shannon et. al. 2019 is a desktop literature review, one early task in a larger
TCP inventory study.

Pursuant to Section 106 of the NHPA, an Archaeological and Built
Environment Assessment for the Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage
Reduction Proposed Project was completed in 2018 (Ostrander et
al.2018) as well as a separate TCP inventory (Shannon et al. 2019).

Comment ID
Cultural_1

Resource Topic
Archaeological
Sites

Document
Reviewed
Chapter
5.9_Cultural

Cultural_2

Archaeological
Sites

Cultural_3

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
The Seattle District Army Corps defined Area of Proposed Effects (APE) does not match
the project area the DEIS has defined (to RM 9). The attempt to piece together Cultural
Resources information downstream the FRE facility in all scenarios (for the Proposed
Action, Local Actions Alternative, and No Action Alternative) is not supported by any
citations.
The DEIS provides an extraordinarily cursory consideration of the Local Actions
Alternative, focusing only on the generalized effects of flooding and flows and effects on
cultural resources. The DEIS fails to evaluate benefits to cultural resources of buyouts,
relocations, flood proofing and related aspects of the Local Action Alternative which
would move human infrastructure out of the floodplain, expanding habitat restoration
opportunities, and most significantly NOT building a FRE facility and thus not initiating
the cascade of amplifying geomorphic and habitat impacts which would irrevocably alter
the river and its floodplain. The DEIS has made no attempt whatsoever to consider the
typical process of avoidance and minimization of impacts to cultural resources that
would occur through Section 106 consultation process.
The DEIS appears to be written with a foundational misunderstanding of how the
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 and SEPA regulations are
individually applied to this project. Under the NHPA Section 106 4-step process,
properties determined eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places are
considered, not all together protected.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name

In the State of Washington, historic archaeological resources must be
determined eligible for listing in the NRHP before they are considered
“protected,” while all precontact cultural resources are protected
regardless of eligibility determinations.
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Traditional
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Appendix
B_Cultural

Cultural_12

Archaeological
Sites

Cultural_13

Other

Comment ID
Cultural_9

Resource Topic
Archaeological
Sites

Cultural_10

Cumulative
Impacts

Cultural_11

Document
Reviewed
Chapter
5.9_Cultural

Comment
The DEIS fails to make a concerted effort to accurately identify and analyze risks to
cultural resources from the Local Actions Alternatives. This statement poises the
proposed FRE facility as beneficial to downstream cultural resources because it would
"reduce flooding" whereas the Local Actions Alternative "would not significantly reduce
flooding." These statements are unfounded and inappropriately placed as an analysis of
the effects from the Local Actionas Alternative.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
Construction activities for local actions could occur within recorded and
unrecorded archaeological sites, or in or near historic properties,
cemeteries, and Traditional Cultural Properties. These could be
temporarily affected due to change in access as well as noise, vibration,
and dust during construction. These resources could be affected
permanently due to changes in access and setting. For any of these
activities, potential impacts, eligibility, significance, and mitigation would
be identified during required federal or state processes for historic and
cultural resources. Flooding would likely not be significantly reduced
through local actions. Historic and cultural resources throughout the
study area would continue to experience substantial flood risk.

2-28

The DEIS is an incomplete review the impacts from the Proposed Action. The APE is
currently being investigated under Section 106 for the regulatory permit is a single
polygon that represents the 100+ year pool elevation, the proposed FRE facility, and the
proposed quarries. There is no analysis of the 10 year or 4 year flood levels and the
cumulative impact from shoreline erosion at arbitrary levels over time. The diagrams in
Smith (1998) show a profile of the changing shoreline. Wherever that water level pool
hits will erode at the surface with wave action, as the pool rises and falls, even if
infrequently. The APE, as defined, has no vertical dimension, it does not account for mass
wasting or blasting of the proposed FRE facility location. The APE as currently defined for
the regulatory permit does not account for any operations infrastructure including roads
and utilities. There is currently no cultural resources investigation planned for the FRE
facility operations.

The cultural resources studies prepared for the proposed action are being
used to support each of these review processes, and the SEPA process will
reflect outcomes of the Section 106 and NEPA reviews, as they are
available.

2.2.3

B-9

The DEIS fails to discuss cultural resource concepts with understanding and acumen.
Here, there is a misunderstanding of the acronym TCP. DEIS authors have used the
acronym as though it is Traditional Cultural practices, not properties.

Flooding in the study area has been a theme in traditional stories and
continues to be a concern to the Native Americans in the region. The
Chehalis Basin continues to be utilized by these tribes following their
TCPs.

Chapter
5.9_Cultural

5.9.4

133

The DEIS fails to robustly examine the range of cultural resources and their nuanced
attributes in the Findings for the Local Action Alternative. The DEIS misrepresents the
effects of flooding as negative for all cultural resources. For example, a camas prairie for
traditional harvesting (TCP) requires regular seasonal inundation for camas production
and is rarely negatively impacted by flood events.

Appendix
B_Cultural

3.3.1.1

b-25

DEIS fails to acknowledge efforts to reduce, miminize, or avoid impacts to project actions
occuring within cemeteries. Though mentioned in the regulatory context (Table B-3), the
DEIS fails to respond to compliance with relevant Washington state protective laws such
as RCW 68.50.140 (Unlawful disturbance, removal, or sale of human remains—Penalty)
and Chapter 68.60 RCW (Abandoned and Historic Cemeteries and Historic Graves).

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Administrative Record File Name

USACE_1998_DRAFTReservoirShorelineErosionWillametteRiverBasin_Cultural

Construction activities for local actions could occur within cemeteries.
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c-iii

Comment
Mitigation measures fail to discuss or treat risks to Public Services and Utilities.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)

Summary
Table C-1

c-iii

Failure in operations is isolated to an earthquake event only. Other scenarios such as sequential
storm events, landslide wave surge, debris flows, and operations failures are ignored and thus not
fully considered in impact analyses.

Chapter
5.10_Environmental
Health and Safety

5.10.2

137

The potential for release of high pH discharges from the FRE facility concrete batch plant is
mentioned but dismissed due to adherence to NPDES permit conditions; accidental release would
impact aquatic ecosystem and fisheries resources. Contingency for such an event should be
analyzed, and potential impacts to aquatic ecosystems disclosed.

A concrete plant at the FRE site could release high-pH discharges to streams or rivers, changing their pH levels.
This activity, and other construction work, would require a NPDES Construction Stormwater Permit. This permit
requires any releases to water to meet water quality standards. In addition, local land use and development
permits would be issued by Lewis County with restrictions for releasing contaminants. With these required
permits, wastewater and stormwater from the construction site would have moderate to minor adverse
impacts on environmental health.

Other

Chapter
5.10_Environmental
Health and Safety

5.10.3

139

The DEIS offers no substantiation of the statement "environmental health and safety resources
would continue to experience substantial flood risk under the Local Action Alternative," thus
analysis of Environmental Health and Safety considerations under the Local Action Alternative is
insufficient.

Floodplain storage and channel migration improvements would reduce flood levels. However, environmental
health and safety resources would continue to experience substantial flood risk under the Local Action
Alternative.

EH&S_5

FRE Failure From
Earthquake

Appendix
2_Cumulative
Impacts Analysis

3.1

2-29

Development in areas predicted to experience no flooding or less severe flooding could increase. New
development in Pe Ell, Chehalis, Centralia, and areas downstream of the FRE facility along the Chehalis River
mainstem is expected to occur. Development is expected to increase in urban, agricultural, and rural areas.
This would increase the impacts on environmental health and safety, life, and property in the unlikely event of
an FRE breach when water is being held in the temporary reservoir.

EH&S_6

FRE Failure From
Earthquake

Appendix
C_Environmental
Health & Safety

3.2.2.1.1

C-13

The acknowledgement of buildout potential in areas "predicted to experience no flooding or less
flooding" due to construction and operation of the FRE facility is correct, however, Environmental
Health and Safety considerations are only considered relative to an FRE facility failure due to
earthquake. Additional scenarios of FRE facility failure and consequences on additional floodplain
buildout due to sequential storm events, landslide wave surges, debris flows, and general
operation failures are not considered. A substantive evaluation of buildout risk should have been
included.
Statements in Appendix C and the DEIS regarding seismic probabilities are without context or
supporting reference.

Administrative Record File
Name

Appendix C: The probability of a seismic event with a 500-year return period occurring while there is also a full
or mostly full reservoir is 0.0000000018 (calculation: 5.48E-06 * 3.33E-04 = 1.8E-09). The probability of a
seismic event with a 2,475-year return period occurring while there is also a full or mostly full reservoir is
0.00000000037 (calculation: 1.11E-06 * 3.33E-04 = 3.7E-10). This corresponds to a probability of a 1 in
2,500,000,000 chance of occurrence.
DEIS: The chance of a large earthquake happening while the reservoir is holding water is 1 in 2.5 billion.

EH&S_7

FRE Failure From
Earthquake

Appendix
C_Environmental
Health & Safety

3.2.2.1.1

C-13

Statements in the DEIS downplay the risk of seismic activity. The Phase One Report states that "the
ground motion hazard at the Chehalis site is significant and will be a primary consideration" in the
development of the FRE facility design. This "significant and primary" consideration needs to be
carried forward in impact analyses and is currently not addressed.

No active faults were identified at the dam site. The ground motion hazard at the Chehalis site is significant and
will be a primary consideration in the development of the dam cross-section configuration as well as the
structural design of spillway and outlet works facilities. From a design standpoint, PGA at the site could exceed
0.8 g.

EH&S_8

FRE Failure From
Earthquake

Appendix
C_Environmental
Health & Safety

2.4

C-9 & C-13

The analysis methodology for direct impacts from operation of the FRE facility speaks to gate
failure as a possibility, but does not present anything more than a single "example" of one type of
possible gate failure on page C-13. The DEIS fails to consider additional gate failure scenarios and
their potential direct and indirect impacts from operation of the FRE facility. An example of one
clear possibility would be for sediment or debris to create blockages that strain operations,
potentially leading to a gate failure, during a sequential storm event.

As an example of a type of failure, despite the stringent design requirements, there is a very small potential for
a gate to fail while the reservoir is holding water. The FRE facility would contain five openings with gates. If a
gate failure occurred and the outlet was closed, there would be no impact and water would be retained in the
reservoir. If a gate failure occurred and the largest outlet remained 75% open, water would flow through the
outlet at a rate of up to 14,200 cubic feet per second (cfs), which could reduce the amount of water stored in
the reservoir by a small amount.
Other discipline reports prepared for this project were also reviewed to identify impacts on seismic potential,
transportation, and FRE facility safety as they relate to impacts on environmental health and safety.
Information on the potential for a gate failure was provided by project team engineers, as well as the modeling
results for a hypothetical FRE facility breach.

EH&S_9

Cumulative Impacts

Chapter
5.10_Environmental
Health and Safety

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

5.10.2.4

139

The culmination of underestimates in other elements of the DEIS could result in dam safety
concerns that are completely omitted from the analysis. For example, 1) how sediment transports
and stores could influence dam operations negatively, 2) the frequency and duration of triggering
events could escalate risk significantly, and 3) the risk of sequential storm events under climate
change scenarios could influence the magnitude of reservoir demand and landslide risk.

See section 5.10.2.4
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143

Comment
DEIS analyses focus on the generation of GHGs, but do not consider loss of
existing carbon sequestration resulting from deforestation activities during
FRE facility construction and operation.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)

The SEPA EIS provides an estimate of greenhouse gas emissions in section
5.11.2.1 p144, but does not incorporate impacts of the dam or
construction activities for climate-related changes relating to:

Construction of the proposed FRE facility would result in emissions of 21,378 metric
tons of carbon dioxide per year, for a total of 106,890 metric tons of carbon dioxide
over the 5-year construction period. GHG emissions from construction would be
limited to the 5-year construction period and would not be an ongoing addition to the
State of Washington’s GHG inventory. The mitigation described above—to reduce
carbon monoxide emissions by using trees removed from the temporary reservoir
instead of burning them—would also reduce GHG emissions from construction. GHG
emissions associated with operation of the FRE facility would be from electricity for
lighting and pumping and vehicles for maintenance and flood operations. These GHG
emissions would be 294 metric tons every year. Over the 50-year operational period
analyzed in this EIS, this would equal 14,700 metric tons. Combined GHG emissions
Impact Analysis, Findings, and Potential Mitigation Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases
SEPA Draft Environmental Impact Statement Publication No. 20-06-002 February 2020
For the Proposed Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project 144 from
construction and operation of the FRE facility and the Airport Levee Changes
(discussed in the following section) would be 123,439 metric tons and would be a
significant adverse impact.

- Alteration of atmospheric and ocean currents that will affect the
frequency and intensity (severity) of water flow and storm events;
although at p28, the EIS indicates that the frequency of a major flood event
would increase from 1 in 7years to 1 in 4 years and a catastrophic flood
event from 1 in 100 years to 1 in 27 years p29 (Exhibit 3-1). At p41, SEPA
acknowledges that “During operations, impacts on surface and
groundwater would occur over the long term and could result from either
the FRE facility or the Airport Levee Changes.”
- Increased variability of precipitation patterns, changes in delta-bay (below
RM 9) and marine environments (major sources of uncertainty with
implications for diversity, and capacity to sustain ability to exercise
reserved treaty rights), and alteration of (peak and low) water flows and
precipitation patterns implications for productivity, capacity, and ability to
sustain harvest of aquatic species

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020
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D-18

EJ_2

Impacts from FRE
facility

Appendix
D_Environmental
Justice

3.2.1.1

EJ_3

Impacts from FRE
facility

Appendix
D_Environmental
Justice

3.2.1.1

EJ_4

Impacts from FRE
facility

Appendix
D_Environmental
Justice

EJ_5

Mitigation
Measures

EJ_6

Comment
ID
EJ_1

Comment
The DEIS fails to analyze the potential impacts or benefits to tribal communities from any of
the proposed alternatives. This circumvents informed decision making by the SEPA lead
agency regarding the proposed alternatives.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
To the extent there is a potential for disproportionate impacts on a tribal community, tribal
representation would be sought in a manner that is consistent with the government-to-government
relationship between the United States and tribal governments and Washington State and tribal
governments.

D-26

The DEIS inaccurately concludes that significant adverse impacts to the river, its substrate,
and its geomorphic processes would be localized at the site. This conclusion is inaccurate
and thus the conclusion that environmental justice populations would not be
disproportionately impacted is unjustified. The effects of the FRE facility on the river, its
geomorphic processes, and the consequent ecosystems and ecosystem services are
addressed in the attached Cascade of Ecosystems Effects Technical Memorandum.

The river channel at the FRE facility site would be permanently disturbed due to the construction of the
structure, resulting in significant adverse impacts to substrate and geomorphic processes at that
location; these impacts would be localized at the site. These impacts would occur where people do not
live; thus disproportionate impacts relative to environmental justice populations are not anticipated.

D-27 and D31

The DEIS incorrectly concludes a lack of disproportionate impacts on environmental justice
populations as a result of significant adverse impacts on fish species and aquatic habitats.
Native Americans in Washington State consume a greater than average amount of fish as a
regular part of their diet, including salmon and steelhead, and local sources of these
species are among the most important and frequently consumed (U.S. EPA 2011). The
entire fish is frequently consumed by some tribes (Lummi Natural Resources Department
2012). Children in tribal communities may consume as much as fifteen times more fish than
children in the general population (U.S. EPA, 2011). Additionally, some population groups
may eat food predominantly from specific locations. Likewise, subsistence fishers may
consume fish far more frequently and obtain it only from local waterways.

Although environmental justice populations of interest may be affected by future changes to harvest
allocations, restrictions in the study area are historical and likely to be ongoing. Therefore,
disproportionate impacts on environmental justice populations are not anticipated as a result of the
probable impacts to fish species under the Proposed Action.

3.3.2.1

D-38

The DEIS fails to meaningfully consider the Local Actions Alternative and its potential to
benefit environmental justice populations. The DEIS impact analysis of the Local Action
Alternative assumes essentially a 'no action' scenario in which environmental justice
populations are not given any assistance with flood protection or relocation to reduce their
degree of flood risk.

The continuing substantial flood risk would have disproportionate impacts relative to an environmental
justice evaluation of the environmental health and safety, land use, public services and utilities,
transportation, and water evaluations of the Local Actions Alternative. Additionally, due to multiple
significant environmental impacts that would affect environmental justice populations of interest, there
would be a significant adverse impact relative to community cohesion.

Appendix
D_Environmental
Justice

3.2.3

D-34

The development of a public involvement strategy, while an inherently necessary aspect of
building a flood control structure upstream of multiple population centers, does not avoid,
reduce, or moderate in any way, the effects of a catastrophic dam break on environmental
justice populations. It is thus ineffective mitigation.

Mitigation is proposed for the Applicant to develop an inclusive public involvement strategy tailored to
the communities who may be affected by a catastrophic event causing the FRE facility to breach or fail
while the temporary reservoir is holding water. This strategy will address social and economic barriers to
meaningful public engagement, such as language service needs, limited access to technology, and
literacy and education levels. The public involvement approach may include consideration of culturally
effective outreach (such as radio and community events), providing language translation and
interpretation services, and a multimedia approach such as local mailers and video.

Other

Chapter
5.12_Environmental
Justice

3.3.2.1

D-37

The DEIS provides only cursory consideration of the Local Actions Alternative, focusing only
on the generalized location of local alternative actions being within floodplain areas to
conclude a significant disproportionate impact to EJ populations and to community
cohesion. The DEIS fails to evaluate benefits to EJ populations of buyouts, relocations, flood
proofing and related aspects of the Local Action Alternative which would substantially
improve conditions for EJ populations by reducing the social and economic toll of repeated
flood damage losses.

No specific locations for Local Actions Alternative elements have been determined, but because the
environmental justice populations of interest are primarily within floodplain areas where impacts from
flooding, buy-outs, floodplain storage, and channel migration protection elements are more likely to
occur, these impacts are expected to have a disproportionately high impact on minorities, low-income
populations, and tribal communities. Environmental justice populations of interest would also continue
to experience substantial and disproportionate flood risk from a major or catastrophic flood.

EJ_7

Impacts from FRE
facility

Appendix
D_Environmental
Justice

3.1

D-25

The DEIS makes a statement in the overview section that "making a determination of
significance related to treaty resources is NOT part of the Tribal Resources Discipline
report." In making this statement, the DEIS utterly fails to address impacts to a key
environmental justice population, Native Americans, in both the Tribal Resources report
and in the DEIS.

Making a determination of significance related to treaty-reserved rights is not part of the Tribal
Resources Discipline Report (Anchor QEA 2020a); therefore, this discipline report is not discussed
further in this section.

EJ_8

Impacts from FRE
facility

Appendix
D_Environmental
Justice

3.1

D-25

The Appendix D states the Noise Discipline Report found no significant impacts. This is
undefensible and unsupported given the amount of blasting and earth moving that would
be required to develop the quarries and construct the FRE facility.

The Noise Discipline Report (ESA 2020c) did not identify any significant adverse impacts; therefore, that
discipline report is not discussed further in this section.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Administrative Record File Name

USEPA_2011_ExposureFactorsHandbook
LummiNatResDept_2012_LummiSeafoodConsumption
Study
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Resource Topic
Impacts from FRE
facility

Document Reviewed
Appendix
D_Environmental
Justice

Section
3.2

Doc Page
Number (not
PDF pg #)
D-27

EJ_10

Impacts from FRE
facility

Appendix
D_Environmental
Justice

3.2

EJ_11

Impacts from FRE
facility

Appendix
D_Environmental
Justice

EJ_12

Impacts from FRE
facility

EJ_13

Impacts from FRE
facility

Comment
ID
EJ_9

Comment
The logic trail by which the DEIS concludes no disproportionate impact on EJ populations is
contorted at best. Throughout the DEIS there are repeated acknowledgements of impacts
to fish, wildlife, and ecosystems in general. This has a particular and focused impact on
Tribal fisheries that is well beyond the simplistic statements presented that attribute the
outcome to harvest allocation decisions.

Text Referenced in Document (if applicable)
Although environmental justice populations of interest may be affected by future changes to harvest
allocations, restrictions in the study area are historical and likely to be ongoing. Therefore,
disproportionate impacts on environmental justice populations are not anticipated as a result of the
probable impacts to fish species under the Proposed Action.

D-32

The DEIS states that land use impacts will occur where people do not live, therefore
disproportionate impacts on EJ populations are not expected. This determination ignores
the economic outcomes that will likely drive up land values in floodplain areas that are
currently marginal because of flooding. These tend to be the same areas were minority and
low income populations are able to afford to live (Lichter & Johnson 2007).

These impacts on land uses from the Proposed Action would occur where people do not live; thus
disproportionate impacts on environmental justice populations are not anticipated.

3.2.2.1

D-31

The DEIS acknowledges that catastrophic failure of the facility would have a significant and
disproportionate impact on the study area's EJ populations. The proposed mitigation
measure fails in its entirety to take this issue seriously. Outreach efforts would be
marginally effective at best. The mitigation should consider economic impacts as well as
risk factors.

....entire study area and would have a significant and disproportionate impact on most of the study
area’s environmental justice populations.

Appendix
D_Environmental
Justice

3.2.4

D-34

The DEIS makes the appropriate linkage between risk to EJ populations and Public Health &
Safety. It falls far short of identifying mitigation measures to EJ populations. In doing so, the
DEIS begs the question of why such an investment is being proposed? The disproportionate
risk and harm to EJ populations coupled with environmental consequences suggests
greater costs than actual benefits. EJ populations (minority & low income) should be
presented the clear and distinct opportunity to understand costs vs benefits of the
proposed project.

The likelihood of an FRE facility failure from an earthquake on the CSZ during a time when the reservoir
is storing water is extremely low. However, in the event of a FRE facility failure, there are no mitigation
measures that could completely eliminate the possibility of an incident or the resulting impacts on
environmental justice populations.

Appendix
D_Environmental
Justice

3.2

D 32-33

The DEIS determination that disproportionate impacts on EJ populations are not
anticipated due to the impacts on land uses from the Proposed Action occurring in areas
where people do not live, is a significant assumption. Generally, current marginal lands
within the flood zone will increase in value (Johnson 2020). The location of these lands
correlate to several areas where populations of concern currently live. The relationship
between poverty and proximity to areas most susceptible to natural disaster is well
documented (Valasik 2018). The determination is flawed.

Land Use Discipline Report: Construction impacts on land use in the vicinity of the FRE facility structure
and temporary reservoir would affect existing forestlands, shorelines, floodplains, and critical areas.
Impacts would be significant and inconsistent with land use plans, policies, and regulations due to the
impacts on shoreline ecological functions in the project area and within the temporary reservoir extents.
These impacts on land uses from the Proposed Action would occur where people do not live; thus
disproportionate impacts on environmental justice populations are not anticipated.

Johnson_2020_BenefitCostAnalysisofFloodplainAcqUS
FloodDamageReduction

Sarmiento_2006_InequitiesFloodManagementOutcom
es

EJ_14

Other

Appendix
2_Cumulative Impacts
Analysis

3.12.1 3.12.2

2-30 - 2-31

The DEIS acknowledges that construction, operations, and catastrophic failure of the
facility would have a significant and disproportionate impact on EJ populations. Further,
the DEIS acknowledges that the cumulative impacts of the Proposed Action (in combination
with construction, operations, catastrophic failure) would contribute to cumulative impacts
disproportionately affecting EJ populations. The analysis associated with this section fails in
several important regards, and specifically does not address the fact that population in
poverty both gravitates to areas of high flood risk (potentially for jobs or because of
marginalization into high risk areas) and are less likely to recover from economic losses of
flooding. Sarmiento and Miller (2006) affirm that a population living in poverty is most
significantly likely to be affected by flood hazards. The economic and socioeconomic
impacts to EJ populations are not appropriately addressed.

See noted Sections.

EJ_15

Impacts from FRE
facility

Appendix
D_Environmental
Justice

3.2.1.2

D-29

The DEIS incorrectly concludes a lack of disproportionate impacts on environmental justice
populations as a result of significant indirect impacts acknowledged on fish species and
aquatic habitats. The statements presented cite only the lack of a physical presence by EJ
populations upstream of the proposed FRE facility, but fail to consider the cascade of
ecosystem impacts resulting from the facility and its operation, which will effect fish
populations on which EJ populations, including Tribal fisheries and their communities, rely
on for economic, cultural, and community cohesion.

Probable significant adverse indirect impacts associated with construction activities for the FRE facility
were identified in the EIS discipline report for fish species and habitats. However, these impacts would
occur where people do not live. Based on this analysis, there would be no disproportionate indirect
adverse impacts relative to an environmental justice evaluation of the impacts from construction of the
FRE facility.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Administrative Record File Name

Lichter_Johnson_2007_ChangingConcentrationAmeric
aPoor

ThiedeEtal_2018_SpatialConcentrationAmericaPoor
BoustanEtal_2017_NaturalDisastersRichPoor
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Comment
ID
Noise &
Vib_1

Resource
Topic
Noise
Impacts

Document
Reviewed
Appendix
P_Wildlife

Section
3.2.1.1.2

Doc Page Number
(not PDF pg #)
P-66

Comment
According to the Washington Department of Transportation Biological Assessment Preparation
Manual, lacking onsite noise level data, the project leader should use the worst-case scenario of
the known equipment noise levels for a noise analysis. Analysts can categorize earth-moving
equipment, such as excavation machinery (excavators, backhoes, and front loaders), and
materials handling equipment (graders, pavers, rollers, and dump trucks) as heavy equipment.
Average maximum noise levels (Lmax) at 50 feet from heavy equipment range from about 73 to
101 dBA for non-impact equipment. Impact equipment includes pile drivers, jackhammers,
pavement breakers, rock drills, and other pneumatic tools where a tool bit touches the work.
The noise from jackhammers, breakers, rock drills, and pneumatic tools comes from the impact
of the tool against material. These levels can vary depending on the type and condition of the
material. Noise levels at 50 feet from impact equipment, including pile drivers, jackhammers,
and rock drills can range from 79 to 114 dBA. Blasting may be associated with impact
equipment use and that noise can reach 126 dBA (WSDOT 2019).

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
Blasting and pile driving would have the highest noise levels, ranging from 90 to 104 dB,
as well as causing vibration. Other construction noise from equipment, truck
traffic, tree removal, and similar activities range s from 70 to 85 dB.

Administrative Record File Name
WSDOT_2019_ConstructionNoiseImpactAssessment

As a project-specific inventory of equipment needed for the construct of the FRE facility,
roadways, and quarries was not available at the time of the Noise and Vibration Impacts
Analysis, it would be more appropriate to use these worse-case scenario noise levels in place of
the noise levels provided in Appendix P. As noise is measured on a logarithmic scale (each 10 dB
increase represents a doubling of the noise level), the new maximum noise level of 126 dBA
equates to a more than 4-fold noise increase from the Appendix P-projected maximum noise
level of 104 dBA (WSDOT 2019). Additionally, a 20 dB difference between two sounds
represents a 10-fold difference in pressure. This means that the new maximum noise level of
126 dBA equates to a more than 10-fold increase in pressure levels compared to Appendix P's
maximum noise level of 104 dBA. The DEIS analysis needs to re-evaluate the potential impacts
that construction/operational noise and vibrations will have on wildlife using Washington State
standards.

Noise &
Vib_2

Noise
Impacts

Appendix
P_Wildlife

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

3.2.1.1.2

P-66

With the exception of Marbled Murrelets and Bald Eagles, the report fails to consider the
impacts of noise and vibrations to additional individual species of concern (Federal/State listed
and Candidate Species, Priority Species, etc.). Furthermore, some of the determinantal impacts
that will result from construction/operational noise and vibration were over looked. For
example, the DEIS analysis failed to consider physical harm that can result in the form of hearing
loss. Amphibians are sensitive to both air- and water-borne sound energy and substrate-borne
seismic vibration, facilitated by an impedance matching tympanic middle ear. Birds too are
sensitive to sound. It has been shown that permanent hearing loss in birds can occur from
sounds of 125 dBA or greater, while temporary hearing loss can occur at a lower threshold of 93
dBA. Additionally, the cumulative effects from hearing loss, increases in stress hormones , and
interference with vocal communications can seriously hinder an amphibian's ability to orient
and navigate, especially for species that rely on such cues for sustaining ecological behaviors
(Jochimsen et al 2004, Capshaw and Soares 2016, Slabbekoorn et al 2018, Madison 1972, O'Neill
and Yurk 2017). The DEIS's lack of detailed analysis (such as an evaluation of the exact noise
levels and distances at which altered behaviors and/or physical effects occur) and reliance on
only 2 pieces of cited literature (Brittingham 2014 and USFWS 2006) to assess the impacts of
noise and vibrations to wildlife species are insufficient.

JochimsenEtAl_2004_EffectsOfRoadsOnAmphibians
SlabbekoornEtAl_2018_EffectsOfNoiseOnAnimals
Madison_1972_HomingInSalamanders
ONeill_Yurk_2017_NoiseImpactAssessment
Capshaw_Soares_2016_HearingInSalamanders
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Comment ID
Services &
Utilities_1

Resource Topic
Other

Services &
Utilities_2

Mitigation
Measures

Document
Reviewed
Appendix I_Public
Services and
Utilities

Section
Summary

Doc Page Number
(not PDF pg #)
I-ii

Appendix I_Public
Services and
Utilities

3.2.2

I-16; I-25

Comment
Summary provides no analysis of possible impacts from catastrophic failure of FRE facilities or operations.
Either of these events would place enormous strain on public resources and services. It appears no
analysis was considered
The Environmental Health and Safety Discipline Report (ESA 2020a) is referenced as having concluded
that the potential for impacts related to FRE facility failure would be significant and unavoidable.
Appendix I: Public Services and Utilities states "There would be no significant and unavoidable adverse
impacts." This is counter to the Discipline Report findings. Additionally, this conclusion is omitted in the
Appendix I: Public Services and Utilities summary table.

"There would be no significant and unavoidable adverse environmental impacts
on public services and utilities"

The elements of Proposed Action construction that could affect public services
and utilities include: truck traffic, construction of new electrical lines for the FRE
facility, construction of the FRE facility and temporary reservoir, and
construction of levee changes.

Services &
Utilities_3

Access to Public
Services

Appendix I_Public
Services and
Utilities

3.2.1

I-13

The DEIS addresses only roads, powerlines, and water lines to the facility; the DEIS fails to address
additional services needed by the FRE facility, including sewer and internet/telecommunications.

Services &
Utilities_4

Cumulative
Impacts

Appendix
2_Cumulative
Impacts Analysis

3.12.2

I-32

Discussion continues to ignore any treatment of catastrophic failure on public services. Including
repercussions for I-5 corridor.

Services &
Utilities_5

Changes to
Downstream
Flooding

Appendix I_Public
Services and
Utilities

3.3.2.1

I-26

The DEIS fails to consider the benefits to public services of moving structures and associated utilities out
of flood inundation zones, thus reducing costs of repair and replacement for utility providers.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)

Administrative Record File Name

"The Environmental Health and Safety Discipline Report (ESA 2020a) is
referenced as having analyzed the potential for failure of the FRE facility and
found that while the probability of a facility breach occurring is extremely low,
the probable impacts would be significant and unavoidable."

Land use management changes and buy-outs of high-risk properties or
structures would not adversely affect public services and utilities. An enhanced
early flood warning system could reduce the demand for emergency response
following a flood.
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Comment ID
Transport_1

Resource Topic
Construction
Impacts

Document Reviewed
Appendix
K_Transportation

Section
3.2.1.1.1

Doc Page Number
(not PDF pg #)
K-23

Transport_2

Mitigation
Measures

Appendix
K_Transportation

3.2.1.2

K-23 and K-24

Transport_3

Construction
Impacts

Appendix
K_Transportation

3.2.1.2

Transport_4

Operations
Impacts

Appendix
K_Transportation

Transport_5

Operations
Impacts

Transport_6

Operations
Impacts

Comment
The conclusion of minor impacts as a result of forest road construction,
improvement, and use during FRE facility construction based solely on
the presumptive application of WDNR Forest Practices standards, a Class
IV General Forest Practices Application, and NPDES conditions is
unsupported by any evidence. Appendix K: Transportation fails to
provide an accurate and sufficient analysis. Further discussion of this
insufficient analysis is provided in the Forest Practices Memo (QIN 2020).

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
DNR requirements are specifically designed to ensure that forest roads are constructed and
maintained for the safe passage of heavy equipment and vehicles, while ensuring the preservation of
the natural environment. With these requirements, impacts of road construction for bypass and
access in managed forests would be minor adverse impacts. For the conversion of the land from
managed forest to non-managed forest at the FRE facility site and temporary reservoir areas, the
Applicant would need a Class IV-General Forest Practices Application for the harvest of trees from
DNR. Under this application, the roads constructed for the harvest of trees would be required to
meet Forest Practices standards. With this application, impacts to roads used for bypass or access
that are not in managed forestland would have minor adverse impacts. The NPDES Construction
Stormwater Permit includes conditions requiring the permittee to control flow rates to protect
waterways downstream, as required by the local plan approval authority. Roads constructed,
upgraded, or used for the Proposed Action that are not in managed forests would result in moderate
to minor adverse impacts.

Proposed mitigation for the applicant to "meet all Forest Practices
requirements for road building, maintenance, and abandonment for
roads not in managed forestland" and to "ensure that road construction
(and equipment on the roadway) and maintenance are in accordance
with state requirements for protection of streams, wetlands, unstable
slopes, or other sensitive sites” does not address the specific
mechanisms of impact from forest road construction, improvement, and
use nor any quantifiable reduction in impact to streams, wetlands, slope
stability, or fish and wildlife habitats.

A mitigation measure is proposed for the Applicant to meet all Forest Practices requirements for road
building, maintenance, and abandonment for roads not in managed forestland.
The Applicant will ensure that road construction (and equipment on the roadway) and maintenance
are in accordance with state requirements for protection of streams, wetlands, unstable slopes, or
other sensitive sites

K-26

Indirect impacts on the existing local and regional transportation
systems from construction of the FRE facility are not addressed at all.

No indirect impacts on the transportation system from the construction of the Airport Levee Changes
as part of the Proposed Action are anticipated.

3.2.2.1.1

K-26

No quantification is provided of the number of truck trips generated
during operation of the FRE facility associated with removal of large
woody debris nor of trips generated to relocate or dispose of the woody
debris. Thus, the conclusion of negligible increase in traffic on local
roadways is not justified.

During and after a major or larger flood, large woody material would be moved from the temporary
reservoir area to an existing log sorting yard previously operated by Weyerhaeuser. The log sorting
yard is on the west bank of the Chehalis River between RM 109.6 and RM 109.9. The site is expected
to be accessed using the FR 1000 detour route (Figure K-5). The Applicant stated this site was
selected because of the relatively flat topography, ground elevation, and proximity to existing
roadways. Woody material would be transported away from the log sorting yard by truck. The woody
material would be removed after the temporary reservoir is drained and once the ground dries out
enough to allow heavy equipment onto the sorting yard.

Appendix
K_Transportation

3.2.2.1.1

K-26

The premise of minimal truck trips associated with trap and haul of adult
salmonids during FRE operations is based on the presumption of FRE
facility closure occurring approximately every 7 years. This premise is not
supported. See associated Hydrology and Climate Change Technical
Analyses Review Memo relative to FRE facility closure frequency.

A trap-and-transport facility utilizing trucks would be used to provide upstream fish passage during
major or larger floods, but would result in minimal truck trips during periodic flood recurrences
(approximately every 7 years).

Appendix
K_Transportation

3.2.2.1.1

K-27

The conclusion that use of existing forest roads subject to WDNR Forest
Practices requirements as temporary bypass routes when FR 1000 is
inundated and unavailable during major peak flood retention 'would not
result in any significant impacts' solely based on the presumptive
application of WDNR Forest Practices standards is unsupported by any
evidence. Further discussion of this insufficient analysis is provided in the
Forest Practices Memo.

Roads in managed forests are subject to DNR Forest Practices requirements. These requirements
ensure that road use and maintenance do not affect streams, wetlands, unstable slopes, or other
sensitive sites. Use of these forest roads during FRE facility operations would not result in any
significant impacts on forest roads because DNR requirements are specifically designed to ensure that
forest roads are constructed and maintained for the safe passage of vehicles and equipment, while
preserving the natural environment.

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Administrative Record File Name
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Comment ID
Transport_7

Resource Topic
Mitigation
Measures

Document Reviewed
Appendix
K_Transportation

Section
3.2.2.1.1

Doc Page Number
(not PDF pg #)
K-27

Transport_8

Changes in Flood
Inundation

Appendix
K_Transportation

Table K-9

Transport_9

Changes in Flood
Inundation

Appendix
K_Transportation

3.2.2.1.3

SEPA DEIS Public Comment
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION | May 2020

Comment
Proposed mitigation for the applicant to "meet all Forest Practices
requirements for road maintenance for roads in the temporary reservoir
area" as a mitigation measure to "ensure that road maintenance is in
accordance with state requirements for protection of streams, wetlands,
unstable slopes, or other sensitive sites” does not address the specific
mechanisms of impact on soil stability and landslide potential, nor any
quantifiable reduction in impact to streams, wetlands, slope stability, or
fish and wildlife habitats.

Text Referenced in Baseline Document (if applicable)
For roads used for the Proposed Action in the temporary reservoir area where the Forest Practices
requirements do not apply, a mitigation measure in included in Section 3.2.4 to reduce impacts to the
environment by having the Applicant meet all Forest Practices requirements for road maintenance.
The Applicant will ensure that road maintenance is in accordance with state requirements for
protection of streams, wetlands, unstable slopes, or other sensitive sites. An additional mitigation
measure for the roads in the temporary reservoir is to meet all Forest Practices requirements for road
building, maintenance, and abandonment for protection of streams, wetlands, unstable slopes, or
other sensitive sites.

K-32

None of the locations identified along I-5 and SR6 as "no longer being
flooded" under the Proposed Action would be flooded for more than 24
hours under the No Action Alternative. Thus, the Applicant's stated
metric ensuring access along I-5 and SR 6 is open within 24 hours of a
catastrophic flood is not met by the Proposed Action.

Table K-9:
Estimated Flood Duration at Transportation Facilities with Proposed Action and No Action Alternative
(Hours)

K-29 to K-44

The analysis of changes in flood inundation analyzes only the No Action
Alternative and the FRE facility/airport levee. No analysis is presented
regarding the comparative effects of the Local Actions Alternative in
meeting the stated metrics of ensuring access along I-5 and SR 6 is open
within 24 hours of a catastrophic flood and minimizing flood-related
impacts (e.g. closure) at the Chehalis-Centralia Airport.

Table K-8
Maximum Simulated Flood Depth for Transportation Facilities with Proposed Action and No Action
Alternative (Feet)

Administrative Record File Name
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To:

Quinault Indian Nation

From:

Natural Systems Design, Inc.

Date:

April 22, 2020

Re:

CASCADE OF FRE FACILITY ECOSYSTEMS EFFECTS TECHNICAL MEMO

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A qualified technical team of senior ecologists, geomorphologists, biologists, hydraulic engineers, and
hydrologists reviewed the SEPA Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), along with related documents
prepared to support the proposed Flood Retention Expandable (FRE) facility project (proposed project) being
reviewed by the State of Washington’s Department of Ecology under that State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA).
The team was composed of Kevin Fetherston PhD, PWS; Tim Abbe, PhD, PEG, PHG; Mike Ericsson, MS, PG; Paul
Pittman, MS, PEG; Scott Katz, MS; Susan Dickerson, PhD, PG; and Torrey Luiting, MS, PWS. Hydraulic
considerations were reviewed by Leif Embertson, PE and Megan Nelson PE, MS. Review of wildlife, fisheries, and
forest practices elements of the proposed project was completed by Caprice Fasano, BS; Kristen Phillips, MS;
Andrew Annanie, BS, and Lauren Macfarland, MSc.
The team reviewed the DEIS, as well as the Earth, Water, Wetlands, Wildlife, and Fisheries Discipline Reports,
the Chehalis Basin Strategy technical analyses including: Chehalis Basin Strategy Geomorphology, Sediment
Transport, and Large Woody Debris Report (Watershed GeoDynamics & Anchor 2017), Downstream Floodplain
Wetland Analysis (Anchor April 2019), 2018 Chehalis ASRP Instream Amphibian Survey Report (Hayes et al.
2018), Cottonwood Habitat Study (Hough-Snee and Anchor 2019), Geomorphology and Sediment Transport
(Watershed GeoDynamics 2019). Particular attention was paid to the hydrology, geomorphology, and climate
change technical analyses presented in these documents, and the consequent potential impacts to wetlands,
waters, fish and wildlife species, and habitats upstream and downstream of the proposed FRE facility.
The totality of these analyses was examined together to specifically consider the linkages between riverine,
riparian, and wetland physical and biologic processes and to assess the degree to which the DEIS accurately
identifies and quantifies the direct impacts and the indirect cascade of effects on fish and wildlife that would
occur as a result of the construction of the proposed FRE facility and its flood control operations. In particular,
this review applies a hierarchical framework that is well-established in the scientific literature (Jorde et al. 2008;
Burke et al. 2009; Naiman et al. 2005; Ward and Stanford 1995). The framework is used for linking first-order
impacts, which are alterations to the physical drivers of ecosystems (e.g., hydrology), to the cascade of effects to
second- and third- order impacts, which are physical and biological responses of the ecosystem, respectively.
Lastly, the framework provides a tool to characterize linkages between biological feedbacks (i.e., forth-order
impacts) and amplification of ecosystem impacts.
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The review team concluded that the following critical assumptions, omissions, and errors are present in the
DEIS and associated discipline reports, which result in a gross underestimation of the potential for ecosystemscale impacts and for the amplification of impacts over time if the proposed project is approved for
construction and operation:
 The DEIS fails to consider, analyze or characterize the physical and ecologic process linkages inherent in
riverine ecosystems and thus fails to consider the consequent indirect impacts of the cascade of
ecosystem effects and the amplification of those effects over time that will result from the proposed
project. The proposed project will result in a cascade of impacts to both existing floodplain/off-channel
water bodies and wetlands, as well as a loss of the physical processes that create and sustain the future
formation of floodplain wetlands and floodplain/off-channel water bodies, resulting in a significant,
unmitigable amplification of impacts over time.
 Impacts related to upstream reservoir ecosystems are underestimated for the following reasons:
▪ The following first-order impacts related to upstream reservoir ecosystem hydrology and sediment
supply are individually underestimated in the DEIS.
o The frequency and duration of reservoir impoundment are underestimated for both
current and future climate conditions.
o The frequency and duration of backwatering events and their associated impacts are not
considered or analyzed.
o Increases in the frequency and magnitude of landslides and hillslope erosion, and therefore
sediment delivery, are drastically underestimated.
▪ Underestimating impacts to individual first-order processes leads to underestimation of impacts to
channel morphology, sediment transport, vegetation, and aquatic habitat within the reservoir area.
▪ Compounding impacts that result from the interactions and feedback between processes (both
those underestimated and those sufficiently characterized) are not considered and will amplify
ecosystem impacts relative to assessments of individual impacts.
 Impacts related to downstream ecosystems are also underestimated for the following reasons:
▪ The underestimated first-order impacts that drive the cascade of local ecosystem impacts in the
upstream reservoir (listed above) are also applicable to downstream impacts.
▪ In addition to the upstream first-order impacts that are underestimated, the following additional
first-order impacts to downstream processes are in error or underestimated in the DEIS:
o Reductions to groundwater recharge are underestimated based on underestimated
frequency of peak flow events that would trigger FRE operation and underestimated
recharge rates.
o The hydrologic connection between groundwater and surface water are inadequately
analyzed, resulting in underestimated impacts to floodplain water bodies, wetlands, and
baseflow.
o Reductions to downstream sediment transport and coarse sediment supply are
underestimated.
o Impacts to downstream sediment transport processes are underestimated due to flawed
modeling assumptions.
o The increase in fine sediment supply from increased frequency and magnitude of landslides
and hillslope erosion, and thus, downstream impacts of fine sediment to aquatic habitat
are underestimated.
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The determination of minor impacts on downstream floodplain water bodies and wetlands
is inconsistent with the DEIS supporting documents, and does not account for wellestablished linkages between large flood events and the formation and maintenance of
floodplain water bodies and wetlands.
An underestimation of impacts to individual first-order processes leads to underestimation of
impacts to channel morphology, sediment transport, vegetation, and aquatic habitat downstream of
the proposed FRE facility.
The compounding impacts that result from the interactions and feedback between processes was
not considered and will amplify ecosystem impacts relative to assessments of individual impacts.
o

▪

▪

 Multiple analyses used to quantify second- and third-order effects in the DEIS are flawed:
▪ The determination and delineation of the spatial extent of the DEIS impact analysis domain is based
upon flawed hydrogeomorphic assumptions regarding the longitudinal extent of impacts due to FRE
operations.
o Modeling results and data presented in the DEIS do not support limiting the spatial extent
of moderate to significant impacts on geomorphic processes to areas upstream of the
South Fork Chehalis and Newaukum River confluences.
▪ The downstream impact assessment to channel and floodplain morphology and hydrologic
connectivity (second-order effects) is based upon a flawed hydrogeomorphic modelling analysis.
▪ The impact analysis of downstream ecological processes, and plant, fish and wildlife community
habitats (third-order effects) is based upon an inadequate modeling approach.
▪ Therefore, the analysis of direct and indirect impacts to fish and amphibian habitats is inadequate.
 Because there are demonstrated flaws in the hydraulic and geomorphic modeling approaches, all
analyses that depend on those models are inadequate. Therefore, all impacts to geomorphic processes
and those dependent on the conclusions of the geomorphic analyses are under-estimated in the DEIS.
 The DEIS fails to account for the ways in which climate change projections for lower summer streamflow
will be amplified by downstream impacts to floodplain inundation and groundwater recharge; impacts
to aquatic habitat will be more severe with the exacerbation of lower summer streamflow and higher
summer stream temperatures.
 The DEIS fails to account for the ways in which climate change projections for increased frequency and
magnitude of peak flows of all sizes will also affect sediment transport and therefore will exacerbate
downstream channel incision and related impacts to habitat-forming processes and habitat quality.
Overall, we find that numerous individual impacts have been underestimated or insufficiently analyzed.
Furthermore, we find that no meaningful analysis has considered or acknowledged the interaction of these
impaired processes in an ecosystem framework. Given the well-established interactions between geomorphic,
hydrologic, and ecological processes that form and maintain high quality aquatic habitat, the impairment of
several of these individual processes will set in motion a much larger “cascade” of impacts. The synchronous
alteration to multiple, connected natural processes that sustain aquatic habitat sets up a positive feedback
loop in which the overall impact to ecosystems is amplified relative to the alteration of any one process.
These indirect impacts are not adequately or appropriately analyzed in the DEIS and its associated discipline
reports.
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INTRODUCTION
An expandable flood retention (FRE) facility has been proposed as an alternative to accomplish flood damage
reduction on the Chehalis River, Washington. Several alternative concepts were proposed, but the FRE facility
has been advanced for environmental review under SEPA. The stated purpose of the facility is to store water in
the upper watershed to alleviate flood damage to developed areas of the lower floodplain near the towns of
Centralia and Chehalis. It is designed for a 100-year hydrologic event, such as the 1996 flood, but is not designed
to retain larger floods such as the 2007 flood. Under the late century scenario analyzed in the DEIS, impounded
water will inundate an 847- acre area upstream of the dam episodically and for variable duration when a peak
flow occurs that exceeds the threshold for FRE operation. The DEIS states that full reservoir drawdown will
require up to 35 days for single reservoir pool filling events.
Although the DEIS identified significant and unavoidable impacts due to FRE facility operations, the DEIS fails to
fully characterize long term direct and indirect impacts to: temporary reservoir fish habitat, downstream fish
habitat, downstream floodplain wetlands and off-channel water bodies (i.e. secondary channels, slough
complexes, ponds and associated wetlands), and fish and amphibian habitat associated with these floodplain
habitats. The DEIS fails to adequately characterize and quantify both the spatial and temporal extent of direct
and indirect impacts to hydrogeomorphic and ecological processes that are critical to create and sustain habitat
within the temporary reservoir area and within downstream in-channel and floodplain habitats.
The following analysis utilizes a process-based hierarchical framework for characterizing the “cascade of effects”
that can be expected from the FRE facility operations (Figure 1. Hierarchy of physical and biological impacts
caused by dam operations. Modified from Jorde et al. (2008)., Modified from Jorde et al. 2008; Burke et al.
2009). Consistent with best-available-science, this analysis focuses on key linkages between alterations of first
order hydrologic, water quality and sediment regimes, second-order geomorphic responses, and third- and
fourth-order ecological responses as a result of impacts due to the proposed project. These physical and
ecological process linkages are identified and highlighted in this analysis for the both reservoir area and
downstream.
We first present the process-based cascade of effects hierarchical concept and then apply the cascade of effects
framework to the evaluation of the DEIS and baseline reports impacts analyses and conclusions. Lastly, we
review several key analyses in the DEIS and discuss reasons that these analyses and their conclusions are flawed.
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Process-based Hierarchical Framework for Characterizing Impacts of Dams‒
A Cascade of Ecosystem Effects
Construction and operation of dams, and their associated upstream reservoirs, result in both direct and indirect
impacts to aquatic and riparian ecosystems (Figure 1). Flood control dam operations have been reported to
result in a “cascade of effects,” or impacts, both within dam reservoirs and on downstream river and riparian
ecosystems (Figure 1. Hierarchy of physical and biological impacts caused by dam operations. Modified from
Jorde et al. (2008).; Jorde et al. 2008; Burke et al. 2009; Naiman et al. 2005; Ward and Stanford 1995). First
through fourth-order impacts are defined as follows (Figure 1. Hierarchy of physical and biological impacts
caused by dam operations. Modified from Jorde et al. (2008).).

Figure 1. Hierarchy of physical and biological impacts caused by dam operations. Modified from Jorde et al.
(2008).

First-order impacts
First-order impacts are changes to primary physical drivers of the fluvial system: hydrology, sediment supply,
large wood recruitment, and water quality (Williams and Wolman 1984; Poff et al. 1997; Naiman et al. 2000;
Grant et al. 2003). Changes in first-order processes lead to second-order impacts.

Second-order impacts
Second-order impacts are the physical responses that result from changes in first-order processes. Second-order
impacts include altered channel hydraulics, sediment transport, and channel and floodplain morphology
(Williams and Wolman 1984; Grant et al. 2003; Marren et al. 2014).
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Third-order impacts
Third-order impacts are the ecological responses of biological communities and ecosystems to both first- and
second-order impacts (Ligon et al. 1995; Naiman et al. 2000; Rood et al. 2005; Merritt et al. 2009). These
biological responses reflect the altered physical processes and habitat template.

Fourth-order impacts
Fourth-order impacts are those biogeomorphic feedbacks between ecological responses and physical processes
(Naiman et al. 2000; Rood et al. 2005).
A cascade of impacts occurs when a flood control dam ‒ designed to capture and hold back high flows‒ alters
the natural flow, sediment, and wood regimes, creating what is referred to as a first-order impact. Alteration of
the natural flow, sediment and wood regimes directly impacts both downstream sediment transport and
channel hydraulics, resulting in alteration of channel and floodplain morphology over time, referred to as a
second-order impact. Alteration of hydrologic, sediment and wood regimes, and channel and floodplain forming
processes, directly and indirectly impact the formation and function of plant, fish and wildlife habitat and then
affects the plant and animal populations they support, referred to as a third-order effect. Changes in plant
communities, such as vegetation encroachment into a side channel that now has a reduced flow regime, may
subsequently cause changes in channel hydraulics, causing channel incision and decoupling channel and
floodplain lateral connectivity. This is referred to as a fourth-order effect.
The proposed FRE facility is designed to control downstream flooding, which will impact the primary drivers of
the downstream fluvial systems and second- and third-order hydrogeomorphic and ecological processes. All
flood control dams affect the primary factors that control the shape, size and overall morphology of a river and
its floodplain (Grant et al. 2003), including the hydrologic regime (magnitude, frequency, and duration of flows),
sediment supply (volume and size) and the frequency of sediment transport, and supply and transport of large
wood. Through alteration of the natural flow, sediment, wood, and disturbance regimes of riverine systems,
dams have been demonstrated to affect downstream riparian and floodplain wetland vegetation composition,
structure and ecosystem function (Rood et al. 2005; Johnson et al. 2012; Shafroth et al. 2010). The downstream
effects of hydrologic and sediment regulation by dams have been shown to result in a cascade of effects
throughout the downstream riverine and riparian ecosystems effecting both aquatic and riparian ecosystems,
wetlands, plant communities and the fish and wildlife populations they support (Naiman et al. 2000; Nilsson and
Berggren 2000). Richards et al. (2002) describe the cascade of effects, and their temporal and spatial cumulative
impacts in downstream riparian and aquatic ecosystems as follows:
“River hydroregulation by dams results in a terrestrialization of the vegetation, associated with a
reduced rate of turnover of the fluvial landscape, reduced rates of ecosystem change, reduction of
channel and ecosystem dynamics and of the mosaic detail, reduced flood frequency, and loss of habitat
and age diversity.”

Rivers and Floodplains‒Flood Disturbance and the Shifting Habitat Mosaic
Floodplain habitats are generated by both physical and ecological processes over space and time, including
flooding, cut and fill alluviation, channel avulsions, recruitment of large wood and riparian vegetation
establishment and succession (Stanford et al. 2005). Channels and floodplains form a shifting habitat mosaic of
wetland and upland habitats, side channels and sloughs, depressional ponds and ephemeral water bodies
(Stanford et al. 2005). Floodplain ecosystems, and their mosaic of aquatic, wetland and upland habitats, are
generated and maintained by overbank floods and related disturbance processes (Ward and Stanford 1995;
Hauer et al. 2016).
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The Chehalis River and its tributaries are a network of channels and floodplain, a shifting habitat mosaic
distributed across the river valley in a temporally dynamic pattern (Hauer et al. 2016). This shifting habitat
mosaic is maintained through time by flooding and resulting geomorphic changes across the river channel and
floodplains. Natural floods are critical to the generation and maintenance of floodplain and off-channel water
bodies and their associated aquatic, wetland and upland habitats supportive of fish, wildlife and native plant
communities. Flood control dams, by their objective designs, reduce the frequency, magnitude and duration of
floods. With the operation of the FRE facility, thousands of acres of current floodplain (I.e., 3,514-4,679 acres,
DEIS Table N-13) would no longer be inundated and would over time experience losses of floodplain water body,
wetland and riparian habitats (Richards et al. 2002).
The foundation of the process-based cascade of effects framework is the identification of key linkages between
physical and ecological processes, channel and floodplain morphology, and plant, fish, and wildlife habitats and
communities. Impact analyses that do not clearly identify and characterize the interconnected web of physical
and biotic linkages in aquatic and riparian ecosystems, result in inadequate analysis and incorrect
determinations of impacts of process-based impacts from flood control facilities throughout the aquatic and
riparian ecosystems.
We present below a number of examples of the cascade of impacts that are either not identified, are in error, or
are inadequately characterized in the DEIS. In these examples, we identify significant data gaps, errors, and
omissions that present significant inaccuracies regarding the conclusions made concerning the degree and
magnitude of impacts of the proposed project.
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ANALYSIS
Key to identifying the cascade of effects is the identification and characterization of the physical and ecological
processes that generate and maintain aquatic and riparian ecosystems and communities. The DEIS fails to
characterize all physical and ecological process linkages and subsequently fails to adequately assess the degree
of impacts of the proposed project. Using the cascade of effects framework, we use a holistic ecosystem
approach to analyze the linkages between physical and ecological processes and their impacts to habitatforming processes and to fish and wildlife species. We address the cumulative spatial and temporal aspects of
the cascade of effects, both within the FRE facility reservoir area, and downstream of the FRE facility. We
provide a critique of several key DEIS analyses and conclusions, and a discussion of the ways in which these data
gaps, errors and omissions result in further underestimates of impacts to aquatic and terrestrial habitat.

Upstream Reservoir Cascade of Effects
Changes to first-order processes within the reservoir footprint of the FRE facility will trigger two separate
cascades of ecosystem effects: one cascade of local ecosystem effects and one cascade of downstream
ecosystem effects. Several key first-order processes will be altered by the construction and operation of the FRE
facility. The ways in which first-order impacts will subsequently link to second, third, and forth-order processes
are insufficiently analyzed in the DEIS. In addition, the degree of several first-order impacts is underestimated or
insufficiently analyzed in the DEIS, and the resulting impacts to second, third, and forth-order processes within
the reservoir footprint of the FRE facility are therefore underestimated or uncharacterized.
We review the first-order impacts and then describe the linkages to second, third, and forth-order processes
that set up a cascade of local ecosystem effects within the reservoir footprint of the FRE facility.

Alterations to First-Order Processes
The following first-order impacts related to hydrology and sediment supply are individually underestimated in
the DEIS:
 The frequency and duration of reservoir impoundment are underestimated for both current and future
climate conditions. The analysis of peak flows that trigger FRE operation under current conditions
utilized annual flood frequency analysis and does not consider the observed occurrence of years in
which multiple, independent peak flows exceed the threshold for FRE operation. Furthermore, the
analysis of peak flows under future climate conditions does not reflect a “high-end” climate change
scenario and therefore likely underestimates the frequency and duration of FRE operation (See NSD
Hydrology White Paper, 2020).
 The frequency and duration of backwatering events and their associated impacts are not considered or
analyzed (See NSD Hydrology White Paper, 2020). Backwatering occurs when streamflow is obstructed
by a natural flow constriction, channel-spanning blockage, or infrastructure that lacks the conveyance
capacity to pass the full volume of discharge downstream.
 Increases in the frequency and magnitude of landslides and hillslope erosion, and therefore sediment
delivery to the reservoir footprint, are drastically underestimated. Clearing of native vegetation to
create the proposed reservoir and water fluctuations due to flood impoundment will decrease the
stability of the surrounding hillslopes and cause a greater degree of landslides and hillslope erosion (see
Earth Discipline White Paper, NSD and SaturnaH2O 2020).
In addition, the following first-order impact to large wood loading is acknowledged in the DEIS, and will
contribute to the cascade of effects:
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 Reductions in large wood recruitment and large wood supply as a result of removing all ‘flood intolerant’
trees from the slopes and riparian zone of proposed impoundment area are acknowledged. This would
remove a primary source of large wood to the river and would impair natural wood recruitment from
banks and hillslopes.

Alterations to Second-, Third, and Forth-order Processes
As a result of underestimating several first-order impacts to individual processes, impacts to channel
morphology, sediment transport, vegetation community composition, and aquatic habitat are also
underestimated. Furthermore, the compounding impacts that result from the interactions and feedback
between these processes are not considered and will amplify ecosystem impacts beyond that considered with
assessments only individual impacts.

Reservoir Filling Links to Sediment Supply and Vegetation
The operation of the FRE facility and filling of the reservoir will contribute to increased frequency of landslides
and will impair establishment of mature riparian vegetation. Both impacts are underestimated since the
frequency and duration of FRE operation are underestimated.
The increased frequency of landslides will cause a greater input of both coarse and fine sediment to the
reservoir footprint and to the Chehalis River system downstream than under baseline conditions. These large,
episodic inputs of sediment will immediately impair aquatic habitat by burying channels and wetlands, and the
increased sediment supply will contribute to a shift in morphology toward a braided channel system, which is
further discussed below. The DEIS acknowledges that reservoir operations will increase fine sediment inputs,
which will impact water quality and salmonid egg survival; however, predictions of fine sediment inputs due to
increased landslides and erosion are grossly underestimated in the DEIS (see Earth Discipline White Paper, NSD
and SaturnaH2O 2020). In addition, temporary ponding due to backwatering at the low-level outlets, which is
stated as extending roughly 300 feet upstream (DEIS, p. P-73), will trigger local deposition of fine sediment due
to reduced stream velocities, and will impair downstream transport of coarse sediment.

Vegetation Links Back to Sediment Supply and to Aquatic Habitat
The vegetation community within the proposed reservoir footprint will be impacted by construction and
operation of the FRE facility, and the impacts to vegetation will subsequently contribute to landslide frequency,
reduced water quality, and loss of large wood recruitment. Figure 2. FRE facility reservoir: Existing conditions,
pre-construction management actions, flood retention events, and future conditions illustrated per the
information on elevation, water depths, and vegetation zones presented in the DEIS, Appendix 1, Tables 1-3 and
1-4. Figure 3illustrates the clearing of the forests along the river and slopes within the reservoir area and the
subsequent effects on soil cohesion and landslide potential. This figure is based on a cross-section of the
reservoir area from approximately 460 meters upstream of RM 108. The vegetation community within the
reservoir footprint will be converted from a conifer-dominated forest to a willow (Salix spp.) dominated scrubshrub community (DEIS Appendix 1, Figure 1-10 and Table 1-4). On the hillslopes, this conversion will
substantially reduce root cohesion, which reduces hillslope stability and contributes to increased landslides and
sediment delivery (Montgomery et al. 2000; Earth Discipline White Paper, NSD and SaturnaH2O 2020).
Within riparian areas, the conversion from mature coniferous forest to a willow-dominated scrub-shrub
community will affect water quality through the drastic reductions in shading and large wood recruitment.
Figure 3 illustrates a ‘ring’ of similar vegetation impacts around the flood control reservoir at the Keechelus dam
on the upper Yakima River, Washington. Riparian forest conversion impacts directly degrade local aquatic
habitat quality due to increased water temperatures, reduced in-stream cover, and reduced in-stream organic
material (Moore et al. 2006; Tockner et al. 1999). In addition, the reduction in large wood recruitment will
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indirectly degrade aquatic habitat quality by impairing geomorphic processes that depend on large in-stream
wood, such as pool creation and retention of spawning gravels (Montgomery et al. 2003).
Lastly, the recruitment of large wood is a critical component of establishing “hard points” in a stream, which
allow for development of mature riparian forest and the maintenance of complex channel planforms that
contribute to aquatic habitat diversity (Collins et al. 2012; Montgomery and Abbe 2006). Without these “hard
points” and with the combined influence of increased sediment supply and elimination of mature riparian
vegetation, the morphology of the stream within the reservoir footprint is likely to become braided. Braided
river systems generally provide less shade and shallower channel morphology, both of which contribute to
warmer stream temperatures, than meandering or anabranching streams (Montgomery and Abbe 2006; Beechie
et al. 2006). Since braided channels are highly dynamic, this morphology also sets up a positive feedback loop in
which the reduction of large wood recruitment triggers braided morphology, which impairs the establishment of
mature riparian forest and further maintains braided morphology.
The successful conversion and reestablishment of a new vegetation community on the reservoir hillslopes is also
uncertain, given the failure of the DEIS to consider basic elements of large-scale revegetation design or the full
effects of inundation. During construction, selective harvest will remove non-flood tolerant species which
includes Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), which is the dominant overstory species under existing conditions
(DEIS Appendix 1, p. 1-32; Figure 2. FRE facility reservoir: Existing conditions, pre-construction management
actions, flood retention events, and future conditions illustrated per the information on elevation, water depths,
and vegetation zones presented in the DEIS, Appendix 1, Tables 1-3 and 1-4. top two panels). The area will then
be planted with “flood tolerant species” that are purportedly capable of withstanding “water level fluctuations”
(DEIS Appendix 1, p. 1-32; Figure 2 third panel). However, basic consideration for slope, aspect, soil suitability,
shade, plant density, and provision for irrigation are omitted in the plan for establishment of ‘flood tolerant
species’ which are described as ‘willows, dogwood, and salmonberry’.
“The Applicant’s project description states vegetation would be planted to provide stability; therefore,
the analysis assumes that planting of native flood-tolerant shrubs would occur after tree harvesting to
minimize bare ground. It is assumed some clearing and grading for construction of temporary access
roads within the temporary reservoir inundation area would be required to facilitate tree removal, but
this has not been quantified. Vegetation community categories and impact areas within the temporary
reservoir maximum inundation extent are shown in Table P-14 and Figures P-13 through P-15. Based on
the removal of trees and plantings that would occur during construction, the resulting plant
communities would be evergreen forest (Douglas fir dominated) in Zones 3 and 4 (approximately 142
acres) and scrub-shrub (dominated by young willows, dogwood, elderberry, salmonberry) in Zones 1 and
2 (approximately 600 acres total).” (DEIS Appendix P, P. P-63)
The maintenance needed to prevent the 514 acres of logged area from being overrun by early successional,
weedy and/or invasive plant species between periods of inundation is ignored, as is the consequence of water
level regulation on vegetation community composition (Nilsson et. al. 1997; Hill et. al. 1998). Furthermore, the
DEIS focuses on projected tolerance of Pacific Northwest tree and shrub species to the depth and duration of
typical riverine surface inundation (I.e. 1 to 25 days inundation at depths of 165 to 202 feet of water, late
century major and catastrophic flood reservoir depths respectively [DEIS Exhibit 2-4 and Appendix P, Figure P-17
and Table P-14]) in considering vegetation survival and changes to community composition. The analysis of
impacts to vegetation within the reservoir fails to consider the depth of inundation and weight of the
impounded water when predicting survival and community composition of vegetation on the slopes or along the
river as a result of FRE facility closure. Figure 3 illustrates the type of characteristic zone of periodically impacted
vegetation that forms around reservoirs where water levels fluctuate as the reservoir is filled and drained.
Lastly, given that the frequency and duration of inundation are underestimated and backwatering is not
addressed, the impacts of inundation to contribute to the cycle of repeated loss of native trees, shrubs and
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perennial understory vegetation within the hillslope and floodplain inundation zone are also underestimated
(Figure 2. FRE facility reservoir: Existing conditions, pre-construction management actions, flood retention
events, and future conditions illustrated per the information on elevation, water depths, and vegetation zones
presented in the DEIS, Appendix 1, Tables 1-3 and 1-4., bottom panel).
If the establishment of a new vegetation community is unsuccessful, the lack of robust woody vegetation and
potential dominance of weedy and/or invasive plants would initiate a positive feedback loop in which many of
the impacts discussed above are amplified. Hillslope erosion and loss of topsoil would be exacerbated, and the
likelihood of establishing a native forested or scrub-shrub plant community further drops (Figure 2. FRE facility
reservoir: Existing conditions, pre-construction management actions, flood retention events, and future
conditions illustrated per the information on elevation, water depths, and vegetation zones presented in the
DEIS, Appendix 1, Tables 1-3 and 1-4., bottom panel). The reduction of streamside shading would be amplified
with little to no shade provided and consequent continued increases in water temperature. Recruitment of large
wood, or any woody material, further drops, which affects channel-forming processes discussed above and
further impairs the establishment of mature riparian forests and forested wetlands.
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Figure 2. FRE facility reservoir: Existing conditions, pre-construction management actions, flood retention
events, and future conditions illustrated per the information on elevation, water depths, and vegetation
zones presented in the DEIS, Appendix 1, Tables 1-3 and 1-4.
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Figure 3. Keechelus Dam Reservoir, illustrating ‘ring’ of impacted vegetation in zone of water level fluctuation.
Source: U.S. Bureau of Reclamation: https://www.usbr.gov/projects/index.php?id=294
In addition to the cascade of effects to the local ecosystem, described above, impacts to first-order processes
within the reservoir footprint of the FRE facility will combine with impacts downstream of the FRE facility to
trigger a cascade of downstream ecosystem effects.

Downstream Cascade of Effects
The construction and operation of the FRE facility will alter first-order processes within FRE facility reservoir
area, as well as downstream of the facility; together, these changes in the first-order processes that ultimately
drive habitat formation and maintenance will trigger a cascade of downstream ecosystem effects. The
hierarchical cascade of effects framework is utilized to illustrate how the impacts of FRE facility operations
cascade through downstream riverine and riparian ecosystems, and how those impacts are amplified across the
landscape and through time. Chehalis River and FRE facility-specific elements have been incorporated in the
cascade of impacts hierarchical framework in Figure 4.
Similar to the analysis of upstream ecosystem effects, the degree to which several key first-order processes will
be altered are underestimated or insufficiently analyzed in the DEIS, and the resulting impacts to second, third,
and forth-order processes downstream of the FRE facility are therefore underestimated or uncharacterized.
Furthermore, the ways in which these first-order impacts will subsequently link to second, third, and forth-order
processes are insufficiently analyzed in the DEIS.
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Alterations to First-Order Processes
The same first-order impacts that drive the cascade of local ecosystem impacts, described above, are also
applicable to downstream impacts, including underestimation in the frequency and duration of reservoir
impoundment and in the frequency and magnitude of landslides and therefore sediment supply.
In addition to those impacts, the following first-order impacts related to hydrology, sediment transport, and
large wood loading downstream of the FRE facility are individually underestimated in the DEIS:
 Reductions in groundwater recharge are underestimated based on underestimated frequency of peak
flow events that would trigger FRE operation and underestimated recharge rates (See NSD Hydrology
White Paper, 2020).
 The hydrologic connection between groundwater and surface water are inadequately analyzed,
resulting in underestimated impacts related to groundwater storage and contributions to floodplain
water bodies, wetlands, and baseflow (See NSD Hydrology White Paper, 2020).
 Reductions to downstream sediment transport and coarse sediment supply are underestimated.
 Reductions in downstream large wood supply are underestimated overall because reductions due to
decreases in channel migration caused by decreases in coarse sediment and flow due to the FRE
operation are not evaluated. Only the reductions in downstream large wood supply from blocking by the
FRE facility are acknowledged.

Alterations to Second-, Third, and Forth-order Processes
As a result of underestimating impacts to these individual first-order processes, impacts to channel morphology,
sediment transport, vegetation community composition, and aquatic habitat are also underestimated.
Furthermore, the compounding impacts that result from the interactions and feedback between processes is not
considered and will amplify ecosystem impacts relative to assessments of individual impacts.
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Figure 4. Chehalis River and FRE specific hierarchy of physical and biological impacts.
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Sediment and Wood Link to Channel Incision
Sediment transport and large wood recruitment and transport processes are fundamental to riverine systems
and influence a wide range of physical and biological processes (Schumm 1985; Montgomery et al. 2003;
Montgomery and Buffington 1998) and therefore downstream aquatic habitats, habitat-forming processes, and
fish and wildlife species (third-order impact). Downstream transport of coarse sediment will be reduced by the
presence (i.e., backwatering) and operation (i.e., impoundment) of the FRE facility, which reduces sediment
supply downstream. As a result, the channel will cut down vertically (i.e., incise) into the floodplain as the
capacity of the river to move sediment exceeds the amount of sediment available to move. Channel incision is
driven by increases in the frequency and magnitude of bed scour because more hydraulic force will be applied to
the channel bed instead of to transporting coarse sediment that would have otherwise been present (Schumm
et al. 1984).
In addition, the DEIS analysis underestimates impacts to downstream sediment transport processes due to
flawed modeling assumptions and methods. The flaws in the sediment transport model include omission of the
majority of sediment contributed by the 2007 storm, omission of the contribution of increased frequency and
magnitude of landslides, lack of calibration, and under-estimated impacts due to the choice of transport
equation and bedload proportion (See Flawed Analyses section below for further detail). Therefore, the
decrease in coarse sediment downstream of the FRE facility is likely to be greater than is quantified in the DEIS,
and the magnitude and longitudinal extent of channel incision will be greater, which will further amplify the
third- and forth- order impacts described below.
The magnitude and longitudinal extent of channel incision is a second-order impact, and is critically important to
aquatic habitat (third-order impact) as well as setting up a positive feedback loop (fourth-order impact). Channel
incision causes a simplification of in-channel morphology and the associated hydraulics (e.g. Cluer and Thorne,
2014) and directly impairs aquatic habitat through increased scour (and subsequent mortality) of salmonid
redds. The simplification of in-channel structure will reduce diversity of in-channel aquatic habitat. A reduction
in coarse sediment supply is also likely to reduce channel migration, which impairs the formation and
maintenance of floodplain landforms such as oxbows and riverine wetlands (Naiman et al. 2005; Ward and
Stanford 1995). Furthermore, channel incision vertically disconnects a channel from its floodplain, which results
in surface water disconnection of side channels, sloughs, and wetlands and less frequent inundation of
floodplain water bodies, decreasing the quality and quantity of aquatic habitat (third-order impact) (Brummer et
al. 2006; Cluer and Thorne 2014; Amoros and Bornette 2002). Channel incision also affects groundwater
contributions to baseflow, discussed further below.
Lastly, channel incision sets up a positive feedback loop in which vertical down-cutting increases the conveyance
capacity of the channel, which allows for more water to be conveyed before flows overtop the banks. With more
water “trapped” in the channel, stream power, which represents the erosive potential of moving water,
increases leading to higher rates of scour and additional incision (e.g. Cluer and Thorne 2014).

Large Wood Supply Links to Aquatic Habitat Quality
In addition to the indirect effects on habitat quality from channel incision, which are driven by reductions in
sediment and large wood supply due to retention by the FRE facility (DEIS Appendix F, Sediment Impact F-v and
F-76; Wood Impact F-v and F-79), the reduction in large wood supply will directly and indirectly affect local
habitat quality. Reduced in-stream wood results in reduced in-stream cover and reduced in-stream organic
material, both of which are critical components of aquatic habitat quality (Moore et al. 2006; Tockner et al.
1999). In addition, the reduction in large wood loading will indirectly degrade aquatic habitat quality by
impairing geomorphic processes that depend on large in-stream wood, such as pool creation and retention of
spawning gravels (Montgomery et al. 2003).
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Fine Sediment Supply Links to Aquatic Habitat Quality
Downstream transport of fine sediment will be increased by the increased upstream supply due to landslides
and hillslope erosion, described above. The DEIS also underestimates the increase in fine sediment supply due to
landslides and hillslope erosion, and thus, downstream impacts of fine sediment to aquatic habitat are also
underestimated (see Earth Discipline White Paper, NSD and SaturnaH2O 2020).
Increased fine sediment degrades both in-channel and floodplain habitats that support fish and riparianassociate amphibian and wildlife species (Jensen et al. 2009). In the channel, the increase in fine sediment will
cause greater sedimentation and channel bed fining which will negatively impact salmon redds by decreasing
available oxygen (Greig et al. 2005). The increase in the downstream supply of fine sediment will also deposit
within floodplain landforms during high flows, affecting floodplain wetlands and riparian forests (third-order
impact) (Ewing 1996; Merritt and Cooper 2000).

Flood Retention and Channel Incision Link to Groundwater and In-Stream Habitat
Groundwater recharge and storage will be reduced due to the operation of the FRE facility, which leads to
reduced availability for groundwater contributions to baseflow, which results in lower and warmer summer
flows (Hunt et al. 2018; Loheide and Gorelick 2006) and degraded aquatic habitat. Channel incision due to
decreased coarse sediment supply will further amplify the reduction in baseflow by reducing lateral hydrologic
connectivity between the channel, floodplain water bodies, and wetlands. In addition, the downcutting of the
channel drives increased rates of lateral groundwater flow, which results in earlier and more rapid drainage of
groundwater into the local channel (Beechie et al. 2008; Tague et al. 2008). The resulting loss of groundwater
storage leads to reduced availability for groundwater contributions to baseflow, which results in lower and
warmer summer flows (Hunt et al. 2018; Loheide and Gorelick 2006).

Flood Retention, Channel Incision, and Groundwater Link to Floodplain Habitat
The Chehalis River downstream of the FRE facility has a diversity of floodplain water bodies (e.g. oxbows, side
channels, ponds, abandoned sloughs) and wetlands that are critical salmonid and amphibian habitat (Hayes et
al. 2018; Holgerson et al. 2019). The mosaic of floodplain habitats is generated and maintained by episodic flood
disturbances and groundwater (Naiman et al. 2005; Ward and Stanford 1995).
The elimination of major flood peaks (i.e., greater than 38,800 cfs at Grand Mound, which has an annual flood
recurrence interval of approximately 7 years under current climate conditions (DEIS, Table N-5) will reduce
floodplain inundation, channel migration, and groundwater recharge. This in turn impairs the formation and
maintenance of floodplain aquatic habitat (Figure 5). These critical aquatic habitats will be further degraded by
the reduction in groundwater storage, which is driven by channel incision. Over time, these indirect impacts will
result in desiccation of floodplain aquatic habitat and a terrestrialization of formerly active floodplains (Naiman
et al. 2005; Richards et al. 2002; Ward and Stanford 1995), impacting the quantity and quality of aquatic habitats
that are critical to fish and amphibian populations, especially during summer low flow conditions (Hayes et al.
2018; Holgerson et al. 2019).
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Figure 5. First, second, third and fourth-order effects of flood regulation on downstream river and floodplain
ecosystems. (Naiman et al. 2005; after Ward and Stanford 1995)

DEIS Fails to Link the Cascade of Effects and Underestimates Impacts to Aquatic
Habitats
The DEIS acknowledges that the reduction of peak flows (first-order impact) and associated reduction in large
wood and sediment transport (second-order Impact) would “impact the creation of habitats that depend on
channel forming processes” (DEIS P-66; third-order impact). In particular, these effects are characterized as a
“significant adverse impact on aquatic habitat from the FRE facility to the South Fork Chehalis River confluence”
(DEIS P-66), with the conclusion (emphasis added):
“Downstream of the FRE facility, flood control would cause a reduction in the magnitude of peak floods,
which would reduce natural geomorphic processes such as channel migration and formation of side
channels, bars, and wetlands, especially those that are driven by major floods. While flooding of the
magnitude that would trigger flood retention would be infrequent, it is the largest floods that have the
greatest ability to reshape the river channel and form habitats for aquatic and semi-aquatic species
and wildlife species that use the riparian areas and the floodplain (Meadow Run Environmental and
Anchor QEA 2019). Reduced sediment and large woody material transport through the FRE facility may
also reduce the formation of in-channel habitats.” (DEIS, Appendix P, P-88)”
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Linkages between some first-, second-, and third-order impacts are also made in the impacts analysis presented
in theindividual Earth, Water, and Wildlife Discipline Reports. Despite acknowledging interrelated impacts to
peak flows and habitat forming processes, the DEIS analysis of downstream impacts to floodplain water bodies
and wetlands concludes the impacts will be ‘minor’ (Table 1. Comparison of inconsistent DEIS impact
assessments for floodplain off-channel water bodies and associated wetlands.; P-17 Floodplain Wetland report,
and DEIS Wetland Section 5.5.2.1 P-100). This conclusion is inconsistent with the DEIS’s own supporting
documents, and does not account for well-established linkages between large flood events and the formation
and maintenance of floodplain water bodies and wetlands (Ward and Stanford 1995).
Floodplain water bodies and wetlands are created and maintained through dynamic fluvial processes such as
avulsions, abandonment of side channels, and oxbow cut offs. The 2-D hydraulic model used in the DEIS analysis
(DEIS Exhibit 3-2) to quantify downstream effects of the FRE facility on flood reduction quantifies between 3,514
and 4,679 acres as no longer flooding under FRE operations (DEIS Appendix N, Table N-13). This means that the
fluvial disturbance and habitat generation processes inherent to flooding would also no longer be occurring
across these acres of floodplain. Consequently, the floodplain water bodies and wetland areas no longer flooded
under FRE operations will over time lose much of their aquatic and riparian fish and wildlife habitat functions. In
addition, first- and second-order impacts will drive a loss of future generated floodplain wetlands and offchannel water bodies by impairing the processes that form new wetlands and off-channel waters over time.
Table 1. Comparison of inconsistent DEIS impact assessments for floodplain off-channel water bodies and
associated wetlands.
RESOURCE
AREA
Wetlands

IMPACT
“This reduction in peak flows and corresponding reduction in large wood and sediment
transport would impact the creation of habitats that depend on channel-forming
processes. This would be a significant adverse impact on aquatic habitat from the FRE
facility to the South Fork Chehalis River confluence.” (P-66 DEIS)

DEIS IMPACT
FINDING
Significant

Water

“Cottonwood habitat downstream of the FRE site would be moderately affected by the
Proposed Project. Wildlife would be moderately impacted by decreased water quality
conditions.” (P-86 DEIS)

Moderate

Wildlife

“Changes to downstream habitat and reductions in the quantity and quality of aquatic
habitat would be a significant adverse impact.
“Over the long term, the reduction in peak flows would decrease the occurrence of
natural hydrologic processes, such as channel migration and formation of side channels,
bars, and wetlands, downstream of the FRE facility. The probable adverse impact is
considered significant because flooding above a certain magnitude has been entirely
removed.” (P-91 DEIS)
“Operation of the FRE facility would have moderate impacts on bank erosion and
channel migration in unconfined areas from RM 105 to RM 88, by slightly reducing bank
erosion and channel migration rates, and minor effects on bank erosion and channel
migration in other river areas.” (P-66 DEIS)
“Impacts Downstream of the FRE Facility
Under the Proposed Project, some wetlands and waterbodies downstream of the FRE
facility would no longer be inundated during the major or catastrophic floods because
floodwaters would be held back by the FRE facility. About 522 acres of wetlands would
no longer be inundated under the late-century major flood, a 9.7% reduction. For a latecentury catastrophic flood, about 506 acres of wetlands would no longer be inundated,
a 9.7% reduction. These probable adverse impacts are considered minor because the
wetlands would not lose their primary water source.” (P-100 DEIS)

Significant

Wildlife

Wetlands

Wetlands

Significant

Moderate

Minor
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In addition to the impacts to floodplain aquatic habitat from the impairment of habitat-forming processes
(described above), the DEIS underestimates direct and particularly indirect impacts to wetlands. In particular,
the DEIS concludes from 2-D hydraulic modeling that approximately 522 acres of wetlands would no longer be
inundated by late-century major flood and 506 acres would no longer be inundated by late-century catastrophic
flood (a 9.7% reduction in estimated wetland acreage in each case), and that:
“These probable adverse impacts are considered Minor because the wetlands would not lose their
primary water source.” (P-100 DEIS)
This assessment fails to account for the first-order impacts to peak flows, sediment transport, and groundwater
recharge, which are underestimated in the DEIS analysis. Furthermore, the conclusion of ‘minor’ impacts fails to
account for the impairment of the fundamental processes that form and maintain wetlands and floodplain
waterbodies over time, and the consequent implications for the quantity and function of aquatic and wetland
fish and wildlife habitats, as discussed above and as articulated in other sections of the DEIS (Table 1.
Comparison of inconsistent DEIS impact assessments for floodplain off-channel water bodies and associated
wetlands.).

Flawed Analyses
In addition to underestimated alterations to first-order processes and insufficient analysis of the cascade of
ecosystem effects, several analyses used to quantify first-, second- and third-order effects in the DEIS are
fundamentally flawed:
 The methods used to develop the sediment transport model are flawed and result in under-estimating
impacts to geomorphic processes.
 The determination and delineation of the longitudinal spatial extent of the DEIS impact analysis domain
is based upon flawed hydrogeomorphic assumptions.
 The conclusions reached by the hydraulic and geomorphic impact assessments are used as the basis for
evaluating impacts to all other resource areas. Because there are demonstrated flaws in the hydraulic
and geomorphic modeling approaches, all analyses that depend on those models are inadequate (e.g.
channel and floodplain morphology, hydrologic connectivity, ecological processes, and plants, fish, and
wildlife habitats).
 The DEIS fails to define any metric for determining there are only ‘minor’ impacts to downstream
wetlands and bases its conclusions of impact on ecologically unsupportable and inaccurate statements
regarding the processes that create and support wetlands.
 The analysis of impacts to habitat fails to account for the ways in which climate change projections will
amplify, or be amplified by, downstream impacts.

Flaws in the Sediment Transport Model and Determination of Impacts to Geomorphic
Processes
The evaluation of impacts to sediment transport and geomorphic processes associated with operation of the
proposed project is conducted in the DEIS using a sediment transport model (Appendix F, Earth Discipline
Report). The model was developed using the 1-dimensional HEC-RAS platform and used to quantify changes in
bed-elevation, sediment storage, and channel bed grain size distribution both upstream and downstream of the
FRE facility. The model is fundamental to the geomorphic impact assessment and is how the DEIS quantifies
impacts to the first order process of Sediment Supply. Our evaluation of the methods used to develop the
sediment transport model identified several flaws which indicate that the model under-estimates impacts to
sediment transport processes both upstream and downstream of the proposed FRE facility. Those flaws include:
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1. The modeling approach significantly under-estimates the sediment load from the 2007 storm event by
omitting ~90% of the estimated sediment load (Watershed GeoDynamics and Anchor QEA 2017).
Exclusion of this sediment volume from the model is greater than the entire sediment load from nonlandslide sources for the entire length of the model. The DEIS acknowledges that the persistence of this
sediment will influence river morphology for decades, but does not use that conclusion to qualify the
results of the sediment transport model. By omitting this major input, the model under-estimates
changes to coarse and fine sediment that would occur both upstream and downstream of the FRE
facility.
2. The model does not account for increases in the frequency and magnitude of landslides due to reservoir
operations (Earth Discipline White Paper, NSD and SaturnaH2O 2020). By omitting this input, the model
under-estimates changes to coarse and fine sediment that would occur both upstream and downstream
of the FRE facility.
3. The model is not calibrated with bedload measurements and therefore the accuracy of the model is
unknown. No discussion of the implications or range of possible conclusions is included in the DEIS.
4. The sediment transport function used to simulate transport within the model under-estimates bed scour
compared to scour monitor observations presented in the 2017 sediment transport report. Because of
this, more sediment transport would be expected to occur than what is simulated by the model. This
would result in greater amounts of channel incision and less sediment storage downstream of the FRE
facility than what is predicted by the model.
5. The model’s assumption that bedload constitutes 10% of the total sediment load is contrary to the
sensitivity analysis conducted for the model in the 2017 and 2019 sediment transport reports which
assume 6% and 5% respectively (Watershed Geodynamics and Anchor QEA 2017; Watershed
GeoDynamics 2019). The doubling of the bedload proportion was done without explanation in the DEIS
and would act to dampen the effects of the FRE facility on channel bed elevations by increasing the
simulated amount of bed-forming coarse sediment delivered to the mainstem river through tributary
inputs. If the values previously reported in the 2017 and 2019 reports were used, more channel incision
and less sediment storage would be expected downstream of the FRE facility.
6. The model does not account for how changes to large wood loading within the Chehalis River as a result
of proposed FRE operations would impact sediment transport. The DEIS states that there would be a
significant impact to large wood loading, however this change was not incorporated into the sediment
transport model. Reducing large wood loads would cause decreases in channel roughness and increases
in sediment transport. By omitting these changes from the model, the DEIS under-estimates decreases
in sediment storage downstream of the proposed FRE facility.
The summation of these flaws and omissions result in the DEIS under-estimating the impacts to fundamental
sediment transport processes. Upstream of the FRE facility, there would be a greater increase in both fine and
coarse sediment. Downstream of the FRE facility, there would be a greater increase in fine sediment and a
greater decrease in coarse sediment. These underestimations of impacts to sediment supply and transport
cascade throughout the river ecosystem and drive consequent impacts to second- and third-order processes to
also be under-estimated.
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Flaws in the Determination of the Longitudinal Spatial Extent of Impacts
In addition to the flaws and omissions noted above, the sediment transport model, as well as the geomorphic
impact analyses, improperly limit the longitudinal extent of impacts caused by the FRE facility. The geomorphic
impact assessment presented in the Earth Discipline Report identified significant and moderate impacts only in
areas of the main-stem Chehalis River upstream of the South Fork Chehalis confluence at river mile (RM) 85. This
includes impacts to the large woody material recruitment, channel formation, sediment transport, and channel
migration. However, the data and rationale presented in the DEIS do not support limiting the spatial extent of
significant and moderate impacts to areas upstream of the South Fork Chehalis (Table 2).
Table 2. Geomorphic impact assessments with flawed spatial extents.
IMPACT

Decreased large
woody material
levels within and
downstream of the
FRE facility to the
South Fork
confluence

DEIS
IMPACT
FINDING
Significant

Decreased channel
formation
downstream of the
FRE facility to the
South Fork
confluence from
reduced flow, large
woody material, and
sediment

Significant

Changes to sediment
transport and
substrate
downstream of RM
85

Minor

ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL EXTENT AND IMPLICATIONS FOR IMPACT DETERMINATION

No data is presented in the DEIS to limit the longitudinal extent of the impact to
the large wood cycle to areas upstream of the South Fork Chehalis River confluence
(RM 85). Operation of the proposed FRE facility is expected to reduce large wood
loading by eliminating all large wood sourced to the river from above the FRE
facility, through reductions in channel migration rates (and subsequent local
sources of wood), and changes to the structure of floodplain vegetation. There is
no data presented in the DEIS to indicate that changes to these processes will not
occur downstream of the South Fork Chehalis confluence, and thus there is no
basis for limiting the determination of significant impacts to areas upstream of
this location.
No data is presented in the DEIS to limit the longitudinal extent of the impacts to
channel formation to areas upstream of the South Fork Chehalis River confluence
(RM 85). The DEIS bases limiting the spatial extent of this impact with the
statement that "The greatest adverse impact would occur in Reaches 2 and 3 of the
upper Chehalis River mainstem from the FRE facility to the confluence with the
South Fork Chehalis River and would diminish as major tributary flows enter the
mainstem in Reaches 4, 5, and 6 moving downstream" [F-81]. However, no data is
presented to support this claim such as changes to sediment transport, stream
power, or large wood loading. Furthermore, because impacts to flow, large woody
material, and sediment (the underlying basis for assessment of this impact) have
all been under-estimated in the DEIS, impacts to channel formation are also
under-estimated.
The sediment transport model used to support this impact assessment was
truncated at the Newaukum River confluence (RM 75) and thus there is no data to
support the assessment of impacts to sediment transport below this location. No
justification for ending the model at the Newaukum confluence was provided in
the DEIS. The model results of changes in bed elevation as a result of the proposed
project (Figure F-27; pg. F-77) do not support ending the model at RM 75 given that
the largest aggradation segment of the river is shortly upstream of the Newaukum
River confluence and thus sediment transport was not in equilibrium at the
downstream model extent. The methods used to develop the sediment transport
model also under-estimate impacts to sediment transport in general, and thus
impacts below RM 85 are also under-estimated.
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IMPACT

Changes to channel
migration in Reaches
2A, 2C, 4, 5, and 6

DEIS
IMPACT
FINDING
Minor

ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL EXTENT AND IMPLICATIONS FOR IMPACT DETERMINATION

No data is presented in the DEIS to limit the extent of impacts to channel migration
to areas upstream of the South Fork Chehalis Confluence. The DEIS bases limiting
the spatial extent of this impact with the statement that "LWM loading would be
reduced, and sediment accumulations would decrease between the FRE facility and
the confluence with the South Fork Chehalis River. Because bank erosion and
channel migration is the result of a complex interaction of high flows, LWM
loading, and sediment accumulation, it is anticipated that operation of the FRE
facility would slightly decrease channel migration in Reaches 2B and 3 [Upstream
of South Fork Chehalis] and have little noticeable effect on channel migration
downstream of the South Fork," [F-79]. However, no data or modeling results are
presented to support this claim. Results from the 2-D hydraulic model indicate
that reductions in depth and water-surface elevation are expected downstream
of the South Fork Chehalis confluence. Because stream energy (i.e. stream power
or shear stress) is dependent on discharge and stage, it is to be expected that
reductions in flow would also cause reductions in stream energy. Therefore,
impacts to channel migration should be expected where-ever changes to depth
and stage occur. These impacts are not evaluated in the DEIS.

The spatial limitation of impacts to geomorphic processes is contradicted by the flood reduction benefits
claimed as a consequence of the proposed FRE facility. Reductions in water surface elevations as far
downstream as Montesano are presented in the DEIS (Appendix N-1.1 - Hydraulic Modeling Water Surface
Elevation Results – Key Locations). The reductions in water surface elevations would also result in reductions in
geomorphic processes such as sediment transport, channel migration, and floodplain inundation and therefore,
limiting the model domain is unfounded. Essentially, by presenting this data, the DEIS acknowledges that
impacts to geomorphic processes will occur downstream of the sediment transport model domain – further
calling the analyses into question.

Flaws in the Downstream Impact Assessment of Channel and Floodplain Morphology
The conclusions reached by the hydraulic and geomorphic impact assessments are used as the basis for
evaluating impacts to all other resource areas. This is underscored by DEIS Exhibit 3-2 (p. 32) (Figure 6 herein)
and Section 3.4 of the DEIS which states:
“the results of these models – Hydraulic and Geomorphic – are used throughout the preparation of
technical Discipline Reports and the Draft EIS chapters” as well as “for the fish population and lifecycle
models for salmonid impacts.”
Because there are demonstrated flaws in the hydraulic and geomorphic modeling approaches, all analyses
that depend on those models are inadequate. Just as changes in first-order hydrology, sediment supply and
water quality cascade through the riverine and riparian ecosystems as second-, third-, and fourth- order effects,
the results of the hydraulic and geomorphic modeling also propagate through the analysis, affecting all impact
determinations. This includes the magnitude and the spatial extent of the impact assessments for all resource
areas presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. DEIS exhibit 3-2
As an example, we have highlighted the specific impacts to wetlands and wildlife presented in the DEIS where
the spatial extent of the impact was improperly limited by unsupported claims made in the geomorphic impact
analysis (Table 3).
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Table 3. Impact assessments for wetland and wildlife that are dependent on flawed conclusions reached in
the geomorphic impact assessment.
RESOURCE
AREA
Wetlands

DEIS IMPACT

DEIS IMPACT FINDING

Impacts on mainstem Chehalis River between Pe Ell and the South
Fork Chehalis River due to reduced peak flows from operation of
the FRE facility. Sediment and wood transport would be reduced
and similarly reduce channel formation, leading to a narrower and
simpler channel over time.

Significant

Wetlands

Impacts on features of regulatory waterbodies downstream of the
South Fork Chehalis River due to temporary changes in hydrology
from operation of the FRE facility

Minor

Wildlife

Long-term changes to quality and quantity of downstream aquatic
habitats from reduced flooding hydrology that creates sidechannel, oxbow, and other aquatic habitats.

Significant

The errors, omissions, and unsupported conclusions of the geomorphic impact analysis represents a significant
flaw in the DEIS because of how heavily it is relied upon for the impact analysis of nearly all other resource
areas. This is exemplified by the ecosystem cascade framework which demonstrates how flaws in evaluating
first-order processes such as sediment supply become amplified when they cascade to other resource areas. The
DEIS should have acknowledged how methods and assumptions used to develop the sediment transport model
influenced the model results. Furthermore, the available data presented in the DEIS and baseline supporting
documents should have been relied upon and referenced in the determination of the spatial extent of impacts
to geomorphic and ecological processes. When the data do not support such spatial limitations, the DEIS should
have acknowledged those findings and applied them to the impact assessments. By not discussing the
limitations of the underlying models, studies, and data, many of the conclusions reached by the DEIS are
unsupported and unfounded.

Flaws in the Downstream Floodplain Wetland Impact Analysis
The stated purpose of the Downstream Floodplain Wetland Analysis (Anchor QEA 2019) is:
“…to assess the potential effects of temporary flow regulation from the operation of the FRE on
wetlands within the 100-year floodplain of the Chehalis River. The following specific questions are
addressed by this study:
1. What is the distribution of existing wetlands by type in the 100-year floodplain?
2. How frequently are existing floodplain wetlands inundated by overbank flooding from the Chehalis
River?
3. What changes could temporarily flow regulation from the proposed FRE have on floodplain wetlands
from a reduction in the frequency and duration of overbank flooding in the Chehalis River 100-year
floodplain?” (P-6 Downstream Floodplain Wetland Analysis)
The DEIS analysis used Washington State Department of Ecology Modeled Wetland Inventory for the Chehalis
River 100-year floodplain, and WDFW’s (2019) mapped off-channel water bodies (ponds, oxbows, sloughs, side
channels). The DEIS used a RiverFlow 2-D hydraulic model and LiDAR terrain models to map the area and depth
of flood inundation for the 2, 10, 100-year events. The 10-year event was used as a conservative proxy for the 7-
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year FRE facility operational event. The wetland impact assessment methodology compared the floodplain
wetland and off-channel water bodies areas inundated under the 10-year event proxy with the extent of the
100-year flood.
The DEIS fails to indicate how wetland “impacts” were measured, other than to say that areas no longer
inundated with FRE operations were impacted, and those still inundated were not (DEIS P-41;). The Downstream
Floodplain Wetland Study analysis results are then reported as area no longer inundated and as percentage
change (Tables 10, 11 Anchor 2019). The metric of wetland impact determination (I.e. minor, moderate or
significant) and the implications of impacts for wetland function are not stated in the Anchor (2019) or DEIS
documents, an error of omission.
The Anchor (2019) Downstream Floodplain Wetland Study analysis is also inadequate because it is not processbased, uses static inundation modeling as the impact metric, and does not integrate a surface watergroundwater interaction analysis. State of the science of fluvial geomorphology and riparian ecology states that
riverine and riparian ecosystems are dynamic in nature and that flood pulses are critical disturbance processes
which form channel, floodplain and floodplain off-channel water bodies and wetlands (Ward and Stanford 1995;
Hauer et al. 2016; Naiman et al. 2000). Floodplain wetlands and water bodies are generated and maintained by
fluvial dynamics including channel migration and avulsions.
Furthermore, in interpreting the results of the static modeling of wetland and water body inundation, the DEIS
incorrectly concludes that most of the wetlands no longer inundated under FRE operations have groundwater
and precipitation as their primary water sources and that therefore impacts downstream of the FRE facility
would be ‘minor’. The logic of this argument completely misses reach-scale second- and third-order impacts to
channel and floodplain water body and wetland forming processes. Loss of these flood pulse disturbances
associated with floods that would trigger FRE operation will result in a reach and landscape-scale cumulative
impact to floodplain area, floodplain water bodies and floodplain wetlands. As noted above, the result will be a
terrestrialization of those floodplains no longer inundated with the loss of floodplain wetland functions over
time (Richards et al. 2002).
Despite the fact that the DEIS acknowledges that FRE facility hydroregulation will result in significant impacts to
channel forming processes (DEIS P-66) and that the loss of channel processes (second-order Impact) that
generate and maintain these wetlands is a significant impact, the DEIS incorrectly maintains the conclusion that
downstream floodplain wetland impacts are ‘minor’. The ecological logic of this analysis is flawed. If there are
significant impacts to the processes that generate floodplain water bodies and wetlands, there would be
significant impacts to floodplain wetlands and associated fish and wildlife habitats. The DEIS itself makes this
very point:
“Over the long term, the reduction in peak flows would decrease the occurrence of natural hydrologic
processes, such as channel migration and formation of side channels, bars, and wetlands, downstream
of the FRE facility. The probable adverse impact is considered significant because flooding above a
certain magnitude has been entirely removed.” (DEIS P-91)
“Operation of the FRE facility would reduce flood peaks downstream and this would eliminate channelforming avulsions. Large woody material would be removed from the temporary reservoir during the
reservoir drawdown and would no longer move downstream. Operation would affect channel-forming
processes because the input of water, wood, and sediment within the FRE footprint and downstream of
the FRE facility would change. When flows are reduced due to water backing up at the entrance to the
outlets or water is held in the temporary reservoir during flood events, the stream power needed for
most channel-forming processes would be reduced or eliminated. This reduction in peak flows and
corresponding reduction in large wood and sediment transport would impact the creation of habitats
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that depend on channel-forming processes. This would be a significant adverse impact on aquatic
habitat from the FRE facility to the South Fork Chehalis confluence.” (DEIS P-66)
“Downstream of the FRE facility, the magnitude of large peak floods would be reduced, which would
reduce natural processes such as channel migration and formation of side channels, bars, and wetlands,
especially those that form during large floods. These large floods have the greatest ability to reshape the
river channel and form habitats for aquatic species and those that use riparian areas and floodplain.”
(DEIS P-65)

Flaws in the Inclusion of Climate Change Projections
Although the DEIS included climate change projections for peak flows, low flows, and stream temperature, the
analysis failed to consider two key ways in which climate change projections will amplify, or by amplified by,
downstream impacts.
Summer low flows are projected to decline by 16% by late century and these values were included in the
Ecosystem Diagnosis & Treatment (EDT) modeling related to fish habitat (Hill and Karpack, 2019). The magnitude
and temperature of summer streamflow will simultaneously be affected by reduced floodplain inundation and
reduced groundwater recharge, both of which are underestimated in the DEIS analysis. The DEIS fails to consider
that these downstream impacts to streamflow will exacerbate the projected low flows, resulting in
underestimated impacts to fish habitat in the EDT model and related impacts to amphibian habitats.
Peak flows are projected to increase in magnitude and frequency (Hill and Karpack, 2019), which includes
increases across a range of flood recurrence intervals (Karpack and Butler 2019). Increased frequency of peaks
flows that are higher than the threshold for transporting sediment, but lower than the threshold for triggering
FRE operation, will result in increased channel incision. This relationship is well-established as “regime” theory in
geomorphology, which quantifies the relationship between peak flows and channel depth and width (Leopold
and Maddock 1953). Thus, channel incision due to increased peak flows will occur independently of the channel
incision driven by reduced sediment transport due to the FRE facility. The DEIS fails to consider that increased
peak flows due to climate change will amplify channel incision due to the FRE facility, and will therefore amplify
the third- and forth-order impacts to ecosystems, species, and habitats.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on our understanding of the Proposed Project, it is our conclusion that the impacts to the fundamental
processes which create and sustain aquatic ecosystems are insufficiently and inaccurately analyzed, and are
underrepresented in the DEIS, as are the consequent impacts to fish and wildlife resources. Specifically, we
conclude that:
 Impacts related to upstream reservoir ecosystems are underestimated for the following reasons:
▪ The following first-order impacts related to upstream reservoir ecosystem hydrology and sediment
supply are individually underestimated in the DEIS.
o The frequency and duration of reservoir impoundment are underestimated for both
current and future climate conditions.
o The frequency and duration of backwatering events and their associated impacts are not
considered or analyzed.
o Increases in the frequency and magnitude of landslides and hillslope erosion, and therefore
sediment delivery, are drastically underestimated.
▪ Underestimating impacts to individual first-order processes leads to underestimation of impacts to
channel morphology, sediment transport, vegetation, and aquatic habitat within the reservoir area.
▪ Compounding impacts that result from the interactions and feedback between processes (both
those underestimated and those sufficiently characterized) are not considered and will amplify
ecosystem impacts relative to assessments of individual impacts.
 The same first-order impacts that drive the cascade of local ecosystem impacts in the upstream
reservoir are also applicable to downstream ecosystem impacts, including underestimation in the
frequency and duration of reservoir impoundment, the frequency and magnitude of landslides and
therefore sediment supply, and reductions in large wood recruitment.
Additional downstream impacts that are in error or underestimated include:
 Reductions to groundwater recharge are underestimated based on underestimated frequency of peak
flow events that would trigger FRE operation and underestimated recharge rates.
 The hydrologic connection between groundwater and surface water are inadequately analyzed,
resulting in underestimated impacts to floodplain water bodies, wetlands, and baseflow.
 Reductions to downstream sediment transport and coarse sediment supply are underestimated due to
flawed modeling assumptions.
 An underestimation of impacts to individual first-order processes leads to underestimation of impacts to
channel morphology, sediment transport, vegetation, and aquatic habitat. The compounding impacts
that result from the interactions and feedback between processes was not considered and will amplify
ecosystem impacts relative to assessments of individual impacts.
In addition to underestimated alterations to first-order processes, and insufficient analysis of the cascade of
ecosystem effects, several analyses used to quantify second- and third-order effects in the DEIS are flawed:
 The determination and delineation of the longitudinal spatial extent of the DEIS impact analysis domain
is based upon flawed hydrogeomorphic assumptions regarding the longitudinal extent of the FRE
operations impacts. Modeling results and data presented in the DEIS do not support limiting the spatial
extent of moderate to significant impacts on geomorphic processes to areas upstream of the South Fork
Chehalis and Newaukum River confluences.
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 The downstream impact assessment to channel and floodplain morphology and hydrologic connectivity
(second-order effects) is based upon a flawed hydrogeomorphic modelling analysis.
 The impact analysis of downstream ecological processes, and plant, fish and wildlife community habitats
(third-order effects) is based upon an inadequate modeling approach.
 The analysis of downstream impacts to floodplain water bodies and wetlands does not account for wellestablished linkages between large flood events and the formation and maintenance of floodplain water
bodies and wetlands.
 The analysis of direct and indirect impacts to fish and amphibian habitat, in light of altered channel
morphology, are inadequate.
Because there are demonstrated flaws in the hydraulic and geomorphic modeling approaches, all analyses that
depend on those models are inadequate. Therefore, all impacts to geomorphic processes and those dependent
on the conclusions of the geomorphic analyses are under-estimated in the DEIS.
Overall, the DEIS fails to consider, analyze or characterize the physical and ecologic process linkages inherent in
riverine ecosystems and thus fails to consider the consequent indirect impacts of the cascade of ecosystem
effects and the amplification of those effects over time that will result from the proposed project. The
proposed project will result in a cascade of impacts to both existing floodplain/off-channel water bodies and
wetlands, as well as a loss of the physical processes that create and sustain the future formation of floodplain
wetlands and floodplain/off-channel water bodies, resulting in a significant, unmitigable amplification of impacts
over time.
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To:

Quinault Indian Nation

From:

Natural Systems Design, Inc.

Date:

April 22, 2020

Re:

Critical Review of Proposed Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project Draft
SEPA EIS
Hydrology Technical Memo 1: OBSERVED AND PREDICTED FLOWS RELATIVE TO FRE
FACILITY OPERATION

BACKGROUND
The Chehalis River Basin Flood Control Zone District proposes to construct a flood retention facility and
temporary reservoir, referred to as the Flood Retention Expandable (FRE) facility on the mainstem Chehalis River
to reduce flooding and related damages downstream (Proposed Project). The FRE is proposed in response to
flood-related damages that occurred during two major floods in 2007 and 2009 and would be located at river
mile (RM) 108, upstream of the town of Pe Ell, Washington. The FRE is described as a facility that would operate
intermittently to impound flows when a threshold of 38,800 cfs of flow is predicted to occur 48 miles
downstream at the USGS Grand Mound, Washington gage on the Chehalis River (i.e. a flow described as a ‘major
flood event’). The Proposed Project, Local Action Alternative, and No Action Alternatives are being evaluated for
environmental impacts through both state and federal processes under the State and National Environmental
Policy Acts (SEPA and NEPA respectively). Through both processes, a project level environmental impact
statement (EIS) will be developed. The Draft SEPA EIS was publicly distributed on February 27, 2020 for public
comment.
The Quinault Indian Nation (QIN) has contracted with Natural Systems Design, Inc. (NSD) to review the Draft
SEPA EIS and evaluate the underlying assumptions and conclusions related to stream flows and hydrologic
modeling. The review and analysis were conducted by a qualified technical team, including Susan DickersonLange, PhD, PG; Scott Katz, MS; Julia Jay, EIT, MS; Leif Embertson, PE, MS; Torrey Luiting, MS, PWS; and Tim
Abbe, PhD, PEG, PHG. The specific assumptions/conclusions and the associated research questions NSD has
addressed herein are:
 The Proposed Project and Alternatives chapter of the Draft SEPA EIS states that streamflow predictions
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Northwest River Forecast Center
(NRFC) model will be used to inform FRE facility operators about when to begin impounding flows for
flood reduction (Section 2.3.2.2 FRE Facility Operations, pg. 15). However, the Draft SEPA EIS evaluates
FRE operations using the observed streamflow record and not the predicted values from the NOAA
model. The accuracy of predicted impacts from impounding flows is related to the degree to which the
predicted values accurately anticipate observed streamflow and the consequent frequency and duration
of impounding flows.
Question: What is the extent of correlation between streamflow predicted by the NOAA model and
streamflow observations made by the USGS at the Grand Mound gage?
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Question 1 – Accuracy of Predicted Stream Flow
Finding
The Draft SEPA EIS describes the environmental impact and flood control benefit of the FRE facility based on the
observed streamflow record, but the proposed project description states that impoundment will be determined
by predictions of streamflow from the NOAA Northwest River Forecast Center (Section 2.3.2.2, pg. 15).
Furthermore, language in the Draft SEPA EIS Appendix 1 Proposed Project Description and Alternatives, indicates
that the NOAA model will be consulted between 2 and 4 days ahead of anticipated major flood events and that
the predicted flows will trigger FRE facility operation (Draft SEPA EIS Appendix 1 Proposed Project Description
and Alternatives dated February 2020). Our analysis of this model shows that within the 2- to 4-day forecast
window, the relationship between predicted and observed streamflow is highly uncertain during floods large
enough to trigger impoundment.
The calculated root mean square error (RMSE) is 11,420-12,700 cfs for the 2-day to 4-day model forecasts when
comparing the predicted versus the observed streamflow values for flows greater than the 2-year recurrence
interval; this is 29-33% of the 38,800 cfs threshold being used to trigger facility operations. This high level of
error demonstrates that the model does not accurately predict streamflow magnitudes in the range of the FRE
facility impoundment threshold and because of that, the FRE facility is likely to impound the river at storm
events that ultimately fail to reach the trigger of 38,800 cfs of flow as measured at Grand Mound. Because
analysis of the FRE facility’s impacts is conducted using streamflow observations, but the trigger for facility
operation/river impoundment is to be based on river flow predictions, the description and analysis of the
project’s operation is inaccurate
The DEIS did not address the degree of uncertainty/overprediction inherent in the use of predicted flows.
Rather the DEIS analyzes impacts from the impounding of the river based solely on analysis of the observed
streamflow record. Because the DEIS failed to consider the mismatch between the NOAA predicted flows and
the flows actually observed in the river when analyzing impacts from reservoir impoundment, drawdown, and
duration, it underestimates all local and downstream impacts associated with frequency and duration of
impoundment.
The archived prediction data from the NOAA model should have be used in conjunction with the observed USGS
streamflow values to assess the FRE facility operations and potential impacts to river processes.

Background
The Draft SEPA EIS describes the FRE facility operations as follows:
“The FRE facility operators would use flood forecasts from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Northwest River Forecast Center to identify when the water flow at the Grand
Mound gage is expected to exceed 38,800 cfs. This gage would be used because it provides the most
consistent and accurate measurement of water for the area. FRE facility operations would begin within
48 hours of the forecasted flood peak.” [From page 15 of the Draft SEPA EIS dated February 2020]
In addition, Draft SEPA EIS Appendix 1 Proposed Project Description and Alternatives, further clarifies the
forecast period from the NOAA model that will be used to predict flows:
“The FRE facility would retain river flows temporarily, only during floods that are predicted to have a
flow rate exceeding 38,800 cubic feet per second (cfs) at the Grand Mound gage (USGS 12027500).
When the prediction exceeds 38,800 cfs, water retention would begin within 48 hours of the forecasted
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flood peak. A 48-hour period gives a reasonable amount of time to predict flows with confidence while
also providing enough time to reduce flow rates to designated minimum release rates before major
flood flows occur.” [From page 1-23 of the Draft SEPA EIS Appendix 1 Proposed Project Description and
Alternatives dated February 2020]
It is later specified that “Grand Mound is approximately 48 miles downstream from the FRE facility site, so the
operators of the FRE facility would rely on flooding predictions up to 4 days in advance. The source of the
forecast for major flooding would be the Northwest River Forecast Center, operated by NOAA.” [From pages 124 of the Draft SEPA EIS Appendix 1 Proposed Project Description and Alternatives dated February 2020]
These statements indicate that the FRE facility will begin impounding streamflow when the NOAA 2- to 4-day
forecast predicts flows above 38,800 cfs at the Grand Mound gage. However, the Draft SEPA EIS describes the
general impacts of the project based on the actual frequency of the 38,800 cfs threshold flow as reported by the
Grand Mound gage, not the NOAA-predicted frequency. Because the DEIS does not present any assessment of
the correlation between the predicted values and the observed values used to quantify the frequency of FRE
facility operation, the accuracy of using one data set to trigger FRE facility operation and another data set to
analyze impacts to river processes in the DEIS cannot be determined without additional analysis. For example,
streamflow was predicted to peak at 48,465 cfs for the flood of December 2015 – an event that would have
initiated FRE facility operation and caused impacts to river processes. However, the peak streamflow for that
flood was observed to be 36,600 cfs, (2,200 cfs below the threshold for the FRE facility to begin impounding
water). Because the peak did not reach the threshold, this event was not included in the impact assessment
despite the model predictions indicating that the FRE facility would have been utilized. To determine the extent
of correlation between predicted and observed stream flow values and assess how it could influence the
frequency of facility operation and subsequent impacts to river processes, NSD investigated the historical
relationship between the NOAA prediction of streamflow and the real-time USGS observations of streamflow at
the Grand Mound gage.

Methods
For the historical record of predicted streamflow, NOAA provided its archives of model predictions at Grand
Mound dating back to 2008. These archives contained the streamflow forecast generated on average once daily.
Due to a change in storage structures, NOAA deemed the level of effort required to attain pre-2008 archives to
be prohibitive. NSD compared the NOAA-provided data through 2008 to the USGS record of 15-minute
streamflow data at the Grand Mound gage by matching the timestamp of the predicted flow as closely as
possible to the timestamp of an observed flow. To assess the model’s ability to predict flood flows, the data was
filtered to only include discharges equal to or greater than 25,960 cfs, i.e. the 2-year recurrence interval flow as
this represents a commonly used flow threshold to define the initiation of overbank flooding within a river and it
allows the statistical population to be expanded. While observed streamflow data is always subject to error in
the reported discharge values (especially for flood flows), the USGS gage at Grand Mound has numerous
measurements (10) of stage and discharge at high flows greater than 30,000 cfs and is thus likely quite accurate
at these high flows.
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Root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean error (ME) were then calculated to gain an understanding of model
accuracy in comparison to USGS gage measurements. RMSE and ME were calculated using the equations below,
where n = the number of timestamps included in the calculation, predicted = the NOAA model forecasted
streamflow, and observed = the USGS 15-minute record of streamflow:
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
𝑀𝐸 =

∑(𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑)2
𝑛

∑(𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑)
𝑛

NSD used both RMSE and ME to evaluate model accuracy because they relay different things: RMSE is a better
measure of overall error since it disregards sign (i.e. direction of the error), and can be understood as saying that
the average prediction is off from the average observed value by a certain value of streamflow. ME, on the other
hand, gives us an understanding of whether the model tends to over or underpredict observed values, with
positive MEs demonstrating an overprediction and negative MEs an underprediction. A model with a high RMSE
could have an ME of 0 if the model over and underpredicts with equal frequency.
We computed the RMSE and ME for the 2-day, 3-day, and 4-day streamflow forecasts in order to account for the
range of possible FRE facility operation protocols outlined in the Applicant’s purpose and objectives for the
Proposed Project (i.e. “…water retention would begin within 48 hours of the forecasted flood peak” and “…the
operators of the FRE facility would rely on flooding predictions up to 4 days in advance.” (From page 1-23 of the
Draft SEPA EIS Appendix 1 Proposed Project Description and Alternatives document, dated February 2020).
These represent forecasts made by the NOAA model 2 to 4 days ahead of time. For example, the 2-day
prediction made on January 1st is for streamflow on January 3rd.

Results and Discussion
The results of statistical analysis comparing predicted to observed streamflow demonstrate that using the NOAA
model does not accurately predict observed flows greater than the 2-year recurrence interval between the 2day or 4-day forecast periods (Table 1. Comparison of the NOAA model's 2- to 4-day forecasted streamflow to
USGS-observed streamflow at Grand Mound for 2008-present.). While the sample size for each forecast since
2008 which exceeded the 2-yr recurrence interval flow is relatively small, this data represents the full data set
available for analysis.
Table 1. Comparison of the NOAA model's 2- to 4-day forecasted streamflow to USGS-observed streamflow at
Grand Mound for 2008-present.
MODEL ACCURACY FOR FLOWS >2YEAR RECURRENCE INTERVAL (25,690
CFS)

RMSE
(CFS)

ME (CFS)

N

2-day forecast

12,660

7,160

59

3-day forecast

11,420

-340

24

4-day forecast

12,700

-10,120

21

The 2-day, 3-day and 4-day forecast have RMSE of 12,660 cfs, 11,420 cfs, and 12,700 cfs respectively, whereas
the ME is +7,160 cfs for 2-day predictions, -340 cfs for 3-day predictions, and -10,120 cfs for 4-day predictions.
The average high flow prediction differs from the observed values by 11,420-12,700 cfs on average., and the
model tends to overpredict streamflow in 2-day forecasts and underpredict streamflow in 4-day forecasts. To
put this in context, the threshold for FRE facility impoundment is 38,800 cfs and an error of 11,420-12,700 cfs is
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29-33% of that threshold. This high level of error demonstrates that the model does not accurately predict
streamflow values in the range of the FRE facility impoundment threshold and demonstrates that the DEIS
should have investigated and acknowledged the model’s accuracy and utilized the archived prediction data from
the NOAA model in conjunction with the observed USGS streamflow values to assess the scope and scale of FRE
facility impacts to river processes.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate the relationship between observed and predicted values at high flows for both
the 2- and 4-day forecasts. For both forecasts, the points cluster around the 1:1 line near the origin, but the
scatter increases as flow increases. Above 25,690 cfs (i.e. the 2-yr recurrence interval flow), the majority of
points in the 2-day forecast (Figure 1) are well above the 1:1 line, indicating that the predicted value is greater
than the observed value. In the 4-day forecast (Figure 2), the predicted values are well below the 1:1 line for
flows greater than the 2-year recurrence interval, indicating that the predicted value is lower than the observed
value.

Figure 1. NOAA 2-day predicted streamflow vs. USGS 15-minute recorded streamflow at the Grand Mound
Gage. Each point represents one timestamp. For a perfect model, in which predicted streamflow = observed
streamflow exactly, all points would fall on the black 1:1 line.
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Figure 2. NOAA 4-day predicted streamflow vs. USGS 15-minute recorded streamflow at the Grand Mound
Gage. Each point represents one timestamp. For a perfect model, in which predicted streamflow = observed
streamflow exactly, all points would fall on the black 1:1 line.
These results demonstrate that impacts associated with FRE facility operation have not been accurately
represented in the Draft SEPA EIS because the modeled streamflow values upon which operations are based
do not accurately predict the observed flows used in the DEIS to determine impacts. The relationship between
predicted and observed flows changes depending on how far out the forecast is, I.e., 2 days out the model
predicts higher flows than end up being observed, 3 days out the model over and underpredicts with nearly
equal frequency, and 4 days out the model flips to predicting lower flows than end up being observed. For
example, the FRE facility would have likely been utilized in 2010 when the 2-day prediction of 49,850 cfs was
made. However, that flood reached only 23,600 cfs and thus the FRE facility would have been utilized
prematurely, impounding flows and affecting river and floodplain processes for a flood well below the 38,800 cfs
described throughout the DEIS as the ‘trigger’ for activation of the facility.
Because the stated purpose of the FRE facility is to reduce flooding, it is reasonable to anticipate it will be
operated conservatively and thus that the operators will rely on the 2-day NOAA model predictions which overpredict flow; if this is the case, the FRE facility will impound flows more frequently, creating more frequent
environmental impacts than those assessed in the DEIS for an approximately 7-year recurrence interval flow of
38,800 cfs and the associated formation of a ‘temporary’ reservoir .
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CONCLUSIONS
 The DEIS describes the environmental impact and flood control benefit of the FRE facility based on
analysis of the observed streamflow record. But the DEIS also states that closing the facility will be
determined by using predictions of streamflow from the NOAA Northwest River Forecast Center. The
DEIS fails to consider that the NOAA dataset of observed flows differs substantially from the flow
prediction dataset that would be used to operate the FRE facility.
 A comparison of differences between the predicted streamflow and the streamflow actually observed in
the river values shows that the relationship between predicted and observed streamflow is highly
uncertain during floods large enough to trigger impoundment.
 An analysis of the 2- to 4-day forecasts from the NOAA streamflow model as it relates to USGS observed
streamflow at Grand Mound shows that the model is not accurate at predicting observed flood flows
greater than the 2-year recurrence interval. For such high flows, the model has an RMSE of 11,42012,700 cfs, which is 29-33% of the threshold that would trigger FRE facility impoundment.
▪

The high level of error demonstrates that the model does not accurately predict streamflow values
in the range of the FRE facility impoundment threshold and because of that, the FRE facility is likely
to be operated at a greater frequency than evident in the observational record which was used in
the DEIS to analyze impacts.
▪ Because analysis of the FRE facility’s impacts is conducted using streamflow observations, but the
frequency of FRE facility operation/river impoundment is to be based on river flow predictions, the
description of the project’s operation is inaccurate. If, as stated in the DEIS, the 2-day forecasts will
be used to trigger FRE operation, the FRE facility is likely to impound the river at storm events that
ultimately fail to reach the trigger of 38,800 cfs of flow as measured at Grand Mound.
 The DEIS did not address the degree of uncertainty/overprediction inherent in use of predicted flows.
Rather the DEIS analyzes impacts from the impounding of the river based solely on analysis of the
observed streamflow record.
▪

Because the DEIS failed to consider the mismatch between the NOAA predicted flows and the flows
actually observed in the river when analyzing impacts from reservoir impoundment, drawdown, and
duration, the DEIS underestimates all local and downstream impacts associated with frequency
and duration of impoundment.
 It would be more accurate to utilize the archived data from the NOAA model, in conjunction with the
USGS streamflow record, to describe the project’s operation and determine impacts, as flow
impoundment would occur more frequently than when frequency is described based on the predicted
values; thus the associated impacts would be more accurately determined.
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To:

Quinault Indian Nation

From:

Natural Systems Design, Inc.

Date:

April 22, 2020

Re:

Critical Review of Proposed Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project SEPA DEIS
Hydrology Technical Memo 2: HYDROLOGY and CLIMATE CHANGE TECHNICAL ANALYSES
REVIEW

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The hydrology and climate change technical analyses prepared in support of the Proposed Project, an
expandable flood retention (FRE) facility, and the Draft SEPA EIS (DEIS) document were reviewed by a qualified
technical team, including Susan Dickerson, PhD, PG; Tim Abbe, PhD, PEG, PHG; Scott Katz, MS; Leif Embertson,
PE; Megan Nelson PE, MS; Kevin Fetherston PhD, PWS; and Torrey Luiting, MS, PWS.
Within the DEIS analysis, the characterization of the types and severity of direct and indirect impacts to aquatic
habitat and treaty resources due to the presence and operation of the FRE facility are directly influenced by the
associated analyses of hydrology and climate change. For example, the frequency and duration of local and
downstream impacts is directly tied to the frequency of peak flows that would trigger FRE operation under
current and future climate conditions. The team concluded that the analyses:
 Underestimate the frequency of peak flows that will trigger FRE operation under both current and
future climate conditions. Therefore, both the frequency and duration of impoundment and the
associated local and downstream impacts are underestimated.
 Neglect to quantify the current and future frequency of backwatering events due to the capacity and
operation of the conduits. Therefore, the DEIS fails to assess the associated local and downstream
impacts of backwatering in a meaningful way.
 Integrate mid-century and late-century climate change projections in a way that fails to represent a true
“high-end” scenario for projected peak flows. Therefore, the maximum impacts of the Proposed Project
by late-century are underestimated.
 Underestimate the impact on groundwater and wetlands by using inappropriate groundwater recharge
rates and a rudimentary groundwater-surface water analysis. The analysis fails to represent spatial
heterogeneity along the Chehalis River floodplain and to account for multi-year and long-term impacts
on groundwater-surface water interactions. Therefore, impacts to wetlands and to the quantity and
quality of streamflow are underestimated. Groundwater is particularly critical in dry summer months for
augmenting streamflow, reducing stream temperature, and maintaining aquatic habitat.
 Fail to account for the ways in which reduced groundwater recharge and storage will amplify climate
change projections for lower summer streamflow and higher summer stream temperatures.
Together, these shortcomings in the DEIS analyses result in an underestimation of local and downstream
impacts to aquatic habitat and treaty resources. Although the DEIS found significant impacts, the assessment of
the DEIS analyses described herein indicates that the scale and intensity of significant impacts is substantially
underestimated.
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INTRODUCTION
An expandable flood retention (FRE) facility has been proposed as an alternative to accomplish flood damage
reduction on the Chehalis River, Washington. Several alternative concepts were proposed, but the Flood
Retention Expandable (FRE) facility has been advanced for environmental review under SEPA. The purpose of
the facility would be to store water in the upper watershed to alleviate flood damage to developed areas of the
lower floodplain near the towns of Centralia and Chehalis.
The quantification of local and downstream impacts from operation of the FRE facility that are described in the
DEIS are the result of the analysis of hydrology and of climate change impacts to hydrology, particularly on peak
flows. We also reviewed the DEIS characterization of downstream effects on groundwater, wetlands, and
streamflow to understand whether impacts to aquatic habitat during the dry summer season are accurately
characterized.

ANALYSIS
Frequency of FRE Operation
The evaluation of many of the environmental impacts assessed in the DEIS is based on the frequency of FRE
facility operations (i.e., impoundment of water) and duration of time that water is stored in the resulting
reservoir. In the DEIS, it is stated that the FRE facility is predicted to operate approximately once every 7 years
(current climate), 5 years (mid-century climate conditions), and 4 years (late-century climate conditions), with
water being impounded in the reservoir for a maximum of 35 days. These frequencies are utilized to quantify
the associated local and downstream impacts on water quality, water quantity, and aquatic habitat quality.
However, our analysis indicates that the FRE facility will be operated more frequently and for a longer
duration than presented in the DEIS, particularly under future climate conditions. Thus, local and downstream
impacts related to the operation and duration of FRE operation are underestimated in the DEIS. There are three
main shortcomings in the DEIS analyses, each of which results in an underestimation of FRE operation
frequency:
1. In the DEIS, the analysis of FRE operation under both current and future climate conditions is based on
the recurrence interval determined by an Annual Flood Frequency Analysis only, rather than the
frequency with which the relevant peak flow threshold of 38,800 cubic feet per second (cfs) at Grand
Mound is exceeded.
The DEIS estimates FRE operation frequency for current conditions by extracting the streamflow maxima for
each water year at the USGS gage at Grand Mound and performing a common flood frequency statistical
analysis on the annual data (Log Pearson type 3) to estimate exceedance probability and the associated
recurrence interval. Water years run from October 1 to September 30. For future frequency of FRE operation,
the analysis of increased magnitude and frequency of peak flows is also based on the annual maximum flows.
However, by using only the annual maxima to characterize frequency of FRE operation under both current and
future conditions, the analysis does not account for the frequency of high flows over the threshold that triggers
operation of the FRE facility and impoundment (i.e., 38,800 cfs at Grand Mound).
Streamflow observations at Grand Mound provide examples of water years in which there are multiple,
independent peak flow events that exceed the 38,800 cfs flow threshold at Grand Mound. A portion of the
historical record is shown in Figure 1, illustrating that during WY 1989 to 1992 there are 2 annual peaks (peaks
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marked with open circles above dashed horizontal line in Figure 1) but a total of 4 independent peaks that
exceed the 38,800 cfs threshold.

Figure 1. Historical flow record of for the Chehalis River at the USGS Grand Mound Gage (12027500) for water
years (WY) 1989-1992. The hydrograph displays instantaneous data downloaded from the USGS website. The
FRE operation threshold of 38,800 cfs is denoted by the black dashed line. Annual streamflow maxima used to
estimate the flood frequency statistics that form the basis for the DEIS impact evaluation are denoted by
black circles. During WYs 1990 and 1991, there would have been two additional flow events for a total of four
peak flow events that exceeded the FRE operation threshold, however neither were incorporated into the
analysis of the frequency of FRE operation.
Over the entire continuous flow record at Grand Mound, from 1988 to present, there are five annual maximum
peaks over 38,800 but a total of seven independent peaks over the flow threshold. The additional peaks that
exceed the 38,800 cfs threshold are acknowledged in the notes associated with Figure N-7 in the DEIS, but the
DEIS statements regarding the frequency of FRE operation and much of the associated impacts analysis relies on
the annual flood frequency analyses only. This shortcoming also applies to analysis of mid-century and latecentury hydrology, for which peak flow events that exceed 38,800 cfs will be more frequent than the annual
flood frequency analysis suggests. In the DEIS, the projected frequency of future FRE operation is based an
annual flood frequency analysis of simulated future streamflow. The average increases in peak flows for midand late-century are computed from the hydrologic modeling results and are 12% and 26%, respectively
(Karpack and Butler, 2019). These increases are applied to annual flood frequency analysis to estimate a 5-year
and 4-year recurrence interval for flows that exceed 38,800 cfs (Table N-5). In contrast, examination of the
entire continuous record at the Grand Mound gage (1988-2019) of streamflow, with peak flow values scaled to
represent climate change (i.e., following the methodology detailed in Hill and Karpack (2019)), indicates that the
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FRE facility would be operated once every 1.8 and 1.4 years, on average, under mid- and late-century climate
scenarios. Thus, the FRE facility will operate more frequently than stated in the DEIS. The example below
illustrates the need for this type of frequency analysis; under future conditions (i.e., estimated by scaling peak
flows by 26%) both WY 1996 and WY 1999 experienced multiple, independent peak flows greater than 38,800
cfs (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Historical and scaled flow record for the Chehalis River at the USGS Grand Mound gage (12027500)
for water years (WY) 1996-1999. The top panel shows the historic data from the gage and the bottom panel
shows the historical record with peak flows (i.e., flows with exceedance probability < 1%, after Hill and
Karpack (2019)) scaled by 26% to account for increases in flow magnitude due to climate change (I.e., denoted
as “late-century” climate projection in the DEIS).
Under historical conditions, there would have only been one flow that exceeded the FRE operation threshold of
38,800 cfs during this time period shown in Figure 2 (note that the peak flow in WY 1997 was 38,700 cfs and was
100 cfs under the threshold). However, when the flow record is scaled to account for projected future
conditions, there are six events that exceed the threshold during this time period with WY 1996 and WY 1999
experiencing multiple events. The multiple exceedances of the FRE operation threshold during individual WYs
have not been accounted for in many of the analyses used to asses impacts in the DEIS.
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2. The quantification of impacts based on the maximum duration of reservoir impoundment by end-ofcentury does not account for increased frequency of flows greater than the reservoir outflow rate,
and therefore both the maximum duration of impoundment and the associated impacts are likely
underestimated.
The maximum duration of the reservoir pool is stated as (“Up to…”) 35 days for the “catastrophic flood” by the
end of the century. This does not account for multiple peak flows occurring in sequence, nor for increased
frequency of winter flows that would exceed the outflow rate during the drawdown period. A high winter flow
that exceeds the outflow rate and occurs while the reservoir is still drawing down from a previous FRE facility
closure will extend the duration of impoundment and all associated impacts by:
a. Increasing the volume of water needed to be passed through the reservoir (i.e., inflow greater than
outflow);
b. Increasing the duration of higher flows through the culverts; and
c. Re-setting the drawdown period and extending the time needed for debris management and
associated slower outflow rates.
Projections for increased peak flow magnitudes with climate change are driven by projections for higher
precipitation rates, particularly in the fall and winter months. More frequent or more intense rain storms
produce more runoff, which generates high streamflow. Higher precipitation rates will increase the magnitude
of annual peak flows, which is represented in the DEIS as a 26% increase in peak flows by late-century. Higher
precipitation rates will also increase high flow events across the board, likely increasing the magnitude of all
winter peaks. This general increase in winter flows will also increases the frequency of flows that exceed the
reservoir draw down rate, variously reported in the DEIS and associated appendices as 5,000-6,500 cfs (DEIS, p
F-63), as 10,600 cfs (DEIS, p 16), and as 4,320-10,600 cfs (DEIS, p N-50). If the reservoir is storing water and the
inflow to the reservoir exceeds the outflow rate (i.e., reservoir draw down rate), the volume of water stored in
the reservoir will continue to increase. Thus, draining the reservoir would take longer and the duration of
impoundment would be extended.
For example, based on estimated streamflow values for 1988-present at the dam site (which are scaled based on
drainage area ratio from data collected at the Doty gage), the number of observational examples during which
an incoming flow greater than 6,500 cfs occurs within the 35-day drawdown window after FRE operation begins
increases from 1 instance in the historical record to 5 instances in the late-century time series. This increase in
flow frequency and magnitude are not reflected in the estimates for the duration of impoundment and thus the
impacts associated with impoundment are likely underestimated.
3. The use of predicted flows to initiate closure of the FRE facility is likely to trigger impoundment of the
river more frequently and for a longer duration than assessed in the DEIS, which uses observed flows
as the basis for analysis of closure-related impacts.
The DEIS describes the environmental impact and flood control benefit of the FRE facility based on analysis of
the observed streamflow record. The DEIS also states that closing the facility will be determined by using
predictions of streamflow from the NOAA Northwest River Forecast Center (DESI, Section 2.3.2.2, p 15). The DEIS
fails to consider that the NOAA dataset of observed flows differs substantially from the flow prediction dataset
that would be used to operate the FRE facility.
A comparison of differences between the predicted streamflow and the streamflow actually observed in the
river values shows that the relationship between predicted and observed streamflow is highly uncertain during
floods large enough to trigger impoundment. The DEIS states that the FRE facility will be operated “when flows
are forecasted to be above 38,800 cfs at Ground Mound within a 2-day time window (DEIS, p N-49)”. Predicted
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flows made 2 days in advance of storms overpredict the river’s observed discharge. The degree of
overprediction is 19% of the impoundment threshold on average (I.e. flows were predicted to be 7,160 cfs over
what they were later observed to be). If, as stated in the DEIS, the 2-day forecasts will be used to trigger FRE
operation, the FRE facility is likely to impound the river at storm events that ultimately fail to reach the trigger of
38,800 cfs of flow as measured at Grand Mound.
The DEIS did not address the degree of uncertainty/overprediction inherent in use of predicted flows. Rather
the DEIS analyzes impacts from the impounding of the river based solely on analysis of the observed streamflow
record. Because the DEIS failed to consider the mismatch between the NOAA predicted flows and the flows
actually observed in the river when analyzing impacts from reservoir impoundment, drawdown, and duration, it
underestimates all local and downstream impacts associated with frequency and duration of impoundment.
The methods and analysis used to develop these conclusions are presented in detail in the Hydrology Technical
Memo 1: Observed and Predicted Flows Relative to FRE Facility Operation.

Backwatering Caused by the Low-Level Outlets
Impacts to river processes associated with backwatering were not evaluated in the DEIS; backwatering would be
caused by the capacity of the Low-Level Outlets (LLO’s) of the FRE facility when flow exceeds 8,500 cfs.
Backwatering occurs when streamflow is obstructed by a natural flow constriction, channel-spanning blockage,
or infrastructure that lacks the conveyance capacity to pass the full volume of discharge downstream. Flow
velocities are slowed compared to unobstructed open-channel flow, water surface elevation rises, and ponding
occurs. Backwatering can inundate bars and channel margins that would otherwise be dry and can reduce
sediment transport and trigger sediment deposition at the upstream end of the ponding. Simultaneously, the
flow passing through the LLOs would become pressurized, which would increase local scour through the
conduits.
The conveyance capacity of the Low-Level Outlets (LLOs) of the FRE facility is limited, and backwatering will
initiate at discharges of 8,500 cfs or greater: “For flows over 8,500 cfs, the water would start to pond at the
outlet entrances and rise into the reservoir area” (DEIS, p 14). The temporary ponding would occur when the
FRE facility is not operational (i.e., not intentionally impounding water) and would extend roughly 300 feet
upstream (DEIS, p P-73). Backwatering will cause disruptions to river processes such as bedload transport and
downstream flow levels. The DEIS acknowledges that ponding impacts river processes such as sediment
transport (DEIS, p F-69) and transport of large woody material (DEIS, p F-78), fish passage (DEIS, Appendix 1Attachment A, p G-108), and wildlife habitat and use (DEIS, p F-73). However, the frequency and magnitude of
impacts due to backwatering when the FRE is not intentionally impounding water are not quantified.
Our analysis indicates that the frequency of peak flow events that exceed 8,500 cfs at the FRE facility site when
discharge at Grand Mound is lower than the 38,800 cfs threshold is 12 times in 31 years, or approximately once
every 3 years, based on estimated streamflow values for 1988 to present at the FRE facility site (and scaled
based on drainage area ratio from data collected at the Doty gage). Under the mid-century climate scenario, the
frequency is 11 times in 31 years and under the late-century climate scenario it is 9 times in 31 years (note that
the decrease in frequency of these events is due to an increase in the frequency of the FRE operation threshold
being met). Thus, backwatering would occur and river processes would be impacted more frequently than the
DEIS states would occur with the proposed project. The DEIS fails to consider impacts associated with
backwatering in any meaningful way despite acknowledging the fact that backwater will have impacts to river
processes, fish passage, and wildlife. Backwatering and pressurized flow will additionally have impacts to
riparian vegetation establishment, slope stability (due to longer soil saturation duration), and local scour
through the LLOs.
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Magnitude of Climate Change Impacts on Peak Flows
The streamflow projections used to evaluate the “maximum effects” of the FRE with climate change are based
on a 26% increase in annual peak flow by the end of the century, which does not reflect a high-end climate
change scenario. Therefore, all late-century impacts related to the frequency of FRE facility operation are
likely under-estimated.
The climate change modeling that was used to analyze impacts of the proposed project in the DEIS (Karpack and
Butler, 2019) utilizes 3 driving meteorological datasets, one for historical conditions, one for mid-century
conditions, and one for late-century conditions. The datasets were chosen for this iteration of climate change
modeling to utilize dynamically-downscaled datasets, which likely improves representation of atmospheric river
events over previous iterations, which were based on statistical downscaling. However, for this iteration the
modeling team dropped the ensemble approach, in which multiple Global Climate Models (GCMs) are used to
characterize the uncertainty associated with the numerical modeling platforms. The commonly-used ensemble
approach for modeling climate change impacts to hydrology accounts for the range of precipitation projections
among different GCMs. Essentially, some of the mathematical relationships in each GCM is different and
therefore the models produce different predictions for precipitation. In particular, the Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL CM3) model is the model being used to represent late-century hydrology for the
DEIS. In comparison to the other Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) projections for late-century
precipitation in the Columbia River Basin, the GFDL model provides a high-percent change scenario for Annual
and for February-May precipitation (11% and 28% change, respectively; see Rupp et al. 2017, Figure 10).
However, the GFDL model represents a moderate-percent change scenario for October-January precipitation
(9% change). For context, the other thirty-five CMIP5 GCM projections for October-January precipitation range
from –4% to 25% with a median value of 7%.
Given that the majority of peak flows in western Washington occur in late fall through winter, the GFDL CM3
model does not provide a high-end scenario for the impacts of climate change on peak flow generation in raindominated watersheds. The 26% increase in annual peak flows that is used in the DEIS analysis for late-century
represents averaging across sites and across recurrence intervals (see App B of Karpack and Butler, 2019);
however, this number does not reflect a range of GCMs. The ensemble approach is a well-established method
to characterize the range of possible future hydrological conditions, given the range of climate projections; for
example, a recent state-of-the-art modeling effort in the Columbia Basin used 10 GCMs, citing motivation that
the choice of GCM is a key contributor to uncertainty in results (Chegwidden et al. 2019). Regarding this issue for
the Chehalis Basin climate change modeling, Mauger and Karpack (see App C in Karpack and Butler, 2019) state:
“The primary limitation of this study is the lack of sufficient climate projections to reliably estimate the
range among projections: two global climate models is simply not sufficient to do this…studies
generally indicate that 6-10 different model projections are needed in order to develop a
representative estimate of the mean and range among projections.”
Furthermore, preliminary results from the next generation of GCMs that are currently under development
indicate higher climate sensitivity and larger increases in temperature and changes in precipitation, which
suggests that use of a high-end climate scenario for characterizing future impacts is appropriate (Hausfather,
2019).
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Analysis of Groundwater-Surface Water Interactions
The potential effects on groundwater, and therefore wetlands and baseflow, from the loss of over-bank
groundwater recharge are underestimated. The statement that the “FRE facility operation would result in no
adverse impacts on surface water quantity downstream” (DEIS, p N-62) is unsupported by the assessment. The
DEIS analysis (1) neglects the role of groundwater to contribute to wetlands and floodplain waterbodies outside
the area of direct infiltration and contributions to baseflow (i.e., low dry season flows), (2) underestimates
groundwater recharge rates during floods, and (3) fails to account for multi-year groundwater-surface water
interactions.
1) The DEIS does not sufficiently assess the linkages between impacts to groundwater and impacts to
wetlands, floodplain water bodies, and baseflow downstream of the FRE facility. The DEIS focuses on the area
affected by impacts to groundwater as the acres no longer inundated during a major or catastrophic flood with
the implementation of the Proposed Project (i.e., 3,514-4,679 acres in Table N-13). However, as noted in the
conceptual model of groundwater flow in the Centralia-Chehalis Lowland portion of the Chehalis basin (Figure 6
in Wilson et al., 2019 and in Pitz et al. 2005, and reproduced below as Figure 3), groundwater moves laterally in
the subsurface and typically contributes water to streamflow in the Chehalis basin.
The DEIS fails to sufficiently assess impacts to wetlands, floodplains, and surface flows that are within the area
of the floodplain that will continue to be inundated but down-gradient (i.e., receives groundwater flow from) of
the area of floodplain that will no longer be inundated during a major or catastrophic flood. The wetlands
discipline report (DEIS, Appendix O) notes that “the reduced area of inundation could also potentially affect
groundwater levels and groundwater infiltration in the downstream floodplain on a periodic basis” but refers to
the analysis within the water discipline report (DEIS, Appendix N) and the Potential Groundwater Level Effects
Analysis (Wilson et al., 2019), both of which are insufficient for the reasons described below.
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Figure 3. Conceptual model reproduced from Wilson et al., 2019 and in Pitz et al. 2005, presenting “typical
surface and groundwater interactions in the surficial aquifer of the Chehalis Basin” (Wilson et al., 2019). Note
the subsurface connection where the groundwater that infiltrates into the floodplain near the valley walls
contributes to surface water in the channel.
2) Groundwater recharge rates from overbank flows are underestimated by up to a factor of 6. For estimating
the reduction of recharge based on reduced flood inundation, the DEIS uses maximum groundwater recharge
rates based on previous water budget studies by the USGS (Gendaszek and Welch, 2011) of 0.6 to 2 inches/day
(DEIS, p N-70 and O-60). Based on these rates, the DEIS concludes that “overbank flood recharge is a relatively
minor contributor to total groundwater recharge in the Chehalis River floodplain”. The rates that are presented
assume non-ponded infiltration, which is controlled by the hydraulic properties of the soils. However, during an
overbank flood the depth of water provides pressure that drives increased infiltration rates (i.e., pressure head),
and the maximum rates that are used to support the statement of “minor” contribution are up to 6 times lower
than estimates of recharge rates during overbank flows. Locally, modeling in the Newaukum River valley based
on equations in Doble et al. (2012), suggest recharge rates of 2-12 inches/day during a 4-day overbank flood for
a total of 8 to 48 inches (4 feet) of recharge (Abbe et al., 2019). In contrast, the DEIS estimates recharge of 0.6
to 6 inches during a major flood (DEIS, p N-70). The Newaukum rates are also congruent with published
literature for recharge during overbank floods, including 1.4 feet during one flood (Zhang et al., 2017) and 5 feet
during two floods (Workman and Serrano, 1999).
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Thus, the rate of groundwater recharge from large, overbank flows is underestimated in three ways:
d. The lost groundwater recharge from the area that is no longer inundated under the Proposed
Project is underestimated because the groundwater rates utilized are low.
e. The analysis does not account for the reduction in groundwater recharge due to the reduction in
inundation depth (i.e., from reduced pressure head) over the entire floodplain with the Proposed
Project. The DEIS reports on the expected reduction of depth of inundation (e.g., DEIS, p P-83), but
neglects to characterize how this reduction in depth also reduces groundwater recharge over the
entire floodplain.
f.

The DEIS states that “Floods of this magnitude do not occur frequently enough to be a significant
source of groundwater recharge” (DEIS, p N-69), which is based on underestimated frequency of FRE
operation (see above).

By underestimating impacts to groundwater recharge, the impacts to wetlands, floodplain water bodies, and
baseflow are also underestimated.
3) The analysis of groundwater-surface water interactions is based on 3 years of observations (2016-2018) at 3
hydrogeologic cross section locations and 1 year of observation (2018) at 3 additional locations, which is not
sufficient to characterize the spatial or temporal range of groundwater-surface water interactions; therefore,
no conclusions can be drawn about the impacts on surface water quantity or surface water temperature from
reduced groundwater recharge. Along with recharge rates that account for pressure head during flooding (see
#2 above), a multi-year groundwater-surface water model that captures the range of hydrogeologic settings
along the Chehalis River is needed to accurately characterize the effects on (a) baseflows and (b) extreme low
flows, i.e., the 7Q10 flow, or the lowest 7-day average flow that has a recurrence interval of 10 years.
One to three years of data is insufficient to characterize the time scales over which groundwater recharge and
storage contributes to baseflow, potentially augmenting flows and reducing water temperatures in extreme dry
years. For the proposed project, groundwater recharge would be reduced during FRE operation, estimated in
the DEIS as once every 7 years under current conditions and once every 4 years under late-century conditions.
To sufficiently characterize groundwater contributions to floodplain water bodies and baseflow, the time scale
of the analysis must exceed 7 years and must include a peak flow event that would meet the threshold for FRE
operation. The 1 to 3-year analysis period in the DEIS did not include any peak flows above 38,800 cfs at Grand
Mound. The need for several years of analysis or modeling is also supported by the scientific literature. For
example, multiple years of streamflow and groundwater data from a published study by Hunt et al. (2018)
suggest a multi-year lag time, in which the amount of groundwater contribution to dry season streamflow is
decoupled from the amount of groundwater recharge from floodplain inundation during that same year. In that
study, the groundwater contribution to baseflow was highest three years following an increase in overbank flow
frequency and duration, despite lower inflows (and likely less duration of inundation) during that particular year.
The eight hydrogeologic cross sections used to determine that impacts to groundwater are minor are insufficient
to represent the hydrogeologic settings in which groundwater impacts are likely to be largest. In gaining reaches
the lateral subsurface flow direction is toward the stream (i.e., the stream is gaining surface water from
groundwater), whereas in losing reaches the lateral subsurface flow direction is away from the stream (e.g., see
Figure 7 in Wilson et al (2019)). Thus, in gaining reaches, groundwater recharge and storage that originates
within the alluvial valley but farther away from the stream is an important contributor to wetlands and
floodplain waterbodies that are located closer to the stream, as well as contributing to surface flow in the
stream itself. The DEIS analysis lacks sufficient data collection or modeling to characterize impacts to wetlands
and streamflow within the gaining reaches that are most likely to be affected by a reduction in groundwater
recharge. In particular, a comparison of Figure 8 (Gaining and losing reaches mapped along the Chehalis) to
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Figure 15 (Hydrogeologic cross sections) in Wilson et al. (2019) shows that no data were collected in any of the
three gaining reaches upstream of and at the confluence with the South Fork Chehalis. Rather, the only data
collected upstream of RM 80 was located in a losing reach.
It should be noted that Wilson et. al (2019) state that cross section S004 at RM 93.5 is located in a gaining reach,
referencing Ely et al. (2008), who actually map it as a losing reach (i.e., Figure 8 of Wilson et al. (2019). The data
presented in Wilson et al. (2019) suggest that the stream is gaining at that cross section within the losing reach,
which further underscores the need for greater spatial representation in the analysis.
Given that the modeled change in inundation depth by mid-century is a reduction of 9.4 feet near Doty (DEIS,
Table N-10), the amount of change in groundwater recharge is likely to be substantial and the groundwatersurface water connections in the gaining reach at Doty (Figure 8 of Wilson et al. (2019)) need to be assessed. In
addition, none of the gaining reaches in the wide alluvial valley that extends from Centralia to Rochester were
analyzed. The floodplains along these gaining reaches are predominantly composed of soils that are classified as
Hydrologic Soil Group A, which has the highest conductivity and therefore the highest potential groundwater
recharge during overbank flows.
To characterize impacts of the Proposed Project to wetlands and streamflow from reduced groundwater
recharge, a calibrated, coupled surface water-groundwater model run over a longer time frame is required. The
assessment in the DEIS is ad hoc and not representative at the spatial or temporal scales over which the impacts
of the Proposed Project would be realized. Particularly given the context that minimum instream flows are
commonly not met at Grand Mound (DEIS, p N-21) and that temperature standards are commonly exceeded,
the lack of assessment for the multi-year connection between reduced flood inundation and groundwater
contributions to baseflows is a major oversight in the characterization of impacts to aquatic habitat.

Amplification of Future Low Flows
The potential for impacts from the FRE facility to amplify the climate change impacts to low flows and stream
temperature are not considered in the DEIS assessment of groundwater or wetlands. Projections for future
streamflow during the dry summer season indicate that low flows will further decrease into the future. Climate
change modeling for the DEIS estimates a 11% and 16% in average summer flows by mid- and late-century,
respectively (Table 2 of Hill and Karpack, 2019). In addition, previous hydrologic modeling of climate change
impacts for the Chehalis River at Grand Mound projected that the lowest 7-day average streamflow with a
recurrence interval of 10-years (i.e., the 7Q10, which is a commonly used low flow metric) is projected to
decrease by late century (Figure 4; Hamlet et al., 2013). The previous modeling utilized the ensemble approach,
with nine GCMs (red dots in Figure 4) and two emissions scenarios (A1B and B1, shown as columns in Figure 4)
from the IPCC Fourth Assessment (AR4). The reduction in extreme low flows by end of century for the A1B
scenario (i.e., a medium emissions scenario) in extreme low flows is 5% on average (black horizontal dash in
Figure 4) and ranges up to 9% in the ensemble of GCMs.
Although these reductions in low flow are projected to occur independently from the Proposed Project, several
of the impacts quantified in the DEIS including loss of wetlands and reduction in groundwater recharge will
amplify the projected lower low flows in the future, resulting in more severe impacts to aquatic habitat. By not
considering projections for low flows along with impacts to groundwater recharge and wetland the late-century
impacts to aquatic habitat and treaty resources cannot be quantified in a meaningful way.
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Figure 4. Projected reductions in extreme low flows, represented by the 7Q10 (see text) at the Chehalis River
at Grand Mound from a previous modeling effort (Hamlet et al., 2013). Data accessed at
http://warm.atmos.washington.edu/2860/products/sites/?site=6004.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on our understanding of the Proposed Project, it is our conclusion that:
 All impacts related to the frequency of FRE facility operation under current and future conditions are
under-estimated.
▪

The FRE facility will operate more frequently than stated in the DEIS. Whereas the DEIS reports a 5and 4-year recurrence interval for mid- and late-century (Table N-5), we estimate that the FRE
facility would be operated once every 1.8 and 1.4 years under mid- and late-century climate
scenarios.
▪ The use of predicted flows to initiate the FRE facility is likely to cause the facility to operate more
frequently than what is assessed in the DEIS, which is based on analysis of the observed flows.
 Impacts to river processes associated with backwatering caused by the Low-Level Outlets (LLOs) of the
FRE facility when flow exceeds 8,500 cfs during times when the reservoir is not filled were not evaluated
in the DEIS. Therefore, impacts on sediment transport, riparian vegetation establishment, slope stability,
aquatic habitat, and local scour in the LLOs are underestimated.
 Impacts to groundwater recharge are substantially underestimated.
 The DEIS fails to represent relevant spatial heterogeneity and fails to account for multi-year and longterm impacts to groundwater-surface water interactions. Impacts to wetlands and in-stream aquatic
habitat, particularly in the dry summer months when groundwater contributions to aquatic habitat are
most important, are underestimated.
 The DEIS fails to account for the ways in which reduced groundwater recharge will further amplify the
projections for lower summer streamflow and higher summer stream temperatures and the combined
effects on aquatic habitat.
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To:

Karen Allston, Senior Assistant Attorney General, Quinault Indian Nation

From:

Natural Systems Design, Inc and SaturnaH2O

Date:

April 23, 2020

Re:

EARTH DISCIPLINE REPORT - GEOLOGY TECHNICAL ANALYSES REVIEW

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) Earth Discipline Report and Chehalis Basin Strategy
geotechnical analyses prepared to support the proposed Flood Retention Expandable (FRE) dam project
review under the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) were analyzed by a qualified technical team;
Tim Abbe, PhD, PEG, PHG, Mike Ericsson, MS, PG, Paul Pittman, MS, PEG, Scott Katz, MS, and Aaron Lee,
MS, EIT.
The review team concluded that five critical assumptions were found to be in error which has
resounding impacts on the other discipline report findings:
1. Landslides and landslide potential are underrepresented in the DEIS, and thereby the estimated
840,500 cubic yards of sediment delivered by landslides over the life of the project is
underestimated in the impact analyses; actual sediment volumes will be much higher
(potentially 16 million cubic yards or higher over the life of the project). A significant portion of
landslide sediment inputs will be fine grained, that will adversely impact salmonid egg
survival. This error is propagated in the sediment transport impact analyses and habitat
impact analyses, and not considered in the FRE Operations Plan.
2. The proposed reservoir pool drawdown rate, stated as 10 feet/day, far exceeds the landscapes
ability to remain stable, and is not supported by the site’s geologic conditions, or consistent with
design standards. This error is propagated in the sediment transport impact analyses and
habitat impact analyses, and not considered in the FRE Operations Plan. This error could result
in unsafe conditions that threaten public safety if landslide-generated displacement waves
result. Other variables and assumptions used in landslide stability modeling are inconsistent
with operations stated in the DEIS and appear to have bias favoring the project by
overpredicting slope factor of safety; there is no mention of these uncertainties with the
analysis in the DEIS.
3. The loss of topsoil and mature vegetation in the reservoir will decrease the function and benefit
they provide for preventing erosion and enhancing slope stability. Landslides and mass wasting
will also expose disturbed ground to accelerated erosion. It is our opinion that the erosion
process will deliver additional fine-grained sediment (75,092 tons/year after clearing and 23,292
tons/year as willow cover establishes) to the reservoir over the volumes delivered by landslides
where it will be mobilized from the reservoir to the downstream reaches and will result in
downstream habitat impacts. The addition of fine-grained sediment from erosion processes was
not properly characterized, quantified or adequately considered in the DEIS. This error is
propagated in the sediment transport impact analyses and habitat impact analyses. This
condition will be exacerbated by an increase in landslides.
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4. An analysis of landslide dam hazards was not adequately considered in the DEIS. Failure to
consider this potential impact will misinform hazards and risks for FRE operations and
underrepresents potential habitat impacts. This error is propagated in the sediment transport
analysis and operations plan.
5. The lack of providing sufficient detail of the proposed quarry plans and disclosing and evaluating
potential impacts beyond new road impacts, constitutes a significant omission and error. This
error is propagated in the geologic impact analyses, sediment transport impact analyses and
habitat impact analyses. The standards for environmental review of new surface mines
proximate to salmon bearing waters is high. The level of disclosure and analysis in the DEIS is
inadequate and incomplete.
In general, it was found that:
 The DEIS and supporting technical analyses do not utilize best available science (BAS)
 The DEIS and supporting technical analyses have significant data gaps, errors, and omissions that
present considerable uncertainties, for example:
FRE Reservoir drawdown is two to three orders of magnitude faster than the hydraulic
conductivity of hillslope soils within the reservoir, which will likely trigger widespread mass
wasting (deep-seated landslides, shallow landslides, debris flows); there is not consistency
between the technical analyses and proposed FRE Operations Plan on drawdown rate in the
DEIS, nor was there adequate evaluation on ecological systems or public safety impacts that
may result from widespread slope instability
 The DEIS acknowledges that reservoir operations will increase fine sediment inputs to the
river from hillslopes and landslides that will impact water quality. However, predictions of
fine sediment inputs are grossly under-estimated, and no fine sediment transport modeling
or aquatic habitat impact assessment was conducted. Increase in fine sediment inputs will
increase salmonid egg mortality by infiltrating redds within the reservoir and far
downstream
 The DEIS fails to acknowledge that landslides can dam and impound stream channels within
the reservoir that could potentially impact the FRE conduits and operations, as well as
negatively impacting local and downstream ecological systems
 The DEIS fails to assess impacts from landslide-generated displacement waves on reservoir
shoreline erosion and overtopping of the FRE facility
 The DEIS fails to assess downstream channel incision and lateral erosion by rapid release of
impounded water from the FRE that may increase instability of downstream landslides, such
as the large, deep-seated landslide on the western hillslope (left bank) immediately
downstream of FRE facility
 The DEIS fails to provide site plans, volume estimates, proposed footprints, or supporting
technical analyses (e.g. vibration, slope stability, stormwater management, erosion control,
etc.) for any of the three quarries proposed on steep slopes and adjacent to Type-S waters;
nor was there a consideration of potential impacts
 The DEIS does not accurately identify, quantify, disclose and clearly communicate all hazards,
impacts, risks, and uncertainties associated with the FRE and proposed operations. For example:




The DEIS fails to provide comprehensive identification of all landslide occurrences or
landslide potential within the reservoir and its contributing hillslopes. The presence of
unstable slopes prone to instability with reservoir operations has significant uncertainties
and potentially significant impacts beyond what was reported
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The DEIS fails to communicate the risk to public safety and ecological systems from
landslide-generated displacement waves or FRE dam failure
 The DEIS does not fully assess or communicate landslide dam and dam-break flood risks to
FRE operations, public safety, or ecological systems
 The DEIS does not assess potential impacts to conduits or associated trash racks, such as
plugging, that would increase the duration of water retention in the reservoir and have
impacts to FRE dam safety and ecological systems
 The DEIS and supporting technical analyses have not fully integrated applicable state and federal
guidance documents, assessment standards, and relevant codes to fully inform decision makers


 The DEIS fails to provide equal and substantive analysis of alternatives
 The DEIS fails to provide mitigation plans adequate for evaluation nor does it establish criteria,
targets or objectives for what mitigation plans would need to achieve.
We agree with the conclusions of the DEIS that significant geologic, public safety, and ecological impacts
will result from construction and operation actions of the proposed FRE facility, but the magnitude of
impacts and degree of significance is underrepresented in the DEIS. These impacts will persist for the life
of the project and beyond. It is possible that the impacts resulting from the proposed FRE facility may be
so great that fish populations in the Chehalis River are irreparably damaged, if not potentially lost all
together in the Upper Chehalis; however, the analyses presented in the DEIS are not sufficient to
address this issue with confidence. While the impacts to treaty rights and costs of this project cannot be
accurately quantified, they are clearly understated in the DEIS.
The importance of a rigorous evaluation of landslide potential cannot be understated, as this geologic
process affects the performance, longevity, public safety, and ecological impacts related to the FRE,
infrastructure and resources on hillslopes bordering the reservoir, as well as areas downstream of the
FRE. The FRE itself will directly affect the frequency, extent, and potentially the magnitude, of landslides,
thereby increasing the risk to the public and ecological systems. Underestimating the potential for
landslides will have a rippling, and potentially compounding effect for the other DEIS disciplines.
Based on our review of the DEIS and supporting technical analyses, it is our opinion that the applicant 1)
fails to fully consider, quantify, disclose and analyze all impacts; 2) fails to provide mitigation plans to be
evaluated by decision makers, and; 3) fails to offer substantive analysis of alternatives. In conclusion, it
is our opinion that the DEIS and analyses are incomplete, flawed and misinform decision-makers. The
impacts to Treaty Rights from this proposed project are significantly underrepresented, but in our
opinion, they are likely immense and unmitigable.
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INTRODUCTION
The Chehalis Basin Strategy has two general goals for managing the Chehalis River; 1) reduce flood damages,
and 2) improve degraded fish habitat conditions. An expandable flood retention (FRE) dam facility has been
proposed as an alternative to advance one of the goals; reduce flood damages to communities near Chehalis,
Washington. Several alternative concepts were proposed, but the Flood Retention Expandable (FRE) facility has
been advanced for environmental review under the State Environmental Protection Act (SEPA). The purpose of
the FRE will be to store water in the upper Chehalis River watershed during flooding to alleviate damage to
some of the developed areas of the lower floodplain near the towns of Centralia and Chehalis.
The DEIS and supporting documents prepared for the SEPA review state the following parameters for use in the
impact assessments:
 The FRE is designed for a 100-year hydrologic event, such as the 1996 flood, but is not designed for
larger floods, such as the 2007 flood, which will overtop the structure.
 The design life of the FRE is assumed to be approximately 50 years (through 2080) based on the DEIS
analysis.
 The DEIS reported that the FRE dam structure is expected to impound water on roughly 33% to 46% of
the years through 2080.
 The 100-year reservoir pool elevation is 627 feet (mean sea level).
 FRE reservoir has a maximum capacity of 65,000 acre-ft and hydraulic head of approximately 202 feet
(100-year event).
 The reservoir will be partially to fully inundated episodically, but most likely during the winter rainy
season, and the reservoir is estimated to be inundated approximately 2% of the time for mid-century
and 5% of the time for late century.
 The inundation period of the reservoir will be of variable duration, but the DEIS states that full reservoir
drawdown will be up to 35 days for single reservoir pool filling events. Multiple-event hydrologic
conditions may result in multiple reservoir pool inundations before complete pool drainage occurs;
however, this condition was not considered in analyses despite the fact that multiple back-to-back
hydrologic events are common with winter “atmospheric river” conditions of the Pacific Northwest.
 The proposed reservoir pool drawdown rate is stated as 10 feet/day (5 inches/hour) which is 100-1,000
times the stated hydraulic conductivity of hillslope materials.
 The DEIS states that assuming a 6-foot average soil depth, the total volume of soil that could potentially
be moved by landslides influenced by the reservoir is 840,500 cubic yards.
The FRE facility, reservoir operations, and downstream reaches will be impacted by geologic processes (including
landslides, earthquakes, floods, and sediment transport). It should also be noted that the geologic conditions
and processes will also be impacted by the FRE facility, reservoir operations, and downstream conditions
resulting from this project. The USGS describes impacts from landslides in the following way:
In spite of improvements in recognition, prediction, mitigative measures, and warning systems, economic
losses and casualties due to landslides in the Western Hemisphere appear to be growing as a result of
increasing development of landslide-prone areas due to population pressures. Landslides impact the
following elements of the natural environment: (1) the topography/morphology of both the subaerial
and submarine surfaces of the Earth, (2) rivers, streams, forests, and grasslands, and (3) habitats of
native fauna, both on the Earth’s surface and in its streams and oceans. Environmental disturbances are
results of general tendency toward degradation of the Earth’s surface by gravitational mass wasting and
erosion. (Schuster et al. 2001).
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ANALYSIS
The construction and operation of the FRE facility is, in and of itself, a substantial and significant project. The
potentially impacted area is of a regional scale. The potential risk to environmental conditions and public
safety is very high. It is anticipated that the DEIS and technical analyses conducted to support a project of this
nature would be of the highest level and include: 1) the use of BAS; 2) a thorough analysis free of significant data
gaps and omissions; and 3) the application of appropriate guidelines, standards, and codes.

Documents Reviewed
Landslides/Geology/Quarry: Site-Specific Technical Analyses
Three of site-specific technical studies referenced in the DEIS were available on the public Chehalis Basin
Strategy website for review, specifically:
 Landslide Reconnaissance Evaluation of the Chehalis Dam Reservoir (Shannon and Wilson, 2015)
 Phase 2 Chehalis Dam Landslide Evaluation (Shannon and Wilson, 2017a)
 Phase 2 Chehalis Dam Site Characterization Landslide Stability Improvement Evaluation (Shannon and
Wilson, 2017b)
 HDR and Shannon and Wilson. 2015. Phase 1 Site Characterization Technical Memorandum
 Chehalis Basin Strategy Phase 3 Landslide Evaluation (Shannon and Wilson, 2019).
 HDR and Shannon and Wilson. 2016. Phase 2 Site Characterization Technical Memorandum
DEIS Analyses Reviewed
 Draft EIS - Proposed Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project Summary
 Appendix F - Earth Discipline Report
 Appendix C – Environmental Health and Safety Discipline Report
 Appendix I - Chehalis River Basin Flood Control Combined Dam and Fish Passage Supplemental Design
Report FRE Dam Alternative (Parts 1 and 2)

Best Available Science
Use of BAS is statutorily defined under WAC 365-195 and RCW 90.58. The use of BAS for the Earth Discipline
Report and supporting technical analyses were evaluated. Our review and findings are presented below.

Summary of Best Available Science Findings from Supporting Technical Analyses
The review of the available technical analyses used to support the DEIS led us to conclude that best available
science (BAS) was not utilized. There was inadequate consideration of the following in the Shannon and Wilson
technical landslide studies (2015, 2019) which were integrated into the DEIS:
 The focus was on relict deep-seated landslides only; use of BAS would have included other mass wasting
conditions (e.g. shallow landslides) that could potentially influence FRE design and operations, as well as
ecological conditions
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 The landslide mapping is incomplete; use of BAS methods for geomorphic interpretation of mass
wasting landforms using LiDAR DTM reveals that additional deep-seated landslides and other mass
wasting landforms were not identified.
 Landslides identified by others, including DNR (2008) and Weyerhaeuser (1994) were not reviewed,
referenced, or included in the mapping
 No reference to DNR slope stability modeling (Shaw and Vaugeois 1999).
 Use of BAS to identify all geologic hazards and potential impacts to provide an understanding of
comprehensive potential geologic risks were not disclosed or discussed
 The analyses did not consider appropriate regulatory standards and guidelines for the proposed action;
use of BAS would have resulted in acknowledgement of applicable regulatory standards and the use of
these standards in presenting information for FRE design considerations and environmental review.

Applicable Scientific Studies and Knowledge from Other Areas
Landslides: Previous Studies in Project Area
The Shannon and Wilson (2017, 2019) reports failed to reference previous studies and mapping within the
project area, or to reference applicable studies pertinent to support the conclusions in their analyses. The use of
BAS would have included a review of previous studies, relevant information and citations to support their
conclusions. As a result, significant information was omitted from their analyses. For example, there was no
mention that a landslide during the December, 2007 storm likely dammed the river within the proposed
reservoir footprint. Based on LiDAR before and after 2007, the potential dam would have raised the river at least
20 ft prior to overflowing the dam and triggering a dam break flood. Shannon and Wilson fail to reference or
identify the landslide at all, which was mapped by Washington Department of Natural Resources (WA DNR)
(Sarikhan et al. 2008). A major debris flow during the same storm occurred immediately upstream, but was not
referenced by Shannon and Wilson. Some local resident eye-witness accounts are consistent with a dam-break
type event contributing to the 2007 flood peak. The analyses fail to recognize that the landslide dam and debris
flows could have contributed to the record flood peak downstream while depositing a large quantity of wood
debris and sediment. There is also no mention about how these hazards may influence the Operations Plan and
conduit management, including the potential for conduit plugging.
The Shannon and Wilson reports also failed to acknowledge that they reviewed and considered any previous
mapping efforts in the watershed. DNR published two documents on slope stability within the project area.
These reports and mapping are easily accessible thru the DNR website (www.geologyportal.dnr.wa.gov) and in
Sarikhan et al. (2008). These previous studies show that landslide occurrence is much greater than what was
presented in the Shannon and Wilson reports.
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Landslides: Applicable Scientific Studies and Knowledge from Other Areas
The process of filling and draining reservoirs is known to contribute to slope instability if not evaluated and
engineered properly (e.g., Schuster 1979, Schuster 2006, Wang et al. 2012., Paronuzzi et al. 2013, Yin et al. 2016,
Xiao et al. 2018, USBR and USACE 2019). The potential consequences of landslides occurring within a reservoir
or affecting the dam can be catastrophic and lead to significant loss of life, as exemplified in the Vajont landslide
displacement wave tragedy that resulted in over a thousand casualties downstream of the dam (Paronuzzi et al.
2013, Exhibit 1a).

Exhibit 1a. The Vajont Dam, Italy, circa 1960. The landslide visible in the photo was about 700,000 cubic
meters in volume and occurred during initial infilling of the reservoir in November 1960. On October 9th, 1963,
reservoir operations triggered the 300,000,000 cubic meter Vajont Landslide (Paronuzzi et al. 2013) that
displaced much of the reservoir volume, sending a 250 m (820 ft) wave over the dam and killing 1,917 people.
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Exhibit 1b. The June 15, 2015 Hongyanzi landslide along the east bank of the Daning River in the Three Gorges
Reservoir, Wushan, China. The landslide extended well above the maximum reservoir pool elevation (175 m)
and had a volume of 230,000 cubic meters. Water levels in the reservoir regularly fluctuate 30 m (98 ft). The
landslide generated waves up to 6.2 m (20.3 ft) on the opposite banks. Due to early warnings, there was only
one fatality (Xiao et al. 2018).
Within the DEIS and supporting technical analyses, there are few references to previous studies that have
pertinent information relating to the methods, conditions, or analyses applicable to evaluating the subject site.
For example, in May 12, 2008 the Zipingpu Reservoir landslide in China resulted in a 25 m (82 ft) impulse wave
that killed more than 70 people (Wang et al. 2018), a potential that exists with the proposed FRE dam. Much has
been learned about landslides in recent decades, particularly with the Three Gorges Dam and other reservoirs
affected by landslides triggered during rapid drawdown, such as is proposed for the FRE. There is a large library
of literature on landslide initiation induced by reservoir operations and resulting impacts; this library includes
everything from landslide-induced waves to landslide dams and dam break flood peaks that can overwhelm
downstream infrastructure (Riemer 1992). These dam-break flood peaks "may be higher than those
extrapolated from normal run-off or from PMP (probable maximum precipitation" (p.1974 in Riemer 1992).
Schuster and Costa (1987) provides an example of a landslide flood that peaked 50 times higher than the normal
maximum flood. Xia et al. (2014) shows that “landslide deposits have been observed to reactivate in association
with water level fluctuations of reservoirs”. Landslide induced waves within a reservoir have also been studied
extensively: Panizzo et al. (2005), Pugh and Harris (1982), Heller et al. (2009). Soil hydraulic conductivity and
drawdown rate relationships for slope instability are also well researched (Berilgen 2007).
Failure to understand and integrate BAS results in error, data gaps, and can potentially result in significant
impacts. For example, no landslide induced wave analysis was considered in the analyses. It was simply
dismissed in the Shannon and Wilson analysis as “unlikely”, but no technical rationale, statistics, or referenced
studies were provided to support this dismissal.
The potential for new deep-seated landslides, shallow landslides, and debris flows influenced by reservoir
fluctuations are expected to occur within the reservoir, yet this potential wasn't considered or addressed in the
Shannon and Wilson technical analyses. The drawdown conditions and rates developed for the Operation Plan
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should be dependent upon landslide stability, yet recommended drawdown rates were not considered in the
proposed Operations Plan.
Numerous studies and guidance documents have outlined recommended assessment methodologies for
evaluating landslides within reservoirs, such as Cornforth (2005). Use of models for predicting shallow landslide
potential, such as SHALSTAB, or summarized by Milledge et al. (2014) are readily available and regularly used in
the geologic profession for planning level assessments to identify potential unstable slopes. The DNR previously
conducted a SHALSTAB analysis on the Upper Chehalis River watershed. The USBR references using Corominas
et al. (2013) who discusses in detail the data and analysis relevant to assessing the risks associated with
landslides. This information is available at: https://paperity.org/p/35203471/recommendations-forthequantitative-analysis-of-landslide-risk. They also recommend the reviewing recommendations from the
Landslide committee of the Canadian Geotechnical Society that collaborates with other professional societies on
the current state of the practice in the evaluation of landslides. This information is available at:
https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/hazards/landslides.
Shallow Landslides, Vegetation Loss and Soil Erosion: Applicable Scientific Studies and Knowledge from Other
Areas
Shallow landslides are important physical processes that influence sediment transfer and erosion, as well as
create potential hazards to life and infrastructure (Spiker and Gori 2003). It is well established that reservoir
operations increase the probability of landslides and erosion (e.g., Schuster 1979, 2006, Riemer 1992), however,
this geologic process was omitted from the Shannon and Wilson technical analyses and only briefly covered in
the DEIS. Reservoir inundation fluctuation and loss of vegetation will accelerate these processes. The influence
of increased apparent soil cohesion from roots can significantly affect the stability of slopes with shallow soils
(Cohen and Schwarz 2017). While the range of root influence is largely dictated by plant species and age, other
variables contribute to the stability of slopes and it is difficult to untie the two. Because the composition of roots
in the soil directly correlate to the vegetation communities present at the surface, disturbances above ground
can propagate below ground (Schmidt et al. 2001). The clearing of trees on forested hill slopes will result in root
decay, and a subsequent loss of apparent cohesion leading to increased instability (Amaranthus et al. 1985,
Montgomery et al. 2000, Swanston 1988). With little to no root reinforcement, slope failure and erosion is more
likely and occurs earlier than it would with roots present (Cohen and Schwarz 2017). Smith (1998) states:
Reservoir impacts on the riparian landscape occur both within the reservoir area and upstream and
downstream of the reservoir. Upstream of the reservoir, impacts are related to decreased stream energy
and subsequent sedimentation in the channel, on the floodplain, and in tributary valleys. Downstream of
the dam, streams typically experience bed degradation and subsequent bank erosion as relatively
sediment free water is released into a channel reach which had previously transported a suspended and
bed load. Additionally, the frequency, magnitude, and duration of natural stream flows of various
"geomorphic effectiveness" is substantially modified, reducing the number of large events which are
typically important in building and modifying the natural alluvial and erosional features of the valley.

Summary of Best Available Science Findings
The review and use of BAS were not considered in the technical analyses used to support the DEIS. There was
inadequate consideration of previous mapping and studies for the geographical area, there was no reference to
BAS applied from other geographical areas, the use of predictive modeling was incomplete, and the analyses did
not follow appropriate guidelines, codes, and standards. For example, to admit that a landslide dam and
associated dam break flood could occur and yet simply state that "Actions to protect the FRE facility should be
taken if landslide dams occur upstream of the FRE structure" is completely inadequate (Shannon and Wilson,
2019). The likelihood of one or more landslide dam or landslide-initiated displacement wave events occurring
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over the life span of FRE while the reservoir is active is very high. Further information is needed to inform what
type of actions may be needed, and what impacts may result, prior to this type of hazard occurring.
Another example is using BAS to inform dam overtopping, which was omitted in the technical analyses and DEIS.
Evidence shows that dams fail most often from overtopping, and that the consequences and costs of this are
immense (https://www.fema.gov/why-dams-fail); more than 200 dam failures of this nature occurred between
the 2000 and 2009 (Cannata and Marzocchi 2012). Dam planning and engineering should consider a mechanisms
and processes contributing to potential dam overtopping and include dam failure analysis resulting from dam
overtopping (Ecology 1993). Dam failure does not necessarily refer to a structural collapse, it also refers to any
event in which water overflows out of control (Science Engineering & Sustainability 2019). Detailed analysis of
the range in magnitude of these events must be done along with detailed analysis of flood peaks from landslide
dams propagating downstream under a range of reservoir levels, including potential impact scenarios resulting
from plugged conduits beneath the dam, displacement waves overtopping structures, and probable maximum
floods (PMF).
A third example is consideration of impacts from landslides and increased soil erosion resulting from loss of
vegetation; impacts that were not considered in the DEIS. These geologic processes have the potential to impact
ecological conditions within the aquatic environment, both within the reservoir and downstream. Omitting
these geologic processes demonstrates a failure to utilize BAS and a failure to meet the environmental review
standards under SEPA.

Applicable Guidance, Standards, and Codes
Federal and State Dam Assessment and Design Standards, Guidance, Regulatory Codes
The Washington State Dam Safety Office, United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), United States Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE), and Federal Emergency Management Association (FEMA) all provide dam design
and planning standards that set a high bar because the potential risk from dams is very high. It would be
expected that the technical analyses and DEIS supporting a dam project would have reviewed applicable studies
and knowledge and integrated the state and federal guidelines and standards into the analyses. For dam
construction, the following guidelines and standards were referenced in this analysis to support planning,
analysis and considerations for designing dam that should have been considered in the DEIS and supporting
technical studies:
United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) & Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Best Practices in Dam
and Levee Safety Risk Analysis (2019)
2. Washington State Department of Ecology Dam Safety Office (WADSO) Dam Safety Guidelines (Ecology
1993).
The state Dam Safety Guidelines “provide dam owners, operators, and design engineers with information on
activities, procedures, and requirements involved in the planning, design, construction, operation, and
maintenance of dams in the State of Washington.” To meet the requirements identified in the Dam Safety
Regulations Chapter 173-175 WAC. The WADSO specifies that "The need for a particular degree of sophistication
in a given analysis is a function of the anticipated level of probable ground motion, susceptibility of the soils to
strength loss and pore water pressure build up under dynamic loadings and the downstream hazard setting."
1.

The USBR Best Practices in Dam and Levee Safety Risk Analysis states that “Many dams and reservoirs are
constructed in steep mountainous terrain where landslides can occur. Landslides, if large enough, can affect the
safety of a dam or reservoir if they fail or move. Landslides can be triggered by heavy rainfall, snowmelt,
reservoir drawdown, or large earthquakes. Ancient landslides can be reactivated, or if the geologic conditions
are adverse, new landslides can be triggered”.
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The standards and guidelines in these manuals do not appear to have been followed for the assessment and
planning of the FRE dam structure. The WADSO Dam Safety Guidelines - Part IV: Dam Design and Construction
and USBR Best Practices in Dam and Levee Safety Risk Analysis should have created the framework for what
analyses were conducted. In particular, the following chapters and appendices in the current USBR Best
Practices in Dam and Levee Safety Risk Analysis provide guidance and standards that should have been included
in the DEIS and supporting technical analyses:
 A-2 Geologic and Geotechnical Information Required for Risk Analysis
 A-3 Potential Failure Mode Analysis
 A-4 Semi-Quantitative Risk Analysis
 A-6 Subjective Probability and Expert Elicitation
 A-7 Probabilistic Stability Analysis (Reliability Analysis)
 A-8 Combining and Portraying Risks
 A-9 Risk Guidelines
 B-1 Reservoir and River Stage Exceedance Probabilities
 B-2 Probabilistic Hydrologic Hazard Analysis
 C-1 Consequences of Flooding
 D-1 Erosion of Rock and Soil
 D-2 Spillway Erosion
 D-3 Flood Overtopping of Dams and Levees
 D-4 Riverine Erosion
 D-5 Embankment Slope Instability
 D-6 Internal Erosion Risks for Embankments and Foundations
 D-7 Foundation Risks for Concrete Dams
 D-8 Seismic Risks for Embankments
 F-1 Hydraulic Failure of Spillway Chutes
 F-2 Overtopping of Walls and Stilling Basin Failure
 H-1 Operational Risks
 H-2 Landslide Risks
The full document can be located here: https://www.usbr.gov/ssle/damsafety/risk/methodology.html
Design standards from both the state and federal manuals establish the level of analysis required to assess risk
for the development of new dams. For example, in the State of Washington, all dams must evaluate both the
Inflow Design Flood (IDF) and the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF). Washington’s guidelines are consistent with
well-established international guidelines for large dams and yet were not included in the DEIS documents.
These are events that are much greater than the 100-year return interval flood that was considered by Shannon
and Wilson (2019) in their analysis of landslides. The PMF is the maximum possible IDF. FEMA dam design
guidance provides examples where the PMF should be assumed to be the IDF and a methodology for
determining when to select a lower magnitude event as the IDF (FEMA, 2012). The DEIS and supporting technical
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analyses considered only the 100-year event conditions, not the PMF for reservoir elevation or inflow
conditions.
The proposed FRE has a maximum capacity of 80,176,000 cubic meters (65,000 acre-ft) and hydraulic head of 62
meters (203 ft), making it a Large Dam by international standards and thus meaning the PMF should be used.
Note that the flood of record in 2007, determined to be about a 500-year flood, would be the "Standard Project
Flood" (SPF) used for an "intermediate dam". The PMF is, by definition, larger than the SPF.
Additionally, the WADSO requires analysis consider maximum credible earthquake (MCE; regionally 7+M) and
peak ground acceleration with annual probabilities of exceedance of 1 in 2500 for high risk design standards or
0.35g; we note that the correct standards were referenced in the DEIS, but public access to the supporting
analyses were not provided. The use of 100-year (0.01) (or 150-year) exceedance probability design standards
considered for landslide recurrences and seismic probability in Shannon and Wilson (2019) analysis are not
appropriate for this proposed project given the potential impacts to the public. WADSO design standards state
that: “…where the consequences of failure could be catastrophic with hundreds of lives at risk. In this
situation, very extreme design events and loading conditions are appropriate for the extremely high levels of
reliability needed to provide proper protection of public safety. Design step 8 corresponds to theoretical
maximum design events and loading conditions. In those cases where a theoretical maximum does not exist for a
design loading under consideration, the maximum design/ performance goal is set at an Average Exceedance
Probability of 10-6 (or 0.000001)”

Data Gaps, Errors and Omissions
The technical studies utilized by the DEIS to draw conclusions regarding impacts had significant data gaps and
omissions. Data gaps, if not acknowledged, constitutes an omission. In particular, the following data gaps and
omissions were noted and are considered as having a potentially significant relevance to the adequacy of DEIS
conclusions:
 Only large, relict landslide landforms were mapped and considered as "geologic hazards" in the
supporting Shannon and Wilson technical evaluations; RCW 36.70A.030(5) defines geologically
hazardous areas as those "areas susceptible to erosion, sliding, earthquake, or other geological events...
that pose a threat to the health and safety of citizens, fish, and wildlife, when incompatible commercial,
residential, or industrial development is sited in areas of significant hazard." Analyses failed to identify
and describe ALL applicable earth/geologic hazards and risks for new dam consideration as specified in
state and federal guidance documents, which constitutes a data gap
 Analyses failed to reference and follow applicable codes, standards, and appropriate guidelines for
designs, planning and permitting, which constitutes a data gap
 Analyses failed to identify and describe impacts from geologic processes potentially impacting the public
and ecological systems (e.g. erosion, soil loss, increased landslide occurrence, recommended drawdown
rates, increased channel migration rates, scour/incision and aggradation, dam outlet management, dam
outbreak and overtopping potential, channel maintenance needs, emergency protocols and
management, contingencies, water quality degradation, siltation of spawning gravels, loss of aquatic
habitat)
 Analyses failed to conduct adequate predictive analysis of anticipated changes in landslide and erosion
processes within the reservoir resulting from FRE operations and the resultant potential impacts
 Analyses failed to disclose potential increases in risk to public safety from “new hazards” (e.g. dam
failure) resulting from the construction and operations of the FRE
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 Analyses failed to identify and evaluate all impacts from reservoir area hillslope deforestation
 Analyses failed to identify and discuss a significant, large landslide prone area that occurs immediately
downstream of the proposed dam (left bank) that could potentially impact the dam foundation or be
impacted by FRE operations
 Analyses failed to correctly consider seismic conditions in the modeling of landslides other than LS-3 and
LS-4; given the potential consequences of landslide occurrence during a full/near full reservoir condition
and the high standard for design and risk mitigation, it is appropriate to evaluate the sensitivity of slope
stability within the contributing area of the reservoir under the full range of potential conditions,
including saturated conditions during reservoir inundation. Seismic analyses were only evaluated for unsaturated conditions (Shannon and Wilson, 2019)
 Analyses failed to provide quantitative evidence (field or modeling outputs) to back up the statement
that continued movement of LS-11 is "unlikely to result in rapid delivery of a significant volume of
material…" (Shannon and Wilson, 2019)
 Shannon and Wilson (2019) analyses failed to provide rationale for explaining validation discrepancies in
modeling and real-world conditions in evaluation of LS-11, which is described as currently active (Factor
of Safety (FS) <1.0); model results showed FS>1.0 which indicated that the landslide would be stable,
and yet the slide was active
 Landslide induced displacement waves were not evaluated
 There was virtually no presentation of information for the three proposed quarries that would enable an
understanding of potential impacts from these project actions and references to applicable regulatory
code compliance was incorrect.
Omissions can result in design, and impact assessment error. Five examples of errors resulting from omissions in
the technical analyses are provided below.
Example 1: Underrepresentation of all mass wasting processes (deep-seated landslides, shallow
landslides, debris flows, etc.) which results in flawed FRE design, Operations Plan, and DEIS impact
analyses.
Example 2: The proposed drawdown rate greatly exceeds the hydraulic capacity of soils, and the
drawdown stability analysis considered drawdown operations different than what was presented in the
DEIS; the outcome is that drawdown may trigger widespread land-sliding which results in flawed FRE
design, Operations Plan, and DEIS impact analyses.
Example 3: Increased mass wasting, vegetation loss, and soil erosion will result in increased sediment
delivery to the reservoir which results in flawed FRE design, Operations Plan, and DEIS impact analyses.
Example 4: Omissions of landslide dam occurrence and evaluations results in incomplete and flawed
DEIS impact analysis and FRE design/operations considerations.
Example 5: Omission of quarry plans results in an incomplete and flawed DEIS impact analysis.
These data gaps, errors, and omissions affect the conclusions of impact intensity and significance in the DEIS. In
the following section, we perform cursory analysis to demonstrate this point.
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ADDITIONAL ANALYSES CONDUCTED
We performed cursory analyses on five data gap/omissions/errors identified in the DEIS and supporting
technical analyses review to demonstrate the inadequacy of the DEIS. The omissions we evaluated are; 1)
landslide mapping, 2) soil hydraulic conductivity and other modeled conditions for drawdown and slope stability,
3) shallow landslides, vegetation loss, and soil erosion, 4) landslide dam-break conditions and impacts, and 5)
quarry impact analyses. These examples show a clear underrepresentation of impacts associated with this
proposed project and presented in the DEIS.

Landslide Mapping
Our review of the landslide mapping by Shannon and Wilson identified omissions of many significant landslides
and other mass wasting processes that could impact the FRE dam design, FRE operations, ecological impacts,
and impacts to public safety (DEIS Figure F-3). Additional mapping performed by Weyerhaeuser (1994) and WA
DNR (Sarikan et al. 2008) and presented in the DEIS (Figure F-5) includes mapping of some recent shallow rapid
landslides. It is our opinion that none of these mapping efforts, individually or collectively, are comprehensive
and do not accurately represent slope stability conditions, risks, and impacts within the FRE reservoir area. We
performed a desktop landslide mapping effort that demonstrates 1) widespread slope instability within the
watershed, 2) a greater potential for slope instability resulting from vegetation removal and fluctuating
reservoir levels than was disclosed in the DEIS, and 3) the resulting underestimation of sediment inputs into the
Chehalis River from landslides.

Methods
Three licensed geologist utilized LiDAR DTM mapping and orthorectified air photos in a GIS software application
to identify and map landforms associated with mass wasting. Mass wasting includes, but is not limited to: deepseated landslides, shallow landslides, and debris flows. Our mapping analysis utilized two mass wasting
categories: Landslides and Shallow Landslides. the Landslides category included deep-seated landslide scarps,
slide complexes, and significant debris deposits. The Shallow Landslides category included shallow-rapid type
landslides, small slumps, and debris flow deposits.

Analysis
Figure 1 shows the extent of landslides mapped by Shannon and Wilson (2017). Figure 2 shows landslides
mobilized in the 2007 storm and landslide prone areas using SHALSTAB as mapped by the DNR. Figure 3 shows
landslides (deep-seated, complexes, shallow-rapid, slumps, and debris flows) mapped by the authors of this
memo. Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate that there are significantly more landslides in the areas contributing to the
reservoir area than presented in the Shannon and Wilson technical analyses (Figure 1). Figures 2 and 3 also
demonstrate that the watershed is very susceptible to slope instability, as evidenced by the pervasive
occurrences of landslides throughout the watershed. We observed that shallow-rapid landslides occurred on
slopes less than 20 degrees. We also observed geomorphic evidence of retrogressive and sympathetic landslide
propagation (e.g. one landslide destabilizes areas above it and a domino of landslides migrating upgradient
results). Inundation and drawdown will increase landslide occurrences within the reservoir area and likely
increase their magnitude (see Soil Hydraulic Conductivity Analysis below). As a result, there will be more
landslides and more sediment delivery to the channel and valley bottom within the reservoir than disclosed in
the DEIS. The DEIS calculates 840,500 cubic yards of sediment from landslides potentially influenced by reservoir
operation will be contributed to the reservoir as a result of this project (DEIS, page F-64; Figure F-17). The
volume calculation assumes that only shallow slides on steep slopes (covering 10% of the reservoir area below
the reservoir pool elevation of 627 feet) would be mobilized. However, individual relict landslides mapped by
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Shannon and Wilson occurring within 3000 ft of the proposed FRE structure on Crim Creek and the Chehalis
River could be influenced by reservoir fluctuations; each of these slides had volumes of in excess of over 200,000
cubic yards; the largest of the Shannon and Wilson mapped landslides has a volume approaching 500,000 cubic
yards. These landslides were not considered in the volume estimate. NSD analysis showed significantly more
large landslides that Shannon and Wilson mapped; NSD mapped over 20 additional large landslides (45 million
square feet of slide area) than the 27 (10.7 million square feet of slide area) landslides mapped by Shannon and
Wilson. The Shannon and Wilson mapped relict landslides were not included in the DEIS landslide sediment
input volume estimate. The assumption made in the DEIS is that “steep slopes” only below the pool elevation
will contribute sediment; an assumption that is false. This assumption does not consider the destabilization of
relict deep-seated landslides, new landslides, retrogressive and sympathetic landslides from shallow and deepseated landslides that migrate upgradient and contribute landslide sediment to the reservoir area and river from
above the reservoir pool.

Figure 1. Shannon and Wilson 2017 Landslide Mapping in FRE Reservoir Area
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Figure 2. DNR Mapping of landslide hazards (Shaw and Vaugeois 1999) and landslides (Sarikan et al. 2008) in
Upper Chehalis River watershed compared with Shannon and Wilson 2017 mapping
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Figure 3.NSD Mapping of Landslides compared to Shannon and Wilson 2017 mapping
To demonstrate how the DEIS underrepresents sediment volume from landslides influenced by reservoir
operations, we utilized NSD landslide mapping to identify relict deep-seated landslides that could be influenced
by reservoir fluctuations; this includes landslides where only the toe of landslide deposits was submerged. The
premise is that if a landslide toe fails, retrogressive landslides will result (Xia et al. 2014). We also considered the
footprints of past shallow landslides and debris flows that contact the FRE reservoir that may have unstable,
unconsolidated materials that could be destabilized by inundation and drawdown operations and experience
retrogressive failures or remobilization. We calculated the areas of these landforms and then assumed the 6foot slide depth to maintain consistency with the value used in the DEIS estimate. Our estimate revealed a
volume of approximately 15 million cubic yards (Table 1) of sediment potentially delivered to the FRE reservoir
area from landslides compared to the volume of approximately 840, 000 cubic yards estimated in the DEIS.
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While this volume may over estimate potential sediment delivery in that it assumes every slide becomes
mobilized, it is used to contrast the under estimated value from the analysis used in the DEIS which assumes no
historic slides will be destabilized or that there would be no retrogressive landslide propagation resulting from
slope failures upgradient of the FRE reservoir pool. The volumes presented in Table 1 do not include the
potential sediment delivery estimate from steep slopes calculated for the DEIS; therefore, the total volume of
sediment potentially delivered to the Chehalis River by FRE reservoir operations could exceed 16 million cubic
yards. The DEIS estimated volume would be in addition to the volumes estimated in Table 1 from relict
landslides.
Table 1.
Summary of volume calculations from mapped landslides potentially influenced by FRE reservoir
pool inundation.
MAPPED LANDSLIDES QUANTITIES CONTACTING OR WITHIN 100 YEAR FRE RESERVOIR
Mapping Source
Area (sq ft)
Depth (ft)
Volume (cy)
Mapped deep-seated landslides (NSD)
45,009,419
6
10,002,093
Mapped deep-seated landslides (S&W)
10,717,907
6
2,381,757
Total Mapped LANDSLIDES
55,727,327
6
12,383,850
Mapped Shallow Landslide and Debris
Flows
14,209,951
6
3,157,767
(NSD only)
Combined Deep-seated and Shallow
Landslide Quantities
69,937,278
15,541,617
Potential “new” large landslides are not included in this volume estimate. Increased surface erosion following
landslides as well as soil loss from vegetation removal within the reservoir area is also not included (see Erosion
Analysis below). While it is assumed that willow-dominant scrub shrub vegetation will establish, this vegetation
type has shallower rooting depths than the vegetation that currently exists in the proposed reservoir area and
dense rooting structures, top soils and organisms such as mycorrhizae, that help create soil cohesivity, will
decrease with inundation and erosion potential will increase (Smith 1998).
Also, within the reservoir, channel braiding and unstable channel banks are predicted to increase because of
vegetation loss and increased sediment loads. Lateral channel migration rates are higher in braided channels
with unvegetated, erodible channel banks (Wickert et al. 2013). Based on our landslide mapping, we observed
that there are significantly more deep-seated landslides occurring along the main stem of the Upper Chehalis
and Crim Creek than in smaller tributaries. Therefore, we concluded that lateral channel migration into the toe
of slopes and valley walls is a significant factor affecting slope stability. Increased lateral erosion (channel
migration) rates will increase the potential for destabilizing slopes, including deep-seated landslides. None of
these factors were considered in the volume estimates in the DEIS or accounted for in our analysis, but each
would be expected to increase the potential sediment input into the Chehalis River.

Results
There are significantly more landslides and landslide potential than are revealed in the DEIS; thus, there is
more sediment delivery potential to the FRE reservoir from landslides than was presented and for which
impacts are evaluated in the DEIS.
The impacts to habitat, FRE dam operations, and public safety from increased sediment delivery from landslides
to the channel and reservoir was not accurately disclosed in the DEIS; the impacts will be more widespread and
far more significant than was disclosed. Two examples are provided below.
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Ecological Impacts: The sediment grain-size distribution of mass wasting deposits (deep seated landslides,
shallow landslides, and debris flows) is presumed to be predominantly fine-grained, but also comprised of
regolith. The fine-grained landslide deposits will be easily eroded by the river, which will result in high turbidity
and water quality degradation in the FRE reservoir and downstream of the FRE dam. The turbid waters and finegrained sediment will degrade aquatic resources. Net sediment deposition within the reservoir is predicted in
the DEIS, but is underestimated based on our analysis. The quantity and duration of fine-grained sediment
transport from erosion of the landslide deposits is likely to be underrepresented. Erosion, soil loss, and impacts
to salmon habitat, such as egg mortality from fine-grained sediment, was not adequately evaluated in the DEIS
because of the underestimation of impacts.
Public Safety Impact:

Landslides can deliver debris and mass into a filled reservoir that is capable of generating large displacement
waves. Displacement wave analysis is required under design guidance manuals (USBR and USACE 2019).
Displacement waves can overtop the dam and create life-threatening conditions downstream of the dam as well
as potentially damaging dam infrastructure and affecting foundation stability such that a catastrophic dam
failure is possible. A May 12, 2008 Zipingpu Reservoir landslide in China resulted in an 82 ft impulse wave that
killed more than 70 people (Wang et al. 2018). The discussion of the landslide induced displacement wave
hazards and impact analysis in the DEIS is inadequate.

Soil Hydraulic Conductivity and Slope Stability with Reservoir Fluctuations
Landslide stability within the reservoir is affected by changing reservoir level, which controls the following
factors: hydrodynamic pressure; hydrostatic pressure; uplift force; and physical and mechanical properties of
soil and rock, including hydraulic conductivity (Wang et al. 2012). Both shallow landslides and some deep-seated
landslides can be triggered by positive pore-fluid pressures generated at the soil-bedrock interface during
reservoir fluctuations. We reviewed the hydraulic conductivity (ks), friction angles, and groundwater values
presented in Shannon and Wilson (2019) and compared them to the field conditions, peer-reviewed literature,
and the proposed FRE Operation Plan drawdown rate.

Methods
We conducted a literature search for BAS, reviewed state and federal guidelines for dam design and operations
standards, and reviewed the technical analyses used in the DEIS for assessing impacts.
Reservoir-induced landslides have been documented around the world, resulting from filling and drawdown
operations at dams inducing slope failures (Xia et al. 2014, Schuster 1979). The stability of slopes has been found
to be a function of the rate of reservoir fluctuation and the hydraulic conductivity of soils (Xia et al. 2014). The
greater the rate of reservoir level changes, the lower the factor of safety. During draw-down operations, slope
destabilization results from a combination of the loss of external hydrostatic pressure (reservoir buttressing the
slope) and excess pore water pressure during rapid draw-down. Whether a slope is partially or totally
submerged, the internal and external forces that affect the slope can change as the water level changes.
According to Berilgen (2007): “If the change in external water level happens without allowing the time needed
for the drainage of the slope soils, it is called sudden or rapid drawdown (RDD). Due to rapid drawdown there will
be a decrease in the slope stability, which may lead to slope failures.”
Hydraulic conductivity rates characterizing the soils mantling the hillsides encircling the proposed reservoir were
provided in the Phase 3 Landslide Evaluation (2019), and are shown to be orders of magnitude less (0.001 - 0.1
ft/day) than the stated draw-down rate (10 ft/day). Hydraulic conductivity (k s) for bedrock was assumed to be
zero; however, local bedrock is siltstones, sandstones and basalts are known to be bedded, fractured and
jointed, thus it is not impermeable. Stability analysis of submerged slopes under drawdown requires
consideration of the coupled effects of external loads and seepage forces due to transient flow of water. Both
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the undrained parameters (total stress analysis) used for the short-term stability analysis and the drained
parameters (effective stress analysis) used for the long-term stability analysis need to be considered for rapid
drawdown scenarios. Pore water pressure data is needed for effective stress analysis. A comprehensive plan for
testing reservoir filling and dewatering rates and a mitigation strategy for how lower drawdown rates could be
accommodated should have been included in the DEIS. Given the significant impacts reservoir operations are
likely to have on public safety and the environment, omission of this plan is a fatal flaw in the DEIS.
We observed that the drawdown curve used in the Shannon and Wilson analysis is different than is proposed in
the DEIS. Shannon and Wilson modeled a 10 ft/day initial drawdown for approximately 4 days following full pool
(pool elevations ~605 feet to 565 feet) and then a 2 foot per day reduced drawdown rate until full pool
evacuation (approximately 60 days) as shown on the graph below from Shannon and Wilson (2019) (Exhibit 2).

Exhibit 2. Graph from Shannon and Wilson (2019) showing drawdown rates used in slope stability analyses.
Drawdown rate = 10 ft/day between 604.4 ft to 566.5 ft Water Elevation; Drawdown rate = 2 ft/day between
566.5 ft to an empty pool (approx. 445 feet). The DEIS references a different, and much more rapid drawdown
scenario (see Table 1 below).
The FRE Operations Plan stated in the DEIS differs from what was analyzed by Shannon and Wilson (2019) for
slope stability. The operation conditions analyzed by Shannon and Wilson would have less impact on slope
stability conditions than the conditions proposed in the DEIS. For example, 1) the maximum water elevation is
higher in the DEIS than was analyzed and 2) the drawdown rate is more rapid in the DEIS (approximately twice
as fast). The Shannon and Wilson analysis needs to model the proposed operation conditions to understand the
potential for slope instability; however, the potential for instability caused by reservoir operations will be
greater than what was disclosed in the DEIS. The differences are shown in Table 2.
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Differences between stated Operations Plan values and values used in stability analyses
PROJECT ELEMENT

AS ANALYZED IN SHANNON AND
WILSON (2019)

AS STATED IN DEIS

Max Water Elevation in
Reservoir (feet msl)

604.4 feet

627 feet*

Drawdown Rate

10 feet/day
(604.4 - 566.5 WSE)
2 feet/day
(566.5 to ~455 WSE)

10 feet/day
(627’-528’ WSE)
2 feet/day for 2 weeks
(528’ – approx. 500’ WSE)
10 feet/day
(~500’ to ~455 WSE)

Duration of the reservoir
inundation**

~60 days***

35 days (max)

Note* The maximum routed Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) reservoir elevation is stated as 650 feet (msl) in Appendix I – Project
Description. Although no “future condition” is referenced or analyzed in this DEIS, it is referenced in design analysis. In the FRE-FC
condition, the maximum reservoir pool flood storage elevation is stated at 687 feet (msl). For analysis that conforms with WADSO
analysis standards, the analysis should have at least considered an elevation of 650 feet.
Note** Assumes a single-event, maximum pool fill scenario; days interpreted from the drawdown graph shown in Shannon and Wilson
2019 and presented above in Exhibit 2. Winter storms in the Upper Chehalis can have a frequency of one to two weeks (Figure 4), well
within the predicted 35-day draw-down period, thus peak flows that follow an initial reservoir filling event could influence the duration of
water retention in the reservoir but is inadequately analyzed in the DEIS.
Note*** Assumes a lower pool elevation for drawdown (604 feet versus 627 feet; at a 2 ft/day rate, this would increase the inundation
period by over 10 days).

If the drawdown rates in the Shannon and Wilson analysis are correct, the slopes will be susceptible to failure
during drawdown (e.g., Schuster 1979, 2006, Riemer 1992, Paronuzzi et al. 2013, Yin et al. 2016). If the
drawdown rates stated in the DEIS are correct, the slopes will be VERY susceptible to failure during drawdown as
they are more extreme than the conditions analyzed by Shannon and Wilson. The drawdown rate proposed in
the DEIS is very aggressive and the water stored in the soil during high-pool cannot drain quickly enough; the
excess pore-water pressure at the base of the soil will induce seepage and result in widespread slope failures.
Reservoir management often considers rates of more than one foot per day as rapid, for example the Indiana
Dam Safety Inspection Manual, New Jersey Dam Safety Standards, Pennsylvania Division of Dam Safety, and
South Carolina Dams and Reservoirs Safety Act Regulations all state that pool level drawdown rates should not
exceed one foot per day.
Other parameters utilized within the Shannon and Wilson slope stability analysis have uncertainties that are not
disclosed in the DEIS but affect the outcomes of the impact analysis in the DEIS. Four examples are provided to
demonstrate these uncertainties.
Example 1: Assumed values used for friction angle
Four frictional angles were considered in the Shannon and Wilson stability analysis: 14 degrees, 19 degrees, 25
degrees, and 31 degrees. One site was referenced for model calibration; LS-11, which is active and therefore has
a factor of safety (FS) equal to or less than 1.0. It is noted in the analysis that relict, dormant landslides typically
have a factor of safety between 1.0 and 1.2. However, when selecting appropriate friction angles, conservative
values selected such that it predicted FS greater than 1.2 under existing conditions. For example, a friction angle
of 25 degrees was selected for LS-5 which indicated a FS of 2.2 for dormant landslide conditions, substantially
higher than would be expected. This would indicate that the friction angle was too high and that a lower friction
angle would be more appropriate. In this instance, use of a friction angle of 14 degrees demonstrated a FS of 1.2
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under existing conditions and was supported by their assumption; however, using this friction angle resulted in
predicted failure during drawdown. In all instances, friction angles were selected such that no slope instability
was predicted by the model on drawdown. In two instances, friction angles of 31 degrees were used with no
rationale for selecting these high friction angles. Given the widespread and frequent slope instability of the
watershed, lower friction angles are likely a better representation of the geologic conditions.
Example 2: Assumptions about groundwater
Groundwater would be expected at the surface under filled reservoir conditions; however, groundwater data
used in the model was from monitoring data taken the dry season (late summer to early fall). Saturated
conditions are a more likely scenario for use in the model given that the reservoir will inundate portions of the
landslide and reservoir filling occurs as a result of unusually high precipitation and therefore likely high
groundwater conditions. Failure to achieve calibration on LS-11, an active landslide with a FS of 1.0 or less, was
explained by having used too low of a groundwater condition in the model. Lastly, analysis does not consider
climate change which, based on the DEIS, will result in an increase in precipitation in this watershed (26%
increase in hydrograph); therefore, justifying even higher groundwater condition in the wet season in the model.
Example 3: Assumptions about slab thickness
Shannon and Wilson described these landslides as “deep-seated”; however, a slab thickness of 5 feet was
assumed for the modeling, which is more consistent with shallow landslides. In the DEIS, a shallow landslide slab
thickness of 6 feet was assumed. If the landslides are deep-seated, a different geometry and thickness would be
appropriate.
Example 4: Assumptions about reservoir filling frequency
Reservoir filling frequency and duration can also affect the probability of landslides. The inundation period of
the reservoir will be of variable duration depending upon inflow conditions and volume stored. The DEIS states
that full reservoir drawdown will be up to 35 days for a single reservoir pool filling event (note, this value is
different than was analyzed by Shannon and Wilson, 2019). However, the frequency of reservoir filling and
draining overtime is underestimated in the DEIS. Multiple back-to-back storms with hydrologic event potential
are common with winter “atmospheric river” conditions of the Pacific Northwest. Multiple-event hydrologic
conditions may result in multiple reservoir pool inundations before complete pool drainage occurs and therefore
result in higher reservoir pool conditions for a longer inundation period. For example, based on the operations
triggering filling the reservoir when flows exceed 38,800 cfs at Grand Mound, the reservoir would have been
filled twice in both 1990 and 1991 (Figure 4). The two 1990 peak events were a few weeks apart and would have
resulted in two FRE dam closures before drawdown from the first event was complete. Hydrological analysis in
the DEIS considered only single event conditions with only one peak event per year. Under the predicted
increases in peak flows due to climate change, the frequency of closures will increase substantially in the future.
For example, the two closures that would have occurred between 1996 and 1999 under the present-day
hydrology would be six closures in the late century scenario (Figure 5). Climate change scenarios were not
considered in the Shannon and Wilson slope stability analysis. More frequent reservoir inundations occurring
over time decreases the factor of safety and the potential for landslides increases (Yin et al. 2016, Exhibit 3).
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Figure 4. Partial peak hydrographs (15-min data) for Chehalis River at Grand Mound for 1989 to 1992.
Based on operations that close conduit gates in the FRE when flow exceeds 38,800 cfs (dashed line), the
proposed reservoir would have been filled twice in both 1990 and 1991 as represented by the peaks that are
higher than the dashed line “closure threshold”; however, analyses used in the DEIS would have only
considered a single closure event for each of these years (event peaks circled). This underestimates the
closure for those two years by half (plot by NSD).
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Figure 5. Partial peak hydrographs from 1996 to 1999 (top) and the same hydrographs adjusted for the latecentury climate change scenario peak flow scenario (bottom). Under current hydrologic conditions, the
reservoir would have been closed once in 1996 and once in 1997 (top). By late century, the same hydrologic
conditions adjusted for climate change would result in increased closures to three times in 1996, once in 1997,
and twice in 1999 for a total of six closures. This represents three times more closures than under the current
hydrologic regime (plots by NSD).
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Exhibit 3. Evolution of factor of safety (FS, red line) of the Shuping landslide in Zigui County, Hubei Province,
under effect of reservoir managed water level (green line) and precipitation (blue columns, data recorded
from 1 September 2008 to 1 July 2014; from Figure 8 in Yin 2016). Light blue line represents reservoir
fluctuation. Note that the FS decreases over time and landslide susceptibility increases with more frequent
reservoir fluctuations.

Results
The proposed drawdown rate of 10 feet per day greatly exceeds the hydraulic conductivity reported for the
soils and slope instability and widespread land sliding would be expected during reservoir draw down. In
addition, overly conservative parameters or incorrect parameters were utilized in the modeling to evaluate
slope stability, even when these values contradicted field observations. The potential for multiple-event
reservoir inundations and longer impounded periods was not considered.
Specifically, we found that:
 Conclusions from the slope stability analysis are used throughout the project design and DEIS impact
analyses; errors and uncertainties from this analysis would have relevant impacts that greatly underestimate significance of impacts in the DEIS and the errors would be propagated in the aquatic habitat
and public safety impact analyses;
 Uncertainties and risks not identified nor discussed;
 The proposed rapid drawdown rate needs to be reconsidered given the geologic conditions and
potential risks and impacts;
 Conservative assumptions were favored throughout the analysis which may underrepresent potential
risks and impacts;
 The operations plan and data used in the slope stability analysis are not consistent and no new analysis
integrating these changes was presented;
 Displacement waves that might occur as a result of landslide mobilization during reservoir
impoundment and the associated risks on FRE operations and facility were not identified nor discussed.
 Neither BAS nor references to state and federal analysis guidelines for dam construction were utilized to
the extent that would be expected for a project of this nature.
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Ecological Implications: The proposed drawdown rate will substantially increase the frequency and extent of
landslides within the reservoir during impoundment drawdown. The increased landslide occurrences will
dramatically increase the sedimentation rate in the reservoir area. The rapid input of fine sediments to the
reservoir following slope failure will affect flows and water exiting the reservoir, likely evacuating a large portion
of the suspended sediments from the reservoir. These fine-grained sediments will be transported and deposited
downstream where it will have ecological impacts. Landslide management will also affect the Operations Plan.
To reduce the occurrence of landslides during drawdown, a slower drawdown rate will have to be adopted. This
will result in longer periods of reservoir inundation, which will have significant ecological impacts. In our
opinion, the impacts resulting from the physical changes associated with this project will be so great that fish
populations in the Chehalis River will be irreparably damaged, if not potentially lost all together. We are
unaware of any mitigation actions sufficient to achieve “no net loss” for these impacts.
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Soil Erosion
Hillslope vegetation can reduce erosion by reducing the intensity and magnitude of runoff through rainfall
interception and evaporation and transpiration. Root cohesion has the most significant effect on reducing
erosion and shallow landsliding and is proportional to root density, depth, diameter and tensile strength (e.g.,
Schmidt et al. 2001). Clear-cutting a forest can substantially increase the probability of shallow landslides which
is recognized in Washington State Forest Practice guidelines that limit harvest on steep and convergent slopes
(e.g., Shaw and Vaugeois 1999). After timber harvest hillslopes are at an elevated risk of slope instability until
the new trees have established substantial rooting which takes 14-20 years (Schmidt et al. 2001). The proposed
plan will permanently remove conifers from the reservoir area even on high risk slopes where cutting would be
prohibited under state forest practice guidelines. Hillslopes above the reservoir will still be subject to clearcutting and periodic landsliding (Exhibit 4), none of which was considered in the DEIS. Within the reservoir area
the conversion to a willow-dominated scrub-shrub community will substantially reduce root cohesion due to the
shallower and weaker roots of that vegetation. This increase in soil erosion will increase fine sediment
production and ultimately loading to the channel, impacting water quality within the FRE and downstream. It is
anticipated that land within the FRE will convert to shallow-rooted Willow scrub-shrub assemblage as periodic
inundation will prohibit larger, more deeply rooted conifers. These changes in species and rooting characteristics
will lead to increases in surface runoff and erosion, and subsequently fine sediment loading. Increases to fine
sediment loading can have negative ecologic consequences in the reservoir and downstream by burying
salmonid redds and suffocating the eggs therein (Exhibit 5).

Exhibit 4. Effects of land clearing on erosion and shallow land sliding (Photo by Shane Anderson, circa 2018
from Chehalis River watershed approximately 1-mile upstream of FRE).
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Exhibit 5. Example of fine-sediment erosion and deposition related to flood reservoir management (Mud
Mountain Dam, Washington; USGS).

Methods
To estimate predicted increases in soil erosion due to the land cover changes resulting from FRE operations, the
RUSLE2 model was employed (USDA 2013). The RUSLE2 model estimates rill and inter-rill soil erosion resulting
from overland flow using mass balance and the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE). There are four major factors
considered in the RUSLE2 model: climate, soil, topography, and land use. Values used in the RUSLE2 model for
these parameters are selected from USDA-NRCS databases developed for soils across the US. These parameters
can be modified by the user if site conditions justify changes to the default values.
A typical reservoir slope profile was developed for analysis in RUSLE2, extending 620-ft with a slope of 19%.
Digital soil databases (SSURGO) were queried to determine soils present within the FRE reservoir and their
associated geotechnical properties. Bunker Loam was selected as a typical soil type for this analysis, and climatic
data were obtained from the USDA NRCS website
(http://fargo.nserl.purdue.edu/rusle2_dataweb/RUSLE2_Index.htm). Changes in anticipated surface soil erosion
were assessed by altering management actions and associated vegetative cover types to simulate the changes
that would occur following clearing of the conifer forest through conversion to a willow dominant community
within the FRE. Because the RUSLE2 program was developed for crop and range management, default values for
management options are not representative of forested conditions. The vegetation sub-component for the
available management options was modified to represent to local conditions. For the current condition, an
“Vegetation, woody, established” option was assumed to be present on the hill slope. Following clear cut, the
“bare ground” management option was selected and remained unmodified. The growth of a scrub-shrub
dominant cover was simulated using the “Vegetation, shrub, planting and establishment period” option for
vegetative cover.
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Results
With all other variables held constant, altering the surface cover has a dramatic influence on surface soil
erosion. The RUSLE2 model predicts an average annual delivery of 4.3 tons/ac/yr for the simulation of the
current condition. Immediately following clearing for the FRE, soil erosion will spike more than 25-times the
current rate to 110 tons/ac/yr. As the cleared land begins to re-vegetate over time, predicted soil erosion will
begin to decrease toward 27 tons/ac/yr, more than 6.3-times the current rate. This simple model clearly
demonstrates the importance of land cover on soil erosion rates.
 The values provided are averages over the year and would likely vary throughout the FRE reservoir and
year to year depending on rainfall events. These average values, if applied to the entire reservoir would
equate to 3,709 tons/yr under existing conditions. This would spike immediately after clearing to 75,092
tons/yr, reducing to 23,292 tons/yr as willow cover establishes. These values would be in addition to
those calculated in the DEIS, as surface erosion was only considered for those sediments deposited on
the surface as the reservoir after filled, not the underlying soil profile. This increase in fine sediment
loading to the channel would negatively impact downstream redds.
 If increases in surface soil erosion were only considered for those slopes found to be susceptible to
failure and defined within DNR hazard areas, the increases in fine sediment loading remain apparent:




109 tons/yr from high hazard areas and 767 ton/yr from medium hazard areas within FRE under
existing condition
This increases to 2,800 tons/yr from high hazard areas and 19,620 ton/yr from medium hazard areas
within FRE following clear-cut
As the willow cover is establishing erosion is predicted to decrease to 687 tons/yr from high hazard
areas and 4,815 ton/yr from medium hazard areas within FRE under existing condition

It should also be noted that unlike a dam with a permanent reservoir, the proposed FRE facility involves
repeated filling and drawdown of the reservoir throughout the project lifespan. As explained in this memo, the
proposed reservoir operations will elevate sediment discharge to the river well above existing conditions, both
during drawdowns and in between reservoir filling events. The proposed FRE operation is analogous to the
sediment mobilization effects of repeated dam removals. The numerous dam removal projects throughout the
United States have shown that the most significant impact of these otherwise beneficial projects is a temporary
increase in sediment load and sedimentation that can cause suffocation and abrasion to various biota and
reduce pool depths (e.g., Bednarek 2001, Gregory et al. 2001, Thomson et al. 2005, Tuckerman and Zawiski
2007, Downs et al. 2009, Randle et al. 2015, Warrick et al. 2015, Tullos et al. 2016; Randle and Bountry 2017).
Unlike the short-term impacts associated with dam removal projects, the proposed FRE facility would cause
these types of repeated and cumulative sediment mobilization impacts into the foreseeable future, while also
initiating a cascade of ecosystem-scale impacts to river hydraulics and geomorphology. When the proposed FRE
facility is ultimately decommissioned and/or removed, the release of stored sediment will again impact
downstream waters, wetlands, and habitats.

LANDSLIDE DAMS
The Phase 3 landslide evaluation briefly discusses the potential for a landslide dam to occur within the reservoir
footprint and damage the proposed dam structure (Shannon and Wilson, 2019). The report states that “Seismicevent-induced instability and excessive movement of landslides and slopes could result in a landslide dam across
the Chehalis main stem or one of its tributaries upstream of the FRE [dam] facility.” While the report notes that
“…actions to protect the [FRE] facility should be taken if landslide dams occur upstream of the [FRE] structure,”
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no analysis was conducted to describe the likelihood of a potential landslide dam occurring and its associated
impacts to the river and the proposed FRE facility. Furthermore, there is no mention of how the proposed dam
facility will address these potential impacts to its infrastructure and operations in the Combined Dam and Fish
passage Supplemental Design report dated September 2018 (Anchor QEA 2018).
Riemer (1992) summarized some of the characteristics and impacts of dam break floods resulting from
landslides that impound river channels:
1.

Flood peaks from dam break floods may be “higher than those extrapolated from normal run-off”

2.

“Hydrographs of landslide floods may differ significantly from normal flood hydrographs, in the worst case rising
nearly instantaneously to the peak and thus leaving little time for reaction”

3.

“Sediment concentration in a landslide flood does not conform with the normal sediment rating curves which
control sediment supply”

4.

“Landslide floods may develop a specific transport mechanism enabling them to carry exceptionally large blocks”

5.

Therefore, “sediments derived from landslide floods may be too coarse to be flushed from a reservoir and they
may cause severe damage on the spilling and outlet structures.”

Landslide dam break floods may be large in magnitude, occur rapidly, and be able to transport large volumes of
sediment and debris that can severely impact the FRE infrastructure, as well as aquatic habitat. Despite the high
consequence of potential impacts from a landslide dam on the proposed dam infrastructure, no analysis on the
probability of such events or their potential impacts was conducted in the DEIS. This section seeks to investigate
the potential for a landslide dam to have occurred within the proposed reservoir footprint during recent massmovement events during the December 2007 flood and to quantify the characteristics and potential impacts of
such a landslide dam breach on downstream infrastructure.
During the December 2007 flood, 1,645 landslides occurred in the Chehalis River headwaters with the majority
(1,394) occurring in the rocks of the Crescent Formation (Sarikhan et al. 2008). The proposed FRE would create a
reservoir on the main stem river in an area that is primarily underlain by Crescent Formation Basalt (EV(c))
where numerous landslides have been mapped (WA DNR, 2016). In addition to the susceptible underlying
geology, clearing trees from the hillslopes during reservoir construction and fluctuations of the reservoir during
dam operations will further increase the probability that landslides and debris flows will occur within the
reservoir area which poses a risk to the dam infrastructure and aquatic habitat present when the dam is not
impounding water (Shannon and Wilson, 2014, 2015, 2017a, 2017b., 2019; Watershed Geodynamics, 2019).
One of the possible ways in which a landslide/debris flow may impact infrastructure and habitat is when eroded
material blocks the river itself – creating a landslide dam. There is evidence that a landslide may have dammed
the Upper Chehalis river within the proposed reservoir site during the 2007 flood – causing a flood wave
containing a viscous mixture of water and landslide debris (sediment, boulders, trees) to propagate downstream
upon breaching of the dam (Figure 6). However, the potential risk of this occurring and the subsequent impacts
to the proposed dam structure have not been evaluated by any of the baseline studies supporting the DEIS.
This section investigates the likelihood and impacts of a landslide dam occurring within the proposed reservoir
footprint on the Upper Chehalis River by addressing the following questions:
1.

Did one or more landslides capable of damming the Chehalis River occur during the 2007 flood in the proposed
reservoir area?

2.

If so, what is the potential discharge of the flood wave resulting from failure of the 2007 landslide dam and how
high would it be in the location of the proposed dam structure?

3.

How would future dam breaches impact the dam infrastructure?
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Location of 2007 landslide dam relative to the proposed FRE

Methods
A map of landslides and debris flows that occurred during the 2007 flood developed by the WA DNR was used to
identify specific locations within the proposed reservoir where a landslide dam could have occurred (from
Sarikhan et al. 2008, accessed on online WA-DNR map portal). The WA DNR map was then overlaid on a
difference map developed using 2006 and 2015 LiDAR digital elevation models (DEMs) to visualize and quantify
specific changes in topography that occurred within each mapped landslide area. Estimates of erosion and
deposition volumes were then calculated for each landslide/debris flow location. These estimates were
compared against patterns of topographic change and post flood, site specific valley geometry (from 2015
LiDAR) to determine whether each disturbance area was capable of damming the river. The dimensions of the
potential landslide dam were then developed using the volume estimates and 2015 topography.
The hydraulic conditions resulting from the failure of a landslide dam within the proposed reservoir were
estimated using a 1-dimensional hydraulic model. The key output from a dam failure (breach) analysis is the
resulting outflow hydrograph at the structure and its peak discharge. Discharge is largely influenced by the
breach opening geometry and time to fully develop. In this case, the rapid erosion of a landslide embankment
dam from overtopping flow is analyzed. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has published
guidelines (FERC 2015) on performing dam breach analyses, which this study follows the outlined approach:
 Estimation of dam breach parameters
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 Estimation of the dam breach outflow hydrograph
 Routing of the dam breach hydrograph downstream
 Estimation of downstream inundation extent and severity
Breach parameters estimated by using empirically derived enveloping curves or equations from published
literature such as Brunner (2014), Froehlich (1995a, 1995b, 2008), USBR (1998), and Wahl (1998). These
estimates provide a range of values that are used in conjunction with physical constraints of the dam site and
engineering judgement to define
This study uses industry standard, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Hydraulic Engineering Center software, HEC-RAS
version 5.0.7 to perform the hydraulic analysis. Included in the hydraulic modeling software are the empirical
equations to estimate a range of breach parameters (HEC 2016) for the landslide dam. The following design
assumptions are as follows:
 Overtopping failure mode at the full reservoir pool
 Landslide dam is composed of erodible earth materials
 Dam crest at elevation 515 ft-NAVD88
 November monthly-average discharge at reservoir inflow
 Dynamic-pool routing
 One-dimensional, unsteady-state hydraulic analysis.
These assumptions consider that the landslide dam material is unconsolidated, non-cohesive sediment, and
unvegetated embankment. Probable failure mechanisms of embankment dams are a result of piping or
overtopping. Failure due to overtopping represents a high-risk, and probable, scenario due to the rapid
formation of the breach opening. The Chehalis River is narrow and confined so a one-dimensional approach is
suitable to model this type of reach. In the same vein, dynamic-pool routing is used to more accurately simulate
the draining of the reservoir. Baseflow hydrologic conditions (November monthly-average discharge) were used
for this analysis so that the influence of the dam breach outflow could be isolated.
A hydraulic model was developed within the proposed reservoir extent to estimate the outflow hydrograph. The
2015 LiDAR DEM was used to define the model topography within the proposed reservoir location between RM
108-112. FERC guidelines recommend a deterministic approach to estimate the potential range of peak outflows
resulting from the probable failure mechanism, in this case overtopping. Table 3 is a summary of the dam breach
input parameters and calculated peak outflow (Qpeak). The minimum and maximum limits of breach
parameters are bounded by physical constraints of the landslide location, and low, medium, and high scenarios
refer to the relative likelihood of occurrence.
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Table 3.
Summary of overtopping scenarios and corresponding breach parameter inputs. Qpeak is the
estimated peak outflow through the breach opening.
Qpeak (cfs)
Bottom W (ft)
Bottom El (ft,
NAVD88)
L SS
R SS
Breach Weir
coeff
Formation
Time (hr)
Breach Prog
Main channel
n-value

MIN
6838.88
55
493.4

LOW
11711.22
55
493.4

MED
11472.16
82.5
493.4

HIGH
13112.52
110
493.4

MAX
16265.25
100
493.4

0.5
0.5
2.6

0.5
0.5
2.6

1.5
1.5
2.6

3
4
2.6

3
4
2.6

0.5

0.1

0.25

0.5

0.1

Linear
0.04

Sine
0.04

Sine
0.05

Sine
0.06

Sine
0.06

Peak outflow at landslide dam and associated breach parameters used the “high” set in this analysis, which is in
accordance with FERC guidelines of dam breach analysis. This assumes a failure and washout of the
embankment dam within the main channel, eroding to the elevation of streambed. Note that a larger breach
opening takes longer to develop (formation time). All values are within the range of FERC recommendations,
empirical equations, and geometry of the site.
The outflow hydrograph was then routed through the Flood Authority HEC-RAS hydraulic model, which has been
previously calibrated and verified, in order to assess the downstream impacts caused by the resulting flood wave
(WSE, 2013) (Figure 11).

Results
Our analysis revealed that landslide dams have historically occurred within the watershed and that future
occurrences would have significant impacts on the operations and safety of the FRE facility, as well as impacts to
habitat. These impacts were not considered in the DEIS.
The results of the landslide analysis revealed one location where a landslide/debris flow that occurred during
the 2007 flood likely dammed the Chehalis River (Figure 7). A large landslide/debris flow complex was mapped
by DNR along the left bank hillslope of the Chehalis river near RM 110.5. The complex initiated near a convexity
in the hillslope roughly 600 ft in elevation above the river and extended ~1,200 ft downslope to the valley
bottom. The complex consists of a large mapped landslide and three adjacent mapped debris flows. Topographic
change analysis indicates that the landslide eroded roughly 80,000 cubic yards of material from the hillslope and
deposited it across the valley bottom. This is supported by evidence of 2-10 ft of deposition that occurred on the
terrace across the river valley from the landslide complex in addition to deposition at the toe of the landslide
complex itself on the left bank of the river. The matching depositional surface indicates that the landslide
deposit likely spanned the entirety of the valley. This conclusion is supported by aerial imagery which shows
cleared landslide deposits on both sides of the river in 2009 – 2 years after the 2007 flood (Figure 8).
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Figure 7. Location of the likely landslide dam that occurred on the Upper Chehalis River during the
December 2007 flood.

Figure 8. Aerial imagery showing the path of the landslide that occurred during the December 2007 flood
near RM 110.5 on the Upper Chehalis River. The map extent is the same as shown on Figure 6.
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The topographic change analysis was used to estimate that the landslide complex was capable of creating a 20 ft
high and 40 ft wide dam 250 ft across the Chehalis River valley (Figure 9 and Figure 10). A landslide of this
magnitude would have likely created a temporary barrier to flow in the Chehalis River, effectively acting as an
embankment dam. Though the mass of landslide complex could resist the hydrodynamic forces to impound a
reservoir, this unconsolidated material is highly erodible. A likely probable failure mechanism of an embankment
dam is rapid erosion and subsequent head cutting and mass failure of sides slopes through the embankment
structure, due to overtopping flows. The December 2007 flood event had the requisite characteristics to create
such an event.

Figure 9. Cross-sectional view looking downstream of December 2007 landslide that originated on the
southwest hillslope and impounded Upper Chehalis River before being over-topped and triggering a dam
break flood peak. Cross-section topography was derived from the 2015 LiDAR DEM and is noted on Figure 7.
Topographic change analysis was used to estimate the top elevation of the landslide dam. The dimensions of
the dam breach were estimated using the parameters outlined in the methods section.
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Figure 10. Simple conceptual illustration of the December 2007 landslide that dammed the Upper Chehalis
River from the left (southwest) hillslope. Landslide dam dimensions were estimated using a topographic
change analysis between 2006 and 2015 LiDAR DEMs. The upstream inundation boundary was estimated
using a 1-dimensional hydraulic HEC RAS model.
The landslide dam has the potential to block flow in the mainstem channel and create a reservoir that extends
approximately 1.5 miles upstream (Figure 10). Once the water reaches the top of the landslide dam, flow would
rapidly erode the downstream face of the embankment. This would initiate a headcut that progresses upstream
through the upstream face of the landslide dam, and lead to destabilization of side slopes and rapid widening of
the breach opening. The hydraulic model estimates that the peak of the flood wave would form in less than 10
minutes from the start of failure. Upon failure, a flood wave containing a viscous mixture of landslide debris and
water would quickly form and travel downstream. The flood wave could have a peak discharge of 13,000 cfs at
the site of the landslide and 5,700 cfs at the proposed dam site – 2.5 miles downstream near RM 108 (Figure
11). This is equivalent to roughly a 2-year flood occurring at the dam site. A flood wave of this magnitude would
increase water surface elevation approximately 6.5 feet above baseflow conditions at the dam site, which poses
a threat to human safety and has the potential to significantly damage infrastructure (Figure 12). The flood wave
would increase discharge by 2,000 cfs when it reached the USGS gage at Doty near RM 102. While flow
attenuation reduces the severity of the flood wave at Doty, the increase in water surface elevation is
approximately 4 feet from baseflow conditions.
It should be noted that this analysis was performed under baseflow conditions, assuming a 335 cfs inflow at RM
111. Under a flood scenario, the impoundment of flow from the landslide dam and sudden release from dam
failure would result in a significantly larger peak outflow and impacts downstream. Additionally, a landslide that
produces a larger reservoir through a higher embankment elevation would generate higher peak outflows from
the increased volume of impounded water.
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Figure 11. Hydrographs of the modeled dam breach flood wave initiating at the landslide dam site (RM
110.7), proposed flood control dam site (RM 108.1) and USGS gage at Doty (RM 100.2). The flood wave arrives
at proposed dam site approximately 0.5 hr after breaching (wave celerity of speed of about 4.7 miles/hr), and
2.6 hr to Doty (wave celerity of about 2.1 miles/hr). Peak flow at the proposed dam site is approximately
5,700 cfs and nearly 2,000 cfs at Doty. Blue line represents the outflow at the landslide dam site under
assumption there is minimal base flow to isolate the dam break hydrograph (in reality there would have
substantial base flow). Estimates of water surface elevation and discharge made using a 1-dimensional HECRAS hydraulic model.

Figure 12a. Simple conceptual depiction of flood wave carrying debris reaching the proposed dam site with
flow from right to left.
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The flood wave caused by breaching of a landslide dam would have the potential to cause significant damage to
the proposed FRE structure. The wave would likely contain a mixture of landslide debris such as large logs/trees,
boulders, and a range of sediments all suspended in flood waters (Figures 12a and 12b). The material has the
potential to damage the trash-rack and conduits intended to pass river flow – maybe even clogging the
structures and preventing flow from passing at all. Coarser sediment carried by the flood wave than what is
typically transported by the river would likely damage the conduits themselves. The impacts would be increased
if the landslide dammed the river during a flood in which river levels were elevated but below the threshold for
dam closure as the conduits and trash-rack would already be responsible for passing elevated water and debris
levels.

Figure 12b. The conduits of the FRE as designed are unlikely to pass the size of wood material moving down
the river. Illustration shows typical wood scaled to the conduit entrances.

Quarry Impact Analyses
Three quarries are proposed as a component of the FRE project. However, neither proposed plans nor detailed
descriptions for the three proposed quarries were presented in the DEIS or supporting documents. The DEIS
failed to present any meaningful analysis of the impacts associated with providing the materials necessary for
construction of the FRE facility.

Methods
The location of quarries was determined based on DEIS Attachment 1 - Project Description (Figure 1-7; page 119). however, fragmented descriptions were located in Appendices F, P, and C which were consolidated for
review.
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Results
Potential quarry impacts that would be anticipated for SEPA environmental review and impact analysis but were
not identified in the DEIS include:
 Slope stability impacts
 Surface water runoff and water quality impacts
 Ground water impacts
 Erosion impacts
 Vibration impacts
 Blasting and noise impacts
 Fugitive dust impacts
 Traffic impacts
 Cultural resource impacts
 Regulatory compliance and zoning.
Extrapolating from the information given, it is likely that several of the proposed quarry locations occur in areas
of known or suspected slope instability and slope stability analysis would be expected in the Earth section of the
DEIS. It is also likely that all quarry locations are located adjacent to Type-S Waters and may be within the State
of Washington Shoreline Jurisdiction (200 feet from designated waters), so analysis supporting Shoreline Master
Program review would be expected in the Land Use section of the DEIS. Plans to address water quality and
surface water runoff, even at a conceptual level, would be expected.
Air photo and LiDAR review did not reveal any existing quarry activity in two of the three proposed quarry sites
(North and South Quarries), and there are no registered quarries at these locations within the WDNR surface
mine database. It is reasonable to assume that the mining footprint and associated surface mining activities,
including stockpiling and site access, would exceed 3 acres. Given this assumption, the surface mines will have to
be compliant with Lewis County zoning and the Lewis County Comprehensive Plan. Neither of these sites is
within designated Mineral Resource Lands; therefore, the Comp-Plan Amendment process and a Conditional
Use Permit would be required. The SM-6 process requires that Critical Areas be considered and a Forest Practice
Conversion permit will be needed. The standards for permitting surface mines in Washington State are high. The
level of disclosure and analysis of potential impacts from development and operation of these quarries in the
DEIS is inadequate and incomplete. Given the information provided in the DEIS, it is clear that failure to disclose
this information in the DEIS presents a major omission and that potentially significant impacts to aquatic
resources are not disclosed.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on our understanding of the Chehalis River watershed, the proposed FRE project, the applicable standards
and guidelines and BAS, the information in the DEIS and supporting technical analyses, and our own analyses,
we conclude that the impacts are underrepresented throughout the Earth Discipline of the DEIS. In several
instances, omissions, data gaps, failure to follow regulatory standards and use BAS in the technical analyses have
resulted in false assumptions and errors in impact analyses. In particular, the following five critical assumptions
were found to be in error which has resounding impacts on the other discipline report findings:
1) Landslides and landslide potential are underrepresented in the DEIS and thereby the estimated
840,500 cubic yards of sediment delivered by landslides is underestimated in the impact analyses; actual
sediment volumes will be much higher (potentially as high as 16 million cubic yards). This error is
propagated in the sediment transport impact analyses and habitat impact analyses and not considered
in the FRE Operations Plan.
2) The proposed reservoir pool drawdown rate is stated as 10 feet/day is not supported by site’s
geologic conditions and is not consistent with design standards. This error is propagated in the sediment
transport impact analyses and habitat impact analyses and not considered in the FRE Operations Plan.
This error would result in unsafe conditions that threaten public safety. To address this error, the
drawdown rate would have to be significantly reduced, thus greatly increasing the impoundment
duration. Alternatively, if the stated drawdown rate was maintained, it would have to be disclosed that
the project will dramatically increase slope instability and further increase risks and impacts to public
safety, FRE operations, and habitat than was disclosed in the DEIS. Other variables and assumptions
used in landslide stability modeling are inconsistent with operations stated in the DEIS and appear to
have bias favoring the project; there is no mention of uncertainties with the analysis in the DEIS.
3) The loss of topsoil and vegetation in the reservoir will decrease the function and benefit of preventing
erosion and providing slope stability. It is our opinion that the fine-grained sediment delivery to the
reservoir and mobilized from the reservoir to the downstream reaches will result in downstream habitat
impacts that are greater than was considered in the DEIS. This error is propagated in the sediment
transport impact analyses and habitat impact analyses. This condition will be exacerbated by an increase
in landslides.
4) Landslide dam hazard and analysis was not adequately considered in the DEIS. Failure to consider this
potential impact will misinform hazards and risks for FRE operations and underrepresents potential
habitat impacts. This error is propagated in the sediment transport analysis and operations plan.
5) The lack of providing sufficient detail of the proposed quarry plans and disclosing and evaluating
potential impacts beyond new road impacts, constitutes a significant omission and error. This error is
propagated in the geologic impact analyses, sediment transport impact analyses and the wetlands, fish,
and wildlife habitat impact analyses. The standards for environmental review of new surface mines
proximate to salmon bearing waters is high. The level of disclosure and analysis in the DEIS is inadequate
and incomplete.
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Salmon Population Modeling for the SEPA EIS
Evaluation of Flood Protection in the Chehalis Basin
Larry Lestelle and Gary Morishima1
April 19, 2020

Executive Summary
This report reviews modeling efforts that were employed to inform the State Environmental Policy Act
(SEPA) February 27, 2020 Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) regarding Chehalis Flood
Protection. The EIS relies upon two computer models to provide quantitative and qualitative
projections of effects of a proposed project, involving construction of a dam in the Upper Chehalis Basin
and modification of the Chehalis Airport levee, on populations of Spring Chinook, Fall Chinook, coho and
steelhead: (1) the Ecosystem Diagnosis and Treatment (EDT) Model and (2) the Integrated EDT-LCM
Model (hereafter referred as the Hybrid Model).
Our review is limited to information contained in the EIS, (including accompanying Appendices,
referenced discipline reports), and materials directly provided by the entities responsible for performing
the modeling, ICF (EDT) and NOAA (Hybrid Model).
The EIS does not provide sufficient, specific information and data to permit thorough scientific
evaluation of modeling procedures. There are substantial uncertainties regarding the models, methods,
and parameters employed in EIS modeling. However, our review of available information regarding how
the modeling was performed revealed numerous errors in modeling inputs and configuration which
suggest a failure of Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC) measures to provide adequate
review and oversight of the modeling process. While we conclude that the application of both the EDT
Model and the Hybrid Model in the EIS is flawed, we do not disagree that the genetic diversity and
abundance of populations of Spring and Fall run Chinook, coho, and steelhead originating in the
subbasins above Crim Creek and from Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek would be expected to be significantly
and adversely affected by late century (EIS, Exhibit 5-6, Fish and Aquatic Species Habitat p S-14 and
Tribal Resources p5-15; section 5.3, p70; Exhibit 5-3-2, p74)2, under the assumptions prescribed by the
EIS, particularly those relating to climate change and development3, and the exclusion of consideration
for
1

Both authors have extensive experience developing and reviewing fisheries, environmental, and ecological
computer models and are familiar with how EDT and the Hybrid models have been applied in the EIS. Lestelle is
one of the architects of the EDT Model, having been part of the original group that designed and refined the model
over a period of years for applications throughout the Pacific Northwest (Lestelle et al. 1996; Mobrand et al. 1997;
Lestelle et al. 2004; Lestelle 2005). Both of us, working together, assisted NOAA staff over more than two years to
review and help refine a third model, a Life Cycle Model (Beechie et al. 2020), being developed under contract with
the Washington Department of Fisheries and the Washington Recreation and Conservation Office to help inform
planning for the Aquatic Species Restoration Plan for the Chehalis Basin. The multi-generational aspect of the Life
Cycle Model was joined with EDT to form the Hybrid Model used to evaluate effects of streamflow variability in the
SEPA analysis.
Adverse impacts are described as “unavoidable”, unless mitigation is feasible. Identification of mitigation
measures and determination as to their technical and economic feasibility are left to consultation and permitting
processes if the Proposed Project is approved.

2

Outdated models and analyses were relied upon to generate inputs into EDT and the Hybrid models.
Consideration of climate change effects was dominated by peak water flows and temperature, with little attention
given to impacts of low flows and alteration of estuarine or marine environments or projected changes in

3
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the potential impacts of actions which may be taken pursuant to development and implementation of
the Aquatic Species Restoration Plan (ASRP).
Modeling projects that these salmonid populations would be expected to be adversely affected under
both the Proposed Project and No Action Alternatives 4. Sizes of equilibrium escapements of populations
originating in two areas in vicinity of the Proposed Project are projected to be substantially reduced;).
However, these effects would occur at different rates (Exhibits 5.3-3 and 5.3-4). . For the Proposed
Project, adverse impacts would occur earlier with greater severity starting with construction and
continuing during operations. For the No Action Alternative, effects on salmon populations would occur
more gradually over a more extended period of time (Exhibits 5.3-6 and 5.3-7). These differences are
significant and important because they would have very different consequences for potential habitat
restoration actions in the upper Chehalis basin. Under the No Action Alternative, there would be
opportunity and time to offset the potential adverse effects of climate change. In contrast, the Proposed
Project would accelerate the decline of populations produced in the upper basin.
The presentation of modeling results focuses on equilibrium escapement levels and does not provide an
adequate description of the significance and importance of other metrics of productivity, diversity and
spatial structure for evaluating resilience and sustainability of salmon populations. The analyses are
centered heavily on peak water flows; treatment of low flows, temperature, and effects on phenology
(i.e., seasonally-related life history traits of species) is inadequate. Moreover, because the modeling
analyses did not address harvest-related issues, information on impacts to treaty rights and harvest
opportunities for in-river and marine fisheries is lacking. The significance of short- and long-term
variability in survival in freshwater, estuarine, and marine environments was either entirely ignored or
not adequately evaluated. Variability in survival is a critical aspect of evaluating population viability. The
lack of documentation regarding model validation procedures and information necessary to evaluate
the effects and magnitude of uncertainties is troubling. Although many of these considerations were
acknowledged in the EIS, substantive analysis was missing.
We are concerned that the manner in which the EIS was framed in terms of the purpose, objective, and
metrics for analysis largely predetermine results of the analyses and preclude consideration of other
alternatives that could address the twin objectives of reducing flood damage and restoring aquatic
species throughout Chehalis Basin.
We found the evaluation of climate change to be overly simplistic and not reflective of current science.
A more thorough evaluation of climate change is warranted, especially since so much of the modeling
analyses is based on projected impacts of suspect quality.
We are not confident in the validity and utility of results produced by the Hybrid Model, which was
developed to examine potential effects of stochasticity in streamflows. Numerous errors were
atmospheric and ocean currents. With the exception of a simplistic attempt to examine effects of variability in
water flow years (evaluation of increased frequencies and changes in the magnitude of peak and low flow events
or temperature, or variability in precipitation patterns within the Chehalis Basin were not included), no
consideration was given to stochasticity in freshwater or marine environments and implications for survivals. The
EIS states that increased development would be expected to occur if flood risk is reduced under the Proposed
Project, details regarding how, where, and when increased development may occur were not provided. The
inadequacy of the climate change analysis is discussed in greater detail in a companion white paper “Review of
Evaluation of Impacts on Fish and Fisheries”.
4

EDT and the Hybrid models were not substantively utilized to evaluate impacts of the third Local Action
alternative. EIS modeling did not substantively investigate consideration of the delta-bay and marine
environments, intra and interspecies interactions, or harvest.
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identified in the life stage projections produced by EDT indicating a lack of adequate quality
assurance/control measures. Questions remain regarding how the stochastic modeling of water years
was performed.
Therefore, while we agree with the EIS conclusions that there are significant impacts, we find that the
modeling procedures were flawed owing to numerous errors and an apparent mismatch of linking
results from a steady-state model to a multi-generational modeling component intended to model yearspecific changes in streamflow characteristics. We also conclude that impacts of the Proposed Project on
the affected salmonid populations are likely under-reported due to the errors in modeling and a lack of
full consideration of important population performance characteristics, such as productivity, diversity,
and spatial structure. Moreover, a population viability analysis of the affected populations should have
been done to adequately assess effects on long-term viability. Due to the likely severity and types of
impacts on population viability and structure, we conclude that the impacts would be unmitigable.

Description of EIS Modeling for Salmon
Purpose of modeling: The EIS relies upon projections produced by the models to quantify and
characterize effects of two of the three alternatives described in the EIS, the proposed flood reduction
projects and the “no action alternative”. The third, the “local actions” alternative, was not evaluated by
the models.
Alternatives Modeled:
Section 2 of the EIS describes three alternatives:
1) Proposed Project: The Applicant proposes to: (a) Construct a flood retention facility and
associated temporary reservoir near Pe Ell on the Chehalis River to reduce peak flood levels
during a major flood or larger, from floods originating in the Willapa Hills. A major flood is
measured as 38,800 cubic feet per second (cfs) at the Grand Mound stream gage; and (b) Make
changes to the Chehalis-Centralia Airport levee by raising the levee 4 to 7 feet, widening the
levee, and raising a portion of NW Louisiana Avenue to reduce flood damage from a
catastrophic flood. A catastrophic flood is measured as 75,100 cfs at the Grand Mound stream
gage.
2) Local Actions: A local and non-structural approach to reduce flood damage in the ChehalisCentralia area which considers a variety of local-scale options that local governments and
agencies could choose to do in the future. These actions could achieve the Applicant’s objective
to reduce flooding from storms in the Willapa Hills through improving floodplain function, land
use management actions, buying out or relocating at-risk properties or structures, improving
flood emergency response actions, and increasing water storage from Pe Ell to Centralia.
3) No Action: The “most likely future conditions if the Proposed Project is not constructed”. Largeand small-scale efforts would continue basin-wide as part of the Chehalis Basin Strategy work.
Local flood damage reduction efforts would continue based on local planning and regulatory
actions. The No Action Alternative includes the use of current state and local floodplain
regulations and land use regulations. It also includes planned updates to Comprehensive Plans
and Shoreline Master Programs (SMPs). It includes projects to reduce flood damage that are in
progress, funded, or permitted as of June 2019. These projects include local floodproofing
efforts, Chehalis River Basin Flood Authority projects, and Chehalis Basin Strategy and Aquatic
Species Restoration Plan projects.
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Spatial area encompassed by the EIS: EIS modeling is centered on the evaluation of impacts of
alternatives on freshwater habitats and salmon. The models evaluate impacts to spawning aggregations
that occur within two spatial areas (mainstem Chehalis River between Rainbow Falls and the proposed
dam site and then for all reaches upstream of the dam site) and within mainstem areas (including
associated floodplain areas) below Rainbow Falls downstream to the area of tidal influence near
Montesano. Effects of delta-bay and marine environments are known to be substantial, but not
considered.
Species and populations modeled: Limited to four
species of salmon (Spring Chinook, Fall Chinook, Coho,
and Steelhead) for populations that originate in two
spatial areas (1) Above Crim Creek Subbasin (all areas
upstream of the proposed dam site); and (2) Rainbow
Falls to Crim Creek Subbasin as depicted in Exhibit 5.3-1
p72, and Figure E-9. The models are not used to
evaluate impacts on populations originating outside of
these two spatial areas.
Modeling of Alternative 1 - Proposed Project: The
proposed Project is described in Section 2 of the EIS.
Modeling evaluated impacts of: (1) raising the ChehalisCentralia Airport levee by raising the levee 4 to 7 feet
and widening the levee; and (2) a Flood Retention
Expandable (FRE) facility, located on the mainstem
Chehalis River about 1 mile south (upstream) of the
Town of Pe Ell, Washington, that would store up to
65,000 acres of floodwater in a temporary reservoir
during major or larger floods, then slowly release it over
a period of time. In normal conditions or for smaller
floods, the Chehalis River would flow through the
structure at its normal rate. FRE facility would be built with a foundation and hydraulic structure extents
capable of supporting the future construction of a larger facility that could expand the water storage
from 65,000 acre-feet to up to 130,000 acre-feet (FRE). Because expansion is uncertain and would be
subject to a separate environmental review/permitting process, modeling did not evaluate the impacts
of an FRO.
Alternative 2 – Local Actions: Not modeled.
Alternative 3 – No Action: The EDT modeling was employed to quantify impacts. Impacts attributed to
climate change are emphasized by extensive reference to impacts of climate change in Section 5 of the
EIS (Impact Analysis) in results for the No Action alternative and virtual lack of references regarding
climate change in results of the Proposed Project. The purpose for this noticeable imbalance in
presentation is not disclosed. Although the description of this alternative states that restoration
actions are included, the EIS does not provide information on modeling of specific restoration
actions or assessment of their impacts, though we have been told that only ASRP early actions were
meant to be incorporated.5

February 10, 2020 meeting between Diane Butorac of the Washington State Department of Ecology and
representatives of the Quinault Indian Nation, ICF, and NOAA. Early actions are four or five relatively small projects
5
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Models and Methods. Use of the models in the EIS is described in Sections 3.4 (p34) and 5.3.1 (p70) and
Attachment E-2 to Appendix E. These portions of the EIS provide a generic description of the models
and methods employed to inform the EIS, but do not include necessary and sufficient detail for
understanding and interpreting model results. Data limitations and gaps are not disclosed, assumptions,
algorithms and relationships between fish populations and habitat conditions are not fully described,
and procedures for parameterization and reach-specific parameter values are not provided or
referenced. The EIS does not provide an adequate description of methodologies employed by the
EDT and Hybrid models, particularly with respect to the evaluation of climate change and the
mismatch between EDT steady state assumptions and the population dynamics involved when
attempting to model population changes under effects of environmental variability on life stages.
The EDT and Hybrid models are intended to produce estimates of salmonid population performance
characteristics, as described earlier in this report, notably for productivity and equilibrium abundance in
relation to different environmental conditions or scenarios.
EDT:
EDT is the primary model that was employed to quantify mid (2040) and late (2080) century projections
of impacts of the Proposed Project. EDT produces results using a sampling of potential life history
trajectories that represent interactions between habitat conditions by species life-stages under steady
state conditions. EDT is not designed to evaluate variability in recruitment or environmental conditions
on a time scale finer that complete life-cycle for a given species. Information provided in the EIS does
not constitute an adequate basis for understanding the strengths and limitations of EDT or interpreting
results. Other sources of information would need to be considered. EDT has been extensively peer
reviewed and documentation is readily available (e.g., Blair, G. et.al. 2009). However specific
information regarding model parameterization and methods employed in the EIS are still needed.

Model Descriptions & Reviews
EDT Model
Background
The EDT analytical model is a habitat model that assesses environmental constraints on a salmonid
population (Blair et al. 2009). It predicts the ways in which salmonid populations respond to changes in
habitat conditions, habitat restoration actions, and other types of changes that can result from land and
water uses and climate change. The model has been used extensively for assessing the effects of habitat
conditions on salmonid populations and for recovery planning over the past 25 years.
The EDT model is constructed of four major components: (1) a spatial structure based on the network of
connected stream reaches within the river basin; (2) characterizations of the habitat conditions for all
stream reaches using a set of defined habitat attributes; (3) a set of rules (called biological rules) that
compute survival parameters by species life stage for each reach and each scenario being modeled; and
(4) specification of the species biology consisting of life history information (e.g., life stage durations and
timing) and spawning distribution.
The model evaluates habitat conditions for a species life stages for each stream reach along multiple
life-history pathways (called trajectories) that represent variations in life history consistent with
that are to be conducted as an initial part of the ASRP. None of those actions, however, would affect areas relevant
to the SEPA EIS analysis.
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published literature for the species. Life-stage performance is then aggregated across the species life
history to compute population-level performance. Species performance is assessed in terms of the
potential capacity, productivity, and abundance. The model also outputs information on life-history
diversity. The results can also be used to assess spatial structure of the species under the modeled
habitat conditions.
Habitat for each reach is characterized using a set of approximately 45 different attributes that describe
conditions for temperature, water flow, stream channel width, wood load, streambed scour, physical
habitat types (such as pools and riffles), and others. It is relevant to this review to recognize that most of
these attributes are characterized for a given scenario using a rating scheme designed to work within
the model’s use of biological rules to estimate survival-related parameters. The scheme uses ratings of 0
to 4, whereby a rating of 0 generally means the effect of the attribute on life stage survival will be
benign, whereas a rating of 4 often produces a severe drop in survival; intermediate values have
intermediate effects. Ratings differ by month if conditions vary with season (such as temperature).
A key aspect of the EDT Model to understand some of our findings in this review is that the model
assesses salmonid population performance under steady-state conditions. The model is not dynamic in
that it does not assess the effect of year-to-year variation in conditions—it assumes that conditions are
more or less constant from year to year consistent with the definition of the attributes. In effect, this
can be thought of as what would the population performance be if environmental conditions
fluctuated—but fluctuated as they often do over some short period of years such as a decade. The
model estimates the average performance for the population over that period of time in which any
directional trend in conditions can be assumed to not exist.
Application to the Chehalis Basin
EDT model inputs and parameters as they existed prior to about 2017 were described in McConnaha et
al. (2017). Lestelle was involved in reviewing many of the inputs as the model was then configured as
part of his participation with the Science Review Team (SRT) for the ASRP. It bears noting that he was
the project manager and lead analyst in preparing the first two versions of the EDT model to be used in
modeling the Chehalis Basin between 2001 and 2004 (Mobrand Biometrics 2003). Many of the attribute
ratings applied in those versions of the model are still used in the current versions of the model, though
many have been updated with improved information.
We have reviewed a subset of ratings for some attributes as part of our review of the EIS. We received
database files for the model from ICF 6 in response to a request for the files. We have reviewed a subset
of the files and attributes, focusing on those that we thought would be most relevant and insightful. The
files are very large and are cumbersome and extremely time consuming to work with due to their size.
We focused our attention on stream reaches relevant to the spawning aggregations analyzed within the
EIS, namely to all of the reaches of the mainstem Chehalis River, within the West and East forks of the
river, and to tributaries that enter the river upstream of the proposed dam site. The reaches of the
mainstem Chehalis River are numbered, beginning with Chehalis-1 at the river mouth in Aberdeen, and
continuing consecutively to Chehalis-94, which ends where the West Fork and East Fork of the river join.
The proposed dam site is located at the downstream end of Chehalis-86. The proposed reservoir when
filled would continue to the top of Chehalis-90. Table 1 lists river miles associated with key landmarks
and EDT stream reaches to aid the reader.

Memo dated March 12, 2020 To: Diane Butorac, Ecology. From ICF (Laura McMullen, Karl Dickman, and Matt
Yelin) and Chip McConnaha. Re: Response to Quinault Indian Nation questions on EDT-LCM modeling.
6
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The modeling assessed impacts by looking at two “populations” for each species, where a population in
this sense is simply the fish production that would result from spawning aggregations within two
geographic areas. These two areas are defined as (1) the mainstem Chehalis River between Rainbow
Falls (about RM 97) and the proposed dam site (RM 108.2) and (2) all stream reaches upstream of the
dam site to the assumed upper limits of spawning for each species. Spawning upstream of the dam site
would occur both within the mainstem Chehalis River, as well as in the West and East forks and
tributaries to these reaches.
Review of EDT Attribute Ratings
We focused our review on the following attributes: Fine Sediment, Bed Scour, Wetted Channel Width,
and three flow attributes, Flow High, Flow Low, and Flow Intra-annual Variability. These attributes are of
particular importance in affecting salmon population performance due to how the Proposed Project
would be expected to alter patterns and rates of sediment supply and transport, habitat quantity
related to streamflow, and other habitat characteristics related to flow patterns.
Fine sediment
The EDT attribute “Fine Sediment” is used to characterize the amount of fine sediment (< 0.083 mm
grain size) contained within stream habitats used by salmonids for spawning and egg deposition. An
attribute rating of 0 or 1 would indicate that the gravel is especially clean of fine sediment and there
would be no adverse effect on incubating eggs. A rating of 2 would indicate a small to moderate adverse
effect. A rating of 3 would produce a strong adverse effect on egg survival. A rating of 3.5 to 4 would kill
all incubating eggs and embryos within the gravel.
Table 1. Landmarks and river miles associated with a subset of EDT stream reaches.

EDT reach

Adjacent landmark

Chehalis-1
Chehalis-18
Chehalis-38
Chehalis-49
Chehalis-54
Chehalis-63
Chehalis-72
Chehalis-86
Chehalis-91
WF Chehalis-1

Chehalis R mouth
Satsop R mouth
Black R mouth
Skookumchuck R mouth
Newaukum R mouth
South Fork mouth
Rainbow Falls
proposed dam site
end of proposed reservoir
confluence of WF and EF

River mile at
lower end of
reach
0.0
20.2
47.0
67.0
75.4
88.3
97.0
108.2
114.6
118.9

Figure 1 displays the EDT ratings for the mainstem Chehalis River beginning at reach Chehalis-1 (at the
mouth) and extending upstream to the confluence of the West and East forks, and then into the forks as
well as tributaries that enter the river upstream of the dam site. Vertical lines on the charts show the
locations of Rainbow Falls, the proposed dam site, and the upstream end of the proposed reservoir
when filled.
The four charts (A-D) contained in Figure 1 clearly show that errors were made in rating the reaches for
this attribute beginning at Chehalis-56 (near Newaukum R. confluence) and extending upstream to
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Chehalis-90, a distance of about 39 miles. The rating values vary somewhat by scenario and it is
important to recognize how and where they differ.
Figure 1-A shows rating values under current conditions with only 2-year flood flows occurring and with
no other actions. We note that downstream of Chehalis-56, ratings generally approach or exceed a value
of 3, meaning that gravels there have high levels of fine sediment. Beginning at Chehalis-56 and
extending to Chehalis-62, the rating drops to a value of 1 (meaning exceptionally clean gravel), and then
from Chehalis-63 through Chehalis-90, the rating is 0 (meaning no fine sediment), which is almost never
applied to represent any natural condition in EDT. It is notable that these reaches are affected by
intensive land use practices that are known to generate large amounts of fine sediment and the
condition is considered a limiting factor to salmon production in this area (Smith and Wenger 2001).
Figure 1-B displays the rating values for the reaches under current conditions with only 2-year flood
flows and with the FRE dam in place and operating. Notice that all rating values are the same as in chart
A, except for the reaches that are delineated as being within the footprint of the proposed reservoir.
The ratings in those reaches are increased to a value of 0.4, which means in effect that fine sediments
are essentially absent.
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Figure 1. EDT ratings for the attribute Fine Sediment for all reaches in the mainstem Chehalis River from Chehalis-1 (at the river mouth) to Chehalis-94 (below
confluence of forks) and other tributary reaches upstream of the proposed dam site. Ratings for four different modeling scenarios (A-D) are shown. Dashed
vertical lines indicate location of Rainbow Falls (1), proposed dam site (2), and the upper end of the proposed reservoir when filled (3).
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Figure 1-C shows rating values for all reaches under conditions expected to exist in late century with
only 2-year flood flows and with the FRE dam in place and operating. The figure shows that all ratings for
all reaches have been increased (they cannot exceed a rating of 4)—presumably because the modelers
assumed that increased peak winter flows due to climate change would generate increased supply of
fine sediment, such as by more landslides and erosion. This is a reasonable assumption and is consistent
with projections for Western Washington by Mauger et al. (2015, 2016). We note that rating values for
the reservoir reaches are 1.0, meaning that they would have exceptionally clean gravels.
Figure 1-D shows rating values for all reaches under conditions expected to exist in late century with
100-year flood flows (catastrophic level) and with the FRE dam operating. It bears highlighting that this
means that a 100-year flood flow would be occurring every year because it is assumed that conditions
are at steady state conditions for the model. Notice that only one very slight change in Fine Sediment
ratings was incorporated into this scenario from that in Figure 1-C—this change being a slight increase in
the upper end of the reservoir section of river. In effect, despite the FRE reservoir being filled every year
continually under catastrophic flood floods (due to steady state conditions assumed), the entirety of the
substrate within the reservoir is rated as being exceptionally clean, which would not be the case. The
opposite would occur—fine sediments being carried along during the flood would rapidly cover the
substrate as the reservoir was filled due to the high sediment load being generated and transported
during flood flows. All salmon eggs deposited in gravels within the footprint of the reservoir prior to the
reservoir being filled would be killed through suffocation by fine sediment and lack of oxygenation.
Salmon eggs deposited in streambed gravels require relatively clean gravels and flowing water to
maintain a continual oxygen supply to the eggs and embryos. The ratings shown for these stream
reaches are clearly in error.
We note that within reservoirs, EDT typically assigns Fine Sediment ratings of 3.5 or higher. For example,
in the Wynoochee Reservoir in the Wynoochee River subbasin, EDT modeling uses a Fine Sediment
rating of 3.5. This high rating is intended to result in no survival of incubating salmon eggs as would be
expected if spawning were to occur for example in the upper end of the reservoir before it filled during
the winter.
Given how the upper Chehalis reservoir section was rated for Fine Sediment under this scenario (Figure
1-D), the model would result in exceptionally high salmon egg survival throughout this section of river,
even in late century with increased peak flows, catastrophic floods, and dam closure.
It is troubling that the modeling results were apparently not reviewed in a manner to catch this error,
which is problematic for an EIS that aims to assess the impacts of a proposed dam.
What conditions would we expect to be in the upper river, including downstream of an FRE dam, under
100-year flood flow conditions and dam operations? The supply of fine sediment delivered to the
Chehalis River is expected to increase with flow magnitude (Table F-9, Earth Appendix EIS), so more fine
sediment would be expected to enter spawning gravels for the 100-year event compared to the 10-year
event, which would be expected to be more than the 2-year event. With dam operations and reservoir
filling, landslides in the vicinity of the reservoir are also expected to increase, delivering still greater
quantities of sediment to the river (see NSD, April 2020, White Paper – Review of Earth Discipline
Report). This expected pattern is not reflected in Figure 1-A-D, and most glaringly within the reservoir
reaches.
At least some of the errors evident in Figure 1 apparently became known to the modelers at some point.
Page E-70 states:
“During the process of running the EDT model for the integrated approach, quality assurance
and control measures were conducted. For example, corrections were made to sediment
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ratings in the EDT model for mainstem Chehalis River reaches upstream of the Newaukum
River due to an error found in the ratings. In this case, updated EDT model outputs were
reviewed but were not incorporated into the LCM because the LCM modeling had been
completed and differences between the EDT model runs were judged to be small and did not
change the results in any meaningful way.” (emphasis added)
This statement is alarming because it implies that the modelers were aware that the modeling was being
done with conditions set within the reservoir reaches to reflect exceptionally clean gravel, even with
catastrophic flooding occurring and reservoir filling. We suspect, however, that the statement on page
E-70 was meant to recognize that reaches upstream of the Newaukum River but downstream of the
dam contained the error in Fine Sediment ratings, which might have been seen to not affect overall
results in any meaningful way (though we would still disagree). It is hard for us to reconcile that the
modelers came to realize that the ratings within the reservoir reaches were so badly in error without
doing something about it. But regardless, the ratings that were applied, together with the troubling
statement on page E-70, are indicative of flawed QA/QC of the modeling process.
Because of these obvious errors in Fine Sediment ratings, we conclude that the adverse impacts
projected from modeling to the salmonid populations, particularly to Spring and Fall Chinook, are grossly
underestimated.
Bed Scour
The EDT attribute “Bed Scour” is used to characterize the amount of streambed scour that would be
expected to occur on average during the annual peak flow over an approximately 10-year time period.
Hence, in some years there would be little or no bed scour (at flows much less than bankfull level), while
scour would occur during a typical 2-year flood level, and even greater scour would be expected on a 10year flood level. Scour of substrate materials during high flows can adversely affect the survival of
incubating salmonid eggs (Kinsel et al. 2007) and overwintering juveniles located there.
The EDT ratings for this attribute at values of 0 and 1 would reflect benign conditions for both incubating
eggs and overwintering juveniles. A rating of 2 would reflect moderately harsher conditions with respect
to scour, and ratings of 3 or 4 would reflect much harsher conditions (resulting in high or total
mortality). The ratings are defined by the average depth of scour that could be expected on
representative riffles within a reach on average over a 10-year period.
Figure 2 shows the percentage change in the attribute rating from the current 2-year flood level to the
100-year flood level under No Action scenarios. From the 2-year to the 100-year flood level, the EDT
ratings reflect a substantial increase in bed scour for reaches beginning several miles upstream of
Rainbow Falls and continuing upstream to near the forks. The largest percentage increase is seen near
the middle of that river section where the reservoir would occur under the proposed FRE alternative.
We note that no other changes to bed scour were assumed to occur in any other reaches (which is
unreasonable, given the lack of large wood and exposed gravels in those upper reaches, Weyerhaeuser
1994; ASRP Steering Committee 2019).
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Figure 2. Percentage changes in the Bed Scour ratings from the current 2-year flood scenario to the
current 100-year flood scenarios for all reaches in the mainstem Chehalis River from Chehalis-1 (at the
river mouth) to Chehalis-94 (below confluence of forks) and other reaches upstream of the proposed dam
site. Dashed vertical lines indicate location of Rainbow Falls (1), proposed dam site (2), and the upper end
of the proposed reservoir when filled (3). Increases in Bed Scour ratings (seen with increased percentage
change) indicated higher Bed Scour ratings.

Figure 3 shows the percentage change in the Bed Scour attribute rating from the current 100-year flood
level (catastrophic flood) to the expected 100-year flood level at late century (2080) with climate change
and under No Action scenarios. We would expect the Bed Scour rating to be further increased over the
100-year flood under current conditions due to the increased magnitude of peak flow in late century.
The EIS assumes that peak flood flows will increase by 26% in late-century based on analysis by
University of Washington’s Climate Impact Group (page 41 in the EIS main report).
While the percentage increases in EDT ratings from current conditions to 2080 are shown to be
increased in most reaches, the ratings were instead reduced for a set of reaches downstream of the
proposed dam site, which does not make sense. We can only conclude that the Bed Scour ratings for
these reaches showing reduced scour are in error. The error for these reaches appears to be substantial.
This seems to further indicate a lack of an adequate QA/QC procedure for the EDT modeling.
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Figure 3. Percentage changes in the Bed Scour ratings from the current 100-year flood scenario to the
2080 100-year flood scenario for all reaches in the mainstem Chehalis River from Chehalis-1 (at the river
mouth) to Chehalis-94 (below confluence of forks) and other reaches upstream of the proposed dam
site. Dashed vertical lines indicate location of Rainbow Falls (1), proposed dam site (2), and the upper
end of the proposed reservoir when filled (3). Percentage reductions in Bed Scour ratings in reaches
downstream of the proposed dam site appear to indicate errors in ratings.

Wetted Stream Channel Width
The EDT model applies estimates of wetted stream channel width to calculate the quantities of available
fish habitat for different habitat types. Each stream reach delineated in the model is assigned a wetted
channel width for each month of the year, assuming steady-state conditions over some period of years.
The channel width values represent the average widths over that period of years. Estimates of channel
width are assigned for each scenario being modeled. Channel width values strongly affect the overall
quantity of habitat under each scenario, and therefore are a key determinate of the model’s estimates
of salmon abundance for each life stage and the number of spawners at the end of the life cycle.
We compared the estimates of channel widths for each reach being modeled under different scenarios,
focusing particularly on the months of highest average flow (January) and lowest average flow (August).
For the high flow month (January), Figure 4 compares wetted channel widths for the relevant Chehalis
River stream reaches among three scenarios modeled: (1) current 2-year flood scenarios without the
FRE, (2) current 100-year flood scenario with the FRE having been built, and (3) the 2080 100-year flood
scenario with the FRE. As expected, comparing the top two panels in the figure shows some increases in
wetted channel for many Chehalis River reaches and very large increases in width within reaches
encompassed by the FRE reservoir under the current 100-year flood scenario with the FRE.
Figure 4 (bottom panel) shows another significant error in the modeling inputs. The figure shows that
modeling was done for the 2080 100-year flood with the FRE using channel widths without the reservoir
being filled. Other relevant months in the year when a reservoir might have been filled were modeled in
the same way for this scenario. We are uncertain how this error would affect the modeling results. This
is another example of an inadequate QA/QC procedure being followed.
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For the low flow month (August), Appendix E of the EIS is not clear as to whether low flow channel width
values were changed in the model to reflect expected climate change effects. Some text suggests that
the modeling was done to reflect expected changes in low flow (see page E2-19), while other text
suggests it was not (see page E2-27). Regardless, some changes in wetted channel width are evident in
the model during August among the scenarios. Mauger et al. (2015, 2016) concludes that low flow
channel widths will decline in most Western Washington streams due to climate change as a result of
reduced precipitation during summer months.
Figure 5 top panel shows the percentage change in August wetted channel width from the current 2year flood level to the 100-year flood level scenario at late century (2080) with climate change and
without the FRE in place. Some reductions in wetted channel width are evident for this period though
overall the changes are small. Figure 5 bottom panel shows the same information comparing the current
2-year flood level to the current 10-year flood level, i.e., without considering climate change. It is
surprising that a larger reduction in wetted channel width is evident without climate change than shown
in the top panel with climate change. We note that the average reduction in August channel width for
the two scenarios in the bottom panel between the Satsop River and Newaukum River, a distance of 55
miles, is 5.0%. The concerning aspect of this is the inconsistency among the scenarios without any clear
rationale for the differences. These anomalies indicated further problems with the QA/QC procedure.
It is not clear to us how these apparent anomalies in the data input for this attribute would alter the
results if the ratings were done consistently and tracked logically with how the different scenarios
should have been characterized in our view for this attribute. Our concern is over what appears to be a
troubling inconsistency in attribute ratings among the scenarios and a lack of adequate QA/QC
procedures.
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Figure 4. January wetted channel widths applied in EDT under the current 2-year flood scenarios (top), current
100-year flood scenario with the FRE (middle), and the 2080 100-year flood scenario with the FRE (bottom). Notice
that the 2080 100-year FRE scenario shows no reservoir. Dashed vertical lines indicate location of Rainbow Falls
(1), proposed dam site (2), and the upper end of the proposed reservoir when filled (3).
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Figure 5. Top - Percentage changes in wetted channel width in August from the current -year flood
scenario to the 2080 100-year flood scenario; Bottom – Percentage changes in wetted channel width
in August from the current 2-year flood scenario to the current 10-year flood scenario. Notice that
reductions in channel width with the current 10-year flood level are much greater than those under
climate change for 2080.

Flow attributes
The EDT Model uses three flow-related attributes of relevance to this discussion. These attributes
characterize conditions of streamflow in the model with respect to changes in peak flow, low flow, and
the amount of within-year flashiness in flow. Combined, these attributes, together with wetted channel
width, are used to assess how streamflow affects the salmon performance parameters productivity and
capacity. These attributes should be particularly important to the modeling application within the EIS
when considering the effects of different flood flow magnitudes, how flow characteristics would be
altered by climate change, and how these characteristics would be affected by the proposed FRE.
In simple terms, these three attributes are defined as:
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Flow High

Describes how peak winter flows have been changed in the watershed relative to
a comparable watershed in an unaltered condition; are peak flows and their
frequencies comparable, greater than, or less than they were in the watershed’s
unaltered state? For example, peak flows typically increase as the amount of
impervious surfaces increase. Climate change is expected to increase peak flow by
26% by late century (page 41 in the EIS).

Flow Low

Describes how low summer flows have been changed in the watershed relative to
a comparable watershed in an unaltered condition; are low flows comparable,
greater than, or less than they were in the watershed’s unaltered state? For
example, loss of groundwater sources will decrease summer low flows. Climate
change is expected to decrease summer low flows in the region (Mauger et al.
2015, 2016).

Flow Intraannual

Describes how the rate of runoff (flashiness) has been changed in the watershed
relative to a comparable watershed in an unaltered condition; is flashiness
comparable, greater than, or less than it was in the watershed’s unaltered state?
Increases in impervious surfaces will generally increase flow flashiness (Konrad
2000). Climate change will likely increase flashiness as a result of intensification of
rate of rainfall (Mauger et al. 2015, 2016).

To understand how these attributes might affect salmon performance, it is important to recognize how
the attributes and their definitions were originally developed and their intended application (Lestelle et
al. 2004; Lestelle 2005). Because EDT is a steady-state model, the attributes were developed to
characterize what can be thought of as the average of an environmental condition that would be
expected over a relatively short period of years, like a decade, when we would not expect to see a
strong directional trend in conditions—i.e., a steady state of conditions even though interannual
variability in characteristics would occur over that period of years.
The attributes were not developed to be applied in the manner being used in the EIS application, that is,
to reflect conditions associated with hypothetical 2-year, 10-year, and 100-year flood frequencies under
steady-state conditions. The Flow High attribute, by its definition and as it is was meant to be applied in
the model, means that there is an assumed amount of interannual variability in annual peak flow over
some averaged period of years. The actual name of this attribute in EDT is “Flow – change in interannual
variability in high flows”, recognizing that it considers the amount of interannual variability in peak flows
(Lestelle 2005), implying a certain frequency of flood flows of given magnitudes over a period of years.
But this begs the question: How would the attributes need to be applied for questions like those being
addressed in the EIS if the attribute definitions and their associated biological rules integral to the model
are not to be distorted? This author (Lestelle) is well aware of how the attributes and the associated
modeling rules were developed because he was the principal developer of these modeling components.
This question is best answered by example. The Flow High attribute, like most other EDT attributes, are
rated on a 0 to 4 scale, as follows for this attribute (notice especially the meaning for a rating of 2):
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Rating
0
1
2
3
4

Meaning
Magnitude & frequency of peak flows much reduced from the unaltered
watershed
Magnitude & frequency of peak flows reduced from the unaltered watershed
Magnitude & frequency of peak flows unchanged from the unaltered
watershed
Magnitude & frequency of peak flows increased from the unaltered
watershed
Magnitude & frequency of peak flows much increased from the unaltered
watershed

Although the rating definitions seen above seem to be qualitative only, the rating is best accomplished
using actual time series flow data and calculations described in Lestelle (2005), which was done for the
Chehalis River as contained in Mobrand Biometrics (2003) for current conditions, as they existed at the
time that report was done.
What then does it mean for rating this attribute if it is to be used in the model for a hypothetical
condition for 100-year flood flows either under current conditions or projected in year 2080 under
steady-state conditions? It necessarily would mean that the model would be projecting effects under a
100-year flood flow, meaning that since the model’s calculations are all for steady-state conditions, that
in effect the Flow High attribute would reflect a condition where the 100-year flood would occur every
year over some averaged period of years. Given that the unaltered watershed would have a Flow High
rating of 2 (by definition), then it should mean that the rating for the 2080 100-year flow scenario would
be a value of 4. The rating for the current condition 100-year flood scenario would logically be
somewhat less than 4 (to allow for a higher rating at the late century time period), though certainly
higher than a value of 3.
Table 2 lists ratings for Flow High that were applied in the EDT model for the different flood frequencies
being modeled. Note that all flood frequencies for current conditions were given a rating of 2.3,
meaning that the rating is only modestly higher than the rating given to the unaltered watershed.
The Flow High rating was increased to 3 for the 2080 2-year flood scenario and was kept at the same
value for the other 2080 flood frequencies, as well as for all of the FRE flood frequency scenarios. No
rationale for assigning these scenarios these values for different flood frequencies was given. We
conclude that the ratings are inconsistent with the attribute definition and the use of the attribute
within the model as it was designed.
It bears noting for comparison that the Newaukum River ratings for this attribute for current conditions
based on empirical flow data was calculated in 2003 to be a value of 3.2 (Lestelle 2005). This value was
applied in the 2003 EDT analysis of the Chehalis Basin. That rating was still being used in the analyses for
developing the ASRP until at least 2015 (based on files received from ICF at that time). This point is
important because it shows a substantial inconsistency in how the ratings have been developed and
applied in the various flood frequency scenarios within the EIS for the Chehalis Basin. It bears noting
that the Newaukum rating was reduced to a value of 2.3 in the current model version but we are
unaware of the rationale for doing so.
Why would the Flow High attribute for the Chehalis River in late century with a 26% in increase in peak
flow due to climate change and under a 100-year steady-state flood scenario only be given a rating of 3?
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We can only conclude that the EIS is substantially underestimating the effects of the 100-year flood
scenarios due to how this attribute was rated for those scenarios, especially in late century.
We have concerns about the other flow attributes as well because we do not understand the rationale
that has been applied in a steady-state model for the different flow scenarios. Our conclusions for these
attributes are similar to our conclusions about the use of the Flow High attribute in the different flow
scenarios.
Our overall conclusion about how these flow attributes were rated—without adequate attention to how
the ratings would change with climate scenarios and for different flow frequencies, is that salmon
performance would be worse than what has been projected for at least some scenarios. We are
uncertain about other scenarios and the magnitude of change that would likely occur if the ratings were
done to reflect our concerns.
Table 2. Ratings applied for the Flow High attribute in the EDT model as applied in the EIS.

Flood scenario
Unaltered watershed
state
Current 2-year flood
Current 10-year flood
Current 100-year flood
Current 2-year flood
with FRE
Current 10-year flood
with FRE
Current 100-year flood
with FRE
2080 2-year flood
2080 10-year flood
2080 100-year flood
2080 2-year flood with
FRE
2080 10-year flood with
FRE
2080 100-year flood
with FRE

Flow High
2
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Hybrid Model: The Hybrid Model was employed to provide information on how environmental
variability in peak flow events might affect populations over time. The Hybrid Model couples EDT
projections of productivities and capacities by species life-stages under conditions in three specific water
years (Oct-1 Sept 30 as defined by USGS) with simulation of randomly chosen water years.
Three water years were modeled using EDT: (a) 2011 representing a normal water year flows (referred
to as the 2-year flood flow) – no dam closures – open gates; (b) 2009 representing a major 10 year flood
water year (referred to as the 10-year flood flow); and (c) 1996 representing a catastrophic flood water
year (referred to as the 100-year flood flow).
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Three flooding scenarios (flow rate is measured at the Grand Mound gage) were evaluated : (1) Major
flood: Water flow rate of 38,800 cubic feet per second (cfs) or greater (2) Catastrophic flood: Water flow
rate of 75,100 cfs; and (3) Recurring flood: A major flood or greater that occurs in each of 3 consecutive
years. Modeling with the Hybrid Model involved running multiple 100 simulations of randomly selected
water years. Arithmetic mean results were reported.
The Hybrid Model has not been peer reviewed and documentation provided in the DEIS is too limited to
permit full evaluation of the Hybrid Model, its integration with life-cycle population projections
produced by EDT and how streamflow events were stochastically modeled. Our evaluation of the
parameterization of EDT presented previously in this report, whereby it is evident that many errors and
inconsistencies exist, also raises concerns about the QA/QC procedures for the Hybrid Model.
The EDT Model estimates performance characteristics under steady-state conditions, i.e., it assumes
that environmental conditions are virtually constant during a period of years encompassed by life cycles
for the modeled species. The Hybrid Model, which incorporates a multi-generational component 7, then
uses the results of the steady-state model to introduce interannual variability in flood flow effects and
associated dam operations to evaluate the effects of this variability on salmon performance.
Page E-63 states:
“The integrated EDT-LCM modeling approach was used to identify the potential impacts on coho
salmon, steelhead, and spring-run and fall-run Chinook salmon from the Proposed Action. The
EDT model was used to compute the effect of the Proposed Action on the modeled species at
points in time. Life-stage and reach-specific productivity and capacity outputs from EDT based on
changes in habitat were then input into NOAA LCM for each species to evaluate stochastic
effects of the alternatives on anadromous salmonid population dynamics over time. The
integrated approach takes advantage of the strengths of both models, where EDT estimates the
effects of an action on habitat, and the life-cycle models incorporate the effects of environmental
variability and sequential flood retention events into the analyses.”
DEIS, App. E.
Page E-63 further states:
“Changes to salmon and steelhead population metrics are modeled by integrating the effect of
changes in fish habitat function throughout the study area and fish passage through the FRE
facility using the integrated EDT-LCM approach (Attachment E-2).”
Three water flow year (WY spanning the period from Oct 1-Sept 30 according to USGS convention, not
calendar years) regimes were selected: (1) 2011 Normal – no dam closures – open gates; (2)2009 Major
flood ~ 10-year flood; (3) 1996 Catastrophic flood – 100-year flood.
The memo of January 31, 2014 To: H&H Technical Committee From: Larry Karpack, Watershed Science &
Engineering (WSE) Cc: Bob Montgomery, Anchor QEA Re: Chehalis Basin Strategy: Reducing Flood
Damage and Enhancing Aquatic Species - Re-evaluation of Statistical Hydrology and Design Storm
Selection for the Chehalis River Basin describes the catastrophic and major flood events as:

The EDT Model calculates end of life cycle productivity, capacity, and equilibrium values using a set of equations
described in Moussalli and Hilborn (1985). In contrast, the Hybrid Model is initiated with an assumed number of
spawners, and then advances the resulting eggs and progeny of those spawners through the entire life cycle of the
species, ending with surviving progeny that spawn to begin the next generation. The model continues through a
series of 100 generations to estimate run sizes at the end of that time.

7
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•

February 1996 Event – This was a large frontal storm with very broad rainfall distribution
throughout the Chehalis River basin and beyond (from north of Seattle to southern Oregon). The
24-hour rainfall totals throughout the basin generally ranged from 10+ year to 100+ year
recurrence. It was extremely cold in the month prior to the storm and there may have been
some snow accumulations in mid elevations. The resulting flood was the second largest in the
historic record at many basin streamflow gages including Grand Mound (84 year record), Porter
(65 year record), and Doty (74 year record) and the 4th largest in the historic record on the
South Fork Chehalis (74 years aggregate record). It is still the largest flood in the observed record
on the Skookumchuck River (74 years aggregate record) and Newaukum River (74 year record).

•

January 2009 Event – This event was focused primarily in the eastern and northern portions of
the Chehalis River Basin although significant rain still fell in the upper watershed. Flooding, or
near flooding, of Interstate 5 was caused by high flows on the Newaukum system which peaked
well in advance (12 hours or more) of the arrival of the peak Chehalis River flow from the upper
basin. The January 2009 event also caused very high flows in many lower basin tributaries
(Satsop, Black, Wynoochee). The resulting flood was the 5th largest in the 84-year historic record
at Grand Mound and the 7th largest in 74 years at Doty. The January 2009 event was the second
largest observed flood on the South Fork Chehalis (after 2007) and Newaukum Rivers
(after 1996) and the third largest on the Skookumchuck (after 1996 and 1953). At Porter on the
Chehalis River, the 2009 flood was the 3rd largest in the 65-year record reflecting large
contributions from lower basin tributaries. The January 2009 event was the third largest event in
the historic record on the Wynoochee (in 40 years since the construction of the dam) and the
5th largest event on the Satsop (in 84 years). Considering the flow at Porter and on the lower
basin tributaries the January 2009 event is estimated to be the second largest event in the
historic record downstream of Montesano.

According to the explanation provided by ICF during the February 10, 2020 meeting at Ecology (fn 5), the
approach employed to evaluate stochasticity in WY flow events was determined by the availability of
time and resources. The reasoning and consequences of this limited approach were described in
Appendix E:
“Because specific past year’s water years were chosen to represent all 2-, 10-, and 100-year flood
conditions, there is no variation in timing and duration of the flood events and no variation in flow Fish
Species and Habitats Discipline Report Attachment E-2 Proposed Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage
Reduction Project February 2020 SEPA Draft Environmental Impact Statement Appendix E E2-10
conditions at other times of the year. The lack of variation in timing and duration of the flow events means
that there is not variation in the life stage of the salmon and steelhead being affected by the flood event. In
reality, in the future, variation in the timing and during of the flood events are very likely, which would
result in different life stages of the salmon and steelhead being affected by the floods, which could result in
greater or lesser impact to salmon and steelhead.”p.E2-9.
“Modeled future climate conditions represent projected conditions in mid- and late-century, which
correspond to projected climate conditions in years 2031 to 2063 and years 2064 to 2099 in the integrated
model, respectively (Table E2-1; Figure E2-7). In the EDT model these periods correspond to around 2040
and 2080, respectively. The term ‘around’ and the ranges in years modeled for the future climate periods
are used because future climate predictions represent general periods of time, not specific years. Future
climate conditions assumptions developed by the University of Washington Climate Impacts Group were
incorporated into flow and temperature models to project changes to conditions in the Chehalis Basin
(e.g., Van Glubt et al. 2017). The assumptions used to characterize conditions in mid- and late-century
under future climate conditions are described later in the No Action Alternative section.” p.E2-15-17.

Model structure
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•

A single set origin of life-stage trajectories (LST) is generated by EDT and used for all simulations.
These trajectories are partitioned based on place of origin (i.e., above or below Rainbow Falls).

•

EDT generates steady state estimates of productivities and capacities under the three selected
WY conditions (normal, major, catastrophic floods). Under steady state conditions, EDT would
generate the numbers of fish by life-stage and age along with associated productivities and
capacities for rolled-up trajectories.

•

Three 100 year scenarios are evaluated: (1) WYs selected via “Random draw” of normal, major
and catastrophic WYs; (2 a-c) Random draw with 3 consecutive years of major WYs inserted into
the sequence (what years based on modeler judgement) to evaluate early, mid-year, late year
effects of uncertainty in WYs; (3 a-c) Random draw with 3 consecutive catastrophic WYs into the
sequence to evaluate early, mid-period, and late-periods.

•

With selection of WYs in the Hybrid Model, the life-stage EDT parameters associated with the
WY type are applied to the fish modeled as being alive in that year.

•

Fish are simulated to mature and spawn and the next generation is initiated.

•

This cycle is repeated for 100 years and replicated 100 times.

These fundamental features of the Hybrid Model were described by representatives of ICF and NOAA
during a technical meeting involving representatives of the Quinault Nation at the meeting with
Department of Ecology on February 10, 2020. Questions regarding details of the Hybrid Model were
raised and responses received from ICF in a March 12, 2020 memo accompanied by data provided by
ICF.
Upon examination of the data that accompanied the memo provided by ICF, it was discovered that the
description of the Hybrid Model provided during the February 10, 2020 meeting at the Department of
Ecology was not accurate.
We learned that two issues occurred in creating the information that was passed on to NOAA from ICF
for the Hybrid Model, neither of which is mentioned in the DEIS. Egg to smolt (juvenile) life stages for
coho and steelhead encompass two or more WYs as opposed to the one WY involved in comparable life
stages for Spring and Fall Chinook. All coho modeling was done assuming only one WY type encountered
during the incubation to smolt life stages. For steelhead, ICF divided the steelhead incubation to smolt
phase into distinct stanzas using a March to March delineation. So, in the first stanza, incubation,
summer rearing and first winter would be included. The second stanza would be the second summer
and the second winter, and so on for the third stanza. Since WYs do not line up with these time periods,
one stanza in the model in reality would be essentially half and half across two different WYs. But the
modeling was done assuming a single WY for each stanza.
We learned that the reason why this notable error occurred was due to NOAA not clearly specifying life
stages associated with single WYs. The problem was not discovered until it was too late to make a
correction in time for publication of the EIS. At that point, the decision was made to essentially look
past the glitch. This raises an issue regarding oversight and communication between NOAA and ICF
staff.
The Hybrid Model attempts to evaluate stochasticity in WY events to the pre-smolt life stages of Spring
and Fall Chinook, coho, and steelhead. However, the pre-smolt life stages for coho and steelhead
encompass more than a single WY. The end result of the communication failure between EDT and ICF
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modelers was that WYs are not tied to pre-smolt life stages for coho and steelhead is that the way in
which hybrid modeling was done is incorrect for analyzing WY effects 8
ICF described the algorithm for aggregating trajectory-specific productivity and capacity estimates into
subbasin-level productivity and capacity as consisting of the following steps:
1. Define the spatial scale of aggregation. In the Chehalis analysis, the spatial scale is the Subbasin
scale defined by the Scientific Review Team as the reporting structure for EDT. All trajectories
that originate (spawn) in a specific Subbasin are aggregated together into an estimate of
Subbasin-specific productivity and capacity.
2. Calculate average number of eggs per spawner in the Subbasin. This is the weighted average of
the age-specific eggs per spawner of each trajectory weighted by the cumulative densityindependent survival of each trajectory.
3. Exclude so-called “jack” trajectories. In the Chehalis, only Spring Chinook and Fall Chinook have
“jack” trajectories. These are trajectories with life cycle models that begin with “0,1-age.”
4. Calculate trajectory productivity by multiplying each trajectory’s cumulative densityindependent survival by the Subbasin-wide eggs per spawner value calculated in step 2.
5. Calculate subbasin productivity as the weighted average of trajectory productivity weighted by
trajectory equilibrium abundance (fish/m) across all trajectories originating (spawning) in the
Subbasin. This calculation is performed on trajectory productivity, juvenile productivity, and
juvenile-to-adult productivity.
6. Calculate each spawning reach capacity in fish/m as the average of trajectory capacity in fish/m
of all trajectories originating (spawning) in the reach. For Spring Chinook, Fall Chinook, and
steelhead, spawning reach capacity in fish/m is the unweighted average of the trajectory
capacities in fish/m. For Coho, spawning reach capacity in fish/m is the weighted average of
trajectory capacity in fish/m weighted by trajectory capacity in fish/m. Total spawning reach
capacity is the product of spawning reach capacity in fish/m by the spawning reach length in m.
This calculation is performed on trajectory capacity, juvenile capacity, and juvenile-to-adult
capacity.
7. Calculate Subbasin capacity by taking the sum of the capacities of all spawning reaches in the
subbasin.
This procedure is important because aggregation of EDT-produced effects directly influences population
performance metrics. Mobrand Biometrics (2005) documents the mathematical algorithms used by EDT
to aggregate projections for life history trajectories at page 13, but the trajectory weighting factors have
been modified since that time. The effect of the aggregation procedure on results produced by the
Hybrid Model cannot be evaluated absent detailed information to understand and evaluate the
procedure that was actually employed.
It is noteworthy that the EIS described the purpose of the Hybrid Model differently than that presented
during the February 10, 2020 meeting. “The modeling approach was selected primarily to evaluate the
effects of operating the FRE facility (outlets open versus closed) on salmonids and not the effects of
various flood flows under the Proposed Action. “ p. E-187. In its memo of March 12, 2020, ICF described
the scenarios examined with the Hybrid Model.

8

Personal communication by Karl Dickman (ICF) toLarry Lestelle, March 19, 2020.
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Table 3. Nineteen scenarios modeled for the SEPA EIS EDT analysis, as grouped by flow year, with or without
proposed structure, and time period.

2- year
flow
10-year
flow
100-year
flow

Currentw/o
structure
X

Construction Current
w/
structure
X
X

Mid- w/o
structure

Mid- w/
structure

Late- w/o
structure

Late – w/
structure

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Results produced by the Hybrid Model are provided in the EIS, App. E at p. E-187-189.
“Differences in changes in estimated salmonid abundance among the typical seasonal flow and
major and catastrophic flood scenarios modeled based on EDT are shown in Figures E-25, E-28, E-31,
and E-34 for each species modeled. There was little variability in estimated salmonid abundance
associated with the flood scenarios modeled under the No Action Alternative. The variation that did
occur among the flood scenarios was due to increased bed scour. In the EDT model, current bed
scour ratings were adjusted to reflect presumed conditions during major and catastrophic flood
events.
Adjustments were limited to mainstem Chehalis River reaches upstream of Elk Creek due to the low
river gradient below Elk Creek. Because of this, differences among flood events were greater in the
Above Crim Creek Subbasin than in the Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek Subbasin. Among all three
species and two life-history strategies of Chinook salmon, two subbasins, and two time periods
modeled, differences in decreased estimated abundance between floods modeled under the No
Action Alternative ranged from 0% to 8%. The largest difference was between the typical seasonal
flow and the catastrophic flood for spring-run Chinook salmon in the Above Crim Creek Subbasin,
where estimated abundance decreased 24% and 32%, respectively (Figure E-25).
The flow conditions modeled are the only stochastic aspect to the integrated modeling approach
used in the analysis. Variability associated with ocean conditions and marine survival as well as other
freshwater factors would be expected to increase the variability around median abundance
estimates but were not incorporated into the modeling approach. These factors are discussed in
Section 2.4.2.1.4. Also, evaluating effects of the No Action Alternative on salmon and steelhead
quasi-extinction thresholds rather than zero as the lower bound was not a component of the SEPA
EIS analysis.”
These results are not surprising given the structure and limitations of the Hybrid Model. The described
method approaches stochasticity and uncertainty in a very superficial way that produces results
dominated by WY effects. This could easily lead to misunderstanding and misrepresentation. As
structured, differences in impacts between the proposed project and no action alternative could be
interpreted as reflecting the effect of the proposed project alone, where a more complete analysis of
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uncertainty and interactions among factors that affect ecological functions could yield much different
results.
In addition to the error in modeling coho and steelhead, there are several issues that are important, but
not evaluated. The modeling procedure does not:
(1) incorporate expected changes in the frequency and magnitude of changes in flood and low flow
events or temperatures. The EIS repeatedly mentions increases in the frequency of flood events,
but the modeling methods are not consistent with the statement at p 5-3 of the EIS that major and
catastrophic floods are expected to occur 1 in 4 years, and 1 in 27 years by late century,
respectively. Changes in the magnitude of peak flows are not considered while the EIS states that
peak flows are expected to increase on average by 12% by mid-century and 26% by late century
(WSE 2019; EIS pE-56). Variability of changes in low flows – the EIS states that summer precipitation
is projected to decrease in magnitude by as much as 30% (Mote et al. 2014; EIS pE-56) but it does
not appear to have been considered. Changes in frequencies and magnitudes of changes in
temperature and flows are prominently mentioned in the EIS (e.g., Discussion of impacts of the No
Action Alternative at p54, p69, p105, p112, pp121, , p128, p133, p140, p.175, p162. It is curious that
this expectation is mentioned only for the No Action alternative, with the exception of section
5.7.3).
(2) consider changes in timing of flows and their effects on phenology and survival of salmon;
(3) reflect possibilities of multiple closures of a dam in a single WY;
(4) incorporate effects of changes in development, groundwater (baseflows), temperatures, sediment
transport;
(5) consider variability in estuarine or marine survival or harvest – extremely unlikely that WY events
would be independent of estuarine or marine conditions due to the relationships between air and
ocean currents and precipitation patterns;
(6) capture the environmental variability that would be expected in different parts of the Chehalis Basin
at specific times because evaluation is based on a limited set of three a priori selected WYs;
(7) deal substantively with impacts of habitat restoration actions or various kinds of intra and inter
species interactions.
(8) clearly present results on important population performance metrics of productivity, diversity,
spatial structure, instead focusing on the metric of abundance (Neq), or potentials for metapopulation
structure. Failure to present and discuss the significance of these metrics fails to inform readers of the
EIS of their importance for consideration of harvest potentials, resilience to stress, and ability to
withstand change. Because of these structural limitations, the analysis is framed in way that can easily
lead to misinterpretation. Since factors relating to climate change, development, and restoration are
incorporated into evaluation of all alternatives, the EIS asserts that the effects of the Proposed Project
can be determined by differences computed through subtraction. This is misleading in that the effects
of other factors not included in the structural assumptions for impact analyses would very likely
significantly affect the magnitude and uncertainty associated with that difference. Even one of these
factors, for example, variability of estuarine and marine survivals, could have a large effect on model
results. For example, the figure depicted below (p44 of TCCHINOOK 19-2 v1) illustrates the variability in
early marine survivals for Queets Fall Chinook, the coded-wire-tag indicator stock used by the Pacific
Salmon Commission’s Chinook Technical Committee to represent Washington Coastal Fall Chinook.
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Model Results
Metrics: Model projections are presented in three general metrics in the absence of harvest: (1)
“Abundance” or spawners at equilibrium escapements; (2) “Productivity”, reproductive rate at low
spawner abundance; and (3) population “Spatial structure” and “diversity”, the proportion of
populations with productivities >1. Results are presented principally in terms of abundance, with only
sparse mention of model results in terms of the other two metrics. The EIS provides only cursory
treatment of projected impacts of the Proposed Project and No Action alternatives on productivity,
diversity, and spatial structure, extremely important considerations for assessing resilience and longterm sustainability.
Because the modeling was limited to consideration of freshwater environmental effects of the
Proposed Project within the limited study area, effects of environmental variability during periods of
estuarine and ocean residence were not considered. The ability of salmon populations to sustain
harvest, a consideration of critical importance to the ability of the Quinault Nation to exercise fishing,
hunting, and gathering rights reserved under the January 6, 1856 Treaty of Olympia with the United
States was not evaluated.
The EDT projects habitat relationships to salmon under results “steady state” conditions using
deterministic computational algorithms without consideration of variability or uncertainty in population
structure and environment.
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DEIS p. 78-79: “Operation of the FRE facility would have significant adverse impacts on salmon and steelhead in

both the Above Crim Creek Subbasin and the Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek Subbasin. In addition to reduced
abundance of salmon species, operation of the FRE facility is expected to reduce the species’ productivity, diversity,
and spatial structure. Spatial structure refers to the pattern of fish production among subbasins in the Chehalis
Basin. The loss of production from one population in a subbasin could lead to a reduction in the resilience of the
overall population and an increase in vulnerability to environmental variables. The Proposed Project would
decrease the spatial structure of populations in the basin by eliminating spring-run Chinook salmon, coho salmon,
and steelhead populations in the Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek Subbasin by late-century; significantly impacting
spring-run Chinook salmon in the Above Crim Creek Subbasin in both the midcentury and late-century periods; and
impacting fall-run Chinook salmon in the Above Crim Creek and Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek subbasins in both
the mid-century and late-century periods. The reduction or loss of salmon or steelhead from one population
(subbasin) would also result in a loss of genetic diversity within and among populations of each species across the
Chehalis Basin.
The combination of construction and operation of the Proposed Project is expected to have significant adverse
impacts on salmon and steelhead in both subbasins. Integrated model results, summarized in Exhibits 5.3-3 and 5.34, show estimated impacts on salmon and steelhead in mid-century and late century, compared to the abundance
prior to construction.
The model shows that the operation of the Proposed Project would have a significant adverse impact on spring-run
Chinook salmon, fall-run Chinook salmon, coho salmon, and steelhead.”

Sidebar p. 78: “Chehalis Basin Perspective on Salmonid Impacts The subbasin upstream of Crim Creek supports
genetically unique populations of salmon and steelhead. The Proposed Project would result in a loss of genetic
diversity within and among populations of each species across the Chehalis Basin. Spring-run Chinook spawn in
three primary areas within the Chehalis Basin. The Proposed Project would significantly affect one of these three
important spawning areas. Salmon and steelhead in the Proposed Project footprint and subbasin upstream of Crim
Creek that are evaluated in this report make up the following percentages of the Chehalis Basin population: • About
1.2% to 3.4% of spring-run Chinook salmon, fall-run Chinook salmon, and coho salmon • About 15.7% of steelhead
Reductions in the number of salmon and steelhead from the Proposed Project are significant because they bring
population abundances even further below 70% of historical abundance, which is the goal for other recovery plans.
The Proposed Project could affect future restoration options in the subbasins above and below Crim Creek and
within the larger basin for the fish species and habitats they rely on.”
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A different set of figures is provided to depict projections under the No Action alternative.
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EIS p. 83-84: “Quantitative modeling was completed to determine impacts on salmon and steelhead under the No
Action Alternative. Increases in water temperature and reductions in summer flows including the effects of climate
change over the long term are expected to have a large impact on all three salmonid species (and two life-history
strategies for Chinook salmon) modeled. Exhibit 5.3-5 shows the modeled decrease in abundance compared to the
median abundance under current conditions for each species and subbasin.

In addition to loss of abundance of salmon species, the No Action Alternative is also expected to reduce the species’
productivity, diversity, and spatial structure due to the projected loss of spring-run Chinook salmon, coho salmon,
and steelhead populations from the Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek Subbasin. This is expected to increase the
vulnerability of these species to environmental variability. Habitat degradation associated with the No Action
Alternative is also expected to reduce genetic diversity within and among populations due to reductions in
abundance and the loss of populations in the Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek Subbasin. Exhibits 5.3-6 and 5.3-7 show
estimated impacts on salmon and steelhead in midcentury and late-century, compared to the pre-FRE abundance.”

The EIS’ descriptions of modeling results are unbalanced. As illustrated above, text, figures and tables
are presented in a way that increased the difficulty of comparing results of the Proposed Project and No
Action alternatives.
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Under the Proposed Project, declines in equilibrium escapements during construction range from 37%
(Fall Chinook) to 65% (coho) for the area above Crim Creek and from 1% (coho) to 19% (Spring Chinook
and steelhead) for the area from Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek (Exhibit 5.3-2, p74). Under the No Action
alternative, declines in equilibrium escapements are projected to range from 36% (steelhead) to 87%
(Spring Chinook) for the area above Crim Creek and from 59% (Fall Chinook) to 100% (Spring Chinook,
coho, and steelhead) for the area from Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek (Exhibit 5.3-5). For the area from
Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek, projected equilibrium escapements are similar for both the Proposed
Project and No Action alternatives. Curiously, no comparable table to Exhibit 5.3-5 is provided for the
Proposed Project in the EIS and the information in graphical presentations are cumbersome to compare.
Figures 1 and 2 (p. 16) and Table 2 (p.17) of a memo 9 to the Chehalis Board provide presentations that
facilitate comparisons of projected equilibrium escapements under the Proposed Project and No Action
alternatives.

Figure 1 for the area above Crim Creek illustrates that projected declines under the No Action
alternative are much more gradual than those of the Proposed Project which show pronounced declines
due to dam construction activity. Because EDT provides steady state projections, the DEIS provides mid
and late century information on salmon population impacts, but no more specific information as to
timing. Under the Proposed Project, adverse impacts will occur during initial 2025-2030 period for
construction and subsequent operation of the FRE facility. Some of these are discussed in DEIS
Appendix
Memo dated March 31, 2020. To: Chehalis Basin Board, From: Andrea McNamara Doyle, Office of Chehalis Basin
Director Cc: Gordon White and Diane Butorac, Department of Ecology; Michael Garrity and Celina Abercrombie,
Department of Fish and Wildlife; Stephen Bernath, Department of Natural Resources; Bart Gerhart, Washington
State Department of Transportation Re: Response to Chehalis Basin Board Questions on the Chehalis River Basin
Flood Damage Reduction Project.
9
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E pE-79 et.seq. Accelerated adverse impacts and reduction of time available for potential mitigation
or restoration actions to take effect are not considered. The timing of when adverse effects would
be expected to occur and their duration is significant because earlier and more severe declines lessen
the time available for restoration actions to take effect. The potential for the Proposed Project in

limiting restoration actions is noted at p.S-8: “The Proposed Project could reduce future restoration options in
the subbasins above and below Crim Creek and within the larger basin for the fish species and habitats they rely
on.” Impacts of construction activity would be immediate and occur over an indeterminate period 10 while
other impacts would accrue over time during operation of the dam and fish passage facilities.

Figure 2 for the area from Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek area illustrates that equilibrium escapements are
projected to decline at slightly lower rates for the No Action alternative, but similar results for both the
Proposed Project and No Action alternatives by late century. The overall pattern of declining
equilibrium escapements is due primarily to the effects of assumptions regarding climate change and, to
a much lesser degree, development activity within the Chehalis Basin. 11

Construction is proposed to occur over five years and the applicant has requested that annual construction
period be permitted to run from July through September, a time period encompassing active migration of salmon
species. The EIS does not provide information on magnitude or duration of likely adverse impacts on salmon
(particularly Chinook and coho) which may occur during construction.

10

The EIS includes assumptions regarding climate change in evaluation of both the Proposed Project and No Action
Alternatives. Information necessary to untangle confounded effects is not presented, nor is a separate assessment
of climate change impacts included.
11
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Because the same assumptions are incorporated into the evaluation methods for both the Proposed
Project and No Action alternatives, the March 31 memo (fn 10) asserts effects of the dam can be
determined by subtraction of projected changes in equilibrium escapements under the No Action
alternative from those of the Proposed Project. Results of this calculation are presented in Table 2. This
subtraction is approximate because effects of components of the Proposed Project are confounded with
other factors such as environmental change, development, and to an unknown extent restoration, some
of which are described in section 5.3.3 of the EIS.

Comments & Evaluation
Although documentation of modeling for salmon is incomplete in the EIS and responses for additional
information are still pending, our summary comments with respect to modeling using the EDT and
Hybrid Models follow:
1. Numerous errors were identified in the salmon modeling process relied upon by the EIS,
indicating lack of adequate QA/QC.
2. Despite many concerns with the EIS modeling, we concur with the fundamental conclusions of
the modeling analyses that both the Proposed Project and No Action Alternative would have
significant adverse impacts on Spring and Fall Chinook, Coho and Steelhead populations
originating in the two spatial areas that were modeled, under the assumptions employed to
perform the analyses
3. Results of modeling of the Proposed Project do not distinguish impacts of the project from those
associated with climate change and stream/floodplain restoration actions.
4. We are concerned with the representation of impacts under the “No Action” Alternative.
Particular concerns include: (a) inability to distinguish impacts of climate change effects, stream
and floodplain restoration actions, and other assumptions that are intermixed within this
alternative; (b) use of qualitative terms to compare results of the two alternatives (e.g., “similar
to”); and (c) the representation that “ The No Action Alternative” represents the most likely
future, including the effects of climate change, if the Proposed Project is not constructed. The
implication is that the impacts under the “No Action” Alternative are inevitable or de minimis
since the Proposed Project would only affect the timing of loss of salmon populations. However,
this is due to the limited nature of the EIS modeling effort which does not substantively evaluate
or explain:
•

The “Local Actions” Alternative.
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•

Effects of restoration actions that are already planned or might be taken under the ASRP.

•

Impacts of potential listings under the Endangered Species Act which could substantively
alter the assumptions employed for EIS modeling.

•

The importance of spatial structure and diversity to the populations of the Chehalis Basin;
these are extremely important concepts within the ASRP and the identification Ecological
Diversity Regions within the ASRP (ASRP Steering Committee 2019).

Gaps and Omissions:
5. The failure to consider climate change effects related to alterations of atmospheric and ocean
currents.
6. The analyses being centered on peak flows, which does not adequately address changes in the
frequency of water flow (peak and low flows), interannual differences in temporal flow patterns,
temperatures, and intensity of recurrent storm events.
7. Not accounting for increased variability and trends of precipitation patterns, changes in deltabay (below RM 9) and marine environments.
8. A failure to quantify uncertainties and provide guidance for interpretation, including reliability of
results.
9. The assumption of constant survivals in the delta-bay and marine environments when there is
ample evidence of high variability.
10. Failure to consider substantively hatchery-wild or interspecies impacts
11. Impacts of alteration of biological processes that affect food webs (e.g., insects, molluscs,
predation, algal blooms, etc.) on aquatic species are ignored.
12. The significance of effects of variability and uncertainty on productivity and diversity, major
considerations on the ability to sustain populations or access fish for harvest (discussed in a
separate white paper “Review of Evaluation of Impacts on Fish and Fisheries”, complexities of
freshwater or marine fisheries management, and the ability to exercise reserved treaty rights.
13. The lack of a formal population viability analyses.
14. Failure to substantively evaluate the local action alternative
15. Limitation of the population structure to populations above Crim Creek and between Rainbow
Falls and Crim Creek does not account for changes in other populations originating in other
subbasins.
16. The use of outdated climate science; EIS climate projections do not reflect the current state of
knowledge regarding climate change
17. The impacts of the “Local Actions” alternative
18. Specific restoration or mitigation actions, even though the Cumulative Effects Discipline Report,
Appendix 2, references several generic habitat improvement and restoration efforts, and
development of the ASRP is well underway.
19. The effects of the extensive list of uncertainties acknowledged in the Cumulative Effect
Appendix (starting at p3-2-33).
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Conclusions
The information provided in the EIS does not provide a sufficient basis for thorough scientific review of
the modeling procedures used to evaluate impacts on salmon. We found it necessary to request and
examine additional data and information from the developers and users of the EDT and Hybrid Models,
but are still left with substantial uncertainties regarding the models, methods, and parameters
employed in EIS salmon modeling.
Numerous errors in modeling inputs and configuration were discovered indicating that QA/QC
procedures did not provide adequate oversight. While we found the application of both the EDT Model
and the Hybrid Model in the EIS to be flawed, we do not disagree that the genetic diversity and
abundance of populations of Spring and Fall run Chinook, coho, and steelhead originating in the
subbasins above Crim Creek and from Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek would be expected to be significantly
and adversely affected by the Proposed Project in late century under the assumptions prescribed by the
EIS, and particularly those occurring in conjunction with climate change and development. Also, the
manner in which the EIS was framed in terms of the purpose, objective, and metrics for analysis largely
predetermine results of the analyses and precludes consideration of other alternatives that could
address the twin objectives of reducing flood damage and restoring aquatic species throughout Chehalis
Basin.
The presentation of modeling results focuses on equilibrium spawner abundance levels and does not
provide an adequate description of the significance of productivity, diversity and spatial structure, which
are also of critical importance for evaluating resilience and sustainability of salmon populations. In
addition, the peak-flow centric analysis of peak water flows resulted in inadequate treatment of low
flows, water temperature, and effects on phenology (i.e., seasonally-related life history traits of species).
Omissions of other factors, such as consideration of variability in freshwater, estuarine, and marine
environments, inter- and intra-species interactions, and lack of consideration for effects on harvest
opportunities result in substantial information gaps.
Evaluation of climate change is overly simplistic and methods do not reflect current science. A more
thorough evaluation of climate change is warranted because assumptions which affect model results are
ingrained in the analyses of all alternatives.
We lack confidence in the validity and utility of results produced by the Hybrid Model developed to
examine potential effects of stochasticity in streamflows. Numerous errors were identified in the model
inputs used in the life stage projections produced by EDT and questions remain regarding how the
stochasticity in streamflow years was actually modeled.
Therefore, while we agree with the EIS conclusions that there are significant impacts, we find that the
modeling procedures were flawed owing to numerous errors and an apparent mismatch of linking
results from a steady-state model to a multi-generational modeling component intended to model yearspecific changes in streamflow characteristics. We also conclude that impacts of the Proposed Project on
the affected salmonid populations are likely under-reported due to the errors in modeling and a lack of
full consideration of important population performance characteristics, such as productivity, diversity,
and spatial structure. Moreover, a population viability analysis of the affected populations should have
been done to adequately assess effects on long-term viability. Due to the likely severity and types of
impacts on population viability and structure, we conclude that the impacts would be unmitigable.
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Review of Impacts on Fish and Fisheries as Presented in the SEPA DEIS
Evaluation of Flood Protection in the Chehalis Basin
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Executive Summary
The draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) determines that the construction and operation of the
Proposed Project would significantly impact salmon and steelhead (collectively referred to as salmon
for convenience) produced by spawning populations upstream of Rainbow Falls, which is located
approximately 11 miles downstream of the proposed dam site.
The Proposed Project includes a flood retention facility and temporary reservoir, referred to as the
Flood Retention Expandable (FRE) facility, and changes to the Chehalis-Centralia airport levee.
While we agree with those conclusions, we further conclude that the actual impacts of the Proposed
Project are understated and under-reported compared to the likely overall impacts that would occur to
the salmon populations of the Chehalis Basin, to the ecological integrity of the Chehalis Basin
ecosystem, and to the treaty-protected fishing rights of the Quinault Indian Nation (QIN).
We found that the analyses were insufficient to assess the expected total effects on salmon populations
due to:
•

Flawed salmon population modeling;

•

Inadequate analyses of effects on watershed and ecological processes;

•

Inadequate analyses of effects on population performance and viability;

•

Inadequate analyses of cumulative effects; and

•

Inadequate analyses of the compounding effects of climate change.

We further found that the DEIS does not address harvest, particularly impacts on treaty-protected
fishing rights of the QIN. Those rights are essential for the maintenance of economy, human health, and
cultural survival. The Proposed Project would have significant impacts on these treaty-protected rights.
We also found that the DEIS, while addressing certain likely impacts on spring Chinook, does not
adequately account for the importance of this population either in the Chehalis Basin or within the
Washington coastal region. We summarize the special significance of this population, its current status,
the potential for being listed as threatened or endangered under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), and
likely impacts of the Proposed Project.
Due to the severity and extent of likely impacts of the Proposed Project, the DEIS characterizes impacts
on fish, tribal and cultural resources as significant and unavoidable “unless mitigation is technically
feasible and economically practicable.” We conclude that the impacts would not be biologically fully
mitigable.
1

Both authors have extensive experience in assessing the effects of habitat, harvest, climate change, and
restoration actions on the performance of salmon and steelhead populations. Each author has over 45 years of
experience involving a wide range of topics related to issues covered in the DEIS.
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Introduction
This technical report reviews the findings presented in the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)
February 27, 2020 Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) regarding Chehalis Flood Protection as
related to impacts on the salmon and steelhead populations 2 (collectively referred to as salmon
hereafter) of the Chehalis Basin. We review the various ways that the DEIS reports that the Proposed
Project might impact these fish populations and present our conclusions whether the analyses were
adequate in assessing expected impacts. In doing so, we identify where there were gaps in the analyses
presented in the DEIS with respect to potential impacts on the fish populations.
This report is not focused on the fish and habitat models employed in the DEIS to evaluate impacts on
salmon populations, though we briefly summarize here our conclusions regarding the use of those
models. We provided a detailed review of the models in a companion technical report entitled “Salmon
Population Modeling for the SEPA DEIS”. This report is focused on key topics contained within the DEIS
that relate to how the DEIS analyses were performed to assess impacts on these populations.
This report is organized into the following major sections:
•

Framework for Evaluation;

•

DEIS Conclusions Regarding Impacts;

•

Comments and Evaluation; and

•

Spring Chinook Significance

In the final section of this report, Spring Chinook Significance, we describe the biological, ecological, and
cultural importance of spring Chinook salmon in the basin. The DEIS, while addressing certain likely
impacts on this species, does not adequately account for the importance of this population either in the
Chehalis Basin or within the Washington coastal region. We summarize the special significance of the
species, its current status, the potential for being listed as threatened or endangered under the
Endangered Species Act (ESA), and likely impacts of the Proposed Project.

Framework for Evaluation
Our evaluation of the DEIS considered these major topics related to how the DEIS assessed impacts of
the Proposed Project on the relevant fish populations:
•

Important characteristics of the fish populations and how the action would affect those
characteristics (abundance, productivity, diversity, and spatial structure—based Viable Salmonid
Population (VSP) concepts from McElhany et al. 2000);

•

Effects on watershed processes that form and maintain habitat characteristics;

•

Effects on relevant habitats, based on understanding about the relationships of habitat
characteristics to life stages of fish populations;

•

Incorporation of other factors to assess cumulative effects;

•

Compounding effects of climate change on habitats and fish populations;

•

Methods used in the DEIS to assess impacts;

2

Steelhead trout are classified within the genus Oncorhynchus along with the Pacific salmon species. Collectively,
these species are often referred to as salmon (Waples 1991, Quinn 2018).
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•

Determination of significant adverse impacts; and

•

Effects on treaty-protected rights to maintain the ability to harvest fish needed for economy,
human health, and cultural survival.

DEIS Conclusions Regarding Impacts
The DEIS concludes that:
•

Construction and operation of the Proposed Project would have a significant adverse impact on
aquatic habitat from the headwaters of the Chehalis River to the middle mainstem. The removal
of vegetation, increase in temperature, and reduced water quality would negatively affect
aquatic habitat and species. (p70 in main report)

•

Construction and operation would have significant adverse impacts on spring-run Chinook
salmon, fall-run Chinook salmon, coho salmon, and steelhead from degraded habitat, noise, and
fewer fish surviving passage around the FRE facility. (p70 in main report)

•

These significant impacts on fish and aquatic species and habitat would be unavoidable unless
the Fish and Aquatic Species and Habitat Management Plan and other mitigation plans meet
regulatory requirements and implementation is feasible. (p70 in main report)

Comments and Evaluation
We considered the conclusions of the DEIS by evaluating various issues and topics that the DEIS
incorporated into its analyses. We have organized our evaluation into the following categories of
conclusions:
•

Inadequate Analyses of Effects on Salmon Populations;

•

Inadequate Analyses of Effects on the Ecological Integrity of the Chehalis Basin;

•

Impacts on Harvest Opportunity (i.e., particularly on treaty-protected fishing rights); and

•

Inadequate Discussion of Mitigation and Related Conclusions.

Inadequate Analyses of Effects on Salmon Populations
The DEIS presents an incomplete and inadequate assessment of the likely impacts on the salmon
populations of the Chehalis Basin. We present our findings under the following topics/issues related to
the analyses in the DEIS:
•

Flawed salmon population modeling;

•

Inadequate analyses of effects on watershed and ecological processes;

•

Inadequate analyses of effects on population performance and viability;

•

Inadequate analyses of cumulative effects; and

•

Inadequate analyses of the compounding effects of climate change.
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Issue: Flawed salmon population modeling
This issue was described and addressed in a companion technical report by the authors, entitled
“Salmon Population Modeling for the SEPA DEIS.” That document examined the use of two computer
models within the DEIS to make quantitative and qualitative projections of the effects of the Proposed
Project on populations of spring Chinook, fall Chinook, coho, and steelhead: (1) the Ecosystem Diagnosis
and Treatment (EDT) Model and (2) the Integrated EDT-LCM Model (hereafter referred as the Hybrid
Model).
We concluded that the information provided in the DEIS does not provide sufficient, specific information
and data to permit thorough scientific evaluation. There are substantial uncertainties regarding the
models, methods, and parameters employed in the DEIS modeling. However, our review of available
information regarding how the modeling was performed revealed numerous errors in modeling inputs
and configuration, which suggest a failure of Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC) measures
to provide adequate review and oversight of the modeling process.
We concluded that the application of both the EDT Model and the Hybrid Model in the DEIS is flawed.
However, we do not disagree that the genetic diversity and abundance of populations of spring and fall
Chinook, coho, and steelhead originating in the subbasins above the proposed dam site (near Crim
Creek) and from Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek would be significantly and adversely affected by project
construction and operations, which would worsen further in late century (DEIS, Exhibit 5-6, Fish and
Aquatic Species Habitat pS-14 and Tribal Resources p5-15; section 5.3, p70; Exhibit 5-3-2, p74).
We agree with those conclusions under the assumptions prescribed by the DEIS, including those relating
to climate change and development, implementation of the Proposed Project, and exclusion of habitat
restoration efforts within the upper Chehalis subbasin prioritized under the Aquatic Species Restoration
Plan (ASRP).
Issue: Inadequate analyses of effects on watershed and ecological processes
The freshwater and estuarine habitats used by salmon, as well as other aquatic species, are produced by
landscape scale watershed processes that have occurred over millennia. With development of the
Chehalis Basin, flood damage to property has increased and salmon have been reduced to a small
fraction of their former abundances by changes in the environment and disruptions of watershed and
ecological processes.
The Proposed Project, including both the FRE and the raising of the Airport Levee near ChehalisCentralia, will further disrupt watershed and ecological processes, reducing the ability of current habitat
conditions to support salmon populations.
The Chehalis Basin Strategy has twin objectives to reduce flood damage and restore aquatic species. The
effects of the Proposed Project must be examined within a foundational understanding of how the
habitats of these species and their ecological functions are formed and maintained. This understanding
is essential to the ability of the Chehalis Basin Strategy to accomplish its twin objectives of reducing
damage from flooding and restoring aquatic species (ASRP Steering Committee 2019).
Beechie and Bolton (1999) describe why this landscape-scale context is critical for salmon recovery work
and watershed restoration plans:
1. Spatial and temporal variations in landscape (watershed) processes create a dynamic mosaic of
habitat conditions within the river network; and
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2. Salmonid populations and their subpopulations are adapted to the local environmental
conditions that were formed and maintained by these processes over long time periods.
It is important to recognize that the habitats of aquatic species continue to be affected by dynamic
processes. Disruptions or alterations to these processes can adversely affect the quality and quantity of
habitats, which in turn can adversely impact salmon populations that depend upon them. The Chehalis
Basin salmon populations have declined sharply from their historical levels—with dramatic declines in
each of the VSP characteristics (abundance, productivity, diversity, and spatial structure)—as a result of
many factors, especially those related to land and water uses that have altered watershed and
ecological processes (Smith and Wenger 2001; Mobrand Biometrics 2003; McConnaha et al. 2017; ASRP
Steering Committee 2019; Beechie et al. 2020).
The Proposed Project would continue the pattern of altering watershed processes vital to the long-term
sustainability of salmon populations. Richards et al. (2002), commenting on flood control efforts,
described the cascade of effects that subsequently occur to riverine and riparian processes:
“River regulation (by channelization or flood control) results in terrestrialization of the
vegetation, associated with a reduced rate of turnover of the fluvial landscape, reduced rates
of ecosystem change, reductions of channel and ecosystem dynamics and of mosaic detail,
reduced flood frequency, and loss of habitat and age diversity.”
The DEIS does not adequately address how the Proposed Project will fundamentally alter watershed and
ecological processes critical to salmon habitats in the upper river, as well as throughout the entirety of
the river corridor downstream extending into the estuary.
Conclusions of the DEIS:
The DEIS concludes that the following impacts would occur to habitats and watershed processes:
•

In the upper Chehalis River (upstream of dam site): Impacts to be SIGNIFICANT to aquatic
habitat function from increase in temperature (2°C to 3°C increases in summer) due to lack of
large trees in the temporary reservoir, degraded riparian function, recurring inundation events
affecting up to 847 acres of vegetation, reduced fish passage, bed scour affecting spawning
grounds, degraded habitat, reduction in channel-forming flows and large woody material, and
reduced nutrient contributions to the river (pE-v).

•

In the upper and middle Chehalis River (downstream of the dam to the South Fork): Impacts to
be SIGNIFICANT to aquatic habitat function from change in substrate transport process, reduced
large woody material, reduced channel-forming flows, increase in temperature (2°C to 3°C
increases in summer) due to lack of large trees in the temporary reservoir down to confluence
with South Fork, increased turbidity from reservoir releases (pE-vi).

•

In the lower and middle Chehalis River (downstream of the dam): Impacts to be SIGNIFICANT
with respect to changes to floodplain inundation extents and creation of new habitat from
reduction in peak flows (pE-vi).

•

In the lower and middle Chehalis (downstream of the South Fork): Impacts to be MODERATE to
aquatic habitats (pE-vi).

•

In summary: Construction and operation of the Proposed Project would have a SIGNIFICANT
adverse impact on aquatic habitat from the headwaters of the Chehalis River to the middle
mainstem (p70 in main report).
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However, as part of the fish and habitat modeling analysis presented, the DEIS called out as
uncertainties what the effects of the FRE facility would be on watershed processes within the mainstem
river corridor downstream of the facility, stating (pE2-35):
•

Uncertainty associated with aspects of the project that were not considered in the modeling
approach for areas downstream of the FRE facility include
o

Broad, long-term effects of a lack of channel-forming flows during floods; and

o

How a lack of flooding would impact channel width, fine sediment levels, floodplain
maintenance and formation, and riparian structure and function.

Comments and Evaluation:
We agree with the overall conclusions that the Proposed Project would significantly adversely affect
habitats and watershed and ecological processes. However, we also find that the DEIS presents an
entirely superficial, inadequate, and even contradictory in places, analysis of the effects of the Proposed
Project on watershed and ecological processes. Despite those conclusions of significant impacts, the
DEIS also identified the impacts as uncertain, and therefore, did not include them as part of the fish and
habitat modeling analysis (as noted on pE2-35). The DEIS leaves largely unexplained the basis, both with
respect to rationale and criteria applied, for all of these findings.
In a separate technical report submitted by QIN (see NSD (2020a) entitled “Earth Discipline Report Geology Technical Analyses Review”), the authors concluded:
“Landslides and landslide potential are underrepresented in the DEIS, and thereby the estimated
840,500 cubic yards of sediment delivered by landslides over the life of the project is underestimated
in the impact analyses; actual sediment volumes will be much higher(potentially 16 million cubic
yards or higher over the life of the project). A significant portion of landslide sediment inputs will be
fine grained, that will adversely impact salmonid egg survival. This error is propagated in the
sediment transport impact analyses and habitat impact analyses, and not considered in the FRE
Operations Plan.” (page 1)
“The loss of topsoil and mature vegetation in the reservoir will decrease the function and
benefit they provide for preventing erosion and enhancing slope stability. Landslides and mass
wasting will also expose disturbed ground to accelerated erosion. It is our opinion that the
erosion process will deliver additional fine-grained sediment (75,092 tons/year after clearing
and 23,292tons/year as willow cover establishes) to the reservoir over the volumes delivered by
landslides where it will be mobilized from the reservoir to the downstream reaches and will
result in downstream habitat impacts. The addition of fine-grained sediment from erosion
processes was not properly characterized, quantified or adequately considered in the DEIS. This
error is propagated in the sediment transport impact analyses and habitat impact analyses.
This condition will be exacerbated by an increase in landslides.” (page 1)
Further, that technical report found:
“The DEIS acknowledges that reservoir operations will increase fine sediment inputs to the river
from hillslopes and landslides that will impact water quality. However, predictions of fine
sediment inputs are grossly under-estimated, and no fine sediment transport modeling or
aquatic habitat impact assessment was conducted. Increase in fine sediment inputs will
increase salmonid egg mortality by infiltrating redds within the reservoir and far downstream.”
(page 2)
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In stark contrast to the conclusions in that technical report, it bears noting that in our separate technical
report “Salmon Population Modeling for the SEPA DEIS”, we found that the EDT modeling used to
analyze FRE impacts to salmon incorporated gross errors in how the attribute “Fine Sediment” was
characterized in the model. The model assumed that spawning gravels within the footprint of the FRE, as
well as all stream reaches downstream to the confluence with Newaukum River (total distance of 39
miles) would remain exceptionally clean of fine sediments under FRE operations, even in late century
with a 100-year flood flow.
In another technical report submitted by QIN (see NSD (2020b) entitled “Cascade of FRE Facility
Ecosystems Effects Technical Memo”), the authors found:
“The DEIS fails to consider, analyze or characterize the physical and ecologic process linkages
inherent in riverine ecosystems and thus fails to consider the consequent indirect impacts of the
cascade of ecosystem effects and the amplification of those effects over time that will result
from the proposed project. The proposed project will result in a cascade of impacts to both
existing floodplain/off-channel water bodies and wetlands, as well as a loss of the physical
processes that create and sustain the future formation of floodplain wetlands and
floodplain/off-channel water bodies, resulting in a significant, unmitigable amplification of
impacts over time.” (page 2)
Further, that technical report concluded:
“Overall, we find that numerous individual impacts have been underestimated or insufficiently
analyzed. Furthermore, we find that no meaningful analysis has considered or acknowledged
the interaction of these impaired processes in an ecosystem framework. Given the wellestablished interactions between geomorphic, hydrologic, and ecological processes that form
and maintain high quality aquatic habitat, the impairment of several of these individual
processes will set in motion a much larger “cascade” of impacts. The synchronous alteration to
multiple, connected natural processes that sustain aquatic habitat sets up a positive feedback
loop in which the overall impact to ecosystems is amplified relative to the alteration of any one
process. These indirect impacts are not adequately or appropriately analyzed in the DEIS and its
associated discipline reports.” (page 3)
Conclusions
We conclude that numerous individual impacts of the Proposed Project have been underestimated or
insufficiently analyzed to adequately address the full scale and scope of impacts on watershed and
ecological processes. As a result, the full extent of potential impacts on salmon populations within the
Chehalis Basin have not been adequately assessed.
Issue: Inadequate analyses of effects on population performance and viability
Salmon population performance is determined by the spatial-temporal mosaic of habitats, both their
quality and quantities, throughout the life cycle of the species. 3 The ability of populations to withstand
stress and to sustain themselves over time is termed “viability.”
NOAA Fisheries relies upon the concept of a viable salmonid population (VSP) to guide assessment and
recovery under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) (McElhany et al. 2000). A viable salmonid population is
defined as an independent population “of any Pacific salmonid (genus Oncorhynchus) that has a
3

/ In addition to the role of habitat, population performance is also affected by the genetic composition of the
population, which can be affected by introgression with domesticated hatchery fish. The DEIS does not consider
interactions between hatchery and wild fish of the same species or interspecies effects.
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negligible risk of extinction due to threats from demographic variation, local environmental variation,
and genetic diversity changes over a 100- year time frame.“ NOAA employs a VSP framework consisting
of four characteristics or parameters: abundance, intrinsic productivity, population spatial structure,
and diversity. These four parameters are often referred to as the VSP parameters.
All of the VSP parameters combined provide information about the relative risk of extinction under
historical, current, or future conditions, such as those expected in the future due to climate change or
the Proposed Project.
To its credit, the DEIS is transparent in correctly identifying many of the major uncertainties in the
analyses and findings related to projecting impacts on salmon population performance (e.g. pE2-33 to
E2-35). These uncertainties are many, varied, and large, which calls into question whether the
information that was used in the DEIS was sufficient and methods comprehensive enough to assess
potential impacts with reasonable confidence.
Conclusions of the DEIS:
The key findings and conclusions of the DEIS with respect to impacts on the salmon populations are
summarized below:
•

Construction and operation of the Proposed Project would have a significant adverse impact on
aquatic habitat from the headwaters of the Chehalis River to the middle mainstem. The removal
of vegetation, increase in temperature, and reduced water quality would negatively affect
aquatic habitat and species. (p70 in main report)

•

Construction and operation would have significant adverse impacts on spring-run Chinook
salmon, fall-run Chinook salmon, coho salmon, and steelhead from degraded habitat, noise, and
fewer fish surviving passage around the FRE facility. (p70 in main report)

•

These significant impacts on fish and aquatic species and habitat would be unavoidable unless
the Fish and Aquatic Species and Habitat Management Plan and other mitigation plans meet
regulatory requirements and implementation is feasible. (p70 in main report)

•

The subbasin upstream of Crim Creek supports populations of salmon and steelhead that are
genetically unique from salmon and steelhead in other subbasins of the Chehalis River Basin.
The analysis predicts that the Proposed Project would reduce the genetic diversity within and
among salmon populations of each species across the Chehalis Basin. (pS-8 in summary
document)

•

Spring-run Chinook spawn in three primary areas within the Chehalis Basin. The Proposed
Project would significantly affect one of these three important spawning areas. (pS-8 in
summary document)

•

Reductions in the number of salmon and steelhead in the late-century from the Proposed
Project are significant because they bring population abundances even further below 70% of
historical abundance than the reductions predicted from climate change alone. (pS-8 in
summary document)

•

The Proposed Project could reduce future restoration options in the subbasins above and below
Crim Creek and within the larger basin for the fish species and habitats they rely on. (pS-8 in
summary document)
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But even with that determination, substantial uncertainties with the analyses were identified in the
DEIS. Listed below are some of those uncertainties (from pE2-33, 34, and 35), some of which indicate
that projected impacts are underestimated:
•

How would habitat conditions above and below the FRE facility during construction and
operation change, including:
o

How fast will habitat recover from an FRE facility closure event?

o

What will habitat above the FRE facility look like through time?

o

How will downstream conditions change?

o

Will fish recolonize habitat after an FRE facility event, and if so, how quickly?

o

Will fish self-distribute downstream from the FRE facility during a closure and spawn
successfully?

•

Uncertainty exists associated with 10- or 100-year floods occurring during FRE facility
construction (rather than 2-year floods, which is what is currently modeled). A 10- or 100-year
flood during this construction period could have greater impacts on fish species and habitat.

•

Uncertainty associated with fish passage estimates.

•

The effect of climate change on conditions in Grays Harbor and the ocean is uncertain. Inclusion
of these factors would affect the numeric estimates of fish performance under both
alternatives. Annual variation in ocean conditions and ocean survival is a significant contributor
to annual variation in spawner abundance for salmon and steelhead. It is not clear how climate
change will affect salmon and steelhead survival in Grays Harbor and the ocean, although
climate models suggest that ocean temperatures will likely increase in the future and increasing
ocean temperatures may lead to reduced adult returns (Logerwell et al. 2003). For small or
declining populations, this annual variation may result in populations going to very low numbers
(or zero in some years), possibly resulting in earlier functional extirpation.

•

Effects of peak flow outside the project area were not modeled so that effects of the Proposed
Action were easier to detect. This results in an underestimation of the functional extirpation of
weak species, especially spring Chinook. Inclusion of flood effects outside the project area may
result in earlier functional extirpation of small populations (e.g., spring Chinook) if that was to
be modeled.

•

Uncertainty exists in flooding impacts to flow and channel width because the EDT model is
structured based on monthly (not daily) increments of time. The impacts of the flood events are
diminished when daily flows are incorporated into a monthly time step in the analysis.

•

Uncertainties exist associated with lack of variation in timing and duration of the flood events in
2-, 10-, and 100-year flood years; no variation in flow conditions at other, non-flood event, times
of the year were incorporated; and no variation in the life stage of the salmon and steelhead
being affected by the flood event was incorporated. Additionally, uncertainties due to actual
differences in 2-, 10-, and 100-year flood conditions in the future have not been captured since
specific water years were chosen as representative in the models.

Comments and Evaluation
The DEIS does not adequately address the four VSP characteristics to evaluate the overall impact of the
proposed project on the affected populations. The major focus of the DEIS analysis, using modeling, is
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on equilibrium abundance under the different scenarios evaluated. Only brief, superficial evaluation is
given to the other characteristics, namely productivity, diversity, and spatial structure.
The DEIS acknowledges that the genetic structure and diversity of coho and steelhead are unique in the
upper Chehalis Basin and that the Proposed Project will significantly impact those aspects of population
performance—this recognition is based on findings in Seamons et al. (2017 and 2019).
Page E-145:
“As described above, coho salmon and steelhead found at and upstream of the proposed FRE
facility are genetically distinct from coho salmon and steelhead in lower river areas.”
And further (same page):
“Any decline of Chinook salmon, coho salmon, or steelhead in the upper basin due to the
Proposed Action would be a significant loss of genetic diversity from Chehalis Basin
populations.”
Still, the DEIS suggests that such losses may not be that important to the aggregate populations in the
Chehalis Basin, for example, in the following (pE-141):
“The salmon and steelhead in the two subbasins of the Chehalis River evaluated in this report
represent only a fraction of the entire Chehalis Basin population (approximately 1.2% of springrun Chinook salmon, 3.4% of fall-run Chinook salmon, 2.7% of coho salmon and 15.8% of
steelhead; Ronne 2019).”
We disagree. Such a characterization implies that abundance should be the major consideration
when determining importance, ignoring other characteristics that are seminal to the concept of a
VSP. With the exception of steelhead, this statement implies that the losses that would occur as a
result of the Proposed Project would be very small compared to the overall population sizes (in
aggregate) across the Chehalis Basin. However, the significance of component populations within
the Chehalis Basin should not be viewed from the standpoint of the proportion of basin-wide
abundance, but rather from perspective of the need to provide the suite of characteristics
necessary to support viability and sustainability (see guidelines in McElhaney 2000, p126). In large
part, this suite of characteristics revolves around the seminal concept of resiliency, the ability to
withstand and adapt to stresses. Component populations are extremely important because they
represent genetic adaptions to different local environmental conditions, the foundation necessary
for resiliency. Their loss would reduce diversity and diminish the ability to sustain species in a
variable and changing environment.
Important points that were missed in the presentation of DEIS results include the following:
•

Several Chehalis Basin salmon populations have been in a state of decline over at least the past
two decades, as illustrated in the patterns seen for spring Chinook and winter steelhead (Figures
1 and 2). When viewed over the past century, the losses are even much more significant
(Mobrand Biometrics 2003; EDT modeling outputs from Chip McConnaha received September
2018). The Proposed Project would accelerate the declines.

•

The productivities and diversity of Chehalis salmon populations have already been severely
reduced from levels that formerly supported the populations, indicating that resiliency of the
populations in aggregate (by species) is weakened, making them more vulnerable to further loss
of resiliency from the Proposed Project (Mobrand Biometrics 2003; EDT modeling outputs from
Chip McConnaha received September 2018).
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•

Each of the populations produced upstream of Rainbow Falls, with the possible exception of
steelhead, currently perform at low levels (reflected in low abundances, productivities, and
diversity) due to intensive land use practices in that area over the past century resulting in poor
habitat conditions—habitat restoration projects suited to that area (upstream of Pe Ell) were
identified as a high priority within the ASRP.

•

The spatial range of spring Chinook in the Chehalis Basin was once greater than it is now—and it
appears to be contracting due to the decline in the population (see final section of this report).
The Proposed Project would accelerate contraction. Loss of spatial structure to the population
would further erode population viability.

•

The upper Chehalis subbasin (upstream of the proposed dam site) has been a stronghold for
steelhead production relative to other parts of the Chehalis Basin, based on findings from
intensive spawner surveys over the past six years (Ronne et al. 2018; Ronne et al. 2020). The
decline that is occurring in the spawning escapements in the Chehalis River system upstream of
Aberdeen (Figure 2) suggests that the upper Chehalis subbasin is particularly important to
protect for the aggregate population in the Chehalis River system. Effects of the Proposed
Project as presented in the DEIS to this population segment are substantial, causing significant
loss in abundance, productivity, and diversity (pE-117, 141, 143, 144, 146). These losses would
be further magnified as losses to the overall aggregate population.

•

A viability analysis that considers productivity, abundance (or capacity), and interannual
variability should be performed to assess the potential impacts of the Proposed Project on the
viability of the populations produced in the upper basin. Special types of models that
incorporate a quasi-extinction threshold (QET) are normally used to perform viability analyses. It
bears noting that the modeling that was done using the Hybrid Model did not incorporate any
kind of QET such that the model allowed population levels to drop to near zero, then
unrealistically rebound. Page E-41 notes:
“Over the mid- and late-century time frames, spring-run Chinook salmon abundance was
estimated to be zero and fall-run Chinook salmon abundance ranged as low as 2 fish in the
Above Crim Creek Subbasin. This highlights the increased year-to-year variability and
subsequent vulnerability of these species to stressors under the Proposed Action.”
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Figure 1. Estimated run sizes of spring Chinook returning to the Chehalis Basin, 2000-2019. The figure is from
Lestelle et al. (2019) but it has been updated with provisional data for 2019 from Curt Holt (WDFW, personal
communications).

Figure 2. Estimated spawning escapements of wild winter steelhead in the Chehalis River system upstream of
Aberdeen from 2002-03 to 2018-19. The horizontal red line is the spawning escapement goal for the population.
Chart was provided by Curt Holt (WDFW, personal communications) to Larry Lestelle on February 18, 2020.
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The DEIS also did not adequately address a large number of uncertainties that were identified in the
report (see p.E2-33, 34, 35). An example of one of those uncertainties that needed much greater
attention is fish passage that would be required at the FRE facility. The DEIS acknowledges uncertainty
with both upstream and downstream fish passage design, but then relies on a number of
unsubstantiated assumptions.
A key supporting document for the fish passage analysis (CBS 2018, p31) states with regard to the
construction period: “Due to the extended period of diversion and the impact to salmon populations, for
the following fish passage alternatives during construction, it is assumed that the full fish passage
criteria required by NMFS and WDFW must be met for the entire period of construction.” Page E-76
(Appendix E of DEIS) states: “The Applicant’s fish passage design for the FRE facility must meet state and
federal regulations and optimize fish passage during construction and during operation, including nonflood conditions and during flood retention events. NOAA Fisheries requires fish passage to be provided
between the 95% and 5% exceedance flow values, or in other words the middle 90% of the streamflow of
record when migrating fish are normally present at a site (NMFS 2011). The Revised Code of Washington
(RCW) 77.57.030 requires provision for passage of all fish and fish life stages believed to be present in the
system.”
The fish passage assumptions applied in the DEIS analysis are based on the preliminary designs applied
in the Programmatic EIS (PEIS), which were intended for the Flood Retention Only (FRO) structure as it
was then envisioned. Although the FRE design differs from the FRO, the actual design of the fish passage
has not been revised for the FRE. The DEIS assumes that fish passage effectiveness for the FRE facility
remains the same as was assumed for the FRO.
A major difference in the analysis for the PEIS regarding fish passage than for the FRE is that a
construction period, requiring temporary fish passage facilities, was not evaluated under the PEIS. This
introduces a major uncertainty into the DEIS that was not adequately addressed. It is critical to
recognize that fish passage criteria for temporary facilities (i.e., during construction) is intended to be
the same as during implementation following construction. NMFS (2011) states in its document entitled
“Anadromous Salmonid Passage Facility Design” the following:
“Criteria listed previously in this document also apply to the interim passage plan. Where this is
not possible, project owners must seek NMFS approval of alternate interim fish passage design
criteria, and a final interim passage plan.”
Page 20 of the DEIS states with regard to passage during the construction period: “The temporary
bypass tunnel and temporary trap-and-transport process would be required to meet National Marine
Fisheries Service and WDFW criteria for fish passage. The fish passage information provided by the
Applicant is preliminary and has not been approved; more details would be required during permitting.”
The annual duration of the in-water construction window period is uncertain and of concern. The DEIS
states:
“Work in the river channel would take place over three separate in-water work windows, which
are the time periods approved by regulatory agencies that avoid fish migration periods. The
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) approved in-water work window for the
upper Chehalis River includes the month of August and the Corps window is from July to August.
To meet the 5-year schedule, the Applicant stated they would request extensions to these work
windows to September 30.” DEIS Section 2.3.2.1 p13.
If the requested extension of the annual construction period is granted, in-water construction would
occur when spring Chinook are holding prior to spawning, and during active spawning, adult fall Chinook
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and coho are actively migrating, steelhead eggs are incubating, and juvenile coho and steelhead are
rearing and moving to suitable habitats. High temperatures and low flows which occur during this
construction period would heighten physiological stress and susceptibility to disease, increasing
mortality and reducing fitness of cold water species like salmon. If the requested extension is not
approved, construction activity would take longer to complete, impacting more years of salmon passage
and production.
While passage requirements during the construction period should be just as rigorous as in postconstruction, we are concerned that the criteria would be relaxed during the 5-year construction period
when a river by-pass tunnel and trap and haul activities would be employed. The fish passage team as
part of the DEIS concluded that it would be unlikely to achieve the same criteria during construction
(Appendix E3 p.E-10-11). The fish passage team assumed that passage effectiveness would be
substantially lower during construction than during post-construction for all species but particularly for
coho and steelhead (Tables E3-4 and E3-5 p.E3-12 and p.E3-14). Note that overall upstream passage
effectiveness ranges between 0.09 and 0.65, depending on species during construction. Passage values
this low have very significant adverse effects on salmonid populations.

Based on the documentation provided in Appendix E3 (p.E-10, 11) of the process used to develop the
fish passage assumptions that were applied, we conclude that the estimates for effectiveness of fish
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passage provisions were simply educated guesses unsupported by rigorous analysis. The upstream
passage facility would consist of a picket weir in conjunction with a temporary trap and haul facility.
Picket weirs for collecting upstream adult salmon and steelhead are extremely difficult to maintain and
operate during elevated flows in Western Washington rivers—they frequently fail. It is evident that high
uncertainty exists in fish passage analysis, which was not incorporated into the DEIS analysis of impacts.
We also note that it is very likely that post-construction passage effectiveness will be highly uncertain
and vary by year as the dam operator and support teams learn to operate the facilities to meet the
passage requirements. The DEIS ignores the challenges of evaluation, monitoring, and accurately
reporting the effectiveness of fish passage to meet these requirements.
Issue: Inadequate analyses of cumulative effects
The DEIS provides only a superficial analysis of cumulative effects on four salmon species that originate
within the general vicinity of the FRE, i.e., from spawning that occurs upstream of Rainbow Falls.
Rainbow Falls is located approximately 11 miles downstream of the proposed dam site. To understand
the overall impact of the Proposed Project, it is imperative to assess the cumulative impacts of other
known or likely factors that could reasonably be expected to compound the adverse impacts of the
project, but were not adequately addressed in the DEIS.
The magnitude of the projected impacts of the Proposed Project on the limited set of salmon
populations that were analyzed are very likely significantly underestimated when the full scope of
cumulative impacts are considered.
Page 2-2 of Appendix 2 states:
“SEPA requires cumulative effects to be considered in an DEIS (WAC 197‑11‑792). Although
SEPA does not specifically define “cumulative effects,” the term is defined under NEPA as “the
impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when
added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what
agency (Federal or non‐Federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative effects
can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period
of time.” (40 Code of Federal Regulations 1508.7)”
The DEIS considers only a very narrow scope of other factors in its consideration of cumulative impacts.
Conclusions of the DEIS:
Table 2-1 on page 2-ii lists sources of cumulative impacts that were considered in the overall DEIS
analysis.
With regard to cumulative effects on fish populations, page 2-20 identifies the major source of
cumulative impacts briefly treated in the DEIS:
“Indirect impacts from the Proposed Action include the potential for increased development in
areas predicted to experience no flooding or less severe flooding as a result of the Proposed
Action (see Section 3.7). The potential for future expansion of agriculture, rural, residential,
and commercial development in the floodplain could contribute impacts on fish habitat and
species from pollution, habitat degradation, and habitat disconnection.”
Page 2-20 further states:
“A number of projects throughout the Chehalis Basin are anticipated to improve conditions for
fish species and aquatic habitats in the study area. These projects include the ASRP, Berwick
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Creek Flood Reduction and Restoration, Chehalis Basin Partnership Watershed Plan Update,
Chehalis Flood Storage and Habitat Enhancement Master Plan implementation, China Creek
Flood Habitat Enhancement Master Plan, RCO Salmon Recovery Funding Board Projects,
Voluntary Stewardship Program implementation, and WSDOT culvert replacement and fish
barrier removal projects.”
Comments and Evaluation
Although the DEIS acknowledges that potential cumulative impacts might occur from “future expansion
of agriculture, rural, residential, and commercial development in the floodplain”, little or no attention is
given to describing the nature and extent of those developments or assessing their impacts.
Similarly, the DEIS recognizes that some benefits might be accrued due to restoration actions in the
basin, but how these might combine with expected impacts of the Proposed Project is left unanswered
and open to considerable conjecture.
Five major sources of cumulative impacts are completely ignored or are only superficially incorporated
into the DEIS. Each of these sources would likely severely reduce population performance in conjunction
with the Proposed Project. These sources are:
1. Variability in freshwater survival unrelated to effects of the Proposed Project;
2. Variability in estuarine and marine survival and effects of climate change on marine survival;
3. Fishing mortalities;
4. Effects of increased abundances of exotic fishes within the mainstem Chehalis River corridor;
and
5. Hatchery fish and interspecies impacts.
We briefly describe the importance of considering cumulative effects from each of these sources to the
overall analysis.
Variability in freshwater survival
The DEIS does not adequately address how significant cumulative effects can occur as a result of natural
variability in survival conditions encountered by salmon populations.
The DEIS acknowledges the importance of addressing variability in survival and how it can affect
population performance—still the DEIS deals with it insufficiently. Page E2-35 states:
“Variability refers to natural variability in habitat conditions or life-stage parameters, such as
annual variation in flood magnitude and its effect on bed scour and incubation survival. Annual
variation in habitat conditions affected by peak flows is currently incorporated into the model
(e.g., the influence of annual variation in peak flow on incubation survival). Effects of the
Proposed Action also vary as a function of peak flow (e.g., the dam is modeled as closed in
years with 10-year and 100-year floods, but not the 2-year flow). Where such stochastic factors
are included, such as these flow conditions, the integrated model results reflect the influence of
these factors on variation in annual abundance and equilibrium population size and on the
variation around the equilibrium population size. However, variability in other factors,
including estimated FRE facility passage survival, freshwater life-stage survival (e.g., egg-to-fry
survival), and varying ocean conditions affecting marine survival were not included in the
models.” (emphasis added)
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Further, page E-41 also acknowledges the effects of variability, even though only partial variability was
incorporated into the modeling:
“Integrated model results also show increased variability in estimated salmonid abundance
among model run iterations associated with the flow scenarios modeled, primarily for springrun and fall-run Chinook salmon. Over the mid- and late-century time frames, spring-run
Chinook salmon abundance was estimated to be zero and fall-run Chinook salmon abundance
ranged as low as 2 fish in the Above Crim Creek Subbasin. This highlights the increased year-toyear variability and subsequent vulnerability of these species to stressors under the Proposed
Action. Such variability also impacts access to fishing (economic and cultural consequences)
and the ecology of the basin for numerous other species, including Southern Resident killer
whales that depend on the presence of Chehalis Basin salmon and steelhead.”
Variability in survival is a critical determinant of population viability, especially when populations are at
low abundance (Morris and Doak 2002; Lestelle et al. 2018). As variability in survival increases, a salmon
population requires either greater intrinsic productivity or abundance, or both, to maintain viability
(Sands et al. 2009; Lestelle et al. 2018).
Although the Hybrid Model used in the DEIS incorporates some degree of random environmental
variability on survival through the random selection of water year types, no other variability in
freshwater survival is incorporated. All other sources of variation in freshwater survival are fixed in the
model, since EDT is a deterministic model without any stochastic variability applied to survival (Blair et
al. 2009). (With respect to the random selection of water year types, there was no consideration of
variability in precipitation patterns across the Chehalis Basin because of the selection of three specific
water flow year events.)
The Hybrid Model incorporates some variability in egg incubation survival associated with the 10-year
and 100-year flood flow events, but the amount of variation appears limited and underestimated
compared to expected effects at 10-year and 100-year flood flows, especially in late century (see
companion technical report “Salmon Population Modeling for the SEPA DEIS”). Variability in salmon egg
incubation survival can be extremely high when considering the effects of flood events (Kinsel et al.
2007; Zimmerman et al. 2015; Weinheimer et al. 2017).
Other environmental factors that can produce significant variability in freshwater salmon survival as a
result of interannual variations include fine sediment, water temperature, and summer low flows
(Lestelle 2005; Lestelle et al. 2019). The temporal patterns of these factors (particularly temperature and
flow) can also affect species phenology – i.e., the timing of seasonal life history events such as breeding
and fry emergence, and in turn, survival (Walther et al. 2002; Crozier et al. 2008).
With the FRE, the DEIS also recognizes that there is uncertainty in the fish passage values being applied
in the modeling (pE2-35), and the passage values in actuality would likely be subject to considerable
variability, particularly while the dam operator would be trying to adjust operations to achieve the fish
passage requirements while contending with variability in water flows and drawdown constraints. The
FRE presents unique challenges since it would not be a conventional dam with conventional operations
and proven designs for fish passage facilities.
This issue of cumulative effects being compounded through variability in survival factors should be
addressed through a viability analysis for the populations at greatest risk (i.e., those with low
productivities and abundances). It needs to also be recognized that climate change will likely result in
increased variability in freshwater survival responses due to greater variation in climate-related factors
(Lestelle et al. 2014).
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Variability in marine survival and effects of climate change on marine survival
Another major source of variability in survival occurs once juvenile salmon and steelhead enter the
estuary and then the ocean. The DEIS acknowledges that marine survival can fluctuate widely but the
modeling employed to assess impacts of the Proposed Project assumes constant survival (pE2-35).
It is not uncommon for interannual variability in marine survival (estuarine and ocean combined) to vary
by a factor of 10 or more over a period of one or more decades (Beamish et al. 2000; Lawson 1993;
Lestelle et al. 2018). The effect of such a range of variation in marine survival on salmon population
viability is significant (Lestelle et al. 2018). The survival pattern for Queets River Fall Chinook, illustrated
in Figure 3, is an example of how marine survival varies for Washington coastal Fall Chinook (from
TCCHINOOK 2019); the Queets stock is a coded-wire-tag indicator stock used by the Pacific Salmon
Commission’s Chinook Technical Committee to represent Washington Coastal Fall Chinook.

Figure 3. Estimated survival from smolt to age-2 of Queets River fall Chinook based on coded wire tagging
analysis for fish produced from brood years 1977 to 2013 (from TCCHINOOK 2019).

The full effects of climate change on marine survival patterns of salmon remain uncertain but available
information indicates that survivals will be adversely impacted (Crozier 2015; Cheung et al. 2020). It is
likely, therefore, that interannual variability will increase. Marine heatwaves (MHWs) - persistent
extremely warm ocean temperatures - are already impacting ecosystems worldwide, but recent studies
suggest the impacts will be much greater than previously thought (Cheung et al. 2020). Globally, the
frequency of MHWs has doubled since 1982, and is projected to increase further under continued global
warming (Oliver et al. 2019; Figure 4). The lead author on a recent article addressing MHWs (Cheung et
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al. 2020) said that previous estimates of declines in fish populations assumed that the waters would
warm at a steady rate as a result of climate change. But the impacts are much greater, he said, when
one considers the occasional shocks to the system caused by rapid warming. Climate-change models
predict at least four additional “blobs” before the end of the century, although nobody can predict when
exactly they will occur (as reported in the Puget Sound Institute blog April 25, 2020 by Christopher
Dunagan).

Figure 4. Projected changes to marine heatwaves (MHWs). From Oliver et al. 2019.

When prospective decreases in estuarine and marine survivals to salmon populations are considered, it
will be even more important to protect and restore freshwater habitats (Lawson 1993). MHWs and
increased variability in marine survival are important factors that should he included when evaluating
cumulative effects on affected populations. These patterns in marine survival also further point to the
need to include viability analysis to help address cumulative effects of the Proposed Project.
Fishing mortalities
Another source of cumulative impacts not included in the DEIS is mortality associated with on-going
fisheries (see also section "Impacts on Harvest Opportunity"). Chinook and coho salmon originating in
the Chehalis Basin are harvested by commercial, recreational, and subsistence fisheries on mature fish
within the Chehalis Basin and the Grays Harbor estuary. Additionally, these species are harvested over
an extensive marine geographic area. Chehalis fall Chinook are predominantly north migrating and are
harvested at various stages of maturity over an area ranging from the Washington Coast to Southeast
Alaska. Little information is available on marine harvest of Chehalis spring Chinook but their ocean
distribution is believed to be similar to that of Washington coastal fall Chinook. Chehalis coho salmon
are harvested by marine fisheries primarily during the last few months of life in offshore fisheries over a
geographic area ranging from Southern Oregon through the mid-British Columbia coast.
Exploitation rates on these populations vary annually depending on a variety of local and international
management constraints and the status of certain key populations. Historically (circa 1970s) total
exploitation rates typically exceeded 60%. The combined effects of contemporary fisheries across the
relevant geographic range produce exploitation rates typically in the 20-40% range.
Current exploitation rates add significant mortality to the populations that would be impacted by the
Proposed Project. As a result, the projected spawning abundances, productivities, and diversities of the
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populations in the DEIS are too high by substantial amounts compared to levels if harvest had been
accounted for. All modeling in the DEIS was done assuming no harvest impacts (pE-68).
The importance of the effect of variability as well as harvest on population viability is illustrated in
Figures 5 and 6 below. The figures are from Lestelle et al. (2018) and were intended to illustrate how
viability of summer chum populations in the Hood Canal region are affected by harvest. Viability is
expressed through what is called a “viability curve”, which is defined by the levels of capacity (which is
highly correlated with equilibrium abundance) and productivity that a population needs to perform at to
achieve a low risk of extinction. NOAA Fisheries defines low risk as being <5% over a 100 year time
frame (McElhany et al. 2000). Recovery of an ESA-listed population is achieved when risk of extinction is
<5%.
Figure 6 shows the effect of incorporating an exploitation rate of 30% in the viability analysis compared
to the situation where harvest does not occur. The viability curve is raised significantly at an exploitation
rate of 30%.
The lack of addressing harvest as a part of a cumulative impacts analysis is a major gap in the DEIS. It
also further points out the need to include a viability analysis to help address cumulative effects of the
Proposed Project.
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Figure 5. Example of a viability curve showing a relationship between capacity and productivity that defines a
performance threshold for a salmon population associated with given level of extinction risk (e.g., <5% risk). The
shape and location of the viability curve in relation to a population’s capacity and productivity is determined by
the amount of variability of recruitment around the underlying stock-recruitment relationship for the
population. At relatively low productivities, a higher capacity is required to maintain low extinction risk,
whereas at higher productivities a lower capacity is required for the same level of extinction risk. The example is
based on a viability analysis for the Hood Canal Summer Chum ESU (from Lestelle et al. 2018).
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Figure 6. Example of salmon population performance plotted in relation to viability curves. A – The population is
at low risk of extinction relative to the viability curve. B – The population is at high risk relative to the viability
curve. C – The population is at low risk relative to the viability curve with an exploitation rate (ER) of 0 % but at
high risk with an ER of 30%. The example is taken from a viability analysis of summer chum populations in Hood
Canal (Lestelle et al. 2018).
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Effects of increased abundances of exotic fishes
Exotic fish species (e.g., bass species) that can prey on juvenile salmon are a growing concern in the
Chehalis Basin, and particularly within the mainstem Chehalis River corridor.
The EDT model incorporates some amount of predation mortality on juvenile salmon by exotic fishes
(Lestelle 2005) but the effect is very small. Lestelle is aware of the level of effect since he was the author
of the biological rules used in the model. The Science Review Team (SRT) for the Chehalis Basin Aquatic
Species Restoration Plan has discussed the issue during its regular meetings and recognizes that the
effect in EDT is nominal. Discussions of the potential effects of exotic fish species are continuing in the
SRT since it is recognized that adverse effects may be significant and impede restoration progress.
Page E-21 in the DEIS states:
“Exotic species make up half of the vertebrate species in extensive surveys of floodplain offchannel habitats and commonly include species that prefer slow-moving water (e.g., basses,
bullhead catfish, yellow perch and common carp).”
During field trips to review Chehalis Basin areas in 2018, the SRT was briefed by long-time WDFW
employee Curt Holt based in the Region 6 Offices in Montesano. Holt conducts the helicopter spawning
surveys on the Chehalis River, oversees all other spawning survey work, and interacts regularly with
recreational fishers on the river. He described the populations of both small and largemouth bass within
the mainstem Chehalis River as being abundant and having many large fish, rivaling what a recreational
fisher could catch in Eastern Washington. He showed the SRT many photos of large fish caught in the
mainstem Chehalis River. Holt told the SRT that when he conducts helicopter surveys of the mainstem
river, groups of largemouth bass are routinely startled by the helicopter and flushed from logjams into
the open where they are easily spotted. Holt reported that he believes the abundance of bass has
increased in the river since he began work for WDFW in 2000.
Crozier (2015) has reported a similar situation occurring in the Columbia River Basin. She reported that
the threat from increasing predation by introduced bass is a management concern. Smallmouth bass is a
particular concern in the John Day River subbasin, where bass were found feeding at the maximum
consumption rate expected. Since bass were introduced in 1971 to the John Day River for recreational
fishing, the population has been steadily expanding its range of distribution.
We conclude that the cumulative effects analysis should address what may be a significant source of
mortality to juvenile salmon within the mainstem Chehalis River corridor, that is, from exotic fish
predators. Predation by bass species on juvenile salmonids has been documented to be high in the
Columbia River system (Sanderson et al. 2009). Moreover, it is likely that the effects being modeled as
part of the EDT analysis are too low, perhaps by a substantial margin.
Hatchery fish
Hatchery fish released into streams can adversely impact the performance of co-mingled wild fish
through competition for limited resources, predation by the hatchery fish on wild fish, and loss of
genetic characteristics of wild fish through interbreeding with hatchery fish (HSRG 2004). The EDT model
incorporates some amount of adverse effects of hatchery fish on wild salmon (Lestelle 2005), but similar
to how the effects of exotic fish are addressed, the level of impact is very small and interactions
between salmon and exotic species are not explicitly modeled.
The EDT model incorporates an attribute that identifies that juvenile hatchery fish can be present, but it
does not consider the magnitude, fish size, or species of the hatchery releases. It is used in the modeling
process as only a crude way to incorporate some risk that wild fish would be impacted by hatchery fish
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through competitive interactions or predation during juvenile life stages. The model does not address
the effects of interbreeding between hatchery and wild fish.
Large numbers of juvenile hatchery coho and steelhead are released into Elk Creek, a tributary to the
upper Chehalis River, entering the river approximately 8 miles downstream of the proposed dam site.
Further downstream, hatchery coho and steelhead are released into the South Fork Newaukum River.
The Newaukum River enters the Chehalis River approximately 35 miles downstream of the proposed
dam site. Still larger numbers of hatchery fish are released into tributaries further downstream from the
Newaukum River—notably in the Skookumchuck and Satsop rivers. Although the potential adverse
effects of these programs are uncertain, a cumulative effects analysis should address them in
conjunction with the other cumulative effects.
Interspecies interactions
In addition to hatchery-wild interactions, interspecies interactions of one salmonid species with other
co-occurring species can affect survival, thereby compounding cumulative effects of the Proposed
Project. Such effects warrant consideration as part of the cumulative effects assessment as their
significance can be impacted by alteration of habitats, such as construction and operation of the FRE.
Interspecific effects include nutrient transfer (Harding et al. 2019), multi-year nutrient subsidies (Nelson
and Reynolds 2014), density-dependence in the ocean (Morita and Fukuwaka 2019), and competition
and predation (Allee 1974; Fresh 1997).
Conclusions
The DEIS only addresses cumulative impacts of very limited potential mortality sources on the salmon
populations in an extremely simplistic and superficial way. Other, more important mortality sources are
ignored. Particularly lacking is consideration of how variability in freshwater and marine waters would
combine with impacts of the Proposed Project, potentially producing much greater impacts than
recognized in the DEIS. Climate change is also expected to increase interannual variability in survival,
thereby greatly increasing the risk of extinction of the populations produced in the upper basin when
considered in conjunction with impacts of the proposed project.
Also glaring in its absence is any consideration of how harvest would combine with impacts from the
Proposed Project to reduce overall abundance, productivity, and diversity. A viability analysis of the
populations produced in the upper Chehalis basin would need to incorporate harvest in the analysis.
Issue: Inadequate analyses of climate change
The DEIS does not present a separate evaluation of climate change. Rather, assumptions regarding
future conditions are incorporated into analyses of the alternatives considered.
Page 5-3 of the DEIS states:
“The DEIS incorporates climate change projections for precipitation, temperature, flood peak
flows, streamflow, and sea level rise throughout the analyses and modeling as part of the
future conditions for all scenarios and for all resource areas. Climate change predictions are
included in the baseline conditions for the Proposed Project, No Action Alternative, and Local
Actions Alternative and are consistent between those. No separate impact findings for climate
change or quantitative comparisons between the Proposed Project and alternatives related to
climate change are made in this DEIS.”
A number of other factors, including, but not limited to assumptions involving development and tree
growth, sedimentation, woody debris accumulation, and habitat improvement actions, are also included
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as part of future conditions; therefore, it is not possible to discern from the DEIS the effects of climate
impacts alone.
Because details of the Local Actions alternative are uncertain and the DEIS assumes that local actions are
“mainly non-structural”, the DEIS presents quantitative estimates only for FRE and the No Action
alternatives; results were assumed to apply to the Local Actions alternative (DEIS p32).
Comments and Evaluation
The basis for climate projections within the DEIS is outdated and does not reflect current climate
science.
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)
Projections for mid and late century impacts on salmon under the FRE and No Action alternatives are
based on downscaled information derived from simulation of two Representative Concentration
Pathways (RCPs 4.5 and 8.5) by two Global Climate Models (GCMs).
RCPs are scenarios that have been developed to facilitate comparative simulations by alternative Global
Climate Change Models by providing a common and consistent set of data representing starting
conditions, historical data and projections of greenhouse gas concentrations.
"The name “representative concentration pathways” was chosen to emphasize the rationale
behind their use. RCPs are referred to as pathways in order to emphasize that their primary
purpose is to provide time-dependent projections of atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG)
concentrations. In addition, the term pathway is meant to emphasize that it is not only a
specific long-term concentration or radiative forcing outcome, such as a stabilization level, that
is, of interest, but also the trajectory that is taken over time to reach that outcome. They are
representative in that they are one of several different scenarios that have similar radiative
forcing and emissions characteristics".
Source: IPCC Expert Meeting Report, Towards New Scenarios For Analysis Of Emissions,
Climate Change, Impacts, And Response Strategies, IPCC 2007
RCPs are identified by numbers that represent the expected change in radiative forcing 4 under average
global concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs) by the year 2100. RCPs are not predictions, but rather
datasets that are comprised of time-dependent estimates of major physical, ecological, and socioeconomic driving forces (e.g., economic activity, energy sources, population growth) that determine
GHG concentrations. These datasets, which cover historic and current periods, starting values for GCM
simulations, and estimates for driving forces until the year 2100, are designed to enable GCMs to
understand and characterize the robustness of alternative future climate change policies in the face of
GCM uncertainties and sensitivities to data values. RCPs 8.5 (Riahi et al. 2007, 2011) and 4.5 (Clarke et
al. 2007; Wise et al. 2009; Thomson et al. 2011) were employed for the DEIS. Under RCP 8.5,

4

Radiative forcing is the balance between absorbed and radiated energy at the top of the Earth-atmosphere
system that determines average global temperature. The RCP numbers represent the watts per square meter of
change in that balance as measured from preindustrial conditions (defined as 1750) resulting from external (nonnatural) factors, such as accumulation of greenhouse gases. The magnitude of radiative forcing serves as an index
that reflects the importance of this imbalance in driving environmental change. The higher the number, the
greater the radiative forcing, and hence temperature. For example RCP 8.5 indicates that the balance between
incoming and outgoing energy at the top of the atmosphere is expected to increase by 8.5 watts per square meter
(this change would increase global temperature by 4.9 degrees Celsius).
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greenhouse gas emissions increase over time, resulting in high greenhouse gas concentration levels by
2100; under RCP 4.5, GHG emissions stabilize so total radiative forcing becomes relatively constant by or
shortly after 2100 (Wayne 2009). 5
Global Climate Models (GCMs)
RCP datasets are employed by GCMs to generate future projections using complex, stochastic
mathematical algorithms representing climate forcing mechanisms. Individual GCMs can differ
substantially due to their purposes, software designs, programming approaches, spatial and temporal
resolutions, and representations of physical, chemical and biological processes. As a result GCMs
produce a range of possible futures under RCPs.
GCMs involve intensive calculations and algorithms to solve mathematical equations to calculate how
energy is transferred using the laws of thermodynamics and factors that influence radiative forcing to
simulate how energy is cycled. GCMs can produce projections for dozens of environmental variables
(winds, temperature, moisture, etc.) at a resolution of 150- to 200-square-kilometer computational
blocks. Downscaling 6 procedures are employed to bring large-scale information at finer resolution to
produce projections at local scales. There are only a handful of points with data available for
downscaling within GCM grids that encompass the Chehalis Basin.
The DEIS relies upon GCM projections under RCPs 4.5 and 8.5. RCP 4.5 represents a future scenario that
stabilizes radiative forcing at 4.5 watts per meter squared in the year 2100 without ever exceeding that
value (Thompson et al. 2011). RCP 8.5 is commonly referred to as representing a “business as usual”
scenario (because it incorporates no specific climate policy, the likely outcome if concerted, collective
global efforts are not undertaken to curb emissions of greenhouse gases), a “high emissions” scenario,
or a “worst-case” scenario, but in reality refers to the concentration of carbon that delivers global
warming at an average of 8.5 watts per square meter across the planet, resulting in a temperature
increase of about 4.3˚C by 2100, relative to pre-industrial levels. 7
Current climate science uses an ensemble of multiple GCMs to help understand and evaluate
uncertainties and their effects on the sensitivity and robustness of alternative climate policies. In
5

See Wayne, G.P. 2013. RCP 8.5 is commonly referred to as representing a “business as usual” scenario (because
it incorporates no specific climate policy, the likely outcome if concerted, collective global efforts are not
undertaken to curb emissions of greenhouse gases), a “high emissions” scenario, or a “worst-case” scenario, but in
reality refers to the concentration of carbon that delivers global warming at an average of 8.5 watts per square
meter across the planet, resulting in a temperature increase of about 4.3˚C by 2100, relative to pre-industrial
levels. For further information, see: https://climatenexus.org/climate-change-news/rcp-8-5-business-as-usual-ora-worst-case-scenario/ and Carbon Brief Explainer: “The High Emissions RCP 8.5 Global Warming Scenario”
https://www.carbonbrief.org/explainer-the-high-emissions-rcp8-5-global-warming-scenario.
6

The two main approaches to downscaling climate information are dynamical and statistical. Dynamical
downscaling requires running high-resolution climate models on a regional sub-domain, using observational data
or lower-resolution climate model output as a boundary condition. These models use physical principles to
reproduce local climates, but are computationally intensive. Statistical downscaling is a two-step process
consisting of i) the development of statistical relationships between local climate variables (e.g., surface air
temperature and precipitation) and large-scale predictors (e.g., pressure fields), and ii) the application of such
relationships to the output of global climate model experiments to simulate local climate characteristics in the
future.
7

For further information, see: https://climatenexus.org/climate-change-news/rcp-8-5-business-as-usual-or-aworst-case-scenario/ and Carbon Brief Explainer: “The High Emissions RCP 8.5 Global Warming Scenario”
https://www.carbonbrief.org/explainer-the-high-emissions-rcp8-5-global-warming-scenario.
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contrast to DEIS’ reliance on projections provided by only two GCMs, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) utilizes ensembles of dozens of GCMs (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project,
CMIP) to perform its periodic assessments of climate change (Massoud et al. 2019).
Other Models
The DEIS utilizes hydrologic, hydraulic, geomorphic, fish population, and fish lifecycle models to evaluate
alternatives (DEIS p32). For impacts on salmon the DEIS replies on mid-century (2030-2060) and latecentury (2060-2080) projections produced by the EDT Model (Lestelle and Morishima 2020).
Input parameters for habitat quality related to climate factors in EDT primarily consist of modelers’
interpretative, qualitative conversions of outputs produced by other models (DEIS p32 and exhibit 3-2):
“The process for the DEIS used the results of one model to provide information for the next
(Exhibit 3-2). First, the changes in water flows were identified using the hydrologic and
hydraulic models. This included climate change projections and was used to help determine the
study areas. This model showed the extent of the flooding for the Proposed Project and the No
Action Alternative in the future. The water model results were then used in the geomorphology
model to show changes in sedimentation in the Chehalis River. Both of these models were used
for the fish population and fish lifecycle models for salmonid impacts. The results of these
models were used throughout the preparation of technical Discipline Reports and the Draft
DEIS chapters.”
Hydrologic models are of particular significance because assessment of impacts rely so heavily on
alteration of flow regimes resulting from impacts of climate change. These models have notable
deficiencies. For example, in their evaluation of hydrologic modeling, Mauger et.al. (2016) stated at
p.47:
“The climate projections used in this study were an “ensemble of opportunity”, meaning that
they were not optimized for the Chehalis basin. Currently, there simply are not enough WRF
simulations available to accurately characterize the range among projections – new regional
model simulations could be produced based on a selection of global models that better
captures the range among projections for the watershed. In addition, these simulations could
be optimized to ensure that the mechanisms governing precipitation change are well
represented.”
In Appendix C of their 2/18/19 memo on hydrologic modeling of the Chehalis Basin, Mauger and Karpack
noted the importance of using a larger ensemble of GCMs and hydrologic models at p. 3:
“The primary limitation of this study is the lack of sufficient climate projections to reliably
estimate the range among projections: two global climate models is simply not sufficient to do
this…studies generally indicate that 6-10 different model projections are needed in order to
develop a representative estimate of the mean and range among projections”
They further noted the need for additional hydrologic modeling (p. 4):
“There are also several reasons that the latest results for the Chehalis River basin may change
with further study. First, the results are based on just two global climate models. This is not
enough: studies generally indicate that 6-10 different model projections are needed in order to
develop a representative estimate of the mean and range among projections. Second, there are
outstanding questions about how to address biases in the meteorological data and the optimal
way to configure and calibrate the hydrologic model; both could be improved with additional
investigation.”
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Habitat-Drivers
The primary climate-related habitat characteristics evaluated in the DEIS using the EDT and Hybrid
models are fine sediment, bed scour, wetted channel width, stream flow descriptors and water
temperature. The flow characteristics are associated with annual peak flows, summer low flows, and
rate of runoff (or flashiness). Fine sediment and bed scour primarily affect incubating salmon eggs.
Wetted channel width is a determinant in the quantity of habitat available for different salmon life
stages. Peak flows, which typically occur during periods of primary spawning activity and survival of
eggs during incubation, strongly affect the rate of sediment supply and transport. Low flows affect
spawning migrations of spring and fall Chinook (and holding habitat for spring Chinook), rearing
conditions for juvenile coho and steelhead. Temperatures directly affect mortality due to metabolism
and risk to disease for all species, and are especially important for prespawning spring Chinook during
migration and holding periods.
Because of the methods and metrics employed, the DEIS analyses do not include consideration of other
major impacts of climate change, such as changes in phenology, e.g., alteration of spawning and
emergence timing of salmon, insects, pollination, migration, etc. The DEIS provides an estimate of
greenhouse gas emissions in section 5.11.2.1 p144, but does not explicitly present impacts on salmon,
ecological processes, or other species of plants and animals. The DEIS mentions at p41 that “Sea level
rise was also included in the analysis”, but does not present information regarding these impacts.

Lack of Sufficient Information Regarding Climate-Related Impacts
The DEIS does not present sufficient information regarding climate-related impacts relating to:
•

Alteration of atmospheric and ocean currents that will affect the frequency and intensity
(severity) of water flow and storm events; although at p28, the DEIS indicates that the
frequency of a major flood event would increase from 1 in 7 years to 1 in 4 years and a
catastrophic flood event from 1 in 100 years to 1 in 27 years p29 (Exhibit 3-1). At p41, the DEIS
acknowledges that “During operations, impacts on surface and groundwater would occur over
the long term and could result from either the FRE facility or the Airport Levee Changes.” Failure
to consider how flood frequencies will change over time, thereby increasing the frequency of
dam closure and reservoir filling, is conspicuously missing in the use of the Hybrid Model to
assess effects of dam operations. We note that this failure is not made clear in the DEIS, but it
was made clear to us in our meeting with Department of Ecology on February 10, 2020.

•

Increased variability of precipitation patterns, changes in delta-bay (below RM 9) and marine
environments (major sources of uncertainty with implications for diversity and capacity to
sustain ability to exercise reserved treaty rights), and alteration of peak and low water flows
and precipitation patterns implications for productivity, capacity, and ability to sustain harvest
of aquatic species

•

Changes in peak flows; although the DEIS analysis is dominated by certain kinds of physical
effects of peak flows, it addresses impacts of the Proposed Project on ecological function within
and outside the dam footprint only superficially. This is illustrated by the superficial treatment
of alteration of geologic processes and biological processes that affect food webs (e.g., insects,
molluscs, predation, algal blooms, etc.) on aquatic species. See also p81 ”Over the long term,
the FRE facility would create a significant adverse impact on shellfish due to loss of habitat,
impacts on mussel beds, changes in host fish abundance and distribution, and their inability to
re-establish colonies between flood events. Macroinvertebrates are likely to recolonize
disturbed areas and take advantage of newly deposited substrates but would likely have lower
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species diversity and different community composition. Over the long term, the FRE facility
would create a significant to moderate adverse impact on aquatic macroinvertebrates due to
loss of habitat, loss of food sources, and changes to water temperature, flow, and substrates.”
Although the DEIS mentions consideration of low flows, for the DEIS the main focus of climate change
analysis was centered on peak flood water flows and temperature. Peak flood flows were projected to
increase by 12% in mid-century and 26% in late-century. Temperatures were projected to increase at
the same rate as increasing air temperatures, 3.6° F to 5.4° F for most areas by late-century. DEIS p41.
EDT climate change modeling was limited to two geographic areas, above Crim Creek and from Pe Ell to
Elk Creek, with respect to how the modeled populations were delineated for spawning. Monthly
average flows and temperatures were reported in Table E-18 from Appendix E Fish Species and Habitats
Discipline Report, pE-150.
The 26% increase in peak flow by the end of century does not represent sound science. The UW CIG
(Mauger et.al. 2016) and PSU analyses (Van Glubt et al. 2017) utilized a very limited set of models,
performed analyses that were designed and undertaken for different purposes, and relied upon tenuous
assumptions regarding the adequacy and applicability of the models that were relied upon to generate
projected environmental changes.
The DEIS uses only two GCMs and two emissions scenarios that indicates the modeling team employed
what Mauger et al. (2016) referred to as an “ensemble of opportunity, meaning that they were not
optimized for the Chehalis basin. Currently, there simply are not enough WRF simulations available to
accurately characterize the range among projections – new regional model simulations could be
produced based on a selection of global models that better captures the range among projections for the
watershed. In addition, these simulations could be optimized to ensure that the mechanisms governing
precipitation change are well represented.”
Mauger and Karpack make a similar statement (App C in memo dated 28 Feb 2019 from WSE), stating:
“The primary limitation of this study is the lack of sufficient climate projections to reliably
estimate the range among projections: two global climate models is simply not sufficient to do
this…studies generally indicate that 6-10 different model projections are needed in order to
develop a representative estimate of the mean and range among projections.”
Projected Climate Change Impacts
Projected climate change impacts on salmon abundance were graphically summarized for salmon
originating in two areas near the proposed project in the memo of March 31, 2020 8. The limited
information provided in the DEIS regarding impacts on productivity (Appendix E, pE-143/144, E-188),
diversity (Appendix E, pE-146), or spatial structure does not permit effects of climate change to be
distinguished from effects of the Proposed Project.
Effects of climate change on productivity and diversity are not highlighted in the DEIS, but some
information is available in the discipline reports or through examination of detailed EDT outputs.
Inadequate treatment and presentation of these important metrics obscure their significance and
importance in understanding and interpreting EDT results. Unfortunately, presentation and
8

To: Chehalis Basin Board From: Andrea McNamara Doyle, Office of Chehalis Basin Director Cc: Gordon White and
Diane Butorac, Department of Ecology; Michael Garrity and Celina Abercrombie, Department of Fish and Wildlife;
Stephen Bernath, Department of Natural Resources; Bart Gerhart, Washington State Department of
Transportation Re: Response to Chehalis Basin Board Questions on the Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage
Reduction Project.
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communication to the public the tables on pages 20-21 of the March 31 memo are incorrectly labelled.
These tables are not extracts from the referenced sources, but appear to be reconstituted and
incorrectly interpreted from information in the DEIS and appendices. The values in these tables do not
represent model projections of “productivity”, but rather reflect metrics pertaining to “diversity” (Note
that the values for Spring Chinook No Action Alternative are not correct for diversity). Consideration of
productivity is important to address some of the questions on p24 regarding recolonization (the way
that populations are modeled and assumptions regarding independence and lack of consideration for
meta populations).
Effects of the FRE and No Action alternatives are reported in DEIS, Exhibits 5.3-3, 5.3-4, 5.3-6, and 5.3-7.
For the area above Crim Creek, there is an early and substantial decline in no harvest abundance (at
equilibrium) of coho and steelhead projected to result from construction activity. The partial recovery
of these species in mid-century is due to improved upstream passage during operation of the proposed
project. Under the No Action alternative, no harvest abundances for both the No Action and Proposed
Project alternatives spring and fall Chinook are projected to decline gradually through mid-century and
continue to be reduced by late century due to projected increases in peak flows and temperature to
lethal levels. For the area from Crim Creek to Rainbow Falls, the no harvest abundances of coho,
steelhead, spring and fall Chinook are projected to decline gradually through mid-century, but
accelerate by late century due to increases in peak flows and projected temperatures reaching lethal
levels.
The DEIS, however, does not discuss other important differences between the projected impacts of the
Proposed Project and No Action alternatives. Adverse impacts may occur under the FRE earlier than
under the No Action alternative. Due to its steady-state nature of the EDT modeling employed, the DEIS
provides mid and late century information on salmon population impacts, but does not provide
information on timing of when adverse effects would be expected to occur or their duration. Under the
Proposed Project, adverse impacts will occur during initial 2025-2030 period of construction and
subsequent operation of the FRE facility; accelerated impacts would reduce the time available for
potential mitigation or restoration actions to take effect. The framing of purpose, objective, and metrics
for the DEIS precludes the possibility that other alternatives could be developed to meet the twin
objectives of the Chehalis Basin Strategy, i.e., reducing damage from flooding throughout the Chehalis
Basin and restoring aquatic species.
Appendix E, pE2-33 to E2-35 list limitations of the modeling and acknowledges areas of uncertainty,
including substantial uncertainties associated with climate change projections, but do not describe the
potential significance of those uncertainties on projected impacts of the Proposed Project or the No
Action alternative.
Because of the manner in which steady state results of EDT is presented in the DEIS, it is not possible to
separate impacts of the components of the proposed project (FRE and levee) separately or untangle
impacts of climate change from other assumed conditions or restoration actions. The difference
between the No Action alternative and the proposed FRE is presented as being attributable to FRE
effects, but there is no discussion of the confounding effects of interactions between assumptions
regarding future development, or other changes anticipated to occur over time. No information is
presented regarding separation of effects of construction activities or operation. Biological damage that
would occur during construction 9 is uncertain due to uncertainties regarding the annual period of

9

Construction is proposed to occur over five years and the applicant has requested that annual construction
period be permitted to run from July through September, a time period encompassing active migration of salmon
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construction activity and the total number of years required to complete construction. No information is
presented as to timing (i.e., differences in when impacts of climate change would be projected with
dam/levee and without) of impacts on fish and wildlife.

Uncertainties
There is substantial uncertainty regarding the parameterization that was employed to configure EDT and
other models to produce the results presented in the DEIS. The appendices, and discipline reports do
not provide explicit and necessary detail.
An area of particular significance is the failure to consider and evaluate the increase in uncertainties as
the projection horizon extends further into the future. GCMs produce projections of environmental
outcomes that become increasingly uncertain over the simulation period. Consequently, there is greater
uncertainty over late-century than mid-century timeframes. The increase in the degree of uncertainty in
GCM projections over time is striking as illustrated by Figure 7, extracted from Arnell et.al. (2014). The
different colors represent projections for temperature using an ensemble of GCMs for different RCPs.
The heavy lines represent GCM means, showing markedly different and divergent trajectories for RCPs
8.5 (blue) and 4.5 (red).

Figure 7. Projections of temperature uncertainty using different Global Climate Models (GCMs). Projections
become increasingly uncertain over the simulation period. Different colors represent projections for
temperature using an ensemble of GCMs with different RCPs. The heavy lines represent GCM means, showing
markedly different and divergent trajectories for RCPs 8.5 (blue) and 4.5 (red). From Arnell et al. (2014).

species. The DEIS does not provide information on magnitude or duration of likely adverse impacts on salmon
(particularly Chinook and coho) which may occur during construction.
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The DEIS Relies on Outdated GCMs and RCPs.
GCMs have been and continue to be continually refined. The Figure 8 illustrates how GCMs evolved
from fuzzy, simple models of climate forcing mechanisms to encompass more and more components
(from Fahys 2019). The DEIS relies on fifth generation of GCMs, Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP5), which was used to produce the fifth Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
assessment report (IPCC 2014). The current generation of GCMs (CMIP6), includes over 100 GCMs being
developed by about 50 research groups; these next generation models represent substantial
advancements in representation of ecological processes and GHS forcing mechanisms with higher
resolution (Carbon Brief, December 22, 2019).

Figure 8. Growth of climate modeling since the 1960, illustrating how different components have been
incorporated over time. From Fahys (2019).

Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) 4.5 and 8.5 were used for the 4th National Climate
Assessment. The next generation of global climate models (https://www.carbonbrief.org/cmip6-thenext-generation-of-climate-models-explained) and Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs;
https://www.carbonbrief.org/explainer-how-shared-socioeconomic-pathways-explore-future-climatechange) are well under development. Results from the next generation of climate models (Coupled
Model Intercomparison Projects- CMIP6 – approximately 100 global climate models being developed by
some 49 groups of researchers) reflect substantially larger increases in temperature and changes in
peak/low flows than previous versions.
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RCPs have been replaced by a set of five Shared Socio-Economic Pathways (SSPs), which provide
specifics regarding alternative global futures of societal development (Kriegler et al. 2012; van Vuuren et
al. 2012; O’Neil et al. 2017). SSP are being augmented by a new set of global, spatially explicit
population scenarios for the period 2010-2100 in ten-year time steps at a spatial resolution of 1
kilometer (Spatial Population Scenarios) (Jones et al. 2016; Gao 217).
Conclusions
We conclude that the consideration of climate change in the DEIS is inadequate and flawed. It is
simplistic, does not reflect increasing uncertainty over time, based on an insufficient ensemble of
outmoded GCMs, and utilizes an average of two RCPs without scientific basis. In short, the climate
change methods employed by the DEIS to project mid and late century environmental conditions and
their effects on salmon populations do not represent best science.
Summary:
•

The DEIS Climate change analyses do not reflect current climate science. They are based on
outdated models, fail to employ an adequate ensemble of GCM and hydrologic models, and do
not include substantive treatment of major factors that would affect future salmon populations,
including changes in estuarine and marine conditions, and environmental stochasticity and
uncertainty. Variability and uncertainty in freshwater, estuarine or marine environments is high
and the DEIS fails to discuss their potential significance of projected effects of the proposed
project or alternatives.

•

The DEIS climate change evaluation is overly focused on peak flows and temperatures on the
“no harvest” abundances of salmon populations originating in the immediate vicinity of the
Proposed Project and No Action alternatives. Impacts of the Local Action alternative are not
substantively evaluated. Information on effects on productivity, diversity, and spatial structure
is sparse with inadequate discussion of implications for resilience or long-term sustainability.
The DEIS does not present adequate information on impacts of low water flows, impacts of
changes in base flows from operation of the proposed project, or groundwater recharge and
discharge rates, and hence baseflows 10. Groundwater recharge rates appear to be
underestimated by a factor >4. A multi-year groundwater/surface water model is needed to
characterize effects of baseflows and their importance for determining extreme low flows.

•

Projected changes in flows and temperatures are likely underestimates of the frequency of
flows greater than the FRE reservoir outflow rate, the magnitude of late century annual peak
flows, and future temperature increases.

•

The DEIS does not discuss implications of population changes for potential harvest, important
considerations for commercial, subsistence, and recreational in-river and marine fisheries over a
broad geographic area.

10

Baseflow is the portion of streamflow that is sustained between precipitation events, fed to streams by delayed
pathways. Also called drought flow, groundwater recession flow, low flow, low-water flow, low-water
discharge and sustained or fair-weather runoff, baseflow represents "the sum of deep subsurface flow and delayed shallow
subsurface flow." For policy-level discussion, it is likely more useful to utilize the concept of “Environmental flows” instead of
the hydraulic science term baseflows. Environmental flows refer to the quantity, timing, and quality of water flows required to
sustain freshwater and estuarine ecosystems and the human livelihoods and well-being that depend on these ecosystems, i.e.,
flow regimes, or patterns, that provides for human uses and maintains the essential processes required to support healthy river
ecosystems.
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•

The limitations imposed by the framing of the DEIS (purpose, objectives, and metrics) preclude
consideration of other actions for reducing damage from flooding and restoring aquatic species.

•

The DEIS does not provide specific information on how projected impacts would affect the
Chehalis Basin Strategy’s twin goals of reducing flood damage throughout the Chehalis Basin
and restoring aquatic species.

•

The DEIS mentions that certain restoration actions are assumed, but does not provide specific
information on location, timing, or scope of such actions or their effects, nor on what
restoration program these might be associated with. Potential effects of actions taken pursuant
to the Aquatic Species Restoration Plan, an integral part of the Chehalis Basin Strategy in
addition to the goal of reducing flood damage throughout the Chehalis Basin, are not evaluated.

•

Construction and operation of the proposed project would affect environmental conditions in
the Chehalis Bain and estuary area below the immediate vicinity, which would be important to
the ability to sustain ecological processes that affect the abundance and productivity of fish,
wildlife, and plants essential to the ability of QIN to exercise its treaty-protected rights and
protect cultural resources. Additionally, habitats of these species would be adversely affected
by the anticipated increased demand for development of the floodplain following reduction of
flood risk; however the DEIS fails to provide information on the location, magnitude, and type of
development or attempt to quantify impacts. The DEIS does not consider impacts on salmon
populations originating in areas other than the mainstem reaches, but which utilize common
below the study area.

•

The DEIS does not provide adequate treatment of effects of reservoir drawdown rates water
saturation and groundwater flows on slope stability within the FRE reservoir area and hence
consequential impacts on sediment and debris accumulation.

Inadequate Analyses of Effects on the Ecological Integrity of the Chehalis Basin
The Chehalis is large and diverse in geology, hydrology, habitat characteristics, and ecology. At 2,700
square miles, it is the second largest watershed in Washington. Recognizing this diversity, the Science
Review Team (SRT) in developing the Aquatic Species Restoration Plan (ASRP) delineated separate
regions within the basin based on distinct geologic, hydrologic, and ecological characteristics and related
watershed and landscape-scale processes. These regions were called Ecological Diversity Regions, or
simply Ecological Regions for brevity. The concept fundamentally recognized that diversity within the
basin is important for the long-term resiliency and sustainability of the natural ecosystem and its flora
and fauna. This concept of distinct ecological regions is a core foundational concept of the ASRP. A total
of ten separate regions were delineated.
Page A-24 of the ASRP (ASRP Steering Committee 2019) states with regard to the approach taken in
developing the ASRP:
“The central premise of the approach is that protecting or restoring all ecological regions to
some degree is important to achieve the ASRP’s vision, although the restoration needs are not
equal in every region. The long-term health of the basin requires restoration to improve
ecological health within each ecological region. The level of effort in each ecological region will
vary due to differences in land use and habitat degradation among ecological regions. Also, the
potential gain in species performance from restoration will result in differences in restoration
needs and strategic priorities among regions. Some level of restoration effort would be
committed to each region, but the intensity of efforts will vary among regions.”
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One of these ecological regions is called the Willapa Hills Region. It encompasses the most upper parts
of the Chehalis Basin, containing all of the South Fork and the upper basin upstream of the South Fork.
The ASRP Phase 1 document described the region as follows:
“The Willapa Hills Ecological Region encompasses the upper Chehalis River (above Rainbow
Falls) and tributaries, including East Fork and West Fork Chehalis rivers, Elk Creek, and the
South Fork Chehalis River and its tributaries (Figure 5-1). This ecological region encompasses
316 square miles (greater than 200,000 acres) and represents approximately 12% of the overall
Chehalis Basin. The maximum elevation in the watershed is 3,113 feet at Boistfort Peak (also
called Bawfaw). The Chehalis River arises in the East Fork and West Fork, and primary
tributaries to the upper Chehalis River include Thrash, Crim, Rock, and Elk creeks and the South
Fork Chehalis River.”
The area encompassed by this region within the basin is shown below

The ASRP Phase 1 document listed the important features and functions of this region as follows (page
72):
•
•
•
•

Willapa Hills was a former stronghold of spring-run Chinook salmon, but species occurrence has
been highly variable and notably decreasing in recent years, leading to concerns about local
extirpation.
The upper Chehalis River supports a relatively large number of wild winter-run steelhead
(Ashcraft et al. 2017).
This ecological region anchors the location in the watershed where anadromous fish life
histories have the longest distance in their migrations upstream of the estuary (promoting
substantial life history diversity).
The greatest diversity of amphibians is in this ecological region. It is the only region with Dunn’s
salamander, has the highest densities of Western toad in the basin, and is an important area for
both coastal tailed frog and Van Dyke’s salamander.

Large parts of this ecological region were prioritized for action under the ASRP, given prominence as
part of Scenario 1 within the plan (signifying high priority). The plan stated:
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“Priority restoration areas in the Willapa Hills Ecological Region include the mainstem Chehalis
River above Rainbow Falls; East Fork and West Fork Chehalis rivers; upper South Fork Chehalis
River; and Stillman, Lake, Big, Crim, Thrash, and Elk creeks.”
Notably, much of the area that was assigned as high priority for restoration in this ecological region is
within the area that would be directly impacted by the construction and operation of the FRE facility.
We conclude that key ecological processes, species and life histories within this ecological region would
be effectively devastated if the FRE facility was constructed and operated. If that happened, it would
adversely affect the overall ecological integrity of the basin as envisioned under the ASRP. The DEIS did
not adequately address such effects on the overall ecological integrity of the Chehalis Basin.

Impacts on Harvest Opportunity
A critical shortcoming of the DEIS is the failure to consider impacts of the Proposed Project on treatyprotected rights of QIN to harvest salmon produced by the Chehalis Basin. For QIN, the ability to harvest
both naturally and artificially produced fish is central to its ability to exercise treaty-reserved rights,
maintain human health, and ensure cultural survival. The DEIS does not provide information regarding
the potential impacts of the Proposed Project on harvest.
The abundance and productivity of Chehalis Basin salmon affect harvest opportunity not only within the
Chehalis Basin, but also for offshore commercial and recreational mixed-stock fisheries from California
to Southeast Alaska.
In article 3 of the Treaty of Olympia with the United States 11, ancestors of the Quinault people reserved
the right to take fish at usual and accustomed grounds and stations and the privilege of hunting and
gathering. Securing the fishing right 12 in the treaty was critical to the Quinault signatories because fish
and fishing served as the core of their culture, economy, and way of life. The Quinault Indian Nation is
the only federally recognized tribe with reserved treaty fishing rights in the Chehalis River Basin, which
includes the entirety of Grays Harbor. Its usual and accustomed fishing grounds and stations also include
the marine area extending offshore for several miles and northward to Destruction Island. The treaty
fishing right encompasses the right to co-manage resources shared with the citizens of the United States
and to ensure that the State of Washington does not authorize activities or measures that threaten the
ability to conserve fish, wildlife, or plant resources. The Quinault Indian Nation is one of only three tribes
with self-regulatory status, that is, it has the authority to enact and enforce regulations pertaining to its
fisheries and conduct its management activities free of interference by State and Federal entities so long
as conservation of the resource is protected.
Although salmon remains central, the treaty reserved rights of the Quinault Nation are not limited to
salmon, but rather cover all species. Today, Quinault fisheries harvest salmon (steelhead is a species of
salmon), crab, clams and other shellfish, and multiple finfish species offshore. Fish are harvested for
commercial, subsistence, ceremonial and cultural use, but hunting and gathering also remains vital to
Quinault way of life. For the Quinault to be able to exercise their treaty rights, protected as the
supreme law of the United States, the environment must be capable of producing harvestable quantities
of resources sufficient to meet their needs.

11

Signed on 1 July 1855, at the Quinault River, and on 25 January 1856 at Olympia, the territorial capital. Ratified by Congress
on 8 March 1859, and proclaimed law on April 11, 1859. 12 Stats., 971 .
12
The use of the term “right” is particularly important because it distinguishes what was secured from the privilege of fishing,
hunting, and gathering enjoyed by non-Indians, which would eventually be regulated by territorial and state governments.
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The Treaty of Olympia was one of several treaties that opened the territory for settlement and
development, which would take their toll over time with increased pressures for exploitation of
resources and degradation and loss of habitats essential for continued production of fish, wildlife, and
plants. The loss of salmon habitat due to land, water, and hydropower development has led to
widespread reliance on artificial propagation (hatcheries) to mitigate or compensate for loss of
production from naturally spawning fish.
When the treaty was signed, salmon were predominantly harvested as mature fish returning to rivers to
spawn. As settlement proceeded, fisheries developed with the capability to harvest salmon far from
their rivers of origin, posing new conservation challenges for resource conservation. Over decades,
domestic and international processes and agreements for constraining harvest were put in place
(Morishima and Henry 1999).
Chinook and coho salmon originating in the Chehalis Basin are harvested by commercial, recreational,
and subsistence fisheries on mature fish within the Chehalis Basin and the Grays Harbor estuary.
Additionally, these species are harvested over an extensive marine geographic area. Chehalis Basin fall
Chinook are predominantly north migrating and are harvested at various stages of maturity over an area
ranging from the Washington Coast to Southeast Alaska. Little information is available on marine
harvest of Chehalis Basin spring Chinook. Chehalis Basin coho salmon are harvested by marine fisheries
primarily during the last few months of life from offshore fisheries over a geographic area ranging from
Southern Oregon through mid-British Columbia.
Several species of salmon are expected to be significantly and adversely affected if the Proposed Project
proceeds. The status (abundance relative to conservation requirements for escapement, productivity
which affects the ability to recover from short stress, and diversity which pertains to the inherent
capability to sustain production and adapt under unstable environmental conditions) of Chehalis Basin
salmon can affect fisheries over an extensive geographic area over an extended period of time.
Fisheries in marine waters are regulated by multiple jurisdictions, including states, tribes and first
nations, Regional Councils established by the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management
Act, and international agreements such as the Pacific Salmon Treaty. These regulations provide for
sharing of available harvest by hook-and-line fisheries and conservation responsibilities in accordance
with framework and annual management plans, international and domestic statutory and legal
requirements and fishery planning processes. Since the mid 1970’s, annual fishery planning processes of
the Pacific Fishery Management Council established under the Magnuson Stevens Fishery Conservation
and Management Act produce plans for sharing harvest and conservation responsibility by commercial
and recreational fisheries in the Exclusive Economic Zone off the coasts of Washington, Oregon and
California and in state territorial waters. Since the mid 1980’s, Alaskan and Canadian fisheries have
been constrained by agreements between the United States and Canada pursuant to the Pacific Salmon
Treaty.
For coho, marine fisheries harvest complex mixtures of natural and hatchery fish that originate in rivers
coast-wide; annual planning processes are managed on a weak stock basis, that is, conservation
constraints for the stock that can sustain the smallest rate of exploitation. For Chinook, weak stock
management applies within state waters; harvests by Canadian and Alaskan fisheries are constrained by
the 1985 Pacific Salmon Treaty agreement, which is based on variable harvest rates depending on
aggregate abundance of all comingled hatchery and natural origin fish.
In the Chehalis River and Grays Harbor, gillnet fisheries account for the vast majority of commercial and
tribal harvest of mature fish while hook-and-line fisheries account for recreational fishery harvest.
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Commercial, subsistence, ceremonial, and recreational harvests are constrained by escapement goals
for fish originating in the rivers and streams draining into Grays Harbor.
The distribution of mortalities of Chinook and coho originating from the Chehalis Basin is annually
reported by Technical Committees of the Pacific Salmon Commission established by treaty between the
United States and Canada in 1985.
Economic value of commercial harvests are commonly expressed in terms of ex-vessel values.
Recreational fishery values are derived from expenditures for economic activities associated with
recreational experience.
Salmon are important sources of food, providing protein, vitamins, and oils for consumption and
nutrients to support aquatic and terrestrial ecosystem functions. For the Quinault peoples, the
consumption of salmon is vital to dietary health and community well-being, affecting susceptibility to
debilitating diseases like diabetes, and providing food for sharing in ceremonial and cultural events.
Section 5.3 p70 of the DEIS acknowledges the importance of harvest, yet the analysis of impacts of the
proposed project does not consider impacts on the ability to harvest (pE2-2).
Moreover, the information presented in the DEIS is centered on abundance; projections of effects on
productivity, diversity, and spatial structure are sparse and not clearly presented for public review and
are only summarily presented in Section 3.2.3.2. Effects of harvest on salmon populations are not
substantively evaluated, and discussion of implications for harvest opportunity is missing entirely.
Harvest affects both the sustainable abundance of salmon and the productivity of individual populations
(or stocks) (see also discussion in this report under Cumulative Effects). Although the salmon resource is
comprised of several individual stocks that originate and utilize different habitats within the Chehalis
Basin, harvest is predominantly conducted on aggregate mixtures of stocks. Consequently, the effects
of harvest activity must be evaluated on the basis of the suite of Chehalis Basin stocks.
The EDT analyses of impacts on salmon are almost entirely limited to consideration of populations
originating in the Chehalis River mainstem areas originating in the immediate vicinity of the proposed
FRE, or upstream of that point. These populations are only components of the aggregate salmon
populations produced by the Chehalis Basin. Salmon stocks originating elsewhere within the Chehalis
Basin will utilize freshwater, estuarine, and marine habitats affected by the Proposed Project, yet impact
information on those other population components is missing.
The scope and content of the DEIS is centered on the Proposed Project. Substantive quantification of
impacts on estuarine and marine environments affecting the availability of fish, shellfish, wildlife and
plant resources for harvest for commercial, recreational, or cultural use are not provided.
The EDT model projections provided in the DEIS represent impacts on stock aggregates; no information
on the productivities of individual stock components is provided. “Productivities” reflect the average
productivities of the life stage trajectories (randomly sampled life histories and associated habitats) with
productivities exceeding the value 1, i.e., that are capable of being sustained in the absence of harvest.
EDT also produces projections of a metric termed “diversity” that refers to the proportion of trajectories
having productivities that exceed the value 1. As harvest increases, more and more of the least
productive stocks will be lost over time, decreasing spatial structure of the aggregate population. For
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statistics reported by the EDT model, the loss of less productive trajectories can result in an increase in
productivity and a decrease in diversity. 13
In practice, harvest impacts would not be expected to become immediately apparent, absent extremely
high rates of exploitation. Instead, as exploitation exceeds the productivities of individual stocks, their
abundance would decrease over time. When reviewing the DEIS projections of impacts of the Proposed
Project on salmon, it is important to recognize that EDT produces projections under steady state
conditions; while it is capable of producing “snapshot” of expected population performance under
steady state conditions, it is not capable of generating projections of population response over time.
For harvest opportunities, abundance, productivity, diversity and spatial structure are all important
considerations, but for different time scales. For constraining annual harvest, abundance in relation to
escapement needed for propagation is the driving factor. Over a longer time scale, changes in
abundance will be driven by productivities of aggregate populations Aggregate populations will depend
on the productivities and abundance of individual component stocks. Salmon sustainability and viability
over the long term need to incorporate concepts of diversity and stock structure (McElhany et al. 2000).
Quinault and other fisheries are increasingly reliant on the ability to access fish with harvestable fish
(abundance above that needed for reproduction)—this can also affect whether available hatchery fish
can be harvested. The DEIS does not address how the harvest of available hatchery fish could be
impacted by the Proposed Project. The ability to harvest hatchery fish is limited by constraints resulting
from the need to provide adequate spawning escapements for naturally produced salmon. As naturallyproduced fish decline in abundance, as would happen under the Proposed Project, constraints on
harvesting available hatchery fish would be increased, making it more difficult for QIN to access those
hatchery fish. The DEIS mentions mitigation as potential measures to reduce adverse impacts of the
Proposed Project, but provides no specifics, deferring to future development of mitigation plans and
assessments of technical and financial feasibility. Nor does the DEIS identify opportunities for
restoration of aquatic species, a co-equal objective of the Chehalis Basin Strategy along with reducing
flood damage throughout the Chehalis Basin.
The Proposed Project would affect salmon, other species of fish, and ecological processes that also
affect wildlife and plants (e.g., beargrass for basketry, aesthetic and recreational enjoyment). The DEIS
does not include information regarding how the Proposed Project would be expected to affect the
quantities of salmon, shellfish, wildlife, or plant resources available for harvest or the ability to access
those resources.
In conclusion, the capacity of Chehalis Basin salmon to sustain harvest is of seminal importance to the
Quinault Nation and to other fisheries off the coasts of Oregon to Southeast Alaska. The ability of QIN
to harvest both naturally and artificially produced fish is central to its ability to exercise treaty-reserved
rights, maintain human health, and ensure cultural survival. However, the DEIS is devoid of substantive
discussion of potential impacts of the Proposed Project on harvest opportunity on salmon, shellfish,
wildlife, or plants of concern to the QIN and its members.

13

In such case, the increase in productivity is small but in combination with the loss of diversity results in an overall
loss of resilience to the population. This can happen when the population has been reduced to relatively small size
and there has been a substantial loss in diversity so that the segment of the population remaining is very small—
any further loss in diversity often leads to extinction in the model.
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Inadequate Discussion of Mitigation and Related Conclusions
The DEIS provides no meaningful substance or related discussion on the scope of mitigation that is
contemplated to offset the impacts that are projected to occur as a result of the Proposed Project.
Page S-14 very briefly summarizes the needed scope of mitigation, stating that the impact finding
regarding fish, aquatic species and habitat would be significant and unavoidable, unless mitigation is
feasible for:
•

Aquatic habitat in the reservoir area and from the facility site to the confluence with the South
Fork Chehalis River

•

Spring-run and fall-run Chinook salmon, coho salmon, and steelhead in the Above Crim Creek
and Rainbow Falls to Crim Creek subbasins

•

Non-salmon native fish, including lamprey

•

Migratory non-salmon native fish, including minnows and sculpin

•

Freshwater mussels

•

Macroinvertebrates

The DEIS then states that mitigation plans would be developed for the following (pS-14):
•

Fish and Aquatic Species and Habitat Plan

•

Large Woody Material Management Plan

•

Riparian Habitat Mitigation Plan

•

Stream and Stream Buffer Mitigation Plan

•

Surface Water Quality Mitigation Plan

•

Vegetation Management Plan

•

Wetland and Wetland Buffer Mitigation Plan

•

Wildlife Species and Habitat Management Plan

We find that the lack of the scope and substance of proposed mitigation does not permit full evaluation
of the impacts of the Proposed Project. The types, locations, and timing of actions to be taken under
any of these mitigation plans are not identified; instead the DEIS leaves the determination of technical
and financial feasibility of mitigation to consultation and permitting processes that would be undertaken
should permitting of the Proposed Project proceed. Therefore, it is not possible to fully and adequately
evaluate the degree to which significant and adverse impacts of the Proposed Project can be mitigated.
Most importantly, we do not believe that the extent and types of expected impacts are biologically fully
mitigable, particularly those associated with loss of genetic resources important for VSP considerations
relating to biological and spatial diversity. We conclude that the Proposed Project poses a critical threat
to the future sustainability of salmon and related resources in the upper Chehalis Basin.

Spring Chinook Significance
This section of our review draws special attention to the spring Chinook population in the Chehalis Basin
and to the significance of the impacts that the FRE would have on this species. The DEIS, while
addressing certain likely impacts on this species, does not adequately account for the importance of this
species either in the Chehalis Basin or within the Washington coastal region. We summarize here the
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special significance that this species provides, its current status, the potential for being listed as
threatened or endangered under the ESA, and likely impacts of the Proposed Project.

Importance of Spring Chinook
Spring Chinook have special importance for biological, ecological, and cultural reasons. They are
distinguished from fall-run Chinook by their river entry timing, other life history characteristics, and
genetics.
Chinook salmon are commonly classified by run-type based on their season of entry into freshwater
during their spawning migration (Quinn et al. 2015). Along the Washington Coast, both spring and fall
Chinook exist in the Chehalis, Quinault, Queets, Hoh, and Quillayute rivers.
Adult spring Chinook leave the ocean and return to their natal rivers in the spring and early summer in a
sexually immature state, and then move up the river, holding in various locations while they mature
sexually before spawning. In contrast, fall Chinook leave the ocean and enter their natal rivers in late
summer or fall either fully sexually mature or very close to being fully mature. Both run-types generally
spawn in late summer or fall.
Spring Chinook, because of their early river-entry timing, have a very high fat content upon leaving the
ocean, which enables them to survive without eating over an extended period before spawning.
Consequently, they have high importance to the both freshwater ecosystems because they provide high
caloric food when other foods are less available. Within river systems, the migration timing of spring
Chinook has supported recreational opportunity and provided a food source for human consumption
and wildlife when other returning adult salmon are absent. In the ocean, spring Chinook are also eaten
by Southern Resident Killer Whales (SRKW) along the Washington Coast during a time when other
species of salmon are not yet returning to the mouths of their rivers of origin. Giles et al. (2018)
described their importance to the SRKW as follows:
“Spring Chinook populations in Northwest watersheds have played a critical role in diet and
range of Southern Resident orca due to their historically large numbers, large size, high fat
content, and the timing of their return in the winter and early spring months when other Chinook
populations are unavailable. These are foremost among the salmon that Southern Residents
leave the Salish Sea to hunt for along the west coast in the winter and spring months.”
Because of their run timing and high fat content, spring Chinook are highly coveted by both tribal and
non-tribal fishers. They have special cultural significance to Indian people groups (Netboy 1973),
including the Quinault and Chehalis tribes, because these salmon are the first to return to their rivers of
origin.
Geneticists have now identified a genetic basis for differentiating spring and fall Chinook. The
implications of this finding are critical to understand with regard to the DEIS. Prince et al. (2107)
concluded that the early migration of adults to their natal rivers is the result of a single mutational event
associated with one allele within the genome of Chinook salmon. That event likely occurred hundreds of
thousands of years ago and the allele for this migration pattern was subsequently spread to distant
populations through straying and positive selection. Thus, such a mutational event is so exceptionally
rare that if the allele is lost it cannot be expected to readily re-evolve. In other words, if spring Chinook
are extirpated, they would be effectively gone.
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Historical Population Structure and Distribution
Historically, spring Chinook were produced in several subbasins of the Chehalis Basin, including the
Wynoochee, Skookumchuck, Newaukum, South Fork Chehalis, and upper Chehalis rivers (Phinney and
Bucknell 1975). Their distribution in the upper Chehalis River was extensive based on mapping seen in
Weyerhaeuser (1994). Run timing into the Chehalis River and upstream past Oakville is described in
Lestelle et al. (2019).

Current Status and Projections
Spring Chinook are particularly vulnerable to land-use effects, watershed alterations—including
construction and operation of dams, and climate change because of their early river entry and the
length of time that they need to survive within freshwater (Busby et al. 1996; Quinn et al. 2015). The
early entry timing by the adults requires that they hold in the river prior to spawning during the period
of low summer flows and high water temperatures—both factors make these fish particularly vulnerable
to high temperatures, predators, disease, poaching, and stress (Liedtke et al. 2016, 2017).
The distribution of spring Chinook within the Chehalis Basin has been much reduced over the past
several decades. They are no longer present in the Wynoochee subbasin, and the Wynoochee Dam now
blocks access to historical spawning reaches. Their distribution in the Skookumchuck River has been
sharply reduced with construction of the Skookumchuck Dam, which does not allow for fish passage and
inundated prime habitat. Spring Chinook now appear to be entirely or mostly absent from the South
Fork Chehalis River (briefing by Curt Holt, WDFW, to the SRT in 2018). Their distribution in the upper
Chehalis River appears to also have been sharply reduced, comparing distribution maps in
Weyerhaeuser (1994) to those in Ashcraft et al. (2017), Ronne et al. (2018) and Ronne et al. (2020).
Estimates of the spawner abundance of spring Chinook in the Chehalis Basin are shown in Figure 1. The
figure reveals a precipitous decline since 2000. The trend is alarming and suggests that the future of the
population is precarious.
It bears noting that there is growing evidence that currently available estimates of Chehalis spring
Chinook abundance may be biased high due to protocols for assigning spawning redds (nests) to
Chinook run-type (Campbell et al. 2017; Thompson et al. 2019b) and alteration of freshwater
environments. Spawning timing of spring Chinook appears to be getting later—likely due to
deterioration in habitat quality, resulting in more overlap with fish believed to be fall Chinook. As a
result it has become more difficult for surveyors to assign run-type to the redds at the time they are
observed by the surveyors (Ronne et al. 2020). This overlap in spawning timing has apparently become a
major threat to Chehalis spring Chinook as it is resulting in hybridization with fall Chinook (Thompson et
al. 2019b). A likely reason for an increase in hybridization is that the reduced and declining abundance of
spring Chinook is being swamped by more abundant fall Chinook. Concern is warranted that the status
of spring Chinook is more precarious than managers had believed.
Estimates of future run sizes with climate change based on modeling show continued decline of spring
Chinook and projected extirpation of populations affected by the FRE. Projections produced in
conjunction with development of the ASRP indicate to us that the run in the upper Chehalis River will be
extirpated by mid-century—if not earlier—without significant intervention and restoration actions.
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Priorities Given to Spring Chinook in the ASRP
There is ample reason to believe that FRE would exacerbate climate and other pressures on Chehalis
spring Chinook. Some form of stop-gap measures may be required to prevent extirpation in the
relatively near future.
The ASRP Phase 1 draft gave high priority to restoration actions that would particularly benefit spring
Chinook. This priority was embedded within Scenario 1 of the plan, calling for attention to be given to
the core production areas of spring Chinook as they existed in the relatively recent past. One of these
areas called out in the plan is the upper Chehalis subbasin and notably those areas that would be most
affected by the Proposed Project (see Figure S-2 in ASRP Steering Committee 2019).

Potential for ESA Listing
The future viability of spring Chinook along the coast of California, Oregon, and Washington is of
increasing concern. The recently published research by Prince et al. (2017) and Thompson et al. (2019a)
raised significant concerns about population viability and the extent of efforts being taken by state and
federal agencies to protect and recover the populations.
It is now known that the spring- and fall-run types are genetically distinct along the Pacific Coast (Prince
et al. 2017; Thompson et al. 2019a) and in the Chehalis Basin (Thompson et al. 2019b). Until recently,
spring and fall Chinook were placed within the same Evolutionarily Significant Units (ESU) based on how
those geographic areas were delineated by NOAA Fisheries along the coast of California, Oregon, and
Washington. Under the framework for evaluating population status as it was developed in the early
1990s by NOAA Fisheries, the presence of robust fall Chinook populations within an ESU was adequate
for protecting any spring Chinook populations within the same ESU—even if the spring Chinook
populations were severely diminished (Waples et al. 2004). NOAA Fisheries essentially argued that even
if the spring-run migrating phenotype was to be extirpated by flow diversions, barriers, or other factors,
that it could easily reemerge from the fall-run migration phenotype, perhaps over a time frame of a
century or so. At that time, it was believed that there was essentially no distinguishable genetic
difference between the spring and fall populations within a river basin like Chehalis. The Prince et al.
(2017) and Thompson et al. (2019a) studies indicate the status of these populations need to be
considered separately because the two run-types are genetically distinct. As noted earlier, these papers
concluded that if spring Chinook are extirpated, they would be effectively gone.
Two petitions have been submitted to NOAA Fisheries requesting that the agency list populations of
coastal spring Chinook in Northern California and along the Oregon Coast as threatened or endangered
under the ESA. The most recent petition was submitted in September, 2019 regarding the Oregon
coastal populations. Both petitions are pending.
On April 13, 2020, NOAA Fisheries announced a 90-day finding on the petition to list Oregon coastal
spring Chinook as a threatened or endangered Evolutionarily Significant Unit (ESU) under the ESA and to
designate critical habitat concurrently with the listing (Federal Register, April 13, 2020). The agency
found that the petition presented substantial scientific information indicating the petitioned action may
be warranted. The agency, therefore, has undertaken a status review of Oregon coastal spring Chinook
to determine whether the petitioned action is warranted.
A similar trend with similar threats as seen on the Oregon Coast for spring Chinook exists in the Chehalis
Basin. The Proposed Action presented in the DEIS will significantly worsen conditions for Chehalis Basin
spring Chinook.
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Impacts of the Proposed Project
The DEIS concludes that the Proposed Project would have significant and adverse impacts on the spring
Chinook population in the Chehalis Basin. Modeling results demonstrate that the population component
produced in the upper Chehalis Basin, i.e., upstream of the South Fork, would be driven to extinction,
likely during the period of construction but no later than mid-century.
We conclude that these effects would likely result in the complete demise of the aggregate spring
Chinook population in the Chehalis Basin due to the contraction of spawning distribution (i.e., reduction
in spatial structure), loss of genetic diversity, and foreclosing the possibility of restoring the upper basin
through habitat restoration measures.
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Developed biological rules for analysis of ESA-listed summer chum salmon using the EDT model. The
rules were developed to assess the effects of habitat conditions within estuarine and marine nearshore
waters. Applied EDT modeling in developing recovery actions for summer chum in Hood Canal (part of
the Puget Sound complex). Provided technical analysis to the Hood Canal Coordinating Council (lead
author of the summer chum recovery plan) for updating the recovery plan.
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ECONOMICS & SOCIOECONOMIC ANALYSIS REVIEW
26 April 2020

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The various technical analyses and appendices prepared in support of the SEPA Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) for the proposed Flood Retention Expandable (FRE) facility project
(Proposed Project) under that State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) were reviewed by a qualified
team of senior economists, resource social scientists, wildlife biologists and resource management
specialists. Team members supporting the project include Julie Ann Gustanski, PhD, LLM, AICP;
Matthew M. Hayes, MS; David Scarsella, MS; and David T. Taylor, PhD.
All sections of the DEIS and its appendices were reviewed, with a focus on; Land Use, Recreation,
Environmental Justice, Tribal Resources, Wetlands, Wildlife, and Fisheries Discipline Reports, the
Chehalis River Basin Flood Control Combined Dam and Fish Passage Supplemental Design Report,
FRE Dam Alternative (September 2018), and the Chehalis Basin Strategy PEIS Draft Economics Study
Update (September 2016). Explicit attention was given to the development of estimates surrounding
costs for the proposed FRE facility, presentation of cost-benefit analysis, and any economic and
social impact analyses presented in these documents, and allied costs of potential impacts to the
human and natural environment. 1
These analyses were assessed for the extent to which they contribute accurately and substantively
to findings presented in the DEIS, inclusive of identification and quantification of the resultant direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts associated with construction and operation of the proposed FRE
facility. 2
Table 1 provides the consolidated list of DEIS review team comments focused on the inclusion,
analyses, and related presentation of essential economic and social impact information. Comments
are expanded upon within the ‘Findings’ section of this review.

1

The regulatory definition of the term human environment at 40 CFR 1508.14 –impacts on the quality of the
human environment being the subjects of any EIS – includes "the natural and physical environment and the
relationship of people with that environment.”

2

Within the discipline of economics, and specifically in the context of economic impact analysis, the terms
direct, indirect, and induced impacts are used. Interpretation should not be confused with and is not equivalent
to “direct, indirect and cumulative impacts” as used in the context of analyses developed for NEPA/SEPA
environmental impact statements. Relevant to Chehalis Basin and against the background of economic
impacts: Direct impacts result from direct economic activity (employment, income, etc.) from area businesses
and their activities; Indirect impacts result from regional economic activity (employment, income, etc.) arising
from direct economic activity, and; Induced impacts are derived from economic activity resulting from the
indirect impacts of basin-wide business spending and indirect household spending. This includes the interaction
of all businesses (such as B2B supply chain purchases) within the Chehalis Basin and the larger region.
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Table 1. Summary of Disicpline Relevant Comments by Resource Dimensions’ DEIS Review Team
No.

Review Team Comment
Significance - High

Deficiencies
1
2
3
4
5
6

Economic benefit of project is unclear; cost-benefits are not developed; uncertainty is not considered in analysis.
Economic and social impacts of construction, operation and potential catastrophic failure are not developed or assessed.
Future costs of anticipated mitigation strategies is not included; feasibility to compensate for impacts is not demonstrated.
Feasibility of mitigation needed to compensate for the impacts on fisheries resources is not demonstrated.
Limited scope of economic analysis; benefits of/damages to ecosystem services are not addressed.
Adaptive management plan lacks detail to ensure resources affected by the Proposed Project are duly mitigated.

Errors, Omissions, Incomplete or Underestimated
7

Data gaps, errors, and omissions present significant uncertainties; costs cannot be relied upon for decision making.

8

Several significant costs are not included in projected estimates for the Proposed Project.

9

Equal, comparable cost-benefit, economic and social impact analysis across alternatives are not provided.

10

Economic and socioeconomic impacts correlated with changed ecosystem function are not considered.

11

Economic and social impacts that extend beyond geographical boundaries of study area are not addressed.

12

Impacts of Proposed Project, from an environmental justice perspective, are not properly analyzed or considered.

13

Important cost-benefit and economic impact analysis have not been provided for the airport.

14

Economic impacts associated with identified significant potential impact to region's fisheries are not addressed.

Significance - Medium
Deficiencies
15
16

The cumulative impacts analysis does not consider the value of ecosystem services that have diminished over time.
Detailed justification for not including potentially viable project alternatives from further consideration is not provided.

The following definitions were used to assign a significance level to each comment presented in
Table 1.
1. High: Describes a fundamental problem that could affect the recommendation, success, or
justification of the project. Comments rated as high indicate that the Team analyzed or
assessed the absence of required information, methods, models and/or analyses and
determined there is a potential critical issue that must be addressed.
2. Medium: Affects the completeness of the report in describing the project but will not likely
affect project justification or recommendation. Additionally, comments rated as medium
indicate that the Team did not find information presented sufficient to analyze or assess the
methods, models, or analyses.
Extending in perpetuity, we find that the system-wide cumulative economic and socioeconomic
impacts, and significant operational costs of the Proposed Project are appreciably underestimated or
inadequately analyzed within the DEIS and its supplementary parts. The physical changes and
resultant ecosystem impacts associated with the FRE facility will be vast and fish populations in the
Chehalis River will be irreparably damaged, potentially extirpated, and potentially put the United
States in non-compliance of an international treaty. Once constructed, risks to the downstream
floodplain communities will increase and the public will be committed to the costs to maintain the
facility indefinitely. And, while the impacts to Treaty Rights and related costs associated with the
Proposed Project are difficult to quantify, they are vastly understated in the DEIS.
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While we generally agree with DEIS findings that significant impacts will be incurred by the
construction and operation of the FRE facility, it is our opinion that the inadequacies of the DEIS are
such that it does not meet the standards required for an EIS for a project of this nature and
significance. With specific regard to economics, we find the investigations presented – to the limited
extent they are – in the DEIS do not adequately demonstrate that the proposed FRE facility is
justified. The environmental and economic issues governing project feasibility are complex, and the
analyses necessarily involve great uncertainties. Our review of the DEIS identified significant
concerns regarding the breadth and detail of economic studies and the development of both
projected FRE facility costs and compensatory mitigation plans. The Team also has concerns
regarding the adequacy of the DEIS in addressing uncertainties in plan formulation and alternative
evaluation.
Economics: The purpose of the project is primarily “To reduce flood damage in the Chehalis-Centralia
area by constructing a flood retention facility and temporary reservoir near Pe Ell and making changes
to the Chehalis-Centralia Airport levee.” (DEIS, p. S-3). Estimating future economic benefits of flood
risk management involves significant uncertainties that, in our opinion, have not been adequately
addressed in the DEIS. The assessment of economic impacts of the Proposed Project on
communities, businesses, recreation, land use, fisheries, cultural and tribal resources, and Treaty
Rights are also not clearly presented.
The economic and environmental issues surrounding flood reduction in the Chehalis Basin are
complex, and the analyses necessarily involve many uncertainties. We identify areas of concern in
the DEIS and relevant appendices regarding the breadth and detail of the Economic Study. Overall,
there is an absence of necessary cost-benefit, economic and social analysis presented in the DEIS.
Where there are passing references suggestive of Proposed Project costs, economic implications or
related social impacts, the fundamental supporting data, information, analysis, or assessment is
absent.
The DEIS specifically 1) fails to fully disclose or include all major project costs and fails to conduct
cost-benefit analysis of the Proposed Project or viable alternatives; 2) fails to present and
systematically assess direct, indirect and cumulative economic impacts and related social impacts
using consistent quantitative and qualitative frameworks required to logically present and compare
impacts across viable alternatives; 3) does not provide substantive cost and schedule analyses for
each alternative, including costs and timeline to mitigate expected impacts; 4) does not provide the
public or decision makers with accurate, easily understood, and transparent findings on which to
evaluate the range and extent of impacts to the natural and human environment of the Chehalis
Basin associated with the Proposed Project or other viable alternatives.
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INTRODUCTION
An expandable flood retention (FRE) facility has been proposed as an alternative to accomplish flood
damage reduction on the Chehalis River, Washington. Several alternative concepts were proposed,
but the Flood Retention Expandable (FRE) facility has been advanced for environmental review
under SEPA. The purpose of the facility is to store water in the upper watershed to alleviate flood
damage to developed areas of the lower floodplain near the towns of Centralia and Chehalis.
Our review assesses the DEIS, relevant discipline reports, and technical documents with explicit
focus on economic and socioeconomic elements interwoven throughout. In particular, our process
addresses the soundness of DEIS assumptions, methods, analyses, and calculations and identifies the
need for additional data or analyses to aid decision makers in making sound decisions regarding the
Proposed Project or implementation of alternatives and recommendations.
Core areas of review include 1) development of project cost estimates for the proposed FRE facility
and alternatives; 2) systematic evaluation of the economic impacts associated with the proposed
FRE facility and alternatives; 3) accuracy, completeness and technical soundness of assumptions,
methods and analyses related to economic, socioeconomic and cost-benefit analysis conducted for
the proposed FRE facility and alternatives, and; 4) scope and range of analysis pertaining to impacts
on the human and natural environment associated with the Proposed Project.
As appropriate, we identify additional requirements, data or analyses needed to help assure that the
final EIS documents meet the standards required for an EIS environmental review and will provide
decision makers with sufficient information on which to make determinations regarding the
proposed FRE facility. The review team used the following questions to guide its independent
assessment of the DEIS:
1.

Are appropriate methods used to evaluate the extent of economic and social impacts of the
proposed actions?

2. Are viable alternatives consistently developed and analyzed using appropriate cost
development methods, cost-benefit and economic impact analysis to assure comparability of
the Proposed Project against other viable alternatives (e.g. FRO, Local Actions).
3. Are the reviewed DEIS sections, discipline reports and supporting technical analyses
internally logical, complete and consistent?
4. To what degree does DEIS accurately identify and quantify direct, indirect, and cumulative
economic impacts associated with the Proposed Project?
5. Does the DEIS adequately address impacts/effects of alternatives on the Quinault Indian
Nation’s (QIN) utilization of treaty resources?
6. Does the DEIS address mitigation measures for potential damage to treaty resources?
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FINDINGS
The construction and operation of a dam is a major project with a significant regional impact
footprint extending across built and natural environments, and enormous costs. The DEIS identifies
several impacts that have economic consequences, which should be examined to give decision
makers an accurate understanding of the potential impacts of each alternative on local economies.
WAC 197-11-440(6)(a) states that the affected environment, significant impacts, and mitigation sections
of an EIS shall “analyze significant impacts of alternatives including the proposed action.”
This independent review draws the following major findings regarding the DEIS.

MAJOR DEFICIENCIES
Independent review has identified several important deficiencies of high significance. Specific
limitations and deficiencies that affect the validity of the DEIS are:
1.

The economic benefit of the proposed FRE project is unclear as costs and benefits are not
developed and uncertainty is not considered in analysis.
The proposed FRE project is not developed in the Chehalis Basin Strategy Final Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS), in which a suite of actions to address flooding and
degraded aquatic species habitat throughout the Chehalis Basin were evaluated. Thus,
information from the earlier PEIS and related analysis surrounding cost-benefit,
uncertainties, and risk cannot be relied upon as substitutes relative to the proposed FRE
facility.
Assessment of the net benefits of the proposed FRE facility is dependent on a variety of
factors, the most basic of which relies upon identifying all associated costs and benefits;
monetizing those that can reliably be monetized. Such assessment should incorporate
information regarding uncertainties; uncertainty in the costs and benefits should be
calculated and reported, together with the distributional consequences (who gains and who
loses). While the Proposed Project provides potential benefits 100 years into the future, the
DEIS neither addresses the cost-benefits of the Proposed Project, or uncertainties, the level
of mitigation needed, and the costs related to that mitigation. The lack of such analysis in
the DEIS presents an egregious flaw.
Similarly, the DEIS for the Proposed Project does not explore the effects of risk, which would
be applied to the benefit estimates if they existed. Risk is defined in terms of expected
probability and frequency of the hazard occurring, the people and property exposed, and the
potential consequences. To estimate future damages (and the benefits of avoiding them),
the probabilities of future events must be considered. The probabilities of future events
profoundly affect whether a Proposed Project is cost effective. This same procedure should
also be applied to future mitigation and monitoring costs, which also involve current and
future uncertainties. For instance, habitat needed for mitigation cannot be estimated as
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point estimates with certainty, rather must reflect the uncertain and constantly changing
costs associated with mitigation efforts.
As both costs and benefits for the Proposed Project involve risk, they each involve
probability distributions; given that there are a range of probabilities involved with the
potential risk, the costs and benefits inherently have a distribution. The full range of
associated costs and benefits are not developed, quantified, or analyzed using cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) for the proposed FRE facility or potentially viable alternatives and risk
outcomes are not presented in the DEIS. Thus, the estimated economic benefits of the
proposed FRE project cannot be quantified. Justification for the project requires "…that
environmental amenities and values will be given appropriate consideration in decision making
along with economic and technical considerations.” RCW 43.21C. 030(2)(a) and (2)(b)
(emphasis added).
Failure to fully develop the associated costs and benefits for the Proposed Project and
potential alternatives is a significant deficiency of the DEIS. Additionally, uncertainty analysis
must be incorporated for a full understanding of the Proposed Project’s economic benefits.
The DEIS does not include a clear presentation of the uncertainties associated with the scale
and complexity of the proposed FRE facility, or potential alternatives. A comprehensive
examination of uncertainty is critical to understanding and accurately comparing alternatives
(Apel et al., 2004).
To address deficiencies outlined here, the DEIS should:
a. Conduct a CBA and report cost-benefit ranges that correspond to the uncertainties
for the project using either models that directly incorporate uncertainty, or ex-post
risk analysis of point estimates.
b. Local economic benefits from reduced future flooding can be consistently measured
in terms of residential benefits (population and households); business benefits
(economic value added at risk in the floodplain); and property values.
c. Document sources of uncertainty for benefits for the Proposed Project at present
and into the future (50 years forward).
d. Document uncertainties related to mitigation costs. These arise from both the
quantity of mitigation habitat that is needed, and the variation in future expected
costs of that mitigation.
e. Explain the robustness of final decisions regarding project implementation to
uncertainties. Discuss the range or extent to which the basic assumptions and
information supporting the economic analyses can vary without affecting the
ultimate conclusions and recommendations of the study.

2. Economic and social impacts of FRE construction, operation and potential catastrophic
failure are not developed or assessed.
Economic and social impact analysis is particularly important for the DEIS as the Proposed
Project would have significant impacts on the economy and social structure within the study
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area because the hydrological effects are predicted to occur across more than 100 miles of
the Chehalis River and its floodplain. (DEIS, Appendix J, 2.1; p. J-2).
The DEIS has totally ignored the vast economic and social implications of the Proposed
Project and has even further ignored addressing the potential range of related benefits
associated with the Local Actions alternative, as well as the restorative approach.
Significantly, the human dimension has not been appropriately considered – a fatal error of
the DEIS. While there are many dimensions to evaluating infrastructure projects as the
proposed facility Proposed Project, the human dimension is a critically important
consideration.
ECONOMICS
No economic analysis has been conducted – a fatal error of the DEIS. Economic impacts, to
the extent they are even presented, are discussed using qualitative judgments instead of
quantitative measurements, leading to unsubstantiated inferences and interpretations of
impacts that are difficult to reasonably judge, and impossible to compare for the proposed
FRE facility and other reasonable alternatives. The comparison of results across alternatives
relies on the use of a consistent approach. Standard practice includes the reporting of
financial returns in the evaluation of costs and benefits of each alternative. Returns to
investments for flood risk reduction strategies may be reported in a variety of ways (e.g.,
NPV, cost-benefit ratios, avoided costs, IRR).
Decision makers are expected to use the information in the SEPA EIS, along with other
information, to inform their recommendations for the long-term Chehalis Basin Strategy to
address the social, environmental, economic, and other public health and safety
considerations related to both flood damage reduction and aquatic species habitat
restoration objectives. The DEIS reflects a total lack of any substantive analysis that could
be used to inform the Chehalis Basin Board in any meaningful way on the economic impacts
associated with the Proposed Project or viable alternatives.
SOCIAL IMPACT
The DEIS correctly finds that construction and operation of the Proposed Project would have
unavoidable adverse direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on fish, wildlife, aquatic and
terrestrial habitat, recreation, earth, water, air, wetlands, people, local economies, and more.
The interrelated social, cultural, and economic dimensions of such impacts are significant and
far reaching. From the permanent loss of important river resources that provide various
recreation and tourism related opportunities (e.g. fishing, kayaking, etc.) that support the
region’s economy, to effects on important subsistence species and sites that will directly and
permanently affect traditional and cultural uses and resources. And, despite acknowledging
the range of impacts, the DEIS provides nothing in the way of either identifying appropriate
mitigation strategies and related costs, or acknowledging the costs that may be associated
with the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 review process (DEIS
Appendix L, p.L-24).
The total absence of a section or discipline report dedicated to assessing the social and/or
socioeconomic impacts of the Proposed Project within the DEIS is a fatal flaw.
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Thus, the DEIS fails to address or employ widely accepted professional standards to ensure
a thorough, objective and transparent evaluation of the Proposed Project, and any
alternatives.
Overall, the DEIS does not provide decision makers with an accurate understanding of the
potential impacts of the Proposed Project or any alternative. The lack of appropriate detail
and analysis across resource area discipline reports and appendices (e.g. Appendix B Cultural
Resources, Appendix D Environmental Justice, and Appendix L Tribal Resources) suggests a
lack of concern as to whether or not people who live in and rely upon the Basin’s natural
resources are better off as a result of the Proposed Project – or how local and regional
economies are likely to be impacted by the Proposed Project . WAC 197-11-440(6)(a) states
that the affected environment, significant impacts, and mitigation sections of an EIS shall
“analyze significant impacts of alternatives including the proposed action.”
Given the magnitude of the Proposed Project, the state abused its discretion in electing not
to conduct any meaningful analysis surrounding the economic and social impacts
attributable to the Proposed Project.
Socioeconomic and sociocultural impacts associated with the Proposed Project and
alternatives should be fully assessed and disclosed in the DEIS, including, but not limited to,
the following:
a. Evaluation of potential changes to the region's economy as a result of dam
construction and operation (e.g., changes to sectors as commercial and tribal
commercial fishery, recreational fishery, recreation, and tourism, etc.).
b. Assessment of impacts associated with economic changes to families, communities,
and cultures, including potential changes to those aspects of the area's economy
that are currently subsistence-based.
c. Evaluation of replacement costs from reduced subsistence harvest of traditional
foods if access or availability are impacted by the Proposed Project.

3. Future costs of proposed mitigation are not included and strategies to compensate for
impacts is not demonstrated.
In the general failure of the DEIS to reasonably address mitigation for various resources (e.g.
wetlands, streams, aquatic, terrestrial and riparian habitat, fish and wildlife species and
habitat, surface water quality, recreation) it similarly does not acknowledge or include future
costs associated with mitigation strategies presented. Each type of mitigation strategy also
has risks for achieving successful mitigation, which should be addressed within cost
estimates.
Compensatory measures are presented to increase the feasibility of an alternative. The
absence of cost information for mitigation presented contributes significantly to the
underestimation of projected costs by obfuscating or simply not including major costs (e.g.
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monitoring and management, land and easement acquisitions). 3 For example, wetland
mitigation for an estimated minimum of 24 acres will be subject to a management plan that
will include maintenance, annual and long-term monitoring for established success criteria,
and adaptive management. The EPA estimates that the typical Section 404 enforcement
monitoring period ranges between five and ten years. 4 Developing, updating and enforcing
management plans and conducting required monitoring will require a substantial investment
over time. Other requirements may continue for the life of the Proposed Project. Yet, as with
its general approach to addressing mitigation, the DEIS does not provide cost estimates for
any of the mitigation measure likely required for the Proposed Project. Thus, making it
impossible to either assess whether potential mitigation strategies for the Proposed Project,
or any other alternatives, are prohibitively expensive or otherwise not economically
“feasible” or “practicable.” As a result, it is not possible to assess whether or not a particular
alternative could be deemed to be impracticable under the Clean Water Act. The DEIS does
not provide an economic feasibility study or any other type of economic assessment for the
Proposed Project or for any of the other alternatives referenced throughout.
The failure to include estimated mitigation costs also complicates comparability across
alternatives and offers decision makers no information on which to meaningfully assess
whether mitigation measures proposed in the practicability determination.
Overall, the DEIS does not sufficiently address costs and effects on the range of mitigation
measures identified. 5 Mitigation as presented in the draft DEIS fails to meet the requirement
of WAC 197-11-440(6)(e), generally as well as specific to impacts on treaty reserved rights.
4. Limited scope of economic analysis; benefits of and damages to ecosystem services are not
addressed.
The DEIS discloses that virtually all resource areas (e.g., earth, fish species and habitats, land
use, recreation, tribal resources, water, wetlands, wildlife species and habitat), could or
would experience direct or cumulative effects as a result of the Proposed Project. Yet, the
DEIS fails to assess the considerable economic consequences of these impacts.
Related to the limited scope of actual economic analysis, the DEIS does not include an
evaluation of the ecosystem services that will be directly or indirectly affected by the
Proposed Project. Additionally, an economic value has not been apportioned to compensate
for the loss of these services. For instance, the DEIS states there will be economic benefits to
cropland when water levels are decreased; however, there is no corresponding estimate of
the loss in ecosystem services to forests and wetlands associated. Further, the indirect
impact of the Proposed Project on downstream ecosystem services, such as flood mitigation
or water quality improvement, is also not included in the DEIS.

3

The regulatory definition of the word "significantly" at 40 CFR 1508.27 – as in "major federal action
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment" – includes as measures of impact intensity:
4
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. “Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.” 33 U.S.C §§ 1251 et seq EPA
5
The definition of "effects" at 40 CFR 1508.8 – as in "effects on the quality of the human environment" –
includes changes in the human environment that are "aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic, (or) social."
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The Chehalis Basin provides a variety of ecosystem services. Resource Dimensions (2020)
estimate that ecosystem services in the basin provide a value of $35,000/acre to upwards of
$250,000/acre, Table 2. Ecosystem services such as flood prevention and water treatment are
an important part of the true value of Chehalis Basin natural ecosystems. With the value of
many of the ecosystem services that would be altered by the proposed project, such as
water regulation, water treatment, etc., in the thousands of dollars per acre category,
omitting a review or study of the regions ecosystem services is a serious concern and will
leave decision makers with inadequate information on which to gauge how the Proposed
Project will further impact the capacity of the Basin’s natural systems to support the
provision services such as flood and erosion control, purification of air and water, regulation
of hydrologic flows, recreation opportunities, fish and wildlife habitat, and more.
Table 2. Summary of Chehalis Basin ESVs, by Service (2019$)
Low
Ecosystem Services Provided
Provisioning
Food
Water Supply
Regulating
Biological Control
Gas & Climate Regulation
Natural Hazards Mitigation
Pollination
Erosion Control
Soil Formation
Waste Treatment
Water Treatment & Quality
Water Regulation
Societal/Cultural
Aesthetic/Amenity
Recreation/Tourism
Supporting
Habitat and Nursery
Biodiversity/Genetic Resources
Total Annual Value ($/acre/year)

High

Min

Max

Min

Max

$794
$557

$2,832
$3,983

$826
$614

$2,969
$4,397

$60
$35
$441
$2,805
$73
$245
$153
$444
$4,764

$72
$206
$2,239
$49,520
$2,245
$5,847
$20,436
$13,937
$7,148

$65
$37
$458
$2,969
$76
$269
$165
$513
$5,358

$77
$217
$2,438
$53,313
$2,337
$6,322
$22,735
$15,155
$7,946

$2,175
$22,020

$61,737
$40,696

$2,273
$23,490

$65,566
$43,539

$192
$46

$7,638
$1,081

$241
$53

$9,296
$1,138

$34,806 $219,617

$37,408 $237,446

To address deficiencies outlined here, the DEIS should:
a. Explicitly identify the nature and degree of effect of the Proposed Project on the
aquatic ecosystem, including the severity or significance of those effects.
b. Include ecosystem services valuation analysis and other analyses that determine
impacts on ecological function.
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c. Include the cost of protecting the existing wetlands from potential impacts from
Proposed Project and reasonable alternatives in the cost-benefit calculations.
d. Include benefits in the project alternatives that could enhance Chehalis Basin
ecosystems and the provision of goods and services (e.g. forest
conservation/management, wetland restoration, aquatic habitat restoration, etc.).

5. The feasibility of mitigation required to compensate for the impacts on fisheries resources is
not demonstrated.
The DEIS does not, and cannot, properly assess the extent to which adverse impacts on
fisheries can be avoided through mitigation because it does not implicitly assess the extent
and range of direct, indirect, and cumulative adverse impacts that will result from
construction and operation of the Proposed Project. Thus, the DEIS fails to meet the
requirement of WAC 197-11-440(6)(c)(iii), which states “clearly indicate those mitigation
measures, if any, that could be implemented or might be required, as well as those, if any,
that agencies or applicants are committed to implement.”
Failure of the DEIS to assess the extent that fisheries would be impacted, including the
economic and ecological changes which would occur under the Proposed Project, results in
an inability to assess the feasibility of mitigation that would be required. The economic value
of the fisheries in the Chehalis river region are not inconsequential sums of money. Gislason
et al. (2017) estimated that commercial and recreational salmon fishing accounted for an
annual average of more than $1.39 billion in GDP and supported more than 26,000 jobs in the
U.S. economy. Locally in the Chehalis region, Resource Dimensions (2015a, b) estimated the
economic value of fisheries in the Chehalis county region to be worth more than $55 million
($2020 dollars), directly affecting more than $9 million of personal income for more than 250
individuals and more than 40 indirect jobs worth more than $2 million annually.
There are also farther reaching national and international impacts for which mitigation has
not been addressed. The current DEIS does not allow these impacts to be mitigated, let alone
assess the mitigation needed, due to the lack of analysis on the economic and cultural value
of the fishery. These oversights in the DEIS are egregious in and of themselves but are
compounded by recent history where salmon have been threatened, populations have
declined rapidly in many areas and Endangered Species Act (ESA) lawsuits abounded. No
Proposed Project would escape litigation without a thorough accounting of the proposed
impacts to a fishery, demonstration of feasibility to actually complete mitigation and a plan
for constant monitoring and adaptation to ensure mitigation was successful.
To provide vital information on which decisions regarding the Proposed Project, or any
alternative can be made, mitigation measures must be identified and assessed for feasibility.
The DEIS does not identify or assess mitigation measures that are “reasonable and capable
of being accomplished.” RCW 43.21C.060. Further, the DEIS does not discuss reasonable
mitigation measures that would significantly mitigate impacts identified. WAC 197-11-440(4).
The DEIS does not indicate what the projected environmental benefits of mitigation
measures are for significant adverse impacts, nor does it discuss their technical feasibility or
their economic practicability, provides no indication as to concern about whether a
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mitigation measure is capable of being successfully accomplished, and does not have a study
area that accounts for the expansive potential impact to resources outside the narrowly
defined study area.
In addition, no mitigation of impacts to the United States obligations to the Pacific Salmon
Treaty were addressed. Certainly, a firm understanding of the United States responsibilities
to this international and legally binding treaty are required before proper mitigation could be
determined, and the feasibility of this mitigation could be assessed.
By failing to demonstrate the feasibility of mitigation to compensate for impacts to fishery
resources the DEIS fails the requirement of WAC 197-11-440(6)(c)(i-iiV).
6. Adaptive management plan lacks detail to ensure resources affected by the Proposed
Project are duly mitigated.
Adaptive management is a widely accepted practice, allowing for mid-course corrections
when the original mitigation goals are not achieved. Use of adaptive management can
significantly increase the effectiveness of mitigation efforts. However, it requires
considerable data input on project conditions because the data are used as the basis for
future mitigation decisions. Effectively implementing adaptive management requires a
commitment to collect data on which to base ongoing management decisions.
The use of adaptive management as described in the DEIS, is supported. However, the cost
to implement adaptive management can be high, given the need for repeated iterations of
management action, collection of field data on site conditions, and reanalysis of approaches
required to provide the necessary mitigation.
Significant additional detail is needed on the type of parameters to be monitored and what
criteria will be used to determine if mitigation strategies have reached their desired
objectives. Further, the adaptive management approach requires both a monitoring and
response phase. There is no indication as to what type of modification would occur in the
mitigation plan (e.g., increase in mitigation acreage) if the mitigation actions do not meet
objectives. The DEIS does not include costs associated with implementation or identify
funding sources. The source of funding is a critical aspect of the adaptive management plan
that needs to be identified to ensure that the project goals are achieved.
To address deficiencies discussed here, the DEIS should:
a. Specify the funding source(s) to support ongoing adaptive management of the
mitigation projects and include these costs in the overall cost of the project.
b. Provide a sufficiently detailed monitoring plan that at a minimum outlines frequency
of specified monitoring, identifies specific parameters that will be monitored,
objective criteria or thresholds for assessment of success, and potential responses if
mitigation does not reach objectives (e.g., additional mitigation).
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ERRORS, OMISSIONS, INCOMPLETE OR UNDERESTIMATION
Several important errors, areas of incomplete work, and related underestimation and omissions
were identified in our review. Comments framed in Table 1, are presented in order here:
7. Failure to Assess Economics of Future Expanded Dam FRE-FC) Alternative
The DEIS fails to conduct any assessment, inclusive of cost-benefits or economic impacts,
associated with the expanded dam “future expanded dam (FRE-FC)” alternative presented in
the FRE Dam Alternative Supplemental Design Report (September 2018). Exclusion of
analysis of the FRE-FC alternative suggests a “phased review” approach given the specific
design features of the proposed FRE (flood retention expandable) dam.
Direction from WAC 197-11-060 (5) (e), which provides “(e) When a lead agency knows it is
using phased review, it shall so state in its environmental document,” the SEPA Handbook,
states “Whenever phased review is used, the SEPA document must clearly state that the
proposal is being phased.” (WSDOE, 2018, p.11). The DEIS for the Proposed Project has not
been presented as a phased review.
Further, WAC 197-11-060 (5) (d) (ii and iii) expressly states that, phased review is not
appropriate when … (ii) It would merely divide a larger system into exempted fragments or
avoid discussion of cumulative impacts; or (iii) It would segment and avoid present
consideration of proposals and their impacts that are required to be evaluated in a single
environmental document under WAC 197-11-060 (3)(b) or 197-11-305 (1).”
As the DEIS solely considers the FRE alternative, the failure to fully analyze the costbenefits and economic effects associated with the FRE-FC is a gross omission of the DEIS.
Additionally, as noted in comment #9 of this review, each alternative should be assessed
using consistent methods and metrics to provide for comparability of impacts (direct,
indirect and cumulative), across alternatives.
Lastly, as with the estimation of costs for the proposed FRE facility, to avoid underestimating
costs for the FRE-FC inflation-adjusted estimates should be presented using the time period
in which construction is projected to occur (e.g. 2025 to 2030). Similarly, inflation-adjusted
estimates should be provided for operation and maintenance costs from the first year of
projected operation through the expected life of the Proposed Project.
8. Several significant costs are not included in projected estimates for the Proposed Project.
There are numerous costs associated with the proposed FRE project. Yet, as noted in this
review, the DEIS does not include CBA or economic impact analysis, either of which would
have required a systematic development of all Proposed Project costs, as well as those
associated with alternatives. The result is a scattering of cost and economic information
buried within various sections of the DEIS and its many discipline and technical reports.
Further complicating interpretation and understanding of cost development are the
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inadequate detail about the extent of Proposed Project costs. For example, certain
construction, land acquisition, mitigation actions, and adaptive management costs over the
life of the project are at best fleetingly referenced, though largely absent.
The information referencing Proposed Project costs throughout the DEIS neither provides
adequate defensible calculations of costs and/or analysis of costs, or any comparative format
in which to evaluate costs, changes to local and regional economy, socioeconomic impacts,
or impacts that may affect the future possibility for members of the Quinault Nation to
exercise their treaty rights (economic, socioeconomic and cultural). The absence of such
information provides no sound platform for decision-making with regard to the social,
environmental, economic, and other public health and safety considerations related to the
proposed FRE project, or other potentially viable alternatives.
Areas of significant costs not included within the development of the cost estimate for the
Proposed Project are below. It should be noted that the list is not intended as inclusive.
●

All Mitigation (e.g., compensatory mitigation, wetland creation, etc.) and ongoing
monitoring and/or adaptive management.

●

Consultation with affected tribes.

●

Plan development (e.g., mitigation, adaptive management, and contingencies).

●

Local Actions Alternatives (no costs or benefits).

●

Teardown and rebuilding costs for the Proposed Project. The projected lifespan of
the Proposed Project is 100 years. At the end of the 100 years, the dam will have to be
torn down or significantly rehabilitated. Excluding these costs is misleading; and will
leave the next generation with a significant bill.

●

Quarry development and access roads (e.g. land acquisition, quarry development and
road construction). Costs for new road construction and road crossings required for
quarry access should be included in project costs. (DESI, Appendix O, 2.4.1.1; p. O-9
and O-21).

●

Stream crossings - 36 new stream crossings associated with the proposed action are
identified. Quarry access road construction together with the required stream
crossing structures will contribute significant costs to the project. Estimates
developed from current studies indicate significant cost variation, depending on the
variables (e.g. stream indicated as fish habitat, slope, bridge required, etc.) and
associated requirements. Given the number of crossings, required permits,
engineering and road construction costs, the total costs could easily reach into the
millions.

●

Public Services: water supply system Pe Ell (DEIS, Summary, Significant Impacts
Summary; p. S-13, Exhibit S-6).

●

Costs for Construction equipment operation and maintenance staff and cumulative
economic and social impacts were not included in development of project costs for
the proposed FRE facility.

●

Cost of development of Airport Levee Changes (e.g. permits as flood hazard zone,
earth moving, right of way, NPDES) and ongoing monitoring and maintenance.
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Misrepresentations of Proposed Project Costs
Related to the cost development errors and omissions previously identified, the DEIS does
not provide project inflation-adjusted cost estimates for the Proposed Project. To avoid
underestimating the costs of the proposed FRE project, inflation-adjusted estimates should
be presented using the time period in which construction is projected to occur (e.g. 2025 to
2030). Inflation-adjusted estimates should be calculated for operation and maintenance costs
from the first year of projected operation through the expected life of the Proposed Project.
For example, using the information developed for the FRE Dam Alternative Supplemental
Design Report (September 2018), the weighted/middle estimated capital costs to construct
the proposed FRE facility, in 2017 US$ as reported is $401 million. Adjusting for inflation for
the period during which construction is anticipated, between 2025 and 2030, the
weighted/middle estimate is $ $484.8 million, using an average annual rate of inflation of 2.4%
(Table 2). Similarly, operation and maintenance (O&M) costs for the FRE alternative are
estimated at $628,000 per year (in 2017$), starting in 2030, if permitted. Inflation-adjusted to
2030, the first projected year of operation, the annualized O&M costs are estimated at
$858,954 or approximately 26% greater, assuming average annual rate of inflation of 2.4%.
Table 2. Estimated Direct Project Costs for FRE Option (2025$)
Weighted/Middle
Lower Bound
($million)
($million)
2017$
2025$
2017$
2025$
Feature
FRE RCC Dam
$307
$371
$358
$432.8
Upstream Fish Passage: CHTR Facility
$32
$38.7
$43
$51.9
Total
$339
$409.8
$401
$484.8
Adapted from Table ES-1. Estimated Total Direct Project Costs for FRE Option.

Upper Bound
($million)
2017$
2025$
$419
$506.5
$65
$78.6
$484
$585.1

While a rough estimate on the incomplete cost estimates offered, when adjusted to the
assess true future costs, a more realistic current cost estimate is about $ 526 million.
The following should be completed to address errors and omissions pertaining to
development of Proposed Project costs estimates, as well as any alternatives presented:
a. Conduct a thorough CBA and economic impact analysis. Present detail on all costs
and benefits monetized and included in Proposed Project calculations. Justify
reasons for not including any costs not incorporated into calculations.
b. Provide economic models underlying benefits analysis, inclusive of all data used.
c. Define all variables used in any empirical model and explain relevant equations that
quantify relationships between them. Explain whether tests for serial correlation
were conducted in the analysis and if so, what corrections were made.
d. Clarify the role of crop and flood insurance assumed in the agricultural economics
model and explain any assumptions about risk preferences.
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e. Itemize all costs (including mitigation and adaptive management) and all benefits for
each year of the project, both in nominal and in present value terms.
f.

Discuss in text the content of all tables that provide numbers with economic
relevance.

9. Equal and comparable analyses, across alternatives, are not provided.
Requirements for the contents of an EIS are addressed WAC 197-11-440. Section (5)
specifically speaks to “Alternatives including the proposed action,” wherein subsection (5)(b)
advises that “Reasonable alternatives shall include actions that could feasibly attain or
approximate a proposal's objectives, but at a lower environmental cost or decreased level of
environmental degradation”.
Further, subsection (5)(c) provides that, among other things, the “…EIS shall:
(v) Devote sufficiently detailed analysis to each reasonable alternative to permit a comparative
evaluation of the alternatives including the proposed action.
(vi) Present a comparison of the environmental impacts of the reasonable alternatives, and
include the no action alternative.”
To ensure comparative evaluation per WAC 197-11-440 (5)(c)(v) economic benefits from
reduced future flooding can be consistently measured in terms of:
• Residential benefits (population and households)
•

Business benefits (economic valued added that is “at risk” in the floodplain)

•

Property valuation benefits (measures of assessed values)

The DEIS must have sufficient detail to inform decision makers (Chehalis Basin Board) about
the impacts, including economic impacts, that can be reasonably anticipated if the Proposed
Project is approved. And, as further discussed in Comment #16, the DEIS must provide a
reasonable range of alternatives so the Board can evaluate whether there are other options
available that would meet the stated objectives of the project. Is there an alternative, for
instance, that provides 90% of the benefit but only 50% of the harm? That comparative
analysis cannot be undertaken if the DEIS is too general and fails to clearly identify the
magnitude and character of the impacts and the difference in impacts among the
alternatives.
Failure of the DEIS to conduct essential analysis required to provide comparable results for
the evaluation of the Proposed Project, or any alternative, results in the inadequate
disclosure of the full extent of impacts associated with each alternative. By extension, there
is no clear understanding of the potential economic benefits provided by Alternatives.
To address the issues noted and ensure the DEIS is prepared in such a way as to “permit a
comparative evaluation” by decision makers, the DEIS should:
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•

Make a substantial, objective effort to study, analyze, and present information on
economic impacts and socioeconomic consequences relevant to the actions
considered in a format that allows for straightforward comparative evaluation.

•

Fully disclose all relevant information, and provide full transparency to the decisionmaking process, to enable the public and decision makers to understand the
rationale for selecting a preferred alternative.

10. Economic impacts correlated with changed ecosystem function are not considered.
Significant degradation is measured by substantial adverse impacts on: (a) human health or
welfare, including municipal water supplies, plankton, fish, shellfish, wildlife, and special
aquatic sites; (b) life stages of aquatic life and other water-dependent wildlife; (c) aquatic
ecosystem diversity, productivity, and stability, such as loss of fish and wildlife habitat or loss
of the capacity of a wetland to assimilate nutrients, purify water or reduce wave energy; and
(d) recreational, aesthetic, and economic values.
Ecosystem services are products and services provided by the environment. Any
improvements or damages to the environment have impacts on the nature’s capacity to
deliver ecosystem services. The DEIS outlines a series of environmental impacts, yet, makes
no attempt to quantify the values associated with those impacts.
The Proposed Project and each alternative (FRE-FC and Local Actions) has a different
portfolio of impacts. To fully evaluate the economics of each alternative, the DEIS should
look at improvements and damages (near- and long-term) to ecosystem services and their
associated monetary values. Inclusion of non-market valuation is well-established in
environmental decision making (e.g. Atkinson and Mourato, 2004; Brown, 2009; Fisher et al.,
2009).
The recent ecosystem service valuation conducted for the Chehalis Basin, reveals the
magnitude of the region’s ecosystem services. Study results indicate that the Basin’s natural
capital provides an estimated minimum of $1.1 to upwards of $15.7 billion in ecosystem
service benefits annually, Table 3 (Resource Dimensions 2020).
Acknowledging natural capital as a transitory economic asset, similar to roads and other
infrastructure, conservatively the asset value of the Basin over 100 years is between $49.1
billion and $206.2 billion at the lower bound and between $53 billion and$223.7 billion at the
upper bound.
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Table 3. Summary Asset Value of the Chehalis Basin
ASSET VALUE

Low
2%
Minimum
Maximum
Periods (years)
Annual Value

7%

High
2%

7%

$49,148,681,066 $16,272,428,654
$53,023,502,383
$17,555,326,832
$622,911,396,122 $206,237,095,910 $675,692,683,790 $223,712,228,898
100
100
100
100
$1,140,384,242 $14,453,253,371
$1,230,290,727 $15,677,924,052

Source: Resource Dimensions, 2020.

The natural capital and correlated ecosystem services in the Chehalis Basin are extremely
valuable – the natural capital of the region underpins the region’s economy. Any damage to
the current function of the basin’s ecosystems will result in changes to the economic
contributions provided through diverse ecosystem services, as well as the basin’s asset value.
The DEIS correctly identifies “…probable significant adverse environmental impacts from both
construction and operation.” (DEIS, p. S-11) associated with the Proposed Project, including
those as “…impacts on the Town of Pe Ell’s water supply, environmental health and safety,
environmental justice populations, and wetlands from the Airport Levee Changes.”, and the
elimination of “…peak channel-forming flows downstream, (which would) reduce input of
large woody material, and significantly affect habitat.” (DEIS, p. S-8).
Omission of non-market values leaves substantial economic impacts out of the decisionmaking process and ignores important differences between the proposed action and other
viable alternatives.
11. Economic and social impacts that extend beyond the geographical boundaries of the study
area are not addressed.
The DEIS states that several species of salmon are expected to be significantly and adversely
affected if the Proposed Project proceeds. Chinook and coho salmon originating in the
Chehalis Basin are harvested by commercial, recreational, and subsistence fisheries within
the Chehalis Basin and the Grays Harbor estuary. Additionally, these species are harvested
over an extensive marine geographic area. The marine fisheries that depend on these salmon
range from southern Oregon to British Columbia. In addition, there are important interregional linkages in the salmon industry, both within the U.S. and between the U.S. and
Canada. The fishing activity in one region can have beneficial impacts on the economy of
another region. Seattle and Washington State are major economic beneficiaries of important
inter-regional linkages in the salmon industry, both within the U.S. and between the U.S. and
Canada. In addition, any impacts to salmon in this region will lead to subsequent updates to
the Pacific Salmon Commission for updating to the Pacific Salmon Treaty as decreases to
stocks must be reported within that body (Pacific Salmon Treaty 2020).
Although the DEIS states that “significant adverse impacts” will occur (DEIS Section 5.3, page
71), no economic analysis or impact analysis has been conducted to understand the economic
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or social implications relative to any change in abundance of Chehalis Basin salmon.
Furthermore, the DEIS does not provide an equitable economic analysis of fisheries as a
commodity. Both ocean and in-river fisheries that depend on the health of Chehalis River
salmon stocks provide millions of dollars in economic activity annually. From 2012-2015,
Gislason et al. (2017) estimated that commercial and recreational salmon fishing accounted
for an annual average of $1,996 million in GDP and supported 26,700 FTE jobs in the U.S.
economy. Resource Dimensions (2015a, b) estimated the economic value of fisheries in the
Grays Harbor county region to be worth more than $55 million ($2020 dollars), directly
affecting more than $9 million of personal income for more than 250 individuals and more
than 40 indirect jobs worth more than $2 million annually.
The DEIS analysis does not include impacts to fish populations outside the Chehalis Basin.
Use values occurring outside of Washington are likely substantial, given the percentage of
mortality that occurs north of the U.S./Canada border. The 2018 Pacific Salmon Commission
(PSC) Joint Chinook Technical Committee’s Chinook Salmon report indicates that 90% of U.S.
stocks are harvested in Alaska and Canada (PSC 2019). Fishery Use Values reported in the
Appendix C Economic Study Update account for at most 10% of the Chinook Use Value (PEIS
2016). Any impact to Chehalis Basin salmonid populations will have significant implications
for the entire economy of Pacific Rim fisheries.
Further, analysis related to the economic importance of the commercial, recreational, and
subsistence fisheries, must take into account marine fisheries along coastal Oregon and
Washington waterways. In addition, analyses must be conducted to understand what the
potential loss of the potential loss of genetic diversity within the salmon population will have
for the species across a wider geographic area. Impacts to international treaties, specifically
the Pacific Salmon Treaty, dictates that the geographic scope for analyses on specific fishery
resources must expand to any marine fishery that depends on salmon which require the
Chehalis river for spawning.
By excluding analysis of the economic and socioeconomic impacts associated with the
Proposed Project, the DEIS fails to address the extent and range (spatial and temporal) of
direct, indirect and cumulative impacts that extend beyond the Basin’s boundaries.
12. Impacts of Proposed Project, from an environmental justice perspective, are not properly
analyzed or considered.
Environmental justice is defined by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
as “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color,
national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.” 6
To guide our assessment of the soundness and appropriateness of the DEIS treatment, we
consulted two principal sources: Executive Order (EO) 12898 and the Environmental Justice,

6

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Environmental Justice. What is Environmental Justice? Accessed
March 24, 2020. Available at: http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/.
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Guidance Under the National Environmental Policy Act composed by the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ, 1997).
EO 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and LowIncome Populations, was issued by President Clinton on February 11, 1994. This Order “directs
federal agencies to identify and address the disproportionately high and adverse human health
or environmental effects of their actions on minority and low-income populations, to the
greatest extent practicable and permitted by law.” 7
Section 3-302 of EO 12898 directs Federal agencies to “collect, maintain, and analyze
information assessing and comparing environmental and human health risks borne by
populations identified by race, national origin, or income. To the extent practical and
appropriate, Federal agencies shall use this information to determine whether their programs,
policies, and activities have disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental
effects on minority populations and low-income populations.” 8
CEQ (1997) states in the memorandum accompanying transmission of EO 12898, President
Clinton directed Federal agencies to “analyze the environmental effects, including human
health, economic and social effects, of Federal actions, including effects on minority
communities and low-income communities, when such analysis is required by [NEPA].” 9 It
furthers states that “Environmental justice concerns may arise from impacts on the natural and
physical environment, such as human health or ecological impacts on minority populations, lowincome populations, and Indian tribes, or from related social or economic impacts.” 10
CEQ (1997) sets forth that:
“the question of whether agency action raises environmental justice issues is
highly sensitive to the history or circumstances of a particular community or
population, the particular type of environmental or human health impact, and
the nature of the proposed action itself. There is not a standard formula for
how environmental justice issues should be identified or addressed. However,
the following six principles provide general guidance.
Agencies should consider the composition of the affected area, to determine
whether minority populations, low-income populations, or Indian tribes are
present in the area affected by the proposed action, and if so whether there
may be disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental
effects on minority populations, low-income populations, or Indian tribes.” 11
7

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Summary of Executive Order 12898 – Federal Actions to Address
Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations. Accessed March 24, 2020.
Available at: http://www2.epa.gov/laws-regulations/summary-executive-order-12898-federal-actions-addressenvironmental-justice.
8
Clinton, William J. Executive Order 12898. 59 Federal Register 7629. February 16, 1994. Accessed March 24,
2020. Available at: http://www.archives.gov/federal-register/executive-orders/pdf/12898.pdf.
9
Council on Environmental Quality. 1997. Environmental Justice, Guidance Under the National Environmental
Policy Act. P. 1. Accessed March 24, 2020. Available at:
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/ej_guidance_nepa_ceq1297.pdf.
10
Ibid. P. 8
11
Ibid. Pp. 8-9
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While SEPA does not require environmental justice analysis, guidance comes from NEPA in
the implementation and application of SEPA. Given the magnitude of the Proposed Project,
the composition of the population, extent of environmental impacts, and likely engagement
of federal funding an environmental justice analysis should be a requirement of the DEIS.
In applying NEPA, agencies are required to conduct environmental justice analysis in to
assess the potential that a proposed action would have disproportionate impacts affecting
minority or low-income groups. Following directives of Executive Order 12898 on
Environmental Justice, actions should be taken to conduct adequate public outreach and
participation that ensures that the public and Native American tribes understand possible
impacts to their communities and trust resources.
While the DEIS presents an Environmental Justice Discipline Report (Appendix D), we find
several of its conclusions flawed Appendix D. Most significantly, the Quinault Indian Nation
has not been included within the study area defined. While the Nation’s reservation lands do
not fall within the boundaries defined by WRIAs 22 and 23, which comprise the Chehalis River
Basin, the Quinault people have lived on the lands and relied upon its rich resources since
time immemorial. The DEIS correctly recognizes the Nation’s Treaty Rights to fish and hunt in
the Basin. Though, in its exclusion of the Nation the DEIS completely fails to recognize the
economic, cultural and subsistence importance of these resources to the Quinault people.
The DEIS further fails to identify and assess the interrelated environmental justice impacts
associated with the significant and unavoidable environmental impacts to fish and habitat
and water quality. For example, children in tribal communities may consume as much as
fifteen times more fish than children in the general population (U.S. EPA, 2011). Additionally,
some population groups may eat food predominantly from specific locations. Likewise,
subsistence fishers may consume fish far more frequently and obtain it exclusively from local
waterways.
The DEIS also incorrectly concludes that environmental justice populations will not be
disproportionately impacted as “…impacts on land uses from the Proposed Action would
occur where people do not live.” Generally, current marginal lands within the flood zone will
increase in value. The location of these lands correlate to several areas where populations of
concern live. The relationship between poverty and proximity to areas most susceptible to
natural disaster is well documented. (Thiede, et al. 2018; Lichter & Johnson, 2007). The 2011
Chehalis River Basin Flood Authority Flood District Formation Study found assessed values of
real property are approximately 40% higher outside the floodplain than inside the floodplain.
(FCS Group 2011). The determination made by the DEIS that environmental just populations
will not be disproportionately impacted is flawed. (DEIS, Appendix D, 3.2; p. D-27, D-32).
The DEIS analysis associated with this section fails in several important regards, and
specifically does not address the fact that population in poverty both gravitates to areas of
high flood risk (potentially for jobs or because of marginalization into high risk areas) and are
less likely to recover from economic losses of flooding. Carmiento and Miller (2006) affirm
that a population that lives in poverty is most significantly likely to be affected by flood
hazards. The economic and socioeconomic impacts to populations of concern are not
appropriately addressed.
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The DEIS correctly acknowledges that catastrophic failure of the facility would have a
significant and disproportionate impact on the study areas environmental justice
populations. Further, the DEIS acknowledges that the cumulative impacts of the Proposed
Action (in combination with construction, operations, catastrophic failure) would contribute
to cumulative impacts disproportionately affecting populations of concern. However,
mitigation proposed are insufficient; outreach efforts do not constitute mitigation.
Mitigation should consider economic impacts as well as risk factors. Similarly, the DEIS makes
the appropriate linkage between risk to populations of concern and the matter of public
health and safety. Though, again the DEIS fails to identify essential mitigation measures.
The above should not be construed as a complete list of failures or shortcomings of the DEIS
in its environmental justice assessment for the Proposed Project. To correct issues identified
as well as others inherent in the incomplete and insufficient approach employed in the DEIS
environmental justice assessment, we recommend:
•

Inclusion of Native American communities, both located in and with Treaty Rights in
the Chehalis Basin, that may be impacted by the project;

•

Describing the efforts that have been or will be taken to meaningfully involve and
inform affected communities about project decisions and impacts;

•

Disclosing the results of meaningful involvement efforts, such as community
identified impacts;

•

Evaluating identified Proposed Project impacts for their potential to
disproportionately impact low income, minority, or Tribal communities, relative to a
reference community;

•

Disclose how potential disproportionate impacts and environmental justice issues
have been or will be addressed by the State’s decision making process;

•

Propose mitigation strategies for unavoidable impacts that will or are likely to occur;
and

•

Include a summary conclusion that concisely expresses how environmental justice
impacts have been appropriately avoided, minimized, or mitigated.

Further, particular attention should be given to consideration of the dependence of local
communities on local and regional subsistence resources, access to those resources, and
perception of the quality of those resources.
13. Important cost-benefit and economic impact analysis have not been provided for the airport.
Related to the Centralia-Chehalis Airport, essential cost-benefit and economic impact
elements have not been addressed within the DEIS. The Proposed Project includes
modifications to the current levee around the Centralia-Chehalis airport. Proposed changes
include increasing levee height by 4 to 7 feet along its 9,511 foot length with earthen
materials or floodwalls; raising 810 feet of NW Louisiana Avenue along the southern extent
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of the airport; replacing utility infrastructure; widening portions of the existing levee base,
and other more minor improvements. DEIS, p. 22.
There is a long history of applying CBA to the evaluation of airport investment analysis,
infrastructure investment analysis, transportation and flood risk management projects.
Economic analysis provides important rational information to support the decision-making
process. The basic principle of CBA requires that a project results in an increase of societal
welfare – that is, the benefits to society generated by the project exceed the costs. Every
effect of a project can be systemically estimated and, wherever possible, given a monetary
value. Additionally, CBA gives an overview of distribution effects, alternatives, and
uncertainties.
Though, consistent in its approach, the DEIS does not include a CBA or any economic analysis
of the airport in the context of the Proposed Project. Thus, assuring the absence of essential
information required for decision makers to fully assess important dimensions of the
Proposed Project. No consideration is given to the costs associated with the construction
(e.g. permits, engineering, materials) required to accomplish the proposed Airport Levee
Changes, or the associated ongoing maintenance costs.
Additionally, with regard to the stated purpose of protecting the airport against flood
damage, there are other “reasonable” alternatives that should have been assessed, including
moving the airport WAC 197-11-440(5)(b). Completion of a CBA as part of the DEIS would
have provided the public and decision makers information needed to assess the economic
benefits of the airport for the region versus the costs of protecting it from flood damage.
Related to the consideration of other alternatives, the DEIS fails to consider the airport levee
in combination with any alternative other than the Proposed Project. Similarly, the DEIS fails
to quantify possible benefits of building flood wall or levees around key infrastructure.
Instead, flood proofing is considered, though very generally and without any assessment of
costs or benefits to key infrastructure. As with other building level flood-damage risk
reduction and adaptation measures, the decision on the use of flood proofing techniques,
alone or in combination with flood protection requires cost-benefit analysis (de Ruig, et al
2019).
Given the lack of cost benefit analyses, economic impact analyses and the exclusion of
assessing other reasonable alternatives to the proposed project, the DEIS fails to provide
the public and decision makers with accurate and reliable information with which to make a
decision about the Proposed Project, or any alternatives.
14. Economic impacts associated with identified significant potential impact to region's fisheries
are not addressed.
From an economics standpoint, analyses of the impacts and values associated with salmonids
and other fisheries of the Chehalis Basin are wholly absent in the DEIS. While there has been
rigorous study and evaluation of the region’s fish species and aquatic habitat, the DEIS shows
no level of expertise in understanding fisheries economics. One of the primary economic
concerns is the lack of information within the DEIS pertaining to the economic value and
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impact analyses. This limitation makes assessment of the net marginal economic benefits of
the Proposed Project or potential alternatives impossible.
Given the economic, recreational, subsistence and cultural importance of the region’s
fisheries, absence of a more robust analysis relative to the integrated economic and social
impacts of the proposed FRE facility and potential alternatives is a grievous error of the DEIS.
Guidelines require, for example, an evaluation of effects to recreational and commercial
fisheries, which includes harvestable fish, crustaceans, shellfish, and other aquatic organisms
used by man. 40 C.F.R. § 230.51.
We believe this issue can be resolved by quantifying the project-related changes in
population size and estimating the economic value (or socioeconomic significance) of these
population size changes.
Another prominent issue identified is that the DEIS does not explicitly identify the timeframe
for effects of the Proposed Project, or any alternatives. Timing can affect the magnitude of
the net present value of benefits and costs. The DEIS should clearly specify the full time
period for which costs and benefits for each alternative are likely to accrue and provide an
estimate of these costs and/or benefits. It is also suggested that details on the economic
model and the assumptions and data sources used to calculate regional economic impacts be
added to the DEIS. The net marginal economic benefits of the Proposed Project should also
be calculated.
The economic contributions of commercial fishing, tribal and non-tribal, on the region’s
economy cannot be understated. We summarize below from recently completed studies.
Commercial Fishing
The QIN has registered many concerns about how the proposed action could interfere with
treaty fishing activities. The DEIS documents discuss some of these impacts, but do not
consider possible economic impacts. Quinault treaty fishing activities represent not only
subsistence and cultural values, but an important revenue source for tribal commercial
fishers. Quinault fishing activities have the following economic impacts (direct, indirect, and
induced) on the Grays Harbor County economy:
•

355.5 jobs,

•

$12.3 million in personal income,

•

$28.8 million in business revenue, and

•

$9.67 million in local purchases. 12

Resource Dimensions (2015a) estimates that at the low end of the scale (minor disruptions in
business activities), rail and vessel traffic could cost tribal members 5% of their annual income
due to rail delays and 2.9% of their income from disrupted fishing activities.

12

Resource Dimensions. 2015a. Economic Impacts of Crude Oil Transport on the Quinault Indian Nation and the
Local Economy.
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Non-treaty commercial fishing and aquaculture activities in the county have additional
economic impacts (direct, indirect, and induced) on Grays Harbor County’s economy:
•

1,099.6 jobs

•

$37 million in personal income

•

$81.5 million in business revenue

•

$37.2 million in local purchases

•

$4.2 million in tax revenue 13

The magnitude of these business activities indicates that economic damages from fisheries
disruptions could be substantial. Additional study is warranted; analysis of the Proposed
Project within the DEIS does not capture potential impacts on the local and regional
economy.
The DEIS fails to fulfill the standard of WAC 197-11-440(6)(a) to quantify potential revenue
losses resulting from the proposed actions.

MODERATE DEFICIENCIES
Other deficiencies, that affects the completeness and validity of the DEIS relative to economic
effects, were identified in our review. Discussion on comments 15-16, framed in Table 1, are
presented in order here:
15. The cumulative impacts analysis does not consider the value of ecosystem services that have
diminished over time.
The DEIS does not assign values to, or otherwise discuss, ecosystem services (e.g., erosion
control, pollination, flood control) provided by Chehalis Basin lands and appurtenant natural
systems. While functions of the basin’s ecosystems have been significantly changed over
time, the ecological value of the remaining connection to the Chehalis River is high (Resource
Dimensions 2020). The loss of this last remaining connection is an example where additional
impacts, no matter how small, will have a disproportionate cumulative effect by exceeding
the threshold where floodplain connection ecosystem functioning is eliminated.
The analysis of cumulative impacts is incomplete without a proper consideration of the effect
of the Proposed Project on the diminution over time of regional ecosystem services provided
by this flood-dependent ecosystem. (Costanza et al. 1997).

13

Resource Dimensions. 2015b. Economic Impacts of Crude Oil Transport on the Grays Harbor Economy.
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To address deficiencies discussed here, the DEIS should:
a. Prepare analysis of cumulative effects that includes evaluation of the Proposed
Project and viable alternatives in terms of ecosystem services that have diminished
over time.
b. Evaluate each of the alternatives (including any new alternatives) in terms of
cumulative impacts on ecosystem services.
16. Detailed justification for not including potentially viable project alternatives from further
consideration is not provided.
The DEIS fails to provide detailed and supporting justifications for not including other
“reasonable alternatives.” WAC 197-11-440(5)(b) states “Reasonable alternatives shall include
actions that could feasibly attain or approximate a proposal's objectives, but at a lower
environmental cost or decreased level of environmental degradation.” For example, the
Restorative Alternative (Alternative 4), as presented in the September 2016 Chehalis Basin
Strategy PEIS, would be a reasonable alternative under SEPA as it could attain the proposal’s
objectives while resulting in less overall environmental impact than the proposed
alternatives analyzed in the DEIS. See also WAC 197-11-786.
Detailed justification for not advancing the Restorative Alternative from further
consideration is not adequately stated in the DEIS. The apparent reason is hollow, and cost
based; justified through a flawed and incomplete CBA, and without comparative assessment
of the economic impacts, or non-market valuation of the economic contributions provided
through ecosystem goods and services. The stated criteria are “lower environmental cost or
decreased level of environmental degradation” WAC 197-11-440(5)(b). No reference is given to
exclusion based on economic feasibility. Yet, this is the only justification for excluding certain
alternatives, such as the Restorative Alternative from assessment in the DEIS.
Comparability of alternatives relies upon equitable treatment in the analysis and
presentation of alternatives. Using these principles, the Local Actions Alternative, FRE-FC
facility, and the Restorative Alternative should have been equally developed for evaluation
against the Proposed Project. This point is more fully discussed in comment #9.
Additionally, the DEIS fails to consider the airport levee in combination with anything other
than the Proposed Project and further miscarries any effort to quantify possible benefits of
building flood wall or levees around key infrastructure. Flood-proofing is only briefly
addressed, and discussion is devoid of any assessment of benefits to key infrastructure.
(DEIS, Chapter 2, 2.4 and 2.7; p. 24 and 26).
Alternatives presented for evaluation in the DEIS are limited and no additional actions have
been developed for evaluation. The legislative directive contained in RCW 43.21A.730(1)) to
“to aggressively pursue implementation of an integrated strategy and administer funding for
long-term flood damage reduction and aquatic species restoration in the Chehalis river
basin” is not achieved through the limited scope of alternatives presented for assessment in
the DEIS. See the definition of "scope" for the three types of alternatives to be analyzed in
EISs. WAC 197-11-792. There are at least two areas of concern that are not addressed by the
alternatives presented, both of which have significant future economic consequences.
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The first, centers on relocation; moving people and structures out of harm’s way. The goal of
a relocation alternative includes working with communities to develop a comprehensive
approach to improve resilience against flooding by removing or relocating people and
structures from the 10, or 20-year floodplain.
Across the county, relocation strategies are being successfully implemented as a solution
that contributes to health and human safety, protects infrastructure investments, restores
natural floodplain functions, and saves millions of dollars in avoided flood losses. For
example, the community of Kinston, NC (pop. 25,000) located along the Neuse River.
Following repeated flood damages resulting from hurricanes Fran, Dennis, and Floyd, the
community embarked upon a relocation approach. Flood-prone properties were bought, and
whole neighborhoods were relocated to higher ground. In total the program moved about
4% of nearly 10,000 households. Here, 95% of the property owners who received a buy-out
offer accepted. It is estimated that the purchase of the first 100 homes saved approximately
$6 million in avoided flood losses during the next big storm (Vreeland 2019; FEMA 2018).
Recent research has explored various aspects of buyouts, including social equity and cost
effectiveness (Tate, et al., 2016). Several studies have shown that buyouts can reduce the
losses from future floods (FEMA, 2009; FEMA 2016). These studies focus on “avoided
losses,” estimating the flood induced economic losses that would have occurred if homes
had not been acquired and removed from flood hazard areas. For example, after major
flooding in 2008, a study of avoided losses across eight communities in Missouri concluded
that buyouts saved roughly $96 million in flood damages (FEMA 2009: 5-8).
The second, involves ensuring that alternatives developed and considered in the DEIS both
achieve the goal of reducing environmental costs and further degradation to Chehalis Basin
ecosystems and account for the foreseeable effects of climate change on both the
freshwater and ocean ecosystems on which the Basin’s fisheries depend. These alternatives
should include both an analysis of the extent to which climate change may affect (e.g., erode
the effectiveness of) any proposed mitigation measures, and specific actions to address the
cumulative effects of climate change on fish species and their habitat.
The DEIS fails to comply with SEPA requirements to consider reasonable alternatives or to
“Present a comparison of the environmental impacts of the reasonable alternatives and
include the no action alternative.” WAC 197-11-440(5)(b); WAC 197-11-440(5)(vi).
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CONCLUSIONS
Based upon our analysis of cost estimates for the Chehalis River FRE project action and studies
relevant to cost-benefit, economic and social analysis conducted, it is our conclusion:
•

Cost omissions identified herein for project development, real estate acquisitions, capital
costs of project development and construction, operation and maintenance, cumulative
economic and social impacts, and required mitigation for the life of the project, create
significant inaccuracies leading to unrealistic project cost estimates.

•

No economic analyses have been conducted, thus the DEIS does not meet minimal
sufficiency standards required to withstand an EIS environmental review for a project of this
nature and significance. Generally accepted methodologies have not been used and there is
no logical presentation of information to enable comparison of the Proposed Project against
other potential alternatives.

•

At best, the population at risk are identified, though there is no information about economic
damages they would incur during a potential dam failure are clearly to support this project.
Life safety risk and the annual probability of failure were discussed, as they should have
been, though economic risk was given no consideration. The impact to the public is welldocumented by the inundation maps. Yet, clear loss of life and economic impacts for the
proposed FRE facility or viable alternatives are not presented either in the DEIS or the
Environmental Health and Safety Discipline Report in the Baseline Consequences Analysis.

•

The future costs associated with environmental mitigation plans are not adequately detailed.
The DEIS should provide a clear explanation and presentation of the sensitivity of the
estimated cost-benefit ratios, which are presented as point estimates, to the vast array of
uncertainties inherent in dealing with future social, economic, climatic and environmental
conditions.

•

The analyses do not capture the full extent of economic and environmental impacts of the
Proposed Project.

•

The general and specific deficiencies, errors, omissions, and improper use of project cost
development methods result in a document that only partially captures the costs of the FRE.
The DEIS potentially reaches conclusions pertinent to the FRE or Local Actions alternatives
that are not defensible by explanation and evidence presented.

•

It is unclear if the costs for construction equipment operation and maintenance staff and
cumulative economic and social impacts were included in development of project costs for
the proposed FRE facility.

•

The various omissions create incomplete information around the scale, intensity,
risk/consequence of impacts and thus call into question the credibility of the DEIS analysis;
and how these issues thus make it impossible to consider any potential for or adequacy of
mitigation.

•

The failure of the DEIS to engage in a transparent and complete independent economic
analysis of the issues, alternatives and mitigations, leaves the public or decision makers with
the burden of developing additional perspectives.
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Re:

Critical Review of Proposed Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project Draft
SEPA EIS
Local Actions Alternative Technical Analyses Review

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The elements of the Local Action Alternative (LAA) presented in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) have been reviewed by a qualified technical team consisting of Tim Abbe, PhD, PEG, PHG, Danielle Devier,
PLA, MS, and Cynthia Carlstad, LHG. The DEIS has been prepared to support the Washington State Department
of Ecology’s review of a proposed Flood Retention Expandable (FRE) facility under the State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA).
The review team concluded that:
 The DEIS fails to provide an adequate or comprehensive evaluation of flood risk for the proposed target
area; nothing in the DEIS acknowledges the flood risks posed by local creeks, and thus the DEIS cannot
definitively conclude that the specific areas noted would be removed from flood risk.
 The flood damage reduction analysis presented in the DEIS contradicts sound standards of flood risk
management practices to comprehensively assess all flood risks to an area, and then develop solution
options to address those risks.
▪

Tens of millions of dollars of state money have been spent evaluating flooding from a single source
within the Chehalis Basin – the upper basin above the Town of Pe Ell (upper basin) – when it is well
known that damaging floods originate from numerous sources within the Chehalis Basin, including
the South Fork Chehalis, Newaukum, Skookumchuck, Satsop watersheds.
 The DEIS fails to present adequate specificity in the elements of the LAA, fails to present any meaningful
analysis of the LAA, and thus fails to present a valid comparison of the LAA and the FRE facility and each
alternative’s potential to meet the objectives stated in the DEIS. This lack of specificity also deprives the
public of evaluating the benefits and impacts to its local community and personal property.
 The development of the LAA by the FCZD fails to meaningfully develop elements such as buyouts,
relocation and local flood protection measures, fails to describe how and when these elements would
be accomplished, and fails to objectively analyze how such elements could achieve the goals and
purpose stated in the DEIS, even though data is available to do so.
 The DEIS fails to demonstrate how the Office of the Chehalis Basin (OCB) would manage and lead a
basin-wide LAA. This omission demonstrates that the DEIS has not given the LAA any serious
consideration.
 The elements presented in the DEIS as the LAA are proven mechanisms to accomplish flood damage
reduction. Development of a viable Local Actions Program offers the only viable means to deliver flood
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damage reduction, aquatic species habitat restoration, and community benefits, yet the State has
invested almost nothing into defining and evaluating the LAA in the DEIS.
 A viable Local Actions Program would provide benefits throughout the Chehalis Basin and can be
targeted to provide the greatest benefits for the cost, focusing on structural solutions (e.g., levees,
floodwalls) in densely populated areas and non-structural solutions (e.g., floodproofing, buyouts,
relocation) in rural areas.
 A viable Local Actions Program offers sustainable long-term solutions, with no risk of pervasive
ecosystem impacts or catastrophic flooding caused by a dam failure.
 Key elements of flood damage reduction, particularly buyouts and relocation, are the only permanent
solutions forever removing the risk of flood damages and requiring no ongoing operation, maintenance,
or replacement costs. Acquisitions and relocations permanently remove flood damage liabilities while
providing valuable environmental benefits.
 A Local Actions Program would build resiliency into the community by protecting designated necessary
or critical land uses in the floodplain against all flooding (not just major flooding) and encouraging other
growth to shift to upland areas.
 A Local Actions Program would be completely compatible with the Aquatic Species Restoration Plan
(ASRP), opening up large areas of floodplain for restoration and sustaining the natural processes such as
flooding and channel migration that support ecosystems services and resilient fish and wildlife
populations.
 A Local Actions Program would directly address economic development to ensure the Cities and Ports of
Chehalis and Centralia can pursue development and job creation in upland areas that do not conflict
with environmental goals and Treaty rights.
It is our conclusion that the shortcomings in the DEIS analyses and conclusions result in an underestimation of
potential viability of the LAA and related actions that could be taken to accomplish flood damage reduction at a
lower environmental, social, and economic cost to the Chehalis Basin. We believe that the Local Actions
Alternative could be developed into a viable Local Actions Program with enough specificity to enable
comparison of benefits and impacts against the proposed project, and to enable the State to evaluate
implementation feasibility and community support.
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INTRODUCTION
An expandable flood retention (FRE) facility has been proposed as an alternative to accomplish flood damage
reduction on the Chehalis River, Washington. The stated purpose of the facility is to store water in the upper
watershed to alleviate flood damage to developed areas of the lower floodplain near the towns of Centralia and
Chehalis. It is designed for a 100-year hydrologic event, such as the 1996 flood, but is not designed to retain
larger floods such as the 2007 flood.
According to a 2019 letter from Ecology the “SEPA EIS includes a Local Actions Alternative which looks at localscale and nonstructural efforts to improve floodplain function and reduce flood damage.” (White, 12/19/19).
Development and analysis of a robust Local Actions Alternative (LAA) is important to determine how the State
will best achieve the dual goals of the Chehalis Basin Strategy to reduce flood damages and improve aquatic
species habitat over the long-term. This memo analyzes the approach of the DEIS to presenting and considering
the LAA. We consider specifically how the DEIS fails in its identification of crucial issues, evaluation of flood risk,
configuration of the Local Actions Alternative, and evaluation of benefits and impacts, and we provide
recommendations for what should have been included. We also present our analysis of the components and
benefits of formulating a viable Local Actions program, focusing on the following components:
 Buy-Outs
 Floodproofing
 Land Use Management
 Increase Floodplain Storage
 Stay-in-Place Farm Assistance
 Localized Levees, Dikes, Floodwalls, and Floodgates
 Channel Migration Protection
 Early Flood Warning and Response System
 Developing a Comprehensive Strategic Plan for Prioritizing Actions
 Examples of Area-Specific Chehalis Basin Strategies Under a Local Actions Program

ANALYSIS OF DEIS
DEIS fails to provide adequate comprehensive flood risk evaluation for
proposed project target area.
Flood damage reduction and flood risk mitigation standards of practice dictate that flood risks to the target area
be comprehensively evaluated to provide reasonable assurance that the best techniques are applied to the right
areas. As stated in FEMA Guidance for Flood Risk Analysis (2019),
“data and information obtained during the Discovery process should demonstrate a holistic picture of
flooding issues, flood risk, and flood mitigation needs and capabilities within a watershed. The data and
information gathered should also provide an understanding of the geography, demographics, and
willingness to address risks, infrastructure presence, underlying building codes, and other critical
elements that will provide a full understanding of the watershed. The data and information collected
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must be both sufficient and firmly understood by the Project Team before possible elements of a Flood
Risk Project - including flood hazard mapping, community engagement and outreach, mitigation
planning technical assistance, and flood risk assessments - are suggested.” (FEMA 2019)
The Proposed Project purpose is “to reduce flood damage in the Chehalis-Centralia area by constructing a flood
retention facility and temporary reservoir near Pe Ell and making changes to the Chehalis-Centralia Airport
levee.” This statement implies that lowering peak flows in the Chehalis River will reduce flooding in the ChehalisCentralia area. But this area also experiences regular damaging flooding from several local creeks that flow
through the two cities, most notably China Creek, Salzer Creek, Coal Creek and Dillenbaugh Creek. The DEIS
includes a vague statement that “storms centered over the Black Hills and Cascade Range foothills can cause
flooding in the Skookumchuck, Newaukum, and Chehalis Rivers in the Centralia/Chehalis area” (DEIS App. N, p.
N-15), but nothing in the DEIS acknowledges the flood risks posed by local creeks. Unlike the proposed project,
the LAA offers a means of reducing local flood damages originating from streams and rivers other than the
Upper Chehalis. The approach of the DEIS contradicts sound standards of flood risk management practices to
comprehensively assess flood risks to an area, and then develop solution options to address those risks. A much
more detailed LAA is best suited to provide a comprehensive plan needed to address specific flood problems.
The flood risks posed to the target area in and around the cities of Centralia and Chehalis should have been
evaluated comprehensively to understand the geographic sources of flooding by a range of storm events that
include the following:
 Storm event centered over the Cascade Range where the bulk of flood water originates from the
Skookumchuck and Newaukum Rivers. This storm event should include variations where Skookumchuck
Reservoir has storage capacity to dampen the flood event, and where it does not have flood storage
capacity. Storm events centering over this area have the added risk of being rain-on-snow events which
significantly contributes to the magnitude of flooding.
 Storm event centered in the Willapa Hills, but with the majority of flow coming from the South Fork
Chehalis River versus the Upper Chehalis River.
 Storm event centered in the Willapa Hills similar to the 2007 flood event. We understand that for the
late-century catastrophic flood scenario for the DEIS, rainfall and runoff projections were modeled
statistically throughout the Basin, with peak flows distributed in all areas in the basin, and not focused
on a particular area as occurred in the 2007 flood when rainfall was concentrated in the Willapa Hills.
 Cloudburst rain event with intense rainfall centered over Centralia and Chehalis sub-basins, including
China, Salzer, Coal and Dillenbaugh Creeks.
Flood analysis and mapping produced from these scenarios, combined with the mapping already produced from
the hydraulic modeling associated with the proposed project, would provide a broader suite of conditions upon
which to identify and evaluate solution options that would truly benefit the communities. They would also help
the communities evaluate the interplay between flood waters coming from the east with the Chehalis River, and
identify flow paths that could potentially be blocked with discrete levee segments or accommodated with
storage. This work would be essential for identifying actions such as floodplain restoration (some of which has
been done in China Creek), local levees or floodwalls, floodgates, raising structures, and acquisition and
relocations.
It should be noted that predictive tools for flood impact analysis for Skookumchuck River and the creeks need
significant updating. The FEMA Flood Information Rate Maps (FIRM) and Flood Information Study (FIS) for the
Skookumchuck River date from 1982. China Creek has likely better modeling developed for Centralia’s China
Creek restoration projects, but the latest hydraulic modeling that included Salzer Creek could not be calibrated
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for the January 2009 event (WSE, 2019), with model results underpredicting flood elevations in Salzer Creek by
four feet.
Accounts of historical floods provide insights into the variations in how where the storm is centered can drive a
different inundation area within Centralia and Chehalis. Backwater from the flooding Chehalis exacerbates
inundation from the Skookumchuck River and smaller creeks. Integrating sub-basin inflows and calibrating
model results is needed for all target areas. Armed with this suite of scenarios, it would be possible to more
comprehensively assess flood risk within and surrounding Centralia and Chehalis and develop a Local Actions
Alternative that is optimized to reduce flood damage for a broad range of flood scenarios, rather than focused
on only one catastrophic scenario, leaving the community vulnerable to catastrophic flood damage from a
scenario not evaluated.
The failure to assess the scenarios described above for different geographic sources of flooding and a range of
storm events is particularly acute for the residential and business district of Centralia. This area is shown in the
DEIS flood inundation maps as “no longer flooded” during the catastrophic flood. Because the DEIS does not
comprehensively evaluate potential sources of flooding for this area (which could include the Skookumchuck
River and/or China Creek and Salzer Creek), it cannot definitively conclude that these areas would actually be
removed from flood risk, rather than just removed from flood risk for the specific Chehalis River event evaluated
in the DEIS. A Local Actions Alternative comprised of discrete levee/floodwall protection, floodproofing and
buyouts for this area could provide a flood damage reduction alternative that would protect this community for
all flood conditions.

Examples for Addressing Urban Flooding from Other Areas
Urban flooding is a known complex, multi-dimensional, problem nationwide; FEMA does not currently have an
established method for analyzing urban flooding (NASEM 2019). A recent National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) paper (2019) found that the managers for each of four case study cities
were working to address urban flooding in their own way. In all four cities, Baltimore, Houston, Chicago, and
Phoenix, the impacts of flooding were particularly felt by disenfranchised populations and citizens generally wish
to know more about and understand their flood risk. Most actions to address urban flooding include land
acquisition to establish and restore new flood corridors. Additional examples include:
The City of Portland, Oregon – The City of Portland, Oregon, began purchasing parcels and structures
within the floodplain at Johnson Creek. The City has successfully restored large portions of Johnson
Creek’s floodplain to slow and store water during peak flows with a 2-year recurrence interval and larger
(Stonewall and Beal 2017) https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bes/32201.
The Napa River Basin, California – With a population of 80,000 and at a cost of $900 million, the City of
Napa and Napa County, California, have implemented a suite of nonstructural flood protection
measures including, property buy-outs, setback levees, establishing flood bypasses, flood water
detention areas, flood friendly culverts and bridges, restoring floodplains, open space preservation, and
designing waterfront parks (http://nrcsolutions.org/). Flood protective benefits were seen early in
project construction, when a large storm swept through the Napa County area in 2005. Many floodexperienced Napa citizens agreed that damages from this flood were less than anticipated. Further
ecological and economic benefits were realized, with new bird habitat in created wetlands, more
recreational areas and parks with 6 miles of trails, and beautifying the river adding value to restaurant
owners and hotel developers. These benefits were realized despite the project being only 70 percent
complete as of February 2016.
Washington D.C. – The District of Columbia’s Department of Energy and Environment (DOEE) funds a
RiverSmart program which offers significant financial incentives, such as a savings of up to 55% off of
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stormwater fees and assistance with green infrastructure project construction, all of which help
commercial, residential and non-profit property owners retain and clean stormwater on-site, preventing
urban pollution from entering Chesapeake Bay (https://doee.dc.gov/riversmart). Another RiverSmart
program in New England is working to address the need for broad communication of flood risk and flood
resilience strategies, and highlights the work of local governments in New England to emphasize
sustainable flood resilience (https://extension.umass.edu/riversmart/about-riversmart-communities).

INSUFFICIENT LOCAL ACTIONS ALTERNATIVE DEFINITION AND
ANALYSIS
DEIS fails to analyze the Local Actions Alternative with sufficient specificity.
The DEIS does not adequately define or evaluate the Local Actions Alternative with sufficient specificity to
provide a meaningful comparison to the FRE alternative. The DEIS lists the following ways that the elements
listed in Table 1 below could achieve the stated objective to reduce flooding from storms in the Willapa Hills
through:
 Improving floodplain function
 Land use management actions
 Buying out or relocating at risk properties or structures
 Improving flood emergency response actions, and
 Increasing water storage from Pe Ell to Centralia
None of these elements are developed to a level of specificity for the DEIS to evaluate the flood damage
reduction benefit that could be achieved. We find this to be a major failure to provide a valid comparison to the
proposed FRE facility alternative. This lack of specificity also deprives the public of evaluating the benefits and
impacts to its local community and personal property. Without such specificity, it is impossible to judge the
merits of the Local Actions Alternative.
The DEIS also states that “Ecology considered actions that could be implemented by the Applicant either alone or with
other agencies, private entities, or jurisdictions in the Chehalis Basin” and “The Applicant could support local efforts for
flood damage reduction through local regulatory powers, funding, or technical assistance.” Either approach to
implementing a Local Actions Alternative could be the basis for comparison, yet the DEIS fails to provide any such
meaningful comparison (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Local Action Alternative Elements and Description (DEIS, Chapter 2.5)
LOCAL ACTIONS
ALTERNATIVE ELEMENT
FROM DEIS
Land Use Management

DESCRIPTION IN DEIS

Minimize floodplain development.
Provide technical support and assistance to
local jurisdictions and landowners for local
land use management efforts that reduce
flood damage

WHAT’S MISSING? DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

Specific mechanisms for minimizing floodplain
development are not defined. How much is
needed?
Land management cannot be solely left to
local municipalities, it must be led by regional
entity in order to achieve continuity across
jurisdictional boundaries.
No description of how buyouts and relocations
could reduce flood damages.
No description of how a reduction in
regulatory floodplain resulting from the FRE
will affect new development and difference to
LAA.
No description of LAA relocation options such
as purchasing suitable uplands and making
jurisdictional adjustments in order for Ports
and other large landowners to reduce
damages and pursue new development.
No analysis of how local flood protection
(levees, floodwalls, floodgates, pump stations)
could reduce flood damages, nor how they
would be part of LAA.

Floodproofing

Raising structures, building berms or
floodwalls around structures, installing flood
vents in homes previously elevated

No description of flood proofing options nor
integrating of local flood protection elements
(levees, floodwalls, pump stations).
How many structures, berms, floodwalls would
need to be built when combined with buyouts
and relocations?
What would that cost and where would they
be?
What’s required for maintenance?
No description or analysis of effectiveness of
flood-proofing versus other elements of LAA (is
it more cost effective to buy-out these homes
instead?)

Buy-Out or Relocation of
At-Risk Properties or
Structures

Following buy-outs, property could be
cleared and reused for public purposes
Assist local governments to identify funding
Providing technical assistance to identify atrisk structures that cannot be floodproofed
or identify other beneficial uses for the
property

No assessment of how many flood prone
properties are currently and voluntarily for
sale. Our review of floodplain and riverside
property for sale from Pe Ell to just
downstream of Chehalis/Centralia revealed at
least 59 properties for sale at an average listing
price of $287,000 per property.
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LOCAL ACTIONS
ALTERNATIVE ELEMENT
FROM DEIS

DESCRIPTION IN DEIS

WHAT’S MISSING? DETAILS AND ANALYSIS

What kind of public purposes? What does the
community want and need?
Why was information in the Restorative Flood
Protection (RFP) assessments not
incorporated?
Why were suitable upland areas for relocation
not described as they were in the RFP
alternatives?
No descriptions provided of any of the
numerous successful programs in the U.S.
doing buyouts and relocations to reduce flood
damages.
Why is same source of funding assumed for
the FRE not being used for LAA elements? Why
is this not being led by FCZD and OCB?
What types of funding are already available?
What types of funding resources need to be
developed? What have other communities
done?
What does the technical assistance look like?
Who’s in charge? And who decides what can
be floodproofed versus not?
How are beneficial uses determined and
measured?
Floodplain Storage
Improvement

Reconnect floodplain storage areas

Channel Migration
Protection

Mapping high risk areas

Encourage new floodplain storage through
in-channel wood installations and floodplain
reforestation

Large wood placements
Regulatory and incentive-based approaches
to reducing flood damage to properties in
channel migration areas

Early Flood Warning
Systems

More robust and interactive flood prediction
and flood warning system that would allow
vehicles, machinery, and livestock to be
moved before flooding.
Identify and fund the most critical stream
gages that provide data for the warning
system.

How are effective floodplain storage areas
identified? And at what scale are they
effective? Are they prioritized for buy-out or
floodproofing actions? Is there a particular
land use that is desirable for these areas when
they’re not flooded?
Where are the high-risk areas? How does the
local actions alternative prioritize who to help
first? What are the incentives? Are incentives
needed? Or just a fair and transparent
process? What types of regulations exist
elsewhere that have been effective at reducing
flood damages to properties in channel
migration areas?
Doesn’t the Chehalis basin have an early flood
warning system already? Is this truly a part of
local actions? If it needs improvement, there
are likely some specific needs that are already
known that should have been included in this
alternative.
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A VIABLE LOCAL ACTIONS PROGRAM
We believe that a Local Actions Alternative could be developed into a viable Local Actions Program with enough
specificity to enable comparison of benefits and impacts against the proposed project, and with enough
specificity to enable evaluation of implementation feasibility and community support. In this section we describe
the elements of such a Local Actions Program and provide the rationale for why it is essential to consider such a
program.
A viable Local Actions Program would include the elements listed below:
 Develop more accurate flood models for entire Chehalis Basin with focus on sub-basins
 Develop a comprehensive strategic plan for prioritizing local actions
 Delineate erosion hazards through a comprehensive channel migration zone delineation of Chehalis and
its tributaries. Develop recommendations of areas where bank protection is acceptable and guidelines
on how it should be done.
 Improve floodplain function with regards to temporarily storing flood waters
 Land use management actions
▪
▪

Encourage development outside flood and erosion hazard areas
Legislative actions to allow Cities and the Ports of Chehalis and Centralia to expand land holdings
outside flood prone areas and restore flood prone lands
 Local flood protection actions
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Levee improvements
New floodwalls
Flood gates
Pumping stations
Raising structures
Relocation of infrastructure such as roads, water treatment facilities.
 Floodplain agriculture ‘stay-in-place' assistance tailored to address site-specific flood and erosion risks
 Acquisition of flood-prone land
▪

Establish & fund a land acquisition division within Office of Chehalis Basin
▪

monitor floodplain properties for sale

▪

quickly acquire land

▪

establish protocols for land ownership (e.g., land trust, state, county) and coordination with
Aquatic Species Restoration Plan (ASRP)

 Relocating people out of harm’s way
▪

Establish and fund a hazard relocation division within Office of Chehalis Basin
▪

Identify homes and businesses with flood and erosion hazard areas

▪

Identify regional areas outside flood and erosion hazards well suited for relocation
•

Agricultural areas (e.g. high terraces and prairie communities south of South Fork
Newaukum, State Route 512 area, and Southern Lewis County have existing agriculture,
area with potential to expand agriculture, and good transportation infrastructure).

•

Residential areas (e.g., high ground with established infrastructure)
9
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•

Industrial areas (e.g., high terraces south of Newaukum River along I-5)

▪

Public outreach program to landowners

▪

Legislature actions to streamline land development associated with relocations out of flood and
erosion risk areas.

 Improving flood emergency response actions
 Increase floodplain water storage along South Fork Chehalis River, Newaukum River, mainstem Chehalis
River from Pe Ell to Centralia and other upper watershed sub-basins.
▪
▪

This should be done in manner consistent with meeting goals of the ASRP.
Increasing floodplain engagement in areas outside of the upper basins of the Chehalis watershed
could benefit additional communities and should be considered.

This memo presents compelling reasons and evidence for why a viable Local Actions Program deserves equal
consideration and should be led by the state working with local municipalities as a large-scale flood protection
action. A local actions alternative offers the only viable means to deliver flood damage reduction, aquatic
species habitat restoration, and community benefits, yet the State has invested almost nothing into defining and
evaluating the LAA in the DEIS.
In the below sections, we focus on several aspects of such a Local Actions Program and present examples and
rationale for its flood damage reduction benefits to the Chehalis Basin.

EXAMPLE ELEMENTS OF A LOCAL ACTIONS PROGRAM
Flood Damage Avoidance
The best possible flood protection is to not build in areas prone to flood or erosion damages. Unlike some
lowland regions of the United States, the Chehalis Basin has abundant upland locations outside flood or erosion
hazard areas. While large portions of the Basin are susceptible to mass wasting hazards (e.g. Iandslides), there
are also large areas to safely develop that have gently sloping or level ground with no mass wasting, flood or
erosion hazards. Focusing development in areas not subject to natural hazards eliminates the high costs of flood
damages and protective measures. The first European homesteaders recognized the extensive flood hazards
within the Chehalis-Centralia lowlands and other valleys and focused development in upland areas (Smith, H.
1941):
“To be out of reach of the flood waters, the early homesteaders built on the hillslopes.”
The costs of flood damage to lives and property, along with environment and economic benefits of restoring
floodplains, has led local, state and federal government agencies to implement major land acquisition and
relocation programs across the country (e.g., Conrad et al. 1998, FEMA 2009, Polefka 2013, Mechler et al 2014,
Schiff et al. 2015, Frendenberg et al. 2016, ELI 2017, Patterson 2018, Kinder Institute 2018, Salvesen et al. 2018,
Siders 2019, Johnson et al. 2020). Pierce County has implemented very successful buy-out programs in
floodplains of the Puyallup and Carbon Rivers. These programs have significantly reduced flood damages as well
as allowing for levee removal or setback projects that have increased flood storage (FEMA 2011). Following
construction of the Soldier Levee setback project, flood stage dropped downstream in Orting. After decades of
chronic flood damages along Johnson Creek, the City of Portland, Oregon implemented a large-scale plan to
establish a flood corridor founded on land acquisitions, relocations and floodplain restoration.
Helping people get out of harm’s way not only protects them, but can save taxpayers millions of dollars not only
in flood relief, but in the costs of building and maintaining flood defenses. Acquisitions and relocations
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permanently remove flood damage liabilities while providing valuable environmental benefits. This is in stark
contrast to structural solutions such as dams that ultimately will need major repairs or replacement, at costs far
exceeding their initial cost. For every dollar spent on acquisition of flood prone properties there is a $2 to $7
return (Figure 1; Hawley et al. 2012).

Figure 1. Benefit-cost ratios for flood protection strategies (Hawley et al. 2012; Mechler et al. 2014). Note that
floodplain restoration has highest ratio of benefits to costs, followed by forecast and early warning systems.
Flood damage reduction benefits of the proposed FRE are focused on a relatively small area of the Chehalis River
valley from Centralia to Pe Ell. Most of the area that would no longer flood as a result of the FRE facility is rural
agricultural land but would be accomplished with significant environmental impact. Flood hazards will remain
even if the FRE facility is built and continuous flood protection will be dependent on decades of operations and
maintenance costs for the FRE facility. Local communities will have to live with the introduced risk of
catastrophic consequences to life and property of a potential dam failure.
A Local Actions Program would provide benefits throughout the Chehalis Basin and can be targeted to provide
the greatest benefits for the cost, focusing on structural solutions (e.g., levees, floodwalls) in densely populated
areas and non-structural solutions (e.g., floodproofing, buyouts, relocation) in rural areas. Such a program offers
sustainable long-term solutions with no risk of catastrophic flooding caused by a dam failure. Key elements of
flood damage reduction in the LAA, buyouts and relocation, are the only permanent solutions forever removing
the risk of flood damages and requiring no ongoing operation, maintenance, or replacement costs.
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Floodplain Storage and Flood Attenuation Opportunities
The Restorative Flood Protection Alternative (RFPA) assessed in the PEIS (Abbe et al. 2016, Abbe et al. 2020)
described how floodplain restoration can increase floodplain storage and reduce the celerity (speed) of flood
waves. These studies showed the potential to more than triple water storage and reduce downstream flood
peaks by as much as 21%. While large scale floodplain restoration may not be possible in the short-term,
acquisition of key floodplain properties can not only remove flood damage liabilities, but cumulatively
contribute to floodplain storage and downstream flood stage reductions. Acquisition and relocation projects
would also directly support the ASRP, and thus the dual goals of the Chehalis Basin Strategy, given its greatest
challenge will be securing floodplain land for restoration.

Channel Migration Protection
The DEIS fails to address erosion risks in any way even though they account for a significant percentage of flood
damages. The FRE facility would result in increases in erosion and sediment inputs to the river within its
reservoir and may increase the risks of bank erosion downstream due to the sustained duration of high flows
during reservoir drawdown (see Cascade of Ecosystem Effects technical memo). A Local Actions Program would
identify erosion risks and provide resources for relocation or buyouts in rural areas, and environmentally
sensitive bank protection in developed areas (including for farmland on terraces).
No comprehensive mapping of erosion hazards or channel migration zones has been completed in the Chehalis
Basin, other than for the Newaukum Restorative Flood Protection Assessment (Abbe et al., 2020). Establishing
fluvial corridors is directly linked to mapping flood inundation and erosion hazards, along with consideration of
aquatic and riparian habitats. These corridors create greenways that can directly benefit local communities and
increase adjacent property values. The DEIS does not describe any of this and fails to not how such mapping, as
part of the LAA, would provide a valuable contribution to prioritizing properties at risk, informing residents of
hazards, and limiting future flood damage liabilities. Mapping of erosion hazards and channel migration zones is
both essential to flood damage reduction and is a valuable element for the community.

Floodplain Buy-out Evaluation and Resources
In 2017, Natural Systems Design, Inc. conducted an analysis of how much space 21 miles of the South Fork
Newaukum River may need during a 100-year flood event to accommodate flooding and then estimated the cost
of improving roads and bridges, buying-out or relocating those with the highest risk of flood and erosion, and
providing floodplain easements for property owners who would be least impacted by flooding. This analysis was
recently published as Appendix 2 of “Advanced Feasibility Evaluation of The Chehalis Basin Restorative Flood
Protection Approach” (Abbe et al., 2020). This study analyzed a total of 444 parcels, half of which were mostly
flooded (I.e. where floodwaters reached the center of the parcel or more), and the other half of which were
mostly outside of the inundation extents, with floodwaters at the property edges. The cost assessment included
four elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Potential changes to roads (4.5 miles) and bridges (9)
The fair market purchase price of willingly-sold residential properties (96 parcels, 560 ac.)
The fair market cost of the willing-relocation of agricultural properties (45 parcels, 525 ac.)
Easements (303 parcels, 815 ac.)

In 2017 dollars, creating space for the South Fork Newaukum River at a 100-year flood stage would cost
between $58 million and $120 million. This type of investment would have lasting beneficial effects on both
local flood conditions and downstream flooding. More information about national programs for floodplain
property acquisition are provided below as examples to illustrate the feasibility of this approach.
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Federal Resources for Community Commitments to Pursue Buy-Outs
 The federal government shares responsibility for flood recovery and there is increasing interest in
assisting state and local governments with reducing community flood risk. A comprehensive list of
federal flood resilience and risk reduction assistance programs is provided in a recent 2019
Congressional Research Service report, https://crsreports.congress.gov, report number R45017.
 Repetitive Loss Program: Using FEMA’s Cost-Benefit Calculator, “beneficial” actions for repetitive loss
properties (more than 1 FEMA insurance claim) can be identified. This opens up funding opportunities
and reduces community insurance premium costs (including for floodplain residents).
 Hazard Mitigation Grant Program: This program funds buyouts for homes and businesses that meet the
cost-benefit ratio. https://www.fema.gov/hazard-mitigation-grant-program
 The federal government is increasingly pushing for communities to commit to buy-out programs in
chronic flood-prone areas (Mach et. al 2019). In a recent federal policy change, funding partially
administered by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for flood protection and climate adaptation can be
contingent on local governments agreeing to use eminent domain to purchase properties whose owners
are unwilling to voluntarily sell: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/11/climate/government-landeviction-floods.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage.
▪

This decision by the federal government supports past observations that many individuals residing in
highly hazard prone areas are unwilling to invest to reduce future losses (Mileti 1999).

Example Actions for Purchase of Flood Prone Properties
 Establish funding for immediate acquisition of flood prone properties that come up for sale.
 Develop preliminary criteria for prioritizing acquisitions. In many locations, the current cost of floodplain
land acquisition is 3 to 5 times less than future flood damages (Johnson et al, 2020).
 Moving residents, businesses and infrastructure to safe ground:
▪
▪

▪
▪

Establish outreach program to assist landowners who want to stay in community but move out of
flood prone areas.
For agricultural operations that would entail finding high ground with attributes needed for their
operations, such as appropriate soils, topography, water supply and transportation access. This may
entail site improvements associated with converting a previous land use.
Ensure adequate services and access to I-5 and state highways in plans for relocation of businesses
such as manufacturing, distribution (warehouses) and retail.
The concerns of key stakeholders, such as cities and Ports of Chehalis and Centralia that have
experienced past flood damages and have constraints on new development due to flooding, could
be addressed through necessary legislative actions and land acquisitions needed to allow them to
achieve economic development outside flood prone areas.

Examples Plans and Analyses for Purchase of Flood Prone Properties
 Managed retreat from increasingly hazardous areas, such as the purchase of flood prone property, will
become an unavoidable situation as climate change effects intensify (see Jay et al, 2018 in
https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/) and locally-driven buyout planning and implementation may
inadvertently become focused on socially vulnerable populations rather than focusing on larger
contiguous properties or other, more systematic, land acquisition approaches (Mach et al. 2020).
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▪

For example, in Charlotte-Mecklenburg, NC, Stormwater Services is limiting construction in flood
hazard areas and buying out properties that become greenways and parks that benefit local
communities and increase home values which offset losses to tax base from purchased properties
(Mazur 2019).
 Cost-Benefit analyses have demonstrated that establishing fluvial flood corridors provide a net gain, as
illustrated by the “Room for the River” project implemented in the Netherlands by the Dutch
government (Brouwer and van Ek 2004, Mechler et al. 2014).
 Local government action guides exist which provide detailed guidance and resources for developing a
floodplain acquisition program which maximizes ecological benefits and minimizes risk as projects are
planned and completed (ELI 2017.)

Floodproofing and Agroforestry
Flood proofing involves local structural actions such as raising structures above flood elevations or equipping the
structure to withstand flooding (wet floodproofing). In situations where a structure cannot be moved or an
owner is unwilling to relocate, this can provide the best means of reducing the costs of flood damages (e.g.,
Czajkowski et al. 2012).
The OCB has an ongoing program for floodproofing that appears to be successful, including wet floodproofing
for many structures within the urban areas and construction of critter pads for farms in flood-prone areas.
Building on these successful programs would be an important part of a local actions program.
Because of the substantial flood impacts to farmland, floodproofing elements should extend to technical and
financial assistance to enable agricultural landowners to adapt operations to function within a flood-prone
setting. There are many local, national and international examples of agriculture systems that function well in
flood-prone areas. These systems tend to:
 incorporate perennial crops (i.e. tree fruits and nuts, berries),
 emphasize a vertical structural component absent from most annual cropping systems,
 incorporate more than one crop type and sometimes numerous crops, growing in conjunction
“Agroforestry” is a term often used to describe robust, vertical, and diverse farms. The benefits of agroforesty
practices are more typically focused around economic and ecological diversity, rather than flood resilience.
However, in the Western Washington region, specialized work has been done by conservation districts and
counties to show that agroforestry principals, specifically structural and layout principles, can have a positive
impact where flooding is an issue – namely as buffering and protective structures that also produce cash crops
(Dittbrenner et al., 2015). A detailed synopsis of flood-friendly farming practices in Western Washington can be
found in Appendix 4 of Abbe et al. 2020.

Land Use Management and Local Community Resiliency
As acknowledged in the DEIS, if built, the FRE would likely stimulate new development in floodplain areas (DEIS
Section 5.7.3 and Appendix G, page G-49), which undermines building resiliency in the Chehalis Basin. A Local
Actions Program would build resiliency into the community by protecting designated necessary or critical land
uses in the floodplain against all flooding (not just major flooding) and encouraging other growth to shift to
upland areas. New development in upland areas will create safer communities, resilient against the chronic
flood damage that has plagued the area all of its developed history. Improved infrastructure would also provide
jobs and more security.
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The core of a Local Actions Program would be effective regional land use management planning consistent with
the goals of the Chehalis Basin Strategy to reduce flood damages and improve aquatic habitat. Land use
management must consider a variety of factors, not just flood hazards and aquatic habitat, but also economic
and community effects.
Another key component of a Local Actions Program would be strategies that allow for and explicitly support
local economic development. For example, the core mission of the Ports of Chehalis and Centralia is economic
development which can include expansion of its hinterland to new areas (e.g., Rodrigue et al. 2013). Flood
hazards directly impact large portions of their land holdings and thus motivate finding solutions to reduce their
exposure to flooding.
A viable Local Actions Program can directly address the need for local economic development, either with local
structural solutions such as levees, floodwalls and pumping stations, or by expanding the Ports’ land holdings to
areas with no flood hazards as has been done elsewhere in the state. For example, the Port of Tacoma acquired
a 200-hectare property about 20 km south of existing port terminals where they developed a major industrial
park which has numerous manufacturing facilities such as Boeing, Toray Composites, Medallion Foods and Ikea
(http://www.worldportsource.com/ports/review/USA_WA_Port_of_Tacoma_190.php). Similarly, the Port of
Skagit expanded its real estate with a 123-acre industrial park located near I-5 in a non-municipal Urban Growth
Area (http://www.portofskagit.com/media-center/news/port-of-skagit-expands-industrial-land-holdings-onbayview-ridge/). With support from the OCB and state legislature, challenges to expanding Port holdings to new
upland areas accessible to the I-5 corridor could be met, which would allow goals for economic development to
be met while removing flood hazard liabilities and minimizing environmental impacts, even producing net
benefits where floodplain properties can be restored.
Land use planning approaches to flood damage reduction are supported by federal programs for climate
resilience, hazard mitigation assistance, and others. There are numerous executive orders and policies which
support climate resilient communities and infrastructure including:
 The President’s 2015 Opportunity, Growth, and Security Initiative (OGSI);
 Executive Order 13653 Preparing the United States for the Impacts of Climate Change;
 the President’s 2013 Climate Action Plan;
 FEMA’s Climate Change Adaptation Policy;
 and the 2014‐2018 FEMA Strategic Plan.
These policies and initiatives promote a process to identify the risks and impacts on community resilience to
natural hazards associated with climate change, and direct Federal agencies to support climate resilient
infrastructure, including a Hazard Mitigation Assistance (HMA) program by FEMA, which provides funding for
flood mitigation strategies rooted in restoring ecological process and function. Source:
https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1487161136815ecad1c0312eda2111ffa28735a4d06ad/FSR_Fact_Sheet_Feb2017_COMPLIANT.pdf

Environmental Restoration
The proposed FRE has significant and unmitigable environmental impacts and directly conflicts with the goal of
the Chehalis Basin Strategic to improve aquatic habitat (see Cascade of Ecosystems Effects Technical Memo).
A Local Actions Program would be completely compatible with the Aquatic Species Restoration Plan (ASRP).
Buyouts and relocations would open up large areas of floodplain for restoration and sustaining the natural
processes such as flooding and channel migration that support ecosystems services and resilient fish and wildlife
populations. These outcomes also support vibrant urban communities, as numerous recent studies have shown
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the economic payback for cities embracing natural elements within the urban setting (Elmqvist et al., 2015).
Local structural actions supported by a Local Actions Program could have environmental impacts (as repeatedly
noted in the DEIS), but they would be highly localized and mitigated in both scale and consequence by the
overarching environmental benefits of buyouts and relocations on the river, its floodplain, and habitats.

Economic Development Considerations
The proposed FRE is very expensive and will economically benefit only a small number of local residents over a
short period (I.e. during the anticipated ~5-year construction period). Much of the work is specialized and would
likely be done by large contractors from outside the area. The FRE will be expensive to maintain and someday
need to be replaced or removed at a much higher cost than its initial construction.
A Local Actions Program will also be expensive but will have dramatically different economic effect to the
benefit of local communities. Buyouts would send money directly to local residents. Relocations would improve
living conditions for those involved and stimulate new development in upland areas that would benefit local
businesses and economies. A Local Actions Program would directly address economic development to ensure
the Cities and Ports of Chehalis and Centralia can pursue development and job creation in upland areas that do
not conflict with environmental goals and Treaty rights. Restoration of floodplain buyout and relocation areas
will provide local contractors jobs, as has been demonstrated in restoration projects throughout the Pacific
Northwest (Neilsen-Pincus and Moseley, 2010). Local structural solutions and flood proofing will also provide
economic stimulus to local communities since local contractors will be more competitive than the large
infrastructure contractors likely to build the FRE.

Comprehensive Strategic Plan Development for Prioritizing Actions
The DEIS presented the LAA as an ad hoc attempt to aid over 1,300 valuable structures with flood damage
reduction. Successful implementation of the LAA would require a comprehensive strategic plan for prioritizing
actions and coordinated oversight/administration for delivering the appropriate flood damage measures at a
site scale over a large area. The DEIS fails to demonstrate how the Office of the Chehalis Basin (OCB) would
manage and lead a basin-wide LAA. This omission demonstrates that the DEIS, OCB have not given the LAA any
serious consideration. The DEIS also fails to acknowledge the fact that OCB has begun development of this
program through its CFAR program. To be most effective, such a strategic plan would need to include the
following elements:
1) Complete comprehensive flood and erosion hazard mapping throughout Chehalis Basin, building upon
existing work. Rank areas based on probability of flood and erosion damages along with potential for habitat
restoration.
2) Develop a specific plan for implementing LAA elements/actions, including metrics for reducing flood
damages and short-and long-term funding estimates:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Buyouts
Relocations (including new development in suitable locations)
Local flood protection projects
Flood proofing
Floodplain water storage

3) Develop a prioritization plan for local action elements above.
4) Prepare plans in cooperation with FEMA and Federal Government for taking actions consistent with the
Local Actions Alternative in response to future catastrophic floods that result in federal emergency
declaration (e.g. acquisition, relocation, local flood defenses or flood proofing).
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EXAMPLES OF AREA-SPECIFIC CHEHALIS BASIN STRATEGIES UNDER
A LOCAL ACTIONS PROGRAM
In the following sections, we describe the limited flood damage reduction benefits of the proposed FRE and
offer examples of area-specific strategies for applying these Local Actions Program elements in the Chehalis
Basin. We use the late-century DEIS-defined catastrophic flood, which represents the most extreme scenario
evaluated in the DEIS (but see Hydrology 2 technical memo regarding issues with DEIS integration of climate
change projections). In the figures below, the entire floodplain area shaded in color illustrates the area
inundated during late-century catastrophic flood of 75,100 cfs according to the hydraulic modeling done for the
DEIS. Yellow shading indicates areas projected in the DEIS to experience reduced depths of flooding with the
Proposed Project; blue shading indicates areas which would still be flooded with the Proposed Project. We used
the 2016 Lewis County ‘structures’ dataset, which represents most of the buildings in the FEMA 500-year
floodplain, to determine the number and type of valuable structures which are projected to experience reduced
depths of flooding with the Proposed Project, and then describe how a viable Local Actions Program could
accomplish flood damage reduction for these same areas.

Proposed FRE Site Downstream to South Fork Chehalis River Confluence
According to the hydraulic modeling done for the DEIS, the areas which are projected to experience reduced
flooding with the Proposed Project are primarily farmland and rural homes, with pockets of protection also
provided to the community of Dryad (see Figure 2). Modeled flood depths in this reach are more than 10 feet in
many locations in the channel and floodplain flow velocities may be high in areas, making conditions especially
unsafe and damaging to humans and human infrastructure. The Proposed Project would result in reduced
flooding for 137 rural homes. Local Actions Alternative measures in this reach would need to accomplish
protection or purchase of these buildings. Specific actions could also include the following:
 A fire station is identified near the Meskill area; this would likely need to be relocated to safe ground.
 Church and other commercial structures in Dryad area could be elevated or relocated.
 The 137 rural homes within the ‘no longer flooded’ area could be accommodated on a case-by-case
basis; Local Actions Program would consider flood proofing such as farm pads, home elevation and
vegetated riparian corridors to inhibit fast-flowing water, sand and debris from damaging farm fields.
Farm adaptations to flood tolerant crops could be considered by landowners staying in place. Buy-outs
and relocation would also be evaluated.
 State Route (SR) 6 is inundated for sections along this reach even with the Proposed Project; alternate
flood routing is needed along with emergency evacuation plans during flood periods.
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Figure 2. DEIS hydraulic model results showing depth of flooding for late-century DEIS-defined ‘catastrophic
flood’ of 75,100 cfs, from proposed FRE facility site, downstream to confluence of Chehalis River with South
Fork Chehalis River. The model simulates flooding in all shaded areas. Yellow shading indicates areas which
would experience reduced flood water depths as a result of the Proposed Project.

Confluence with the South Fork Chehalis River Downstream to the
Newaukum River Confluence
According to the hydraulic modeling done for the DEIS, flood flow from the South Fork Chehalis River
significantly reduces the effectiveness of the Proposed Project at eliminating flooding (see Figure 3). The small
areas experiencing reduced flooding under the late-century catastrophic flood are farmland and include reduced
flooding of approximately 76 rural homes. Overall, the modeled late- century catastrophic flood extents
included 380 valuable buildings still flooded with the Proposed Project. SR6 remains flooded for most of its
length through this reach with the Proposed Project. Similar to the reach above, a Local Actions Program would
consider farm adaptation, flood proofing along with buyouts and relocations. Upland land acquisition for
relocations would consider the area between the Newaukum River and Stearns Creek, along with the Napavine
area south of the Newaukum along I-5.
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Figure 3. DEIS hydraulic model results showing depth of flooding for late-century DEIS-defined ‘catastrophic
flood’ of 75,100 cfs, from confluence of Chehalis River with South Fork Chehalis River, downstream to
confluence of the Chehalis River with Newaukum River. The model simulates flooding in all shaded areas.
Yellow shading indicates areas which would experience reduced flood water depths as a result of the
Proposed Project.

City of Chehalis, and Vicinity, including Airport Levee
According to the hydraulic modeling done for the DEIS, the City of Chehalis receives very little benefit from the
Proposed Project (see Figure 4). A narrow band near the Lewis County offices is projected to experience
reducing flood depths, however the Lewis County Jail appears to still flood with water depths approximately 2+
feet. Overall, the Proposed Project would result in reduced flooding for approximately 72 rural homes.
Further north within the City, a commercial area including Plaza Jalisco, Once Upon A Thyme, Tractor Supply Co.,
NC Machinery, Chehalis Centralia Vet Hospital, State Avenue Auto & Muffler, Sorenson Transport, H&H Classic,
H&H Classic Cars, and Moerke Drilling is projected to experience reduced flooding with the Proposed Project.
However adjacent areas to the northwest remain flooded. The DEIS fails to explain where this flooding
originates from, and if it is backwater from the Chehalis River, whether alternate structural measures such as
raising existing levees, and/or constructing new floodwalls and pump stations could protect this entire area of
Chehalis from all levels of flooding. This should be evaluated as part of the LAA along with
elevation/relocation/floodproofing structures in this area.
In the Airport Levee area, several retail businesses are projected to experience reduced flooding with the
Proposed Project, including Walmart, Grocery Outlet, Home Depot, I-5 Toyota, and Les Schwab. The Chehalis
Regional Water Reclamation Facility is not projected to experience flooding with or without the Proposed
Project.
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The DEIS dismisses the Airport Levee as being a viable component of the LAA because it would increase flood
levels in surrounding areas unless coupled with the proposed FRE facility. The DEIS fails to explain the extent of
that flood level increase (where and how much), and also does not explain that there is a standard FEMA
process for authorizing flood level increases from such structures. Essentially, the impacted landowner needs to
accept the consequent rise in flood levels; this can be negotiated through easements, land purchase, or
construction of compensatory flood storage. If the Airport Levee were constructed in the absence of the FRE
facility, it is likely that most of the flood rise would affect rural land. Under a LAA, the local government could
pursue a process whereby any consequent flood level increase in these rural lands would be negotiated with
land owners and ultimately authorized. A Local Actions Program would also consider strategic buyouts and
relocations, particularly with respect to considering options for new development in safe areas of the I-5
corridor south of Chehalis to facilitate relocations, including options for the City and Port of Chehalis.

Chehalis

Figure 4. DEIS hydraulic model results showing depth of flooding for late-century DEIS-defined ‘catastrophic
flood’ of 75,100 cfs, from confluence of Chehalis River with Newaukum River, downstream to City of Chehalis,
including the Airport Levee. The model simulates flooding in all shaded areas. Yellow shading indicates areas
which would experience reduced flood water depths as a result of the Proposed Project.

River Reach: City of Centralia and Vicinity, East of Interstate 5
According to the hydraulic modeling done for the DEIS, the residential and commercial areas within the City of
Centralia would see the greatest reduction in flooded areas (see Figure 5). However, the DEIS did not evaluate
the flood risk to this area comprehensively (I.e. it did not evaluate flooding related to Salzer and/or China
Creeks. The failure to do a comprehensive flood risk analysis renders the public and decision makers unable to
evaluate whether the identified areas will actually receive the depicted benefit or would be left vulnerable to
flooding from a different source.
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Areas projected to experience reduced flooding with the Proposed Project include commercial and residential
areas along Kresky Ave, Grand Ave, and S. Gold St. between Fair Street and E. Union and then extending further
north and west of the railroad tracks to E Summa Street. There is also a pocket of protection south of China
Creek, east of I-5 and north of Alder Street and another pocket of protection north of China Creek. Significant
public facilities in this area include Jefferson Lincoln Elementary School, the Centralia School District
Transportation Facility and a few churches. It is unclear whether Centralia College would receive a floodreduction benefit. There is also a pocket projected to experience reduced flooding with the Proposed Project at
the mouth of Salzer Creek (north side). Much of this area is likely also subject to flooding from Salzer Creek,
China Creek, and potentially the Skookumchuck River, however as discussed earlier, since the DEIS failed to
evaluate risk from tributary sources, this vulnerability to flooding from the creeks is not evaluated.
Because of its chronic historical flood vulnerability, this area has been the subject of numerous flood studies and
benefit evaluations, including the 2013 Loss Avoidance Study (State of Washington Military Department, 2013)
which evaluated the benefits from 24 home elevations mostly in this area of Centralia. The DEIS failed to
reference this study or use it to help inform the LAA. Some of the key conclusions and recommendations from
that study were:
 In Centralia, updated flood estimates may greatly raise the level of flood risk, with significant increases
in the elevations of the 100-year and other flood events.
 Updated flood risk estimates typically result in higher flood estimates because of increasing
development, sedimentation in the channel and channel migration, and other common trends.
 “Floods greater than the 100-year flood, such as the December 2007 flood of record, can and do occur.”
Elevated homes may still be damaged during these events but, to a much lesser extent than if they were
not elevated. For example, $4.8 million dollars in losses were avoided during the 2007 flood event for
the 24 homes in the study. The pre-elevation flood losses to these homes added up to $5.8 million,
whereas post-elevation flood losses were reduced to $1.0 million
 This study recommended elevating homes more than 2 feet above the 100-year flood elevation, or
elevating to the > 1 foot above the flood of record, whichever is greater.
 Even if elevated, homes in flooded areas will experience some unavoidable residual flood risks, such as
silt and mold.
Floodwalls, levees, flood gates, and pump stations could be particularly effective in reducing flood damage in
Centralia. A Local Actions Program would also consider strategic buyouts and relocations, particularly with
respect to considering options for new development in safe areas of the I-5 corridor north of Centralia to
facilitate relocations, including options for City and Port of Centralia. A Local Actions Program would build upon
work the City of Centralia has already begun on China Creek to increase flood storage and reduce flooding in the
city.
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Figure 5. DEIS hydraulic model results showing depth of flooding for late-century DEIS-defined ‘catastrophic
flood’ of 75,100 cfs, for City of Centralia, east of interstate 5 (I-5). The model simulates flooding in all shaded
areas. Yellow shading indicates areas which would experience reduced flood water depths as a result of the
Proposed Project.
The DEIS also failed to describe benefits from increasing floodplain storage within the creek basins contributing
to this area, even though this work is already actively occurring. The City of Centralia is implementing multibenefit flood risk reduction and habitat improvement projects in the China Creek watershed that create
connected floodplain storage upstream from the urbanized portions of the City. Phase 1 was constructed in
2019, and Phase 2 is planned for construction in 2020.
Because of the wide flat valleys that both China Creek and Salzer Creek flow through upstream from the
downtown Centralia area, there is good opportunity for floodplain storage projects to dampen the flood impacts
from these creeks (see Figure 6). In its funding application to the Chehalis River Basin Flood Authority for the
China Creek project, the City stated that “Delaying the peak flow runoff from the upper basin (approximately
70% of the watershed, generating 40% of the runoff flow) will allow China Creek to transport runoff from the
urbanized middle basin (approximately 15% of the watershed, generating 50% of runoff flow), reducing the
frequency and/or intensity of flooding in downtown Centralia. The benefits of the project include
reduced/eliminated flooding of downtown businesses, preserving access along main travel corridors for
emergency vehicles and the public, improved emergency response time during flood events and new/improved
fish habitat.” (City of Centralia, 2016).
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Figure 6. DEIS hydraulic model results showing depth of flooding for late-century DEIS-defined ‘catastrophic
flood’ of 75,100 cfs, showing China Creek and Salzer Creek. The model simulates flooding in all shaded areas.
Yellow shading indicates areas which would experience reduced flood water depths as a result of the
Proposed Project. White boxes depict general location of flood storage restoration projects along China Creek
intended to reduce flood damages in the city.
In the recent 2020 Restorative Flood Protection Study of the Chehalis watershed, the rivers and floodplains with
low gradients, less than 0.003 ft/ft, represent locations with the greatest opportunity to attenuate large flood
peaks (Abbe et al., 2020). The Chehalis River valley in the Cities of Centralia and Chehalis has a gradient of
0.00014 ft/ft, indicating that this area once helped to reduce downstream flood peaks, which is consistent with
historical accounts by early homesteaders. Restorative flood protection benefits of these broad shallow river
valleys have not been studied, perhaps due to current development patterns. Prioritizing buy-outs based off of
natural flood protection benefits of key areas has also not been conducted to date. A Local Actions Program
could further investigate such low-gradient areas for flood peak attenuation and prioritized buy-outs.

City of Centralia and Vicinity, West of Interstate 5
According to the hydraulic modeling done for the DEIS, the areas projected to experience reduced flooding with
the Proposed Project west of I-5 in Centralia and unincorporated Lewis County include some commercial areas
(although not the outlet mall commercial area, potentially Centralia High School, Centralia Community Church of
God, and some open space and farm land south of Galvin Road (see Figure 7). Overall, the Proposed Project
model results indicated flood reductions for approximately 209 valuable buildings for the late-century DEISdefined ‘catastrophic flood’ of 75,100 cfs.
A Local Actions Program would consider including flood defensive measures such as levees or floodwalls to
protect more highly developed areas and the high school along with other floodproofing options. Buyouts and
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relocation would be considered for some areas, along with promoting new development in areas outside flood
inundation areas.

Figure 7. DEIS hydraulic model results showing depth of flooding for late-century DEIS-defined ‘catastrophic
flood’ of 75,100 cfs, for City of Centralia, west of interstate 5 (I-5). The model simulates flooding in all shaded
areas. Yellow shading indicates areas which would experience reduced flood water depths as a result of the
Proposed Project.

Areas Downstream from Centralia
According to the hydraulic modeling done for the DEIS, the areas projected to experience reduced flooding with
the Proposed Project include pockets of rural home and farmland near Rochester and straddling Hwy 12 west of
Rochester, a few large farms such as Black River Blues blueberry farm, significant portions of downtown Oakville,
and small areas in and around Elma and Montesano, mostly undeveloped land (see Figure 8).
Overall, the Proposed Project DEIS hydraulic model results indicated flood reductions for approximately 243
valuable buildings for the late-century DEIS-defined ‘catastrophic flood’ of 75,100 cfs. A Local Actions Program
in this area would focus on farm adaptation, floodproofing (raising structures, critter pads, and riparian buffers
to limit flood debris damages), buy-outs, relocation and flood plain restoration to provide flood storage and
restore aquatic habitat.
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Elma and Montesano are further downriver, not shown.

Figure 8. DEIS hydraulic model results showing depth of flooding for late-century DEIS-defined ‘catastrophic
flood’ of 75,100 cfs, for areas just downstream from City of Centralia. The model simulates flooding in all
shaded areas. Yellow shading indicates areas which would experience reduced flood water depths as a result
of the Proposed Project.
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CONCLUSIONS
A viable Local Actions Program offers the best way to achieve the stated objectives of the DEIS. Such a program
would also holistically support the dual goals of the Chehalis Basin Strategy to reduce flood damage and restore
aquatic species habitat. Based upon the enormous unmitigable impacts concluded by the DEIS for the Proposed
Project, it is clear that a large-scale flood damage reduction strategy comprised of the proposed FRE facility,
combined with mitigating actions will not deliver secure and significant flood damage reduction for basin
residents. The OCB must therefore put its energy and resources toward developing a Local Actions Program that
truly addresses flood and erosion damage for all basin residents without irreparably harming the basin’s aquatic
species and endangering tribal treaty rights.
The Local Actions Alternative as presented and evaluated in the DEIS is inadequate. It does not:
 consider the need to address flood and erosion risks from sources other than severe storms focused in
the Willapa Hills
 identify and describe specific options for addressing flood risk in different settings throughout the basin
such as rural and urban areas, or from different flooding sources that exist particularly in Centralia.
 describe the magnitude of specific Local Actions that would likely be needed and compare that to
existing programs where such efforts have already been undertaken to assess feasibility
 describe the need for a large-scale program, similar in scale of investment to the Proposed Project,
through which local actions could be administered, or the many federal programs that are available to
assist with such programs.
The lack of detail developed for the LAA deprives the public, agencies, and stakeholders of the information they
need to evaluate the relative benefits and impacts between the Proposed Project and the LAA, and also deprives
them of the ability to judge whether the LAA approach would be an acceptable alternative from the perspective
of cost and community support. The DEIS indicates that 1,300 structures will no longer be flooded, most of these
in the residential area of Centralia. However, this protection would only be provided from major/catastrophic
floods (as defined by the DEIS). Assuming a cost of $500,000 per structure for buy-out/relocation, all of these
structures could permanently be removed from flooding for all flood conditions originating from all flood
sources, including China Creek, and the Skookumchuck River for $650 million, which is a similar scale to the
reported cost of the Proposed Project.
In this memo, we have provided additional detail that should have been included in the DEIS to give a better
basis for comparison of alternatives, including areas where levee, floodwall, flood gate/pump station flood
defense options should be considered as part of an LAA, locations for floodplain storage opportunities, and
various floodproofing options and buy-out programs, including the magnitude of available properties for
potential buy-out right now. We have identified upland areas suitable for development where urban, suburban
and rural residents and business could relocate, and provided examples of port expansions in other areas of the
state that could be advanced in the Chehalis to support additional growth and development opportunities for
the Port of Chehalis and Port of Centralia.
We have also provided reach-by-reach descriptions of the characteristics of structures and land uses the DEIS
states would be receive flood relief from the Proposed Project, and the most likely options available to
alternatively provide flood damage reduction for structures and lands within each reach under a Local Actions
Program. Additional hydraulic modeling could better define a range of flood risks to which these site-specific
flood defenses could be designed. The type of flood damage reduction actions that could be included in an LAA
have the additional benefit of being synergistic between the dual goals of the Chehalis Basin Strategy, while the
Proposed Project would result in profound, cumulative, and amplifying impacts on entire ecosystems.
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The OCB has already initiated development of the LAA through its CFAR program, which the DEIS fails to
acknowledge. If pursued in earnest, the CFAR program would deliver effective flood damage relief through
flexible means, tailored to individual preferences and site-specific conditions for all levels of flooding, not just
extreme floods. To date, more than $50 million of state money has been spent developing the Proposed Project,
while only approximately $4 million has been invested in developing a LAA through the CFAR program. With a
similar investment commitment, a Local Actions Program would provide a realistic means for the Chehalis Basin
Strategy to achieve both flood damage reduction and habitat restoration and resiliency goals, simultaneously
increasing the vitality and resiliency of this basin for all its communities, ecosystems, and species.
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Forest Practices Technical Analyses Review– Proposed FRE Facility, SEPA DEIS
April 8, 2020
By Caprice Fasano, B.S. Quinault Indian Nation
Permits
1. Because the DEIS grossly underestimates the occurrence of unstable slopes and the potential for
landslides (see Landslides technical memo), the presumption in the DEIS of a Class IV-General
Forest Practices Application is unfounded and the conclusions regarding impacts to the Chehalis
River and its tributaries are not accurately disclosed. The DEIS fails to provide an accurate
analysis of potentially unstable slopes or landforms on or near the project area sufficient to
warrant the presumption of limited scale and intensity of impacts from harvesting merchantable
timber from the 847 acres of the reservoir inundation area to the point of being ‘minor’ adverse
impacts.
“The FRE facility and the temporary reservoir area would not be managed forestland.
For the conversion of the land from managed forest to non-managed forest at the FRE
facility site and temporary reservoir areas, the Applicant would need a Class IV-General
Forest Practices Application for the harvest of trees from DNR. Under this application,
the roads constructed for the harvest of trees would be required to meet Forest Practices
standards. With this application, impacts to roads used for bypass or access that are not
in managed forestland would have minor adverse impacts.” Transportation Appendix
Page 31 (emphasis added)
“As described in the Earth Discipline Report, there are several potential deep- and
shallow-rapid landslide areas in the temporary reservoir area. When the reservoir
impounds water, the soil in areas that are underwater will become saturated. As the
reservoir drains, these saturated soils will no longer be supported by the reservoir water
and could be susceptible to shallow-rapid landslides which could affect roads. Erosion
could also occur when the reservoir drains, potentially affecting roads in the reservoir
area. Road stability may also be affected by inundation.” Transportation Appendix Page
35 (emphasis added)
2. For a Class IV-Special authorization, WDNR requires the proponent to provide specific mitigation
measures and prescriptions for proposals that include timber harvest, construction of roads,
landings, gravel pits, rock quarries, or spoil disposal areas on potentially unstable slopes or
landforms that have the potential to deliver sediment or debris to a public resource or has the
potential to threaten public safety (WAC 222-16-050 (1)(d)). Transportation Appendix K-27 and
the Earth Appendix F-23 fail to provide site-specific mitigation measures and prescriptions to
meet forest practice standards for construction and use of roads on potentially unstable slopes
or landforms.
Citation: WAC 222-16-050: Accessed April 8th 2020.
https://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=222-16-050

3. The DEIS does not provide sufficient information or analysis of road stability and sediment
delivery impacts to satisfy SEPA policies for potentially unstable slopes and landforms. WDNR
requires the proponent to submit the following information relating to construction or harvest
on potentially unstable slopes or landforms (WAC 222-10-030: Accessed April 8th , 2020.
https://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=222-10-030, emphasis added):
1) In order to determine whether such forest practices are likely to have a probable
significant adverse impact, and therefore require an environmental impact statement,
the applicant must submit the following additional information, prepared by a qualified
expert as defined in subsection (5) of this section. The qualified expert must describe the
potentially unstable landforms in and around the application site and analyze:
(a) The likelihood that the proposed forest practices will cause movement on
the potentially unstable slopes or landforms, or contribute to further
movement of a potentially unstable slope or landform;
(b) The likelihood of delivery of sediment or debris to any public resources,
or in a manner that would threaten public safety; and
(c) Any possible mitigation for the identified hazards and risks.
(2) The department's threshold determination will include an evaluation of whether the
proposed forest practices:
(a) Are likely to increase the probability of a mass movement on or near the
site;
(b) Would deliver sediment or debris to a public resource or would deliver
sediment or debris in a manner that would threaten public safety; and
(c) Such movement and delivery are likely to cause significant adverse
impacts.
If the department determines that (a), (b) and (c) of this subsection are likely
to occur, then the forest practice is likely to have a probable significant
adverse impact.
(3) The department will evaluate the proposal, using appropriate expertise and in
consultation with other affected agencies and Indian tribes.
(4) Specific mitigation measures or conditions must be designed to avoid accelerating
rates and magnitudes of mass wasting that could deliver sediment or debris to a
public resource or could deliver sediment or debris in a manner that would threaten
public safety.
4. The Proponent fails to acknowledge that an Alternate Plan will be required under WAC 222-12040 and must provide protection to public resources at least equal in overall effectiveness as
provided by the forest practice act and rules. The proposed activities for the FRE facility
construction including timber harvest, road construction, and quarry expansion include harvest
within the riparian management zones, wetland management zones; rule identified unstable
slopes and sensitive sites. In time and place, mitigation is not logistically feasible to compensate
the magnitude of permanent environmental and public resource damage proposed for
construction. The alternate plan would require an on-site review by an interdisciplinary team,
which would include QIN representatives. The Quinault Indian Nation will not support an
alternate plan of this nature.
Citation: WAC 222-12-040: Accessed April 8th, 2020.
https://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=222-16-050

5. There are inconsistences in the DEIS regarding what agency will have jurisdiction over the
rezoning of the FRE Facility site and reservoir from forested to non-forested lands, and
ultimately what the permitting pathway will be. The DEIS implies that conversion from forested
to non-forested lands would be under Lewis County jurisdiction. Lewis County does not meet
population requirements to warrant transfer of jurisdiction for the conversion of forested to
non-forested lands for the proposed project per RCW 76.09.240 and WAC 222-16-050. If a Class
IV special and general review is approved by the WDNR, the proponent can move forward with a
conditional use permit with the County. It is unlikely that a Class IV general permit will be
approved due to insufficient information, unavoidable significant impacts, and lack of feasible
mitigation presented.
“The FRE facility and reservoir would be inconsistent with forest resource land use and
zoning designations, which would be a significant impact on land use. The Applicant
would need to apply for a rezone or a conditional use permit to remove this
inconsistency. For associated forest practice activities, the Applicant will participate in
pre-application consultation under the Forest Practices Rules” DESI PG 113
Citation: “RCW 76.09.240Accessed April 8th, 2020.

https://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=76.09.240.
“WAC 222-16-050:” Accessed March 8th, 2020.
https://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=222-16-050.

Roads

6. Basing the impacts analysis solely on the premise that WDNR requirements will be met is
insufficient to adequately consider the significance of impacts to warrant a ‘minor impacts’
determination from use of forest roads during construction and operation. Relying on the forest
practice rules and BMP’s to mitigate sediment delivery on unpaved roads for construction and
operation is not appropriate for a proposal of this scale and intensity for the following reasons:
i. WDNR forest practice rules and BMP’s are not designed to mitigate sediment
delivery on roads that are periodically inundated with water and then drained
as proposed with the operation of the temporary reservoir. Portions of the
bypass road will be inundated during large flood events. The WDNR forest
practice rules were not designed to ensure preservation of the natural
environment under these conditions.

ii. The Forest Practice rules are required to meet state Clean Water Act Assurances
under the Clean Water Act. This includes ensuring forest practice activities that
have the potential to deliver fine sediment to streams achieve compliance with
water pollution control laws. The effectiveness of the rules has largely been

untested. The DEIS fails to acknowledge this shortfall of the documented
effectiveness of the forest practice rules in meeting Clean Water Act
Assurances.
a. “The Assurances are based on the premise that given the
mandates in state law (RCW 76.09.370(7)) Ecology and the
EPA can rely on the AMP to use sound scientific principles to
test the effectiveness of the FFR-based rules in meeting water
quality standards, and “to make adjustments as quickly as
possible to forest practices” if they are ineffective. It has been
almost 20 years since the Assurances were first granted, but
the effectiveness of the rules remains largely untested.”
(Clean Water Act Milestone Update, PG 2)
Citation: Hicks, Mark. “Clean Water Act Milestone Update” Received by
Forest Practices Board, 22 April. 2019.

iii. Riparian management zones act as a vegetative filter for runoff between
disturbed areas such as roads, tracks, and other compacted areas because of
forest practice activities (Croke and Hairsine 2006). Significant amounts of
riparian management zones will be harvested completely (e.g. 514 acres of
inundation zone 1, Appendix P, Table P-14) and thus will not actively filtering
fine sediment delivery; the implications for water quality and sediment delivery
of this impact is not disclosed in the DEIS.
iv. Sediment delivery can occur in various ways when the road network is
connected to the stream drainage network, such as ditched water entering a
stream at a stream crossing (Croke and Hairsine 2006). Because regulatory
action is rarely taken when outdated or new road configurations result in fine
sediment delivery from ditch to stream connection, sediment delivery from the
new network of roads can be expected to occur and contribute to impacts.

v. Relying on the Forest Practices Act and WDNR forest practice foresters to
monitor and regulate potential sediment delivery is not appropriate or
adequate to minimize impacts for this type and scale of proposal. WDNR
foresters lack the staffing capacity to monitor this scale of land conversion.
vi. Intensity of traffic usage is also a key factor in the persistence of sediment
delivery (Croke and Hairsine 2006). The intensity of traffic will be higher than
traditional forest practices standards and than the BMP’s relied on in the DEIS to
minimize impacts are designed to alleviate.
Citation: Croke, J C, and P B Hairsine. “Sediment Delivery in Managed Forests:
A Review.” Environmental Reviews 14, no. 1 (March 1, 2006): 59–87.
https://doi.org/10.1139/a05-016.

7. The DEIS fails to substantiate the claim that there would be minor adverse impacts from
sediment and erosion during construction and operation of the facility. The DEIS failed to
quantify sediment delivery, including magnitude of sediment delivered by landslides, the
application of appropriate BMP’s, and the effect of road configuration, all of which should have
been incorporated into the DEIS. The DEIS should utilize a physics-base model that consolidates
best available science, requires strict variable validation and incorporates an uncertainty
analysis to accurately estimate sediment delivery from forest roads (Baihua et. al 2005).
Citation: Fu, Baihua, Lachlan T.H. Newham, and C.E. Ramos-Scharrón. 2010. “A Review of
Surface Erosion and Sediment Delivery Models for Unsealed Roads.” Environmental Modelling
& Software 25 (1): 1–14. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envsoft.2009.07.013.

Similarly, the DEIS underestimates the significance of the impact of 100 tons per year of eroded
sediment on downstream waters from the erosion of soils within the FRE facility construction
areas from precipitation during the 5 years of construction. Mining of rock quarry sites and
travel on roads between the quarry sites and the FRE facility construction site would also create
sediment that could reach tributaries and the Chehalis River. See related topic summary in
Landslide Memo.

“Up to 13.5 miles of unpaved access roads would be widened for quarry and

construction access. Up to 181,000 heavy-truck trips are anticipated on at least some
parts of the unpaved roads during construction and would cause road surface erosion.
The 13.5 miles of access roads would be widened to 20 feet; erosion from these 33
acres of road surface is estimated to be 100 tons per year. Eroded sediment from these
activities could enter nearby streams, wetlands, or waterways.” DEIS PGS 61-62
(emphasis added)
8. The DEIS fails to consider climate change impacts on road issues. Macdonald and Coe (2008)
found climate change can greatly increase road- induced landslides and road surface erosion.
“In steep, wet climates roads can cause a 10- to 300-fold increase in the landslide
erosion rate, and this increase is due to the effects of roads on hillslope flow paths and
the structural integrity of hillslopes”
Citation: MacDonald, L.H., and D.B.R. Coe. 2008. Road sediment production
and delivery: processes and management. In: Proceedings of the First World
Landslide Forum, International Programme on Landslides and International
Strategy for Disaster Reduction. United Nations University, Tokyo, Japan, pp.
381–384.
9. The DEIS fails to consider that WDNR forest practice rules have specific rules to limit the
construction of new stream adjacent roads, due to the high volume of sediment delivery they
exhibit. The proposal includes new stream adjacent roads and the proponent fails to
acknowledge the limitations the Forest Practice Rules have outlined in WAC 222-24-020 (2).
Similarly, the DEIS fails to consider that proposals with new stream-adjacent parallel roads will
require an on-site review by an interdisciplinary team, which would include QIN representatives.

QIN would not agree to the propose alignment of the construction access and timber harvest
roads.

Citation: WAC 222-24-020 (2): Except for crossings, new stream-adjacent parallel
roads shall not be located within natural drainage channels, channel migration
zones, sensitive sites, equipment limitation zones, and riparian management
zones when there would be substantial loss or damage to fish or wildlife habitat
unless the department has determined that other alternatives will cause greater
damage to public resources. Proposals with new stream-adjacent parallel roads
will require an on-site review by an interdisciplinary team. (Accessed April 8th,
2020. https://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=222-24-020, emphasis
added)

Timber Harvest
10. The DEIS states, “The future potential contributions from riparian areas that are currently
developing with protections under Forest Practices Rules would be lost, including the benefits
from mature trees and sources of large wood.” (FISH APPENDIX E-123). There is no meaningful
analysis that quantifies or demonstrates how the harvest and then repeated loss of regenerating
riparian areas will affect aquatic habitat such as channel complexity and channel forming
processes.
11. The DEIS fails to adequately assess the loss of riparian functions during construction activities
and fails to present any feasible measures to mitigate impacts in a meaningful way. The DEIS
evaluates a 600-acre area for tree removal during construction and an 847-acre area for the
maximum extent of the temporary reservoir during operation (DEIS, PG 21). Removal of timber
in the riparian management zones will impair 6.4 miles of the Chehalis River and tributaries in
the reservoir foot print (Appendix E, E-102). The following impacts to riparian functions were
not evaluated, ultimately resulting in the underestimation of the extent, intensity, and
consequence of the ecosystem impacts from harvest of regulatory riparian management zones:
a. Hydrologic Impacts
i. Riparian systems provide valuable hydrologic functions such as moderation of
downstream flood peaks through upstream water storage, flood energy
dissipation and groundwater recharge (Gonzalez et al. 2006; Reid & Hilton
1988;). The DEIS fails to analyze how tree removal during construction and
operation will affect riparian hydrologic functions. See related summary of
impacts to groundwater in Hydrology technical memo #2.
Citation: González-del-Tánago, M., Garcia-Jalón, D., 2006. Attributes for
assessing the environmental quality of riparian zones. Limnetica 25(1-2), 389402
Reid, L.M., Hilton, S., 1998. Buffering the Buffer. United States
Department of Agriculture Forest Service General Technical Report

PSW-GTR-168. Pacific Southwest Research Station, Redwood
Sciences Laboratory, Arcata, California
ii. Recent literature has demonstrated that timber harvest can decrease summer
base flows and the DEIS fails to analyze how the proposed tree removal in
addition to ongoing forest management activities above the proposed FRE
facility will impact summer low flows on the Chehalis River (Perry & Jones 2017;
Segura et al. 2020). See related assessment of low flow conditions in Hydrology
technical memo #2
Citation: Perry, Timothy D., and Julia A. Jones., 2017. “Summer Streamflow
Deficits from Regenerating Douglas-Fir Forest in the Pacific Northwest, USA:
Summer Streamflow Deficits from Regenerating Douglas-Fir Forest.”
Ecohydrology 10 (2): e1790. https://doi.org/10.1002/eco.1790.
Segura, Catalina, Kevin D. Bladon, Jeff A. Hatten, Julia A. Jones, V. Cody Hale,
and George G. Ice., 2020. “Long-Term Effects of Forest Harvesting on Summer
Low Flow Deficits in the Coast Range of Oregon.” Journal of Hydrology 585
(June): 124749. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jhydrol.2020.124749.

b. Stream Bank Stability
i. Stream bank stability conditions and processes would be significantly degraded
by the removal of vegetation in close proximity to the stream channel and the
DEIS fails to sufficiently consider the full extent of channel degradation and
accelerated bank erosion that will occur. Riverbanks are key features that
influence riparian conditions by exerting control on river hydraulic geometry,
which controls flow, and sediment, which ultimately controls physical habitat
diversity and channel flood plain interactions (Gonzalez et. al 2006).
Citation: González-del-Tánago, M., Garcia-Jalón, D., 2006. Attributes for
assessing the environmental quality of riparian zones. Limnetica 25(1-2), 389402

c. Microclimate and Soil Temperature
i. The DEIS fails to evaluate how the proposed timber harvest will change riparian
microclimate functions. Intact riparian canopies influence thermal and moisture
environments by reducing solar radiation, precipitation, and winds speed near
ground level and increases longwave radiation received at the surface (Moore
et. al 2005).
Citation: Moore, R Dan, D L Spittlehouse, and Anthony Story.,2005. “RIPARIAN
MICROCLIMATE AND STREAM TEMPERATURE RESPONSE TO FOREST
HARVESTING: A REVIEW.” JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN WATER
RESOURCES ASSOCIATION, 22.

d. Sediment Filtering
i. Sediment trapping and nutrient filtration is an important riparian function that
will be eliminated post-harvest along more than 500 acres and 6.4 miles of
riparian zone. Structural attributes of riparian vegetation have a significant
influence on sediment filtering capacity and can have substantial consequences
for downstream estuarine water quality and topography (Capon & Pettit 2018).
Citation: Capon, Samantha J., and Neil E. Pettit. 2018. “Turquoise Is the New
Green: Restoring and Enhancing Riparian Function in the Anthropocene.”
Ecological Management & Restoration 19 (S1): 44–53.
https://doi.org/10.1111/emr.12326.
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May 26, 2020
SEPA Draft EIS for the Chehalis Flood Damage Reduction Project
c/o Anchor QEA
1201 3rd Ave., Suite 2600
Seattle, WA 98101
RE: Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis Reservation comments on the Washington State Department of
Ecology’s Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed Chehalis Flood Damage Reduction Project
The Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis Reservation, a federally recognized Indian tribe, with a Reservation on the
Chehalis River downstream of the proposed dam, has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
written by the Department of Ecology for the proposed Chehalis Flood Reduction Project and has the following
comments to submit for the public record.

Chehalis River Peoples

The Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis Reservation (Chehalis Tribe) are inextricably linked to nsúlapš, more commonly
known as the Chehalis River. Nsúlapš can be translated as “our wealth water”, because the river has provided all things
of value to the Chehalis River Peoples. As the descendants of the first people of these lands, Chehalis River Peoples have
a living memory that spans beyond the age of the river. Their stories begin in the time of the glaciers that covered much
of North America and describe the creation of the rivers, hills and valleys by the creator Xonne Xonne. As stewards of
the watershed, the Chehalis River Peoples are deeply concerned with the health of the river and are committed to
protecting the wealth that it provides.
The principal Chehalis Reservation is located at the confluence of the Chehalis River and the Black River; however,
portions of the Reservation are located throughout the watershed and include areas within a few miles of the proposed
dam. The Chehalis Tribe’s aboriginal / traditional areas are spread throughout the entirety of the watershed, from the
headwaters of the river to Grays Harbor. Salmon, lamprey, other aquatic species and the many plant species that are
native to the watershed, have provided food, economic opportunities and cultural connections to the Chehalis Tribal
Community for eons. The combination of land use impacts, over-harvesting and climate change have already damaged
the fish and wildlife populations in the watershed and has had direct damaging effects on the tribal community. The
proposed projects will have immediate and long-lasting negative impacts on aquatic species and aquatic habitat. The
Chehalis Tribe is concerned that no amount of man-made mitigation is going to make up for those impacts.
The importance of clean water cannot be overstated. Clean ground water and surface water are absolutely critical for all
life within the Chehalis Watershed. Tribal members ability to drink, bath, recreate, feed their family and pray are all
directly connected to the health and abundance of water in the basin. The river is currently under restrictions related to
water quality and the basin is so over committed with water rights that the basin has been closed to new claims.
Protecting the quality and quantity of water in the basin is an absolute necessity. The proposed projects will have a huge
negative impact on water quality and the quantity of water in the aquifers associated with flood plains.
The Chehalis River and its many tributaries dominate the ecology of the region. Riverine ecological areas are one of the
most productive areas in the world and the Chehalis Watershed is no different. Regular flooding creates a dynamic and
abundant environment around the basin, that produces healthier and more robust plant life, as well as, a diverse food
web that supports a vast variety of animals. That diverse web of plants and animals has become woven into the lives of
the people of the Chehalis Tribe and are a vital aspect of its culture. The proposed projects will have immediate and
long-lasting impacts to those vital riverine ecologies, impacts that cannot be mitigated.
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Executive Summary

The Chehalis Tribe has participated in flood damage reduction planning and natural resource protection planning for
decades, with a variety of groups, organizations and boards, all with the hope of protecting people and protecting the
ecology of the watershed. On many occasions, tribal leaders and the tribal community have made it clear that they will
not support any projects in the watershed that will have negative effects on salmon and other important aquatic
species. The DEIS for the proposed project makes it abundantly clear that the construction of these proposed projects
would create major impacts on spring salmon, steelhead and many other aquatic species, thus hastening their path to
extinction. Knowing this, the Chehalis Tribe cannot support this project and the comments below will describe specific
impacts that are important to highlight and areas where we feel this DEIS fails to meet the requirements of the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA).
The Proposed Project’s Adverse Impacts Outweigh Any Potential Benefits
As noted in the table on page S-13 in the DEIS, there are many Significant Adverse Environmental Impacts associated
with this project and many times more moderate and minor impacts. The sheer volume and magnitude of these impacts
makes it clear that these projects are a damaging and expensive undertaking. As mentioned above, the impacts to
salmonids, aquatic species, water quality and the natural ecology of the river are of direct concern to the Chehalis Tribe.
In each section of the DEIS there are descriptions of what mitigation might make up for the potential impacts. In many
places these suggested mitigation strategies are vague and incomplete. On page 82 of the DEIS (as in several other
mitigation sections), there are requirements that demand “no net loss of ecological function for fish species and habitats
impacted by construction and operational activities.” This goal is both unrealistic and does not satisfy the SEPA
requirements of an EIS which requires concrete plans of implementation. It is clear that the vast amount of required
mitigation is simply not feasible and that is before any estimation of the costs associated with mitigation, which will be
very substantial and increase over time.
The DEIS provides that the proposed project “would not protect all basin communities from all flooding, and it is not
designed to stop regular annual flooding from the Chehalis River or smaller floods.” (DEIS pg. S-3). The proposed project
would not stop all of the basin communities from flooding and would not stop annual flooding. The benefits to the local
community will not be significant enough to justify the severe and irreversible adverse impacts of the proposed project.
Many of the impacts noted in the DEIS will occur in the very areas that the Chehalis Tribe, and others in the basin, have
worked so hard to preserve, protect and restore. Major expense and human effort have gone into developing programs
such as the Salmon Recovery Funding Board (WAC 77.85), the Chehalis Basin Partnership (RCW 90.82), the Voluntary
Stewardship Program (RCW 36.70A.705), the Shoreline Management Act (RCW 90.58) and others. This major project, as
proposed in the DEIS, is not in keeping with the legislation and statutory requirements and will directly damage the very
areas these statutes are legally required to protect.
Aquatic Species
Salmonids and other aquatic species are already in peril in the Chehalis Watershed. Spring Chinook runs have been
dangerously low for many years, causing reduced, or restricted fishing for tribal fishermen and non-tribal fishermen who
rely on them, including a full closure of the Chehalis River in 2019 and 2020. This closing of the river in 2019 triggered
NOAA to declare an economic disaster due to the low number of returning salmon. The Steelhead run for 2020 has been
below escapement levels and fishing has been closed. All aquatic species will bear the brunt of the impacts from these
proposed projects. The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife’s Salmonscape tool
(https://apps.wdfw.wa.gov/salmonscape/), shows there is substantial salmon and steelhead trout spawning and rearing
habitat directly adjacent to the dam and in the reservoir footprint. Spawning and rearing habitats will be destroyed due
to the inundation of the 720-acre reservoir. The loss of riparian areas upstream of the dam will cause scouring and
erosion in the reservoir footprint.
Altered flow patterns will impact sediments downstream and damage spawning areas. Species affected include: winter
and summer steelhead trout, spring and fall Chinook salmon, Coho salmon, and Pacific lamprey. The Pacific lamprey is of
particular concern to the Tribe and there has been a documented presence of lamprey within a mile of the proposed

dam. There were many other vital species that were not included in the detailed studies, such as: large scale sucker,
sculpin, mountain whitefish, speckled dace, western toad and Van Dyke’s salamander. These species were given no
more than a mention, but are a vital piece to a functioning system. The loss of 17 miles of habitat, which includes
upstream reaches of the mainstem river and tributary habitat and significant amounts of habitat downstream that will
be irreversibly affected by both the dam construction and dam operations, will have lasting impacts on the already
critically imperiled spring Chinook salmon runs. Being able to mitigate the loss of essential habitat for a sensitive species
without causing an ESA-listing is unlikely, and that alone is enough to reconsider the whole proposed project. The
project will directly degrade prime spawning habitat for fall chinook and remove key habitat elements such as large
woody debris, which hold the gravel in which chinook spawn.
Not only will the dam impact habitat and spawning areas, but it will also impact migrating salmon. The DEIS includes a
“trap and haul” plan to move salmon from below the dam to the reservoir during the times when the gates are closed.
This will move up migrating salmon from a river setting into a lake, completely foreign to their native habitat causing a
number of potential impacts.
Water Quality and Quantity
Water quality within the Chehalis Basin currently faces a multitude of challenges. The Department of Ecology has noted
exceedances of key parameters from established water quality standards throughout the basin, including temperature,
turbidity, and dissolved oxygen (DO). Most notably, temperatures have exceeded current standards, for their
designated uses, every year since at least 2001 (DEIS pg. 42). Research from the Washington State Department of Fish
and Wildlife note that elevated temperatures are a critical factor in the ability of aquatic species to thrive (Winkowski et
al, 2018). With temperatures projected to increase between 3.6°F and 5.4°F due to climate change (DEIS pg. 41), it is
critically important to protect and preserve all areas which provide cool water habitat. Temperature is also directly
related to the available DO in a system. Reduced concentrations of DO levels, instances of which have also been
documented in multiple reaches in the Chehalis, can lead to fish kills and dead zones which cannot sustain aquatic life.
Elevated levels of turbidity and sediment results in a lack of water clarity which reduces the biological productivity of
aquatic systems, increasing temperatures, decreasing DO, affecting the feeding and growth of fish, increasing predation
and clogging fish gills.
All of the above factors are noted as having additional impacts from construction and operation of the proposed water
retention facility. With construction, temperature is projected to increase by 5.4°F in the reservoir and up to 9° F
directly downstream (DEIS pg. 42). This is a direct violation of state mandated water quality standards (WAC 173.201A200). The operation of the facility is projected to decrease the amount of dissolved oxygen and increase the turbidity
within the reservoir and downstream outside of the state water quality standards. These impacts cannot be adequately
mitigated. There are established Total Maximum Daily loads for many reaches within the Chehalis River Watershed, but
none for temperature, turbidity or dissolved oxygen within the footprint of the reservoir or the reach directly
downstream. The major sources of water quality impairment include degraded riparian conditions and commercial
forestlands (DEIS Appendix N pg. N-22). TMDLs are only established when there are reasonable assurances that water
quality will not be further degraded by other influences. This is not the case with the proposal indicating a lack of
protection and actions for improvement.
Flows are expected to change rapidly in the coming years related to climate change. Winter flows will increase and
summer flows will decrease. The State of Washington has mandated that all watersheds create updates to their
management plans to account for future growth to ensure instream flows remain above the required levels (ISSB 6091).
The construction of the facility will require the direct draw of water from the Chehalis river of up to 150 million gallons
for a minimum of the construction period of 32 months (DEIS pg. 43-44), presumably including through the low flow
seasons. With many years of low flows already requiring the curtailment of water rights throughout the basin, not only is
it impossible to fully mitigate for the consumption of additional water out of the system, it is also illegal.
Tribal Cultural Impacts
The Confederated Tribes of The Chehalis Reservation are the descendants of Chehalis River Peoples that refused to be
removed from the lands of their ancestors. Their creation stories tell of the creator Xonne Xonne forming the hills,

valleys and rivers of the entire basin. Chehalis River Peoples lived throughout the watershed and their culture is directly
linked to the Chehalis River and its tributaries. Since European settlers began to move into the Chehalis Watershed, the
Tribal community has been steadily and devastatingly impacted. The siting of a flood control dam on the very lands
where their Creator lived is another example of those impacts. The proposed project will have significant impacts to
culturally significant sites, as well as to the aquatic species, wildlife and plants that are the very nature of the culture of
the Chehalis River Peoples and is, therefore; unacceptable.
Floods Will Keep Happening
Flooding has been occurring in the Chehalis Watershed for tens of thousands of years. Flooding is part of a healthy
natural river ecosystem and has created the complex system that is the Chehalis Watershed. Floods will continue to
occur and will likely get more severe as global warming causes changes to our weather patterns and seasonal climate.
The stated purpose of the proposed projects is to reduce the severity and duration of flooding and it’s impacts to the
areas in the upper basin. One of the key drivers for this project has been the protection of Interstate 5 and the
commerce that passes through that area. That value of that commerce has been counted in the past as one of the
benefits of projects like these. As noted on pg. 172 of the DEIS, major floods do not impact Interstate 5, only
catastrophic floods have closed the highway. The proposed dam and levee project are mainly designed to manage major
floods and they will not stop the inundation of Interstate 5, nor the inundation of State Highway 6. During a catastrophic
flood, Interstate 5 near NW Chamber of Commerce Way is modeled to be underwater for at least two days (DEIS pg.
170). It seems illogical to propose spending hundreds of millions of dollars of taxpayer money to construct something
with massive environmental consequences and there will still be major impacts, including the closing of I-5.
Communities all around the United States are taking new actions to limit flood damages. The old school way of
engineering our way out of nature’s impacts has shown to have many unforeseen consequences. Communities in the
Missouri, Mississippi and Colorado River basins have opted for long term, cost effective methods of limiting flood
damages, by restricting future development in the flood plains and moving people out of flood zone. Raising homes,
buying out repetitively damaged homes or businesses and creating set-back levees are all methods that have proven
their success and have become the new standard. Rather than build a dam and raise levees, the communities in the
basin should be considering more cost-effective ways to reduce flood damages and the DEIS should have put more effort
into those alternatives.
DEIS Does Not Meet SEPA Requirements
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement created by the Washington State Department of Ecology does not meet the
standard set forth by the State Environmental Policy Act and case law that defined the requirements of that act. First,
the DEIS failed to adequately analyze reasonable alternatives, which is a clear requirement in SEPA. Second, the DEIS
failed to adequately analyze potential impacts to cultural resources. Third, the DEIS failed to adequately analyze
mitigation plans. Fourth, the DEIS fails to adequately analyze and justify an expandable dam as part of the proposed
solution.

Additional Comments
SEPA Related Comments

1. The DEIS failed to adequately analyze reasonable alternatives. An DEIS must examine “alternatives to the
proposed action[.]” RCW 43.21C030. An EIS shall include consideration of “reasonable alternatives” defined as
“actions that could feasibly attain or approximate a proposal's objectives, but at a lower environmental cost or
decreased level of environmental degradation.” WAC 197-11-440. An EIS must “[d]evote sufficiently detailed
analysis to each reasonable alternative to permit a comparative evaluation of the alternatives including the
proposed action.” Id. The DEIS should “[p]resent a comparison of the environmental impacts of the reasonable
alternatives . . . A range of alternatives or a few representative alternatives . . . may be discussed.” Id.
The DEIS analyzed a Local Actions Alternative and a No Actions Alternative. The Local Actions Alternative
“represents a local and non-structural approach to reduce flood damage in the Chehalis-Centralia area (the

Proposed Project’s purpose). The Local Actions Alternative considers a variety of local-scale options that local
governments and agencies could choose to do in the future.” (DEIS, pg. 24). The DEIS “does not identify specific
projects because those decisions would be made by local governments” and “does not analyze the feasibility or
economic practicability of these potential actions.” (DEIS, pg. S-7). Without such fully discussed Local Actions
Alternative in the DEIS, the requirements of SEPA cannot be and are not met.
The DEIS dismissed consideration of larger projects, stating “[o]ver the past decades, many flood hazard projects
and concepts have been studied. Ideas such as re-routing or raising I-5, other levees, floodwalls, flood retention
facilities, and restoration actions have all been assessed for effectiveness in controlling floods. These
alternatives were considered but not further analyzed in this DEIS because they had higher environmental costs,
were not economically feasible, or did not meet the Proposed Project objectives.” (DEIS pg. S-6). Again, without
a full discussion and presentation in the DEIS, it is impossible to analyze the statements and the validity of
rejecting some or all of these options. The SEPA requirements are, therefore, not met.
The No Action Alternative includes the projected future effects of climate change; and includes projects
currently in progress, funded or permitted; however, it does not include other possible future restoration,
mitigation or adaption actions that may be taken. (DEIS pg. S-7). The SEPA requirements are, therefore, not met.
Overall, the DEIS contains an insufficient range of alternatives and an insufficient level of detail. The DEIS did
not examine a specific Local Actions Alternative, but, rather, generally considered a variety of local projects. It
does not analyze the feasibility or practicability of any of those local projects. The DEIS did not define or
meaningfully evaluate a Local Actions Alternative. However, it still concluded that “[i]n the long term, the Local
Actions Alternative would not greatly reduce flooding in the basin . . .” (DEIS pg. 54). It is uncertain how the DEIS
reached this conclusion based on the lack of specificity in its analysis of the Local Actions Alternative. The DEIS
did not adequately analyze a Local Actions Alternative, it should be revised to address specific, viable projects.
The DEIS should have considered additional reasonable alternatives, there are many actions that could
potentially accomplish the same objectives, at a lower cost, such as levee improvements around the CentraliaChehalis airport or moving the Centralia-Chehalis airport. The DEIS fails to justify its failure to include other
reasonable alternatives. The No Action Alternative took into consideration the projected impact of climate
change, but did not include any projected future restoration, mitigation or adaptation actions, only including in
the analysis those projects already underway. The combination of factors outlined above demonstrates that the
DEIS did not adequately analyze reasonable alternatives to the proposed project, as required by SEPA.
2. The DEIS Failed to Adequately Analyze the Impact on Cultural Resources. The DEIS stated “[t]ribal resources and
cultural resources would also be impacted by the Proposed Project. Determinations of impacts and mitigation
for these resources are made in government-to-government consultation and through the federal National
Historic Preservation Act Section 106 process, which is currently in progress.” (DEIS pg. S-8). The DEIS also
stated “[m]aking a determination of significance related to treaty-reserved rights is not part of this EIS” and that
the “Corps is conducting a review of the Proposed Project under NEPA. Pursuant to NEPA, the Corps is assessing
potential impacts of the Proposed Project on tribal resources, including potential impacts related to tribal
sovereignty and treaty rights. The Corps is consulting under Section 7 of the federal Endangered Species Act with
the USFWS and NOAA Fisheries. The Corps is also consulting under Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act with tribes, DAHP, and the Applicant.” (DEIS pg. 106).
The DEIS essentially defers all consideration of impacts on cultural resources to a future environmental review
process, separate from the SEPA process. How does the DEIS propose to integrate any NEPA determination into
its analysis? The answer is that the DEIS intends to fail to do its own analysis and ignore that federal process
when completed. The failure to analyze the impacts to cultural resources is a violation of SEPA and does not
provide the agency with sufficient information to make a fully-informed decision on the proposed project.

SEPA allows an agency to “use environmental documents that have been previously prepared.” WAC 197-11600. Here, the SEPA DEIS appears to rely on the federal environmental review process to determine the impact
and any proposed mitigation to cultural resources. If the SEPA DEIS is going to rely on the Corps' NEPA DEIS, it
should wait to issue the SEPA DEIS until the NEPA DEIS is complete. The SEPA DEIS cannot present a complete
analysis of the impact of the proposed project when it is relying on a document that is still being drafted. A
single EIS that simultaneously analyzes a project under both SEPA and NEPA is allowed. Boss v. Washington
State Department of Transportation, 54 P.3d 207 (Wash. 2002). However, here, the SEPA DEIS is relying on a yet
to be drafted document. The DEIS is inadequate, as it failed to address the potential impact on the Tribe’s
cultural resources. If the SEPA DEIS wanted to rely on the NEPA DEIS, it should have either drafted a single EIS
that satisfied both SEPA and NEPA or waited until the NEPA DEIS was finalized.
3. The DEIS Failed to Adequately Analyze Mitigation Plans. Mitigation measures must be identified and analyzed, in
order for the agency to make an informed judgment regarding whether the mitigations measures will be
sufficient to address the adverse impacts of the proposed project. Here, the DEIS provides that: “[t]here is
uncertainty if the proposed mitigation is technically feasible or economically practicable; therefore, the
Proposed Action would have significant and unavoidable adverse environmental impacts on the environment as
shown in Exhibit S-6. The Applicant may provide mitigation plans. If the agencies determine the plans meet
regulatory requirements and the implementation is feasible, then the impacts would be addressed as part of the
permitting processes.” (DEIS pg. S-17).
Because there is uncertainty regarding the proposed mitigation, there are significant and unavoidable adverse
environmental impacts. These include significant and unavoidable adverse environmental impacts on several
elements of the environment, including Earth, Environmental Health and Safety, Fish Species and Habitat,
Recreation, Wildlife Species and Habitat, Wetlands, and Water. With such a wide variety of impacted areas, the
analysis of any proposed mitigation plans should be included in the DEIS analysis. The failure to include an
analysis of any mitigation measures leads to an incomplete analysis of the proposed project and violates SEPA.
The lack any mitigation analysis in fact renders the entire DEIS to be inadequate.
4. The DEIS Fails to Adequately Analyze and Justify an Expandable Dam. The DEIS includes a description of the
proposed project, an expandable dam, the Flood Retention Expandable (“FRE”) facility. (DEIS pg. 7). The
structure is intended to hold 65,000 acre-feet of water; however, “[t]he Applicant calls the proposed facility
expandable because it would be built so it could support the future construction of a larger structure. The larger
structure could hold up to 130,000 acre-feet of water in the reservoir.” Id. However, the DEIS fails to include an
evaluation of the foreseeable impacts of an expanded dam. The purpose and need section of the DEIS does not
identify a need for an expanded dam; accordingly, the need for an expandable dam is not justified by the DEIS.
The analysis needs to be revised to include the full impact of the proposed project, including an expansion of the
dam. As a result of this failure on the part of the DEIS, the DEIS violates SEPA.

Water Related Comments
5. The DEIS states that any mitigation plans that the applicant designs must be approved by the Department of
Ecology. Current water quality conditions within the reservoir foot print and down stream environment
currently exceeds established standards. WAC 173-201A-200 indicates that the average 7-day maximum
temperature for bodies of water with the designated use of core summer salmonid habitat should not exceed
16°C (60.8°F). Water temperatures recorded by the Tribe in the area directly upstream of the dam have
exceeded these standards since at least 2013. The removal of vegetation in the riparian corridor, the removal of
woody debris from the streams and subsequent bed scour and decrease in hyporheic interaction described in
the proponent’s plan will greatly exacerbate these temperatures with no feasible way to mitigate.
6. Current TMDL listings reference certain segments of the upper Chehalis watershed but does not apply to the
area above the town of Pe Ell. Due to the impacted section of the river being within the boundaries of private

forest land, there is concern regarding the full jurisdiction of each agency on who will be able to fully enforce
additional protections for any area above the reservoir footprint to aid in decreasing temperatures.
7. The DEIS used temperature monitoring data that was collected from the Department of Ecology’s station
located in Dryad (RM 97.8) and reference the station above Pe Ell (RM107) for use in their analysis. The station
at RM 107 collects snapshot data for a single point per month and cannot be used to fully evaluate the situation.
The station in Dryad is over 10 river miles downstream, through additionally degraded sections of river. There is
no mention of temperature monitoring within the foot print of the reservoir to fully understand the system in
the current condition. These data are vital to being able to adequately create a baseline for any mitigation
plans. This failure to properly collect, review and analyze temperature data in the DEIS is a violation of SEPA.
8. Washington State turbidity standards indicate that levels cannot be raised more than 5 NTU above background
levels by human activities when background is less than 50 NTU (WAC 173-201A-602). Again, the specific
turbidity levels within the inundation zone were not analyzed for a base line analysis. While the law does allow
for a “temporary area of mixing during and immediately after necessary in-water construction activities that
result in the disturbance of in-place sediments”, the construction work would take place over such an extended
amount of time that the resulting impacts would be too damaging. Ongoing operations of the facility is not
covered in the above-mentioned exceptions and would repeatedly violate the standards with no acceptable
mitigation foreseen.
9. The DEIS fails to acknowledge the fact that the Chehalis Tribe has EPA approved Water Quality Standards for the
Chehalis River and waters that pass through any part of the Chehalis Reservation must meet our legal standards.
(https://www.epa.gov/wqs-tech/water-quality-standards-regulations-confederated-tribes-chehalis-reservation)
Tribal Reservation land includes a piece of property located approximately 2 miles downstream of the proposed
project and directly within the affected area.
10. The Chehalis Tribe’s Water Quality Standards were established to ensure that the surface waters that enter the
Chehalis Reservation are of such quality to be “consistent with public health and public enjoyment thereof,
protection of treaty or Executive Order rights, and the propagation and protection of fish, wildlife, and for other
purposes.” (Confederated Tribes, 1996, Section 1).
11. “Existing beneficial uses shall be maintained and protected and no further degradation which would interfere
with or become injurious to existing beneficial uses shall be allowed.” (Confederated Tribes, 1996, Section 8).
12. The DEIS does not discuss or assess the impacts of the proposed dam and levees on the entire hydroperiod for
the Chehalis River. Maintaining or mimicking a natural hydrograph is critically important for ecosystem health
and sustainability. Issues that must be addressed in a meaningful assessment of the river’s hydroperiod include
assessing and accounting for: appropriately timed low and high flows; appropriate depth, frequency and
duration of overbank flooding; and maintaining connectivity to surrounding habitats. The natural flood regime is
extremely important for ecosystem health. For example, spring floods that overflow the Chehalis River’s banks
are critical for nourishing flooded camas prairie and oak woodlands, and recharging the aquafer. A complete
hydroperiod assessment would note flood cycles, not just specific flood events and a full assessment on a
drought year (2015).
13. A bypass tunnel is proposed during the construction phase of the dam. The DEIS states that the tunnel will take
10 months, and will be used for 32 months. Construction will also include massive soil disturbance, road
building, rock quarrying, all at the same time. These impacts will be spread out over 5 years, yet the document
states that water quality disturbance will be moderate to minor. The DEIS should describe more methods that
will be used to prevent water quality degradation during the construction process.

14. Water quality in the Chehalis River will be negatively impacted by the construction and operation of a flood
control dam. In 2001 the Department of Ecology established a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for
temperature on the upper Chehalis River and other water quality limitations in other reaches of the Chehalis
River. The TMDL assumed that riparian vegetation will be protected and re-established, and water quality will
not be further degraded. The water in the upper basin is too warm, and with a dam, temperatures will increase
by 9 degrees F. There is no load allocation for the dam. How will water quality standards be attained when
water temperatures rise even more? Elevated levels of sediment and lack of water clarity reduce the biological
productivity of aquatic systems, effecting feeding and growth of fish, increasing risk of predation, increasing
water temperature, decreasing dissolved oxygen and clogging fish gills. Diminished dissolved oxygen (DO),
caused by increased temperatures and turbidity levels, is another water quality standard that cannot be
mitigated. Hypoxic environs lead to fish kills and dead zones that cannot sustain aquatic life.
15. Concrete creation, mixing and application all require water inputs and will create polluted runoff as a result.
These concerns and possible preventative actions were not covered within the water quality section.
16. The major construction, seasonal impoundment of a once free-flowing stretch of river, and large-scale
destruction of wetland, riparian and aquatic habitat that help filter pollutants will all adversely affect water
quality and could facilitate harmful algal blooms due to decreased DO, increased temperatures and increased
turbidity.
17. Project-induced changes in flow will also make it harder for downstream industrial and municipal facilities to
meet their environmental permit discharge limits because of already diminished water quality.
18. In addition to the increased sedimentation and elevated turbidity levels, there would be impacts to run off and
erosion during construction due to massive trucking operations be prevented. There are no noted mitigation
efforts necessary to prevent this impact.
19. The No-Action alternative analysis (DEIS pg. 54-55) only speaks to the potential impacts of increased flooding.
This section does not take into consideration, or even mention, the combined efforts of restoration practitioners
and the huge effort to create improved water quality, water storage, floodplain connection and a multitude of
other actions that will decrease the instances of flooding and the associated effects. The implication with this
section appears to be that if this project is not enacted, no additional work, other than what is currently
planned, will move forward.

Earth Related Comments
20. Removing trees and plant species that cannot survive inundation from the 720 acres reservoir footprint will
leave the slopes exposed and will vastly increase the dangers of landslides and mass wasting. This will increase
siltation and turbidity in the tributaries and mainstem of the Chehalis River. As noted in the water quality
section, increased turbidity has a multitude of negative effects. There are no adequate mitigation plans in place
to keep these levels from exceeding state standards.
21. Page 61 of the DEIS notes that mitigation for the deep-seated landslides has been proposed but there is a
possibility of landslides in any of the other areas. Mitigation and clean up plans need to be in place for the
potential of a landslide large enough to block the river, not just the possibility of elevated turbidity levels.
22. The proposed mitigation on p. 67 of the DEIS includes shotcrete, tieback shoring bracing and other methods that
will further damage natural areas, thereby increasing runoff, increasing potential erosion and eliminating areas
where native vegetation should inhabit.

23. The DEIS states on pg. 61 that over the course of many years, the sedimentation of the river bed would increase.
This is already a documented problem in many managed forested areas due to logging practices. Increased
sedimentation reduces suitability for breeding, rearing and survival of many aquatic species. Heavily
sedimented river bottoms choke out eggs by decreasing dissolved oxygen and the ability of water to naturally
circulate in the hyporheic zone. Mitigation for this is not possible to the extent that the river would be
impacted.
24. Large woody debris entering the system is vital to establishing natural hydrologic regimes. The DEIS states (pg.
65) that any accumulation of debris would be removed by boats and potentially moved downstream. By not
allowing woody debris within the foot print of the reservoir, the project further degrades the habitat and natural
function. The mitigation of moving the wood to a location downstream does not make up for the processes lost.

Fish and Habitat Related Comments
25. The project will lead to the destruction of spawning and rearing habitats due to the inundation of the 720-acre
reservoir, scouring and erosion from loss of riparian habitat in the reservoir footprint (DEIS pg. 77). Salmonid
species affected include: winter and summer steelhead trout, spring and fall Chinook salmon, Coho salmon.
Other non-salmonid species affected include: Pacific Lamprey, large scale sucker, mountain whitefish, native
trout and speckled dace. Other non-fish species that will be impacted include freshwater mussels and the
multitude of macroinvertebrates that provide the basic food stock of the ecological food web in the basin. The
DEIS lacks data and mitigation plans for many of these non-salmonid species that would address their detailed
life histories.
26. The proposed dam will create increased turbidity and additional input of sediments, outside of normal season
variations, through human activities such as logging, road construction and use, dam building, spilling water
from dams, removal of riparian buffers, and removal of large wood debris in and around the river channel and
flood plain. These elevated levels of sediment and lack of water clarity reduce the biological productivity of
aquatic systems, effecting feeding and growth of fish, increasing risk of predation, increasing water
temperature, decreasing dissolved oxygen and clogging fish gills. These water quality factors can be both lethal,
killing affected species, or sub-lethal, affecting growth, health and behavior of these species.
27. The DEIS identifies the loss of approximately 17 miles of habitat upstream of the dam (DEIS pg. 100) and
significant amounts of habitat downstream that will be irreversibly affected by both the dam construction and
dam operations, including scouring out spawning beds of the already critically imperiled spring Chinook salmon
runs. Being able to mitigate the loss of essential habitat for a sensitive species without causing an ESA-listing is
unlikely and unexplained.
28. Hypoxic environs lead to fish kills and dead zones that cannot sustain aquatic life. Damming a river, redirecting
flow by building levees, or other alterations to the natural setting, stream morphology and flow regime do not
allow for inherent re-aeration potential. Warmer and lower gradient sections of the Chehalis mainstem, such as
the section flowing from the mouth of the Newaukum downstream to the mouth of the Skookumchuck are DO
impaired; both the proposed dam and levees will further impair this essential water quality component.
29. Removing the riparian areas that shade the river for several miles above the proposed dam site will further
increase water temperatures, causing greater mortality in juvenile fish, as well as pre-spawning adults.
30. The DEIS lacks data regarding the potential impacts on shellfish and macroinvertebrates. Page 80 of the DEIS
clearly states that the distribution and composition of these species has not been surveyed. Benthic
macroinvertebrates are a key source of food for many other aquatic species. The survival is a fundamental

necessity for all trophic levels (Hershey et al. 2001). Without this baseline data, the impacts cannot be
determined and no mitigation plan can be created.
31. The proposed projects will negatively impact recruitment of large woody debris and gravel for creation of flood
plain, riparian and aquatic habitat in areas adjacent to and below the proposed project areas by creating
physical barriers that will inhibit the natural movement and flow of the stream. Combined with decreased and
controlled flows, as well as the removal of vegetation in and around the reservoir area above the dam site,
sediment will fill deep holes, and aquatic habitats will become increasingly homogenized, further concentrating
what fish survive into smaller and smaller spawning areas.
32. Reductions in the number of salmon and steelhead from climate change will bring population well below
historical abundance in the basin, but to a lesser degree than the reductions from the proposed projects. The No
Action Alternative is less likely to do damage to fish runs than the proposed project. With runs so low already, it
does not make sense to further imperil them by impacting the spawning grounds in the headwaters of the
Chehalis River.
33. With the large volume of impacts to fish, it is very unlikely that any mitigation plan could meet the mitigation
requirements and goals. As noted on pg. 82 of the DEIS, “The plan must include a range of options that provide
no net loss of ecological function for fish species and habitats impacted by the construction and operational
activities.” This result cannot be achieved under the current project plan and the DEIS provides no substantial
analysis of how the project would accomplish such a no net loss goal.
34. The cost of fish related mitigation actions alone will be substantial and as noted on pg. 82 of the DEIS
“Monitoring will continue for the life of the Proposed Project.” Actual costs associated with monitoring are not
discussed in the DEIS, but are sure to increase over time.
35. Pacific lamprey have not been adequately studied within the Chehalis Basin; however, the Lamprey Technical
Workgroup has noted that there has been a decline in populations. The primary factors contributing to their
decline across the state include “impeded passage at artificial obstructions, altered flows, degraded water
quality, degraded stream and floodplain habitat, and the establishment of non-native fishes that prey on
lamprey (2020 Lamprey BMP). All of these factors are noted as potential impacts due to the construction of the
proposed project. Pacific Lamprey have been identified spawning in the footprint of the reservoir by Tribal staff
and were noted in roughly half of the reaches above and below the proposed project area by WDFW staff (M.
Winkowski et al 2016). The DEIS has no mitigation plan for the survival of lamprey.
36. Lamprey are nocturnal, the adults migrate upstream at night staying primarily burrowed during the day. The
larval stage can last 8+ years and primarily remain in the near shore habitat but will move to different areas
within the stream (2020 Lamprey BMP). Even with the measures put in place by a trap and haul plan, the
operations of the facility would greatly impact their life patterns and cause unknown impacts and stressors.
37. Pacific Lamprey require the same kind of spawning habitat as many salmon species including coarse substrates
(large cobble, boulders, and bedrock) and large wood. All of these will be directly impacted, without acceptable
mitigation, by both the construction and operation of the facility.
38. The decline in salmon in a system would result in the lack of marine derived nutrients within the riparian
corridor. This has been noted to have significant impacts on the health and function of a riverine environment
(Naiman et. al. 2001) The DEIS notes the impending reduction and possible extinction of salmon as a result of
the project but fails to address the far-reaching impacts regarding the impact of those nutrients on the greater

environment. Pages 73 and 76 only superficially mentions that this reduction of nutrients could impact aquatic
habitat.
39. The trap and haul system has been designed with only adult salmonids in mind and has not made allowances for
the movement of juvenile salmonids, non-salmonid fish or lamprey (DEIS pg.20).
40. When the dam is operational and holding back flood waters, downstream migration routes could be blocked for
up to 35 days (DEIS pg. 20). This is will negatively impact out-migrating salmonids and lamprey, and will also
impact the natural movements of local non-anadromous species or salmonids that rear in the upper basin.
Mitigation for these impacts is not covered in the DEIS.
41. The DEIS fails to address the full details of a trap and haul system and if the proposed design will meet state and
federal standards. (DEIS Appendix E pg. E-76) Estimates for the success of the system were based off of
estimates from other systems that may or not be the same as the final one proposed.

Wildlife Related Comments
42. A collaboration between the Washington Wildlife Habitat Connectivity Working Group (WHCWG) and the
Cascades to Coast Landscape Collaborative (CCLC) produced maps showing the area around the FRE, temporary
reservoir, quarries, and the airport levee to be within key “naturalness” linkage corridors connecting protected
areas and conserved areas between the Cascades, Olympics, Willapa Hills, and the coast. Utilizing previous
WHCWG mapping efforts, it has been shown that the area around the proposed dam is important for Elk and
Deer migration routes and habitat linkages.
43. The DEIS failed to investigate the significance of the Chehalis River riparian corridor for terrestrial and semiaquatic species in the context of movements made in order to track climate change. The DEIS failed to address
the impacts on climate change dispersal routes due to the proposed dam and its inundation area.
44. The DEIS does not analyze the possibility of reintroduced or previously extirpated species’ movement needs or
habitat needs. Should these species use the FRE or temporary reservoir area for future migrations or for habitat,
these projects may create conflict for species like Wolf, Fisher, or Western Pond Turtle, and the DEIS fails to
address this likely possibility.
45. Due to the reservoir being in primarily managed forest land, the majority of large older trees and vegetation are
within the riparian border. These are key habitat for sensitive species such as the marbled murrelet, a listed
endangered species. The removal of these trees would result in a loss of critical habitat for them and they
would have limited alternative habitat to utilize. This impact cannot be mitigated for as the regrowth rate for
the trees would be too long to ensure the survival of the murrelet.
46. The removal of natural vegetation would ensure the colonization of invasive plant species (DEIS pg.88), including
scotch broom, tansy ragwort and reed canary grass, all of which are listed as Class B noxious Weeds on the Lewis
County noxious weed list (www.lewiscountywa.gov). This is a continued battle throughout the basin. To date,
no mitigation plans have been successful in preventing or eradicating the invasion of these species, and it is
highly unlikely that any plan developed for this project will do so.
47. Reduction of returning salmon, as noted above, would also directly affect wildlife in the area. Salmon provide a
source of nutrients for native animals such as black bear, coyotes and other predatory species.

48. The DEIS does not recommend proper mitigation for offsetting damage to migratory corridors or habitat
connectivity. Mitigation options directly related to improved habitat and landscape connectivity should be
offered in the wildlife species and habitat management plans and vegetation management plans. For example,
investing in limiting known bottlenecks of existing corridors that run through I-5 like the Newaukum River
underpass, where an existing structure exists that could be enhanced for wildlife usage. In addition, current
natural linkage maps should be used to identify corridors in the Willapa Hills that extend into the Chehalis Basin.
Lastly, the DEIS fails to address acquiring property to widen the remaining corridor on either side of the facility
to provide freedom of movement. Even with these mitigation efforts, a key corridor in the region will be
splintered and irreversibly diminished.
49. The DEIS does not offer any mitigation recommendations for the suite of species that may need to utilize the
corridor in the FRE study area to adapt to climate change, via movement through riparian corridors. The DEIS
fails to address any recommendations in the Wildlife 2 mitigation plan and the vegetation management plan to
improve corridors for the movement of species needed to adapt to climate change.

Wetland Related Comments
50. The proposed project will fundamentally and irreparably alter the Chehalis River ecosystem, transforming miles
of riverine, wetland, and riparian habitat into a seasonally impounded reservoir, including removing protective
riparian vegetation to allow for greater sedimentation.
51. The proposed project will destroy vital habitat, including wetlands, small streams, sloughs, and diverse instream
habitats that provide critical ecosystem, including gravel and wood recruitment. The habitat destruction in the
reservoir and dam footprints are acknowledged and impossible to adequately mitigate, but even more habitat
will be destroyed, or cut off from the river system, as natural floodplains are filled, or fail to become inundated
due to changes in the fundamental function of the Chehalis River system. The loss of natural floodplain will
cause greater flooding than any dam can reduce. Additionally, the alteration of flow caused by the levees will
cause greater flooding to those who live on the wrong side of the levees.
52. During construction 18.2 miles of stream banks will be impacted including over 220 acres of wetland and
wetland buffers (DEIS pg. 99). That is a massive loss of functioning wetlands and buffers that cannot be replaced
in the upper basin of the Chehalis.
53. During operation of the dam, over 16 miles of stream bank will be impacted including 312 acres of wetlands and
wetland buffers (DEIS pg. 100). That is a massive loss of functioning wetlands and buffers that cannot be
replaced in the upper basin of the Chehalis.

Tribal Resources Related Comments
54. Access to and the use of the natural resources in the basin are absolutely vital to the Chehalis Tribe as you have
noted on pg. L-6 of the Tribal Resources Discipline Report, “Preservation of land and culture is essential to the
identity of the Chehalis people. It provides the living space, the sacred and cultural sites, and the natural
resources that sustain the Chehalis people and culture. It provides spiritual and physical sustenance, and the
means for economic self-sufficiency.”
55. The Chehalis Tribe’s Tribal Historic Preservation Office (THPO) is tasked with protecting and preserving the
cultural history of the Tribe and its vital Traditional Cultural Practices. The THPO has found that the proposed
dam and inundation area will be located in areas deemed vital by the Tribe.

56. The Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis never relinquished their rights to hunt or gather in their usual and
accustomed areas or fish on their reservation parcels throughout the basin and the proposed project will have
significant impacts to salmonids, native plants and the biodiversity of the river will have direct impacts to the
lifeways of the Chehalis Tribal community.
57. Salmonids, lamprey, freshwater muscles, deer, elk, fox, bear, eagles, hawks, owls, ducks and other fowl are all
important to the tribal community. The 720-acre reservoir inundation area will permanently damage vital
habitat for many of those species.
58. The severe impacts to the vital Spring Chinook as noted on pg. 74 of the DEIS is of major concern and would
seriously damage tribal resources.
59. Negative impacts to Pacific lamprey as noted on p. 108 of the DEIS are also of concern and are deemed
unacceptable. Chehalis River Peoples and neighboring Tribes traveled great distances to fish with relatives and
trade for the meat and oil of these eels.
60. There has been a documented presence of lamprey spawning within a mile upstream of the proposed project
area, yet there are no plans outlined in the DEIS to account for any potential impacts to these creatures. The
proponent stated that the trapping of lamprey at the facility will be considered “incidental” to the collection of
their target species (DEIS pg.20). With lamprey being a highly significant species to the Chehalis Tribe, this
oversight is unacceptable.

Land Use Related Comments
61. As noted on pg. 113 of the DEIS the proposed dam in inconsistent with existing land uses and would have a
significant impact on land use. This project works in direct opposition to Shoreline Management Plans, Forest
Management plans, Salmon Restoration plans, Water Quality plans and the Chehalis Watershed Management
Plan.
62. As noted on pg. 115 of the DEIS, impacts to critical areas and habitats would be inconsistent with land use
policies and regulations that require No Net Loss of ecological functions.
63. The proposed levees are being used to leverage increased real estate development in areas that will remain at
high risk of flooding, putting more people, homes, businesses, and properties at risk. The DEIS and Chehalis
Basin Board acknowledge that additional future development is both a goal and likely outcome of the proposed
projects, not just protecting existing structures. This new development will occur in areas that will continue to
have a high risk of flooding, including potentially catastrophic flooding when the proposed projects and/or
existing levees overtop or fail. Under the best possible scenario, the proposed dam would only provide minimal
protection for a flood event nearly identical to the 2007 flood event.
64. As noted on pg. 120 of the DEIS, Land Use impacts from major and catastrophic floods could be severely lowered
simply by increasing regulatory standards. An increase in the freeboard requirement up to 3 feet for structures
in the floodplain would “reduce much of the predicted flood damage.”
65. Noted on pg. 120-121 of the DEIS is clear evidence that the best solution for reducing damages from flooding is
not a dam or higher levees, “75% of the residential structures and 25% of the commercial, industrial and other
non-residential structure in the Chehalis River floodplain could be protected through elevation, other
floodproofing measures and buy out.”

66. The potential for an earthquake to occur when the dam is full of water may be limited, however; it could be
absolutely devastating to the Tribal Community should it occur.
67. What is more likely is that the dam could sustain damage from an earthquake while it is empty and then be
unusable for a long period of time. Protection cannot be guaranteed, especially when it is located so close to the
Doty fault.

Recreation Related Comments
68. The upper region of the Chehalis River is a well-known recreational fishing area, especially known for its
steelhead fishing. Destroying over 847 acres and over 13 miles of river (DEIS pg. 12) would have severe impacts
on that recreational use.

Cultural Related Comments
69. The DEIS essentially defers all consideration of impacts on cultural resources to a future environmental review
process, separate from the SEPA process. The failure to analyze the impacts to cultural resources is a violation
of SEPA and does not provide the agency with sufficient information to make a fully-informed decision on the
proposed project.
70. The Chehalis Tribe’s Tribal Historic Preservation Office (THPO) is tasked with protecting and preserving the
cultural history of the Tribe and its vital Traditional Cultural Practices. The THPO has found that the proposed
dam and inundation area will be located in areas deemed vital by the Tribe.
71. The primary historical and cultural narrative of Chehalis River Peoples focuses on the exploits of the Creator,
Xonne Xonne. These stories contain valuable information concerning how the People lived on these lands with
the plants and animals found here in Chehalis Watershed. The proposed flood control dam and its inundation
zone directly threatens one of landforms shaped by Xonne Xonne and is of vital importance to the Tribe. At this
place Xonne Xonne collected all of the types of salmonids in his hiding place, before releasing them into the river
and dictating the cycles of their migration. This place, along with other similar places in the upper watershed are
a powerful connection to the lifeways of ancestors. The THPO and Chehalis Tribal youth program have
collaborated in order to have Tribal children visit these places and hear the stories of their ancestors.
72. Multiple cultural sites will be impacted from the construction and operation of the proposed dam (DEIS
Appendix B pg. B-19-23) and mitigation for such impacts cannot preserve them.

Environmental Health Comments
73. Constructing the proposed dam would require 5-7 years of construction activity in the upper most reaches of
the Chehalis River. That will require thousands of gallons of fuels, lubricants and other construction related
chemicals. Spills occur regularly during construction projects and spills in those critically sensitive areas could be
devasting. A large spill into the river in that area will be difficult to contain and will have serious impacts to many
miles downstream.
74. Part of the project is the construction of a concrete manufacturing plant in the forested areas in the headwaters
of the Chehalis Basin. The river has several TMDL limits in downstream reaches. The DEIS fails to address how
the industrial discharge from a concrete plant would impact that sensitive zone. There is also no discussion of
the potential impacts from such corrosive chemicals reaching the river.

Air Quality Related Comments
75. WA State has an overarching goal to reduce greenhouse emissions and has considered several cap and trade or
other greenhouse gas taxes to combat the problem. This project would add an additional 123,000 metric tons of
greenhouse gasses to fix a problem that can be solved in other, less damaging ways, such as buy outs and raising
structures.
76. Destroying 847 acres of functioning forests, and riverine ecosystems will limit the carbon sequestering that
occurs in these natural, self-sustaining ecosystems.

Noise and Vibration Related Comments
77. The proposed dam project would require 5-7 years to construct, if completed on the assumed schedule. The
noise generated from construction equipment and a concrete plant for 5-7 years will drive native wildlife from
the area and damage the natural ecosystem.

Transportation Related Impacts
78. Transportation impacts have been touted as one the main reasons to support the proposed projects.
Catastrophic floods have impacted Interstate 5 several times over the last fifty years and catastrophic flooding
will continue to impact the highway in the future. The proposed projects will not stop I-5 or the airport from
being closed during a catastrophic flood. As noted on p. 172 of the DEIS, Interstate 5 will be closed for an
estimated 48 hours even if the dam and levee improvements were completed. Spending close to one billion
dollars to save twenty hours of closure is just not worth it.
79. As noted on p. 173 of the DEIS, during a catastrophic event portions of State Hwy. 6 will be closed for an
estimated 24 hours even if the dam and levees were constructed.
80. Also noted on p. 173 of the DEIS, during a catastrophic event the airport runway would still be inundated by up
to 8 feet of water even if the dam and levee were constructed.
81. The DEIS fails to define how Weyerhaeuser’s private forest roads will be replaced. There is a system of forest
roads and spurs in place that allow Weyerhaeuser to reach its timber stands and haul harvested timber to the
mills. Once 820 acres of forest lands are taken over by the dam, how will Weyerhaeuser get its forest products
off of its other lands? Will new roads need to be constructed to reach other access points away from the
proposed dam? How much will that cost?

Summary of Potential Mitigation Related Comments
82. The DEIS essentially defers all consideration of impacts on cultural resources to a future environmental review
process, separate from the SEPA process. The DEIS cannot, therefore, address potential impacts to cultural, or
tribal resources, since it has not defined those potential impacts. The failure to analyze the impacts to cultural
resources is a violation of SEPA and does not provide the agency with sufficient information to make a fullyinformed decision on the proposed project. In the absence of fully addressing mitigation for this project, the
entire DEIS is called into question because it reaches conclusions without enquiring about essential facets of the
overall impacts.
83. The proposed mitigation for Fish Species and Habitats on p. 185 of the DEIS restates that there can be No Net
Loss of ecological functions for fish species and habitats that could be potentially damaged by the proposed
projects. In addition, it states that all mitigation must take place from the headwaters if the Chehalis River to the

confluence of the Newaukum River. The sheer volume of habitat restoration that must be completed to meet
those requirements is astounding and it is extremely unlikely that would be feasible to complete in that region.
84. The water mitigation requirements mentioned on p. 188 of the DEIS fail to recognize the Chehalis Tribe’s Water
Quality Standards. All water moving downstream through the Chehalis Tribe’s jurisdiction, must meet our EPA
approved water quality standards.
85. The water mitigation standard listed on p. 188 of the DEIS requires the project proponent to reduce the
temperature of the Chehalis River by up to 5.4 degrees Fahrenheit and must accomplish that in the 20 mile
stretch of river below the dam. That mitigation is not feasible and is an impact that is unacceptable.
86. The wetland mitigation requirement listed on p. 189 of the DEIS notes that there must be No Net Loss of
ecological functions, but it does not define the area where mitigation may take place.
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Message:
William Iyall
Cowlitz Indian Tribe
aboyd@cowlitz.org
Lewis/WA

Comments:
The Cowlitz Indian Tribe is a Federally Acknowledged Government entity in the region. Our
historic area includes a large portion of the Lower Columbia River Basin that spans on both
sides of the Columbia River and into Oregon State. The Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage
Reduction Project lies within historic extent of our people and relatives. We have serious
concerns about the way this proposal has been proceeding and proposed future activities.
The proposed actions in the Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project
demonstrate a clear need to identify other alternatives. Practical alternatives, identified in the
document as the Local Actions Alternative would actually decrease overall flood risks, by
purchasing high risk properties, construction set back levees (increasing water storage locally),
utilizing land use restrictions in flood prone areas, and improving emergency response has
been determined, apparently, unfeasible because it relies on local action.
Please read the attached letter for a complete list of our natural resources concerns.

Cowlitz Indian Tribe

May 27, 2020
SEPA Draft EIS for the Chehalis Flood Damage Reduction Project
c/o Anchor QEA
1201 3rd Ave., Suite 2600
Seattle, WA 98101
RE: Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project
To Whom It May Concern;
The Cowlitz Indian Tribe is a Federally Acknowledged Government entity in the region. Our historic area
includes a large portion of the Lower Columbia River Basin that spans on both sides of the Columbia
River and into Oregon State. The Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project lies within
historic extent of our people and relatives. We have serious concerns about the way this proposal has
been proceeding and proposed future activities.
We have relied on the once bountiful regional resources for survival since time immemorial. Our Tribe
continues to depend on the precious resources, many of which are in a depressed state. Our Tribe
carries natural resource management authorities, rights, and obligations. The proposal to create a flood
control structure on the upper Chehalis is another threat to our culture and subsequently our future
generations’ right to the knowledge and preservation of cultural resources.
The proposed actions in the Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project demonstrate a clear
need to identify other alternatives. Practical alternatives, identified in the document as the Local Actions
Alternative would actually decrease overall flood risks, by purchasing high risk properties, construction
set back levees (increasing water storage locally), utilizing land use restrictions in flood prone areas, and
improving emergency response has been determined, apparently, unfeasible because it relies on local
action.
It is likely, if the state were to coordinate a Local Action Alternative through appropriate funding and
model land use planning, local governments would be sufficiently organized to coordinate these
activities. Further, it is likely the total cost would be approximately equal to the proposal AND more
resilient and effective to future climate and development changes. Yet is hard to assess since the EIS
does not evaluate this alternative’s feasibility or cost.

PO Box 2547 • Longview, WA 98632-8594 • (360) 577-8140 • Fax (360) 577-7432 • EMAIL cowlitztribe@cowlitz.org

The selected flood damage reduction alternative in the EIS states the selected proposal:
-

-

Will have 8 significant and unavoidable impacts.
Cause faster declining salmon and steelhead runs.
Decrease water quality (temps increasing up to 9F).
Likely negatively affect the town of Pe Ell’s water supply.
Other major flood reduction activities include:
o construction or building up of levees, which will further reduce downstream flood
storage, increase likely development behind levees, and increase long term emergency
response costs and impacts.
Increase height of Airport Levee in Chehalis by 4 to 7 feet. Destroy 7 acres of wetlands.
The proposed flood retention project is only effective if the flooding rain event occurs over the
Willapa Hills.
o This is an assumption that is not valid in many potential flooding events.
o The Chehalis River basin includes headwaters in other foothills as well as the Cascades
and it is likely that more flooding events will originate in these locations than the
Willapa Hills.
o The 2007 flooding was a rare event. The 2009 flood was primarily a rain on snow event
bringing in massive floodwater from the Cascades.
o The proposed flood retention structure will have minimal benefit in events such as the
2009 flood event.

The summary concludes the flooded areas generally are agricultural and rural areas, with flooding of I-5
and residential areas still occurring in some areas (less than 3’). The proposed project would protect
approximately half of the projected late-century flood 2955 structures and reduce flooding duration by
1/3.
The logical outgrowth of this proposal is that the structure and levee enhancements will encourage
additional growth in flood prone areas, increasing the total damage likely if a flood exceeds planning
limits. We compare this proposal to the USACE constructed and managed Toutle River Sediment
Retention Structure, which now has low effectiveness but has created a massive potential issue if it
either fails or is not raised regularly. The SRS has only exacerbated the issue long term while allowing
downstream neighbors to believe the issue was resolved.
We also request that the Department of Ecology and the project sponsors assess the Local Action
alternative in a thoughtful and meaningful way. We ask that the Local Action alternative be assessed
into risk to and growth of residential, commercial, and industrial development scenarios. We find the
preferred alternative to be dreadfully short-sighted, expensive, and ultimately ineffective. However the
Local Action alternative could be a meaningful model for other watersheds to comprehensively
approach flood mitigation and response while maintaining fluvial and ecological function.
Please contact our Natural Resources Department Director, Mr. Taylor Aalvik or our Natural Resources
Program Assistant, Ms. Tiffini Alexander to schedule the government-to-government consultation. Mr.
PO Box 2547 • Longview, WA 98632-8594 • (360) 577-8140 • Fax (360) 577-7432 • EMAIL cowlitztribe@cowlitz.org
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Aalvik can be reached at: 360-577-8140, or taylor.a@cowlitz.org, and Ms. Alexander can be reached at:
360-353-9509, or talexander@cowlitz.org,
Sincerely Yours,

Chairman of the Cowlitz Indian Tribe
Cc:
Ecology SW Regional Director Rich Doenges
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Tulalip Tribes
tulalipmediamarketing@tulaliptribes-nsn.gov
Washington

Comments:
Comments from the Tulalip Tribes
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Board of Directors:
Teri Gobin – Chair
Glen Gobin – Vice Chair
Melvin R Sheldon Jr – Secretary
Misty Napeahi – Treasurer
Marlin Fryberg Jr – Council Member
Marie Zackuse – Council Member
Hazen Shopbell – Council Member

May 27, 2020
SEPA Draft EIS for the Chehalis Flood Damage Reduction Project
c/o Anchor QEA
1201 3rd Ave., Suite 2600
Seattle, WA 98101
RE: The Tulalip Tribes comments, Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Chehalis River
Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project
To the Chehalis Basin Flood Control District:
The Tulalip Tribes are the successors in interest of the treaty Snohomish, Snoqualmie, Skykomish, and
other allied and subordinate tribes and bands signatory to the Treaty of Point Elliott 1855. Our
ancestors have lived on, hunted, fished, and gathered on the lands of the Pacific Northwest since time
immemorial. In the treaty, our ancestors reserved their inherent right to fish in all their usual and
accustomed fishing grounds as well as the right to hunt and gather on all open and unclaimed lands into
perpetuity. In order to have access to these treaty-protected resources, federal, state, and local
governments and their agencies are must act responsibly to protect the critical habitats and
environmental conditions that support them.
Given the significant adverse environmental, community, and cultural impacts, [the tribe] asserts that
the Department of Ecology must deny the proposed preferred alternative for the State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Proposed Chehalis River Basin
Flood Damage Reduction Project. The expandable flood retention (FRE) facility would have effects
beyond the watershed in which it would be built. It would have significant adverse impacts on treatyprotected salmon populations that are also important economically, to the State of Washington, and
along the Pacific Rim from Canada to Oregon. These salmon are also critical to the recovery of the
endangered southern resident killer whales. We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on
the SEPA DEIS and further endorse the comments of the Quinault Indian Nation and those of the
Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission.
The Chehalis River Basin Flood Control Zone District’s preferred project alternative consists of an FRE
facility and a temporary reservoir on the Chehalis River near Pe Ell, Washington, and changes to the
Chehalis-Centralia Airport levee. [The tribe] opposes the preferred alternative and has substantial
concerns about the analysis presented in the DEIS. Tulalip supports the pursuit of a non-dam alternative
that will prevent flood damage in the Chehalis River Basin, while also protecting natural resources and
building resilience to the effects of climate change. Tulalip stresses that the preferred alternative would
result in far-reaching and substantive damage to broadly held regional values of salmon recovery and
rebuilding the ecosystems that sustain us.

Salmon, the ecosystems they depend on, and the tribes that rely on them cannot and should not
continue to bear an unfair burden of threats in order to ameliorate other concerns like flooding. For the
last 165 years, protection of the environment has taken a backseat to logging, agriculture, urban and
growth, mining, and industry. We cannot continue to take from the land and forget our role in the
natural world and expect it to continue to provide for us. the time is now for a change
The Washington Legislature has directed the Chehalis Basin Board, which oversees the Office of the
Chehalis Basin within the Department of Ecology, to develop a strategy to address flood damage and to
restore aquatic species habitat in the Chehalis River Basin. The DEIS clearly states that the significant
concerns in the Chehalis River Basin are flood damage, declining salmon populations, and the adverse
effects of climate change. Yet the preferred alternative focuses solely on addressing flooding to the
great detriment of salmon habitat, aquatic species, and the human communities that depend on them.
The proposed FRE represents a dangerous precedent in allowing this severe level of environmental harm
and impact on treaty fishing rights to occur without proposing mitigation for those harms. Building dams
of this size on salmon rivers is an outmoded approach to flood control. We are facing 21st-century
problems such as climate change and population growth, and we need innovative and scientifically
sound solutions. It is incongruous to propose this project, which is narrowly focused on flood control,
while at the same time the communities of the Chehalis Basin are working with tribes, scientists, and the
Chehalis Basin Board to develop the Aquatic Species Restoration Plan (ASRP) that could be part of a
program that would successfully protect against flood damage while enhancing salmon recovery and
keeping people out of harm’s way. The state of Washington, tribal, county, and local governments spend
millions of dollars every year on salmon recovery. The proposed FRE flies in the face of the collective
goals, planning efforts, and investments that are being made to protect and restore critical habitat.
In contrast, the integrated floodplain management alternative listed as the Local Actions Alternative in
DEIS would be consistent with salmon recovery goals and efforts. It would be more effective at
controlling flood damage in more of the basin. The Local Actions Alternatives must be considered
separately from the FRE and airport levee alternative and funded for full implementation.
A project with adverse impacts of this magnitude also requires meaningful government-to-government
consultation to ensure that all legal responsibilities are met. Although the DEIS acknowledges that the
proposed project would have significant and unavoidable impacts for aquatic habitat, salmon,
steelhead, other native fish, freshwater mussels, and native vegetation, the analysis underestimates the
substantial adverse effects to tribal treaty fishing rights and the economic damage that would ensue.
Meaningful government-to-government consultation must occur early enough to allow tribes the time
to provide input on the subject matter and to account for each tribe’s timeline and sovereign process for
considering consultation offers. Engagement with tribes, both as domestic sovereigns with treatyprotected rights and as marginalized populations with environmental justice concerns, should occur
early and often, both through the formal government-to-government process and informally through
community feedback.

The Tulalip Tribes have identified several categories of concern with the preferred proposed alternative:
•

Lack of detail of the mitigation for known and significant adverse effects on the environment.

•

Failure to adequately address recognized adverse impacts on fish, other aquatic species, SRKW,
and the riverine ecosystem.

•

Limited assessment or acknowledgment of how climate change will alter environmental
conditions and planned operations during the life of the proposed project.

•

Inadequate analysis of the Local Actions Alternative, an integrated floodplain management
approach with far fewer environmental impacts.

Today, to even consider constructing a dam on a free-flowing salmon river sets a dangerous precedent
in a time when history and current science illustrate the imperative of comprehensive river basin
planning that protects and restores riparian and floodplain function. Investment in ecosystem
protection and restoration is necessary to promote climate resilience, and protecting habitat is an
essential element in ensuring that tribes can exercise their treaty-reserved rights to fish, gather, and
hunt. Although Washington State makes significant investments in restoring degraded habitat, it does
not fully use its authorities to protect the essential habitat that remains. Without these protections, the
overall habitat will continue to decline, and flooding will continue to be a problem. Thus, it is the
responsibility of the State of Washington, as co-manager of the fisheries resources, to use its SEPA
authority to deny the preferred alternative and continue to fund and develop actions in the Chehalis
River Basin such as the ASRP that will reduce flood damage while also enhancing aquatic and floodplain
habitat.
Sincerely,

Teri Gobin,
Tulalip Tribes
Chairwoman
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Message:
Joseph Pavel
Skokomish Tribe Department of Natural Resources
jpavel@skokomish.org
Mason County, WA

Comments:
May 26, 2020
SEPA Draft EIS for the Chehalis Flood Damage Reduction Project
c/o Anchor QEA
1201 3rd Ave., Suite 2600
Seattle, WA 98101
RE: Skokomish Tribe comments, Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the
Proposed Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project
To the Chehalis Basin Flood Control District:
The Skokomish Tribe (Tribe) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on this SEPA
DEIS. The Tribe recognizes our common interest with the Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis
Reservation and the Quinault Indian Nation in endorsing comments made by them and those
of the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission. The Skokomish have a strong social-cultural
connection with these tribes, and a strong history of working together on shared natural
resources issues within areas of the Chehalis River Basin. Pursuant to this the Tribe maintains
that this project may also indirectly affect Skokomish Tribe Treaty fishing rights.
While the DEIS acknowledges that the proposed project would have significant and
unavoidable impacts for aquatic habitat, salmon, steelhead, other native fish, freshwater
mussels, and native vegetation, the analysis presented underestimates the substantial adverse
effects to tribal treaty fishing rights and the economic damage that would ensue.
Given our common interest and due to the multitude of adverse environmental, community,
and social-cultural impacts that are clearly listed in the DEIS, the Skokomish Tribe asserts that
the Department of Ecology must deny the proposed preferred alternative for the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the
Proposed Chehalis River Basin Flood Damage Reduction Project.
The Chehalis River Basin Flood Control Zone District’s “Preferred Project Alternative”
consists of an expandable flood (FRE) facility and temporary reservoir on the Chehalis River

near Pe Ell, Washington, and changes to the Chehalis-Centralia Airport levee. The tribe
opposes this preferred alternative as it would have adverse effects on treaty protected salmonid
populations. These effects would go well beyond the boundaries of the Chehalis River Basin
(Basin). Next to the Columbia River Basin, this Basin has a tremendous capacity in playing a
key role in ESA critical habitat and salmon protection and restoration. ESA listed Chinook
Salmon populations that originate from this Basin migrate regionally throughout the Pacific
Northwest. This expandable flood retention facility (FRE) is a dam that would have significant
adverse effects to these treaty-protected salmon populations. These salmon are important
economically to the State of Washington, along the Pacific Coast and within inland waters
from Canada to Oregon. These salmon are also critical to the recovery of the endangered
southern resident killer whales (SRKW). Steelhead will also be negatively affected by this
FRE project, which is located near the headwaters of the Chehalis, and which is a final
destination for spawning steelhead.
The Skokomish Tribe has identified several categories of concern with the proposed preferred
alternative:
1. Lack of detail of the mitigation for known and significant adverse effects to the
environment.
2. Failure to fully address recognized adverse impacts to fish, other aquatic species, SRKW,
and the riverine ecosystem.
3. Limited assessment or acknowledgement of how climate change will alter environmental
conditions and planned operations during the life of the proposed project.
4. Inadequate analysis of the Local Actions Alternative, an integrated floodplain management
approach with far fewer environmental impacts.
While there are some small dam projects within the Basin, the introduction of this FRE would
constitute the introduction of a major dam on the Chehalis River, and could set a precedent at
a time when we need creative solutions that involve natural processes to mitigate for climate
change and other causes of flooding. As deforestation, land development, and agriculture are
allowed to increase within the Basin, flooding will be exacerbated. The proposed FRE flies in
the face of the collective goals, planning efforts, and investments that are being made now to
protect and restore critical habitat. Yet the preferred alternative focuses solely on addressing
flooding to the great detriment of salmon habitat, aquatic species, and the human communities
that depend on them.
The Skokomish Tribe supports the pursuit of a non-dam alternatives that will prevent flood
damage in the Chehalis River Basin, while also protecting natural resources and building
resilience to the effects of climate change. The State of Washington, tribal, county, and local
governments spend millions of dollars every year on salmon recovery. Presently, communities
of the Basin are working with tribes, scientists, and the Chehalis Basin Board to develop the
Aquatic Species Restoration Plan (ASRP) that could be part of a program that would
successfully protect against flood damage while enhancing salmon recovery and keeping
people out of harm’s way. Pursuant to this the integrated floodplain management alternative
listed as the Local Actions Alternative in the DEIS would be consistent with salmon recovery
goals and efforts and would be more effective at controlling flood damage in more of the
Basin. The Tribe’s position is that the DEIS Local Actions Alternatives must be given full and
equal consideration in reference to the FRE and airport levee alternative. Reprogramming
funding from the Preferred Alternative FRE to the Local Actions Alternative needs to be
looked at. The Tribe asserts that supporting this alternative is a much more effective way of
dealing with flood control while at the same time protecting and recovering critical salmon
habitat and ESA listed species.

The Tribe stresses that the preferred alternative would result in far-reaching and substantive
damage to broadly held regional values of salmon recovery and rebuilding the ecosystems that
sustain us. Building dams of this size on salmon rivers is an outmoded approach to flood
control.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If you have any questions or concerns regarding
these comments please contact Dana Sarff, Environmental Planner, at 360-877-5213 Ext 2201
or at dsarff@skokomish.org
Respectfully,
Joseph Pavel; Director of Natural Resources
Skokomish Tribe.
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Message:
Rob Purser
Suquamish Tribe
rpurser@suquamish.nsn.us

Comments:
The Suquamish Tribe (the Tribe) is a federally-recognized Indian tribe that stands with the
Quinault Indian Nation in opposition to the Flood Control District’s preferred alternative and
proposal to construct an expandable flood retention facility and temporary reservoir on the
Chehalis River near Pe Ell, Washington, including changes to the Chehalis-Centralia Airport
levee. The Tribe urges the Flood Control District to pursue non-dam alternatives that more
appropriately and comprehensively address both flood damage *and* restoration of aquatic
species habitat in the Chehalis River Basin. If constructed, the preferred alternative would
create significant, unavoidable, and irreparable impacts to the Chehalis River Ecosystem. The
preferred alternative would add to water quality problems (e.g. temperature), degrade habitat
and interfere with habitat forming processes, all of which will amplify the effects of climate
change and imperil Chehalis fall Chinook, Grays Harbor Spring Chinook, and other salmon
species and populations. Impacts on the abundance of Chinook salmon will further endanger
Southern Resident Killer Whales. Construction of a dam of this size on a large river system
like the Chehalis is completely incongruous to tribal treaty rights.

RECEIVED JUN. 0 2 2020

LOWER ELWHA KLALLAM TRIBE

2851 Lower Elwha Road
Port Angeles, WA 98363

Phone: 360.452.8471
Fax:
360.452.3428

May 28, 2020
SEPA Draft EIS for the Chehalis Flood Damage Reduction Project
c/o Anchor QEA
1201 3rd Ave., Suite 2600
Seattle, WA 98101
Re:

Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe comments - Proposed Chehalis River Basin Flood
Damage Reduction Project

To the Chehalis Basin Flood Control District:
The Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe submits these comments on the Draft EIS for proposed
Chehalis River Basin Flood Reduction Project. Lower Elwha is a federally recognized Indian Tribe
with a Reservation located on the Olympic Peninsula where the Elwha River flows into the Strait
of Juan de Puca. Our Tribes is a party to the 1855 Treaty of Point No Point, under which we
reserved fishing rights in the rivers of the northern Olympic Peninsula and large areas of marine
water, including the Strait of Juan de Puca, the San Juan Islands, Admiralty Inlet, and northern
Hood Canal. Our comments come from the perspective of a Tribe whose members have suffered
mightily from the construction of two mainstem dams on the Elwha River at the beginning of the
twentieth century. The Tribe was never consulted during that process and construction of the dams
directly led to the decimation of Elwha River salmon populations, severely impacting our treaty
rights and culture. It took our Tribe a century of advocacy to remove the dams and begin restoring
the legendary salmon resources of the Elwha River. We are now in the early stages of that process
and it is clear that it will take some time to recover Elwha salmon populations. It is unfathomable
to us that the state of Washington would pursue a similar course on the second largest river in state,
particularly when tens of millions of dollars are being spent annually to recover salmon and their
habitats.
The Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe supports the pursuit of a non-dam alternative as the
appropriate means of preventing flood damage in the Chehalis River Basin, while also restoring
natural processes and building resilience to the effects of climate change. Lower Elwha believes
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that adoption of the preferred alternative would result in substantive damage to the Chehalis River
and the broader ecosystem of the Pacific Coastal Region. We support the position of the Chehalis
Tribe, which has opposed this project from the outset, and incorporate their specific comments on
the DEIS as well as the comments of the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission, of which Lower
Elwha is a member.
Sincerely,

Frances G. Charles
Tribal Chairwoman
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